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Flood is a reality of life in Ipswich.
Past events such as the major floods of 1974 and 2011
are etched into the collective memory of our city. We will
never forget.
We also know that flooding will happen again and is a
natural part of the lifecycle of a river system. When it
does happen, we want a city that is informed, ready
and resilient.
There were many lessons learned in the aftermath of the
2011 flood. Councils, the State Government, and other
stakeholders have spent the past 10 years developing an
understanding of our floodplains and what we can all do
to support resilient communities.
The Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan is part of our
ongoing commitment to understanding and preparing
for floods. It is the most detailed and comprehensive
study ever undertaken in our city and goes above and
beyond recommendations from the Queensland Floods
Commission of Inquiry.

We know that the human and social costs of flooding
can be just as significant as the more tangible costs of
building and infrastructure damage.
The Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan takes a holistic
approach, recognising that the most effective way of
building flood resilience is to integrate the full spectrum
of catchment planning; from community awareness and
evacuation routes; to flood resilient home design and
city planning and development controls; to large-scale
revegetation and climate change modelling.
It is a view that is shared by the community. Throughout
the process, the Managing Future Floods community
engagement has ensured the people of Ipswich have
been involved in the city’s plan.
The Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan will guide council’s
actions and future investment and chart the way forward
for the whole city.
Together we can build Ipswich’s readiness and resilience
for future floods.

Evening Light on Brisbane River by F Martin
Ipswich Enviroplan Photo Comp
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REGIONAL CONSISTENCY AND COLLABORATION
Flooding in Queensland in the summer of 2010/2011
affected more than 2.5 million people and about 29,000
homes and businesses.
In 2011 the Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry
(QFCoI) was established to enquire into seven matters
arising out of the 2010/2011 floods.
This included the preparation and planning for floods
by State and local governments, such as land use
planning and future development, emergency response
procedures, dam operations and structural mitigation.
Recommendations for local governments included:

Councils in floodplain areas should, resources
allowing, develop comprehensive floodplain
management plans that accord as closely as
practicable with best practice principles.
(Recommendation 2.12)
Following the QFCoI, the Queensland Government and
local governments committed to long-term floodplain
management practices to reduce the impact of current
and future flood risks. The process of floodplain
management in the Brisbane River catchment followed
four phases.

PHASE 1 – DATA COLLECTION REPORT
(AURECON, 2013)
PHASE 2 – BRISBANE RIVER CATCHMENT
FLOOD STUDY (BRCFS)
This study, led by the Queensland Reconstruction
Authority was released in May 2017. It was the
largest flood study undertaken in Australia to
better understand current and future flood risks
and identify regionally consistent approaches to
strengthen flood resilience across the Brisbane
River floodplain.
PHASE 3 – BRISBANE RIVER STRATEGIC
FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT PLAN (SFMP)
This plan brought together four local councils
including Ipswich and key stakeholders to develop
the most comprehensive regional approach to
managing flood risk in Australia. The methodology
of the regional-scale study included a detailed
assessment of flood risk, regionally consistent
framework for land use planning, disaster
management strategies and information for
improving community awareness and resilience.
The SFMP provided a valuable toolkit for local
governments throughout Queensland seeking to
implement floodplain management that aligned
with best practice principles. One of the priority
actions noted to follow the SFMP was to ‘complete
a sub-regional Bremer River model (including its
tributaries) to be consistent with the regional
BRCFS outcome and update existing creek models’,
which the IICP completes.
PHASE 4 – LOCAL FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT
PLANS (LFMP)
These plans are developed to provide localised
flood risk assessments following the regionally
consistent approach established in the SFMP. The
Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan (IICP) represents
council’s fulfilment of this requirement to establish
strategies to deliver sustainable management of
flood risk for Ipswich.
Together we can build Ipswich’s readiness and
resilience for future floods.
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Queensland Floods
Commission of Inquiry

2

2 Floodplain management
A floodplain is an area of land adjacent to a creek, river, estuary, lake,
dam or artificial channel, which is subject to inundation by floodwater.1
Most cities and towns in Queensland are located on floodplains.2 There
are ample benefits associated with making use of fertile floodplain lands,
but they come with an obvious drawback: by definition, floodplain land
is subject to flooding.
No recommendations made by this Commission, even if implemented by
government, can control the forces of nature. At some time in the future,
parts of Queensland will experience floods of a magnitude as great as, or
greater than, those of the 2010/2011 wet season. Existing science cannot
predict when they will happen, or how severe they will be.
Contemporary society does not countenance a fatalistic approach to
such inevitabilities, even if their occurrence is unpredictable. There is an
expectation that government will act to protect its citizens from disaster,
and that all available science should be applied so that the nature and
extent of the risk is known and appropriate action taken to ameliorate it.

Recommendations

With that in mind, government agencies need to engage in a process of
floodplain management involving a combination of land planning and
building controls, emergency management procedures, and structural
mitigation measures such as levees and dams. This chapter addresses the
preparatory steps government should take to enable the best possible
decisions to be made about floodplain management measures. The
implementation of particular floodplain management measures is
considered in more detail elsewhere in this report and the Commission’s
interim report.3
The most useful scientific exercise currently available to underpin
government’s response to flood risk is a flood study. A flood study is
the scientific investigation of flooding in a particular area, usually the
catchment of a river system. It may involve hydrologic and hydraulic
investigations, and a statistical analysis of the frequency with which
floods have occurred.
Any such process will be only as effective as the science that enables it,
and the reliability of results will necessarily depend upon the quality
of data. There is no single way of performing a flood study. It can be
a simple exercise, or one that is as complex and detailed as resources
will allow. The Commission did not attempt to codify the science and
practice of flood studies. Rather, it convened a panel of experts and
was informed by their consensus as to the status of some existing flood
studies, the procedures that would ideally be involved in future studies,
and the need to reform the way in which essential data is managed.
The experts’ consensus is a good blueprint, but it must be accepted
that it is, for the most part, only governments who can afford to
undertake major flood studies. As much as any government process, the
management of a flood study will be subject to a range of influences.
In this context, it was instructive for the Commission to examine the
history of flood studies in Brisbane and Ipswich over the last 30 years.
That examination reinforced the proposition that a flood study is a
scientific exercise, and if the utility of its results is to be maintained

38

Phase 1

Data Collection Report

Phase 2

Brisbane River Catchment
Flood Study

Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry | Final Report

Regional flood data

Phase 3

Brisbane River Strategic
Floodplain Management Plan
(SFMP)
Regionally consistent
approach

2021
City of Ipswich

Technical Evidence Report
Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
Ipswich City Council
24 December 2020

Phase 4

Ipswich Integrated
Catchment Plan (IICP)

Integrated
Catchment
Plan
Strategy and Action Plan

Ipswich.qld.gov.au

Figure 1 Brisbane River floodplain management process
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ABOUT THE IPSWICH INTEGRATED CATCHMENT PLAN (IICP)
This IICP has been prepared following the regionally
consistent approach established in the SFMP for
catchments of the Brisbane River, Bremer River and
the local creeks within the bounds of the Ipswich Local
Government Area (LGA).
The IICP is a holistic non-statutory integrated floodplain
management document that provides a range of
recommendations and actions for council to consider.
It aims to achieve effective mitigation of current and
future flood risk, build community flood resilience and
drive reduction of flood risk to people and property
while ensuring the natural functions of the floodplain
are preserved, water quality is improved and ecological
diversity increased within the catchment.
Using the data and outputs from the BRCFS, SFMP,
Ipswich River Flood Studies (which includes the
Brisbane and Bremer River systems) and the individual
flood studies for the local creek catchments, a full
understanding of the flood behaviour has been
developed. The IICP has assessed and characterised the
nature of flood risk across the City of Ipswich and how
to best manage the risk. It has been developed as
two documents:
1.

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan –
Strategy and Action Plan (this document)

2.

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan –
Technical Evidence Report (TER).

The TER presents the detailed analysis that has been
undertaken across the multiple defined work packages
to provide an integrated flood risk assessment and
policy recommendations to inform best practice
integrated catchment planning across Ipswich. For
further details, specific sections of the TER are
referenced throughout this document.
During the development of the technical work,
discussion papers on the IICP work packages were
released to the community via the Shape Your Ipswich
website. These discussion papers presented early
findings and encouraged community and stakeholder
feedback to help shape the IICP.
The IICP will ultimately help the overall understanding
of the extent and scale of flooding and inform the
development of policies and projects across council.

9
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INTERACTION BETWEEN PLANS AND STRATEGIES
The IICP presents a range of actions and
recommendations for integrated catchment and
flood management across Ipswich. These have been
developed having regard to the vision and the objectives
and actions of existing plans, strategies and legislation.

National
and State
legislation
and policy

Regional and
local Creek
Catchment
Flood Studies

This holistic approach to the development of actions
was important to identify any conflicts and/or synergies
to realise the multiple benefits of an integrated
approach and maximise future investment.

Queensland Floods Commission
of Inquiry

Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain
Management Plan (SFMP)

Ipswich Integrated
Catchment Plan (IICP)

Research,
monitoring and
evaluation

SFMP survey
and IICP
'Managing
Future Floods'
survey

Policy delivery pathways and
supporting documents

Ipswich Planning
Scheme

Local Disaster
Management
Plan

Floodplain
Management
Strategy

Waterway Health
Strategy

Integrated Water
Strategy

Nature
Conservation
Strategy

Bremer
Catchment
Action Plan

Creek Corridor
Plans
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE IPSWICH FLOODPLAIN
The Ipswich local government area sits predominately
within the Bremer River catchment, and includes
headwaters for the Lockyer Creek, Mid Brisbane River
and Lower Brisbane River catchments.

Most of these waterways have been significantly
modified or altered from their pre-European state
yet remain important landscape, ecological and
recreational resources.

Brisbane River
Catchment

Lockyer Creek
Catchment

Bremer River
Catchment
Logan River
Catchment

Figure 2 Major catchments within Ipswich LGA
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Local Catchments
Black Snake Creek
Deebing Creek
Franklin Vale Creek
Goodna Creek
Mihi Creek
Six Mile Creek
Western Creek
Woogaroo Creek
Purga Creek
Sandy Creek

Bremer
River

Local Catchments - ICC
Watercourses

Bundamba
Creek

Warrill
Creek

Figure 3 Catchments and sub-catchments within Ipswich LGA

Ipswich has experienced a broad range of historic flood events across multiple catchments.
 The flood of 1893 was the largest flood on record
in Ipswich and Brisbane. The record of 24.5m AHD
(Australian Height Datum) at the city gauge still
stands today.
 The flood of 1974 was the second largest known
flood to have occurred in Ipswich and Brisbane when
the city gauge reached a level of 20.7m AHD.
 The 2008 localised flood event (approximately a
1 in 100 AEP) occurred in catchments such as
Thagoona and Black Snake Creek. During the
2008 flood in Black Snake Creek, collapsed fencing
caused blockage upstream of the detention basin
outlets, which led to overtopping and flooding.



The 2011 Bremer/Brisbane River flood event, where
flooding in the Ipswich LGA was dominated by high
levels of backwater from the Brisbane River. The
city gauge reached a level of 19.3m AHD. The event
was approximately a 1 in 80 AEP.



The 2013 Bremer River flood event (approximately a
1 in 20 AEP).

For further flood history of Ipswich and its catchments,
the Ipswich City Council Floodplain Management
Strategy, the Ipswich Rivers Flood Study, and local
catchment assessments provide a wealth of information
on historical flood events.
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A VISION FOR AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
The Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
will deliver a suite of effective, sustainable
floodplain management measures that seek
to reduce the risk of flooding to the Ipswich
community using a whole-of-catchment
approach that is truly integrated across
the whole city.
This vision statement identifies the range of values
which need to be considered in the rehabilitation and
protection of Ipswich waterways and their catchments,
including flood conveyance and mitigation for
infrastructure and houses, clean and safe water, green
and shady places for the community to enjoy, and
habitat and connections for native plants and animals.

Management of flood risk within a catchment should
be cognisant of the broader environmental outcomes
that are sought to achieve sustainability, including the
benefits that come from flooding and the recharge
of floodplain wetlands and groundwater reserves
(SFMP, 2019).
While traditional flood mitigation approaches have
focused on large scale infrastructure such as dams and
levees that have fundamentally modified waterways
and their ecosystems, the IICP seeks to locally refine the
SFMP approach to engage the floodplain and identify a
suite of actions, recommendations and policies across
the catchment that mitigate flood risk.

To achieve this vision, an integrated catchment planning
approach has been adopted for the IICP, based on
the framework presented in the Brisbane River SFMP.
This describes the more holistic planning and strategic
development of catchment-wide objectives.

SOURCE – PATHWAY – RECEPTOR MODEL
The IICP applies the Source-Pathway-Receptor model
in developing a plan for integrated management of the
catchment to understand the floodplain as a holistic
system. The model considers the source, pathways and
receptors of flooding in sequential order.

SOURCE

PATHWAY

1.

The Source: where floodwaters come from;

2.

The Pathways: how the water travels through
the environment; and

3.

The Receptors: who or what could be affected
by the floodwaters.

RECEPTOR

It is important to note that the steps do not imply
priority, moreover it reflects a logical sequence in which
to evaluate actions, starting with the source of flooding.
Furthermore, integrated floodplain management cannot
be implemented by applying individual treatment
measures in isolation. Linkages with other categories of
mitigation measures, and an iterative approach to the
development of these measures is necessary to develop
an optimal integrated plan (Designing Strategies for
Integrated Flood management, 2017).

14 | Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
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The IICP includes actions from each category
of treatment measure in the Source-PathwayReceptor model.
Additionally, the IICP specifically identifies physical
mitigation options that work with natural processes
to regain what has been lost on the floodplain,
investigating revegetation and reengaging floodplains
to improve flood hazard, regenerate soils by retaining
sediment on the land, and recharge groundwater tables.

SOURCE

RECEPTORS

PATHWAY

Ex

ten
to
f th
eF
loo

dp

lai
n

Building and development controls
ensure new buildings are not placed in
areas of intolerable risk

Natural floodplain mitigation reduces
the impact of flooding downstream

Vulnerable communities
are more at risk to
impacts of flooding

5
4
3
2
1

Improving flood intel
helps the community
respond to floods

AGED

Isolation can occur if access
roads are cut during floods
Raising awareness builds
community resilience to
floods.

Physical mitigation such as levees, dams
and detention basins reduce the impact
of flooding downstream

Figure 4 Conceptual integrated catchment planning across the floodplain

ASSESSING RISK AND MITIGATION
The IICP uses a flood risk assessment methodology
in accordance with international standards and risk
assessment guidelines. The risk assessment follows
four steps;
1.

risk identification;

2.

risk analysis;

3.

risk evaluation; and

4.

risk treatment.

A range of risks have been considered from very low
to extreme depending on a combination of different
likelihood flood hazard events and impacts to the
community. The risk assessment identifies the likely
level of risk across the Ipswich LGA collectively, in other
words the risk presented does not apply to individual
properties or assets.
The primary objective of the IICP is to identify risk
treatments or mitigation actions to reduce or maintain
the level of risk to a tolerable or acceptable level. This
can be illustrated by bringing the ‘unmitigated risk’
profile down.
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A responsive, flexible and long-term action plan
considers all possible floodplain mitigation measures
along with the effectiveness, acceptability and
consequences of any action. The costs of maintaining
the current level of risk with just one mitigation measure
will likely become inefficient in the face of natural
change or prohibitively expensive in the future.

The integrated catchment planning approach across
the spectrum of the Source-Pathway-Receptor model
identifies a suite of tools and prioritise and stagger
investment in floodplain mitigation measures.

Decision point to implement action

Intolerable

Indicative risk profile with action in place
Integrated
Catchment
Planning
approaches
to floodplain
mitigation drive
risk reductions

Tolerable

RISK LEVEL

Indicative risk profile with no mitigation

Physical
Mitigation

Land Use
Planning

SOURCE

Property
Specific Actions

PATHWAY

Community
Awareness and
Resilience

Emergency
Management

RECEPTOR

Figure 5 Indicative risk reduction profile
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This approach has informed six objectives for
integrated catchment and flood risk management.
When implemented, these will support the delivery of
the IICP vision.

Each objective relates to a work package of the IICP and
is detailed within this Strategy and Action Plan, and the
Technical Evidence Report.

CURRENT AND FUTURE FLOOD RISK
Objective 1: Define and reduce flood risk

PHYSICAL MITIGATION
Objective 2: Achieve sustainable flood mitigation through
physical intervention

LAND USE PLANNING
Objective 3: Plan for development outcomes that are risk-informed

PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS
Objective 4: Promote flood-resilient built form

COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND RESILIENCE
Objective 5: Enable our community to anticipate, respond and adapt to
floods and flooding

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Objective 6: Deliver emergency response and recovery decisions that are
intelligence based

17
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OBJECTIVE 1: DEFINE AND REDUCE FLOOD RISK
CURRENT AND FUTURE FLOOD RISK

UNDERSTANDING FLOOD RISK
The identification of flood risk in the Ipswich catchment
considers the regional catchments of the Bremer and
Brisbane rivers as well as local creek catchments and
their major tributaries.
Community vulnerability and flood exposure across
Ipswich has been identified and analysed. This
information is a prerequisite for determining how
weather and climate events contribute to the
occurrence of disasters.
Understanding a full picture of flood risk helps to design
and implement effective risk management strategies
and is therefore important to not only understand how
assets, buildings and services may be impacted but also
identify the community’s vulnerability and exposure to
flooding hazards.
This methodology has also been applied to the IICP.
While the approach reflects regionally consistent

AEP

outcomes driven by the SFMP framework, the
identification of flood risk in the Ipswich catchment has
evolved to suit locally specific conditions associated
with creek catchments and major tributaries. Full details
of this analysis is found in Section 4 of the IICP TER
(Current and Future Flood Risk).
WHAT IS FLOOD RISK?
Risk is defined as a combination of likelihood
and consequence.
Likelihood of flood risk has been kept consistent across
all flood studies in the IICP and is expressed as the flood
events Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP). The AEP
represents the probability that a given flood level be
exceeded in any one year (BoM, 2020). For example a 1
in 20 AEP represents a five per cent chance of the flood
event occurring in any one calendar year.

AT LEAST ONCE IN
80 YEARS

AT LEAST TWICE IN
80 YEARS

IPSWICH CBD
(M AHD)

1 in 10 (10% AEP)

100%

100%

14.8

1 in 20 (5% AEP)

98%

91%

16.1

1 in 50 (2% AEP

80%

48%

18.7

1 in 100 (1% AEP)

55%

19%

20.1

1 in 500 (0.2% AEP)

15%

1%

23.4

1 in 2000 (0.05% AEP)

4%

0.1%

25.7

PMF (Probable Maximum Flood)

0.1%

<0.1%

36.1

Table 1 Probability of floods occurring within an 80-year lifetime
and the corresponding flood levels at the Ipswich CBD flood gauge.
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Consequence examines the impact to exposed elements
because of a flood event. This is the physical impact
of the event upon an asset, as well as the economic
impacts, social impact including upon of vulnerable
communities and environmental impact.

COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES
The Managing Future Floods survey undertaken as
part of the IICP community engagement contained
a number of questions that help to determine a
baseline level of tolerability to unmitigated flood risk
in Ipswich.

TOLERABILITY
Tolerability in the context of flooding describes whether
flood risk requires mitigation or action to reduce the
economic, social or environmental impacts.

The majority of respondents would be concerned in
a flood event, while a quarter reported they would
be calm before a flood event occurs. When asked
who is primarily responsible for safety, the majority
responded by saying ‘yourself’. This suggests the
respondents do not feel flooding risk is acceptable
but will take action themselves to mitigate
intolerable risk.

A risk evaluation of tolerability is required to ensure
appropriate mitigation measures can be identified to
reduce economic, environmental or social impacts of a
flood. The level of risk has been categorised consistent
with the State Planning Policies definition: What society
would reasonably accept, tolerate, or find intolerable.
The National Emergency Risk Assessment Guidelines
(NERAG) describe risk tolerance as the organisation’s
readiness to bear the risk, after risk treatment, in order
to achieve its objectives.

The risk evaluation categorises the risk ratings into
intolerable, tolerable, or acceptable risks based on
thresholds in accordance with State Planning Policies.

Understanding the community’s tolerability to flooding
helps to identify the level of mitigation required across
the suite of floodplain management approaches assess
in the IICP.
RISK DESCRIPTION

Extreme Risk

High Risk

Medium Risk

Low Risk

Very Low Risk

RATIONALE



Frequent flooding



Conveyance area



Buildings vulnerable to failure and
unsafe for vehicles and people



Unlikely and rare flooding



New flow conveyance paths create
dangerous conditions



Buildings vulnerable to failure.



Generally unsafe for vehicles and
people



Areas still effected by frequent and
likely flood events



Generally safe infrequent and likely
flood events



High hazard associated with unlikely
and rare events



Balance of floodplain



Area potentially affected by
extremely rare flooding that may
not require mitigation

RISK PROFILE

Intolerable

HYDRAULIC
RISK
CATEGORY
HR1c
HR1b

Tolerable

HR2c
HR3c

Tolerable

HR2b
HR2c

Acceptable

HR2a
HR3a
HR4

Acceptable

HR5

Table 2 Description of risk tolerability
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FLOOD RISK FACTORS
The SFMP mapped HR across five categories of relative
hydraulic risk. The IICP adopts the SFMP HR categories,
but refines the matrix by introducing sub categories
based on the hazard level to map across 10 categories
of relative HR.

Detailed examination was undertaken to understand
current flood risk within the Ipswich LGA.
 Hydraulic risk – mapping flood likelihood by AEP
and flood hazard category based on depths and
velocities of floodwaters;

Using different flood hazard categories across the
catchment is helpful in designating appropriate flood
risk management responses in areas exposed to
hazard that is unsafe for children and the elderly,
or on the other end of the scale, areas potentially
exposed to hazard that threaten the structural
integrity of buildings.

 Flood islands – identifying issues of isolation caused
by flood waters;
 Time to inundation of floodwaters to roads
and buildings;
 Duration of inundation of floodwaters over roads
and buildings; and

HR has been mapped across ten categories of relative
hydraulic risk as shown in the HR matrix. Generally,
the HR level improves as you move diagonally from the
bottom right to top left of the matrix. Higher frequency
flood events associated with a 1 in 10 and a 1 in 20 AEP
which carry lower hazard are more ‘tolerable’ than
events with higher hazards.

 Economic impacts – direct and indirect damages
caused by flooding.
The flood risk assessment methodology used in the
IICP is in accordance with international standards and
guidelines. The risk assessment follows four key steps;
risk identification, risk analysis, risk evaluation and
risk treatment.



The (a) subcategories represent areas a low
hazard risk (i.e. of lesser consequence other than
flood damage);



The (b) subcategories represent the consequence
range where there is risk to vehicles and life; and



The (c) subcategories represent the consequence
range where there is risk to structures.

HYDRAULIC RISK
Hydraulic Risk (HR) has been used in the SFMP to
provide a regionally consistent definition of consequence
using HR derived from hazard characteristics identified
in the Australian Institute of Disaster Resilience
(AIDR) Guideline.

AEP

LOW HAZARD

MODERATE HAZARD

HIGH HAZARD

PMF

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

1 in 2,000

HR5

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR4

HR4

1 in 500

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR3(b)

HR3(c)

HR3(c)

1 in 100

HR4

HR4

HR3(b)

HR2(b)

HR2(c)

HR2(c)

1 in 50

HR4

HR3(b)

HR2(b)

HR2(b)

HR1(c)

HR1(c)

1 in 20

HR3(a)

HR2(b)

HR2(b)

HR1(b)

HR1(c)

HR1(c)

1 in 10

HR2(a)

HR1(b)

HR1(b)

HR1(b)

HR1(c)

HR1(c)

Table 3 Revised HR Matrix for use in the IICP
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The relative risks of each of the HR categories have
been considered further. For example, on the basis
that a low hazard high frequency event poses lower
relative risk to people and property, it is considered
HR2(a) is of lower relative risk to HR3c and HR3b and
has been categorised as such. This provides a relevant
graduation of risk profile from high risk conveyance
areas associated with high hazard through to lower risk
on the peripheral of flood storage.

VALUE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

HR Category

HR1(c)

HR1(b)

HR2(a)

HR2(b)

HR2(c)

HR3(c)

HR2(b)

HR3(a)

HR4

HR5

HR3(c)

HR2(c)

HR2(b)

HR2(a)

Table 4 Relative risk of HR Categories used in the IICP
(where 1 is the highest and 10 is lowest hydraulic risk)

HR5

HR4

HR3(a)

HR3(b)

HR1 (b)

HR1(c)

Hydraulic Risk
Figure 6 Hydraulic risk in Ipswich
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CURRENT FLOOD EXPOSURE
The Ipswich LGA has a significant number of residents,
up to 43 per cent, living within the extent of the
floodplain. There are an estimated 17,300 residents
mapped in the highest five hydraulic risk categories of
HR1(c) to HR3(c). The suburbs of Goodna, Bundamba,
Ipswich, Brassall, Churchill, Karalee, North Booval, One
Mile, West Ipswich and East Ipswich have high numbers
of properties exposed to high HR.

36,860

buildings within the
floodplain extent

15,000+

buildings inundated above
ground level during a 1 in 100
AEP flood event

Some of the main findings with key considerations for
building exposure being:


There are 36,380 buildings exposed to flooding with
17 per cent exposed to the highest hydraulic risk
categories HR1c to HR3c



The majority of high-risk buildings are residential



The highest relative increase of buildings impacted
across all storm events is seen between the 1 in 100
to 1 in 500 AEP flood events



There is also a notable increase in building
exposure to flood between the 1 in 20 and the
1 in 50 AEP events.

6,000+

buildings with water over
the floor during a 1 in 100
AEP flood event

6,368

buildings exposed to
top 5 hydraulic risk categories
(HR1c to HR3c)
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BUILDING

HR1(C)

HR1 (B)

HR2(C)

HR2(B)

HR3(C)

HR3(B)

HR2(A)

HR3(A)

684

558

973

813

664

4,212

2,247

266

3,013

11,501

24,931

Residential
Multi-Dwelling

173

131

347

193

197

790

590

52

799

2,461

5,733

Commercial

134

114

115

100

99

189

140

17

218

475

1,601

Industrial

90

26

104

73

54

91

129

3

180

280

1,030

Community and
Public Facilities

112

41

107

140

32

147

283

10

167

676

1,715

Agriculture

11

33

13

36

52

127

52

23

201

516

1,064

Other

12

45

41

34

17

101

138

5

90

303

786

1,216

948

1,700

1,389

1,115

5,657

3,579

376

4,668

16,212

36,860

TYPE

Residential

TOTAL

HR4

HR5

TOTAL

Table 5: Number of buildings in the floodplain and their relative exposure to Hydraulic Risk (HR)
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POPULATION
Almost 84,000 residents are mapped within the extent
of the floodplain (up to Probable Maximum Flood)
which indicates about 43 per cent of Ipswich residents
are exposed to flooding of some nature (2016 Census

2,200

HR1 (c)

HYDRAULIC RISK CATEGORY

data). Of these 84,000 residents mapped within the
floodplain extent, 21 per cent are exposed to the top 5
HR categories and 2,200 residents are located within
the highest risk category.

1,700

HR1 (b)

3,500

HR2 (c)

2,600

HR2 (b)

7,200

HR3 (c)

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

7,000

8,000

POPULATION
Figure 7 Population exposure to highest hydraulic risk
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
to have this infrastructure operational before, during
and after flood events. Doing so increases operational
preparedness, response, and recovery significantly.

Critical infrastructure is an important component of
flood exposure as this infrastructure performs an
important life-supporting role in flood events. It is vital

CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

HR1(C)

HR1 (B)

HR2(C)

HR2(B)

HR3(C)

HR3(B)

HR2(A)

HR3(A)

Defence Infrastructure

2

0

6

9

19

37

0

0

39

28

Emergency
management facilities

0

0

0

0

5

1

0

1

6

7

Pumping stations and
wastewater treatment
plants.

1

0

7

1

11

0

0

0

3

0

Electricity and
telecommunications

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

11

4

1

13

10

35

38

0

1

49

46

TOTAL

HR4

HR5

Table 6: Critical Infrastructure in the floodplain and relative exposure to Hydraulic Risk (HR)

63

critical infrastructure
buildings exposed to
high hydraulic risk

36

airport and associated
infrastructure buildings

5

emergency
management buildings

20

water infrastructure
buildings

2

electricity and
telecommunications buildings
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TIME TO INUNDATION
Time to inundation (TTI) is dependent on the type
of flooding. Longer TTIs would be expected for large
riverine floods while shorter TTI would be expected for
major local creek flooding events.
The process is based on scenario modelling to best
estimate TTI, however there are many thousands of
different possibilities. In an actual flood event, TTI could

be faster or slower on the modelled scenarios depending
on the rainfall patterns.
A sample hydrograph of a flood model is represented
below, this shows how the flood water level increases
over time until a road, building or asset is inundated.
The pink shaded area in the graph is the TTI.

FLOOD WATER LEVEL

Flood Water

Road, building or asset inundated

6 hours

TIME (hours)
Figure 8 Sample hydrograph showing a TTI of 6 hours

The data informs several outputs that contribute to
the picture of flood risk across the Ipswich LGA. TTI
data helps to inform prioritisation of areas subjected
to isolation by floodwaters, evacuation planning or
community awareness and education activities.
TTI information can also help understand exposed roads
and the need for earlier action on potential closures and
understanding areas subject to flash flooding.
Where TTI is less than 6 hours, residents and businesses
only have a short time to react to flood warnings and
will need to be aware of their flood risk and potentially
self-evacuate. It is important that people in these areas
are well prepared.
The 1 in 2000 AEP event has been used as it is an
appropriate representation of a very rare flood event
for purposes of investigating evacuation throughout the
Ipswich LGA. This design event is also defined as a very
rare event in the Australian Rainfall & Runoff Guidelines
2019 (AR&R), and is the last design event before the
PMF for modelled catchments across Ipswich.

The suburbs of Brassall, Raceview and Bundamba
are more susceptible to ‘flash flooding’. From this
investigation, flash flooding hotspots have been
highlighted to inform early evacuation measures as well
as possible areas that may require road upgrades on
existing evacuation routes.
FLOODED ROAD LOW POINTS
Road immunity and flooded road low points were
identified across the city on local, state and federal
highways. Using the flood water levels to identify
where each section of road is inundated, each
section of road that is ‘wet’ is mapped as a road low
point. This information is useful to identify areas in
the network with low flood immunity and also used
to calculate flood islands, time to inundation and
duration of floodwater inundation.
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Ipswich

35

Camira

36

Newtown

42

Redbank Plains

50

Goodna

50
54

Booval

55

East Ipswich
Raceview

60

Brassall

60
106

Bundamba

PROPERTIES
Figure 9 Number of properties by suburb with a time to inundation of less than 6 hours

Top 10 Suburbs Affected
Time to Inundation <6hrs

Figure 10 Map of top 10 suburbs affected by TTI of less than 6 hours
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DURATION OF INUNDATION
DFI is important information to consider as residents
who may shelter in place on the upper levels of buildings
will need to be self-sufficient for a certain period.
Structural damage to buildings can also increase with
longer inundation times, which may decrease the
safety of choosing not to evacuate. DFI is also useful in
determining which roads will flood the longest and could
be considered for approximate information of road
closure times and preparation for opening.

Duration of flood inundation (DFI) has been identified
by calculating the total duration of time flood water
exceeds a certain level.
Data relating to how long floodwaters inundate an
area was extracted from the suite of available council
flood models (Brisbane River, Bremer River and local
creek catchments).
Time series information within the models has been used
to produce worst case scenarios (i.e. longest duration)
for all models. For analysis of buildings, DFI is based on
the duration of flood waters inundated over floor levels;
and for analysis of roads DFI is based on the duration of
floodwaters inundated above road low points.

Suburbs that are most prone to longer durations of
inundation are impacted by flooding from the Brisbane
and Bremer rivers. In particular, Goodna and North
Booval have the highest number of properties with
inundation time greater than 36 hours. The top 10
suburbs are shown below.

Like TTI, DFI analysis is based on the 1 in 2000 AEP
flood event. For the purposes of analysing TTI, the 1
in 2000 AEP is the “worst case” primarily due to flood
storages depleted in a relatively shorter time period.

Barellan Point

328

Moores Pocket

388

North Ipswich

410
424

Basin Pocket

596

Bundamba

645

East Ipswich

733

Karalee

854

Brassall
North Booval

927

Goodna

927

PROPERTIES

Figure 11 Number of properties with DFI of more than 36 hours
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Top 10 Suburbs Affected
Duration of Inundation > 36hrs

Figure 12 Map of top suburbs with DFI of more than 36 hours

FLOOD ISLANDS
Flood Islands are a unique, complex, and relatively
dangerous situation that can develop during
flood events.

High flood islands are characterised by:


Entry and exit roads to the island are flooded,

Flood islands develop when servicing roads to areas are
cut (often multiple times) and the area is then physically
isolated with no means of vehicle transportation and
likely no or reduced pedestrian mobility.



As flood waters rise, a section of the flood island
remains dry and immune in a PMF event, and



High flood islands require the community to be
aware and prepared, such as having emergency
kits, resupply of their own medication and also
the need to know the community around them as
relocation may be necessary if no formal/informal
area is available for relocation.

Two types of flood islands can develop during flood
events: low and high flood islands. Low flood islands are
of most concern, as they can become submerged at any
point in time up to the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)
event. It is therefore important to understand low flood
islands that become inundated in more frequent
flood events.

Low flood islands are characterised by:


Entry and exit roads to the island are flooded, and,



As flood waters rise, eventually the entire island
will become submerged. Depending on the extent
of flooding, this can obviously become a lifethreatening situation.
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Please note: Low flood
islands could submerge
below a 1 in 100 AEP. This
is an example only.

LOW FLOOD ISLAND

Please note: High flood
islands stay dry, even in
the PMF

HIGH FLOOD ISLAND

Figure 13 Flood islands (AIDR, 2017)

The suburbs with the most buildings exposed to flood
islands include Rosewood, East Ipswich and Brassall.
The breakdown of buildings exposed to flood islands are
shown in Figures 14 and 15.
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LOW FLOOD ISLANDS
Leichhardt

0
34

Karalee

44

Camira

83

Bundamba

121

Willowbank

146

Raceview

172

Walloon

194

Brassall

347

East Ipswich

449

Rosewood

PROPERTIES
Figure 14 Suburbs with the highest number of buildings on low flood islands

HIGH FLOOD ISLANDS
East Ipswich
Raceview
Walloon

0
9
19

Willowbank

34

Rosewood

37

Camira
Leichhardt
Brassall
Bundamba
Karalee

78
85
98
154
208

PROPERTIES
Figure 15 Suburbs with the highest number of buildings on high flood islands
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Flood Islands
High Flood Island
Low Flood Island
Top 10 Suburbs Affected

Figure 16 Distribution of flood islands and suburbs with the highest number of properties affected

VULNERABILITY
An assessment of the social characteristics of the
population has been undertaken to understand
particular vulnerability indicators that may affect the
community’s response to a flood event and increase
their exposure to the impacts of flooding.
This assessment goes beyond the conventional risk
assessment by ensuring a full understanding of the
potential risks to vulnerable communities.
There are many aspects of social vulnerability to
flooding, but four vulnerability indices were considered
by the SFMP in detail and have also been adopted by
IICP. The factors of awareness, physical vulnerability,
socio-economic vulnerability and mobility are social
attributes that strongly relate to vulnerability
during floods.

PHYSICAL

MOBILITY

COMBINED
VULNERABILITY

AWARENESS

SOCIOECONOMIC

Figure 17 Combined vulnerability
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Using the 2016 Australian Bureau of Statics (ABS)
census records, suburb-level analysis (at the SA1 level)
has been undertaken and presented in the community
profile summary. The types of vulnerability and the data
indicators are listed below.

CATEGORIES

Physical
Vulnerability

Social & Economic
Vulnerability

Mobility
Vulnerability

Awareness
Vulnerability

Highly vulnerable persons are residents within the SA1
that represent the upper 20 per cent of the relative
vulnerability ranking for each indicator. The population
within the SA1 was calculated by multiplying the number of
buildings by the average number of residents per building.

VULNERABILITY INDICES

NUMBER OF
VULNERABLE
PERSONS
EXPOSED TO
FLOODING



Under 5 years



Over 65 years



Over 65 and lone person
household



Require assistance
(age/disability)



Renting (house tenure)



Household income (<$650)



Unemployed (seeking work)



Without vehicle access



One parent families



Group households



Speaks language other than
English (LOTE) at home



Without internet access



Most vulnerable people
across LGA affected by a
combination of vulnerability
indicators

Combined
Vulnerability

NUMBER OF
VULNERABLE
PERSONS
EXPOSED TO HIGH
HYDRAULIC RISK

2,145

540

1,137

311

613

193

3,259

614

1,596

311

Table 7 Vulnerability across Ipswich

To provide an overall picture of vulnerability, these
indices are combined by a process of normalisation
to bring the values to a standard scale. An average of
each indicator was then totalled to create a combined
vulnerability index.

There are about 1,500 people in the floodplain that
are in the upper 20 per cent of relative vulnerability
of all indicators. Over 1,000 are located in the lowest
hydraulic risk category of HR5.
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Combined Vulnerability
Less Vulnerable

More Vulnerable
Suburbs (CAR)

Figure 18 Distribution of most vulnerable people across Ipswich

ECONOMIC IMPACTS
Annual Average Damages (AAD) is the defining factor
of how much flood damages are expected to cost the
Ipswich community each year on average. It represents
the amount of money that would need to be set aside
every year to cover long-term flood damage costs.
The IICP adopts the SFMP methodology for the flood
damage assessment. Full technical details are provided
in Section 4 of the TER.
The cost of flooding in the Ipswich LGA has been
estimated by including both tangible and intangible
damages from all flood sources (Bremer River, Brisbane
River and the local creeks).
 Tangible damages are a combination of both direct
damages (internal, external and structural damage
to a building) and indirect damages (clean up,
recovery and potential losses of revenue) and have
been calculated with a general degree of accuracy
due to several surveys, research and flood events
where data has been collected and analysed.

Overall, the IICP has estimated an AAD
of $160 million, which incorporates
all flooding sources, building types,
tangible and intangible damages.

Ultimately while total damages per magnitude of
flood event is an important aspect to consider and
understand, reducing AAD is how traditional floodplain
management approaches reduce the overall impact of
flooding. This target is not an isolated goal however and
is also part of a multi-pronged approach to floodplain
management considering a suite of measures.

 Intangible damages includes the ‘social costs’ of
flooding reflected in increased levels of emotional
stress and psychological and physical illness
including loss of life. Intangible damages also
includes environmental, cultural and heritage
losses incurred.
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INTANGIBLE
21%

TANGIBLE
79%

Figure 19 Average Annual Damages split
(total cost $160 million per year)

AEP
(1 IN X)"

TANGIBLE

INTANGIBLE

TOTAL

2

$67,540,247

$-

$67,540,247

5

$88,878,965

$-

$88,878,965

10

$124,435,782

$-

$124,435,782

20

$186,458,457

$-

$186,458,457

50

$1,028,617,346

$156,611,665

$1,185,229,011

100

$1,808,739,758

$587,925,069

$2,396,664,827

500

$4,115,642,924

$2,894,512,601

$7,010,155,525

2000

$6,243,988,458

$5,743,439,795

$11,987,428,252

PMF

$13,919,946,809

$20,989,518,636

$34,909,465,445

Table 8 Total AAD damages
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There are many limitations to creating an exact flood
damages figure, such as:

Generally, there are very high residential damages
in more frequent flood events. These damages are
primarily associated with local creek flood events,
for example the 1 in 2 and 1 in 5 AEP events.
The graphics show large increases in AAD between
the 1 in 100 and 1 in 500 AEP event for residential
and non-residential buildings. Damage figures are
used to assess the potential economic benefits of
both physical mitigation measures and property
specific actions, i.e. how much damage will these
measures reduce each year.

9.6



property floor levels can have a substantial impact
on damages figures



information on the value of commercial building
contents was not available



actual damage in a flood is almost always less than
the potential damage.

As a result, these figures do not provide an ‘exact bill’ of
costs likely to occur as a result of a flood event. Instead,
it helps to understand the magnitude of impact for
different events.
RESIDENTIAL

7.2

$m/year

7.0

4.4

4.3

3.6

2.9

1 in 2

1 in 5

1 in 10

2.3

1 in 20

1 in 50

1 in 100

1 in 500

1 in 2000

1.6

PMF

NON-RESIDENTIAL

$m/year

7.4

3.5

3.3
2.2

1 in 2

1 in 5

1.8

1.9

1 in 10

1 in 20

1 in 50

3.0

1 in 100

3.0

1 in 500

1 in 2000

2.1

PMF

Figure 20 AAD for residential and non-residential buildings

EXPECTED TANGIBLE COSTS FOR A 1-IN-100 AEP FLOOD EVENT:
Residential

Other buildings

Commercial/industrial

$490 million

$133 million

$287 million

Utilities

Transport

Clean up

$37 million

$735 million

$126 million

TOTAL $1.8 BILLION
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FUTURE FLOOD RISK
Assessment of future urban development scenarios in
the floodplain is important as increased development
can affect the behaviour of floodwaters by blocking or
constraining critical flow paths, reducing the volume of
floodplain storage and potentially increasing rainfall
run-off associated with an increase in
impervious surfaces.
The analysis undertaken in the IICP models the
potential changes to the riverine and local creek
catchments to better understand areas that may be
sensitive to development.

CLIMATE CHANGE SENSITIVITY
Sensitivity testing to explore the impacts of increased
rainfall due to climate change was also undertaken.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
has predicted a five per cent increase in rainfall intensity
per degree of global warming. This increase in intensity
was applied to the 1 in 100 AEP model which found that
many areas across the Ipswich region would experience
up to a 0.3m flood level increase. Suburbs most sensitive
to these increases include:

There are a range of other catchment changes that can
affect future flood risk, such as land use, as well as the
inclusion of physical flood mitigation measures such as a
dam or detention basin.



Rosewood



Thagoona



Deebing Heights

There is much uncertainty about future flooding
conditions and it is therefore difficult to accurately
predict and model. An assessment of future flood
risk has been based on consideration of increased
development activity and floodplain change with a
focus on filling within the floodplain and an increase in
floodplain roughness.



Yamanto



Churchill



Ripley Valley



Bundamba



Tallegalla



Marburg



Mount Mort



Calvert



Lanefield

FUTURE URBAN DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS
The future development scenario analyses are not
intended to be predictive or provide an accurate
forecast of future development conditions and do not
specifically reflect council’s policy regarding filling within
the floodplain or what would likely be supported or
otherwise. Rather, the assessment has been undertaken
to better understand the overall sensitivity of the
floodplain to a specific change in future development.
Full details and results of the future development
sensitivity testing are provided in Section 4 of the
TER. While there are a small number of areas
sensitive to filling and increased roughness within
the floodplain, generally;
 The future development scenarios tested do not
show a significant impact on flood levels, increased
hydraulic risk or flood damages across the Ipswich
LGA, and
 The extent of flooding largely does not change with
just a slight increase in flood level and Hydraulic Risk
categories (increase of approximately 0.2m, with a
change in annual flood damages of under $1 million
for both of the scenarios that were tested).
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Climate Sensitivity
Top Suburbs Affected

Figure 21: Suburbs most sensitive to flood level increases

RISK TREATMENT MEASURES
A continuous improvement and update cycle to ensure
models remain contemporary will be implemented. This
will include an investigation to undertake floor level
surveys for residential buildings that are mapped in the
highest HR categories. This will refine the information
within the building database to provide a more accurate
understanding of flood exposure and the appropriate
risk treatment measures. Updating commercial damage
figures, if and when they become available, will also
improve the understanding of annual flood damages.

It is recommended that the IICP be reviewed and
updated every five years or after a major flood event
to see if the approach to mitigating flood risk is working
and to continually refine the methodology based on the
lessons learned from different floods. This timing aligns
with the expected review and update of the SFMP.
Summary of recommendations below – see Action Plan
for full details.
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CURRENT AND FUTURE FLOOD RISK
ACTION
Investigate damages due to
flash flooding in Bremer River,
Warrill, Western, Bundamba and
Woogaroo creeks and all overland
flowpath catchments.
Update the commercial value
damages assessment as
information not available for IICP.

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

PRIORITY

 Flash flood

S-P-R

 Source

 Expensive flood damages

Medium

 Pathway

 Expensive flood damages

Low

 Receptor

High

 Source

Low

 Source

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
Update the Sandy Creek model.

 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Deep/strong/frequent flood

Update Mi Hi Creek model to full
hydrologic and hydraulic model.

 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island

Review and update IICP in
the context of the current
understanding of flood risk on a
five year timeline.

 Source
-

Low

 Pathway
 Receptor
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OBJECTIVE 2: ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE FLOOD
MITIGATION THROUGH PHYSICAL INTERVENTION
PHYSICAL MITIGATION

A CONTEMPORARY APPROACH TO EVALUATION
Ipswich City Council has been a leader in taking a
contemporary approach that included ecosystem
health as a criteria when assessing physical flood
risk mitigation options. This ensured options would
be considered from a holistic approach taking into
account a balanced range of issues. However, the flood
mitigation options have also been assessed against
traditional criteria, to ensure accountability in any
recommendations made.

residents what outcomes mattered most when
considering how council manages flood. The top
response was ‘increase community safety’. This has
been reflected during the technical work in the MCA,
which gave safety equal weighting as environmental,
social and economic factors.

To reduce the current flood hazard at the source and
along the pathway of flooding, physical flood mitigation
measures that adjust the behaviour of floodwaters and
lower the impacts to people have been explored. The
analysis has considered:



Does it improve the safety of people, i.e., reduce risk
to life?



Does it meet social standards, i.e., will it target
vulnerable communities or build stronger
community resilience?

 Traditional engineering approaches such as dams,
levees, floodgates, detention basins, and barriers



Does it provide economic benefit, i.e., are flood
damages reduced, do benefits outweigh costs?

 Natural floodplain solutions such as revegetation,
re-engaging the floodplain, and naturalisation of
waterways that ensure ecosystem health



Is it technically feasible, i.e., what are the necessary
approvals and are there any residual risks?



Does it impact essential infrastructure, i.e., protect
water supply or other critical networks?



Does it impact the environment, i.e., does it
improve water quality or enhance ecosystem
health and connectivity?

The SFMP established a regionally consistent framework
for identifying and assessing floodplain mitigation
options. The framework sought to move away from the
reliance on economics as the sole determining factor by
also undertaking the multi-criteria analysis (MCA) that
has due consideration of social, environment and
economic factors.
The IICP has also adopted this contemporary approach
to evaluating flood mitigation options which ensures
multiple perspectives have been applied, such as
broader waterway and ecosystem health outcomes, in
addition to the reduction of flood risks.

Each of the flood mitigation options were evaluated to
by checking against the following key questions:

Each issue was weighted to reflect the overall importance
of each criteria. Further details of the MCA evaluation
process is documented in Section 5 of the TER.

During the IICP community engagement phase,
the Managing Future Floods survey asked Ipswich
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CRITERIA WEIGHTING FOR MCA
Safety of People

20%
Environmental and
Natural Resource
Management

15%
Social Factors

10%
5%
0%

Essential Infrastructure

Economic Factors

Project Feasibility
Figure 22 Criteria used in the multi-criteria analsyis (MCA)

PHYSICAL MITIGATION OPTIONS
There are a multitude of physical flood mitigation
measures that can reduce flood damages within a
catchment. These include:

STRUCTURAL OPTIONS FROM THE SFMP FOR
IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL

 Permanent and temporary levees;

As a result of the SFMP, three structural
options that may provide regional flood risk
reduction benefits were recommended for
further investigation:

 Flood gates and backflow prevention devices;



Structural Option 3: investigate potential for
other locations for regional-scale dry flood
mitigation dams at new floodplain crossings
of the Inland Rail route or other major linear
infrastructure. Any potential locations to be
referred to the State for consideration in
conjunction with SO2.



Structural Option 5: Undertake a feasibility
study for a flood gate at Marsden Parade
as part of the Ipswich Local Floodplain
Management Plan.



Structural Option 7: Undertake a local
options assessment for the Goodna CBD
levee as part of the Ipswich Local Floodplain
Management Plan.

 Dams;
 Detention basins;

 Channel modifications and straightening of creeks;
 High flow bypass channels/diversions;
 Dredging; and
 Natural floodplain management (NFM) measures,
such as revegetation and floodplain re-engagement.
Physicall mitigations also have the potential to have
adverse impacts on areas within the floodplain, and can
be associated with high residual risk.

These regional infrastructure solutions have been
explored further in the IICP with due consideration
of localised flood impacts, the MCA developed
as part of the IICP and a high-level analysis of
additional design features.
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In addition to the three structural options recommended
for further analysis from the SFMP, a range of other
physical mitigation measures are considered in Section
5 of the TER.
The IICP has found that natural floodplain management
(NFM) techniques such as large-scale revegetation
had multiple benefits, with significant ecological and
waterway health outcomes as well as significantly
reducing the impact of flooding downstream. The
assessment has demonstrated some examples where
multiple objectives can be achieved and (in a new
approach for Australia) incorporate flooding and
waterway health considerations.
‘Hard’ engineering activities such as dams, levees,
dredging and the straightening of waterways are a
more ‘traditional’ floodplain management practice.
There are many examples that have been successful in
reducing the impact of flooding. However, from the long
list of options, only four made it through the initial MCA
and on to the shortlist.
The challenge with ‘hard’ structures is that they
can also have a negative impact on water flows and
disconnect floodplains. They also come with the burden

of increased asset management, significant residual risk
and issues of operating complex structures. They can
also increase flooding downstream of concrete lined
channels and levees, risking potential failure. Structures
may also provide a false sense of security for the
community and therefore reduce the community’s
overall flood resilience.
SHORTLISTING OPTIONS
The shortlisting process had due consideration of a
range of additional tangible and intangible costs and
benefits such as social health and the environment
including potential recreation and amenity value
associated with having connection to waterways and
environmental areas.
The physical mitigation options that perform best when
considering both the cost-benefit and MCA results are;


Warrill Creek NFM Major



Warrill Creek NFM Minor



Bundamba Creek NFM Major



Bundamba Creek NFM Minor.

Shortlisted - Mitigation Options
Natural Floodplain Management
Minor
Major
Major Watercourses

Figure 23: Location of shortlisted physical mitigation options
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Further details on both the cost benefit analysis and
MCA results and findings can be found in Section 5 of
the TER.

INLAND RAIL
The proposed Inland Rail route passes through
the Ipswich LGA, crossing both Warrill Creek (near
Willowbank) and the Bremer River (near Rosewood).
A component of the IICP is to investigate upstream
dams. Potential dam sites were shortlisted by
SEQwater in the Warrill Creek and Bremer River
catchments. As part of the IICP, council conducted a
high-level assessment of the possibility of using the
Inland Rail route as a flood mitigation asset.
Potentially, both proposed crossing sites could provide
flood storage and downstream benefit. Combining
the proposed Inland Rail with flood storage could
provide cost savings compared to creating a new dam.
However it is important to note:

Therefore, the IICP assessment is centred on the
potential to recognise opportunity from the Inland Rail
route and refer these findings to the State.
Some of the potential opportunities identified in the
IICP high-level assessment included:


potential for storage behind the proposed Warrill
Creek crossing that could provide significant
downstream benefit



the Bremer River crossing and rail embankment
had potential to provide flood storage similar to
the dam options identified by SEQwater



combining proposed Inland Rail with flood storage
could provide cost savings compared to creating
a new dam.

Potential issues identified included:



Inland Rail route is still under development



flood mitigation of this magnitude would require
coordination and implementation at a State level



flood mitigation may require substantial
modification to the proposed rail infrastructure



modelling carried out was only preliminary and
the cost benefit analysis was performed as
an estimate.



using the proposed embankment height for flood
mitigation could have significant ecosystem issues



increasing water storage may affect properties
and roads in the area.
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NATURAL FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT
Revegetating, restoring and protecting catchments is
a means of reducing flood risk as it decreases flood
levels and velocities downstream. A naturally functioning
floodplain fills and slowly drains, with vegetated
waterways which hold back flows and soils into which
floodwaters gradually soak.
Undertaking natural floodplain management (NFM) can
also improve ecosystem health by connecting distant
ecosystems via wildlife corridors and koala habitats,
improve water quality and biodiversity in rivers and
estuaries by reducing the downstream transport of
nutrients and fine sediment and recharge groundwater
reserves and increase dry weather and environmental
flows. There is also potential to co-manage these areas
as carbon offset or koala offset delivery areas and
regenerate the vegetation understorey and ground
layer species damaged by heavy grazing.
Water quality models can provide insights into how the
water quality responds to management actions in the
upstream catchment. The IICP examined two scenarios
with the water quality model used as part of the Healthy
Land and Water report card initiative. The two scenarios
were an assessment of the Warrill Creek NFM and an
assessment of the impacts of increasing dry weather
and environmental flows.

WHAT DOES NFM INVOLVE?
Revegetation – planting trees and other riparian species
– is a key strategy of natural floodplain management. It
contributes to land-based conservation outcomes and
also intercepts rainfall and allows water to soak into
the soil. This helps recharge the groundwater table and
also prevents excessive runoff. This benefits farmers and
other groundwater users because it helps build resilience
in the land for dry periods, and reduces salinity.
Planting trees on the floodplain also slows the velocity
of water, which reduces peak flows downstream in
population centres. Slowing the water also reduces the
damage to the waterway bed and banks and allows
sediment to disperse on the floodplain, a key process in
maintaining productive landscapes. Native trees provide
deep anchoring of soils and provide critical shade over
a waterway to manage water temperatures, reduce
algal growth and restrict weeds. Branches and roots
also provide habitat for native fish and other species.
Groundcovers and rushes provide bank stability and
filter water.

The analysis did show that even large-scale restoration
works associated with NFM results in minimal
improvements in water quality in the river and estuary
but has shown there is a significant benefit with the
introduction of increased environmental flows for
waterway health aspects of the Bremer River and
Warrill Creek systems. There will be further investigation
of possible intervention methods on irrigation uptake
upstream and investigation of possible groundwater
recharge locations in association with the potential
future NFM works. Detailed analysis of the water quality
scenarios tested can be found in Section 5 of the TER.
The scale of measures considered in the IICP may be
impractical to deliver as a sole project but may be
considered as part of a multiple delivery mechanism
including strategic planning of the floodplain, community
conservation groups and capital works. These options
provide benefits for the community but also significant
benefit for critical infrastructure downstream.
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WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE?
The most appropriate vegetation is the ecosystem
that was generally present prior to clearing in the
Ipswich catchments.

Within the riparian
corridor (the area
next to the water) this
vegetation is a mix of
eucalyptus, casuarinas
and melaleuca species,
and numerous shrubs
and ground covers
such as lomandra.

Within the floodplain,
the vegetation would
consist of blue gums
and a variety of other
canopy trees. To
achieve a multi-stage
vegetation benefit,
more shrubs and
ground covers would
be introduced to act
as a deterrent to
invasive weeds such
as lantana.
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RISK TREATMENT MEASURES
In summary, the findings of the IICP investigations into
the SFMP recommendation about upper catchment dams
behind the proposed Inland Rail route will be referred to
the Queensland Government for consideration.
A feasibility study into the favourable natural
floodplain management options on Warrill Creek and
Bundamba Creek will be implemented and as part of
this investigation council will also look at how to increase
environmental flows on the Bremer River and Warrill

Creek through more detailed methods on irrigation
uptake upstream and identifying possible groundwater
recharge locations.
Other physical mitigation options have not been ruled
out, for a full list of physical mitigation options refer to
Section 5 of the TER.
Summary of recommendations below – see Action Plan
for full details.

PHYSICAL MITIGATION
ACTION

Consider undertaking detailed
design and assessment for the
Warrill Creek NFM options.

Consider undertaking detailed
design and assessment for the
Bundamba Creek NFM option.

Consider undertaking more
detailed assessment of
intervention methods on
irrigation uptake upstream and
assessing possible groundwater
recharge locations to increase
environmental flows in the Bremer
River and Warrill Creek systems.

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

PRIORITY

S-P-R

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island

Medium

 Pathway
 Receptor

 Expensive flood damages
 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island

Medium

 Pathway
 Receptor

 Expensive flood damages

-

Low

 Pathway
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OBJECTIVE 3: PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT
OUTCOMES THAT ARE RISK-INFORMED
LAND USE PLANNING

Land use planning and development control represents
one of the most cost-effective options for minimising
flood risk, especially where development is restricted to
occur outside the floodplain.
The range of flood risk factors considered in the IICP
include flood frequency and hazard, flash flooding,
long duration of inundation, isolation and vulnerable
communities. This flood information is used to influence
land use planning to ensure new developments are
designed and situated away from flood risk areas or
take appropriate mitigation measures to ensure risk is
commensurate with the intended use of the site.
The highest at-risk areas which are exposed to high
hazard and frequent flood events may be considered
intolerable for people, property and most land uses.
Tolerability of development and/or community
tolerability to existing flood risks also depends how
quickly and how long key access roads become flooded.
Development in areas where some or all of these flood
risk factors cannot be avoided must be able to provide
for safe evacuation or safe refuge and must not
burden effective emergency services operations
during a flood event.
State, regional and local planning instruments have
a role to play to ensure local development outcomes
effectively manage flood risk by ensuring risk remains
acceptable or tolerable, by maximising storage potential
of the floodplain and by ensuring no increase in run-off
from new developments.

This concept of ‘tolerability’ helps to identify what might
be appropriate to manage the flood risk in a particular
area. This might include where to locate certain
facilities such as aged care or hospitals. Or it might be
development requirements to manage flood risk on a
site-by-site basis such as resilient design or emergency
management procedures.
The SFMP, IICP and land use planning policy
recommendations may inform State, regional and local
planning instruments. The SFMP provides land use
planning guidance material that specifically deals with
integrating the SPP State interest in a regional Brisbane
River catchment context. The IICP provides the tools
to align with the recommendations of the SFMP Land
Use Planning Guidance Material, refine future land use
planning responses and incorporate these within the
current, or future planning scheme.

SFMP RECOMMENDATIONS
The SFMP makes recommendations for regionally
consistent land use planning responses, and with
reference to the Land Use Planning Guidance
Material helps in identifying flood hazard and local
risk treatment measures.
Details of how SFMP recommendations will be
addressed through local planning practice are
provided in Section 6 of the TER.
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NON-STATUTORY PLANNING

STATUTORY PLANNING
State Planning Policy (SPP)

Brisbane River Strategic
Floodplain Management Plan
(SFMP)

State interest
Natural hazards,
risk and resilience

Regional Plan
(ShapingSEQ)
Local Floodplain Management
Plans (LFMP)

Ministers
guidelines and
rules

Ipswich Integrated
Catchment Plan

Local Planning Instruments

Policy recommendations

Ipswich Planning Scheme

Integrated floodplain
management solutions
Land use planning responses

Temporary Local Planning
Instruments (TLPIs)
Priority Development Area
plans

Figure 24 Interaction between statutory planning
and local floodplain management planning

Inform
Policies to be integrated

COMPLIANCE WITH STATE POLICY
Existing development and planning controls in Ipswich
align with the key State Interest Policies that apply to
land use planning in Queensland. The following policies
are or will be fully integrated within the Ipswich
planning framework:



Development directly, indirectly, and cumulatively
avoids an increase in the exposure or severity of the
natural hazard and the potential for damage on the
site or to other properties.



Avoids risks to public safety and the environment
from the location of the storage of hazardous
materials and the release of these materials as a
result of a natural hazard.



Development maintains or enhances the protective
function of landforms and vegetation that can
mitigate risks associated with the natural hazard.



Community infrastructure is located and designed
to maintain the required level of functionality during
and immediately after a natural hazard event.

 Natural hazard areas have been identified, including
flood hazard areas.
 A fit-for-purpose risk assessment is undertaken to
identify and achieve an acceptable or tolerable level
of risk for personal safety and property in natural
hazard areas.
 Development in flood hazard areas (a) avoids
the natural hazard; or (b) where it is not possible
to avoid the natural hazard area, development
mitigates the risks to people and property to an
acceptable or tolerable level.
 Development in natural hazard areas supports,
and does not hinder disaster management capacity
and capabilities.
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RISK-BASED PLANNING
Flood overlays create a ‘footprint’ that help determine
appropriate land uses for those areas. The IICP will
assist council to develop a more informed land use
planning approach that uses a risk-based approach.
Comprehensive data and modelling will inform the
development of a new flood hazard overlay. This will
ensure the level of exposure from new development is
appropriate to the level of risk.
With this information, land use can be located in
areas commensurate with the risk. It’s an approach
to future land use planning that aligns with floodplain
management best practice.
The risk-based approach has a particular focus on HR
to determine the four categories of hazard in a new
flood overlay which shows council’s future land use
planning responses align with floodplain management

best practice. Classifying hazard across the
floodplain provides baseline information for council
to undertake strategic land use planning and fulfil the
risk-based approach.
There are other ways the IICP will assist the drafting of
the new Ipswich Planning Scheme to take a contemporary
approach to managing flood risk for future development.
This includes managing vulnerable uses within the
floodplain, examining the impact of climate change, and
introducing flood resilient precincts. The draft Ipswich
Planning Scheme is still in development.
Refer to Section 6 of the TER for a detailed review of
the current planning scheme and recommendations for
future code and planning scheme policy wording that
assists in the draft Ipswich Planning Scheme.

COMBINATION OF FLOOD RISK FACTORS
There are many ways that land use planning can help
manage particular flood risks. Due consideration has
been given to the flood risk factors and the impact
these factors have on tolerability to flood risk.
HYDRAULIC RISK
The frequency and impact of flood events including the
depth of water and velocity.

DURATION OF INUNDATION
How many hours properties will be affected by flood
water. If properties are affected for more than 36 hours,
residents may need to be self-sufficient for an extended
time if sheltering at home.
Land use planning responses may include:


restrictions on intensity of accommodation or
residential land uses;



avoiding allowing land uses that are vulnerable or
difficult to evacuate; and



consideration of specific requirements, such as the
use of flood resilient building materials that reduce
economic damages and enable residents to safely
return to their homes faster.

Land use planning responses may include:
 restrictions on future development intensity;
 ensuring flood water is not impeded by built
structures; and controls that support building
critical infrastructure (e.g. hospitals, motorways) in
areas that have lowest hydraulic risk.
TIME TO INUNDATION
How many hours it takes water to reach a property
from a flood source. If it takes less than six hours for
floodwaters to reach a property, then residents have a
short time to react.
Land use planning responses may include:
 restrictions on future development intensity;
 avoid allowing land uses that are vulnerable or
difficult to evacuate; and
 consideration of specific requirements, such
as Flood Emergency Management Plans, to
demonstrate how occupants are able get to higher
ground in times of flooding and how the land use
functions in a flood event.
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FLOOD ISLANDS

VULNERABILITY

Areas that are surrounded by flood water and at risk
of isolation.

Vulnerable communities have been mapped based on
particular indicators known to increase risk during
flood events.

Land use planning responses may include:
 avoiding the creation of new flood islands in future
development by having regard to flood events up to
the Probable Maximum Flood;
 restrictions in increasing the density of existing
(brownfield) development on low flood islands;
 restrictions on new development (greenfield) on
flood islands;
 avoid vulnerable, accommodation and residential
land uses on flood islands; and
 consideration of specific requirements such as
sheltering in place strategies.

Land use planning responses may include:


long term infrastructure upgrades to ensure
critical connections to emergency services and
community; and



consideration of specific requirements to ensure
access/egress to higher ground during flood events.

These flood risk factors have been reviewed in the
context of local planning framework. These factors
and land use responses are discussed in more detail in
Section 6 of the TER.

FUTURE FLOOD RISK
The IICP has assessed future development scenarios in
the floodplain.
With Ipswich’s population set to double in 20 years, it
is important to consider how increased development
can affect the behaviour of flood waters. The modelling
created two ‘ultimate development’ scenarios –
essentially considering all future development areas that
could reasonably be expected to be developed.
The assessment identified areas that are highly sensitive
to filling and development activities within the floodplain.
For these areas it may be important to:

Testing the impacts on flooding from filling in
developable areas between the 1 in 20 AEP and 1 in 100
AEP show that areas particularly sensitive to fill are:


South Ripley



Ipswich CBD



Walloon.

Testing the ‘roughness’ of the floodplain to simulate
activities such as fences and buildings in the floodplain
shows that areas sensitive to increased development
activity are:

 make sure that areas that allow floodwater to flow
are not developed in a way that creates ponding or
blocks floodwater;



Blackstone in the Bundamba Creek catchment



Ipswich CBD, Six Mile Creek catchment and

 ensure that filling activities do not worsen the flow
of floodwater or flood storage in an area; and



South Ripley near Wards Rd.

 assess impacts of development on flood events
beyond the traditional ‘defined flood event’.

Generally, future development scenarios do not show
a significant impact on flood levels, increased hydraulic
risk or flood damages across the Ipswich LGA. The
modelled future development scenarios are discussed in
more detail in Section 6 of the TER.
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RISK TREATMENT MEASURES
The findings in the IICP relating to HR, TTI, DFI, Flood
Islands, vulnerability and future flood risk will be used
to inform and assist the drafting of the new Ipswich
Planning Scheme.

Using knowledge of flooding behaviours can preserve
pockets of flood storage to minimise future flood risk
impacts in areas identified as particularly sensitive to fill
or development activity.

Generally, by avoiding the intensification of residential
and vulnerable uses in areas with high HR, TTI of under
6 hours, inundation of greater than 36 hours or upon
flood islands, future development will not be subjected
to intolerable risks.

In the longer term, strategic land use and infrastructure
planning will ensure existing vulnerable communities
have flood-free access to critical connections, key
services and facilities. Climate change projections and
flooding modelling to inform future decision making will
continue to be monitored and reviewed.

Acceptable responses for certain uses that mitigate
the risk to a tolerable level such as use of resilient built
form and building materials in areas of low flood hazard,
or requirements for a Flood Risk and Emergency
Management Plan (FEMP) will be encouraged.

Summary of recommendations below – see Action Plan
for full details.

LAND USE PLANNING
ACTION

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

PRIORITY

S-P-R

Apply a consistent methodology
to the identification of hazard
categories for the purposes of
draft new flood hazard overlay.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

Medium

 Pathway

Extend any development controls
for residential uses to the HR4
category to include the 1 in
500-year H3 hazard category.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

Medium

 Receptor

Monitor and review climate
change projections and flood
modelling recommendations over
time to inform future land use
planning decision making.

Deep/strong/frequent flood
Expensive flood damages

Develop and include a city-wide
overland flow path assessment to
allow risk-based assessment of
this type of flood risk.

 Flash floods

Avoid intensification of
development in areas mapped in
HR1c and HR1b.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

Low

Medium

High

 Source
 Pathway

 Source
 Pathway

 Receptor
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LAND USE PLANNING
ACTION

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

PRIORITY

Continue the existing
requirements in the current
planning scheme that promote
built form and resilient building
materials as an acceptable
mitigation response such as
building on stilts, or with wet / dry
proofing on ground floor, but may
consider revising trigger areas
based on lower risk areas such as
HR2a, HR3a, HR4 and HR5.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

Medium

Include requirements for
easements in greenfield areas up
to the DFE.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

Medium

Flood Risk and Emergency Plan
(FEMP) for non-residential uses
in locations where TTI is <6 hours
and where DFI is >36 hours.
Responses such as FEMPs linked
to new development in locations
subject to flood islands.
Development control measures
that may be applied to the
development assessment process
of vulnerable uses below the PMF.

 Flash floods
 Long duration of flood

 Flood islands

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash floods

S-P-R

 Receptor

 Source
 Pathway

Medium

 Receptor

Medium

 Pathway

Medium

 Pathway

High

 Receptor

High

 Receptor

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
Provide a definition of
vulnerable uses in the new
Ipswich Planning Scheme.

 Flash floods
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages

Avoid vulnerable uses and nonintensification of residential uses
in locations where TTI is <6 hours
and DFI is >36 hours, or locations
subject to flood islands. In areas
of low hazard built form and
resilient building materials should
be considered as an acceptable
mitigation response

 Flash floods
 Long duration of flood
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LAND USE PLANNING
ACTION

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

PRIORITY

S-P-R

Consider the following changes in
draft planning scheme:


Request a Flood Risk
Assessmentin terms of the
acceptability or tolerability of
flood risk on a particular use
or activity;



Adding a provision for
commercial, industrial and
other non-residentual uses
to avoid increasing the
concentration of people in
areas in HR1c and HR1b;



For residential uses
removing provision relating
to a flood depth of no more
than 800mm;



Minimum clearance for the
construction of undercrofts.

Provide all GIS datasets to
developers to ensure safety
to people and property and to
ensure emergency
services are not burdened during
flood event.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Source

 Flash floods
 Long duration of flood

Medium

 Pathway
 Receptor

 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash floods
 Long duration of flood

High

 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages

Preserve pockets of flood storage
in the catchment to avoid future
flood risk impacts in areas where
HR categories and flood levels
may increase as a result of filling
or due to development activity.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

Medium

Continue provisions that maintain
flood storage capacity and do not
create impacts on sites upstream
or downstream – this is normally a
request to provide hydraulic and
hydrology report demonstrating
compliance.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

Medium

 Pathway

 Pathway
 Receptor
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OBJECTIVE 4: PROMOTE FLOOD-RESILIENT
BUILT FORM
PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS

Houses that are most at risk of hazardous floodwater
may benefit from a range of property specific actions
that can help reduce the impact of flood on the
property and the occupants.
There are many ways homeowners can adapt building
design, construction and materials so their property
can withstand substantial, and multiple, inundations
with floodwater. A good flood resilient design can allow
occupants to safely store belongings before a flood and
easily clean, repair and move back into their house. This
can include:
 Wet and dry-proofing methods
 House raising
 Retrofitting with resilient building materials
There are circumstances, however, where removing a
building from harm’s way is the best approach. For this
reason, properties that are most at risk of hazardous
floodwater need to be identified so that voluntary house
purchase can be considered as an option.

The Queensland Reconstruction Authority provides
tips for homeowners to renovate using flood resilient
materials. This will be encouraged through the
implementation of community awareness and resilience
work actions in Ipswich. For consistent messaging and
advice regarding flood resilient building techniques refer
to www.getready.qld.gov.au/get-prepared.
The SFMP presents the basis for a coordinated, regional
response for the uptake of flood resilient built form. The
desired outcome 6 of the SFMP states:
‘Building design and construction improves community
resilience and reduces property damage’
Recommended strategies to achieve this outcome are
through the development of guidance material and
greater clarity in legislative arrangements. Every house
type can be improved to better prepare for and recover
from flood events via flood resilient design solutions and
consideration of building materials.

Whilst the onus to enact these measures will
predominately reside with homeowners, the process
can be facilitated by council by considering the
recommendations made to ensure implementation is
effectively coordinated.
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VOLUNTARY HOUSE PURCHASE
House purchase programs are used in areas susceptible
to frequent and severe flooding to mitigate the risk
posed to life and property. Due to the associated high
cost, they are only implemented when other measures
are not suitable for reducing flood risk. In addition, the
market value of their property must have decreased
to an extent that the owners do not feel they will get a
better price on the open market. With that in mind, it is
considered that VHP schemes will enable a longer-term
floodplain management strategy.
CONSIDERATIONS
It is important to note that there will be no forced
resumption of buildings under a VHP program. If a
program of VHP is implemented, any offers of purchase
made by council would be the choice of the owner
whether to accept.
Each financial year, for as long as a program(s) may
continue, all buildings that meet the criteria for purchase,
whether identified by council or offered by the owner, will
be prioritised for purchase based on the seriousness of
anticipated flooding. This priority may change through
the financial year depending on the number of council
offers accepted or declined.
Further considerations are discussed in Section 7 of
the TER.

CASE STUDY – BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL
VHP SCHEME
An example of a successful VHP scheme is in the
Brisbane LGA. In 2009, Brisbane City Council (BCC)
invited homeowners with buildings within the 1 in 2
AEP creek flood extent to be part of the program.
Once successfully purchased, the homes were
removed from the site and the land turned into
parkland. Homes in these areas had experienced
regular nuisance flooding, either across habitable
floor or utility areas. The Brisbane VHP program
concluded in 2017.
Without appropriate planning to accompany
property buy-backs, land may remain unused
for any purpose for an extended period of time.
The removal of buildings from the flood affected
area, coupled with a moratorium on any new
development, can amount to ‘sterilisation’ of
the land. Sites are typically next to creeks and
present opportunities for multiple benefits to
the community.
Further details of the BCC voluntary house
purchase scheme, and analysis undertaken on
voluntary house purchase options in Ipswich are
contained in Section 7 of the TER.

RETROFITTING BUILDING MATERIALS
There are a range of building techniques and materials
that can be retrofitted to homes in flood risk areas
aimed at improving the resilience of buildings and
their contents.
Examples of this include materials resistant to
inundation damage such as double-brick, brick veneer
and tiling or waterproof flooring and lining, waterresistant timber framing, closed-cell insulation, and
eliminating cavities behind stairs and wall spaces. Also
included is the raising of internal services such as
electricity power points, air conditioning units and/or
hot water units.

Voluntary house raising is also an effective method of
reducing damages as a result of flood hazards.
Consideration must be given to the design flood event,
as rarer, larger flood events can still inundate habitable
floor levels of raised houses. House raising applies to
homes that are either low or highset timber houses.
A building permit is issued by council once plans for the
building work comply with the Building Code of Australia
and applicable Australian Standards.

Retrofitting building materials is a suitable method for
houses that are subject to lower hazard flood areas
such as H1 to H4 where there is no real risk of
structural damage.
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APPLICATIONS

PURPOSE

Raising appliances

Maintain essential services during a flood event,
improve electrical safety, minimise risk of damage or
replacement costs.

Flood resilient floors and cabinets

Avoid damage to floors and cabinets by using water
resistant building materials. This will also improve
cleaning capacity to aid rapid recovery after a flood
event.

Flood resilient walls

Prevent inundation of wall cavities to reduce wall
damage and limit mould growth, aiding rapid recovery
after a flood event.

Shifting house footprint within site

Shifting the house to a higher location on the site
aims to maximise conveyance capacity of the site,
ensure floodwaters can pass unimpeded and minimise
disruption to residents during flood events.

House raising by increasing the floor level by use
of stumps

Many homes across Australia were constructed prior
to contemporary planning levels. Raising older houses
to achieve a higher flood immunity is a good solution
to reducing potential flood risks.

House raising by replacing stumps to be more
flood resilient

Older constructions typically used wooden stumps as
foundation for a ‘Queenslander’ style house. Replacing
these wooden stumps with more resilient materials can
provide added benefits of protection against termites,
water and rotting.

Other simple measures for consideration:


Reduce impervious surface areas



Permeable fencing to allow flood waters
through



Bioswales



Berms



Rainwater tanks



Improved drainage

Replacement of materials to avoid flood damage,
slow the flow of waters and help redirect waters away
from properties.

Table 9 Examples of retrofitting flood resilience actions and materials
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Image: Example of house raising, Lismore NSW (Source: ABC News, Margaret Burin)

RISK TREATMENT MEASURES
Investigation of a program of retrofitting building
materials to residential properties mapped in highest
flood risk areas is recommended. This will include the
feasibility of implementing house raising to eligible
buildings across Ipswich. A voluntary house purchase
program to residential properties mapped in highest
flood risk areas and exposed to over flooding in a 1 in 10
AEP flood event will also be investigated.
These investigations will include a detailed floor level
survey for all residential buildings mapped in the highest
HR categories HR1c and HR1b and a survey of building
types within council’s building database to ensure an
assumption of property-scale flood risk is based on the

most accurate data available. Property specific actions
reduce flood risk to homes and can lower flood damages
by contributing to reductions in personal loss, danger to
personal safety and stress.
House purchase is the most effective means of removing
residents from the risk of flood inundation. To improve
flood resilience to homes that are exposed to flood
risk, encouraging flood resilient building materials to be
retrofitted to buildings helps to reduce economic and
social impacts.
Summary of recommendations on following page – see
Action Plan for full details.
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PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS
ACTION
Explore a region-wide
building specification dataset
in coordination with the
Insurance Council of Australia
as to minimum requirements
and if Commonwealth funding
will be available to develop the
central database.

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Expensive flood damages

PRIORITY

S-P-R

Low

 Receptor

Undertake detailed floor level
survey of all residential buildings in
the highest risk areas.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

High

 Receptor

Investigation of a retrofitting
building materials program.

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

High

 Receptor

Investigation of a Voluntary House
Purchase Program

 Deep/strong/frequent flood

High

 Receptor
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OBJECTIVE 5: ENABLE OUR COMMUNITY TO
ANTICIPATE, RESPOND AND ADAPT TO FLOODS
AND FLOODING
COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND RESILIENCE

Computer modelling and historical records can tell us
where fast-moving and dangerous flood water may flow.
Census and other demographic data can tell us which
parts of our communities are most vulnerable in terms
of people’s ability to prepare, respond and recover from
a flood event.
These flood risk and community factors have been
combined to determine priority Ipswich suburbs that
require particular attention for Community Awareness
and Resilience (CAR) programs.

There is already significant work and research that has
been undertaken, from the international stage through
to local initiatives, to build community flood awareness
and resilience.
By drawing on extensive international, national,
Queensland and local research and resources a
comprehensive picture of Ipswich’s flood resilience and
awareness has been developed. This has led to four
principles: Awareness, Preparedness, Response
and Recovery.

FLOOD
AWARENESS

FLOOD
RECOVERY

Figure 25 Community Awareness
and Resilience principles

FLOOD
PREPAREDNESS

FLOOD
RESPONSE

Aligning with the CAR principles shown above, the
vision for a flood aware and resilient Ipswich can be
summarised as follows; the Ipswich community are:
 Aware of flood risk, past flood events, and have
a high level of water literacy. The community has
access to all the information required to be able to
prepare and respond to a flood event;
 Prepared for a flood event, with appropriate steps
taken to be ready to respond to a flood hazard at
any time. Plans allow for adaptability and resilience
to the unknown risk of flood hazards;



Empowered to respond to the occurrence of a flood
event efficiently and effectively; building on flood
awareness and previously prepared response
plans; and



Have high levels of tolerability and resilience,
enabling rapid recovery from a flood event; as well
as the ability to adapt to future flood events as a
recovery measure.

While resilience and awareness could be built in all
suburbs, it is most relevant to those with the highest
flood exposure, as well as social factors that increase a
community’s risk.
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USING DATA TO CREATE A TAILORED APPROACH
Each community in Ipswich has its own character and
identity. Similarly, flooding affects each community in a
different way.
Developing community awareness and resilience
strategies is not a one-size-fits-all approach as each
suburb has its own factors that need to be addressed.
It was important to gather and combine a range of
information that helped determine technical and social
factors affecting Ipswich suburbs – especially those
most at risk during a flood event.
The data is important because an area that scores high
in physical vulnerability drivers may require additional
evacuation planning, whereas a suburb that has a large
number of properties on high flood islands may require
a focus on creating emergency kits for sheltering
in place.

The data and information included:


regional market research through the SFMP.
Ipswich was included in a telephone survey on key
flood topics;



local feedback through the Managing Future Floods
survey. This extended the regional market research
and provided important information on Ipswich’s
understanding of flood;



comments and feedback from early consultation for
the next Ipswich planning scheme;



census data for key vulnerability indicators for
Ipswich suburbs; and



extensive modelling to map flood risk factors across
Ipswich suburbs

The flood modelling and vulnerability data analysis
highlighted ten suburbs that are a priority for actions
to build community awareness and resilience are shown
below. Details of the analysis undertaken on determine
priority suburbs can be found in Section 8 of the TER.

CAR Suburbs (Ranking)
GOODNA
IPSWICH
NORTH BOOVAL
ONE MILE
LEICHHARDT
BUNDAMBA
NORTH IPSWICH
CHURCHILL
BRASSALL
EAST IPSWICH
KARALEE

Figure 26 Priority suburbs for actions to build community awareness and resilience
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR CAR ACTIVITIES
An Implementation Plan has been developed to engage
each priority suburb, considering localised flood impacts
and activities to communicate and engage local
communities within each priority suburb.

STEP 1

A six-step approach has been developed to guide CAR
activity planning and implementation in priority suburbs.
These steps are discussed in more detail in Section 8 of
the TER.

Understand local flood risk
 Understand flood risk concepts
 Use suburb-scale flood risk mapping
 Translate flood risk for communities

STEP 2

Understand vulnerability drivers
 Understand vulnerability concepts
 Consider suburb-based vulnerability data
 Focus on suburb-based vulnerability driver

STEP 3

Understand local context
 Suburb prioritisation
 Community profile data
 Vulnerable audiences

STEP 4

Select engagement activities
 AIDR Model for Emergency Management
 Vulnerability drivers and CAR principles
 Communication, educatio and engagement

STEP 5

Apply considerations
 Utilising existing resources
 Regionally consistent messaging
 Accessibility and inclusion considerations

STEP 6

Ongoing monitoring and evaluation
 Achievement of CAR objectives
 Collection and analysis of monitoring metrics
 Evaluation reporting
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RISK TREATMENT MEASURES
Regionally consistent messaging, particularly for social
media use will be rolled out by implementing resources
provided Queensland Reconstruction Authority for
effective communication about flooding.
Implementation of community awareness and resilience
activities listed in the Implementation Plan and Goodna
Case Study:
 Collateral –distributed in hardcopy, online and
through mailouts
 Community surveys – multiple collection methods
 Event-based engagement – pop-up events,
presence at community events, townhall meetings,
online sessions, etc



Cultural engagement – interactive art events,
artwork installations, etc



Education – flood awareness, flood preparedness,
business continuity planning workshops



Community programs – school education program,
flood resilient community champions program



Community networks – integration with existing
community groups and activities.

These activities will target high-flood risk areas within
priority suburbs, using mapping and other awareness
tools for communication, education, and engagement.
Summary of recommendations on following page – see
Action Plan for full details.
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COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND RESILIENCE
ACTION
Adopt the IICP CAR definitions,
vision and objectives. Implement
activities detailed in the
Implementation Plan. Consider
implementing Ipswich-wide
general CAR activities as soon
as possible.

Adopt the AIDR Community
Engagement Model for
Emergency Management to guide
CAR implementation activities.

Implement use of QRA Flood
Communication Toolkit (and
QRA Council Hub resources) to
form social media posts, and
adopt similar language in other
communication, education, and
engagement activities.

Implement CAR activities in
Goodna. As the highest-ranking
priority suburb, consider
focusing on Goodna for
immediate implementation.

Further targeted communication,
education and engagement
activities on high-risk streets
within each priority suburb.
Additionally, a property list is
presented for Goodna.

Implementing CAR activities
to additional suburbs over the
long-term (in order of ranked
prioritisation) may also
be considered.

Using the 6-step approach
for additional suburbs over
time. The suburb plans in the
Implementation Plan provide a
template to follow.

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

PRIORITY

S-P-R

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood

High

 Receptor

 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood

Medium

 Isolating flood island

 Pathway
 Receptor

 Expensive flood damages

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Pathway

 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood

High

 Receptor

High

 Receptor

High

 Receptor

Medium

 Receptor

Medium

 Receptor

 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages
 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages
 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages
 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages
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OBJECTIVE 6: DELIVER EMERGENCY RESPONSE
AND RECOVERY DECISIONS THAT ARE
INTELLIGENCE BASED
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

The responsibility for Emergency Management actions
is a complex arrangement that is often discussed and
actioned jointly between different levels of government.
Emergency Management measures in response to
local scale disasters such as creek flooding can often
be undertaken exclusively by council’s Local Disaster
Management Group (LDMG). As the scale of a disaster
grows, so do the complexities, powers, and limitations
of local government to respond, often then requiring
elevation to regional, state and federal levels.

The IICP has investigated options that could build upon
Ipswich’s current capabilities, particularly in five key topics:


Evacuation: Using extensive modelling, identifying
specific evacuation measures for the highest
priority clusters of at-risk properties;



Flood forecasting: Examining a range of
technology options that could extend council’s
existing flood forecasting capability;



Flood classifications: Providing potential updates
to community messaging about what ‘minor’,
‘moderate’ and ‘major’ flood impacts are at key local
flood gauge sites;



Emergency alerts: Suggesting electronic maps,
known as polygons, linked to flood triggers which
would send customised messages to phones
registered to homes in that area; and



Critical infrastructure: Understanding the flood
risk to vital infrastructure – such as emergency
services stations, hospitals, power and water supply
– required to operate during and after a flood.

Ipswich already has established emergency
management systems and resources.
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EVACUATION
When a flood strikes, it is much safer for people to
shelter in place (if safe to do so) or to voluntarily
evacuate to family and friends outside of flood areas
well before floods happen.
Large-scale mandatory evacuation operations are
difficult to manage. Adding to the complexity is human
behaviour under stress, flood hazards on roads, as well
as the sheer number of people, resources, organisations
and government departments needed to undertake
mass evacuation.
The objective of evacuation analysis is to prioritise
areas for emergency management planning through
city-wide analysis. This includes identification of
at-risk areas which may require early evacuation or
additional management options. Given the complexity
of emergency management and evacuation, a
prioritised 'triage' approach to evacuation was
developed, which considered:


Exposure and hazard categories;



Time to inundation;



Duration of inundation;



High and low-set residential building impacts; and



Vulnerability data and analysis results.

The evacuation capability analysis considers critical
infrastructure, evacuation routes, flood warning, and
isolation risk data. Evacuation for the most at-risk
suburbs and neighbourhoods is complex due to a range
of factors including:


potential for flash-flooding or fast inundation of
roads and houses (under six hours)



potential for hazardous water (deep and fast
flowing) to affect roads and houses



potential for flooding from multiple sources (urban
overland flow, creek and river) which all behave in
different ways



potential for areas to be isolated on a flood island



social and economic vulnerability factors.

One of the most crucial aspects was the impact to local
roads, which would be key evacuation routes for at
risk suburbs and neighbourhoods. The IICP examined
the best case (normal route) and worst-case (semiblocked route) using road capacity figures to calculate
estimated evacuation withdrawal times.
Full details of the evacuation analysis are provided in
Section 9 of the TER.

FLOOD FORECASTING AND INTELLIGENCE
Flood forecasting systems are an extremely important
component of a total flood warning system. In
particular, they are important for areas subjected to
flash flooding.
The systems have been attributed to reducing the
costs of flood damages significantly by providing the
necessary warning time to plan and adequately react
to flood events. Also, with the advantage of further
planning time, high risk residents can be provided
further warning and, if necessary, evacuated from
dangerous situations.
There are a multitude of forecasting systems that range
from simple and inexpensive such as river and rainfall
gauges, to complex and expensive such as live hydraulic
models. It should be noted, however, that advanced
systems require adequate technical resourcing and staff
to operate during flood events. Flood forecasting is also
targeted at high risk or complex catchments, and isn’t
feasible for all flooding types, such as smaller streams
or stormwater.

Ipswich City Council is considered advanced in flood
forecasting, operating a combination of the more
complex systems that run ‘synthetic’ flood events with
a team that includes specialised staff – but there are
always improvements that could be made depending on
available resources.
Flood forecasting and intelligence is a multi-agency
effort that requires federal, state and local government
input. There are opportunities to improve data such as
formalising data sharing arrangements and potential
automation such as system data transfers.
Data from the IICP such as property levels and road low
points could also be incorporated into flood forecasting
systems to increase local flood intelligence.
A detailed discussion of flood forecasting and flood
intelligence is provided in Section 9 of the TER.
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FLOOD GAUGES AND CLASSIFICATIONS
The SFMP identified two disaster management actions
for local governments:
 DM3.1 Identify (rainfall and stream) gauges to be
included in the Bureau of Meteorology’s forecast
network based on the Queensland Flood Gauge
Network Review; and

The Bureau of Meteorology uses these classifications
to communicate flood impacts. Flood classifications are
used for a variety of purposes, including:


to understand the severity of a flood and also relate
previous historical floods to this reference;



to communicate flood impacts through the
classifications to the community via the BoM
website; and,



to determine the necessary emergency
management resources.

 DM3.2 Review stream gauge classifications and
amend where necessary.
SETTING CLASSIFICATIONS
Flood classifications for stream gauges are critical for
planning and flood response.
Each flood gauge has an area of influence around it
which contains assets such as buildings, roads and utility
services. Describing how these local assets and the
surrounding community could be affected in a minor,
moderate or major flood and linking that to a specific
gauge height provides a common reference point.

The general classifications can then be applied at a local
level using key flood gauges.

MINOR

Causes inconvenience. Low-lying areas next to watercourses are
inundated. Minor roads may be closed, and low-level bridges submerged.
In urban areas, inundation may affect some backyards and buildings
below the floor level as well as bicycle and pedestrian paths. In rural areas,
removal of stock and equipment may be required.

MODERATE

In addition to the above, the area of inundation is more substantial. Main
traffic routes may be affected. Some buildings may be affected above the
floor level. Evacuation of flood affected areas may be required. In rural
areas, removal of stock is required.

MAJOR

In addition to the above, extensive rural areas and/or urban areas
are inundated. Many buildings may be affected above the floor level.
Properties and towns are likely to be isolated and major rail and traffic
routes closed. Evacuation of flood affected areas may be required. Utility
services may be impacted.

Table 9 Minor, moderate and major flood classifications

Council is responsible for setting the classifications
used by BoM and is one of the first local governments
in Queensland to investigate improvements to the BoM
flood gauge network based on a number of technical
reviews by the State Government. Key gauges that have
been reviewed as part of the IICP are shown in Figure 27.
Full details of the flood gauge classification review are
provided in Section 9 of the TER.
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Flood Alert Areas
Gauge Type
Data
Information
Forecast

Figure 27 Gauge locations

FLOOD GAUGE NETWORK REVIEW
The Queensland Flood Gauge Network Review includes
a systematic scoring process for all water level gauges
in Queensland based on factors such as coverage,
number of ungauged areas, gauge diversity
and communications.
In combination with an analysis of flood hazard
within the settlements the Queensland Flood Gauge
Network Review provides a prioritised approach for
improvements to the flood warning gauge network.
Within the Brisbane/Bremer River catchment, there
are 11 settlements deemed low priority and nine a
very low priority for gauge network improvements.
No settlements were recommended as a moderate,
high or very high priority within the Brisbane/Bremer
River catchment.
Ipswich LGA is therefore considered a low priority, within
Queensland, for gauge network improvements. With
regard to rainfall gauges, a spatial analysis undertaken
as part of the review reveals that the existing gauge
density criteria within the entire Brisbane/Bremer
catchment meets the minimum density criteria of urban
areas (i.e. 20 per km2).

Image: Rosewood gauge, Ipswich-Rosewood Road
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Critical infrastructure is often required to operate
during and after a flood event for the purposes of
recovery. Infrastructure plays a key role in providing
facilities for evacuation, power and water supply and
to effectively keep services and facilities running during
flood events and to aid in faster recovery.

The exposure of critical infrastructure and sensitive
institutions to flooding risk is now better understood,
for example whether buildings are exposed to overthe-floor flooding, the location relative to HR and which
critical evacuation routes are affected and by what
magnitude flood event.
Further details of the exposure of critical infrastructure
and sensitive institutions can be found in Section 9 of
the TER.

RISK TREATMENT MEASURES
The outputs of the evacuation analysis will be used to
inform emergency response, infrastructure upgrades
and strategic land use planning.

In partnership with the BoM, the flood classifications
levels for key gauges in the BoM’s flood gauge network
will be revised based on new intelligence.

 Critical evacuation routes have been identified and
key road upgrades will be investigated.

The RAAF Base Amberley has been identified as a
critical asset exposed to high flood risk. Findings of the
IICP will be communicated to the Federal Government
and Department of Defence (through the LDMG)
to further investigate this flood risk and ongoing
management of flooding to the base.

 Strategic land use planning policy will recognise
suburbs and neighbourhoods that have problems
with access and egress which may burden
emergency services in times of flooding.
Meteorological products and subscriptions that provide
necessary combinations of accuracy and lead time
for flash flood forecasting systems will be rolled out.
A new forecast location to provide more intelligence
on flooding within the Bremer River, Warrill and Purga
Creek catchments will be formalised.

Summary of recommendations on following page –
see Action Plan for full details.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
ACTION
Subscriptions to best available
BoM rainfall prediction and
radar rainfall products and
data to provide the necessary
combinations of accuracy and
lead time for potential flash flood
forecasting systems and council's
existing forecasting systems.
Introduce of a new forecast
location near RAAF Base
Amberley and formalise Loamside
as a forecast location to improve
the accuracy and definition
of flooding of Bremer River,
Warrill and Purga Creeks. This
should be jointly investigated
by BoM and council for any
opportunities, constraints, and
cost effectiveness.
Council formalise the arrangement
with BoM with regard to delivery
of forecast levels for the Bremer
River forecasting system.
Currently this is verbally provided
from BoM to council during flood
events. Potential automation
and formal provision of this data
should be investigated through
avenues such as system
data transfers.
Implement simplified systems for
low and medium risk flash flooding
catchments such as automated
flash flooding systems or the
development of a gauged based
trigger mapping system. (Six Mile,
Deebing and Goodna creeks).
Incorporate all data from the
IICP project including road low
points, buildings (with floor
levels) into council's flood
forecasting systems to provide
further intelligence on road
closures and flooded properties.

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

 Flash flood
 Flood islands

PRIORITY

S-P-R

Medium

 Source

High

 Source

High

 Source

Medium

 Source

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages

 Flash flood

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood

High

 Pathway

 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
ACTION
Investigate a 'central' forecast
database to simultaneously
initiate multiple forecasts and
intelligence outputs.

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

 Flash flood

PRIORITY

Medium

S-P-R

 Source

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
Consider the suggested changes
to the Flood Classifications for the
forecast gauge locations.

 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood

High

 Pathway

High

 Receptor

Low

 Pathway

 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages

Share findings of the IICP to
relevant stakeholders; e.g. Federal
Government and Department of
Defence (through the LDMG) to
further investigate the flood risk
at the RAAF Base Amberley; and
QFES to implement Emergency
Alert Polygons.
Consider, in the next revision
of the IICP, the citywide road
database network is up to
date to inform road low
points, road immunity and
evacuation assessment.
Lobby Dept Transport and Main
Roads to consider upgraded
primary evacuation routes
identified in the most at-risk
suburbs to 1 in 100 AEP and
trafficable in a 1 in 500 AEP.
Further investigate road immunity
upgrades for key suburban access
routes, including culvert and pipe
upgrades or road raising.
Rezone areas to encourage
more resilient land uses such
as expanding the Limited
Development zone in areas
identified as difficult to evacuate
(Goodna, East Ipswich and
One Mile).

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Expensive flood damages

 Flash floods
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Long duration of flood

High

 Isolating flood island

 Source
 Pathway

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Long duration of flood

Medium

 Pathway

High

 Pathway

 Isolating flood island

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Flash flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island
 Expensive flood damages
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
ACTION
Consider intensifying both
residential and non-residential
uses in areas that have generally
flood free to higher ground.
Consider as part of development
within the Urban Investigation
Area in Rosewood the provision
or contribution of transport
infrastructure and necessary
emergency services to facilitate
intensification of residential uses.
Continuing the Business and
Incubator Zone in Raceview and
negotiate upgrades to road
immunity of key transport links
such as Briggs Road during the
development assessment process.
Formalise resupply
arrangements on the high flood
islands in conjunction with a
community awareness and
education campaign.

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED

PRIORITY

S-P-R

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Long duration of flood

Medium

 Pathway

Medium

 Pathway

Medium

 Pathway

Medium

 Receptor

 Isolating flood island

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island

 Deep/strong/frequent flood
 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island

 Long duration of flood
 Isolating flood island

Investigate stormwater
infrastructure upgrades in the
Ipswich CBD to provide relief from
overland flow flooding and road
immunity upgrades.

 Flash floods

Low

 Pathway

As part of a citywide
implementation of Community
Awareness and Resilience
activities, consider rolling out a
targeted awareness campaign to
Moores Pocket Road to ensure
residents are aware of the short
time to inundation and potential
problems with self-evacuation.

 Flood islands

Medium

 Receptor
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QFCoI

Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry

SFMP

Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan

LFMP

Local Floodplain Management Plan

IICP

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

LGA

Local Government Area

BRCFS

Brisbane River Catchment Flood Studies

TER

Technical Evidence Report

SPR

Source Pathway Receptor

AHD

Australian Height Datum

AEP

Annual Exceedance Probability

BoM

Bureau of Meteorology

CBD

Central Business District

NERAG

National Emergency Risk Assessment Guidelines

HR

Hydraulic Risk

AIDR

Australian Institute of Disaster Resilience

PMF

Probable Maximum Flood

TTI

Time to Inundation

AR&R

Australian Rainfall and Runoff Guide

DFI

Duration of Flood Inundation

ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

SA1

Statistical Area 1

AAD

Average Annual Damages

MCA

Multi Criteria Analysis

NFM

Natural Floodplain Management

RAAF

Royal Australian Air Force

SPP

State Planning Policy

TLPIs

Temporary Local Planning Instruments

FEMP

Flood Risk and Emergency Management Plan

QRA

Queensland Reconstruction Authority

VHP

Voluntary House Purchase

RBM

Retrofitting with Resilient Building Materials

VHR

Voluntary House Raising

BCC

Brisbane City Council

CAR

Community Awareness and Resilience

LDMG

Local Disaster Management Group

LUP

Land Use Planning

EM

Emergency Management
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A series of actions are outlined in this section to achieve
the flood management objectives that have been set
out in this strategy document. The actions are based on
a localised assessment of risks associated with flooding
from the Brisbane and Bremer rivers and local creek
and major urban flow paths in the Ipswich LGA based on
understanding of the current and future flood risks at
the time of writing.
The actions are related to an objective, are location
specific and have been developed in the context of the
Source-Pathway-Receptor (SPR) model applied to the
IICP. Each action has been identified to impacts either at
the source, along the pathways or at the receptors of
flooding in sequential order.

The table includes a reference and description of the
action, along with what aspect of flood risk the action
addresses, a cost where known, approximate timeframe,
an order of priority (high medium or low), and a list of
the key stakeholders that should address each action.
There is a requirement to call for funding opportunities
to implement actions listed; thus, State, and Federal
Government are required to think about integrated
planning and the real opportunity to fund the actions
across Ipswich.

As noted, the SPR model does not imply priority,
and each action is part of an integrated catchment
approach that cannot be implemented by applying
individual treatment measures in isolation.
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ACTION
TYPE

Investigating
Flood Hazard

Investigating
Flood Hazard

Investigating
Flood Hazard

Investigating
Flood Hazard

Investigating
Flood Hazard

Physical
Mitigation

Physical
Mitigation

ID

FS1

FS2

FS3

FS4

FS5

FM1

FM2

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

4.6.1.4

4.6.1.3;
4.11.2.

4.11.2

4.8.2.3,
4.11.2

General

5.3.3.1
5.3.3.2

5.3.3.3
5.3.3.4

ACTION DESCRIPTION

Investigate damages
due to flash flooding
in Bremer/Warrill,
Western, Bundamba and
Woogaroo Creeks and
all overland flowpath
catchments.

Update the commercial
value damages
assessment as
information not
available for IICP.

Update the Sandy
Creek model.

Update Mi Hi Creek model
to full hydrologic and
hydraulic model.

Review and update IICP
in the context of the
current understanding
of flood risk on a
5-year timeline.

Consider undertaking
detailed design and
assessment for the Warrill
Creek NFM options.

Undertake a detailed
design and assessment
for the Bundamba Creek
NFM option.

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

S
P

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch.

R

S

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
updating flood
information.

S

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
updating flood
information.

P
R

P
R

P
R

BENEFITS

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
updating flood
information.

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
achieving sustainable
flood mitigation

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
achieving sustainable
flood mitigation

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

STAKEHOLDERS

Community members,
QRA;

$50,000

Understand
impacts of flash
flooding

6 – 12
months

M

Nominal

Understand
impacts to
different
commercial
property types

6 – 12
months

L

Community members,
QRA, Industry

H

Community members,
QRA, council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Infrastructure and
Environment Branch;
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

L

Community members,
QRA, council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Infrastructure and
Environment Branch;
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

L

Community members,
QRA, council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Infrastructure and
Environment Branch;
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

M

Landholders, community
members, council staff
from Infrastructure and
Environment Branch;
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

M

Landholders, community
members, council staff
from Infrastructure and
Environment Branch;
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

Using existing flood
modelling

Data request to
State Government

S

COST

Understanding
of flood risk

$40,000

Understanding
of flood risk

$50,000

Understanding
of flood risk

Unknown

$180–$490
million

Flood mitigation
and wider
benefits to
ecosystem
health

$30–$60
million

Flood mitigation
and wider
benefits to
ecosystem
health

1 – 2 years

1 – 2 years

5 years

1 – 2 years

1 – 2 years

Infrastructure and
Environment Branch
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ACTION
TYPE

Physical
Mitigation

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

ID

FM3

LUP1

LUP2

LUP3

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

ACTION DESCRIPTION

6.5.9.3

Undertake a more
detailed assessment of
intervention methods
on irrigation uptake
upstream and assess
possible groundwater
recharge locations to
increase environmental
flows in the Bremer
River and Warrill
Creek systems.

7.2.4.2.1

Apply a consistent
methodology to the
identification of hazard
categories for the
purposes of draft new
flood hazard overlay.

7.2.4.2.1

Extend any development
controls for residential
uses to the HR4 category
to include the 1 in 500year H3 hazard category.

7.4.3

Monitor and review
climate change
projections and
flood modelling
recommendations over
time to inform future
land use planning
decision making.

Land Use
Planning

LUP4

7.2.4.4

Develop and include
a city-wide overland
flow path assessment
to allowing risk-based
assessment of this type
of flood risk.

Land Use
Planning

LUP5

7.3

Avoid intensification of
development in areas
mapped in HR1c
and HR1b.

7.3

Continue the existing
requirements in the
current planning
scheme that promote
built form and resilient
building materials as an
acceptable mitigation
response such as building
on stilts, or with wet / dry
proofing on ground floor,
but may consider revising
trigger areas based on
lower risk areas such as
HR2a, HR3a, HR4
and HR5.

Land Use
Planning

LUP6

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

COST

BENEFITS

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

STAKEHOLDERS

Unknown

Understanding
of flood risk

1–2 years

L

Landholders, community
members, council staff
from Infrastructure and
Environment Branch;
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

Unknown

Future
development is
commensurate
to the known
risks

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Future
development is
commensurate
to the known
risks

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Nominal

Understanding
of flood risk

5 years

L

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Future
development is
commensurate
to the known
risks

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

R

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Avoid intolerable
risks to
residential uses

1–2 years

H

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

R

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Appropriate
measures
ensure risk is
commensurate
with the
intended use

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

P

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
achieving sustainable
flood mitigation

P

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

R

S
P

S
P
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ACTION
TYPE

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

ID

LUP7

LUP8

LUP9

LUP10

LUP11

LUP12

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

ACTION DESCRIPTION

7.3

Include requirements for
easements in greenfield
areas up to the DFE.

7.3

In locations where
the TTI is < 6 hours
to inundation and
where DFI is >36 hours,
consider a requirement
for a Flood Risk and
Emergency Management
Plan (FEMP) for nonresidential uses.

7.3

In locations subject
to isolation via the
formation of flood
islands, consider
responses such as
FEMPs linked to
new development.

7.2.4.5

Consider the suggested
development control
measures that may be
applied to development
assessment process of
vulnerable uses below
the PMF.

7.2.4.5

Provide a definition
of vulnerable uses
in the new Ipswich
Planning Scheme.

7.2.4.5

In locations where
TTI is < 6 hours to
inundation, where DFI is
>36 hours or locations
subject to isolation on
flood islands, consider
avoiding vulnerable uses
and non-intensification
of residential uses. In
areas of low hazard
built form and resilient
building materials
should be considered
as an acceptable
mitigation response.

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

S
P

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

R

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

R

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

R

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

COST

BENEFITS

Unknown

New
developments
are designed
and situated
away from flood
risk

Unknown

Appropriate
measures
ensure risk is
commensurate
with the
intended use

Unknown

Appropriate
measures
ensure risk is
commensurate
with the
intended use

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

Unknown

Appropriate
measures
ensure risk is
commensurate
with the
intended use

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

STAKEHOLDERS

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department
and: Emergency
Management Unit.

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department
and: Emergency
Management Unit.

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department
and: Emergency
Management Unit.

H

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department
and: Emergency
Management Unit.

H

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department
and: Emergency
Management Unit.

1–2 years

1–2 years

1–2 years

1–2 years

1–2 years
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ACTION
TYPE

ID

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

ACTION DESCRIPTION

Consider the following
changes in drafting of
planning scheme:
Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

Land Use
Planning

LUP13

LUP14

LUP15

LUP16

LUP17

LUP18

LUP19

7.3

Request a Flood Risk
Assessment in terms
of the acceptability or
tolerability of flood risk
on a particular use
or activity.

7.3

For Commercial,
Industrial and other NonResidential Uses consider
adding a provision to
avoid increasing the
concentration of people
in areas in HR1c and HR1b.

7.2.3.3

For residential uses
consider removing the
provision of a flood depth
of no more than 800mm.

7.2.3.3

For basements,
undercrofts consider
introducing minimum
clearance requirements
in relation to the
construction of
undercrofts.

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

S
P
R

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

COST

BENEFITS

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

STAKEHOLDERS

Unknown

Appropriate
measures
ensure risk is
commensurate
with the
intended use

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department

Unknown

Appropriate
measures
ensure risk is
commensurate
with the
intended use

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department

Unknown

Appropriate
measures
ensure risk is
commensurate
with the
intended use

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department

R

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

R

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Appropriate
measures
ensure risk is
commensurate
with the
intended use

7.3

Provide all GIS datasets
to developers to ensure
safety to people and
property and to ensure
emergency services are
not burdened during
flood event.

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

Immediate

H

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department

7.3

In areas where HR
categories and flood
levels may increase as
a result of filling or due
to development activity
consider preserving
pockets of flood storage
in the catchment to avoid
future flood risk impacts

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Avoids increase
in the exposure
or hazard and
damage on
site or to other
properties.

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department

7.3

Continue provisions
that flood storage
capacity and do not
create impacts on sites
upstream or downstream
– this is normally a
request to provide
hydraulic and hydrology
report demonstrating
compliance.

Unknown

Avoids increase
in the exposure
or hazard and
damage on
site or to other
properties.

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department

P

P
R

Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme
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ACTION
TYPE

Property
Specific
Actions

Property
Specific
Actions

Property
Specific
Actions

Property
Specific
Actions

Community
Awareness
and
Resilience

ID

PS1

PS2

PS3

PS4

CR1

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

8.1.4

8.4.5
8.7.1

ACTION DESCRIPTION

Investigate a region-wide
building specification
dataset in coordination
with the Insurance Council
of Australia as to the
minimum requirements
and if commonwealth
funding will be available
to develop the
central database.

Undertake detailed
floor level survey of all
residential buildings in the
highest risk areas.

8.5.2.2

Investigate
retrofitting building
materials program.

8.5.1.2

Investigate a Voluntary
House Purchase Program.

9.6.1

Adopt the IICP CAR
definitions, vision and
objectives. Implement
activities detailed in the
Implementation Plan.
Consider implementing
Ipswich-wide general
CAR activities as soon
as possible.

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

R

Council to lobby
State government
via regional
partnerships

R

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
understanding of
flood risk

R

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
understanding of
flood risk

R

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
understanding of
flood risk

R

Council Corporate
Communications

COST

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

Unknown

Promote use of
resilient building
materials
consistent
with reduced
insurance
premiums

Unknown

L

Councils in SEQ, QRA,
Insurance Council
Australia

Unknown

Property-scale
flood risk based
on is most
accurate reliable
data

6 – 12
months

H

Council staff in:
Infrastructure and
Environment Branch

Unknown

Property-scale
flood risk based
on is most
accurate reliable
data

6 – 12
months

H

Council staff in:
Infrastructure and
Environment Branch

Unknown

Property-scale
flood risk based
on is most
accurate reliable
data

6 – 12
months

H

Council staff in:
Infrastructure and
Environment Branch

H

Council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Environmental
Education and
Partnerships; Corporate
Communications and
Community Engagement;
and Community
Development.

M

Council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Environmental
Education and
Partnerships; Corporate
Communications and
Community Engagement;
and Community
Development.

Staff time
only.

BENEFITS

Consistent
messaging.

6 – 12
months

STAKEHOLDERS

Council EMU

Community
Awareness
and
Resilience

CR2

9.6.4.

Adopt the AIDR
Community Engagement
Model for Emergency
Management to guide
CAR implementation
activities.

Continue
partnerships with
education
P

Council EMU,

R

Continue
partnerships with
education
Corporate
communications

Staff time
only.

Increased
community
awareness and
resilience to
flood risk.

1 – 5 years
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ACTION
TYPE

Community
Awareness
and
Resilience

Community
Awareness
and
Resilience

Community
Awareness
and
Resilience

Community
Awareness
and
Resilience

Community
Awareness
and
Resilience

ID

CR3

CR4

CR5

CR6

CR7

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

9.6.2.

ACTION DESCRIPTION

Implement use of QRA
Flood Communication
Toolkit (and QRA Council
Hub resources) to form
social media posts, and
adopt similar language
in other communication,
education, and
engagement activities.

9.12.3.1

Implement CAR activities
in Goodna. As the
highest-ranking priority
suburb, consider focusing
on Goodna for immediate
implementation.

9.12.2.
and
Goodna
Case
Study

Investigate further
targeted communication,
education and
engagement activities on
high-risk streets within
each priority suburb.
Additionally, a property
list is presented
for Goodna.

TER
Appendix
T

9.12.3

Investigate continuing
to implement CAR
activities to additional
suburbs over the
long-term (in order of
ranked prioritisation).

Consider utilising the
6-step approach for
additional suburbs over
time. The suburb plans in
the Implementation Plan
provide a template
to follow.

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

COST

BENEFITS

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

H

Community members,
QRA, volunteers,
council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Environmental
Education and
Partnerships; Corporate
Communications and
Community Engagement;
and Community
Development.

H

Community members,
QRA, volunteers,
council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Environmental
Education and
Partnerships; Corporate
Communications and
Community Engagement;
and Community
Development.

H

Community members,
QRA, volunteers,
council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Environmental
Education and
Partnerships; Corporate
Communications and
Community Engagement;
and Community
Development.

M

Community members,
QRA, volunteers,
council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Environmental
Education and
Partnerships; Corporate
Communications and
Community Engagement;
and Community
Development.

M

Community members,
QRA, volunteers,
council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Environmental
Education and
Partnerships; Corporate
Communications and
Community Engagement;
and Community
Development.

Council EMU
P
R

Continue
partnerships with
education

Staff time
only

Corporate
communications

R

R

R

R

CAR Implementation
Strategy and Plan.

CAR Implementation
Strategy and Plan.

CAR Implementation
Strategy and Plan.

CAR Implementation
Strategy and Plan.

Staff time
only

Staff time
only

Staff time
only

Staff time
only

Regionally
consistent
messaging.

Increased
community
awareness and
resilience to
flood risk.

Increased
community
awareness and
resilience to
flood risk.

Increased
community
awareness and
resilience to
flood risk.

Increased
community
awareness and
resilience to
flood risk.

6- 12
months

6 -12
months

6 -12
months

1 – 5 years

1 – 5 years

STAKEHOLDERS
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ACTION
TYPE

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

ID

EM1

EM2

EM3

EM4

EM5

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

10.3.6.1
10.3.3.3

ACTION DESCRIPTION

Subscriptions to best
available BoM rainfall
prediction and radar
rainfall products and
data to provide the
necessary combinations
of accuracy and lead
time for potential flash
flood forecasting systems
and council's existing
forecasting systems.

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

S

Emergency
Management Unit
– Improving flood
intelligence

S

Emergency
Management Unit
– Improving flood
intelligence

COST

BENEFITS

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

STAKEHOLDERS

Unknown

Improved flood
warning for
areas exposed
to flash flooding

1 – 2 years

M

QRA, BoM, council
staff from: Emergency
Management Unit

Unknown

Improved flood
warning for
areas exposed
to river and
creek flooding

6 – 12
months

H

QRA, BoM, council
staff from: Emergency
Management Unit

Nominal

Improved flood
warning for
areas exposed
to river and
creek flooding

6 – 12
months

H

QRA, BoM, council
staff from: Emergency
Management Unit

10.3.6.1

Introduction of a new
forecast location near
RAAF Base Amberley and
formalising Loamside as
a forecast location to
improve the accuracy and
definition of flooding of
Bremer River, Warrill and
Purga creeks. This should
be jointly investigated
by BoM and council
for any opportunities,
constraints, and
cost effectiveness.

10.3.5.3.3

Council formalise the
arrangement with BoM
with regard to delivery
of forecast levels for the
Bremer River forecasting
system. Currently this is
verbally provided from
BoM to council during
flood events. Potential
automation and formal
provision of this data
should be investigated
through avenues such as
system data transfers.

S

Emergency
Management Unit
– Improving flood
intelligence

10.3.6.2

Implement simplified
systems for low and
medium risk flash
flooding catchments
such as automated flash
flooding systems or the
development of a gauged
based trigger mapping
system. (Six Mile, Deebing
and Goodna creeks).

S

Emergency
Management Unit
– Improving flood
intelligence

Unknown

Improved flood
warning for
areas exposed
to flash flooding

1 – 2 years

M

QRA, BoM, council
staff from: Emergency
Management Unit

10.3.6.2

Incorporate all data from
the IICP project including
road low points, buildings
(with floor levels) into
council's flood forecasting
systems to provide
further intelligence
on road closures and
flooded properties.

P

Emergency
Management Unit
– Improving flood
intelligence

Unknown

Improved flood
warning for
areas exposed
to flash flooding

6 – 12
months

H

Council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit
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ACTION
TYPE

ID

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

ACTION DESCRIPTION

Emergency
Management

EM6

10.3.6.2

Consider investigating
a 'central' forecast
database to
simultaneously initiate
multiple forecasts and
intelligence outputs.

Emergency
Management

EM7

10.3.5.2

Consider the suggested
changes to the Flood
Classifications for the
forecast gauge locations.

10.6.3.2
and
10.5.3.2

Share findings of the IICP
to relevant stakeholders;
e.g., Federal Government
and Department of
Defence (through
the LDMG) to further
investigate the flood
risk at the RAAF Base
Amberley; and QFES to
implement Emergency
Alert Polygons.

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

EM8

EM9

EM10

EM11

EM12

10.2.2.8

10.2.2.7.1,
10.6.3.5
and 7.3

10.2.2.2.1

10.2.2.3.1

Consider, in the next
revision of the IICP, the
citywide road database
network is up to date to
inform road low points,
road immunity and
evacuation assessment.

Lobby Dept Transport
and Main Roads to
consider upgraded
primary evacuation
routes identified in the
most at-risk suburbs to 1
in 100 AEP and trafficable
in a 1 in 500 AEP. This will
involve lobbying DTMR
for bridge and road
upgrades for Arterial
and Motorway routes.

Further investigation
of Brisbane Terrace,
Smiths Road and Queen
Street in Goodna for
road immunity upgrades
including culvert
upgrades or road raising.

Further investigation
of Fernvale Road
and Hunter Street
in Brassall for road
immunity upgrades
including culvert and pipe
upgrades or road raising.

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

COST

BENEFITS

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

STAKEHOLDERS

S

Emergency
Management Unit
– Improving flood
intelligence

Unknown

Improved flood
warning for
areas exposed
to flash flooding

1 – 2 years

M

QRA, BoM council
staff from: Emergency
Management Unit

P

Emergency
Management Unit
– Improving flood
intelligence

Nominal

Improved flood
warning for the
Ipswich LGA

6 – 12
months

H

QRA, BoM council
staff from: Emergency
Management Unit

Federal Government, Dept
of Defence, LDMG, QFES.

R

P

S
P

Emergency
Management Unit
– Improving flood
intelligence

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
updating flood
information.

Council to lobby
State government
via regional
partnerships

Nominal

Improved flood
intelligence and
mitigation to
protect critical
infrastructure

Unknown

Understanding
of flood risk

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

State Government.
6 – 12
months

H

Other interested
stakeholders and
organisations
Council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit

5 years

6 – 12
months

L

H

Community members,
QRA, council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Infrastructure and
Environment Branch;
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department.

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR

P

P

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
potential road
immunity upgrades.

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
potential road
immunity upgrades.

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1 – 2 years

M

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1 – 2 years

M

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR
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ACTION
TYPE

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

ID

EM13

EM14

EM15

EM16

EM17

EM18

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

10.2.2.4.1

10.2.3.7

10.2.3.6.1

10.2.2.6.1

10.2.2.13.1

10.2.2.5.1

ACTION DESCRIPTION

Further investigation
of North Station
Road, Creek Street
and Jacaranda Drive,
North Booval for road
immunity upgrades
including culvert and pipe
upgrades or road raising.

Further investigation of
Clifton Street, Booval for
road immunity upgrades
including culvert and pipe
upgrades or road raising.

Further investigation of
Leslie Street, Chermside
Road and Jacaranda
Street, East Ipswich for
road immunity upgrades
including culvert
upgrades or road raising.

Further investigation of
Bergins Hill Road, Cornish
Street and Hanlon
Street, Bundamba for
road immunity upgrades
including culvert
upgrades, road raising.

Further investigation
of Chubb Street, One
Mile for road immunity
upgrades including
road raising or
culvert upgrades.

Further investigation
of Chermside Road,
Jacaranda Street, Basin
Pocket for road immunity
upgrades including
road raising or
culvert upgrades.

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

P

P

P

P

P

P

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
potential road
immunity upgrades.

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
potential road
immunity upgrades.

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
potential road
immunity upgrades.

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
potential road
immunity upgrades.

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
potential road
immunity upgrades.

Council’s
Infrastructure and
Environment branch;
potential road
immunity upgrades.

COST

Unknown

BENEFITS

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

1 – 2 years

PRIORITY

M

STAKEHOLDERS

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1 – 2 years

M

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1 – 2 years

M

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1 – 2 years

M

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1 – 2 years

M

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1 – 2 years

M

Council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit
DTMR
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ACTION
TYPE

ID

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

ACTION DESCRIPTION

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

COST

BENEFITS

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

STAKEHOLDERS

H

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

H

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

10.2.2.2
10.2.2.3
10.2.2.4
10.2.2.5
10.2.2.7
Emergency
Management

EM19

10.2.2.8
10.2.2.9
10.2.2.10
10.2.2.11

Further investigation
of Chermside Road,
Jacaranda Street,
Basin Pocket for road
immunity upgrades
including road raising
or culvert upgrades.

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1–2 years

10.2.2.12
10.2.2.13
10.2.2.15.

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

EM20

EM21

EM22

EM23

EM24

10.2.2.16

Consider rezoning
areas to encourage
more resilient land uses
such as expanding the
Limited Development
zone in areas identified
as difficult to evacuate
(Goodna, East Ipswich
and One Mile).

10.2.2.7

Consider intensifying
the Local Business and
Industry Zone in Karalee
to more commercial uses
as the access / egress
to Junction Road is
generally flood free to
higher ground.

10.2.2.8

Consider intensifying
Residential Uses in
Rosewood which has
unhindered evacuation
towards upper
John Street.

10.2.2.8

Consider as part of
development within the
Urban Investigation Area
in Rosewood the provision
or contribution of
transport infrastructure
and necessary
emergency services to
facilitate intensification
of residential uses.

10.2.2.10

Consider continuing the
Business and Industry
Zone in Raceview and
negotiate upgrades to
road immunity of key
transport links such
as Briggs Road during
the development
assessment process.

1–2 years

1–2 years

1–2 years

1–2 years

1–2 years
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ACTION
TYPE

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

Emergency
Management

ID

EM25

EM26

EM27

EM28

EM29

EM30

TER
SECTION
REFERENCE

ACTION DESCRIPTION

SOURCE/
PATHWAY/
RECEPTOR

FLOOD RISK ADDRESSED
DEEP,
STRONG AND
FREQUENT
FLOODS
(HYDRAULIC
RISK)

FLASH
FLOODS
(TIME TO
INUNDATION)

LONG
FLOODS
(DURATION)

ISOLATING
FLOODS
(FLOOD
ISLAND)

EXPENSIVE
FLOODS
(DAMAGES)

IMPLEMENTATION
PATHWAY

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

10.2.2.14

Consider intensifying the
Character Housing Mixed
Density and Character
Mixed use zones along
Warwick Road corridor
in Ipswich as these areas
generally have flood free
access to higher ground.

10.2.2.7

Formalise resupply
arrangements on the
high flood islands in
conjunction with a
community awareness
and education campaign.

10.2.2.14.1

Further investigate
stormwater infrastructure
upgrades in the Ipswich
CBD to provide relief from
overland flow flooding and
road immunity upgrades.

10.2.3.6.3

As part of a citywide
implementation of
Community Awareness
and Resilience activities,
consider rolling out a
targeted awareness
campaign to Moores
Pocket Road to ensure
residents are aware
of the short time to
inundation and potential
problems with
self-evacuation.

10.2.2.11

Consider intensifying the
Large Lot Residential
Zone in Camira that has
largely flood free access
to higher ground.

10.2.2.12

Consider intensifying
the existing Medium
Density Residential Zone
to a ‘CBD’ use such as
High Density or Primary
Commercial as these
areas generally have
flood free access to
higher ground.

COST

BENEFITS

APPROX.
TIMEFRAME

PRIORITY

STAKEHOLDERS

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

P

Strategic Planning:
Council Planning and
Regulatory Services
Department; draft
new Planning Scheme

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

1–2 years

M

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

R

Emergency response
measure via LDMP
and LDMG

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

2 – 5 years

M

LDMG, council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit

Unknown

Emergency
services are not
burdened during
a flood event

L

Community members and
council staff from the
Planning and Regulatory
Services Department and:
Emergency Management
Unit

M

Council staff from:
Emergency Management
Unit; Environmental
Education and
Partnerships; Corporate
Communications and
Community Engagement;
and Community
Development.

P

Infrastructure design
and construction

Council EMU
R

Continue
partnerships with
education
Corporate
communications

Staff time
only.

Increased
community
awareness and
resilience to
flood risk.

1–2 years

1–2 years

2 – 5 years

1 – 5 years
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Context
Flooding in Queensland in the summer of 2010/2011 affected more than 2.5million people, approximately
29,000 homes and businesses. In 2012 the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry (QFCoI) was established
to recommend how State and Local Governments should manage flooding including future development,
emergency response procedures, dam operations and structural mitigation. Recommendations for Local
Governments included:
Recommendation 2.12:
Councils in floodplain areas should, resources allowing, develop comprehensive floodplain
management plans that accord as closely as practicable with best practice principles.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Following the QFCoI, Queensland Government and Local Governments have committed to long-term
floodplain management practices to reduce the impact of current and future flood risks, including the Brisbane
River Flood Studies led by the Queensland Government. The process of floodplain management in the
Brisbane River catchment followed 4 phases:


Phase 1 – Data Collection Report (Aurecon, 2013).



Phase 2 - Brisbane River Catchment Flood Study released in May 2017. This is the largest ever flood
study undertaken in Australia and informed the development of the SFMP, to better understand current
and future flood risks and identify regionally consistent approaches to strengthen flood resilience across
the Brisbane River floodplain.



Phase 3 - the Brisbane River SFMP brought together four local councils including Ipswich City Council
(Council) and key stakeholders to develop the most comprehensive regional approach to managing flood
risk in Australia. The methodology of the regional-scale study includes a detailed assessment of flood risk,
regionally consistent framework for land use planning, disaster management strategies and supporting
information and activities for improving community awareness and resilience. The SFMP provides a
valuable toolkit, not just for the four local councils in the Brisbane River floodplain, but for Local
Governments throughout Queensland seeking to implement floodplain management that aligns with best
practice principles.



Phase 4 – the Local Floodplain Management Plans (LFMPs) which provide a localised flood risk
assessment following the regionally consistent approach established in the SFMP. The Ipswich Integrated
Catchment Plan (IICP) represents Councils implementation of Phase 4 to establish strategies to deliver
sustainable management of flood risk for the Ipswich LGA.

Scope and study area
The IICP is a holistic non-statutory integrated floodplain management document that provides a range of
recommendations and actions for Council to consider that aim to achieve effective mitigation of current and
future flood risk, build community flood resilience and drive reduction of flood risk to people and property whilst
ensuring the natural functions of the floodplain are preserved, water quality improved and ecological diversity
increased within the catchment.
The Brisbane River Catchment is the largest river in South East Queensland which forms part of the Ipswich
Local Government Area (LGA) boundary with Brisbane City Council. The Brisbane River directly affects the
north eastern suburbs of Ipswich but also via complex flooding back up the Bremer River and a major creeks.
The Bremer River Catchment is over 2,000km2, of which 442km2 is within the Ipswich LGA, the Bremer River
is an important part of the Brisbane River catchment. Major tributaries of the Bremer River include Warrill
Creek, Western Creek, Franklin Vale Creek, Reynolds Creek, Purga Creek and Bundamba Creek.

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
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Approach
The IICP has been developed to understand the extent and scale of flooding and to set policies for managing
risks associated with flooding across the Ipswich LGA.
The framework presented in the Brisbane River SFMP adopts an integrated catchment planning approach to
describe the more holistic planning and strategic development of catchment wide objectives with
acknowledgment of the environment and healthy catchments importance to regional economies as well as
social and recreational benefits for the community.
“Management of flood risk within a catchment should be cognisant of the broader environmental outcomes
that are sought to achieve sustainability, including the benefits that come from flooding and the recharge of
floodplain wetlands and groundwater reserves” (SFMP, 2019).
While traditional flood mitigation approaches have focused on large scale infrastructure such as dams and
levees that have fundamentally modified waterways and their ecosystems, the IICP seeks to locally refine the
SFMP approach and identify actions, recommendations and policies across the catchment that mitigate flood
risk.
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The IICP applies the Source-Pathway-Receptor (SPR) model in developing a plan for integrated management
of the catchment. The SPR model considers the source, pathways and receptors of flooding in sequential
order.
1.

The Source: where floodwaters come from;

2.

The Pathways: how the water travels
through the environment; and

3.

The Receptors: who or what could be
affected by the floodwaters.

It is important to note that the steps do not imply
priority, moreover it reflects a logical sequence
in which to evaluate actions, starting with the
source of flooding. Furthermore, integrated
floodplain management cannot be implemented
by applying individual treatment measures in
isolation. Linkages with other categories of
mitigation measures, and an iterative approach
to the development of these measures is
necessary to develop an optimal integrated plan
(Designing Strategies for Integrated Flood
management, 2017). The IICP includes actions
from each category of treatment measure in the
SPR model.

Hydraulic Risk
Hydraulic Risk (HR) has been used in the Brisbane River Flood Studies and SFMP to provide a regionally
consistent definition of consequence using HR derived from hazard characteristics identified in the Australian
Institute of Disaster Resilience (AIDR) Guideline.
HR in Ipswich has been mapped across ten (10) categories of relative hydraulic risk, this provides a relevant
graduation of risk profile from high risk conveyance areas associated with high hazard through to lower risk on
the peripheral of flood storage or flood fringe areas and enables identification of appropriate risk treatment
measures in response to the relative risk.
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Current Flood Exposure
The analysis reveals that almost 84,000 residents are mapped with the extent of the floodplain which indicates
approximately 43% of the Ipswich residents are exposed to flooding of some nature. There are an estimated
17,300 residents in the highest five hydraulic risk categories of HR1(c) to HR3(c). The suburbs of Goodna,
Bundamba, Ipswich, Brassall, Churchill, Karalee, North Booval, One Mile, West Ipswich and East Ipswich have
high numbers of properties exposed to high HR. Key considerations for current flood exposure include:


There are over 37,000 buildings exposed to flooding with 23% exposed to the highest hydraulic risk
categories HR1c to HR3c.



The majority of high-risk buildings are residential.



The highest relative increase across all storm events is the 1 in 100 to 1 in 500 AEP flood events.

37,700
buildings located
within the
floodplain extent

Over 6,000
buildings inundated
with over floor
flooding during a 1
in 100 AEP flood
event

Over 15,000
buildings
inundated above
ground level
during a 1 in 100
AEP flood event

6,368 buildings
exposed to top 5
HR categories
(HR1c to HR3c)
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Of the 84,000 residents mapped within the floodplain extent, 21% are exposed to the top 5 HR categories and
2,200 residents located within the highest risk category.
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Time to Inundation
The earliest time the roads, buildings or assets are inundated with floodwaters is known as Time to Inundation
(TTI). The process is based on scenario modelling to best estimate TTI, however there are many thousands
of different possibilities and during an actual flood event, TTI could be faster or slower depending on the rainfall
patterns. Outputs for the 1 in 10 AEP, 1 in 100 AEP and 1 in 2000 AEP flood event has been produced.
Analysis of TTI in the 1 in 2000 AEP event has been used throughout the IICP as representation of the ‘worst
case’, this event was chosen as an appropriate representation of a very rare flood event for purposes of
planning, mitigation and response. TTI information can also help understand exposed roads and the need for
earlier action on potential closures and understanding areas subject to flash flooding i.e. a TTI of flood waters
of less than six (6) hours. The suburbs of Brassall, Raceview and Bundamba are more susceptible to ‘flash
flooding’.

Duration of Flood Inundation
Duration of Flood Inundation (DFI) has been identified by calculating the total duration of time flood water
exceeds a certain level. For analysis of buildings, DFI is based on the duration of flood waters inundated over
floor levels; and for analysis of roads DFI is based on the duration of floodwaters inundated above road low
points. Likewise, outputs for the 1 in 10 AEP, 1 in 100 AEP and 1 in 2000 AEP flood event has been produced
Suburbs that are most prone to longer durations of inundation are impacted by flooding from the Brisbane and
Bremer Rivers. In particular Goodna and North Booval which have the highest number of properties with
inundation time greater than 36 hours.

Flood Islands
Flood Islands are a unique, complex, and relatively dangerous situation that can develop during flood events.
Flood islands develop when servicing roads to areas are cut (often multiple times) and the area is then
physically isolated with no means of vehicle transportation and likely no or reduced pedestrian mobility. Two
types of flood islands can develop during flood events: low and high flood islands. Low flood islands are areas
that become isolated and then submerge. High flood islands remain dry up to and including the PMF. The
suburbs with the most buildings located on low flood islands include Rosewood, East Ipswich and Brassall.
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Vulnerability
Factors such as awareness, physical vulnerability, socio-economic vulnerability and mobility are social
attributes that strongly relate to vulnerability during floods. There are many aspects of social vulnerability to
flooding, but four vulnerability indices listed below have been considered by the SFMP in detail, and have also
been adopted by the IICP.


Physical



Mobility



Awareness; and



Socio-economic.

There are over 1,500 people in the floodplain that are affected by a combination of all four vulnerability
indicators. Just over 300 of these are located in the highest hydraulic risk categories

Economic Impacts
Annual Average Damages (AAD) is the defining factor of how much flood damages are expected to cost the
Ipswich community each year on average. The IICP adopts the SFMP methodology for the flood damage
assessment. An AAD of $160 million has been estimated in the Ipswich LGA, which incorporates all flooding
sources (Bremer River, Brisbane River and the local creeks), building types, tangible and intangible damages.
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Generally, there are very high residential damages in more frequent flood events, which are primarily
associated with local creek flood events, for example the 1 in 2 and 1 in 5 AEP events.
Approximately 79% of the AAD comprises tangible damage, and 21% intangible damage. The estimated
damage figure, should a 1 in 100 AEP flood occur, is $2.4 billion. Damage figures are used to assess the
potential economic benefits of both physical mitigation measures and property specific actions, i.e. how much
damage will these measures reduce each year.

Future Flood Risk
With regard to future flood risks, there are a number of factors that can result in an increase in flooding over
and above that is currently experienced. There are a number of causes for such increases such as climate
change, increased development and changes in catchment imperviousness associated with development. Two
Ultimate Development (UD) scenarios were selected for this study to maintain consistency with Council’s most
recent IRFSU study. The inclusion of filling within the floodplain (UD1) and an increase in floodplain roughness
(UD2) are also considered to be more representative to the Ipswich LGA context as well as aligning to the
current Planning Scheme provisions for development control through the Flood Hazard Overlay Code.
The results of UD1 scenario suggests that areas in South Ripley and in the Ipswich CBD may be particular
sensitive to filling of the floodplain as significant increases in the 1 in 100 AEP event flood level have been
observed. Analysis of UD2 shows increases in flood levels around the Blackstone on Bundamba Creek,
Ipswich CBD, Six Mile Creek and South Ripley. These areas may be sensitive to increased development
activity in the floodplain. Generally, the increases in flood waters under a UD2 scenario are spread out across
the floodplain and there appears to be more widespread increase in flood levels than under the UD1 scenario,
however the quantum of increase is moreover, less than 0.2m.

Climate Change Sensitivity
The methodology adopted for climate change is in accordance with the Inland Flooding Study report (DNRM,
2010). This correlates with Australian Rainfall and Runoff (AR&R) 1987 methodologies which infers for every
degree of global warming apply a 5% increase in rainfall intensity within the models.
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This is also considered to align with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s ‘Representative
Concentration Pathway’ (RCP) 8.5 which assumes a sea level rise of 0.8 metres and a 20% increase in rainfall
intensity for the year 2090.
Peak flood level differences between the 1 in 100 AEP in current conditions and a 1 in 100 AEP with a climate
change factor highlights areas of significant climate change sensitivity with many areas exceeding 0.3m in
flood level increase. Some of the suburbs most sensitive to these increases include Rosewood, Thagoona,
Deebing Heights, Yamanto, Churchill, Ripley Valley, Bundamba, Tallegalla, Marburg, Mount Mort, Calvert and
Lanefield.

Physical Mitigation
A multitude of flood mitigation options have been considered in the IICP that reduce flood damages within the
study area. These options were sourced from previous Council flood studies and floodplain management plans
and include dams, detention basins, permanent and temporary levees, flood gates and backflow prevention
devices, high flow bypass channels/diversions; and Natural Floodplain Mitigation (NFM) measures, such as
revegetation and floodplain re-engagement. Furthermore, three regional options shortlisted for further
investigation during the SFMP have been assessed against other floodplain mitigation options developed as
part of the IICP. The SFMP recommendations included in the study were:
1. SO3 Upper catchment dry flood mitigation dams
2. SO5 Ipswich CBD flood gate; and
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3. SO7 Goodna CBD levee.
Once a refined long list of options was collated and agreed, an initial Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) was set
up and conducted to determine which options progressed to detailed modelling and assessment. The IICP has
followed the options appraisal methodology outlined in the SFMP TER with due consideration of a range of
additional tangible and intangible costs and benefits such as social health and the environment including
potential recreation and amenity value associated with having connection to waterways and environmental
areas.
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Shortlisted options were then assessed in detail through 2D hydraulic models previously developed by Council
across the study area and benefit assigned via a mitigated damages assessment. Key findings and the result
of the MCA is provided in the following table:
Option

Key findings

MCA Score

Warrill Creek
Major NFM

Widespread and significant flood mitigation, ecosystem and waterway
health outcomes and protection of the RAAF Base Amberley Base.
Increases in flood levels shown associated with floodplain re-engagement.
Low benefit cost ratio.

1.33

Bundamba
Creek NFM
Major

Provides significant flood mitigation to downstream communities and the
Brisbane Road commercial precinct. Also provides significant benefit in
protecting a high value waterway and strategic corridors. Possible value in
integrating existing and future flood risk reduction endeavours with
ultimate development planning. Low benefit cost ratio.

1.07

Warrill Creek
Minor NFM

Similar outcomes to the Warrill Creek Major NFM option albeit with less
flood reductions downstream. Some flood afflux within the Purga Creek
catchment and on the Cunningham Highway.

0.89

Bundamba
Creek NFM
Minor

Similar outcomes to the Bundamba Creek Major NFM albeit with less
flood reductions downstream. Low benefit cost ratio.

0.88

SO5 Ipswich
CBD Flood
Gate

MCA score for this option is very low and further investigation has shown
that it is likely that a higher coincident flood standard is needed to ensure
protection from the local urban catchment.
Associated engineering matters as well as permissions and approvals for
use of the existing railway embankment as a levee are yet to be
determined and remain critical aspects for the overall effectiveness of the
option

0.54

Blacksnake
Creek NFM

There is minimal associated flood benefit wit this option.
Provides benefit to Blacksnake Creek from a waterway health point of
view and aligns strongly to previous strategies and corridor plans.

0.35

Rosewood
Detention
Basin

Provides good flood benefit to the Rosewood town centre and beyond.
Acquisition of private property would be required, reducing the benefit cost
score of this property. In addition, there would be asset management and
residual risk issues associated with managing a referable dam. Low
benefit cost ratio.

0.22

SO7 Goodna
Motorway
Levee

MCA score for this option is very low and no further consideration was
provided to the structural integrity of the motorway embankment. This
option would result in significant asset management issues with regards to
pumping or advanced flood forecasting systems requiring to be developed
and operated during flood events. The lower MCA score and the
constraints listed likely prevent the success of this option.

0.21
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Option

Key findings

MCA Score

Thagoona
NFM

Does not provide sufficient flood reductions downstream and would be
difficult to implement due to the revegetation required across future
development areas. Low benefit cost ratio.

0.06

Thagoona
Detention
Basin

The basin provides some flood benefit to the Thagoona township. The
option has a low cost benefit score and does not provide any ecosystem
health value. In addition, there would be significant asset management
and residual risk associated with managing a referable dam.

0.04

The analysis of flood mitigation options provides the following key outputs:


A prioritised list of large-scale flood mitigation options that will potentially reduce flood risk and increase
the overall resilience of Ipswich residents and communities. These options have had extensive modelling,
cost benefit assessment and multi criteria analysis to ensure all corporate and strategic intentions of
Ipswich City Council are being met;



Providing further information and assessment of improving the overall waterway health of the Bremer
River and Warrill Creek systems through high level water quality modelling; and



Providing initial assessments of the potential of the Inland Freight route to double as a large regional flood
mitigation outcome. This initial assessment indicates that there is significant flood storage available and
that this should be further investigated by the Queensland Government to potentially capture cost savings
available by providing two key outcomes with one asset.

Land Use Planning
Land use planning and development control represents one of the most cost-effective options for minimising
flood risk, especially where development is restricted to occur outside the floodplain. The range of flood risk
factors considered in the IICP include flood frequency and hazard, flash flooding, long duration of inundation,
isolation and vulnerable communities. This flood information is used to influence land use planning to ensure
new developments are designed and situated away from flood risk areas or take appropriate mitigation
measures to ensure risk is commensurate with the intended use of the site.
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The IICP will help to develop a more informed land use planning approach that uses a risk-based approach.
The State interest policy for Natural hazards, risk and resilience provides guidance that must be considered
when making or amending a local planning instrument whereas the SFMP provides guidance that specifically
deals with integrating the SPP State interest in a regional Brisbane River catchment context. The IICP analysis
provides the tools to revise or refine land use planning responses using a local fit-for purpose risk assessment
with consideration of local flood risk factors:


Hydraulic Risk (combination of flood frequency and hazard);



Vulnerability (special circumstances that introduce further risk through social and economic functions);



Time to Inundation (an understanding of how long it takes for an area, asset or residence to inundate);



Duration of Inundation (an understanding of how long an area, asset or residence may be flooded for);
and;



Flood Islands (and understanding of whether residents are isolated on low or high flood islands).

These flood risk factors have been reviewed in the context of current and future planning scheme and
recommendations presented are considered adequate treatment of flood risk to achieve a tolerable level of
risk for future development.
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Property Specific Actions
Managing flood hazards within a local government area is best achieved by utilising a variety of measures.
This report chapter summarises what property specific actions homeowners within the Ipswich Local
Government Area (LGA) can be encouraged to take for effective, localised flood mitigation.
Whilst the onus to enact these measures will predominately reside with homeowners within the region, Ipswich
City Council (Council) can facilitate this process by considering the recommendations. Property specific actions
are considered under two categories:
1.

Residential property buy-back and voluntary purchase; and

2.

Retrofitting building materials such as flood-proofing (including both wet and dry-proofing methods) and
voluntary house raising.

These have been investigated further in response to the SFMP desired outcome to encourage and support
the uptake of flood resilient built form. A detailed economic assessment of property specific actions considers
the reduction of residential annual average damages (AAD) across the groups of potentially eligible buildings.
The analysis provides the following key outputs:


Voluntary House Purchase (VHP) of priority buildings exposed to the highest HR category and over floor
flooding in a 1 in 10 AEP has an MCA score of 0.43 and benefit cost ratio of 1.31;



Retrofitting Building Materials (RBM) to all eligible buildings has an MCA score of 0.5 and benefit cost
ratio of 3.19; and



House raising to all suitable buildings has an MCA score of 0.5 and benefit cost ratio of 1.60.

Overall, these three options are ranked highest based MCA and benefit cost ratio. The findings align with
commentary in this field suggesting that implementing property specific actions is generally a viable option for
reducing the impacts of flood events up to 1 in 100 AEP.
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VHP presents a challenge as it is reasonable to assume that property owners may expect a pre-hazard market
value for a building. Pre-hazard values have been used in this economic appraisal, however over time and
continued exposure to flood impacts, this market value may be adversely impacted as a result of identified
flood hazards. Based on pre-hazard market values, the cost benefit analysis justifies that a program of VHP is
worth further investigation by Council.
The benefits of RBM considers reduction of internal flood damages only, therefore the benefits of retrofitting
building materials and house raising may have been underestimated. The SFMP and Flood Resilient Building
Guidelines for Queensland Homes both recognise that further research on this subject is required.
Given the potential intolerable risks associated with flood hazards, there is a clear priority to plan for a range
of options focusing on VHP and retrofitting building materials.

Community Awareness and Resilience
Community Awareness and Resilience (CAR) is a component of the IICP. The work package seeks to increase
the level of community awareness and resilience of flood risk within Ipswich. In conjunction with, or for areas
where physical mitigation, land use planning and other response measures are not well suited, CAR can be a
useful method of increasing community capacity to effectively prepare for and respond to flood events. It is
important to have a shared understanding of what community awareness and resilience means by definition
and for site-specific purposes to enable a focused approach. For the purposes of the CAR work package, a
resilient community, is defined by the Torrens Resilience Institute as
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Members are connected and able to work together in the event of an emergency in order to function and
sustain critical systems (even under stress), adapt to changes in physical, social or economic environments,
be self-reliant if external resources are limited or cut off, and learn from experience to improve over time.
To be responsive to different needs of the Ipswich community, the analysis and identification of the most atrisk and vulnerable communities has been developed at a suburb scale. This prioritisation was achieved
through combining each suburb’s vulnerability and level of flood risk to enable suburbs to be ranked. Goodna,
Ipswich, North Booval, One Mile, Leichhardt, Bundamba, North Ipswich, Churchill, Brassall, East Ipswich, and
Karalee have been prioritised and an CAR plan created for each suburb as part of the Implementation Strategy.
A fit-for-purpose approach for each suburb consists of a suite of communication and engagement tools aimed
at location specific vulnerability driver and flood risk characteristics.

Emergency Management
The IICP has been developed with guiding concepts which are interrelated to how flood risk is understood and
analysed. Technical analysis in this chapter considers the multiple layers of Hydraulic Risk (HR), Time to
Inundation (TTI) and Duration of Inundation (DFI) as presented in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter.
Further intelligence and recommendations for emergency management are provided rather than governance
and implementation of emergency management actions with the objective to enhance existing emergency
management practices. It does not consider the roles and responsibilities of these practices.
The Emergency Management chapter investigates the following specific areas in more detail:


Evacuation: Using extensive modelling, identifying specific evacuation measures for the highest priority
clusters of at-risk properties;
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Egress from flooded suburbs and access by emergency services may be hindered by key routes that
exhibit low flood immunity. These routes have been identified and suggestions put forward for
Councils consideration. Key routes identified in the suburb scale analysis as requiring upgrade
include:


Warrego Highway which has sections with low flood immunity;



Ipswich Motorway on-ramps in Goodna;



East Street in Ipswich CBD;



Old Toowoomba Road in One Mile;



Jacaranda Street and Chermside Street in North Booval and East Ipswich;



Brisbane Road in Bundamba; and



Rosewood key connections such as Rosewood-Laidley, Rosewood-Warrill View and IpswichRosewood Roads all have road low points that may hinder access and egress during flood
events.

Flood forecasting: Examining a range of technology options that could extend Council’s existing flood
forecasting capability;


Ipswich City Council is considered advanced in flood forecasting, operating a combination of the more
complex systems that run ‘synthetic’ flood events with a team that includes specialised staff - but
there are always improvements that could be made depending on available resources.
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Flood forecasting and intelligence is a multi-agency effort that requires federal, state and local
government input. There are opportunities to improve data such as formalising data sharing
arrangements and potential automation such as system data transfers.



Data from the IICP such as property levels and road low points could also be incorporated into flood
forecasting systems to increase local flood intelligence.

Flood classifications and Emergency Alert Polygons: Providing potential updates to community messaging
about what ‘minor’, ‘moderate’ and ‘major’ flood impacts are at key local flood gauge sites;


Council is responsible for setting the classifications used by BoM and is one of the first local
governments in Queensland to investigate improvements to the BoM flood gauge network based on
a number of technical reviews by the State Government. Key gauges that have been reviewed as
part of the IICP are Amberley, Churchill Five Mile Bridge, Ipswich, Kuss Road, Loamside, One Mile
Bridge, Rosewood, Rosewood WWTP, South Ripley (James Ivory Bridge), South Ripley (Wards
Road), Spressers Bridge, Three Mile Bridge and Walloon.



Alert Polygon shapefiles for use in the Emergency Alert system for the above gauge locations have
been produced. These electronic maps, known as polygons, linked to flood triggers will be used by
QFES to send customised messages to phones registered to homes in that area; and

Critical infrastructure: Understanding the flood risk to vital infrastructure - such as emergency services
stations, hospitals, power and water supply - required to operate during and after a flood.


The exposure of critical infrastructure and sensitive institutions to flooding risk is now better
understood, for example whether buildings are exposed to over the floor flooding, the location relative
to HR and which critical evacuation routes are affected and by what magnitude flood event;



The RAAF Base Amberley has been identified as a critical asset exposed to high flood risk. Findings
of the IICP will be communicated to the Federal Government and Department of Defence (through
the LDMG) to further investigate this flood risk and ongoing management of flooding to the base.

Summary
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The IICP sets out an integrated approach for managing current and future flood risks in across the Ipswich
LGA. This Technical Evidence Report builds on the outputs and recommendations from the previously
developed Brisbane River Catchment Flood Studies, SFMP and associated documents as well as existing
local plans, strategies, and flood studies to build an understanding of creek and major urban catchment flood
behaviour and assess flood risk across the floodplain.
The IICP is a holistic non-statutory integrated floodplain management document that provides a range of
recommendations and actions for Council to consider. The recommendations form the action plan which have
been developed from a flood risk management perspective and are subject to Council prioritisation and funding
processes prior to commitment for implementation.
The action plan considers the constraints and opportunities relevant to the Brisbane River and Bremer River
and the local creek and major urban flow paths in the Ipswich LGA based on understanding of the current and
future flood risks at the time of writing, given the knowledge, resources and capabilities that have been provided
as part of the Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
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GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS

Term

Definition

1D

One-Dimensional flood modelling

2D

Two-Dimensional flood modelling

AEP

Annual Exceedance Probability refers to the probability of a flood event occurring in any
year. The probability is expressed as 1 in x chance to occur in any one year, i.e., a 1 in 100
AEP.

AHD

Australian Height Datum

AIDR

Australian Institute of Disaster Resilience

ARR

Australian Rainfall and Runoff

BCA

Benefit Cost Assessment

BCR

Benefit Cost Ratio

Building

In the context of the IICP analysis, a building is a mapped polygon in GIS of the building
footprint. A property parcel may contain many buildings.

BoM

Bureau of Meteorology

CAR

Community awareness and resilience – Education, communication and engagement
activities to ensure the community is aware, prepared for and empowered to respond to
flood events

DCDB

Digital Cadastral Database - the spatial representation of every current parcel of land in
Queensland, and its legal Lot on Plan description and relevant attributes.

DEM

Digital Elevation Model

DFE

Define Flood Event – which in the case of Ipswich is the 1 in 100 AEP plus a climate
change factor

DFI

Duration of inundation of floodwaters over roads and buildings; for example, greater than
36 hours would be uncomfortable for building occupants.

Dwelling

A residential building.

FEMP

Flood Emergency Management Plan – a site-specific emergency response plan used
commonly to support a development application

Flood
islands

Mapped areas of the floodplain that become isolated due to inundation of surrounding flood
waters;

Low flood
island

Isolated areas that becomes submerged in higher magnitude flood events

High flood
island

Isolated areas of the floodplain that remain dry

GIS

Geographic Information System

HR

Hydraulic Risk categories that describe flood risk based on depth and velocity exposure
(i.e., hazard) and frequency of flood.

IICP

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

LFMP

Local floodplain Management Plan
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Definition

LGA

Local Government Area

LiDAR

Light Detection and Ranging

LUP

Land use planning

MCA

Multi-criteria Analysis – an evaluation tool to short list options effectiveness

PMF

Probable Maximum Flood - the most severe flood event possible; used as an extreme flood
modelling scenario.

Property

A parcel of land mapped and documented in the State digital cadastral database (DCDB)

PSA

Property specific actions - targeted to those exposed to the highest hydraulic risk
categories. Examples include house purchasing schemes, resilient building materials,
house-raising.

QFCI

Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry

QRA

Queensland Reconstruction Authority

RBM

Retrofitting Building Materials - a specific program of property specific actions that
promotes use of flood resilient building materials or raising homes above their current level.

Road
immunity

The particular likelihood flood event at which the road level remains flood free. Larger
magnitude events would inundate the road beyond this immunity. i.e., Smith St has a 1 in
20 AEP flood immunity.

SES

Queensland State Emergency Service

SFMP

Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan

SPP

State Planning Policy

TTI

Time to inundation of floodwaters to roads and buildings; i.e., less than 6 hours is classified
flash flooding

VHP

Voluntary House Purchase - a specific program of property specific actions

Vulnerability
indicators

A series of vulnerability characteristics that describe a community. Heightened vulnerability
across any of the four main indicators may limit a community’s ability to prepare, respond
and recover from a flood event.
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Term
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Context

Flooding in Queensland in the summer of 2010/2011 affected more than 2.5million people, approximately
29,000 homes and businesses. In 2012 the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry (QFCoI) was established
to recommend how State and Local Governments should manage flooding including future development,
emergency response procedures, dam operations and structural mitigation. Recommendations for Local
Governments included:
Recommendation 2.12:
Councils in floodplain areas should, resources allowing, develop comprehensive floodplain
management plans that accord as closely as practicable with best practice principles.
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Following the QFCoI, Queensland Government and Local Governments have committed to long-term
floodplain management practices to reduce the impact of current and future flood risks, including the Brisbane
River Flood Studies led by the Queensland Reconstruction Authority (QRA). The process of floodplain
management in the Brisbane River catchment followed 4 phases:


Phase 1 – Data Collection Report (Aurecon, 2013).



Phase 2 - Brisbane River Catchment Flood Study released in May 2017. This is the largest ever flood
study undertaken in Australia and informed the development of the SFMP, to better understand current
and future flood risks and identify regionally consistent approaches to strengthen flood resilience across
the Brisbane River floodplain.



Phase 3 - the Brisbane River SFMP brought together four local councils including Ipswich City Council
(Council) and key stakeholders to develop the most comprehensive regional approach to managing flood
risk in Australia. The methodology of the regional-scale study includes a detailed assessment of flood risk,
regionally consistent framework for land use planning, disaster management strategies and supporting
information and activities for improving community awareness and resilience. The SFMP provides a
valuable toolkit, not just for the four local councils in the Brisbane River floodplain, but for Local
Governments throughout Queensland seeking to implement floodplain management that aligns with best
practice principles.



Phase 4 – the Local Floodplain Management Plans (LFMPs) which provide a localised flood risk
assessment following the regionally consistent approach established in the SFMP. The Ipswich Integrated
Catchment Plan (IICP) represents Councils implementation of Phase 4 to establish strategies to deliver
sustainable management of flood risk for the Ipswich LGA.

The Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan (IICP) represents Council’s
implementation of the Phase 4 to establish strategies and actions to deliver
sustainable management of flood risk for the Ipswich LGA.
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FIGURE 1-1 BRISBANE RIVER FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT PROCESS

1.2

Scope and approach
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The IICP is a holistic non-statutory integrated floodplain management document that provides a range of
recommendations and actions for Council to consider that aim to achieve effective mitigation of current and
future flood risk, build community flood resilience and drive reduction of flood risk to people and property whilst
ensuring the natural functions of the floodplain are preserved, water quality improved and ecological diversity
increased within the catchment.
Council have prepared the IICP for catchments of the Brisbane River, Bremer River and local creek systems
within the bounds of the Ipswich LGA. The Ipswich community that are affected by flooding extends beyond
the reaches of the floodplain, for example key infrastructure and transport connections used by residents and
commuters may be impacted by floodwaters. Figure 1-2 shows the extent of the IICP study area.
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FIGURE 1-2 IICP STUDY AREA
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The Brisbane River Catchment is the largest river in South East Queensland which forms part of the LGA
boundary with Brisbane City Council. The Brisbane River directly affects the north eastern suburbs of Ipswich
but also via complex flooding back up the Bremer River and a major creeks.
The Bremer River Catchment is over 2,000km2, of which 442km2 is within the Ipswich LGA, the Bremer River
is an important part of the Brisbane River catchment. Major tributaries of the Bremer River include Warrill
Creek, Western Creek, Franklin Vale Creek, Reynolds Creek, Purga Creek and Bundamba Creek as shown
in Figure 1-3. The tidal limit of the Bremer River is approximately 19 km upstream of its confluence with the
Brisbane River.
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FIGURE 1-3 CATCHMENTS WITHIN IPSWICH LGA

The IICP Project has been delivered for Council by the principal consultant, Water Technology in partnership
with Synergy Solutions and sub-consultant E2Designlab following the regionally consistent approach
established in the SFMP. In line with best practice, this IICP Technical Evidence Report (TER) document is
based on the best available data at the time and builds on the outputs and recommendations from the
previously developed Brisbane River Catchment Flood Studies, SFMP and associated documents as well as
existing local plans, strategies, and flood studies. Specifically, the outputs from these previous studies, plans
and strategies have been used to help:


Build an understanding of creek catchment flood behaviour and inform assessment and characterisation
of flood risk across the floodplain and how to best manage the risk



Generate a list of recommendations to address flood risk, as well as provide benefits to the environment
and community.

This project was delivered with valuable input from the community, Council and stakeholders. The community
were kept involved through the development of the IICP through Council’s “Managing Future Flood Risk”
survey, online engagement and public information sessions. Council staff, and other industry stakeholders
were involved in a series of internal and external workshops to discuss relevant topics to ensure contemporary
concepts and ideas were duly considered in the development of the IICP but also to ensure regional
consistency and to share approaches and methodologies between the State and other local governments.
This broader input was critically important, especially to generate community support for the strategy during
the development of actions which impact the built and physical environment.
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1.3

Document purpose and structure

The IICP has been developed to help Council and community understand the extent and scale of flooding and
to set policies for managing risks associated with flooding across the Ipswich LGA. It has been developed as
2 separate documents:
1.

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan – Strategy and Action Plan

2.

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan – Technical Evidence Report (TER) (this document)

This TER presents the detailed analysis that has been undertaken across the multiple work packages to
provide an integrated flood risk assessment across Ipswich. It also presents an overarching strategic direction
and policy recommendations to inform a best practice integrated catchment planning approach to manage
current and future floods across the City of Ipswich.
The data and information in the TER should be used to inform planning and decision making by Council. It can
be used to guide capital investment, land use planning activities, disaster management planning and raise
community awareness and understanding of flooding.
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The TER comprises:


Integrated catchment planning approach (Chapter 2) – Provides a summary of the approach taken and
outlines how each of the work packages interact with each other to provide a holistic approach to flood
risk management across Ipswich.



Stakeholder and Community Engagement (Chapter 3) – Provides a summary of the engagement activities
undertaken during the development of the IICP



Current and future flood risk (Chapter 4) –Identifies exposure and vulnerability of people and property to
flood hazard, including an economic assessment of flood damages.



Physical floodplain mitigation (Chapter 5) –Investigates structural and natural floodplain management
options that reduce flood hazards



Ecosystem and waterway health (Chapter 6) – An analysis of potential wider benefits from floodplain
management options



Land use planning (Chapter 7) – Explores risk-based land use planning responses and recommendations
based on the exposure analysis



Property specific actions (Chapter 8) – Identifies options at a residential property scale promote flood
resilience



Community awareness and resilience (Chapter 9) –Identifies activities to raise community awareness and
resilience to flooding; and



Emergency management (Chapter 10); Identifies responses to help the community prepare, respond and
recover well from flooding.



Summary, Recommendations and Action plan.
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2

INTEGRATED CATCHMENT PLANNING APPROACH

2.1

Overview

The framework presented in the Brisbane River SFMP adopts an integrated catchment planning approach to
describe the more holistic planning and strategic development of catchment wide objectives with
acknowledgment of the environment and healthy catchments importance to regional economies as well as
social and recreational benefits for the community.
“Management of flood risk within a catchment should be cognisant of the broader environmental outcomes
that are sought to achieve sustainability, including the benefits that come from flooding and the recharge of
floodplain wetlands and groundwater reserves” (SFMP, 2019).

Source

Pathway

Receptor

While traditional flood mitigation approaches have
focused on large scale infrastructure such as dams
and levees that have fundamentally modified
waterways and their ecosystems, the IICP seeks to
locally refine the SFMP approach and identify
actions, recommendations and policies across the
catchment that mitigate flood risk.

The IICP applies the Source-Pathway-Receptor (SPR) model in developing a plan for integrated
management of the catchment. The SPR model considers the source, pathways and receptors of flooding in
sequential order.
1. The Source: where floodwaters come from;
2. The Pathways: how the water travels through the environment; and
3. The Receptors: who or what could be affected by the floodwaters.
Figure 2-1 shows how the work chapters in the IICP align with the SPR model to reflect the truly integrated
nature of the project.
It is important to note that the steps do not imply priority, moreover it reflects a logical sequence in which to
evaluate actions, starting with the source of flooding. Furthermore, integrated floodplain management cannot
be implemented by applying individual treatment measures in isolation. Linkages with other categories of
mitigation measures, and an iterative approach to the development of these measures is necessary to develop
an optimal integrated plan (Designing Strategies for Integrated Flood management, 2017).
19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The IICP includes actions from each category of treatment measure in the SPR model.
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FIGURE 2-1

INTEGRATED CATCHMENT PLANNING APPROACH FOR IPSWICH

The following sections describe the different works streams which have been undertaken as part of this
integrated approach within the SPR model.
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2.2

Source

2.2.1

Understanding current and future flood risks

This project has undertaken a flood risk assessment which included 1) identification, 2) analysis, 3) evaluation
and 4) treatment of risk. The following risk factors were considered in this assessment:
1. Hydraulic Risk which identifies flood frequency and hazard,
2. Direct and indirect damages caused by flooding,
3. Isolation caused by flood waters creating flood islands,
4. Time to inundation of roads and buildings,
5. Duration of inundation of roads and buildings; and
6. Vulnerability of residents.

The level of risk has been categorised based on what society would reasonably accept, tolerate or find
intolerable:


Acceptable risk




Tolerable risk




A tolerable risk is a risk that, following an understanding of the likelihood and consequences, is low
enough to allow the exposure to continue, and at the same time high enough to require new
treatments or actions to reduce risk in the short to medium term. Society can live with this risk but
believes that, as much as is reasonably practical, steps should be taken to reduce the risk further.

Intolerable risk
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An acceptable risk is a risk that, following an understanding of the likelihood and consequences, is
sufficiently low to require no new treatments or actions to reduce risk further. Individuals and society
can live with this risk without feeling the necessity to reduce the risk any further.

An intolerable risk is a risk that, following an understanding of the likelihood and consequences, is so
high that it requires actions to avoid or reduce the risk. Individuals and society will not accept this risk
and measures are to be put in place to reduce the risk to at least a tolerable level.

The objective of the IICP is to identify mitigation actions to reduce or maintain the level of risk to a tolerable or
acceptable level. This can be illustrated by bringing the ‘unmitigated risk’ profile down, as shown in Figure 13, which also highlights the important of having a range of flood mitigation actions across the source-pathwayreceptor spectrum to provide resilience and adaptability to the flood mitigation approach.
Details of this risk assessment approach and outcomes are presented in Chapter 1 - Current and Future Flood
Risk.
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FIGURE 2-2 REDUCING THE RISK PROFILE

2.2.2

Physical mitigation actions to manage floods at the source

The source of flood risk in Ipswich is from the Bremer and Brisbane Rivers and their major tributaries (creeks)
or urban flow paths. There are a range of approaches which can mitigate the flood risk at the source such as:


Using vegetation to reduce and slow flows (Natural Floodplain Management (NFM))



Using structures to control and detain flows (dams, levees and basins)
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Natural floodplain management
Natural floodplain management (NFM) includes physical mitigation options such as revegetation and floodplain
re-engagement that incept, infiltrate and slow storm flows as well as provide other benefits including improved
soil and water quality, recharging groundwater, habitat and biodiversity. Many floodplains in the Ipswich LGA
have been disconnected from creeks and rivers through modification, including construction of levees, and
landscape degradation causing stream bed incision. Consequently, most minor and some moderate and major
floods are contained completely within the bed and banks of watercourses. Retaining floodwaters within banks
without floodplain connection can often have a detrimental impact to waterway health overall, primarily
associated with increased stress on creek beds and banks.
Dams, levees and basins
These are traditional structural mitigation measures which are used to alleviate flooding to urban areas by
controlling how water moves through the catchment and waterway. A dam is a wall built across a river or
catchment to block the flow of water downstream creating permanent waterbody behind the dam wall. A levee
is an artificial embankment or structure which prevents or reduces the flow of overland flood water onto or from
land. Flood detention basins, similarly, provide a wall that holds back flows to provide an area for water
storage.
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The identification of physical mitigation options in this project has been guided by the desired outcomes,
actions and recommendations presented in previous studies undertaken in Ipswich for flooding, waterway
health, nature conservation and integrated water management.
The assessment and prioritisation of the physical mitigation options has considered the multiple benefits that
may be achieved from the investment.
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Chapter 5 – Physical Mitigation provides details on the assessment and prioritisation method and outcomes.
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2.3

Pathway

2.3.1

Mitigating flood hazard via Land Use Planning

The IICP has undertaken a review of the current Ipswich Planning Scheme for compliance with State Planning
Policy for natural hazards, risk and resilience. Council is in the process of writing a draft new planning scheme
concurrently to the IICP project and the analysis of flood risk will provide recommendations for Councils
consideration in drafting the new planning scheme and long term strategic planning policies.
The IICP considers different flood risk factors and the impact these factors have on tolerability to flood risk.
For example, the highest risk categories are considered intolerable for people, property and most land uses.
Tolerability of development and/or community tolerability to existing flood risks also depends how quickly and
how long areas and roads become flooded. Tolerability to risk begins to increase with all of these factors
occurring simultaneously. Development in areas where some or all of these flood risk factors cannot be
avoided must be able to provide for safe evacuation or safe refuge and must not burden effective emergency
services operations during an event. This IICP reviews these flood risk factors in the context of current and
future planning scheme.
Strategic land use considerations are put forward based on the analysis of exposure, flood risk, emergency
management and increasing flood intelligence. For example, avoiding the risk by considering appropriate
zoning categories in greenfield developments or encouraging specific development outcomes that may
improve residual risk within infill development sites by providing emergency management responses, refuge
areas or encouraging resilient built form that mitigates intolerable risks.
Chapter 6 - Land Use Planning provides additional details.
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2.3.2

Mitigating flood hazard via Property Specific Actions

Property modification measures seek to reduce flood risk to existing development by improving the resilience
of buildings, raising houses, or removing properties from the flood prone location altogether1. The IICP
investigates the SFMP’s desired outcome to promote building design and construction to improve community
resilience and reduces property damage, by investigating a program of potential voluntary house purchase
and retrofitting building materials to existing residential buildings that are exposed to the highest flood risk. The
IICP screens buildings by flood risk exposure to ensure the potential property specific action prioritises
removing buildings exposed to dangerous structurally-damaging floods, and subsequently offers resilient
building materials to those exposed to less hazardous but frequent flood events. An economic analysis and
multi-criteria analysis has been undertaken to test the viability of the option of voluntary house-purchase within
the Ipswich LGA.
Retrofitting building materials includes wet and dry-proofing, replacing internal walls, raising electrical
appliances, resilient floors or cabinets or even house-raising. The economic viability of a potential program of
retrofitting building materials has been investigated for Councils consideration. House-raising is only suitable
for buildings on stumps or high-set, and so a separate analysis has looked at this building typology.
Chapter 8 – Property Specific Actions provides additional details about the screening of the most at-risk
buildings and analysis of potential programs of property specific actions.

1

Flood Resilient Building Guidance for Queensland Homes (2018) Brisbane River Catchment Flood Study
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2.4

Receptors

2.4.1

Raising Community Awareness

Raising awareness in the community about the impacts and consequences of flood events building resilience
to flood risks and improves the capacity to respond and recover well when flooding occurs. The IICP has
undertaken a literature review and cataloguing of existing community awareness activities in Ipswich and using
the analysis of flood risk and vulnerability has investigated engagement activities for the most at-risk suburbs
across the LGA. The analysis ranks the suburbs citywide and provides a driver for a particular communication
and engagement approach based on vulnerability and flooding risks. Separate to the IICP TER is the
Community Awareness and Resilience Implementation Strategy and Plan which presents a 6 step guide to
engagement approaches and how the activities can be applied at a suburb-scale. A case study for Goodna
provides an example of how the Community Awareness and Resilience (CAR) approach can be applied to one
priority suburb.
Chapter 9– Community Awareness and Resilience provides further details on the analysis of risk and
vulnerability and provides a summary of the engagement activities that may be applied by Council.

2.4.2

Improving Emergency Management

Emergency Management responses cover the suite of responses that deal with the adverse effects of a flood
event including prevention, preparedness, responding to and recovering from a disaster. The responsibility for
emergency management actions is a complex arrangement. In Queensland the tiered arrangements are
established to promote cooperation between community, non-government organisations, local government
and the State. Each local government, including Ipswich has established a Local Disaster Management Group
(LDMG) who are primarily responsible for managing disasters in their area. As a disaster event grows, e.g.
from localised creek flooding to a regional scale flooding so does the complexities and the level of support
required. It is at this point the tiered arrangements through the district, state and some cases national mobilise
to support local operations.
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The IICP analysis of flood risk factors provides an opportunity to improve emergency management responses
by improving flood intelligence, identifying critical infrastructure improvements and understanding problem
areas across Ipswich that may require specific responses during flood events. Specifically, the analysis
prioritises the most at-risk suburbs and investigates the possible evacuation capability to higher ground
highlighting road immunity issues with key access/egress routes. This intel also provides strategic planning
recommendations for Councils consideration to temper the intensification of particular land uses or use
development mitigate flood risks.
The IICP also investigates flood impacts around existing BoM gauges on the Bremer River and in Ripley Valley
providing recommendations for Councils consideration to adjust the existing minor, moderate and major flood
classification levels. The area of impacts also provide delineation for QFES Emergency Alert polygons which
draws a shape around the affected area, and then authorised persons from QFES enter message to be sent
to phones within that area.
Chapter 10 – Emergency Management provides the analysis and results of evacuation capability, review of
contemporary flood intelligence practices and review of the gauges in the Ipswich LGA.
The following sections provide additional detail on each of the main components of the Integrated Catchment
Planning Approach undertaken for the IICP.
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3

STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Stakeholder and community engagement undertaken throughout the life of this project has influenced and
informed the IICP to develop strategy, policy and management actions to direct decision-making in reducing
flood risk. A number of stakeholder groups were important to engage, consult and collaborate with in forming
the IICP, including:


Internal stakeholders (Technical Working Group);



Ipswich community members;



Regional stakeholders, including:





Somerset Regional Council;



Lockyer Valley Regional Council; and



Brisbane City Council.

Queensland State Government stakeholders, including:


Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, and Planning (now Queensland
Treasury); and



Queensland Reconstruction Authority.

Consultation activities undertaken as a part of the IICP development is summarised under internal
collaboration, and external collaboration.

3.1

Internal stakeholder activities

This project was undertaken by Water Technology and Synergy Solutions, with input from E2DesignLab. A
technical working group was established within City of Ipswich to govern methodologies and review outputs.

3.1.1

Technical Working Group
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The IICP project established an internal Technical Working Group (TWG) to provide direction to the technical
consultants. The TWG consists of participants from Council relevant departments. The group’s role at a high
level was to manage the contract and provide technical advice and direction within the agreed scope and
budget. The TWG reported internally to the Executive Leadership Team and Council as necessary.

3.1.2

Internal Workshops

The TWG and consultant project team hosted a number of targeted workshops summarised below, where
subject matter experts provided input to hydraulic risk, multi criteria analysis, shortlisting of physical mitigation
options, emergency management, evacuation analysis and community awareness and resilience.


Hydraulic Risk;




Physical Mitigation (MCA Evaluation Criteria);




Discussion and agreement of a fit for purpose hydraulic risk (HR) matrix for use in the IICP and
localised context.

The MCA criteria were developed by the TWG and internal stakeholders to represent the truly
integrated catchment planning approach of the project. The workshop outcome was an agreement of
the criteria and weighting for IICP MCA.

Physical Mitigation (shortlisted options);
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The findings of the 1st pass MCA were presented to the TWG and internal stakeholder, followed by
discussion and agreement of the shortlisted physical mitigation options to be investigated via
modelling and economic appraisal.

Emergency Management;


Discuss and agree the scope of works for the work package; and



A second workshop was held to refine the methodology for the citywide and prioritised evacuation
capability assessment.

Community Awareness and Resilience;


Discussed and refined the methodology for the work package including the approach to prioritising
at-risk suburbs based upon exposure and vulnerability.

3.2

External stakeholder activities

3.2.1

Continuous engagement

Council hosted the ‘Managing Future Floods’ website via Shape Your Ipswich2. The page was launched in
November 2019 and was updated throughout 2020 as follows:
Managing Future Floods update – 13 January 2020
We had a total of 190 people complete the Managing Future Floods survey, and were able to reach people
from Gailes right through to Grandchester. Draft findings from the Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan are
expected to be released in early 2020. Some of the initial results can be found on the Shape Your Ipswich
Managing Future Floods project page.
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The Plan is starting to take shape - 24 June 2020
Work on Ipswich’s largest ever flood project has surged ahead. Our community engagement started in late
2019 with the Managing Future Floods survey. There were 190 responses from 51 Ipswich suburbs that
provided important city-wide views and priorities on a range of flood related topics. Since then, we have been
moving forward with a large amount of technical work and modelling. The Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
is starting to take shape.
This is an enormous and complex project which has several important individual components, each increasing
the city’s readiness for future flood events in different ways. We are expecting some early results and draft
reports for these individual components in coming months. Some of these will be incorporated into Council
decision-making, such as the draft Planning Scheme. Some will be presented publicly, on Shape Your Ipswich,
to receive community and stakeholder feedback before a final report is published. Keep following the Managing
Future Floods page on Shape Your Ipswich to stay up to date with the project.
The discussion is open now - 8 September 2020

2

City of Ipswich 2020, Managing Future Floods. https://shapeyouripswich.com.au/managing-future-floods
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We've released three discussion papers so far, revealing early findings for our work on Community Awareness
and Resilience, Physical Mitigation and Property Specific Actions. These are key topics that impact how we
as individuals, and as a City, prepare to and respond to flood. You can ask a question or send us your
comments - we look forward to hearing from you. Your input will help us refine the draft Ipswich Integrated
Catchment Plan. More discussion papers will be released in coming weeks. There's also two ways you can
participate in an expert panel discussion on October 7, with a Webinar option, and a COVID-safe in-person
option. Registrations are open now! See the Managing Future Floods page for details.
Remember to register for a panel discussion - 30 September 2020
Join a panel of experts helping to develop the Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan. It's an important part of
Ipswich City Council's ongoing commitment to understand and prepare for flood. You have the option of
attending an online webinar or COVID-safe event. Both are on Wednesday 7 October, 2020. Register for the
live webinar at 12pm via GoToWebinar. Register for the COVID-safe event at 5.30pm at Ipswich Civic Centre
via Eventbrite. Remember you can also ask questions on Shape Your Ipswich which the project team will
answer. Questions raised as part of the discussion panels will also be included on Shape Your Ipswich after
the events.
3.2.1.1

Discussion Papers

Following community engagement and Council shared the early findings for the Ipswich Integrated Catchment
Plan via ‘Discussion Papers’ which were available on the Managing Future Floods website. The discussion
papers contained information on key topics that impact how the community and the City, prepare and respond
to flood.
Submissions and questions were invited via the ‘Make a Submission’ portal for consideration during the
development of the IICP. The discussion papers topics were as follows:


Emergency Management;



Community Awareness and Resilience;



Physical Mitigation; and



Property Specific Actions.
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These discussion papers were intended for a public audience and made available downloaded from the
Managing Future Floods webpage.

3.2.2

Event-based engagement

Community Centre visits November / December 2019, various locations
Council undertook a number of community centre visits to engage with Ipswich residents about how the IICP
project will manage flood risk now and into the future. Council provided opportunity for members of groups
such as the Elders Group, Men’s Shed, Sewing Groups, Games and Young Mums Group, Cooking and Craft
Groups to complete the Managing Future Floods Survey. Information about how to stay informed about the
project was also provided. Council officers attended the following centres throughout November and December
2019:


Goodna Community Centre



Leichhardt Community Centre



Gailes Community Centre



Rosewood Community Centre



Riverview Community Centre; and
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Redbank Plains Community Centre.

Ripley Community Expo - 16 November 2019 9.00am to 10.00am, Providence Centre, South Ripley
Council officers attended the Ripley Community Expo held at the Providence Centre in South Ripley with
information relating to a range of Council activities including waste, pet ownership, children and young people,
Shape your Ipswich online platform, My Ipswich Alerts and the Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan. During the
pop up event attendees completed the Managing Future Floods Survey and were informed about the project
objectives and how to keep updated and inform the development of the IICP over the life of the project.
Panel Discussion - 7 October 2020 5.30pm to 7.00pm, Ipswich Civic Centre
Council hosted a face to face panel discussion at the Ipswich Civic Centre. Due to Covid-19 restrictions,
attendance and registration for the event was limited. The expert panel consisted of Council officers and
technical consultants who are part of developing the Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan. This panel discussion
event included important topics and early findings that Ipswich residents were able to provide feedback on as
part of the Managing Future Floods community engagement.
A summary of the community survey was provided followed a brief introduction to flood facts and figures in
Ipswich and South East Queensland. This introduction set the context for the IICP project and was follow by a
presentation of the early findings from the six work package chapters ‘Current and Future Flood Risk’, ‘Physical
Mitigation’, ‘Land Use Planning’, ‘Property Specific Actions’, Community Awareness and Resilience’ and
‘Emergency Management’ as well as insights into the technical behind the scenes work.
The community gained an understanding of how all the elements together forms an integrated approach to
managing future floods. During the event ‘Quick Polls’ were used to gauge whether people were aware of the
flooding risk to their home, whether they had experience flooding before or they felt prepared for another major
flood event. The majority of respondents answered positively to the poll surveys on the night. The session was
completed by a question and answer session.
Webinar Panel Discussion - 7 October 2020 12.00pm to 1.00pm
The same expert panel were available earlier in the day to present and discuss early findings from the IICP
project to the registered attendees. This event was attended by over 30 people from the community and
industry.
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3.2.3

Targeted engagement

Two external stakeholder workshops were held to seek input from regional stakeholders about key aspects of
IICP development.
Workshop 1: IICP Council LFMP Discussions - 9 October 2019
This workshop had representatives from Ipswich City Council, Lockyer Valley Regional Council, Somerset
Regional Council, Brisbane City Council, Water Technology, Synergy Solutions, Queensland Reconstruction
Authority, and the Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning; and
discussed the following topics:


Relative time to inundation;



Hydraulic risk;



Road time to inundation;



Evacuation;
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Regional consistency;



Fit-for-purpose risk assessment; and



Climate change considerations.

Workshop 2: Flood Insurance and Resilient Building Materials - 5 November 2019
Similar to workshop 1, representatives from Ipswich City Council, Lockyer Valley Regional Council, Somerset
Regional Council, Brisbane City Council, Water Technology, Synergy Solutions and Queensland
Reconstruction Authority were participated in this workshop. Additionally, James Davidson Architects, the
Insurance Council of Australia and the Floodplain Management Association were represented. The workshop
discussed:


Best practice floodplain management approaches;



Insurance premiums and flood data;



Resilient design and building materials; and relationships with insurance;



Data management and the potential for a region-wide building-specification dataset;



Availability of Commonwealth funding; and



Climate change and building codes.

3.2.4

Media-led engagement

A range of social media and local news stories focused community attention on Managing Future Floods and
the IICP project.
Between November 2019 and September 2020, Ipswich First online news featured 5 articles directly related
to the IICP. These articles discussed floodplain management, the IICP, and the Managing Future Floods
survey. In total, these articles received a combined viewership of over 5,700 (as of November 2020). These
articles were released in alignment with community engagement activities, including the survey collection
period and project information sessions to promote community participation.
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Likewise, Council’s social media platforms were used to further promote opportunities for the community to
have their say or attend IICP related events. Facebook posts were used to share links to Ipswich First articles
and create event pages for the IICP webinar and in-person event. on these posts, interactions were
comparably sizeable (number of reactions, comments, and shares).
The local news and social media have provided the community opportunities to influence IICP development.
A list of media-led engagement activities undertaken in this project can be found in Appendix A.

3.2.5

Managing Future Floods community survey

A survey was developed to better understand the Ipswich community’s knowledge and experience of flooding.
Survey questions were based on previously completed SFMP market research, to enable comparison. This
survey was branded under the Managing Future Floods webpage. Key characteristics of this survey includes:


The Managing Future Floods survey comprised 30 questions, relating to demographic information,
pervious flood experience, flood knowledge, and preparedness and response behaviour.



This survey ran from 4th November to 1st December 2019, and responses were collected at community
centres, and available for online completion.
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In total, there were 190 responses received. Respondents represented a wide range of suburbs (51
suburbs) within the Ipswich LGA, however the number of responses received from each suburb was
minimal (average of 2 responses from each suburb represented).



Of the 190 responses received, 48 of these were online submissions, and 142 were collected as
hardcopy surveys.



The most represented age group was those over 50 years (65% of survey respondents).

To summarise Managing Future Floods highlights, approximately 80% of respondents had experienced a flood
event before, 50% feel concerned about the occurrence of a flood, and the majority reported to believe future
flooding may be more severe and frequent (than past events).
Additionally, 80% of respondents reported their regular transport routes would be affected in a flood; and
understandably, information about road closures and safe travel routes during a flood event is most valued.
In terms of preparedness and response, 90% of respondents understand they are responsible for their safety,
50% have an household emergency plan, and 80% would be able to assist others during a flood event.
Considering flood mitigation actions, 70% reported future development should be compatible with flood risk,
and that flood solutions should increase community safety. Additionally, 65% of respondents reported dams
as their preferred flood mitigation option.
Survey questions and combined results can be found in Appendix A.
3.2.5.1

SFMP survey responses from Ipswich

As mentioned, the Managing Future Floods survey was designed to enable comparability with SFMP survey
results from Ipswich. Approximately 100 respondents in this survey were from Ipswich (total survey population
was 855; 12% of respondents reside in Ipswich).
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Managing Future Floods responses and demographic gaps were compared with responses from the SFMP.
Analysis and commentary is provided in the Community Awareness and Resilience chapter.
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4

CURRENT AND FUTURE FLOOD RISK

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

Overview

The Integrated Catchment Plan (IICP) provides a best practice approach to identifying and analysing flood risk
drawn from learnings and application of the Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan (SFMP).
Understanding flood risk has grown considerably over recent history with the important concepts of holistic
flood risk that encapsulates not only hazards but a range of other key components such as warning time,
vulnerability, and isolation. This is particularly important to understand due to the different settlement patterns
across the floodplain, the type of flooding (such as riverine or local creek) and the range of tolerability to
flooding risk from different land uses across Ipswich.
Undertaking a risk based approach that includes a full range of factors that inform consequence ensures a
range of magnitude events are considered and understood within the analysis to allow integration of multiple
outcomes such as flood mitigation, emergency preparedness and response, community awareness and
resilience, property specific measures and land use planning responses. By approaching risk holistically, these
outcomes are better integrated and able to be managed using the different tools available to reduce the risk
of flooding in Ipswich.
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Further to the foundations set by the SFMP, the IICP aims to integrate not only flood risk but also the risk to
ecosystems and how both outcomes can be managed seamlessly from different perspectives. The current
flood risk understanding has been bolstered by the following approach:


Incorporation of the SFMP learnings and best practice application including more advanced ways of
understanding flood risk through population and property database statistics, hydraulic risk, flood warning,
isolation, and infrastructure exposure in the context of the local floodplain.



Customising and advancing outcomes from the SFMP with detailed discussions with Council officers in
the IICP Technical Working Group (TWG). This process has included discussions and workshops to
provide outcomes that are contextualised to the Ipswich LGA local floodplain, settlement pattern, human
and physical environment. For example, the IICP has developed a revised hydraulic risk matrix and
mapping which was developed in consultation with the TWG that provides a more localised picture of risk
across the floodplain.



External working groups with neighbouring Councils and State Government to align LFMP’s where
possible. Examples of alignment include the new Time to Inundation revision which was agreed by
Somerset, Ipswich, Lockyer Valley and Brisbane City Councils as a more preferred method to capture this
flood risk.

4.1.2

Flood Risk Assessment

The SFMP aims to guide local Councils in reducing impacts to the community when flooding occurs by
providing the principals and foundations for flood risk management. The flood risk assessment methodology
established in the SFMP is in accordance with ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management – Principles and Guidelines
(International Organization for Standards, 2009), and can be summarised by four steps:
1) Risk Identification,
2) Risk Analysis,
3) Risk Evaluation, and
4) Risk Treatment.
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This methodology has also been applied to the IICP. Figure 4-1 provides an illustration of how the risk
assessment process aligns with ISO 31000. This chapter provides details of the risk identification, analysis,
and evaluation steps. Risk treatment and management strategies are explored later in the IICP.

FIGURE 4-1 RISK ASSESSMENT PROCESS APPLIED TO THE IICP

4.1.2.1

Risk Identification
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Whilst the approach reflects regionally consistent outcomes driven by the SFMP framework, the identification
of flood risk in the Ipswich Catchment has evolved to suit locally specific conditions associated with the Bremer
River, creek catchments such as Bundamba and Woogaroo Creek and other urban drainage catchments.
To understand current flood risk within the Ipswich LGA, detailed examination was undertaken for the following
factors:


Flood Frequency and Flood Hazard,



Direct and indirect damages caused by flooding,



Isolation caused by flood waters creating flood islands,



Time to inundation of roads and buildings, and



Duration of inundation of roads and buildings.



Vulnerability of residents

The SFMP provides the baseline methodology for calculating these flood risk factors, however where the IICP
has refined the methodology this will be clearly stated in this document.
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4.1.2.2

Risk Analysis

Risk is defined as a combination of likelihood and consequence.
Likelihood of flood risk adopts the 7 flood likelihoods consistent with the BRSFMP and is expressed as the
hazard’s Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP). The AEP represents the probability that a given rainfall total
accumulated over a given duration will be exceeded in any one year (BoM, 2020).
The following AEP events were considered when assessing risk:


1 in 10 (10% AEP),



1 in 20 (5% AEP),



1 in 50 (2% AEP),



1 in 100 (1% AEP),



1 in 500 (0.2% AEP),



1 in 2000 (0.05% AEP), and



Probable Maximum Flood (PMF).

It should be noted that the PMF ranges in flood likelihood across the Ipswich LGA due to the local creek
catchment variance. The Brisbane River Catchment adopts a consistent 1 in 100,000 likelihood for the PMF.
The Ipswich LGA has experienced a broad range of historic flood events across multiple catchments including:


The 2011 Bremer/Brisbane River Flood Event (approximately just under a 1 in 100 AEP),



The 2013 Bremer River Flood Event (approximately a 1 in 20 AEP), and



The 2008 local creek catchment flood event (approximately a 1 in 100 AEP) in catchments such as
Thagoona and Black Snake Creek.



Other more historical events such as the 1893 and 1974 flood events affected the Brisbane and Bremer
River and had estimated flood magnitudes exceeding the 1 in 100 AEP.
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For further flood history of Ipswich and its catchments, the Ipswich City Council Floodplain Management
Strategy, the Ipswich Rivers Flood Study, and local catchment assessments provide a wealth of information
of historical flood events.
Consequence examines the impact to exposed elements because of a flood event. This is both the physical
impact of the event on an asset, as well as that of the economic, social, and environmental impact.
A range of flood risk factors that inform consequence includes identifying hydraulic risk across the local creeks
and regional river systems, behaviour of flooding waters that cause isolation issues, calculating direct and
indirect damages caused by flooding, and documenting the time it takes for roads and buildings to flood and
for how long (i.e., time to inundation and duration of inundation). These factors are key to understand and
inform tolerability of flood risk, and to determine appropriate responses to flood risk.
Hydraulic risk has been used in the Brisbane River Flood Studies and SFMP to provide a regionally consistent
definition of consequence using hydraulic risk derived from hazard characteristics identified in the Australian
Institute of Disaster Resilience (AIDR) guideline. These six characteristics are defined in the graphic taken
from AIDR in Figure 4-2 and Table 4-1.
These hazard categories are an important component of defining flood risk and breaking down the hazard
across the floodplain. Using different hazard categories across the catchment is helpful in designating
appropriate flood risk management responses in areas exposed to hazard that is unsafe for children and the
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elderly, or on the other end of the scale areas potentially exposed to hazard that threatens the structural
integrity of buildings.
A revised hydraulic risk matrix for the IICP provides a more localised picture of risk across the floodplain. This
approach is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.

FIGURE 4-2 AIDR HAZARD CATEGORIES
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TABLE 4-1

AIDR HAZARD CATEGORY DEFINITIONS

Hazard Vulnerability
Classification

Description

H1

Generally safe for vehicles.

H2

Unsafe for small vehicles.

H3

Unsafe for vehicles, children and the elderly.

H4

Unsafe for vehicles and people.

H5

Unsafe for vehicles and people. All building types vulnerable to structural
damage. Some less robust building types vulnerable to failure.

H6

Unsafe for vehicles and people. All building types considered vulnerable to
failure.
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4.1.2.3

Risk Evaluation

The next step in a risk assessment is to evaluate risk within a scale of acceptance and tolerance, to prioritise
mitigation responses to areas exposed to intolerable risks.
In accordance with the SFMP, risk tolerance determines which risks, locations, and assets should be
addressed as a priority.
Due consideration is applied to Ipswich City Council’s Corporate Risk Assessment process when defining and
understanding how risk is identified, treated, and mitigated. An excerpt of Council’s Corporate Risk
Assessment is shown in Figure 4-3. For example, ‘low risk’ can be compared with a PMF event, which is a
very low likelihood, but results in extreme consequences. In this regard, the PMF can be managed by routine
procedures and ongoing monitoring.
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Reference to Council’s Corporate Risk Assessment provides a baseline of what actions are expected when
certain risk levels are realised. Identification of rare events associated with this level of risk is important as
floodplain management activities should not focus on trying to mitigate this level of risk. This becomes
apparent in how the IICP refines activities such as flood mitigation identification and evacuation considerations
where treatment and mitigation does not extend to the PMF.

FIGURE 4-3 IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT – EVALUATION

Further to Councils Corporate Risk Assessment which will be used as a guide for identifying mitigation
responses in the IICP, risk evaluation is often further categorized into intolerable, tolerable or acceptable
risk, based on certain thresholds. These categories are defined with the State Planning Policy – State interest
guideline for natural hazards, risk and resilience (SPP). The SPP defines the risk evaluation categories which
are used throughout the IICP:


Acceptable Risk




An acceptable risk is a risk that, following an understanding of the likelihood and consequences, is
sufficiently low to require no new treatments or actions to reduce risk further. Individuals and society
can live with this risk without feeling the necessity to reduce the risk any further.

Tolerable Risk
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A tolerable risk is a risk that, following an understanding of the likelihood and consequences, is low
enough to allow the exposure to continue, and at the same time high enough to require new
treatments or actions to reduce risk in the short to medium term. Society can live with this risk but
believes that, as much as is reasonably practical, steps should be taken to reduce the risk further.

Intolerable Risk


An intolerable risk is a risk that, following an understanding of the likelihood and consequences, is so
high that it requires actions to avoid or reduce the risk. Individuals and society will not accept this risk
and measures are to be put in place to reduce the risk to at least a tolerable level.

The hydraulic risk matrix categorises risk across the floodplain and is discussed in the next section. Also
analysed in this chapter is time to and duration of flood inundation. The SFMP introduces the consideration of
the different flood risk factors and the impact these factors have on tolerability to flood risk. High hydraulic risk
for example, is considered intolerable for people, property and most land uses. Tolerability of development
and/or community tolerability to existing flood risks also depends on road immunity, duration and time to
inundation that impact on evacuation capability. It should be noted that hydraulic risk does not present a full
understanding of total flood risk. These factors are explored in this chapter.
4.1.2.4

Risk Treatment / Management Strategies

Risk treatment and management strategies are addressed in the later chapters of the IICP. A range of flood
mitigation options are explored and assessed for multiple benefits and outcomes. This includes the analysis
of damages that can be reduced as a result of certain physical flood mitigation options. Later in the IICP, the
due consideration is also given to how property scale flood mitigation measures can reduce damages over
time.
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The IICP also investigates non-structural options such as land use planning responses, raising community
awareness and resilience, emergency preparedness and response aimed at reducing flood risk across
Ipswich.

4.2

Hydraulic risk

4.2.1

Background

Hydraulic Risk is one of the inputs used to determine overall flood risk. It represents the risk resulting from the
flood conditions (likelihood of the flood occurring, and the depths and velocities of the floodwaters) independent
of the actual use or development of the land within the floodplain. The methodology in the SFMP applies
hydraulic risk across seven likelihood AEP events, providing a gradation of risk across five risk definitions. The
mapping is sufficiently granular to pick up different bands of risk areas across the floodplain regionally. The
output is five bands of relative hydraulic risk, derived from a matrix combining seven flood events.
The SFMP hydraulic risk (HR) matrix identifies five bands of risk (HR1-HR5), with HR1 being the highest
hydraulic risk to HR5 being the lowest hydraulic risk. The SFMP risk matrix is shown below.
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FIGURE 4-4 SFMP HR MATRIX

This is intended to be used for regional riverine flooding, but it disproportionally overrepresents areas of higher
hazard (HR1 and HR2) across local creek floodplains, due to the frequency of events mapped in these
categories. Through project team workshops, it was determined that more refinement and detail was needed
to distinguish between low likelihood and hazard. Examples of this include:




Defining high likelihood flooding (1 in 10 AEP) that has low hazard (H2):


The SFMP method defines this as HR1 (the highest risk category being low likelihood).



While this is true, understanding why risk is so high is also important.

Defining high likelihood flooding (1 in 10 AEP) with extreme hazard (H6):


The SFMP method defines this as HR1.

It is useful to distinguish between the two examples above, as the second situation has a much higher risk and
should be mitigated in areas within this category. To differentiate between risk categories, an amended matrix
was adopted that provided a way to distinguish between floods driven by frequency and hazard.
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4.2.2

Revised Hydraulic Risk Matrix

The methodology for producing the revised HR Matrix for a more localised context was discussed with the
TWG. Please refer to the call out box in this section for further details.
With respect to the three broader subcategories used in the revised HR Matrix, the categories are vertically
split to align with the three consequence thresholds (AIDR hazard categories). This creates three subclassifications within the HR1 to HR3 bands to reflect (a) low hazard (H1), (b) moderate hazard (H2-H4) and
(c) high hazard (H5-H6) within each HR band. The revised HR matrix includes 10 discrete bands of risk, shown
in Table 4-2. Generally, the risk level improves as you move diagonally from the bottom right to top left of the
matrix, as indicated Table 4-2. Higher frequency flood events associated with the 1 in 10 and 1in 20 AEP which
carry lower hazard associated within the H1 hazard category are more ‘tolerable’ than events with higher
hazards.
For the purposes of identifying across the floodplain whether Hydraulic Risk is driven by hazard or frequency,
the (a), (b), and (c) sub-categories are limited to HR1 to HR3 to limit the discreet bands to 10. Beyond these
categories, i.e., HR4 and HR5, it was considered reasonable to categorise the hazard and frequency together
as the level of risk is low and does not provide an intolerable risk to people and property.
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TABLE 4-2

REVISED HYDRAULIC RISK MATRIX

AEP

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

PMF

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

1 in 2000

HR5

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR4

HR4

1 in 500

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR3 (c)

HR3 (c)

1 in 100

HR4

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (c)

HR2 (c)

1 in 50

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

1 in 20

HR3 (a)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

1 in 10

HR2 (a)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

The following can be derived from the new matrix:


The (a) subcategories represent further distinction in catchments of a low hazard risk (i.e., of lesser
consequence other than flood damage),



The (b) subcategories represent the consequence range where there is risk to vehicles and life, and



The (c) subcategories represent the consequence range where there is risk to structures.

The HR matrix and outputs were processed as follows:


The Ipswich River’s hazard input files were used for the Bremer results (reconciled),



The rounding process documented in the Ipswich River’s study was used to provide useable hazard
outputs for risk processing.

Council has considered the relative risks of each of the HR categories shown in the HR matrix. On the basis
that a low hazard high frequency event poses lower relative risk to people and property, it is considered HR2(a)
it is of lower relative risk to HR3c and HR3b and has been categorised as such. This provides a relevant
graduation of risk profile from high risk conveyance areas associated with high hazard through to lower risk on
the peripheral of flood storage or flood fringe areas.
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TABLE 4-3

RELATIVE RISK OF HR CATEGORIES USED IN THE IICP (WHERE 1 IS HIGHEST HYDRAULIC RISK)

Value

HR Category

10

HR5

9

HR4

8

HR3 (a)

7

HR2 (a)

6

HR3 (b)

5

HR3 (c)

4

HR2 (b)

3

HR2 (c)

2

HR1 (b)

1

HR1 (c)
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The post-processed results
were joined with the Brisbane
River results (maintaining
that the Ipswich rivers outputs
is
prioritised
over
the
Brisbane results),

Developing the IICP HR Matrix in GIS

The revised HR categories
were applied to the 14 local
creek
catchment
flood
studies, and,

Firstly, it is necessary to convert the grid size to be compatible across all
model outputs and for mapping purposes.

River and local creek
mapping merged to produce
a maximum output across the
Ipswich LGA.

It should be noted that hydraulic
risk merely represents a portion of
overall flood risk. Holistic flood
risk includes a variety of other
factors that are considered
throughout the IICP in conjunction
with hydraulic risk.
The hydraulic risk matrix, mapping
and GIS outputs link together
across multiple packages to
provide data for current and future
flood risk, land use planning and
flood mitigation work packages.

During the processing of the revised HR mapping that reclassifies the input
hazard output grids from flood model to produce the output HR matrix (ASC),
it became apparent that there were non-integer values in the Ipswich
(Bremer) hazard grids, which the spatial analyst tool did not cater for.
Where the original 15m grid value for hazard is 5 (H5) for example, the nine
resampled 5m x 5m cells which fall within that original 15m x 15m will all have
non-integer values which are greater than or less than 5. It totally depends
what the original surrounding 15m cell values were. Confirmation was sought
and provided from the original consultant to cater for non-integer values. This
involves rounding up or down of non-integer (not exact) values to the nearest
integer before processing. For example, values between 1 - 1.49 are rounded
down to 1; values between 1.5 – 1.99 rounded up to 2.
In the context of the local creek models, during the process of the flood
mapping outputs, each HR grid is temporarily resampled to 2.5m gridresolution, which was agreed to be fair grid size as 1m resolution would
include very high processing and data requirements. This reflects the
difference between the regional riverine grid size of 5m and finer gird
resolution used in local creeks (e.g. Ipswich CBD model uses 1m grid
resolution).
The revised HR outputs for the IICP remain consistent with the outputs and
process for undertaken in the Ipswich Rivers Flood Study Update and SFMP
should be maintained.
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An overview of the new hydraulic
risk mapping across the Ipswich
LGA is shown in Figure 4-5.

The process to develop the HR Matrix for use in the IICP used the
methodology from the SFMP HR Matrix (Refer to section 4.2 of the SFMP
Technical Evidence Report). This approach is based upon the hazard outputs
of the flood modelling converted to the relevant HR category
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FIGURE 4-5 REVISED IICP HYDRAULIC RISK OUTPUT
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The hydraulic risk outputs become useful for interpreting overall risk across a variety of different sorts of flood
events (riverine, creek and urban overland flow).
An example in the Booval and Bundamba areas in Figure 4-6 shows large areas that are dominated by
Brisbane and Bremer floodplain engagement categorised by generally deep water and low velocities. In
addition, narrower sections of Bundamba Creek and the Kendall Street urban area result in a higher velocity
and thus a higher hydraulic risk.
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FIGURE 4-6 HYDRAULIC RISK BOOVAL AND BUNDAMBA AREA
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An area that demonstrates the revised HR matrix well is the Rosewood and Thagoona area as shown in
Figure 4-7.
These areas are dominated by the HR2 (a) field which is frequent (1 in 10 AEP) low hazard flooding. This type
of flooding would be characteristic of lower depth, low velocity sheet flow which potentially and if not managed
correctly would result in continuous frequent damages.
Use of individual events and hazards is also still recommended to understand all possible flood frequency and
hazard combinations when utilising for specific purposes (i.e., where specific events such as the 1 in 100 AEP
are used for standard design with a particular hazard).
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FIGURE 4-7 HYDRAULIC RISK THAGOONA AND ROSEWOOD AREAS
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4.3

Current Flood Exposure

Understanding the multi-faceted nature of vulnerability and exposure
is a prerequisite for determining how weather and climate events
contribute to the occurrence of disasters, and for designing and
implementing effective risk management strategies (Cardona et al.
2012). Therefore, it is important to not only map assets, buildings and
services but also identify the community’s vulnerability and exposure
to flooding hazards. This section explores the exposure of key built
and community assets which are mapped within the floodplain,
whereas later in the report, vulnerability of the community across the
floodplain is summarised.

4.3.1

Exposure recognises that flood
hazard does not pose risk until it
intersects with people or valued
property. Exposure therefore is
taken to relate to existing
buildings for assessment of
current risk (SFMP, 2019).

Datasets

This flood exposure analysis uses a variety of datasets combined with the hydraulic risk matrix to identify flood
exposure across the Ipswich LGA. The following datasets used for exposure assessment include:

Geovision building database
The property level information used
for analysis throughout the IICP is
extracted from the Geovision
property database. Ipswich City
Council currently subscribes to
PSMA
(a
data
collection
organisation) for property survey
data such as building typology,
building footprints, floor and eave
level estimates.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

4.3.1.1



Land use zoning,



Critical infrastructure,


Building database (developed through the SFMP method to
define building types as described in the damages section of the
report),

Road data base (sourced through Ipswich City Council and
the existing SFMP dataset),


Community infrastructure; and



Vulnerability datasets.

Building Database

A building database for the entire Ipswich LGA has been created for analysis for the Ipswich IICP. The
database contains all building-scale information collated from Ipswich City Council and the datasets from the
Department of Natural Resources and Mines to calculate building floor level heights based on building
classifications. The database is often referred to as the Geovision data. The IICP utilised the Brisbane River
SFMP floor level data for the encompassing Brisbane and Bremer River extents and the Geovision data for
the remainder of the outputs outside of these extents. Summarising this method includes utilising LiDAR and
assumptions on building classification to determine floor levels. The SFMP process for calculating floor level
heights has been applied to the buildings in the Ipswich LGA, and is described in more detail in the call out
box in section 4.3.1.1. The building database documents the building classification types, listed in Table 4-4.
TABLE 4-4

BUILDING CLASSIFICATION

Description

Category

Category Acronym

One-storey, slab on ground

Fully Detached Single Storey Slab on Ground

FDSS – SOG

One-storey, lowset

Fully Detached Single Storey

FDSS – Stumps

One-storey, highset

Fully Detached Highset

FDHS

Two-storey

Fully Detached Double Storey

FDDS

Multi-unit residential

Multi-Unit Single Storey

MUSS
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Category

Category Acronym

Double or more stories

MUDS
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Estimating Floor Levels for Use in the IICP
Floor level data is required to estimate economic damages caused by flooding when flood waters inundate
property. The Brisbane River SFMP undertook a property scale floor level survey specifically for the study
which included estimating floor levels within the 1 in 2000 AEP flood extent by mobile laser survey (MLS) and
aerial laser survey (ALS). The floor levels have an accuracy tolerance of +/- 0.3m. Floor levels for properties
outside the 1 in 2000 AEP extent have been estimated using a GIS-based algorithm. This dataset, for the
extent of the Brisbane and Bremer River Catchments has been used for floor levels in the IICP.
Estimating floor levels for properties in the Ipswich LGA affected by local creek catchments not in the SFMP
dataset followed the methodology set out in the Building Floor Level Heights – Brisbane Strategic Floodplain
Management Plan – Brisbane LGA, Ipswich LGA, Somerset LGA and Lockyer Valley LGA dated 16/06/2017.
In summary the floor level data used in the SFMP have come from:


A property survey that was carried out specifically for this study by North Group Consulting surveyors;
and



Floor level data set by the Department of Natural Resources and Mines(DNRM) estimated using a
GIS-based algorithm.

Summary of GIS-Algorithm Method used in the IICP
Based upon the five building class types and building heights documented in the Ipswich property dataset,
buildings were classified based on their maximum roof, minimum roof and average roof edge
heights (all relative to ground). Estimated floor heights were calculated by adding set values to the ground
height based on the building classification. The Building Floor Height report estimates a 66% overall accuracy
rating. GIS scripts provided from the SFMP project were utilised and extended to the entire Ipswich region
using this process with the Geovision data as the Brisbane River data.
TABLE 4-5

ESTIMATED FLOOR HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND (SOURCE: BUILDING FLOOR HEIGHTS – SFMP)

Building classification

Floor height above ground

Does not exist in LiDAR

0m

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

his One-storey,
database has
been
in the Ipswich IICP for calculating
andrange
mitigated
flood0.0m
damages,
screening
slab
on used
ground
0.3mexisting
(possible
between
and 0.4m)
One-storey, lowset

0.8m (possible range between 0.3 and 1.0m)

One-storey, highset

1.5m (possible range between 1.0m and 2.0m)

Two-storey

0.3m (possible range between 0m and 0.4m)

Multistorey

0.3m (possible range between 0m and 0.4m)

Quality Assurance
As stated in the Brisbane Floor Level Heights report, there is an expected accuracy rating of 66% for floor
level highest (+/- 0.3m). As a high level desktop QA of the algorithm method in the Ipswich LGA areas outside
of the Brisbane and Bremer River extents, building classification as listed above were checked manually using
the latest Google Street view (as at June 2020). The expected results were in the region of 60 to 70%
accuracy. Multiple (more than 20) buildings within four separate areas of the Ipswich LGA were chosen at
random and the results of the QA are as follows:


Marburg – 60% accuracy of building classifications



Thagoona – 47% accuracy of building classifications



Springfield Lakes – 64% accuracy of building classifications



Ripley Valley – 64% accuracy of building classifications

In conclusion, the accuracy tolerance of the combined database used for further analysis of the IICP aligns
with the SFMP methodology. The limitations and accuracy of this dataset is noted and considered acceptable
for a citywide
flood| 24
risk
assessment.
Ipswich
City Council
December
2020
Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
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4.3.2

Building and Population Exposure

A spatial analysis of the land use zoning, buildings and flood information reveals the following exposure of
existing land use across the Ipswich LGA.
4.3.2.1

Building Use Type Exposure Summary

An analysis of land use exposure based upon planning scheme zonings has been undertaken across the LGA
and is shown in Table 4-6. The data shown is the number of property parcels and number of buildings within
each flood event listed by Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP). Where there are multiple buildings within a
lot, individual building counts are included in the summary.
The analysis reveals over 30,000 detached residential property parcels are exposed to flooding up to and
including the PMF. There are substantial numbers of property parcels exposed to very high frequency flooding
(over 6,000 in the 1 in 2 AEP event) and significant numbers of public and community parcels exposed in high
frequency events.
It should be noted that the assessment provides flooding at ground level (over the property parcel) and above
floor flooding (of the building). The above floor flooding extends the information available in comparison to the
SFMP and as expected the numbers of impacted buildings are less than the number of properties impacted at
ground level.


Ground level flooding is triggered by the building polygon in GIS is touched by each flood extent to get the
above ground level numbers



Above for flooding is triggered when the flood surface level is greater than the floor level of the building.

The assessment of buildings flooded at floor level is shown below in Table 4-7. The analysis reveals over
26,000 detached residential buildings are exposed to over the floor flooding up to and including the PMF. One
of the highest relative increases across all storm events is the 1 in 100 to 1 in 500 AEP flood event. This
statistic and revelation is a very important one to provide an example of the risk in focussing on one event
such as the 1 in 100 AEP. In this case, exposure does not gradually increase but is dramatically different. The
exposure increases between the 1 in 20 and the 1 in 50 AEP event is also notable.
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A more detailed breakdown of flooded buildings exposed to local catchments is provided in Table 4-8 which
shows that there is a distinct dominance of local flooding in the more frequent events, with the more buildings
exposed in rare events caused by the Brisbane and Bremer Flooding. This is an important distinction to note
as a large component of overall flood damages are from high frequency flood events from local creeks.
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TABLE 4-6

OVERALL ZONE EXPOSURE GROUND LEVEL FLOODING
Rural/
primary
production

Community
and public
facilities

1 in X
(AEP)

Residential

Commercial/
business

Industrial

2

6238

428

162

82

56

94

225

5

6804

479

181

168

59

101

269

10

7270

529

213

215

61

109

326

20

8033

613

273

271

68

122

395

Special use

Mixed use

Critical
infrastruct
ure

Total

80

8

7373

80

10

8151

81

9

8813

105

15

9895

Sensitive
institution

10138

711

376

362

93

151

543

113

35

12522

12209

855

472

414

117

192

797

130

85

15271

500

16287

1069

662

560

221

237

1000

165

141

20342

2000

19032

1207

779

663

246

283

1135

197

160

23702

PMF

30979

1607

1036

1067

352

441

1727

302

204

37715
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TABLE 4-7

OVERALL ZONE EXPOSURE- NUMBER OF BUILDINGS WITH OVER FLOOR FLOODING (ALL FLOOD SOURCES)

Residential

Commercial /
business

Industrial

Rural/
primary
production

Special use

Mixed use

Community
and public
facilities

Sensitive
institution

Critical
infrastructure

Total

2

887

29

13

10

1

9

19

2

1

971

5

1061

41

17

24

2

16

30

3

4

1198

10

1303

56

24

49

3

17

53

3

4

1512

20

1550

119

68

90

3

18

84

6

4

1942

50

2863

224

155

166

12

27

171

28

20

3666

100

4622

343

261

213

25

60

426

48

27

6025

500

9076

651

490

360

181

110

782

90

105

11845

2000

12249

815

632

491

198

151

911

100

132

15679

PMF

26408

1440

943

925

311

386

1560

242

194

32409
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TABLE 4-8

1 in X
(AEP)

OVERALL ZONE EXPOSURE – NUMBER OF BUILDINGS WITH OVER FLOOR FLOODING (LOCAL CREEK CATCHMENTS ONLY)

Residential

Commercial
/ business

Industrial

Rural/
primary
production

Special use

Mixed use

Community
and public
facilities

Sensitive
institution

Critical
infrastructu
re

Total

887

26

13

5

1

9

19

2

1

963

5

1059

37

17

13

2

16

25

3

1

1173

10

1183

47

18

17

3

17

35

3

1

1324

20

1328

70

31

42

3

18

47

6

2

1547

50

1508

88

45

108

3

20

73

8

3

1856

100

1790

123

76

126

4

20

98

15

3

2255

500

2239

152

97

172

10

40

136

23

6

2875

2000

2665

170

110

207

15

51

172

28

6

3424

PMF

5222

268

188

332

43

95

423

54

9

6634
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Exposure of residential buildings by flooding source is shown in Table 4-9 and shows a similar pattern of
flooding exposure dominated by more frequent local creek flood events, whereas exposure in the more rare,
larger magnitude events is dominated by the regional Bremer and Brisbane flood events. When interpreting
the table, it should be noted that the maximum of flood sources will not total the individual flood sources. This
is because each count of buildings is completed separately for each flood source and there is a lot of overlap
between the mapped flood sources. The maximum of flood sources column counts unique buildings only i.e.,
it avoid duplication.
The analysis of exposure by flooding source reveals there is minimal influence from riverine flooding in the
analysis of above floor flooding in the 1 in 2 and 1 in 5 AEP flood events. More frequent flood exposure is
dominated by local creek catchments, this is an important consideration as overall flood damages calculations
are heavily influenced by more frequent event.
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Riverine flooding from both the Brisbane and Bremer systems take dominance in the larger floods largely
associated with large floodplain flow, break outs and regional constrictions associated with Brisbane River
back up during floods. The Brisbane River generally dominates over the Bremer System particularly as flood
magnitude increases. This is particularly important to note considering major flood mitigation is largely limited
to Wivenhoe Dam.
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TABLE 4-9

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING EXPOSURE – OVER FLOOR FLOODING BREAKDOWN BY FLOOD SOURCE

Local Flooding

Bremer River Flooding

Brisbane River Flooding

Maximum of Flood
Sources

2

887

0

0

887

5

1059

2

0

1061

10

1183

106

38

1303

20

1328

214

187

1550

50

1508

1156

1324

2863

100

1790

2144

2950

4622

500

2239

5537

7055

9076

2000

2665

7873

9798

12249

PMF

5222

17774

23526

26408
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4.3.2.2

Residential Building Type

A breakdown of the different residential building types is shown in Table 4-10 and Table 4-11. Table 4-10
shows property parcel over ground flooding, whereas Table 4-11 shows over the floor flooding of the building.
The analysis of ground level flooding reveals that the number of property parcels exposed gradually
increases over the lower magnitude events. However, in larger events, the number of properties exposed
grows exponentially, indicating floodwaters breaking out across floodplains, inundating larger portions of
land.
Ipswich has not experienced an event of greater than a 1 in 500 AEP in recent history (i.e., after the 1974
flood event) and given the exposure of approximately 16,000 residential property parcels, this event may be
critical to plan appropriate mitigation measures to reduce the potential exposure to intolerable risks.
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Further analysis was undertaken to determine the number of, and type of residential buildings with over-floor
flooding and is shown in Table 4-11. Understanding the number of buildings exposed to above floor flooding
in more frequent events such as the 1 in 2, 1 in 5 and 1 in 10 AEP links to the flood damages explored later
in this chapter, single storey slab on ground housing (FDSS-SOG) is the category most exposed in frequent
events. The increase of residential buildings with over the floor flooding between the 1 in 100 and 1 in 500
AEP event is notable, in particular the single storey housing on stumps category (FDSS-Stumps).
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TABLE 4-10 RESIDENTIAL BUILDING TYPE EXPOSURE - NUMBER OF PROPERTIES WITH GROUND LEVEL FLOODING

FDSS-SOG

FDSS- Stumps

FDHS

FDDS

MUSS

MUDS

Total

2

1479

3153

554

60

959

33

6238

5

1605

3423

631

67

1042

36

6804

10

1701

3651

700

80

1098

40

7270

20

1839

4010

818

95

1224

47

8033

50

2229

4881

1148

134

1671

75

10138

100

2574

5815

1458

170

2082

110

12209

500

3276

7679

2023

251

2910

148

16287

2000

3783

8925

2367

302

3474

181

19032

PMF

6001

14617

4005

594

5492

270

30979
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TABLE 4-11 RESIDENTIAL BUILDING TYPE EXPOSURE – NUMBER OF BUILDNGS WITH OVERFLOOR FLOODING

1 in X (AEP)

FDSS-SOG

FDSS- Stumps

FDHS

FDDS

MUSS

MUDS

Total

2

268

125

263

10

213

8

887

5

333

153

308

12

246

9

1061

10

395

204

372

21

298

13

1303

20

453

293

420

24

349

11

1550

677

760

697

43

656

30

2863

1002

1467

1009

70

1016

58

4622

500

1824

3462

1640

155

1890

105

9076

2000

2405

4914

2010

209

2581

130

12249

PMF

5126

11636

3786

503

5098

259

26408
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4.3.2.3

Building Use Type Hazard Exposure

As shown in Table 4-12, the exposure information has been further refined to present the
number of buildings within the floodplain and the relative exposure to hydraulic risk. The analysis
reveals that significant numbers of residential buildings (684) and multi-unit dwellings (173) are
mapped within the high likelihood and high hazard flooding HR1(c) category. The exposure of
residential buildings to this type of hazard is considered a very high risk due to the potential
structural failure and risk to life. There are over 6,000 buildings (in all land use categories)
exposed to high hazard flooding associated with H5 and H6. These are mapped in the HR1(c),
HR2(c), and HR3(c) categories. The total of 36,860 buildings within the mapped extent of the
floodplain indicates a high percentage of the overall number of buildings in Ipswich that are flood
exposed.
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Please note – Exposure to HR categories in this analysis represents a building that is mapped
within the HR category. This represents exposure to the on-ground hydraulic risk on the site of
the building.
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TABLE 4-12 OVERALL BUILDING EXPOSURE BY MAPPED HR CATEGORY

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Building
Type

HR1(c)

HR1 (b)

HR2(c)

HR2(b)

HR3(c)

HR3(b)

HR2(a)

HR3(a)

HR4

HR5

TOTAL

Residential

684

558

973

813

2247

664

4212

266

3013

11501

24931

Residential
MultiDwelling

173

131

347

193

590

197

790

52

799

2461

5733

Commercial

134

114

115

100

140

99

189

17

218

475

1601

Industrial

90

26

104

73

129

54

91

3

180

280

1030

Community
and Public
Facilities

112

41

107

140

283

32

147

10

167

676

1715

Agriculture

11

33

13

36

52

52

127

23

201

516

1064

Other

12

45

41

34

138

17

101

5

90

303

786

1216

948

1700

1389

3579

1115

5657

376

4668

16212

36860

TOTAL
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4.3.2.4

Suburb Building Exposure

The table below shows the hydraulic risk exposure of buildings across the Ipswich LGA by
suburb. Bundamba, Goodna, Brassall, Karalee, North Booval, Ipswich, Raceview, Rosewood
and Collingwood Park have high numbers of buildings within the floodplain. Brassall has the
highest exposure overall and this can be attributed to multiple sources of flooding (Brisbane,
Bremer and Mihi Creek).
Table 4-14 shows the top ten suburbs by building exposure. Most of these suburbs have
exposure to the Brisbane and Bremer Rivers and thus this is a primary reason for high numbers
of HR1 (c) exposure. Goodna has the highest number of buildings exposed to HR1 (c) likely
because of the proximity to the Brisbane River and the high depths occurring within this area of
the floodplain. Bundamba is also another notable mention with higher hydraulic risk exposure
primarily due to local creek flood events and lower reaches of Bundamba Creek impacted by
regional flooding. Suburbs exposed to intolerable risks associated with high hydraulic risk will
be investigated for appropriate flood mitigation measures, property specific actions, emergency
management and community awareness information. Table 4-13 shows the top ten suburbs by
exposure to the highest hydraulic risk category HR1(c).
Mapping that demonstrates flood hotspots around the city are presented in the Appendix F.
These maps show hydraulic risk in combination with other flood risk factors presented in this
chapter.
TABLE 4-13 TOP TEN SUBURBS BY EXPOSURE TO HIGHEST HYDRAULIC RISK

HR1(c)

Goodna

166

Bundamba

143

Ipswich

111

Brassall

102

Churchill

100

Karalee

72

North Booval

69

One Mile

62

West Ipswich

59

East Ipswich

53
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TABLE 4-14 TOP TEN SUBURBS BY EXPOSURE

Suburb

HR1(c)

Brassall

102

Goodna

HR1 (b)

HR2(c)

HR2(b)

HR3(c)

HR3(b)

144

116

107

175

100

1401

48

249

685

3127

166

12

216

193

383

52

25

3

203

943

2196

Raceview

12

85

5

51

58

41

248

50

252

1331

2133

Karalee

72

0

172

18

234

88

0

0

395

1052

2031

Bundamba

HR2(a)

HR3(a)

HR4

HR5

Total

143

35

150

99

120

30

98

7

136

1041

1859

Camira3

0

32

1

9

10

6

1182

27

88

344

1699

North Booval

69

21

194

118

533

35

9

1

120

203

1303

Collingwood Park

1

0

8

4

92

26

0

1

220

927

1279

Rosewood

1

23

0

32

1

7

708

67

147

260

1246

North Ipswich

48

10

51

36

189

63

59

1

184

577

1218

3

Camira is informed by the Sandy Creek Flood Study and issues with this model have been noted in the limitations section of this chapter
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4.3.2.5

Population Exposure

Information about the population within the floodplain has been derived from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) 2016 Census Data. The equivalent census data to reflect building information (9 August 2017 Census)
indicates a total population in Ipswich of 193,719 people. For the exposure assessment, the existing residential
building data is multiplied by the average equivalent residents per building for Ipswich (2.8), as identified in
Table 4-15.This shows the exposure of residential population per hydraulic risk category. The analysis reveals
that almost 84,000 residents are mapped with the extent of the floodplain which indicates approximately 43%
of the Ipswich residents are exposed to flooding of some nature. There are an estimated 17,300 residents in
the highest five hydraulic risk categories of HR1(c) to HR3(c), with approximately 2,200 residents in the highest
hydraulic risk category of HR1(c). Further analysis of the vulnerability of the exposed community is undertake
in Section 4.5.
TABLE 4-15 RESIDENTIAL POPULATION EXPOSURE

Building
Type

HR1
(c)

HR1
(b)

HR2
(c)

HR2
(b)

HR3
(c)

HR3
(b)

HR2
(a)

HR3
(a)

HR4

HR5

TOTAL

Residential
Buildings
(combined)

796

619

1246

933

2584

807

4826

307

3691

14168

29977

Average
Population

2229

1733

3489

2612

7235

2260

13513

860

10335

39670

83936
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*Residential buildings combined represents both dwellings and multi dwelling buildings

4.3.3

Critical Infrastructure and Sensitive Institutions

4.3.4

Critical Infrastructure Exposure

Critical infrastructure is an important component of flood exposure as this infrastructure performs an important
life supporting role in flood events. It is critical to have infrastructure operational before, during and after flood
events increases operational preparedness, response, and recovery significantly. The exposure of these built
assets as shown in Table 4-16 is based on the land use categories dataset. The analysis reveals that a total
of 63 buildings associated with critical infrastructure are within the highest five hydraulic risk categories of
HR1(c) to HR3(c). Of the 63 buildings located within HR1(c) to HR3 (c) there are 36 buildings associated with
RAAF Amberley as shown in Figure 4-8, 20 water infrastructure sites and 2 electrical and telecommunications
sites.
TABLE 4-16 CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDINGS EXPOSURE

Critical Infrastructure

HR1
(c)

HR1
(b)

HR2
(c)

HR2
(b)

HR3
(c)

HR3
(b)

HR2
(a)

HR3
(a)

HR4

HR5

Airports and
Associated
Infrastructure

2

0

6

9

19

37

0

0

39

28

Emergency
Management Facilities

0

0

0

0

5

1

0

1

6

7

Water Infrastructure

1

0

7

1

11

0

0

0

3

0

Electricity and
Telecommunications

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

11
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Critical Infrastructure
Total
4.3.4.1.1

HR1
(c)

HR1
(b)

4

1

HR2
(c)

HR2
(b)

HR3
(c)

HR3
(b)

13

10

35

38

HR2
(a)
0

HR3
(a)
1

HR4

HR5

49

46

RAAF BASE AMBERLEY

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

As a large portion of the critical infrastructure identified as exposed to flooding is within the RAAF Base Amberly
a high level analysis of the exposure has been undertaken. As shown in Figure 4-8, large portions of the RAAF
Base Amberley airbase are exposed to high hydraulic risk associated with the Warrill Creek and Bremer River
floodplain. Areas of the runway and base are subjected to high frequency and the highest hazard exposure
category HR1 (c) and buildings such as aircraft hangers to high hazard flow in events below the 1 in 10 AEP.

FIGURE 4-8 RAAF BASE AMBERLEY FLOOD EXPOSURE

4.3.4.2

Sensitive Institutions

Sensitive institutions were identified in the SFMP via the building database and included hospitals, childcare,
educational establishments and community protection. The IICP has analysed the exposure using the same
definition of sensitive institution types.
Uses that are ‘sensitive’ are considered as such due to the heightened risk associated with the inherent
vulnerability of the occupants associated with that particular land use. For example, educational and childcare
facilities are considered a sensitive use due to the vulnerability of children and elderly persons in flood events
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who may need assistance or emergency services to support evacuation. As identified in Table 4-17, there are
number of sensitive uses exposed to flooding across the Ipswich LGA. The analysis reveals there are 17
buildings associated with educational establishments are subject to high frequency and the highest hazard
exposure category HR1(c), 1 hospital building hazard and 1 aged care facility exposed to HR2(a), i.e., high
frequency and further 9 childcare and aged care facilities in HR4 and HR5. A full list of sensitive institutions is
provided in Appendix C.
TABLE 4-17 SENSITIVE INSTITUTION EXPOSURE

Sensitive
Use

HR1
(c)

HR1
(b)

HR2
(c)

HR2
(b)

HR3
(c)

HR3
(b)

HR2
(a)

HR3
(a)

Childcare

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Educational

10

12

13

5

17

4

Aged Care

0

1

0

0

0

Hospitals

0

0

0

0

Total

10

13

14

5

4.4

HR4

HR5

0

1

6

29

3

18

94

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

17

4

31

3

20

101

Flood Isolation

Isolation caused by flood waters can be a major risk especially for long durations, where critical services are
cut-off or if persons isolated need emergency assistance and evacuation. Areas of isolation are an important
element of overall flood risk that must have due consideration. The IICP has undertaken an analysis of isolation
to provide flood intelligence to plan for pre-emptive evacuations during flooding, resupply operations, strategic
land use planning responses and for community education and awareness. Isolation can be used in
combination with other flood risk factors to prioritise for flood risk management treatment and to ensure suitable
future land uses are commensurate with the risk.
This section describes the process of identifying flood islands, time to and duration of inundation.
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The methodology used in the IICP for identifying road flood immunity differs from the SFMP approach by
assessing lower order roads. The SFMP assessed State controlled roads only, which was appropriate for the
regional-scale assessment, whereas the IICP provides a more localised assessment of weak points across
multiple road classification types down to local road level.
The isolation component of flood risk detailed in this section is a critical component to highlighting and
assessing potential emergency management and strategic land use planning responses. In particular, these
datasets and processes are used extensively in developing the evacuation analysis, prioritisation and
capability assessment methodology, further details are found in the Evacuation Overview and Analysis section
of the Emergency Management Chapter.

4.4.1

Flooded Road Low Points

The road immunity of road sections and the associated flood road low points were identified using the following
methodology:


Using Council’s road classification database centroids, due consideration applied to all roads from Local
to Arterial, state and federal highways,



The maximum PMF flood surface (from all flood models) was used to identify where each section of road
coincides with the flood surface. Each of these road segments were trimmed and used as a road low point,
and
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Each of these road segments used the existing LiDAR to assign a ground level elevation for the road low
point; and assigned the relevant AEP event for when the road breaches the road low point.
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The analysis of road low points including assigned AEP has been consolidated and used for further
assessment as described in this section. Figure 4-9 shows examples of the flooded low points in the Ipswich
CBD area representing the road flood immunity by different AEP.

FIGURE 4-9 EXAMPLE ROAD FLOODED LOW POINTS

4.4.2

Flooded Road Immunity

The analysis of flooded roads identifies the first event in which the road is inundated. The road centroid low
points were used and applied to the road polygons to inform immunity levels. An overview map of the flood
immunity is presented in Figure 4-10. The flooded road immunity shows locations across the Ipswich LGA
which may be affected by poor road flood immunity. Road immunity is an important concept for both
emergency management and land use planning and is discussed in those relevant chapters further. In
particular the Emergency Management chapter provides some guidance on possible road immunity standards
to be adopted to mitigate identified evacuation capability issues. It is then possible to identify weakness in the
network from this point of view. An example location is presented in Figure 4-11.
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FIGURE 4-10 FLOODED ROAD IMMUNITY
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An example of a close-up view of an area with low road immunity is shown below in Figure 4-11. This output
is useful for high level assessment of drainage infrastructure upgrades and for identifying key evacuation
routes that may require further investigation for upgrade. This assessment is undertaken in the citywide and
detailed evacuation capability assessments within the Emergency Management chapter.

FIGURE 4-11 EXAMPLE ROAD IMMUNITY ONE MILE

4.4.3

Time to Flood Inundation Information

The earliest time the road, building or asset is inundated with floodwaters is known as Time to Inundation. The
data informs several outputs that contributes to the picture of flood risk across the Ipswich LGA. The mapping
produced uses time to inundation (TTI) information for a high-level understanding across each catchment, TTI
for buildings flooded above floor level and TTI for roads flooded above low points. The information gathered
for TTI is based on the methodology agreed with Council, for further details please refer to the call out box in
this section. It should be noted that significant limitations exist in the dataset and these are noted within the
limitations section of this chapter.
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Outputs for TTI mapping have
been produced for the 1 in 10
AEP, 1 in 100 AEP and 1 in 2000
AEP.



Areas located in the model
tailwater are those areas where
no time to inundation information
available. These are shown as
N/A in Figure 4-12.



As multiple models are used in the
assessment to determine the
earliest TTI, existing models have
initial water levels and tailwater
allocated time “Zero”. Areas such
as this are unable to be analysed
and properties thus are not
identified or assessed within
these areas.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report



To assess the TTI in these
areas a remodelling exercise
is recommended to rerun all
durations of the local creek
models to reprocess the TTI
outputs.

Description of the Time to Inundation Methodology
Using the suite of available Council flood models (Brisbane,
Bremer and local creek catchments), data pertaining to existing
flood time to inundation was extracted. For a chosen flood event,
using the WaterRIDE software tool the time it takes for modelled
flood waters to reach a water level above ground level, floor level
of a building OR road is extracted and is mapped accordingly.
During the Emergency Management Workshop, the TWG agreed
the use of the 1 in 2000 AEP event in as an appropriate
representation of a very rare flood event for purposes of
investigating evacuation throughout the Ipswich LGA. This design
event is defined as a very rare event in AR&R, 2019 and is the last
design event before the PMF for modelled catchments across
Ipswich. With this in mind and the requirement to use the TTI data
for evacuation capability assessments in the Emergency
Management Chapter, it was agreed to use the 1 in 2000 AEP for
assessment of TTI.
TTI outputs were also produced for the 1 in 10 AEP and 1 in 100
AEP. These events were chosen alongside the 1 in 2000 AEP as
a fair representation of likely, possible and very rare flood events.
This delineation allows for a better understanding of the time
differences associated with different magnitudes of flooding.



Time series information within the
models was used to illustrate the
shortest time to inundation for the three chosen events within all models and flood durations combined for
this methodology;



TTI is based on flooding above 150mm of existing ground level for the general mapped TTI outputs. For
a given building, TTI is also based on flooding exceeding floor levels by 150mm, and for roads TTI was
based on exceeding road low points.

Time to inundation information is particularly useful to provide another factor in flood risk in areas such as
evacuation, isolation and community awareness. TTI information can also help understand exposed road
assets and the need for earlier action on road closures. TTI when coupled with other flood risk outputs is an
incredibly important factor in determining flood risk. TTI information can and should also be used in future
land use planning and strategic decisions regarding the appropriateness of settlement and designation of uses.
The emergency management work package of the IICP will explore the findings of this analysis. For example,
flood intelligence could be used to develop and refine flood forecasting systems.
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FIGURE 4-12 TIME TO INUNDATION (1 IN 2000 AEP) GROUND SURFACE
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FIGURE 4-13 BUNDAMBA CATCHMENT TIME TO INUNDATION (1 IN 2000 AEP)
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The area shown in Figure 4-13 within the Bundamba Creek Catchment is a known flash flooding hotspot to
Council where an advanced flash flood forecasting system is currently operational and monitored during
events.
The data shown in the mapping will provide Council further guidance on TTI in these areas, for example where
TTI is as short as 1 hour for the 1 in 2000 AEP event. A short TTI is associated with short response times to
react to impending floodwaters which may inhibit emergency response operations. Prior to implementation of
the advanced forecast system, historical flood events have resulted in residents having to be rescued from
their rooves. This is an indication that there is little warning and time for emergency response.
Across the Ipswich LGA, there are buildings and residents highly exposed to short flood response times and
short times of inundation above floor level. As part of this study, TTI for all buildings and is a useful tool for
Council to further investigate and understand these risks.
4.4.3.1

Time to Inundation Roads

Detailed TTI mapping is provided in Appendix D examples of the TTI to roads is shown in Figure 4-14.
This dataset is useful in determining which roads may flood first and is also useful in undertaking evacuation
capability assessments. The Emergency Management work package draws on this information to determine
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likelihood of evacuation capability by comparing the time to inundation of the road and the time taken to
evacuate.
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This information and the process used to determine the time to inundation would also be useful in future flood
forecasting upgrades to provide real time and far more accurate assessments of road closures than pre-cooked
“synthetic” flood events.
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FIGURE 4-14 ROADS – TIME TO INUNDATION
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4.4.3.2

Time to Inundation Building

Detailed TTI mapping is provided in Appendix D, examples of TTI to buildings is shown in Figure 4-15.
This dataset is useful in determining which buildings flood first and may require evacuation. In combination
with a full understanding of the vulnerability characteristics of exposed residents and awareness of flooding
sources such as flash flooding or riverine, this flood risk factor will be used to understand emergency
management responses as well as understand identifying land use planning responses for particular areas
exposed to short warning times.
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This information and the process used to determine the time to inundation would also be useful in future flood
forecasting upgrades to provide real time and relatively more accurate assessments of road closures than precooked “synthetic” flood events. The outputs produced whilst somewhat useful for background information,
are static and do not align to real events. Combining this methodology with a forecast system would produce
powerful intelligence that could help prioritise high risk buildings during events.

FIGURE 4-15 BUILDINGS – TIME TO INUNDATION

The example above shows a wide range of time to inundation values in this Bundamba area. Of note is the
mix of creek and overland flow which affects the values. Bundamba State School is also shown in the picture
and is of importance due to the vulnerability and TTI of 5 hours providing very rapid flood characteristics and
limited time to respond.
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4.4.3.3

Summary of Time to Inundation Findings

As shown in Figure 4-12, TTI varies across catchments dependent upon whether the flooding source is
riverine, creek or overland flow, the location of the TTI (whether at the up or downstream sections of the
catchment) and interactions between multiple sources of flooding. TTI changes as the dominant flooding type
takes over.
Results of TTI are best interpreted by the mapping however the analysis of TTI in a 1 in 2000 AEP reveals that
overland flow type catchments (such as Thagoona and Rosewood etc) have very rapid TTI which is expected
due to the short travel times. This can range anywhere from 30 minutes to generally a maximum of 2 hours.
Creek catchments such as Bundamba and Woogaroo also have relatively rapid time to inundation of up to 3
hours. This is an important finding to note, as this classifies these catchments as ‘flash flood catchments’
having a response time of less than 6 hours in accordance with the BoM definition for flash flooding. Western
Creek is a notable flash flooding catchment with inundation times of 0.5 to 3 hours with some rural buildings
affected around Grandchester. The upstream Bremer River section (Rosewood and beyond) also has a fairly
rapid time to inundation of 3-12 hours. TTI increases in the downstream sections in Ipswich CBD and beyond
extending out to 12 -36 hours. The upper Warrill Creek section has a longer TTI than the Bremer associated
with a larger catchment and is generally 3 to 24 hours (with large sections of 12-hour TTI).
As a note the 1 in 2000 AEP can be considered the “worst case” TTI of the three events assessed. The time
to inundation differs significantly to the 1 in 10 AEP and 1 in 100 AEP primarily due to flood storages depleted
in a relatively shorter time period, less resistance because of lower roughness values on floodplains and an
increase in velocity overall.

4.4.4

Duration of Flooding Inundation Information

Duration of Flood Inundation (DFI) has been identified by calculating the time water exceeds a certain level.
This has been calculated using the same events as the TTI methodology, i.e., 1 in10 AEP, 1 in 100 AEP and
1 in 2000 AEP. The methodology for calculating DFI is as follows:
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Using the suite of available Council flood models (Brisbane, Bremer and local creek catchments), data
pertaining to existing hydraulic duration information was extracted. It should be noted that significant limitations
exist in the dataset and these are noted within the limitations section of this chapter. Use of the three AEP
events is discussed in the TTI section of this report.


Time series information within the models was utilised to produce worst case scenarios (i.e., longest
duration) for all models and durations for the 1 in 10, 1 in 100 and 1 in 2000 AEP.



DFI mapping is based on the duration of flood waters inundated over 150mm of existing ground level;



For analysis of buildings, DFI is based on the duration of flood waters inundated over floor levels;



For analysis of roads DFI is based on the duration of floodwaters inundated above road low points; and



Outputs were produced for the 1 in 10 AEP, 1 in 100 AEP and 1 in 2000 AEP. This delineation allows for
a better understanding of the time differences associated with different magnitudes of flooding.
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FIGURE 4-16 ALL CATCHMENTS COMBINED DURATION OF INUNDATION
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4.4.4.1

Duration of Inundation Roads

Detailed duration of flood inundation mapping can be found in Appendix D. Examples of duration of flood
inundation time frames to roads is shown in Figure 4-17. This map shows the road low points rather than the
section of road.
This dataset is useful in determining which roads will flood the longest and could be considered for approximate
information of road closure times and preparation for opening.
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This information and the process used to determine the duration of inundation would also be useful in future
flood forecasting upgrades to provide real time and far more accurate assessments of road closures than precooked “synthetic” flood events. The process would be useful in providing fairly accurate assessments within
a forecast system of when roads are able to open again.

FIGURE 4-17 ROADS – DURATION OF INUNDATION

4.4.4.2

Duration of Inundation Property

Duration of flooding property mapping is provided in Appendix D, examples of duration of flooding to buildings
is shown in Figure 4-15. This flood risk factor helps to determine residents that are exposed to long timeframes
of flooding (beyond 12 hours) and is used in combination with vulnerability to make further determination of
residents that may require assistance because of these constraints.
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The duration of inundation dataset could be used within a flood forecasting system to make fairly accurate
assessments of residents that are exposed to long flooding duration above floor levels.
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FIGURE 4-18 BUILDINGS – DURATION OF INUNDATION

The example above shows long times of inundation within the East Ipswich area primarily associated with
Brisbane River Flooding. Inundation timeframes range from 12 hours to 96 hours resulting in some of these
residents exposed to long durations of flooding and discomfort during high magnitude flood events.
4.4.4.3

Summary of Duration of Inundation Findings

As identified in Figure 4-16, the following is noted:


The Brisbane and Bremer Rivers and Warrill Creek flooding results in long durations of flooding particularly
in the lower Bremer areas and extending into tributaries such as Woogaroo and Bundamba Creeks. These
durations can be as long as 200 hours during the 1 in 2000 AEP in areas such as North Booval,
Bundamba, Goodna, Karalee and North Ipswich.



Where the Brisbane River does not dominate duration times, the Bremer River is still exposed to long
durations of flooding. As an example, areas of One Mile can have buildings exposed to over 72 hours.



In upstream areas of local creek catchments (without the influence of the Bremer/Brisbane), catchments
such as Woogaroo and Bundamba Creeks can be exposed up to 12 hours of flooding generally.
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4.4.5

Flood Islands

Flood islands are a unique, complex, and
relatively dangerous situation that can
develop during flood events. Flood islands
develop when servicing roads to areas are
cut (often multiple) and the area is then
isolated via no means of vehicle
transportation and likely pedestrian mobility.
Two types of flood islands can develop
during flood events: low and high flood
islands and these scenarios are shown
below in Figure 4-20. The same process was
used to identify flood islands as per SFMP.
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For further details please refer to the call out
box in section 4.4.5.

Description of Flood Island Methodology from the
SFMP
The regional scale assessment undertaken in the SFMP,
identifies isolation risk in the form of high and low flood
islands. High flood islands are not submerged in the PMF.
Low flood islands are areas that become isolated in smaller
events but eventually become completely flooded as flows
rise up to a rare event. It should be noted that the IICP
extends the assessment of flood islands in comparison to
the SFMP by including analysis of lower order roads which
provides a more localised assessment of isolation risk in the
Ipswich LGA
The full suite of flood modelled event results were used (i.e.
1 in 2 AEP to PMF) to interrogate road low points to trigger
flooded road immunity levels and polygon based GIS
outputs used to identify “dry areas” with further assessment
to understand submerged immunity levels. This
distinguishes between low and high flood islands and the
road first cut flood event and submergence event is
available in the GIS package.

FIGURE 4-19 LOW FLOOD ISLAND (AIDR, 2017)
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FIGURE 4-20 HIGH FLOOD ISLAND (AIDR, 2017)

4.4.5.1

High Flood Islands

High flood islands are classified by:


Entry and exist roads to the island are flooded,



As flood waters rise, a section of the flood island remains dry and immune in the PMF event,



High islands will shrink to a small section of available PMF immune land and become a refuge during flood
events where there is a safe section of land available,



High flood islands eventually have added complexities and responses needed depending on the duration
of flooding and the length of time the roads are cut. If roads are cut for a significant amount of time,
resupply of essential items will be required, and the risk of critical health issues also becomes an issue,



High flood islands require special attention with regards to emergency personnel access which can only
be via air or boat, and



High flood islands require the community to be aware and prepared, such as having emergency kits,
resupply of their own medication and also the need to know the community around them as relocation
may be necessary if no formal/informal area is available for relocation. This can add complexity when
durations of flooding are very long (days).

4.4.5.2

Low Flood Islands

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Low flood islands are classified by:


Entry and exist roads to the island are flooded,



As flood waters rise, eventually the entire island will submerge. Depending on the extent of flooding, this
can obviously become a life-threatening situation,



Low flood islands are very dangerous areas to be isolated as there is no way to evacuate and eventually
the only method for evacuation is via air or boat. This is often highlighted during flood events in areas
such as this with people stranded on roof tops,



Low flood islands are further categorised by the event that the road inundates and the event that the island
inundates. The lower the AEP for both inundation mechanisms generally means the higher risk the flood
island is, and



Low flood islands can be further complicated as evacuation may be needed early, advanced and accurate
flood forecasting systems are required and a level of community understanding, and awareness is also
critical.
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4.4.5.3

Flood Island Distribution
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Outputs of the flood island analysis areas are shown in Figure 4-21, the spatial data also contains further
information on the respective AEP inundation events which can be useful in prioritising mitigation responses
to flood islands combined with other outputs such as time to inundation, vulnerability and hazard.
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FIGURE 4-21 IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL FLOOD ISLANDS OVERVIEW
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Table 4-18and Table 4-19 provides a summary of the top ten suburbs by low and high flood islands across the
Ipswich LGA. Appendix B provides further details for each suburb across the Ipswich LGA.
TABLE 4-18 TOP TEN SUBURBS BY LOW FLOOD ISLANDS

Suburb

Low Island

High Island

Total

Rosewood

45

9

54

Calvert

39

1

40

Grandchester

32

0

32

Purga

27

1

28

South Ripley

25

7

32

Thagoona

24

2

26

Lanefield

21

2

23

Mount Mort

17

1

18

Lower Mount Walker

14

0

14

Willowbank

12

4

16
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TABLE 4-19 TOP TEN SUBURBS BY HIGH FLOOD ISLANDS

Suburb

Low Island

High Island

Total

Rosewood

45

9

54

South Ripley

25

7

32

Karalee

5

5

10

Willowbank

12

4

16

Brassall

5

4

9

New Chum

0

4

4

Swanbank

5

3

8

Peak Crossing

3

3

6

Pine Mountain

2

3

5

Muirlea

1

3

4

Table 4-20 provides a summary of buildings located in low and high flood islands by suburb. The highest
concentration of buildings located on high flood islands is within Bundamba, Karalee and Camira4. The highest
concentration of buildings located on low flood islands is Brassall, East Ipswich, Rosewood and Walloon.

4
Camira is informed by the Sandy Creek Flood Study and issues with this model have been noted in the
limitations section of this chapter.
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TABLE 4-20 TOP TEN SUBURBS BY BUILDINGS EXPOSED TO FLOOD ISLANDS

Suburb

Buildings in Low
Flood Islands

Buildings in High
Flood Islands

Total

Rosewood

449

37

486

East Ipswich

347

0

347

Brassall

194

98

292

Karalee

34

208

242

Bundamba

83

154

237

Walloon

172

19

191

Raceview

146

9

155

Willowbank

121

34

155

Camira

44

78

122

Leichhardt

0

85

85

Figure 4-22 below shows low flood islands around Booval and Bundamba as one example. The flood island
at Booval is characterised by:
Roads cut in the 1 in 2 AEP flood event. This occurs on the eastern and western ends of the island on
Jacaranda Drive (submerged by both riverine flooding from the Bremer River and local flooding from the
Kendall Street catchment,



The island fully submerges in the 1 in 500 AEP event, and



Further layered information such as hydraulic risk and TTI can then be used to determine overall flood
risk on these flood islands.
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FIGURE 4-22 EXAMPLE FLOOD ISLANDS BOOVAL AND BUNDAMBA AREA
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4.5

Vulnerability

Including an assessment of social vulnerability goes beyond the conventional risk assessment by ensuring
Council has a full understanding the characteristics of the population which can affect their response and
hence vulnerability during a flood event.
Factors such as awareness, physical vulnerability, socio-economic vulnerability and mobility are social
attributes that mostly strongly related to vulnerability during floods. There are many aspects of social
vulnerability to flooding, but these four vulnerability indices have been considered (SFMP) in detail. This suite
of vulnerability indices recognises demographic characteristics, socio-economic status, health and access to
information.

4.5.1

Vulnerability Analysis Methodology

Vulnerability is also considered further as a guide to determining appropriate response measures within the
emergency management and community awareness and resilience work packages. The methodology to
identify vulnerability is based on the existing process described in the SFMP and the subtleties explained
further in the call out box in section 4.5.1.1.
4.5.1.1

Indices

Each vulnerability index has specific
attributes that can be identified based on
statistical data including the Statistical Area 1
(SA 1) scale. Using the 2016 Australia Bureau
of Statics (ABS) census records, suburb-level
analysis has been undertaken and presented
in the community profile summary. The types
of vulnerability and the data indicators are
listed below.
Community Profiles are discussed further and
provided as part of the community awareness
and resilience work package.
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4.5.1.2

Physical Vulnerability

The physical vulnerability index reflects the
level of communities’ vulnerability due to age
and disability. The following attributes were
used:

Description of Vulnerability Methodology from the
SFMP
Further to the methodology described in Section 4.5.1,
which follows the SFMP approach, there are subtle
differences to the data used within the IICP analysis.
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) provides suburb
and local area scale census data that can used to inform
vulnerability. Vulnerability indices were calculated at the
Statistical Area 1 (SA1) scale, which is the finest
resolution scale available for census data.
The SFMP uses 13 vulnerability indices across four
vulnerability types, physical, social-economic, mobility
and awareness. During the analysis of available statistical
data to replicate the methodology it was necessary to use
a proxy for households with 3 or more children as this
was not readily available from the ABS website.
Therefore, family households of 5 or more was
considered an adequate replacement for the vulnerability
analysis of the IICP.
All other indices used replicate the statistics analysed at
a regional scale in the SFMP.



Percentage of population under 5 years,



Percentage of population 65 years and
over,



Percentage of population 65 years and over, and living alone, and



Percentage of population who require assistance with everyday living.
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4.5.1.3

Social and Economic Vulnerability

The social and economic vulnerability index reflects the level of communities’ vulnerability due to financial
capacity. The following attributes were used:


Percentage of population living in rental accommodation,



Percentage of households with low household incomes (less than $650/week), and



Percentage of population who are unemployed.

4.5.1.4

Mobility Vulnerability

The mobility vulnerability index reflects the level of communities’ ability to evacuate during a flood. The
following attributes were used:


Percentage of households with no private vehicles,



Percentage of single parent households, and



Percentage of households with 5 or more people.

4.5.1.5

Awareness Vulnerability

The social and economic vulnerability index reflects the level of communities’ vulnerability due to the inability,
lack of awareness or barriers to access and/or understand flood warning information. The following attributes
were used:


Percentage of population who are new to the area,



Percentage of population with little or no English skills, and



Percentage of population with limited or no access to the internet.

4.5.1.6

Calculating Combined Vulnerability

The calculation of the vulnerability indices involved a two-stage normalisation of data. The step-by-step
approach to calculate individual indices and the overall vulnerability index is as follows:
1) Each of the attributes was calculated for each SA1 area as a percentage of residents within that SA1 area.
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2) These percentages are ranked and normalised to assign each SA1 area a value of 0 to 1 for each attribute,
with the value of 1 assigned to the SA1 area with the highest percentage.
3) The normalised values of each attributes within a given vulnerability index were summed.
4) These final values were again normalised.
5) Repeat Step 1 to 4 for the remaining indices.
The four indices are summed and normalised again to highlight locations of combined vulnerability. The
vulnerability indices and combined vulnerability have been mapped across the Ipswich LGA in the following
section.

4.5.2

Ipswich LGA Floodplain Vulnerability

The vulnerability analysis highlights areas of the Ipswich LGA that are highly vulnerable based on the different
criteria listed below. This is an important concept to understand in a spatial context as it affects the community’s
capacity to respond to flooding and reduces the overall resilience. A proportion of the vulnerability indices
across the Ipswich LGA is shown in Table 4-21. These percentages across the Ipswich LGA are used
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comparatively to prioritise suburbs for suitable mitigation responses as part of the community awareness and
resilience work package.
TABLE 4-21 PERCENTAGE OF IPSWICH POPULATION THAT ARE VULNERABLE

% of Ipswich
LGA
Population

Categories

Vulnerability Indices

Physical
Vulnerability

Under 5 years

8.4%

Over 65 years

15.2%

Over 65 and lone person household

6.6%

Require assistance (age/disability)

5.7%

Renting (house tenure)

13.1%

Household income (<$650)

5.2%

Unemployed (seeking work)

4.3%

Without vehicle access

7.4%

One parent families

5.1%

Group households

1.2%

Speaks Language Other Than English (LOTE) at home

11.6%

Without internet access

4.6%

Social &
Economic
Vulnerability
Mobility
Vulnerability

Awareness
Vulnerability

Vulnerability indices have been calculated for the Ipswich LGA, the relative values for each of the indices
is mapped in Figure 4-23 to Figure 4-26, with the combined vulnerability shown in Figure 4-27. As identified
in
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Table 4-22, highly vulnerable persons are exposed to varying degrees of hydraulic hazard.


Highly vulnerable persons are those that are resident within the SA1 that represents the upper 20% of the
relative vulnerability ranking for each indicator. In the normalised dataset, the score of these SA1s is 0.8
or above.



Population within the SA1 has been calculated by multiplying the number of buildings by 2.8 as described
in section 4.3.2.5. It is also assumed that for this analysis all persons within each SA1 have the same
degree of vulnerability.

The distribution of exposure of vulnerable persons show:


Most people are located in lower hydraulic risk areas of HR4 and HR5, and



There are approximately 221 vulnerable people with awareness vulnerability within the highest frequency
and highest hazard category of HR1(c).

TABLE 4-22 HYDRAULIC RISK VULNERABLE PERSONS

Vulnerability
Index

HR1
(c)

HR1
(b)

HR2
(c)

HR2
(b)

HR3
(c)

HR3
(b)

HR2
(a)

HR3
(a)

HR4

HR5

Total

Physical

59

115

67

64

235

67

146

20

328

1,044

2,145

Social and
economic

42

207

14

17

31

22

76

11

126

591
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Vulnerability
Index

HR1
(c)

HR1
(b)

HR2
(c)

HR2
(b)

HR3
(c)

HR3
(b)

HR2
(a)

Mobility

42

95

14

11

31

17

56

Awareness

221

34

101

98

160

36

Combined

42

207

14

17

31

17

4.5.2.1

HR3
(a)

HR4

HR5

Total

6

53

288

613

437

42

294

1,837

3,259

76

11

126

1,056

1,596

Physical Vulnerability

There are over 2,000 people within the upper 20% of the physical vulnerability index that are highly vulnerable
and exposed to flooding. Approximately half of these live within the hydraulic risk categories of HR1(c) to HR4.
Figure 4-23 shows the distribution of the most vulnerable people across the Ipswich LGA affected by physical
factors such as age and disability.
4.5.2.2

Social and Economic Vulnerability

There are over 1,000 people that are classified as highly vulnerable due to socio-economic factors that are
exposed to flooding. There are over 300 highly vulnerable people within the upper 20% of the socio-economic
vulnerability index in the top five hydraulic risk categories of HR1(c) to HR3(c). Almost 600 highly vulnerable
people are in the lowest risk category of HR5. Figure 4-24 shows the distribution of the most vulnerable people
across the Ipswich LGA affected by social and economic factors such as household income and
unemployment.
4.5.2.3

Mobility Vulnerability

There over 600 people that classified as highly vulnerable due to mobility factors that are exposed to flooding.
Approximately 193 highly vulnerable people within the upper 20% of the mobility vulnerability index located in
the top five hydraulic risk categories of HR1(c) to HR3(c). Almost 300 highly vulnerable people are located in
the lowest risk category of HR5. Figure 4-25 shows the distribution of the most vulnerable people across the
Ipswich LGA affected by mobility factors such as lack of vehicle access and group households with more than
5 residents.
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4.5.2.4

Awareness Vulnerability

There are over 3,200 people within the upper 20% of the awareness vulnerability index that are considered to
be highly vulnerable and exposed to flooding. Approximately 614 highly vulnerable people within the upper
20% of the awareness vulnerability index live within the in the top five hydraulic risk categories of HR1(c) to
HR3(c). Figure 4-26 shows the distribution of the most vulnerable people across the Ipswich LGA affected by
awareness factors such as lack of access to the internet or language.
4.5.2.5

Combined Vulnerability

Highly vulnerable people may be classified as such due to a combination of factors described in this section.
With regards to the overall combined vulnerability indicators there are approximately 1,500 people in the
floodplain that are in the upper 20% of relative vulnerability of all indicators. Over 1,000 are located in the
lowest hydraulic risk category of HR5. Figure 4-27 shows the distribution of the most vulnerable people across
the Ipswich LGA affected by a combination of vulnerability indicators.
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FIGURE 4-23 PHYSICAL VULNERABILITY DISTRIBUTION
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FIGURE 4-24 SOCIO-ECONOMIC VULNERABILITY DISTRIBUTION
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FIGURE 4-25 MOBILITY VULNERABILITY DISTRIBUTION
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FIGURE 4-26 AWARENESS VULNERABILITY DISTRIBUTION
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FIGURE 4-27 COMBINED VULNERABILITY DISTRIBUTION
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4.6

Flood Damages

In order to maintain regional consistency and accord to the latest research and application in flood damages,
the methodology used in the IICP follows a similar process to the SFMP5 for categorising, analysing and
displaying flood damages for the Ipswich LGA. For full reference to the research and application of the SFMP
method please refer to the Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan Technical Evidence Report.
A summary of the method used, and the unmitigated flood damages results tables are provided in this section.

4.6.1

Flood Damages Overview

As indicated, the flood damages assessment
will be generally undertaken with the method
developed in the SFMP. Figure 4-28 shows the
overall factors included in the damage’s
assessment. Differences to the approach have
been highlighted throughout the areas below.
The SFMP summarised the following damages
and conclusions for the Brisbane River
Catchment (including Ipswich):


The potential damages in the Brisbane
River Catchment area are very high
compared to other areas of Australia



The average annual damage for the
Brisbane River catchment is $186.8 million



The average annual damages for the
Ipswich City Council area (excluding local
catchments) was 48.4 million.
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The IICP will utilise the methods and expand on
the damages assessment to include all
catchments available (both riverine and local)
and provide a better understanding of the
overall impact of flood damage in the Ipswich
City Council area.
One of the primary outputs for damages is
Average Annual Damages (AAD). This is a
common and well-known process and method
in floodplain management that is universally
adopted in Australia to best recognise ongoing
flood damages that are possible. AAD is equal
to the total damage caused by floods over a
long period of time and uses multiple
likelihoods of flooding and those equivalent
damages to average the damage yearly.

Description of Flood Damages Methodology from
the SFMP
The SFMP methodology for calculating tangible (both
direct and indirect damages) and intangible damages to
residential, commercial and industrial buildings as well
as public infrastructure.
As shown in Figure 4-28, tangible flood damages are
calculated based on a combination of both direct and
indirect damage figures.


Direct damages include separate assessments of
the expected Internal, External and Structural
damage to a building during different AEP events,



Indirect damages are associated with clean-up,
recovery and potential losses of revenue. These are
calculated by applying a percentage onto the direct
damage figure

Intangible damages associated with disaster events
include loss of life, depression, dislocation, and other
social impacts that are often hard to quantify. Approaches
to estimate intangible damages are discussed in the
SFMP in more detail, however for use in the IICP
intangible damages are estimated with an uplift factor
applied to residential damages, please refer to Table 423 for further detail.
The Annual Average Damage (AAD) was also calculated
in the SFMP. AAD is simply equal to the total damage
caused by all floods over a long period of time divided by
the number of years in that period. The AAD can also be
viewed as the amount of money that would need to be set
aside each year on a recurring basis to cover the cost of
flood damage over a long period of time.

5
For full refence to the research and application of the SFMP damages calculation method please refer to
the Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan Technical Evidence Report
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FIGURE 4-28 DAMAGE ESTIMATION – INCLUSIONS (SOURCE: SFMP, 2019)

4.6.1.1

Flood Model Results
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All of the Council flood study results and data have been used in the assessment. As all flood studies have
consistent outputs the storm events used include 1 in 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500, 2000 AEPs and the PMF.
The range of storm events presents a good spread of different magnitude floods required to calculate flood
damages. The results were merged and processed as entire damages across the Ipswich LGA. In order to
process damages considering a holistic city-wide point of view with multiple flood sources, the following was
considered and implemented in the approach:


Each of the flood sources (Brisbane, Bremer and Local) was combined as a maximum to produce the
highest water level at each location (property and roads),



This highest flood source and level was used to process the maximum damages expected for each output,
and



It is possible to distinguish to a certain degree individual catchment damages, (i.e., Bundamba verse
Bremer) however this does not give a true picture of the maximum damages possible. Individual
catchment outputs have been produced in damage assessments, but it should be noted that the most
reliable and accurate dataset will be the combined maximum damage outputs.

4.6.1.2

Building Classification and Floor Levels

The data provided by Council and the methods used to classify buildings and floor levels is described in section
4.3.1.1. A key difference from the SFMP method includes utilising the entire building polygon rather than a
central point nominated for a building. This was used as often using the central point method can mean that
damages are not captured for part of the building (examples include where flooding occurs through the backs
of properties in gullies). This is considered a more accurate method for calculating realistic damages
particularly for partly flooded properties. With this approach, it should be noted there may be some
inconsistencies with the SFMP results for the Brisbane River, however this would likely provide a more
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accurate assessment regardless. It should also be noted that Brisbane City Council have also adopted this
change to determining damages.
Building datasets were further filtered by removing structures less than 60 square metres. This allows
structures such as small to medium size sheds and ancillary structures to be removed and not counted in flood
damage assessment. Whilst some larger structures such as sheds may be included, increasing the filter would
also remove structures such as auxiliary dwellings (granny flats etc) from premises. It is still likely however
that damages are likely elevated due to numerous structures such as sheds being included.
4.6.1.3

Damage Curves

The damage curves developed for the SFMP were utilised for the IICP without revision. Considering historical
Ipswich specific damage curves were utilised in the development of the revised curves, it is considered that
Ipswich is well represented in the new method. A summary of the flood damage curves and how they are
applied is shown below. For a full description of the damage curves please refer to the Brisbane River Strategic
Floodplain Management Plan Technical Evidence Report Section 6.
Residential
The residential damage curves utilised in the IICP include: Internal Damage Curves, Structural Damage
Curves and External Damage Curves.
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Damages in this section generally includes contents of a household that is damaged by flooding within all
internal rooms of the household. In total there are 18 different curves developed based on the building
classification and the size of the building (small medium and large). An example of this is shown in Figure 429.

FIGURE 4-29 FDSS INTERNAL STAGE DAMAGE CURVE

Damages in this section includes structural components such as rooves, floors and walls. In total there are 18
different curves developed based on the building classification and the size of the building (small medium and
large). An example of this is shown in Figure 4-30.
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FIGURE 4-30 FDSS STRUCTURAL STAGE DAMAGE CURVE

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Damages in this section generally includes external areas of the household such as gardens, fences, sheds,
garages, and vehicles etc.). In total there are 18 different curves developed based on the building classification
and the size of the building (small medium and large). An example of this is shown below.

FIGURE 4-31 FDSS EXTERNAL STAGE DAMAGE CURVE
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Commercial
The developed damage curves for commercial premises developed in the SFMP were utilised to the extent
possible. For the IICP value classes were not available and advice received by Council is that there is a
tendency for tenants to frequently switch shop types due to the broad zoning within Ipswich City Council.
The IICP commercial damages thus utilised the small, medium and large curves (dependant on building square
metres) and adopted the value class of 3 (VC 3 curves or medium).

FIGURE 4-32 EXAMPLE COMMERICAL DAMAGE CURVE

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Other Damages
All other damages including road infrastructure and public utilities were calculated in accordance with the
adopted measures in the SFMP methods. The SFMP estimates flood damage to transport infrastructure, public
buildings and public utilities based on information from the National Disaster Relief and Recovery
Arrangements (NDRRA). Little or no data or stage-damage curves are available to public owned or community
buildings. Brisbane City Council provided flood damage estimates for road related infrastructure, the damage
rate per linear kilometre has been used in the IICP for estimation of road infrastructure damages.
4.6.1.4

Actual and Potential Damage

Actual damage incurred in flood events is nearly always less than potential damage calculated via flood
damage curves. A number of factors affect the ratio of potential to actual damages and primarily are associated
with the amount of warning time available whereby residents are able or not able to prepare their house for
floods (taking protective measures outside or moving contents and valuable items to higher ground).
Research in this space is complex as it is associated with human behaviour during flood events. There is merit
for further investigation with regards to further exploring the difference in damages between riverine and flash
flooding scenarios however this is beyond the scope of the IICP. In the absence of available data, the SFMP
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approach to providing a ratio of potential to actual damages which uses a constant ratio across all flood types
and depths. Essentially this provides a ratio of 0.8 and reduces the damages by 20% across the IICP area. It
could be considered that this value may be too low considering the amount of flash flooding catchments
included in the IICP, however no research or guidance is available to provide justification to modify this ratio.
4.6.1.5

Direct and Indirect Damages

Direct flood damages are self-explanatory in that they are the damages calculated via the damage curves for
internal, structural and external aspects. Indirect damages result from costs incurred during and after floods
for primarily clean up and recovery activities.
Indirect damages for the IICP have utilised the SFMP method incorporating a percentage of direct damages
used for indirect damages of 15% of actual damage for residential properties and 55% of actual damage for
commercial properties.
4.6.1.6

Tangible and Intangible Damages

Tangible damages are those that have been listed previously in the sections above and have been calculated
with a general degree of accuracy due to several surveys, research and flood events where data has been
collected and analysed.
Intangible damages however are more complex as they result from the human and social impact of flooding.
As no additional data or research exists on this topic, the SFMP method has been adopted to calculate
intangible damages which is shown below in Table 4-23.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE 4-23 INTANGIBLE UPLIFT FACTOR

4.6.2

AEP (1 in x)

Uplift Factor

2

0

5

0

10

0

20

0

50

0.7

100

1.2

500

2.3

2000

3.1

PMF

4.6

Existing Damage Overview

The following section presents the results of the damage assessment using the adopted SFMP methodology
and the various outputs described above. Ultimately whilst total damages per magnitude of flood event is an
important aspect to consider and understand, the Average Annual Damages (AAD) is the defining factor of
how much flood damages are expected to cost the Ipswich community each year on average.
Reducing these average annual damages is an important aspect of floodplain management to reduce the
overall impact of flooding. This target is not an isolated goal however and also is part of a multi-pronged
approach to flood management across all work packages. Damages are used in the flood mitigation works
and flood resilient materials prioritisation (where reducing damages is a primary aspect of these structural and
non-structural measures).
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4.6.2.1

Residential Damages

The results of the total residential tangible damages and average annual damage calculations are shown below
in Table 4-24 and Table 4-25. Of note in the residential damages is the following:


There are generally very high damages in more frequent flood events. These damages are primarily
associated with local creek and overland flooding (as noted in the high numbers of over floor flooded
houses in local catchments). The limitations of this data should be noted when considering these outputs;



Damages are consistent in rising scale until the 1 in 50 AEP flood event. Damages lift considerably (more
than triple); and



The difference between the 1 in 100 and 1 in 500 AEP flood event has a notable change in damages
(nearly tripling). The AAD is also a good indicator of the severity and importance of the 1 in 500 AEP flood
event considering frequency is reduced but AAD increases. As noted previously, this flood event generally
has not been experienced in recent history and is a key point of concern for flood events of this magnitude
considering its impact.

TABLE 4-24 TOTAL RESIDENTIAL DAMAGES

AEP (1 in X)

Direct Actual

Indirect

Total

$25,034,838

$3,755,226

$28,790,063

5

$30,623,441

$4,593,516

$35,216,957

10

$43,549,854

$6,532,478

$50,082,332

20

$58,981,610

$8,847,242

$67,828,852

50

$194,548,652

$29,182,298

$223,730,950

100

$426,032,659

$63,904,899

$489,937,558

500

$1,094,333,686

$164,150,053

$1,258,483,739

2000

$1,611,063,056

$241,659,458

$1,852,722,514

PMF

$3,967,772,899

$595,165,935

$4,562,938,834

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report
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TABLE 4-25 RESIDENTIAL AVERAGE ANNUAL DAMAGE

AEP
(1 in X)"

4.6.2.2

Direct Actual

Indirect

Total

2

$6,258,709

$938,806

$7,197,516

5

$8,348,742

$1,252,311

$9,601,053

10

$3,708,665

$556,300

$4,264,964

20

$2,563,287

$384,493

$2,947,780

50

$3,802,954

$570,443

$4,373,397

100

$3,102,907

$465,436

$3,568,343

500

$6,081,465

$912,220

$6,993,685

2000

$2,029,048

$304,357

$2,333,405

PMF

$1,366,815

$205,022

$1,571,837

AAD

$37,262,591

$5,589,389

$42,851,980

Commercial and Industrial Damages

The results of the total commercial and industrial tangible damages and average annual damage calculations
are shown below in Table 4-26 and Table 4-27.
Of note in this damage class is the following:


Unlike the residential damage, commercial and industrial damages are small in comparison in the lower
magnitude events;



Similar to residential damages, damages consistently increase until the 1 in 50 AEP flood event, where
damages rise considerably (more than triple); and



Again, in the 1 in 500 AEP event, there is a very large increase in damages. In addition, the 1 in 2000
AEP event also has a significant increase in damages which is unlike the residential damages.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE 4-26 TOTAL COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DAMAGES

AEP
(1 in X)"

Direct Actual

Indirect

Total

2

$3,860,206

$2,123,113

$5,983,319

5

$4,844,157

$2,664,286

$7,508,443

10

$8,344,594

$4,589,526

$12,934,120

20

$23,104,074

$12,707,240

$35,811,314

50

$79,808,864

$43,894,875

$123,703,739

100

$185,209,205

$101,865,063

$287,074,267

500

$462,779,928

$254,528,960

$717,308,888

2000

$1,019,251,703

$560,588,437

$1,579,840,140

PMF

$2,449,371,968

$1,347,154,582

$3,796,526,550
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TABLE 4-27 COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE ANNUAL DAMAGE

AEP
(1 in X)"

4.6.2.3

Direct Actual

Indirect

Total

2

$965,051

$530,778

$1,495,830

5

$1,305,654

$718,110

$2,023,764

10

$659,438

$362,691

$1,022,128

20

$786,217

$432,419

$1,218,636

50

$1,543,694

$849,032

$2,392,726

100

$1,325,090

$728,800

$2,053,890

500

$2,591,957

$1,425,576

$4,017,533

2000

$1,111,524

$611,338

$1,722,862

PMF

$849,813

$467,397

$1,317,210

AAD

$11,138,437

$6,126,141

$17,264,578

Other Building Damage

Other building total tangible damages and average annual damage calculations are shown below in Table 428 and
Table 4-29. There are similar trends in the 1 in 50 and 1 in 2000 AEP flood events as the residential damages.
TABLE 4-28 OTHER BUILDING TOTAL DAMAGES

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

AEP
(1 in X)"

Direct Actual

Indirect

Total

2

$1,833,942

$1,008,668

$2,842,611

5

$3,494,983

$1,922,241

$5,417,224

10

$6,055,831

$3,330,707

$9,386,538

20

$11,380,117

$6,259,064

$17,639,181

50

$36,791,262

$20,235,194

$57,026,455

100

$86,065,320

$47,335,926

$133,401,246

500

$455,368,838

$250,452,861

$705,821,700

2000

$626,029,727

$344,316,350

$970,346,077

PMF

$1,373,234,266

$755,278,847

$2,128,513,113

Direct Actual

Indirect

Total

2

$458,486

$252,167

$710,653

5

$799,339

$439,636

$1,238,975

TABLE 4-29 OTHER BUILDING AVERAGE ANNUAL DAMAGE

AEP
(1 in X)"
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4.6.2.4

10

$477,541

$262,647

$740,188

20

$435,899

$239,744

$675,643

50

$722,571

$397,414

$1,119,985

100

$614,283

$337,856

$952,139

500

$2,165,737

$1,191,155

$3,356,892

2000

$811,049

$446,077

$1,257,126

PMF

$489,820

$269,401

$759,221

AAD

$6,974,723

$3,836,097

$10,810,820

Road Infrastructure Damages

The results of the road infrastructure damages are shown below in Table 4-30
Of note with the road damages includes:


There is an extensive number of minor roads affected by flooding in the Ipswich area with 1841 kilometres
impacted.



There is a substantial increase in damages at the 1 in 50 AEP event for major roads. Reasons may
include major roads having immunity requirements around the 1 in 100 or 1 in 50 AEP and once the road
breaches at this immunity level, damages increase accordingly. This is a similar trend that was reported
in the SFMP.

Road damages make up a considerable portion of overall damages and the limitations present on this type of
data and asses
4.6.2.5

Total Tangible Damages

Total Tangible damages have been calculated across the IICP area and are shown below in Table 4-31 and
Table 4-32.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Of particular note with tangible damages includes:


As noted, several times in the report, there is a noticeable increase in flood exposure in the 1in 50 AEP
and 1 in 500 AEP events;



Residential damages encompass most damages overall in similar value to the transport damage.
Residential damages are prominent in the lower magnitude events and transport damages become more
prominent in the higher magnitude events (1 in 50 AEP onwards);



Road damages make up a considerable portion of overall damages; and



In comparison to the SFMP, the Brisbane River attributed $48.4 million AAD. With the inclusion of the
Bremer River, local creek and overland urban flooding, this figure has nearly tripled to $127.6million AAD
and this is a reasonable change considering the extent of the SFMP and level of detail (for example only
state controlled roads). The limitations noted with utilising combined maximums across multiple sources
of flooding for total damages and average annual damage should be noted when considering these
outputs.
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TABLE 4-30 ROAD DAMAGES

AEP (1 in X)"

Length of Minor Road
(kms)

Damages

Length of Major Road
(kms)

Damages

Total Damages

AAD

2

238.299

$18,010,737

21.227

$5,042,150

$23,052,888

$5,763,222

5

330.838

$25,004,846

29.003

$6,889,361

$31,894,206

$8,242,064

10

407.574

$30,804,540

37.007

$8,790,502

$39,595,042

$3,574,462

20

487.352

$36,834,227

43.147

$10,248,971

$47,083,197

$2,166,956

50

635.034

$47,996,026

57.475

$487,616,307

$535,612,333

$8,740,433

100

769.408

$58,152,043

79.825

$677,238,088

$735,390,131

$6,355,012

500

1017.848

$76,929,191

114.990

$975,574,782

$1,052,503,973

$7,151,576

2000

1161.337

$87,774,121

138.935

$1,178,722,454

$1,266,496,575

$1,739,250

PMF

1840.69

$139,119,701

233.318

$1,979,469,118

$2,118,588,820

$829,346

$5,850,217,165

$44,562,322

Total
TABLE 4-31 TOTAL TANGIBLE DAMAGES

AEP (1 in X)"

Residential

Commercial-Industrial

Other Buildings

Transport

Utilities

Clean up

Total

2

$28,790,063

$5,983,319

$2,842,611

$23,052,888

$2,159,255

$4,712,110

$67,540,247

5

$35,216,957

$7,508,443

$5,417,224

$31,894,206

$2,641,272

$6,200,858

$88,878,965

10

$50,082,332

$12,934,120

$9,386,538

$39,595,042

$3,756,175

$8,681,566

$124,435,782

20

$67,828,852

$35,811,314

$17,639,181

$47,083,197

$5,087,164

$13,008,728

$186,458,457

50

$223,730,950

$123,703,739

$57,026,455

$535,612,333

$16,779,821

$71,763,997

$1,028,617,346

100

$489,937,558

$287,074,267

$133,401,246

$735,390,131

$36,745,317

$126,191,139

$1,808,739,758

500

$1,258,483,739

$717,308,888

$705,821,700

$1,052,503,973

$94,386,280

$287,137,844

$4,115,642,924

2000

$1,852,722,514

$1,579,840,140

$970,346,077

$1,266,496,575

$138,954,189

$435,626,962

$6,243,988,458

PMF

$4,562,938,834

$3,796,526,550

$2,128,513,113

$2,118,588,820

$342,220,413

$971,159,080

$13,919,946,809

AAD

$42,851,980

$17,264,578

$10,810,820

$44,562,322

$3,213,898

$8,902,770

$127,606,378

TABLE 4-32 TANGIBLE AAD

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

AEP (1 in X)"

Residential

CommercialIndustrial

Other Buildings

Transport

Utilities

Clean up

Total

%AAD

2

$7,197,516

$1,495,830

$710,653

$5,763,222

$539,814

$1,178,028

$16,885,062

13.23%

5

$9,601,053

$2,023,764

$1,238,975

$8,242,064

$720,079

$1,636,945

$23,462,882

18.39%

10

$4,264,964

$1,022,128

$740,188

$3,574,462

$319,872

$744,121

$10,665,737

8.36%

20

$2,947,780

$1,218,636

$675,643

$2,166,956

$221,083

$542,257

$7,772,356

6.09%

50

$4,373,397

$2,392,726

$1,119,985

$8,740,433

$328,005

$1,271,591

$18,226,137

14.28%

100

$3,568,343

$2,053,890

$952,139

$6,355,012

$267,626

$989,776

$14,186,786

11.12%

500

$6,993,685

$4,017,533

$3,356,892

$7,151,576

$524,526

$1,653,316

$23,697,531

18.57%

2000

$2,333,405

$1,722,862

$1,257,126

$1,739,250

$175,005

$542,074

$7,769,724

6.09%

PMF

$1,571,837

$1,317,210

$759,221

$829,346

$117,888

$344,663

$4,940,164

3.87%

AAD

$42,851,980

$17,264,578

$10,810,820

$44,562,322

$3,213,898

$8,902,770

$127,606,378
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4.6.2.6

Total Intangible Damages

The total intangible damages were calculated in accordance with the SFMP method and are shown below for
residential intangible damages below in Table 4-33.
TABLE 4-33 INTANGIBLE AAD

AEP
(1 in X)"

4.6.2.7

Residential

2

$0

5

$0

10

$0

20

$0

50

$156,611,665

100

$587,925,069

500

$2,894,512,601

2000

$5,743,439,795

PMF

$20,989,518,636

AAD

$33,029,648

Average Annual Damages

The final average annual damages have been calculated for the IICP and are shown below in Table 4-34 and
Table 4-35

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Similar to past comments the following is noted:


There is a very high annual damage for high frequency events primarily associated with local flooding.
Observations previously discussed in the dominance of local flooding for above floor flooding are the
primary cause for high damages in minor storm events;



The 1 in 5, 1 in 50 and 1 in 500 AEP events have the highest annual average damages. As noted
previously, the 1 in 500 AEP event is of concern due to the low frequency yet high annual damage. This
indicates a transition to widespread additional impact from the 1 in 100 to the 1 in 500 AEP event; and



Overall, the IICP has shown a very high AAD of $160 million. Incorporating all flood types and
characteristics (such as overland flow) will have impacted on this high number.
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TABLE 4-34 TOTAL DAMAGES

AEP
(1 in X)"

Tangible

Intangible

Total

2

$67,540,247

$0

$67,540,247

5

$88,878,965

$0

$88,878,965

10

$124,435,782

$0

$124,435,782

20

$186,458,457

$0

$186,458,457

50

$1,028,617,346

$156,611,665

$1,185,229,011

100

$1,808,739,758

$587,925,069

$2,396,664,827

500

$4,115,642,924

$2,894,512,601

$7,010,155,525

2000

$6,243,988,458

$5,743,439,795

$11,987,428,252

PMF

$13,919,946,809

$20,989,518,636

$34,909,465,445

TABLE 4-35 AVERAGE ANNUAL DAMAGES

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

AEP
(1 in X)"

Tangible

Intangible

AAD Total

2

$16,885,062

$0

$16,885,062

5

$23,462,882

$0

$23,462,882

10

$10,665,737

$0

$10,665,737

20

$7,772,356

$0

$7,772,356

50

$18,226,137

$2,349,175

$20,575,312

100

$14,186,786

$3,722,684

$17,909,469

500

$23,697,531

$13,929,751

$37,627,281

2000

$7,769,724

$6,478,464

$14,248,188

PMF

$4,940,164

$6,549,575

$11,489,739

Total

$127,606,378

$33,029,648

$160,636,026

4.6.2.8

Individual Property Damages

Another powerful way to understand and leverage on the use of damages is to utilise the information available
in the master database. This database has assigned AAD to each property and this can be used in a variety
of ways to visually understand damage hotspots as shown below in Figure 4-33. This information is also being
used in the property specific measures work package to provide great understanding of how to prioritise flood
resilient materials programs (as damage is the primary mechanism being targeted for mitigation).
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FIGURE 4-33 IPSWICH AREA DAMAGES
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An example of a “cluster” of properties that exhibit high AAD is shown below in Figure 4-34. Overall, the dataset
is used to determine benefits of structural mitigation options and in combination with hydraulic risk to help to
prioritise localised mitigation measures such as property specific actions.
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FIGURE 4-34 EAST IPSWICH AVERAGE ANNUAL DAMAGES

4.7

Summary of Current Flood Risk

4.7.1

Overview

The flood risk factors examined in this work chapter seek to extend the understanding and detail of traditional
flood risk assessments. This chapter provides a summary of the overall current flood risk by examining critical
infrastructure, sensitive institutions and residential flood risks at a property scale. In combination, the following
factors have identified and analysed the risk across the Ipswich LGA.


Hydraulic risk (combination of flood frequency and hazard);



Vulnerability (special circumstances that introduce further risk through social and economic functions);



Time to Inundation (an understanding of how long it takes for an area, asset or residence to inundate);



Duration of Flooding (an understanding of how long an area, asset or residence may be flooded for); and



Isolation (and understanding of whether residents are isolated on low or high flood islands)

By examining layers of flood risk information, appropriate mitigation response for any built asset or community
can be identified. The property scale master database built for the IICP contains all the flood risk factors critical
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for this analysis. This database has been used throughout the study to inform identification and analysis of
flood risk.
This summary section pulls together the findings of this chapter and a high-level summary of flood risk by
suburb including numbers of residential buildings. Key critical infrastructure and sensitive institutions that have
been identified as exposed to a combination of risk factors have been identified and are also summarised in
this chapter for further consideration in the IICP.
Appendix B provides further details by each suburb on each of the flood risk factors listed above.

4.7.2

Findings

There are over 5,900 buildings of all types exposed to high hazard flooding associated with H5 and H6. These
are in the HR1(c), HR2(c), and HR3(c) categories. Significant numbers of residential properties (639) and
multi-unit dwellings (157) are exposed to high likelihood and high hazard flooding (HR1c) category. The
exposure of residential properties to this type of hazard is considered a very high risk due to the potential
structural failure and risk to life.
Bundamba, Goodna, Brassall, Karalee, North Booval, Ipswich, Raceview, Rosewood and Redbank Plains
have high numbers of properties within the floodplain. Brassall has the highest exposure overall and this can
be attributed to multiple sources of flooding (Brisbane, Bremer and Mihi Creek), however Goodna has the
highest number of HR1 (c) properties, likely because of the proximity to the Brisbane River and the high depths
occurring within this area of the floodplain.
Almost 84,000 residents are mapped with the extent of the floodplain which indicates approximately 43% of
the Ipswich residents are exposed to flooding of some nature. There are an estimated 17,300 residents in the
highest five hydraulic risk categories of HR1(c) to HR3(c), with approximately 2,200 residents in the highest
hydraulic risk category of HR1(c).
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With regards to the overall combined vulnerability indicators there are approximately 1,500 people in the
floodplain that are in the upper 20% of relative vulnerability of all indicators. Over 1,000 are located in the
lowest hydraulic risk category of HR5.
Time to inundation varies across Ipswich LGA and is dependent upon flooding source, location on a particular
reach and interactions between multiple sources of flooding. For the purposes of analysing TTI, the 1 in 2000
AEP the “worst case” primarily due to flood storages depleted in a relatively shorter time period. The TWG
agreed the use of the 1 in 2000 AEP event as an appropriate representation of a very rare flood event for
purposes of investigating evacuation throughout the Ipswich LGA. This design event is defined as a very rare
event in AR&R, 2019 and it was agreed to use the 1 in 2000 AEP for assessment of TTI.
Bundamba Creek catchment is a known flash flooding hotspot to Council where an advanced flash flood
forecasting system is currently operational and monitored during events. The data shown in the mapping will
provide Council further guidance on TTI in these areas, for example where TTI is as short as 1 hour for the 1
in 2000 AEP event. A short TTI is associated with short response times to react to impending floodwaters
which may inhibit emergency response operations.
The Brisbane and Bremer River and Warrill Creek flooding results in long durations of flooding particularly in
the lower Bremer areas and extending into tributaries such as Woogaroo and Bundamba Creek. These
durations can be as long as 200 hours during the 1 in 2000 AEP in areas such as North Booval, Bundamba,
Goodna, Karalee and North Ipswich.
The highest concentration of buildings located on high flood islands is within Bundamba, Karalee and
Camira, whereas the most buildings located on low flood islands is within Brassall, East Ipswich, Rosewood
and Walloon.
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The following sub-sections summarise the key findings of each flood risk factor.
4.7.2.1

Combined Flood Risk Factor Mapping

Figure 4-35 to Figure 4-37 display the combination of flood risk factors (hydraulic risk, time to inundation,
duration of inundation, flood islands and roads with a 1 in 2000 AEP flood immunity. These flood risk factors
have been combined to show ‘flooding hotspot’s across Ipswich. Mapping flood risk factors in this way provides
a tool to prioritise the most at-risk suburbs in Ipswich. These flood risk factors are used within in the Emergency
Management report to highlight areas that may require further investigation into evacuation, an investigation
into the groups of properties (or clusters) has been undertaken for buildings that are exposed to the highest
hydraulic risk categories, have a short time to inundation, long duration of inundation, located flood islands and
in a highly vulnerable community. Furthermore, the mapping is used in the Community Awareness and
Resilience work package as a tool for Council to develop targeted messaging to communities about specific
flooding risks in each suburb.
High resolution mapping for every suburb across the Ipswich LGA is presented in Appendix F.
4.7.2.2

Hydraulic Risk findings

Table 4-36 provides a summary of the top ten suburbs by number of building exposed to the top five hydraulic
risk categories HR1(c) to HR3(c). The analysis shows that North Booval and Goodna have over 800 buildings
exposed to potentially frequent fast-moving flood waters. In combination with other flood risk factors, the data
will be used to prioritise programs of preparedness and response, communication and education as part of the
Emergency Management and Community Awareness and Resilience work packages. Figure 4-35 shows the
hydraulic risk, time to inundation and duration of inundation categories of flood risk for Brassall.
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TABLE 4-36 TOP TEN SUBURBS BY EXPOSURE TO TOP FIVE HYDRAULIC RISK CATEGORIES

Suburb

Highest Hydraulic risk categories

North Booval

853

Goodna

821

Brassall

573

Bundamba

509

Karalee

468

East Ipswich

451

One Mile

413

Moores Pocket

387

North Ipswich

310

Ipswich

258
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FIGURE 4-35 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – NORTH BOOVAL

4.7.2.3

Time to Inundation Findings
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Table 4-37 provides a summary of the top ten suburbs by number of properties with a time to inundation of
under 6 hours. This shows that Camira in particular has a large community exposed to flash flooding (459
properties). This data will be used to prioritise areas for evacuation and explore evacuation capability within
the Emergency Management work package. Figure 4-36 shows the hydraulic risk, time to inundation and
duration of inundation categories of flood risk for Camira.
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TABLE 4-37 SUBURBS BY NUMBER OF PROPERTIES WITH A TTI UNDER 6 HOURS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Suburb

Number of properties with a Time to inundation of
under 6 hours (TTI <6hrs)

Camira6

459

Brassall

281

Raceview

205

Rosewood

185

Bundamba

182

Goodna

156

Redbank Plains

156

East Ipswich

121

Newtown

104

Booval

78

FIGURE 4-36 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY - CAMIRA

6
Camira is informed by the Sandy Creek Flood Study and issues with this model have been noted in the
limitations section of this chapter
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4.7.2.4

Duration of Inundation Findings

Table 4-38 shows the top ten suburbs by number of buildings exposed to a duration of flooding inundation
greater than 36 hours. The AIDR recommends having enough provisions for 72 hours. This is important to
consider, as residents that may shelter in place on upper levels of buildings will need to be self-sufficient for
this period. It is assumed most people will not have provision for the recommended length time. The analysis
shows that Goodna and North Booval have over 900 buildings expected to be inundation for more than 36
hours This data will be used to prioritise areas for evacuation and explore evacuation capability within the
Emergency Management work package. Figure 4-37 shows the hydraulic risk, time to inundation and duration
of inundation categories of flood risk for Goodna.
TABLE 4-38 SUBURBS BY NUMBER OF PROPERTIES WITH DFI GREATER THAN 36 HOURS

Suburb

Duration of inundation of greater than 36 hours (DFI >36hrs)
927

North Booval

922

Brassall

854

Karalee

733

East Ipswich

645

Bundamba

596

Basin Pocket

424

North Ipswich

410

Moores Pocket

388

Barellan Point

328
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Goodna
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FIGURE 4-37 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY - GOODNA

4.7.2.5

Current Flood Damages Findings
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Overall, the IICP has shown a very high AAD of 160 million, which incorporates all flooding sources, building
types, tangible and intangible damages. There are generally very high residential damages in more frequent
flood events. These damages are primarily associated with local creek flood events, for example the 1 in 5, 1
in 50 and 1 in 500 AEP events have the highest AAD.
The 1 in 500 AEP event is of concern due to the low frequency yet high annual damage. This indicates a
transition to widespread impact between the 1 in 100 to the 1 in 500 AEP event.
The total AAD for residential properties is $42,850,000. This will be used in the Property Specific Actions and
Physical Mitigation work package to analysed potential measures to reduce this figure across Ipswich.

4.7.3

Key Critical Infrastructure and Sensitive Institutions

The analysis reveals that a total of 63 buildings associated with critical infrastructure are within the highest five
hydraulic risk categories of HR1(c) to HR3(c). Of the 63 buildings located within HR1(c) to HR3 (c) there are
36 buildings associated with RAAF Amberley as shown in Figure 4-8, 20 water infrastructure sites and 2
electrical and telecommunications sites.
This section explores three particularly high risk critical infrastructure and sensitive institutions in more detail.
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4.7.3.1

Current Flood Risk RAAF Amberley

The RAAF Base Amberley is potentially one of the most important critical infrastructure assets in the nation.
Outside of national defence and security, the RAAF Base can supply large scale aviation support during natural
disasters across the country which is particularly important in large scale flood events. The current flood risk
for RAAF Base Amberley is shown in Figure 4-38. By layering multiple aspects of flood risk at this critical
infrastructure location, the following is noted:


The area has a moderate time to inundation (18 hours);



The area has a very long duration of flooding in some areas (200 hours) potentially affecting runways;



The area is situated on a low flood island with roads first inundated in the 1 in 10 AEP event and the island
submerged in the 1 in 500 AEP event; and



The area is affected by high hydraulic risk (HR1c), however hydraulic risk varies across the site.
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Some of these flood risk factors can put critical infrastructure at risk of damage, affect national emergency
response capability and security and management of pilots and assets on base. From a critical infrastructure
point of view, it could be determined that RAAF Base Amberley due to its importance has a need to be
investigated further for mitigation and risk reduction measures.

FIGURE 4-38 RAAF BASE AMBERLEY COMBINED RISK

4.7.3.2

Current Flood Risk Bundamba State School

School children are often required assistance during evacuation and are considered a difficult to evacuate use.
As discussed in section 12C-1, Bundamba State School is a sensitive use that is exposed to high hydraulic
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risk. Information pertaining to TTI and flood islands are presented in Figure 4-39. Key observations of the
combined flood risk factors that impact Bundamba State School are as follows:


The area of the Bundamba State School has short time to inundation (less than 6 hours) affected by
localised flooding from Bundamba Creek;



The area has a long duration of flooding (100 hours) affected by regional riverine flooding;



The school is situated on a low flood island with roads first inundated in the 1 in 2 AEP event and the
island submerged in the 1 in 500 event; and



The area is affected by high hydraulic risk HR2(b).
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Overall considering the sensitive use of the site, the hydraulic hazard, time to inundation and flood islands, this
area has a very high flood risk.

FIGURE 4-39 BUNDAMBA STATE SCHOOL

4.7.3.3

Current Flood Risk Ipswich East State School

The Ipswich East State School is located in an area that has experienced flooding in the past such as the 2011
flood event. A combination of flood risk information such as TTI and flood islands is presented in Figure 4-40.
Key observations of the combined flood risk factors that impact the Ipswich East State School are as follows:


East Ipswich State School is situated on a low flood island with roads first inundated in the 1 in 2 event
and the island submerged in the 1 in 500 event. There is also a smaller low flood island with seven
buildings affected by an island submerging in the 1 in 5 event which is indicates a very low submersion
frequency;
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Many buildings are affected by HR4 (with highest hazard category in the 1 in 2000 event); and



Buildings are affected by the highest hydraulic risk category (HR1c).



The community in this area are considered moderately vulnerable – i.e., in the upper 50% of relative
vulnerability;



The area has a moderate time to inundation (18 hours in places) from riverine flooding;



The area has a very long duration of flooding (180 hours) affected by riverine flooding;
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As described and shown in previous sections, larger magnitude floods such as the 1 in 500 and 1 in 2000 AEP
have the potential to significantly increase overall flood risk compared to recent floods such as 2011 (estimated
at approximately 1 in 100 AEP flood event). Thus, understanding these magnitude events and their impact is
very important. Ultimately, layering of these flood risk elements helps provide a more informed understanding
of flood risks from multiple perspectives.

FIGURE 4-40 EAST IPSWICH RESIDENTIAL AREA
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4.8

Future Flood Risk

4.8.1

Introduction

The previous sections of this chapter have been focused on the current flood risks including an assessment
of damages and potential flood mitigation options. This section of the report focuses on the implications
associated with future flood risks.
With regard to future flood risks, there are a number of factors that can result in an increase in flooding over
and above that is currently experienced. There are a number of causes for such increases, a summary of
which is discussed as follows:


Climate Change – which includes sea level rise as well as increases in rainfall intensities. Sensitivity
assessments associated with climate change scenarios have been assessed in this study and are
discussed and presented separately in Section 4.9;



Increased development and floodplain change – which includes physical changes to the form of the
floodplain which may occur through development that can affect the behaviour of flood waters by blocking
or constraining critical flow paths or reducing the volume of floodplain storage; and



Hydrological change associated with development – which includes changes in catchment
imperviousness that occurs through development which if not mitigated can potentially result in increasing
run-off.

There are also a range of other catchment changes that can also affect future flood risk such as bed scour or
deposition, vegetation and rehabilitation strategies as well as the inclusion of structural flood mitigation
measures (i.e., such as a large detention facility).
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For the purposes of this study, an assessment of future flood risk has been assessed based on consideration
of increased development and floodplain change only. As agreed with Council, no consideration of hydrological
change from development has been assessed as part of this study with the analysis focused only on physical
floodplain changes applied in the hydraulic model.

4.8.2

Methodology and Approach

4.8.2.1

Future Development Methodologies

Physical floodplain changes associated with increased development occurs through either change in the
conveyance and storage properties of the waterways (i.e., associated with earthworks) as well as the
vegetation roughness condition. Accordingly, to test the effects of floodplain change and roughness various
scenarios were tested using the hydraulic model to assess the relative change in future flood risk. As stated
previously, no inclusion of hydrological change was reflected in the assessment of future flood risk.
A number of relevant technical methodologies are available through former studies to guide the manner in
which changes are incorporated in the hydraulic model. These are briefly summarised as follows:


A Floodplain Future Condition (termed FF1) was assessed in the BRCFS. The FF1 scenario included
ultimate development filling which was applied to areas outside from an assumed flood corridor which
comprised (approximately) the Brisbane City Council Flood Planning Area 3 as well as for the Ipswich
LGA the Adopted Flood Regulation Line (AFRL).



The Brisbane River SFMP looked at two development scenarios (termed DS1 and DS2), which examined
modifying surface roughness (DS1) and modifying roughness with assumed filling (DS2);



The Ipswich Rivers Flood Study Update (IRFSU) also included an assessment for future development
filling which was termed Ultimate Development (UD). The scenarios analysed included UD1 and UD2 with
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UD1 comprising assumed filling to represent future development with UD2 including higher floodplain
roughness; and


At the time of preparing this study, a further future development scenario technical methodology was being
developed by WMA Water in response to the SFMP recommendation LU1 for the QRA to coordinate a
floodplain-scale cumulative impact assessment, this included consideration of both a Committed
Development Scenario and Potential Development Scenario with the intent of being applied across the
larger Brisbane River catchment and to include each of the Brisbane, Ipswich, Somerset and Lockyer
LGA’s. This methodology was not finalised and was therefore not considered for the current study.

Through discussions with Council, it was agreed that the UD1 and UD2 methodology be selected for this study
and to maintain consistency with Council’s most recent IRFSU study. The UD1 and UD2 methodology is also
considered to be more representative to the Ipswich LGA context as well as aligning to the current Planning
Scheme provisions for development control through the Flood Hazard Overlay Code. The technical specifics
relating to the UD1 and UD2 methodology is outlined in further detail below.
4.8.2.2

Future Development (UD1 and UD2) Technical Methodology

The UD1 and UD2 future development scenarios applied in this study are the same as that adopted for the
IRFSU. Figure 4-41 provides an overview of the methodology for the UD1 and UD2 future development
assessments based on an excerpt of that reported in the IRFSU.
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FIGURE 4-41 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS (SOURCE: BMT 2019)

The intent of the assessment was to consider all future development areas that could be reasonably expected
to be developed in order to identify the areas that are highly sensitive to fill and development within the
floodplain. That is, the future development scenario analyses are not intended to be predictive or provide an
accurate forecast of future development conditions and does not specifically reflect Council’s policies regarding
filling within the floodplain or what would likely be supported or otherwise. Rather, the assessment has been
undertaken to better understand the overall sensitivity of the floodplain to a specific change in future
development.
The future development scenarios include the assessment of future development options which is assessed
by inclusion of filling within the floodplain (UD1) and an increase in floodplain roughness (UD2). The following
is also noted:


Neither future development scenario contemplates filling to occur to below the 1 in 20 AEP event. This is
consistent with that articulated in the current planning scheme which does not allow intensification of
development to occur within flood affected land to below the 1 in 20 AEP event (Ipswich City Council
Planning Scheme 2006 – Part 11-Overlays, Div. 4 – Development Constraints Overlay). This concept
therefore generally aligns with the preservation of the high conveyance hydraulic risk profile and exclusion
of any future development from this zone; and
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Both future development scenarios UD1 and UD2 reflect physical changes to the floodplain in terms of
both filling as well as changes in roughness. Both scenarios are assessed using the hydraulic model.
Neither scenario therefore incorporates any change that may occur by virtue of the change in impervious
fraction from development which ordinarily results in changes in peak flows, timing of runoff or the runoff
volumetric considerations, etc;

Further particulars on the technical methodology and associated hydraulic modelling approaches for the UD1
scenario is provided as follows:
The inclusion of development filling for the UD1 analysis has been facilitated by using the 1 in 20 AEP
flood extent given that no filling was to occur below this level. This was facilitated using GIS spatial
techniques whereby the existing case 1 in 20 AEP flood extent was used to define the commencement of
filling within the floodplain;



In low topographic relief catchments, which are characterised by broad sheet flow and low depth flooding,
the 1 in 20 AEP flood extent gave rise to multiple, disconnected and isolated fill areas throughout the
floodplain, some areas of which comprised minimal spatial areas. To better reflect continuity in floodplain
filling, a minimum development fill cut-off area of 1000m2 was applied spatially across all 1 in 20 AEP flood
extents and as a measure to define a minimum development fill threshold for application of filling in the
UD1 scenario. The method is better illustrated by an example which is presented in Figure 4-42 based on
the Rosewood catchment example which shows the pre and post GIS filtering process to define the
minimum development fill areas applied in the hydraulic model;
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Pre-filtered flood extent showing all
areas above the 1 in 20 AEP flood level

Post-filtered flood extent showing all areas
above the 1 in 20 AEP flood level included as
future development fill in hydraulic model (n.b.
localised small and isolated areas removed)
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FIGURE 4-42 EXAMPLE OF THE MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT FILL APPROACH FOR APPLICATION TO HYDRAULIC
MODEL


Development filling was applied based on current land use zoning and to reflect areas that could
reasonably be subject to future development only. That is, some land use types such as conservation are
not subject to future development.



Table 4-39 summarises the planning scheme land use zones that were excluded from the UD1 analysis.
Figure 4-43 presents the resulting urban footprint spatial areas that were considered in the UD1 modelling;

TABLE 4-39 LAND USE ZONES EXCLUDED FROM UD1 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT FILL ASSESSMENT

ICC Planning Scheme Land Use Zone
Bundamba Racecourse Stables Area
Conservation
Recreation
Showgrounds, Sport, Recreation, Service Trades an
Rural A
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ICC Planning Scheme Land Use Zone
Rural B
Rural C
Rural Constrained - Ripley Valley
Rural D
Rural E


The upper bound of the development filling applied for the UD1 scenario was the 1 in 100 AEP event.
From a practical modelling perspective, this was applied as follows:


An artificially high development fill was applied, and the model analysed for each of the 1 in 50 AEP
and 1 in 100 AEP events; and



The resultant 1 in 100 AEP water surface level was then used to define the top elevation of the
development fill which was then applied for analysis of the events greater than the 1 in 100 AEP
event. This therefore ensured that the top of the development fill level was set to be no higher than
the 1 in 100 AEP as was required for the UD1 assessment.



The UD1 development filling has been applied to each of the local catchment flood models provided by
Council. The models were re-analysed with the inclusion of the development fill for each of the 1 in 50
AEP, 1 in 100 AEP, 1 in 500 AEP, 1 in 2000 AEP and PMF events. The 1 in 20 AEP event did not need
to be re-analysed as this was equivalent to the level at which development fill was applied; and



For the Bremer River, the UD1 scenario had already been assessed in the IRFSU study and as such the
UD1 results were taken from the former assessment.
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For the UD2 scenario, the following provides further particulars of the technical approach:


The existing Manning’s “n” roughness coefficients within each of the local models were adjusted higher to
reflect an increase in floodplain roughness resulting from future development (i.e., such as new buildings,
fences, revegetation, etc);



As the UD2 assessment reflects changes associated with future development only, the roughness
changes were applied to the urban land use zones in the same manner as discussed previously for UD2.
Specifically, this includes the spatial urban footprint areas illustrated in Figure 4-43 and with roughness’s
remaining unchanged compared to the base model in areas outside the urban footprint;



For the urban footprint areas, a roughness value of n=0.08 was selected as a basis on which to reflect
future development and as the adopted higher roughness condition to be reflected for the waterways and
greater floodplain areas. Where the existing model roughness was less than 0.08, the roughness was
increased to 0.08. In circumstances where the existing roughness in the model was greater than 0.08
within the urban footprint areas, these higher roughness values were retained and adopted;



The UD2 roughness change was applied across the entire waterway areas and to below the 1 in 20 AEP
event. Accordingly, the local catchment models were re-analysed for the full suite of AEP events to include
the 1 in 2 AEP through to PMF events; and



For the Bremer River, the UD1 scenario had already been assessed in the IRFSU study and as such the
UD1 results were taken from the former assessment.
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Somerset Regional
Council

Lockyer Valley
Regional Council

Brisbane City Council

Ipswich City Council
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Logan City Council

Scenic Rim Regional
Council

FIGURE 4-43 URBAN FOOTPRINT CONSIDERED FOR UD1 AND UD2 ANALYSIS
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4.8.2.3

Mihi Creek Future Development Assessment

Council’s existing Mihi Creek catchment model is unique compared to all other local catchment models as it is
was developed using a Rain-On-Grid (RoG) methodology. The RoG model incorporates hydrology and
hydraulic models within the single model whereas all other local catchment models included separate
hydrology and hydraulic models. As such, the Mihi Creek model is fundamentally different, and the RoG model
does not readily allow the same UD1 and UD2 methodology as outlined previously to be consistently applied.
As an example, the incorporation of development fill for the UD1 scenario in the RoG model would result in
fundamental differences to the manner in which rainfall is applied to the model and to affect model flows and
ultimate water surface level comparisons. Given the technical modelling issues that were presented with the
Mihi Creek RoG model, an alternative approach was required to reflect future development along the lines of
the UD1 and UD2 scenarios.
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Alternative approaches for modelling future development in Mihi Creek were subject to discussion and
agreement with Council as part of this study. The methodology particulars and alternative approach that has
been adopted for Mihi Creek is detailed separately in the call out box overleaf. Given the difference in technical
methodology required to be applied for the Mihi Creek catchment, the assessment of future development and
specifically UD1 and UD2 scenarios for Mihi Creek is therefore different to that adopted for all other local
catchment models as well as the Bremer River assessments prepared in the IRFSU study. While this will not
result in any fundamentally issues with respect to the intent of the future development assessments included
in this study, the difference in approach should be noted when considering the results of the assessment.
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Mihi Creek – Rain-on-Grid model – Representative Modelling Approach
With respect to the Mihi Creek model and excluding the technical issues associated with the RoG modelling,
there is very little opportunity to introduce future development filling based on consideration of the 1 in 20 AEP
and 1 in 100 AEP flood extents. The differences in the 1 in 20 AEP and 1 in 100 AEP is shown in Figure 4-4
and shows that there is very little difference in the comparative flood extents for this catchment. This is
reflective of the incised nature of the creek but additionally the significant development that has since occurred
in the catchment.
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FIGURE 4-44 MIHI CREEK EXISTING FLOOD EXTENT COMPARISON 1 IN 20 AND 1 IN 100 AEP

The RoG modelling will not allow direct application of the UD1 and UD2 methodology in a similar manner to
that applied for all other catchments. Despite this, the limited opportunity for future development to occur in
the Miki Creek catchment via floodplain encroachment would likely negate the outcomes from such an
assessment. In consideration of the above, and to ensure that assessment of future development outcomes
for Mihi Creek catchment are also captured , the following technical approach has been applied:
UD1 – No inclusion of development fill for the reasons stated previously. Rather, an increase in the Fraction
Impervious (FI) is to be applied in the RoG model. The increase in Fi will be a surrogate to development
fill in order to simulate an increase in runoff that is expected to occur through brown field development
and has been informed based on Council’s ultimate strategic land use plan. In turn, this will result in an
increase in flow through the catchment’s watercourses. The assessment has been prepared for the
same AEP design events that are being analysed for the convention UD1 fill assessment as outlined
previously; and
UD2 – To incorporate an increase in floodplain roughness for the main waterways and channels. The
roughness has been applied in a consistent manner to that previously described for the conventional
UD2 approach and is therefore consistency in this aspect. The assessment has been prepared for the
same AEP design events as previously noted for the UD2 assessment.
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4.8.3

Impact of Future Development on Flooding

The results of the UD1 and UD2 future development scenarios have been post-processed and used to assess
future damages including AAD and total numbers of properties impacted in Ipswich. Using the same risk based
approach to assessing current flood risk as outlined previously in Section 4.1 across the Ipswich LGA, future
flood risk has also been investigated. Based on the methodologies recommended in the SFMP, this section
presents an exposure analysis, hydraulic risk and damages of two (2) future development scenarios
comprising UD1 and UD2. The impacts of the future development scenarios have assessed in terms of the
change in flood levels, change in hydraulic risk and flood damages across the Ipswich LGA.
4.8.3.1

Impact on Flood Level

The two (2) future development scenarios provide an estimate of the impacts that may be observed if the
floodplain is fully developed within the allocated urban footprint. This assessment builds on the analysis
undertaken within the SFMP in assessing the impacts in the context of the Ipswich LGA planning scheme.
Changes in flood level for the 1 in 100 AEP flood event at key locations shown in Figure 4-45 are summarised
in Table 4-40 for both UD1 and UD2 development scenarios.
The change in water surface levels in 1 in 100 AEP for both UD1 and UD2 are shown respectively in Figure 447 and Figure 4-49. Figure 4-48 and Figure 4-50 illustrate the change in water surface levels within the
immediate Ipswich CBD locality respectively. The change in water level maps have been prepared to include
both the local catchment systems as well as the Bremer River, with the latter taken from the IRFSU study.
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Under a UD1 scenario being development filling between the 1 in 20 and 1 in 100 AEP events which is shown
in Figure 4-46, significant changes in the flood level in the 1 in 100 AEP are observed around the Walloon and
extending downstream along the Bremer River in Amberley and the Ipswich CBD. This has the effect of
restricting the flows to the channel and with particularly high impacts greater then 300mm over large spatial
areas in the vicinity of the RAAF Base Amberley. There are also notable increases that occur in both Woogaroo
and Bundamba Creeks as a result of the UD1 future development scenario. In the Ipswich CBD, there are
significant increases in water depths around the Marsden Parade railway embankment and other commercial
and residential localities, with the impacts occurring as a result of the Bremer River UD1 scenario. Impacts are
less pronounced in the local catchments with the exception of the Marsden Parade area that is also subject to
large increases in a local catchment event.
Under a UD2 scenario the increase in water levels are somewhat less compared to the UD1 scenario, with the
major result being a lowering in water levels in areas downstream from Amberley. The reduction in water levels
is likely a result of the combination of higher floodplain roughness in the upstream catchment areas as well as
the likely changes in tributary timing. Areas where water levels have increased includes large areas of
Rosewood, Thagoona, Walloon, the Bremer River (upstream reaches) and Bundamba Creek, with the
increases up to 0.2m in the UD2 scenario.
In the Ipswich CBD under the UD2 scenario, there are also significant increases in water depth observed
around the Marsden Parade railway embankment for a local catchment flood event. These increases are also
shown to occur in the Bremer River, but this is only a result of the tailwater level boundaries included in the
model with overall reductions in water levels in the Bremer River occurring as discussed above. For the local
catchment model, the UD2 scenario includes a minimum floodplain roughness of 0.08 which is typically much
higher compared to the roughness applied in the base model and is a reason for the localised increases that
have occurred.
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TABLE 4-40 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT FLOOD LEVEL IMPACTS – INCREASE IN FLOOD LEVEL FROM CURRENT
SCENARIO 1 IN 100 AEP FLOOD EVENT

Existing
Scenario Flood
Level (mAHD)

UD1 Flood
Level
(mAHD)

UD1 Flood
Level
Afflux (m)

UD2 Flood
Level
(mAHD)

UD2 Flood
Level
Afflux (m)

Riverview - Redbank

7.14

7.17

0.02

7.26

0.12

South Ripley - Wards Road

68.22

68.30

0.08

68.66

0.43

Kuss Road

53.29

53.31

0.01

53.32

0.02

South Ripley - James Ivory
Bridge

45.55

45.97

0.42

45.69

0.14

Spressers Bridge

40.91

40.92

0.01

40.93

0.02

Rosewood

37.22

37.36

0.14

37.23

0.01

Seven Mile Bridge

36.43

36.64

0.22

36.47

0.05

Bellbird Park

36.29

36.30

0.01

36.35

0.07

Six Mile Creek

33.05

33.08

0.02

33.31

0.25

Five Mile Bridge

32.57

33.24

0.68

32.66

0.09

Walloon

26.94

27.34

0.40

27.23

0.29

Harding Street

25.36

25.41

0.05

25.39

0.04

Blackstone Bridge Alert
Gauge, Bundamba Creek

21.15

21.22

0.07

21.40

0.25

Churchill

20.95

21.05

0.09

20.98

0.02

One Mile - Churchill

20.92

20.95

0.03

20.93

0.01

Ipswich CBD

17.59

18.15

0.57

19.37

1.78

Mihi Creek

15.05

15.04

-0.01

15.16

0.11

Lower Bundamba

13.21

13.25

0.05

13.22

0.01

East Ipswich

12.91

12.91

0.00

12.95

0.04

Brisbane Road

11.12

11.41

0.29

11.28

0.16
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FIGURE 4-45 REPORTING LOCATIONS OF WSL AFFLUX ACROSS IPSWICH LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA
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FIGURE 4-46 UD1 - EXTENT OF FILLING IN THE FLOODPLAIN
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FIGURE 4-47 CHANGE IN FLOOD LEVEL FOR UD1
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FIGURE 4-48 CHANGE IN FLOOD LEVEL FOR UD1 – IPSWICH CITY
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FIGURE 4-49 CHANGE IN FLOOD LEVEL FOR UD2
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FIGURE 4-50 CHANGE IN FLOOD LEVEL FOR UD2 – IPSWICH CITY
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4.8.3.2

Hydraulic Risk

Figure 4-51 to Figure 4-54 illustrate the change in hydraulic risk across the Ipswich and Ipswich City for both
the UD1 and UD2 scenarios. Further mapping of the Ipswich LGA is available in Appendix G.
Under UD1, which represents filling in the floodplain outside of the 1 in 20 AEP, there are some marginal
increases in hydraulic risk by two or more HR categories throughout the Ipswich LGA. The most notable
changes are located around Walloon, Rosewood and Thagoona. In the Ipswich CBD, there are observed
increases in HR category around the rail embankment near Marsden Parade.
Under UD2, which represents increased roughness in the development footprint, the majority of observed
increase are by one HR category, again around Walloon and in comparison, less increase in HR around the
Ipswich CBD.
Table 4-41 shows the area of floodplain within each of the hydraulic risk categories for the Base Case and two
ultimate development scenarios.
TABLE 4-41 AREAS OF THE FLOODPLAIN IN HR CATEGORIES: BASE CASE AND DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS
IN KM2
Scenario

HR1
(c)

HR1
(b)

HR2
(c)

HR2
(b)

HR3
(c)

HR3
(b)

HR2
(a)

HR3
(a)

HR4

HR5

Total

Base Case

68.36

30.08

12.73

26.28

20.01

12.40

31.67

6.27

39.64

94.92

342.36

UD1

68.82

29.74

12.69

26.32

19.91

11.95

32.45

5.93

36.57

97.18

341.54

Difference

0.45

-0.34

-0.04

0.04

-0.10

-0.45

0.78

-0.34

-3.08

2.26

-0.83

UD2

67.92

31.84

12.54

26.45

19.79

12.28

33.11

6.09

38.81

93.65

342.48

Difference

-0.44

1.76

-0.19

0.17

-0.22

-0.12

1.44

-0.19

-0.83

-1.27

0.11
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The results show that most significant changes in HR extent are within the UD1 scenario particularly HR4
which decreases by 3km2 and HR5 which increases by 2km2.
Overall, however the changes in HR extent are insignificant as a result of the ultimate development sensitivity
analysis. This reflects the observations in the 1 in 100 AEP flood level analysis which tends to show changes
in water surface level of under +/- 0.2m for the majority of the floodplain.
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FIGURE 4-51 CHANGE IN HYDRAULIC RISK FOR UD1
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FIGURE 4-52 CHANGE IN HYDRAULIC RISK FOR UD1 – IPSWICH CITY
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FIGURE 4-53 CHANGE IN HYDRAULIC RISK FOR UD2
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FIGURE 4-54 CHANGE IN HYDRAULIC RISK FOR UD2 – IPSWICH CITY
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4.8.4

Future Flood Damages

Impact of future development on existing residential and non-residential property damage (AAD) has been
assessed to show potential increases in the damages that maybe expected as a result of fully developed
catchments.
Increased development is expected to impact on the water as shown in the changes to hydraulic risk and flood
levels, this is likely to have direct impact on flood damages as flood levels increase on existing properties in
the floodplain.
4.8.4.1

Impact on Predicted Number of Properties Flooded

Table 4-42 shows the number of existing properties inundated above floor level under current conditions and
the two ultimate development for the full range of modelled flood events.
Please note that this analysis shows only the local creek catchments and not the extent of the Bremer and
Brisbane River flooding. This is because the UD1 and UD2 modelled scenarios were analysed in the SFMP
and not repeated in the IICP, for comparative purposes to show the quantum of change between the ultimate
development scenarios from a ‘base case’, only properties impacted by flooding from the local catchments are
shown in the results.
No new properties in the floodplain associated with the actual future development are included in the analysis.
Only existing properties have been included in the assessment.
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TABLE 4-42 NUMBER OF PROPERTIES FLOODED ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL UNDER CURRENT AND ULTIMATE
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

AEP 1 in X

Existing

UD1

Difference +/-

UD2

Difference +/-

2

963

972

9

971

8

5

1173

1185

12

1182

9

10

1324

1341

17

1322

-2

20

1547

1572

25

1542

-5

50

1856

1823

-33

1886

30

100

2255

2039

-216

2322

67

500

2875

3106

231

2942

67

2000

3424

3751

327

3536

112

PMF

6634

7094

460

6885

251
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A property-type breakdown of the property counts for the current, UD1, and UD2 scenarios for each magnitude
of flood was undertaken. This exercise demonstrates the distribution of potential damage and highlights the
most vulnerable property types across the Ipswich LGA.
4.8.4.1.1

BASE CASE, UD1, AND UD2 INUNDATION OVERVIEW

In the current base case scenario, the data suggests that critical infrastructure and sensitive institutions (e.g.,
aged care facilities, hospitals, military bases, education facilities, etc) are notably less exposed to above floor
level inundation than residential (and residential – multi-dwelling). Buildings affected in the 1 in 100 AEP base
case, UD1 and UD2 scenarios are all shown in Figure 4-55.
When compared to the base case, the UD1 inundation assessment reveals the clear similar exposure to
residential, community facility buildings and small increase to the exposure of sensitive and critical
infrastructure. Minimal changes have been observed for above floor level inundation of properties for the UD1
scenario; specifically, for the 1 in 100 AEP design flood event, the percentage of inundation of building types
remains the same for sensitive institutions and critical infrastructure with a combined 1% of total inundated
properties. 4% of the total inundated buildings are community facilities, whilst 80% are residential properties.
Comparatively, the exposure of community facility and commercial properties presents a similar picture in the
UD2 scenario, with minor increases in above floor level inundation for most other property types. However, the
UD2 assessment reveals a decrease in the residential property exposure to 78% of all inundated properties in
the 1 in 100 AEP flood event. Further to this, community facilities increased to 5% and commercial buildings
increased to 6% whereas primary production remained the same as the UD1 scenario with 6%.
4.8.4.1.2

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND SENSITIVE INSTITUTION INUNDATION OVERVIEW

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

It is noted that critical infrastructure and sensitive institutions across the Ipswich LGA are typically immune to
above floor level inundation up to and including the 1 in 20 AEP flood event. This is except for education facility
buildings (with at least two properties inundated in the 1 in 2 AEP flood event) and transport facilities (with at
least one property also inundated in the 1 in 2 AEP flood event). Furthermore, a notable observation is that no
hospital, power, or aged care facilities experience above floor level inundation for any of the assessed flood
magnitudes in either the current, UD1, or UD2 scenarios.
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FIGURE 4-55 1 IN 100 AEP PERCENTAGE OF PROPERTIES FLOODED – BASE CASE, UD1 AND UD2 SCENARIOS
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TABLE 4-43 NUMBER OF PROPERTIES FLOODED ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL – ULTIMATE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 1 (UD1)

Category

2

5

10

20

50

100

500

2000

PMF

674

814

909

1018

1117

1234

1880

2286

4549

Rural/Primary Production

5

13

17

42

118

134

180

216

358

Community and Public Facilities

19

25

35

47

57

74

147

192

440

Residential- Multi Dwelling

222

257

291

335

372

399

554

647

1038

Special Use

1

2

3

3

3

5

11

15

45

Commercial/Business

26

37

47

70

86

103

164

193

304

Mixed Use

9

16

17

18

20

20

47

57

107

Critical Infrastructure - Emergency Management

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

4

5

Sensitive Institution - Education

2

3

3

6

8

13

23

28

52

Industrial

13

17

18

31

40

55

95

111

190

Sensitive Institution - Aged Care

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Critical Infrastructure - Transport

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Critical Infrastructure - Air Force

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

Sensitive Institution - Hospital

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Critical Infrastructure - Sewerage

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Residential
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Property Count Per 1 in X AEP

Sensitive Institution - Child Care

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Critical Infrastructure - Power

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

972

1185

1341

1572

1823

2039

3106

3751

7094

Total
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TABLE 4-44 NUMBER OF PROPERTIES FLOODED ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL – ULTIMATE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 2 (UD2)

Category

2

5

10

20

50

100

500

2000

PMF

679

818

900

1004

1168

1389

1737

2093

4402

Rural/Primary Production

5

15

22

44

110

134

177

212

337

Community and Public Facilities

21

31

41

50

77

110

154

189

433

Residential- Multi Dwelling

213

243

274

309

364

430

523

630

1025

Special Use

2

3

3

3

4

6

11

13

41

Commercial/Business

28

36

43

69

83

130

162

190

288

Mixed Use

11

16

16

19

20

25

48

58

94

Critical Infrastructure - Emergency Management

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

5

5

Sensitive Institution - Education

2

3

3

8

9

14

22

30

54

Industrial

9

16

19

34

49

81

102

112

199

Sensitive Institution - Aged Care

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Critical Infrastructure - Transport

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Critical Infrastructure - Air Force

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

Sensitive Institution - Hospital

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Critical Infrastructure - Sewerage

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

Sensitive Institution - Child Care

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

Residential
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Property Count Per 1 in X AEP

Critical Infrastructure - Power
Total
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

971

1182

1322

1542

1886

2322

2942

3536

6885
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4.8.4.2

Impact on Tangible Flood Damages (residential and Non-Residential)

The estimated total damages across each AEP and contribution to the AAD under current flooding conditions
and under the two ultimate development scenarios UD1 and UD2 is shown in Table 4-45. The table shows
both residential and non-residential tangible damages typically increase under the UD1 and UD2 ultimate
development scenarios.


For the UD1 scenario, observed increase in residential damages in the 1 in 500 AEP and 1 in 2000 AEP
are approximately $34 million and $43 million.


There are observed decreases in the residential and non-residential damages in the 1 in 50 and 1 in
100 AEP events, this is likely a result of the floodplain filling restricting the number of exposed
buildings, which clearly affects these particular flood event most substantially.



Non-residential damages for the PMF flood event decrease by over $130,000 in the UD1 scenario.



For the UD2 scenario, observed increases of residential damages in the 1 in 500 AEP and 1 in 2000 AEP,
are approximately $4 million and $6 million


Non-residential damages in the 1 in 500 AEP, 1 in 2000 AEP, and PMF flood events increase by with
respective increases of $29 million, $21 million and $38 million from the base case current scenario.
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A property-type breakdown of the damages for the current, UD1, and UD2 scenarios for each magnitude of
flood was undertaken. This exercise demonstrates the distribution of potential damage. This analysis is
available in Appendix G.
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TABLE 4-45 PREDICTED TANGIBLE FLOOD DDAMAGE TO PROPERTY UNDER FUTURE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

AEP 1 in X

Current Condition

UD1

UD2

Non-Residential

Total

Residential

Non-Residential

Total

Total
Difference +/-

Residential

Non-Residential

Total

Total Difference
+/-

2

$55,775,029

$5,969,899

$61,744,928

$56,464,318

$5,969,899

$62,434,217

$689,289

$55,473,053

$6,011,542

$61,484,595

-$260,333

5

$67,606,143

$8,062,820

$75,668,963

$68,335,815

$8,063,308

$76,399,123

$730,160

$67,639,323

$8,375,500

$76,014,823

$345,860

10

$76,148,345

$9,935,580

$86,083,925

$77,413,537

$9,935,717

$87,349,254

$1,265,329

$75,258,378

$10,213,681

$85,472,059

-$611,866

20

$88,655,291

$17,425,050

$106,080,341

$90,546,916

$17,429,805

$107,976,721

$1,896,380

$88,128,093

$25,848,197

$113,976,290

$7,895,949

50

$107,000,503

$39,650,835

$146,651,338

$104,316,533

$41,734,482

$146,051,015

-$600,323

$107,129,179

$46,171,545

$153,300,724

$6,649,386

100

$140,169,265

$65,944,404

$206,113,669

$122,530,690

$62,863,315

$185,394,005

-$20,719,664

$141,655,831

$93,713,435

$235,369,266

$29,255,597

500

$185,295,002

$129,731,585

$315,026,587

$219,814,215

$144,919,930

$364,734,145

$49,707,558

$190,007,373

$158,885,592

$348,892,965

$ 33,866,378

2000

$236,993,112

$188,244,571

$425,237,683

$280,533,990

$194,928,507

$475,462,497

$50,224,814

$243,115,858

$209,479,279

$452,595,137

$ 27,357,454

PMF

$635,625,305

$584,411,990

$1,220,037,295

$709,938,715

$584,280,408

$1,294,219,123

$74,181,828

$676,995,309

$622,560,901

$1,299,556,210

$ 79,518,915

AAD

$34,076,540

$6,257,295

$40,333,835

$34,605,857

$6,354,082

$40,959,939

$626,104

$34,056,622

$7,181,182

$41,237,804

$903,969
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4.8.4.3

Impact on Flood Damages (AAD)

The estimated total annual average damages (AAD) for the full range of AEP modelled flood events under
current conditions and under two ultimate development scenarios is shown in Table 4-45. This analysis, like
the SFMP methodology, assumes that non-property and intangible damages remain the same as the current
conditions.
The flood damage analysis of the base case, UD1 and UD2 scenario shows that total damage figures are
dominated by residential, rural residential, community facilities, and commercial properties; these property
types are substantially affected in all assessed flood magnitudes, with residential specifically being the most
prominent in each magnitude. Typically, critical infrastructure and sensitive institutions do not significantly
contribute to the total damages, however, education facilities do become rather costly from the 1 in 100 AEP
flood event and beyond.
Damages associated with each flood magnitude typically increases from the current to UD1 and UD2
scenarios, although the extent of this change varies between flood events.
The largest observed increase in flood damage for the UD1 scenario occurs in the 1 in 500 AEP, 1 in 2000
AEP, and PMF flood events, with respective increases of $49 million, $50 million and $74 million.
It is noted that flood damages decrease in the 1 in 100 AEP, likely due to the floodplain filling restricting the
number of exposed buildings, which clearly affects this particular flood most substantially; the magnitude of
this decrease is $20 million.
Similarly, the observed increase in flood damage for the UD2 scenario also occurs in the 1 in 500 is $33 million.
The observed damages for the 1 in 100 AEP for the UD2 scenario increase by a magnitude of $29 million.
Overall, it is evident the AAD increases for both the UD1 and UD2 ultimate development scenarios. It is
important to note there is no consideration for the additional buildings associated with this future development
as part of this study.
4.8.4.4

Summary of Future Flood Risk
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The intent of the assessment was to consider all future development to identify the areas that may be
considered sensitive to fill and changes to floodplain. The SFMP investigated the ultimate development
impacts in the regional Bremer and Brisbane River systems and so both UD1 and UD2 sensitivity assessments
were applied to the local creek models only.
The UD1 sensitivity assessment examined a scenario that assumed filling in the floodplain outside of the 1 in
20 AEP up to the level of the 1 in 100 AEP to represent an ultimate fill scenario. The results suggests that
areas in South Ripley around the James Ivory Bridge and in the Ipswich CBD near Marsden Parade may be
particular sensitive to filling of the floodplain as significant increases in the 1 in 100 AEP event flood level have
been observed. Western Creek exhibited significant increases up to 0.2m and Walloon significant impacts
beyond 0.2m of flood depth in the Bremer River waterway itself. The impacts in Walloon can be explained by
the downstream component of the model (i.e., the tailwater) being the 1 in 20 AEP for the Bremer River, which
due to the nature of the topography in Walloon, means there is a lot more water being constricted to the
waterway within the UD1 sensitivity model run, the increase in depths here is reflected in the HR mapping for
this area that increase by 2 or more HR category. The significant flood and HR increases exhibited in
Bundamba Creek reflect the amount of urban footprint that is assumed to be filled, there are increases in flood
depth which increase HR category by 1 along most of the floodplain. Whilst it is noted that there are slight
variations with the way different creek flood models assume the tailwater (i.e., from 1 in 5 AEP to 1 in 20 AEP),
the overall impacts in the UD1 scenario reflects the amount of fill applied to the floodplain.
The UD2 sensitivity assessment alters the roughness of the floodplain to simulate development features such
as fencing or built forms which has the effect of holding the water back on the floodplain, this includes within
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the 1 in 20 AEP. The results suggest significant increases in flood levels around the Blackstone on Bundamba
Creek, Ipswich CBD, Six Mile Creek and South Ripley near Wards Road. These areas may be sensitive to
increased development activity in the floodplain. Generally, the increases in flood waters under a UD2 scenario
are spread out across the floodplain and there appears to be more widespread increase in flood levels than
the UD1 scenario, however the quantum of increase is moreover, less than 0.2m.
With the exception of Western Creek which exhibits some decreases in HR category, generally under a UD2
scenario the increase in HR is limited to 1 category. The Ipswich CBD around the area of Marsden Parade
there are increase in two or more HR categories as more floodwater is held back behind the railway
embankment causing high depth and high hazard situations.
Both scenarios tend to show the extent of flooding largely does not change, just a slight increase in flood level
and HR categories.
Damage curves used to calculate economic impacts to buildings use increments of 0.5m up to 2m of flood
water depths and 0.1m increments thereafter. The quantum of increase of approximately 0.2m, and a minimal
change in flood extent is reflected by the small increase in citywide annual flood damages (AAD) of under $1
million for both UD1 and UD2 scenarios.
Under a UD1 scenario the increases in flood depths are largely confined to the waterway and in areas that are
expected to experience considerable development in the future. Under a UD2 scenario the impacts are
widespread on the floodplain but generally 0.2m or under. It is important that in the areas that particular
sensitive to fill and change to floodplain characteristics, Council should continue to protect the function of the
floodplain and restrict filling activities below the DFE unless undertaken as balanced cut and fill and thereby
bring no worsening of hydraulic flow capacity or no reduction in overall flood storage.

4.9

Climate change sensitivity

For the purposes of analysing climate change sensitivity across the Ipswich LGA, the impact of the climate
change scenario used in Council’s planning scheme has been considered.

4.9.1

Methodology for Considering Climate Change

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The methodology adopted for climate change is in accordance with the Inland Flooding Study report (DNRM,
2010). This correlates with Australian Rainfall and Runoff (AR&R) 1987 methodologies which infers for every
degree of global warming apply a 5% increase in rainfall intensity within the models.
This is also considered to align with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s ‘Representative
Concentration Pathway’ (RCP) 8.5 which assumes a sea level rise of 0.8 metres and a 20% increase in rainfall
intensity for the year 2090.
Peak flood level difference mapping shown for the 1 in 100 AEP flood event is provided in Appendix H, this
section highlights areas of significant climate change sensitivity. As shown in the mapping, many areas exceed
0.3m in flood level increase, some of these key catchments that exhibit a significant change in flood level are
analysed a little closer later in this section.
4.9.1.1

Black Snake Creek Local Climate Change Sensitivity

As identified in Figure 4-56, flood levels in the local Black Snake Creek model through the suburbs of Tallegalla
and Marburg, in places are significantly sensitive to climate change impacts associated with increased rainfall,
however most of the creek catchment is rural in nature with increases in flood levels largely limited to the
channel or immediate floodplain.
Particularly in the Marburg detention basin, change in peak level is over 0.3m with marginal areas that would
be inundated under the climate change scenario. Downstream of the Warrego Highway there is minor afflux
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near the channel. In the township of Marburg there are some flow paths which breakout in a 1 in 100 AEP
event, these flow paths may experience increase in peak level between 0 to 0.3m.
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FIGURE 4-56 1 IN 100 AEP CLIMATE CHANGE DIFFERENCE MAP – BLACK SNAKE CREEK
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4.9.1.2

Bundamba Creek Local Climate Change Sensitivity

As identified in Figure 4-57, flood levels in the Bundamba Creek model through the Ripley Valley, Booval and
Bundamba suburbs are significantly sensitive to climate change impacts associated with increased rainfall.
Through the Ripley Valley the change in peak flood level is between 0 and 0.3m.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Downstream increases in flood level are significant in the suburbs of Booval and Bundamba where large areas
would become inundated in a climate change scenario that are currently dry in a 1 in 100 AEP event. Changes
in peak flood level are in places greater than 0.3m.
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FIGURE 4-57 1 IN 100 AEP CLIMATE CHANGE CIFFERENCE MAP – BUNDAMBA CREEK
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4.9.1.3

Deebing Creek Local Climate Change Sensitivity

As identified in Figure 4-58, flood levels in the Deebing Creek flood model through the suburbs of Deebing
Heights, Yamanto and Churchill are significantly sensitive to climate change impacts associated with increased
rainfall. Through Deebing Heights, there is the change in peak flood level is between 0 and 0.3m which is
largely contained to the channel.
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Downstream of the Cunningham Highway increases in flood level are significant in the suburbs of Yamanto
and Churchill where large areas would become inundated in a climate change scenario that are currently dry
in a 1 in 100 AEP event. Changes in peak flood level are in places greater than 0.3m.
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FIGURE 4-58 1 IN 100 AEP CLIMATE CHANGE DIFFERENCE MAP – DEEBING CREEK
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4.9.1.4

Rosewood and Thagoona Local Climate Change Sensitivity

As identified in Figure 4-59, flood levels in the suburbs of Rosewood and Thagoona are somewhat sensitive
to climate change impacts associated with increased rainfall. In both Rosewood and Thagoona large areas
have an increase peak flood level of between 0 and 0.1m.
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In Thagoona, there are pockets of residential areas that would become inundated in a climate change scenario
that are currently dry in a 1 in 100 AEP event.
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FIGURE 4-59 1 IN 100 AEP CLIMATE CHANGE DIFFERENCE MAP – ROSEWOOD AND THAGOONA
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4.9.1.5

Western Creek Local Climate Change Sensitivity

As identified in Figure 4-60, flood levels in the Western Creek model through the suburbs of Mount Mort,
Calvert and Lanefield are significantly sensitive to climate change impacts associated with increased rainfall.
It is noted that creek catchment is rural in nature with increases in flood levels largely limited to the channel or
immediate floodplain.
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Particularly in the upper catchment in Mount Mort, the change in peak level is over 0.3m with marginal areas
that would be inundated under the climate change scenario. In Calvert the regional riverine flood extent from
the Bremer River are the dominant flood source and there is minor increase in the flood level near the channel
associate with a 1 in 100 AEP climate change scenario in Calvert of between 0 and 0.3m.
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FIGURE 4-60 1 IN 100 AEP CLIMATE CHANGE DIFFERENCE MAP – WESTERN CREEK
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4.10

Summary and Recommendations

4.10.1

Recommendations

Recommendations are listed below for consideration by Council. As the IICP has been conducted with data in
a point in time, updates, and refinement to the IICP are recommended periodically. In addition to this, some of
the recommendations may be more suited to State Government due to existing recommendations in the SFMP
that generally affect all Councils.
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TABLE 4-46 RECOMMENDATIONS

Ref

Section

Category

Description

FS1

4.6.1.4

Flash Flooding
Damages

Consider investigating damages due to flash flooding.
These catchments would include upper portions of the
Bremer/Warrill, Western, Bundamba and Woogaroo
Creek and overland flowpath catchments.

FS2

4.6.1.3; 4.11.2.

Commercial
Damages

The SFMP uses value classes to define different
commercial damages based on how valuable the
building contents may be. For the IICP damage
calculations an average value class was used. Council
may consider updating the commercial value damages
after the IICP is complete.

FS3

4.11.2

Existing Flood
Models

Throughout the IICP project several technical flood
modelling issues have been identified. Whilst this is
generally not part of the scope to review and update
models, the following is noted:
Sandy Creek had issues associated with TUFLOW
boundaries which misrepresents flow across the
catchment. This has not been investigated in detail
however it is noted that this may potentially
overestimating flooding extents in this area and may
impact on the accuracy of this data in this location.
Council may consider updating this model to resolve
these issues.

FS4

4.8.2.3, 4.11.2

Existing Flood
Models

Council may consider updating this model to resolve
the following issues.
Mihi Creek model is a direct rainfall model. It is
understood the purpose of these models was for
infrastructure investigation and in that context the
models are generally sound in their application. Direct
rainfall may potentially overestimating flooding extents
in this area and may impact on the accuracy of this data
in this location.
Council may consider updating this model to resolve
these issues.

FS5

General

IICP Updates

As flood information is updated over time, the IICP
should be reviewed in the context of the current
understanding of flood risk. Council may consider, due
to the scale of the project, updating the IICP on a 5 year
timeline.
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4.11

Limitations

4.11.1

Purpose

This section highlights a number of limitations that have been identified whilst analysing the data. These are
described below for due consideration when using the information presented in this chapter for decision making
purposes. Furthermore, a large component of the IICP adopts the methodologies of the SFMP. The limitations
section of the SFMP for this data and methodology must be read in conjunction with the limitations listed,
specifically in this section.
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4.11.2

Limitations of Analysis



The flood modelling outputs used in the analysis of the IICP contain some inconsistencies across the
Ipswich LGA study. The project team has undertaken fixes where possible to provide more robust
modelling outcomes for the project. Most notably is the over estimation of flood extents associated with
Sandy Creek model which has affected number of properties in suburbs such as Camira. The results
within Sandy Creek are inclusive of overland flow as inflows for the model are included further up the
creek in comparison to other catchment models.



Mihi Creek and Western Drain flood models are based upon direct rainfall models which in comparison to
other catchment hydrologic/hydraulic models has the effect of overestimating flood extents and time tot
inundation.



All time to inundation and duration of inundation outputs are to be used with caution and should not be
relied upon in flood events. These outputs are further limited by the number of hydraulic durations available
within Councils models. In some cases, only one hydraulic duration (critical) is available, and this may
affect the outcomes in these areas. Nonetheless a high level application of these outputs is useful



Commercial damages should be used with caution as damage values had to be averaged across all
commercial zone use types. Commercial damages vary greatly across value classes; however, no further
information was made available to conduct this assessment.



On review by Council, significant differences between the ‘building type’ in the existing SFMP property
database, the Geovision database and a high level check of the building type using Google Streetview
has been noted. Building type will likely affect the floor level calculation and the outputs of the project such
as damages, over floor flooding and the analysis that uses these outputs. It should be noted that there is
approximately a 60% accuracy tolerance with specific regard to the floor levels, this in turn, will impact on
the accuracy of the damage’s information.



Road damages have been adopted using the SFMP method. Generally, the damages calculated for use
in the IICP are considered to be relatively high in comparison to other projects the project team have been
associated with. As road damages have been primarily based around the 2011 event and largely within
Brisbane CBD, this has potential to elevate damages figures used in the analysis. This is because the
2011 event within Brisbane was a very long duration event compared to a flood within the Ipswich LGA,
maintaining high water levels for extended periods of time after the peak. This inundation timeframe is
likely to be attributed to significant damage associated with road pavements. Shorter duration of flooding
within Ipswich (particularly on local and overland flow catchments) may have significantly fewer actual
damages due to less pavement damage. As no other research or damage costs exist in this space, the
BRSFMP method has been adopted and in accordance with alignment with the BRSFMP overall.



Councils existing models contain model tailwater as is normal practice for catchment modelling. Using
tailwater and maximum riverine flood extents may provide some issues with how results are processed.
Areas within tailwater affected areas were not able to be processed for outputs such as time to inundation.
Therefore, properties, roads etc, within these areas cannot be assessed for this type of risk. This is a
limitation of the existing models that cannot be resolved without re-running and re-processing all flood
models without elevated tailwater conditions.
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4.11.3

Exposure by Local Creek Catchment

The following table provides flood exposure by local catchment
TABLE 4-47 EXPOSURE BY CATCHMENT

Catchment

Building Exposure by AEP
5

10

20

50

100

500

2000

PMF

Woogaroo

19

26

28

37

79

135

218

272

793

Western

2

12

20

43

74

88

126

150

252

Tallegalla

0

0

2

2

2

2

4

6

10

Six Mile

2

6

8

13

15

18

36

48

211

Sandy

463

491

508

527

543

585

661

719

920

Rosewood Thagoona

55

75

103

119

171

202

255

332

675

Newtown

131

159

178

197

210

222

245

271

355

Mihi

68

103

128

150

175

208

265

344

599

Goodna

32

48

57

67

77

86

115

146

367

Ebenezer

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

11

Deebing

55

66

71

78

89

166

208

246

501

CBD

30

40

46

54

57

62

68

75

112

Bundamba

100

132

158

231

313

419

543

659

1466

Black Snake

3

6

9

14

18

23

70

80

187
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5

PHYSICAL MITIGATION

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

Overview

This chapter explores options to reduce the current flood risk in the Ipswich LGA via physical infrastructure
solutions. Infrastructure solutions adjust the behaviour of floodwaters to reduce the impacts on people and
property and thereby reducing the flood risk. Traditional engineering approaches include dams, levees,
floodgates, detention basins, and barriers. The IICP also explores natural floodplain solutions such as
revegetation, re-engaging the floodplain and naturalisation of waterways which ensure the prosperity of
ecosystem health aspects are also considered as additional benefits to floodplain mitigation.
The Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan (SFMP) established a regionally consistent
framework for identifying floodplain mitigation options with due consideration of a wide range of factors and
agreement by a variety of professionals from a range of jurisdictions. In general, the approach undertaken in
the SFMP has been adopted by Council for the preparation of the Local Floodplain Management Plan (LFMP)
components of the IICP, with some distinct differences to suit localised needs.
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The regionally consistent framework established in the SFMP to shortlisting floodplain mitigation options is
shown in Figure 5-1.

FIGURE 5-1 SFMP MITIGATION OPTION ASSESSMENT

This approach is generally adopted whereby an initial long list of options is derived from existing strategic
planning exercises and shortlisted through a Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA). These shortlisted options then
undergo further detailed modelling assessments. A key component of the IICP has been to ensure that broader
waterway and ecosystem health outcomes are also delivered where possible through projects which integrate
both flooding and ecosystem health outcomes.
The key steps undertaken in the SFMP and adopted in the IICP are:
Develop long list of options, drawing from a range of sources;
Refine the long list of options (including initial NFM assessments to identify potential sites);
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Shortlisting process using MCA;
Assessments of the short list of options; and
Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) assessments of the short list.
Traditionally, floodplain mitigation options are difficult to develop in a cost beneficial manner. This is prevalent
in many of Ipswich City Council’s previous floodplain management works where no structural flood mitigation
options have been assessed with a BCA value of above 1 (i.e., benefits are the same as costs). An example
of this are the findings from the Bundamba Creek Catchment Flood Study and Flood Risk Management Plan
2012, where all of the options were below a 0.5 score.
As the cost of flooding continues to climb, these options whilst not technically cost beneficial in a traditional
sense, still provide significant flood reductions and benefit. The regionally consistent framework described
above which is adopted in the IICP seeks to develop this issue more and address the sole reliance on
economics only by also undertaking a MCA that has due consideration of social, environment and economic
factors. With both of these assessments combined, options that may score low in an economic assessment
may be duly considered due to the other benefits associated with floodplain mitigation such as ecosystem
health outcomes.

5.1.2

Structural Options from the SFMP for Ipswich City Council

As a result of the SFMP, three structural options that may provide regional flood risk reduction benefits were
recommended for further investigation:
1. Structural Option S03Upper catchment dry flood mitigation dams Investigate potential for other
locations for regional-scale dry flood mitigation dams at new floodplain crossings of the Southern
Freight Railway or other major linear infrastructure. Any potential locations to be referred to the state
for consideration in conjunction with SO2.
2. SO5 Ipswich CBD flood gate Undertake a feasibility study for a flood gate at Marsden Parade as part
of the Ipswich Local Floodplain Management Plan.
3. SO7 Goodna CBD levee Undertake a local options assessment for the Goodna CBD levee as part of
the Ipswich Local Floodplain Management Plan.
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These regional infrastructure solutions will be explored further in this section 5.4 with due consideration of
localised flood impacts, the MCA developed as part of the IICP and a high-level analysis of additional design
features.

5.2

Methodology

The methodology for selecting and assessing the physical flood mitigation options includes the following:


Development of a long list of options through previous works, the SFMP recommendations and
discussions with the Technical Working Group (TWG)



Development of a short-listed options list included further workshops to discuss merit of options, targeted
locations from other strategies, initial high level NFM modelling to target areas and types of intervention
and community feedback



An initial MCA assessment to assist in prioritisation of the short-listed options to move to detailed flood
modelling



Detailed Flood Modelling and a damage and cost benefit assessment



A final MCA considering additional information from the previous step including BCA scores and damages.
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An important component to the mitigation process, modelling and assessment is the conceptual nature of the
investigation. This can limit the accuracy of all of the steps in the process and results and recommendations
should be considered with this in mind.

5.2.1

Step 1: Development of Options Long List

This section provides an overview of how options were sourced and selected from existing technical
documentation, initial high-level modelling, TWG discussion and consideration of the Managing Future Flood
Risk survey. There are a multitude of flood mitigation methods that reduce flood damages within a catchment.
These include:


Dams;



Detention basins;



Permanent and temporary levees;



Flood gates and backflow prevention devices;



High flow bypass channels/diversions; and



Natural Floodplain Mitigation (NFM) measures, such as revegetation and floodplain re-engagement.

5.2.1.1

Identifying physical options

To source and eventually short list preferred flood mitigation options, the following work was undertaken to
create a long list of possible options:
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Reviewing previous Council flood studies and floodplain management plans across all catchments. Many
of these options were reviewed with key consideration if they were still feasible and if they had not been
implemented. Key Council plans / studies and strategies used to source options were:


Bundamba Creek Study



Goodna Creek Flood Study



Kendall Street Flood Study



Thagoona Flood Study



Guilfoyles Gully Flood Study



Woogaroo Creek Flood Study



Sandy Creek Flood Study



Blacksnake Creek Flood Study



Rosewood Flood Study



Ipswich Flood Levee Assessment; and



Waterway Health Strategic Priority, Creek Corridor Plans and Catchment Action Plans



Reviewing specialist reports such as the Regional flood mitigation options report following the 2011 flood
and a variety of large-scale levee projects. Each option that was recommended for further investigation
was extracted and included in the long list.



Discussion within the TWG to draw out local flood knowledge and problem areas



Inclusion of previous structural flood mitigation options from the SFMP including:


Structural Option SO3 Upper catchment dry flood mitigation dams, investigated on the Bremer River
and Warrill Creek
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SO5 Ipswich CBD Flood gate at Marsden Parade; and



SO7 Goodna CBD Levee

These options have investigated further considering local flooding issues associated with stormwater and
local creek flooding.


Discussions and workshops with the TWG. These workshops influenced decision making by highlighting
aspects such as asset management and residual risk issues as well as collective knowledge to better
inform the long list of options. In addition, locally known hotspot areas of flooding and concern were also
considered in the assessment

It is noted that several local drainage options were also discussed, however these were largely dismissed due
to their not being of a suitable scale for catchment wide flood risk.
5.2.1.2

Additional Waterway Health Improvements Sought

Waterway corridors across Ipswich provide a range of ecosystem services for the community, the environment,
and the economy. These values include water supply, groundwater recharge, stormwater management and
detention, habitat, recreation, amenity, and cooling. Achieving healthy waterways and catchments is a top
priority for Ipswich residents according to Advance Ipswich surveys. Key threats to waterway values are
erosion and sedimentation, changes to natural flow regimes, poor water quality, removal and degradation of
riparian zone vegetation and the disconnection and loss of floodplains and their wetlands. While this project
is focused on improving flood outcomes, it has also sought to identify options that can improve waterway health
by:


Improving the ecological resilience and habitat value of waterways;



Rehabilitating and connecting riparian zones; and



Reconnecting floodplains and wetlands to their catchments and waterways.

5.2.2

Step 2: Refined Options Long List

5.2.2.1

Initial Shortlist Approach
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To refine the long list of floodplain mitigation options to assess through the MCA, several steps were taken,
including reviews of:


Workshops with the TWG developed as part of the IICP;



Council adopted flood studies and floodplain management plans, assessing, and including any relevant
or proposed mitigation options;



SFMP recommendations including SO3, SO5 and SO7 options;



Any known proposals from the Ipswich Community;



Any feedback from the Community Consultation Exercises;



Other Council plans and projects which seek to improve waterway health including the Waterway Health
Strategy, Creek Corridor Plans and Catchment Action Plans;



Previous work undertaken by Council in the field of NFM including investigations and modelling of NFM
scenarios to help inform strategic locations for intervention in the detailed modelling;



Key ecological and waterway management areas;



Previous strategic projects by Ipswich City Council (Bremer Catchment Plan as one example); and
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Consideration of only regional scale options. Local drainage was not considered appropriate for this type
of project, due to the scale for catchment wide flood mitigation

Following on from the above refinement process, a multi-criteria analysis to prioritise short listed options for
further assessment was undertaken.
5.2.2.2

Refinement of Natural Floodplain Management Options

NFM options such as revegetation and reconnection of waterway channels, floodplains and riparian zones
provide strong alignment with Council’s Waterway Health Strategy (2020 and draft), multiple Creek Corridor
Plans and Catchment Action Plans. NFM is considered to not only have benefits to flood mitigation but can
have benefits to water quality, biodiversity, and ecosystem health.
To refine the list of potential NFM options to be assessed further through the MCA and BCA, it was necessary
to undertake initial modelling assessment of NFM techniques across a variety of catchments and
configurations. Testing was aimed at producing:


An understanding of which catchments in the Ipswich LGA best suit the use of NFM;



Trialling different techniques such as revegetation, floodplain re-engagement and offline storage;



Determining which areas of the catchment would be best suited for these techniques, considering any
issues with storage and flood peak delays; and



Determining the best method to be used in different circumstances.

Bundamba Creek, Bremer River, Warrill Creek, Purga Creek and Franklin Vale Creek (Bremer Catchment)
were chosen as test catchments (primarily because of their complexity and the population downstream at risk
of flooding). Key ecological areas and focus points were also utilised to determine the best location for NFM
intervention.
The initial modelling assessment results are present in section 5.3.
Air Force

5.2.3

Step 3: Final Short-Listing Process
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Once a refined long list of options was collated and agreed, an initial Multi Criteria Assessment was set up and
conducted to determine which options progressed to detailed modelling and assessment.
5.2.3.1

Initial Multi Criteria Analysis

Generally, for flood mitigation options only direct costs and benefits are considered in the overall scoring and
subsequent ranking. The IICP has followed the methodology outlined in the SFMP with due consideration of
a range of additional tangible and intangible costs and benefits such as social health and the environment.
These aspects align strongly with Council’s strategic documents and visions as well as the overall intent of the
IICP. The initial MCA was used to short list options for more detailed cost benefit assessment.
5.2.3.1.1

OVERVIEW OF THE MCA

The MCA process applied in the IICP includes refinements and additions to the SFMP TER methodology, to
suit the localised context of Ipswich. Due consideration has been applied to the findings from the community
survey, Council strategies and policies and to match the integrated catchment approach by placing emphasis
on the environment and social benefits.
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5.2.3.1.2

MCA CRITERIA

As a baseline, the SFMP TER MCA and criteria was replicated, however some changes were made to better
align with the integrated approach of the project, including:


Introducing environmental benefits into social considerations and overall community health outcomes.
This includes potential recreation and amenity value associated with having connection to waterways and
environmental areas.



Utilising community survey data to inform the community attitude analysis. The community survey data
was used to inform the scoring of the MCA in the social aspect for community attitude. Preferred mitigation
options in the survey (such as dams) scored higher than least preferred options.



Including residual risk to capture any potential impact on the community and Council associated with flood
events above the DFE. This also includes consideration of increased asset management burden and
ongoing costs/resourcing to Council and the community. Examples of this include the ongoing
management of structural assets such as referable dams which also includes operational resource
requirements during flood events. The degree of the potential resourcing and risk (potential for failure etc)
is qualitatively assessed for each option.



Economic costs of flooding including flood damages incurred by commercial and residential owners and
infrastructure costs.



Better defining the environmental benefit and including more detailed aspects of waterway health and
water quality. A qualitative assessment is undertaken of the potential for waterway health and water
quality improvement depending on scale of the project and measures proposed (such as revegetation and
floodplain engagement). The NFM options are assessed in detail including the potential process and
impact to waterway health. As some structural measures will have a negative impact to waterway health,
these are scored accordingly considering these processes.



These aspects above were discussed with the TWG to ensure the outcomes of the IICP matched the local
content of the project, aligned with strategies and goals of Council, captured a more integrated approach
to the project overall and ensured that Council’s asset management concerns were captured.

MCA criteria and the scoring system adopted are listed in Table 5-1.
TABLE 5-1

Criteria

MCA CRITERIA

Issue

Scoring Scale (1-5)
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1
Safety of
People

Social

2.5

5

Reduce hydraulic
risk rating (now and
future)

Number of
properties with
increased risk

No Reduction in
Risk

Reduce hydraulic
risk rating (now and
future)

Improve time for
evacuation (now
and future)

Time for evacuation
reduced

No effect to current
evacuation time

Increased
evacuation time

Targets vulnerable
community
members or areas

Targets less
vulnerable people

Targets a mix of low
and high

Targets vulnerable
community
members or areas

Social health
benefits

Negative effect on
social health -

Social health
benefits

Negative effect on
social health -
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Criteria
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Economic

Feasibility

Issue

Scoring Scale (1-5)
1

2.5

Improves
community flood
resilience (now and
future)

Reduces resilience
during floods and
reduces
understanding of
flooding

No change to
resilience or
understanding

Strengthens
resilience during
floods and improves
understanding of
flooding

Recreation and
amenity

Decrease in
diversity and
amenity of open
space and natural
environment areas

No change in
diversity and
amenity of open
space and natural
environment areas

Increase in diversity
and amenity of
open space and
natural environment
areas

Connection and
collaboration

Increased
separation of
community from
watercourse.
Decreased cultural
heritage connection

No change

Decreased
separation of
community from
watercourse.
Increased cultural
heritage connection
and function

Community

Majority of
community likely to
oppose measure

Community neutral
on measure

Majority of
community likely to
support measure

Reduce damages
and costs to
residential property
(now and future)

Net damage likely
to increase
following measure

No change

Net damage likely
to decrease
following measure

Reduce damages
and costs to
business and
industry (now and
future)

Net damage likely
to increase
following measure

No change

Net damage likely
to decrease
following measure

Option likely to be
cost beneficial (now
and future)

Costs of option
likely to outweigh
benefits

Near neutral cost
benefit

Benefits of measure
likely to outweigh
costs

Physical/technical
(now and future)

Likely to be
complex, expensive
and many unknown
issues

Likely to be feasible
subject to further
investigations

High degree of
certainty and
feasibility around
outcomes

Legal/approval risk

Requires approval
with high risk of
issues surrounding
this

Requires approval
but generally
approval granted
with conditions

No or minimal
approval required

Residual Risk/Asset
Management

Major residual risk
transferred with
major ongoing
asset management

Some residual risk
transferred and
some ongoing
major asset
management

No residual risk
transferred and no
ongoing major asset
management
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Criteria

Issue

Scoring Scale (1-5)
1

Essential
Infrastructure

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Environment
and Natural
Resource
Management

2.5

5

Improve availability
and function (now
and future)

Measure will
negatively impact
on existing or
proposed critical
infrastructure

No net change on
existing or
proposed critical
infrastructure

Measure will
positively
impact/improve
existing or proposed
critical infrastructure

Protection of water
supply quality and
security - catchment
protection (quality
and yield)

Decrease in
catchment storage
or management
practices leading to
significant impact in
water security

No net change to
water security

Increased
catchment storage
or management
practices leading to
significant
improvements in
water security

Improved Water
Quality

Likely increase in
water quality
pollutants

No net change

Likely decrease in
water quality
pollutants

Species, Vegetation
and habitat impacts

Decrease in habitat,
vegetation and
species

No net change

Increase in habitat,
vegetation and
species

Ecosystem health
and connectivity
(fish passage/fauna
movement)

Fragmentation or
disconnection of
ecological
communities

No net change

Improved
connection of
ecological
communities

Reduction in
landscape
salinity/improved
moisture retention
and groundwater
recharge

Enhanced salinity
risk due to changes
in vegetation or
decrease in
groundwater
recharge.
Decreased area of
floodplains and
wetlands

No net change

Decreased salinity
risk due to changes
in vegetation or
increased
groundwater
recharge.
Increased area of
floodplains and
wetlands

Reduction in
erosive capacity/soil
movement channel
stability/geomorphol
ogy

Decrease in
channel stability,
increase in soil
movement/erosive
capacity and
geomorphology
issues

No net change

Increase in channel
stability, reduction
in soil
movement/erosive
capacity and
geomorphology
issues

Options were scored considering some of the following elements:


Using the scale of the option and overall flood level reductions to make inferences to reductions in
hydraulic risk.



Investigating each catchment area for the concentration of vulnerable uses and commercial and
residential settlements.



Using inferences of major storage and catchment lagging (slowing of velocity) and relevant scale and
volume for the likely impact on reducing (or increasing) time to inundation and thus response time.
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Utilising the results of community surveys for dams, landscape management, levees etc.



Delineating between options that have positive and negative impact on connection, collaboration, social
health, amenity etc. The scale of option and type (structural or non-structural was used to score this).
i.e., a large scale NFM option would generally score higher in these areas than a structural option.



In a similar method, waterway and ecosystem health outcomes were separated in scoring with scale and
non-structural versus structural options. In generally, structural options score negatively or no net change
in these sorts of areas.
As an example, levees can reduce floodplain engagement and thus increase velocities through the main
waterway increasing the likelihood of scour and providing worse waterway health outcomes. On the other
hand, floodplain storage and revegetation can assist in reducing erosive capacity and increase
groundwater recharge.

5.2.3.1.3

MCA WEIGHTING

In addition to the change in criteria, weightings were modified from the SFMP TER to better suit the IICP.
These changes included:


Increasing the weighting of social aspects of options due to the increased weighting of environmental
aspects and overall community health (not just flooding related).



Targeting vulnerable residents and the importance of flood resilience.



Increasing the weighting of natural environment aspects.



Modifying and generally lessening weightings across other categories to fit new criteria into the
assessment.



The weightings were discussed at length with the TWG considering the above aspects and adopted into
the MCA. These weightings are shown in



Table 5-2.
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TABLE 5-2

MCA WEIGHTING

Criteria

Detail

Overall
Weighting

Safety of
People

Reduce hydraulic risk rating (now and future)

15%

Improve time for evacuation (now and future)

5%

Social

Targets vulnerable community members or areas

5%

Social health benefits

3%

Improves community flood resilience (now and future)

6%

Recreation and amenity

2%

Connection and collaboration

2%

Community

2%

Reduce damages and costs to residential property (now and future)

9%

Reduce damages and costs to business and industry (now and future)

5%

Option likely to be cost beneficial (now and future)

6%

Physical / technical (now and future)

4%

Legal / approval risk

3%

Economic

Feasibility
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Detail

Overall
Weighting

Residual Risk/Asset Management

3%

Essential
Infrastructure

Improve availability and function (now and future)

5%

Protection of water supply quality and security - catchment protection (quality
and yield)

5%

Environment
and Natural
Resource
Management

Improved Water Quality

4%

Species, Vegetation, and habitat impacts

4%

Ecosystem health and connectivity (fish passage/fauna movement)

4%

Reduction in landscape salinity / improved moisture retention and
groundwater recharge

4%

Reduction in erosive capacity/soil movement - channel
stability/geomorphology

4%

Total

100%

Criteria

5.2.4

Step 4: Assessment of Short List of Options

5.2.4.1

Detailed Modelling Process
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The proposed shortlisted options were then assessed in detail through 2D hydraulic models previously
developed by Council across the study area. The option location determines which hydraulic model was
utilised. Modelling was undertaken generally with the following considerations:


Existing models were utilised in their current state, assumed to be fit for purpose and using the same
parameters (grid sizing etc).



Modifications were made within the hydraulic models to suit the proposed options including Manning’s
roughness changes, Z shape inclusions and other adjustments, as necessary.



The model was simulated across all the storm events available, up to the PMF.



Duration and ensemble selection (if relevant) were kept consistent with the existing model.



The Bremer River and Warrill Creek model follows the process outlined in Ipswich City Council’s Ipswich
Rivers Study to determine final peak surfaces within the catchment.



All duration surfaces were post processed for maximum water levels across all flood events (where
relevant).



The mitigated height surface was compared with the existing height surface to determine performance
and any impacts from the proposed option. This information was then utilised within the flood damages
assessment.



Damages assessments were undertaken using local model area existing damages. These damages will
differ from the maximum damages presented in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter as not all
flooding sources are considered. This is because the flood mitigation options are targeted at reducing
flood risk from the local catchment, rather than the regional Bremer or Brisbane River, therefore these
options will consider local damages associated with that local model only.

5.2.4.1.1

MANNING’S ROUGHNESS DETAILED NFM OPTIONS

A key component of the Natural Floodplain Management options is the selection and application of Manning’s
‘n’ roughness values. Numerous sources were researched regarding this issue including:
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Australian Rainfall and Runoff 2019 – 2-Dimensional Modelling;



Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts (DSITI) Regional Ecosystem
Technical Descriptions;



DES Bio Condition Benchmarks for Regional Ecosystem Condition Assessment; and



Modelling parameters from the Ipswich Rivers Flood Study (Bremer/Warrill Flood Study).

A practical application of Manning’s ‘n’ roughness values was required striking a balance between effective
flood mitigation and encouraging suitable ecosystems within the selected areas.
Within the guidelines, the most prevalent and appropriate riparian zone vegetation community is shown below.
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This consists of a mix of Eucalyptus, Casuarinas and Melaleuca species including numerous shrubs and
groundcovers such as Lomandra. It is also expected that in the long term there would be a heavy covering of
organic matter and woody debris across the ground surface creating undulating terrain on the floor. This
ecosystem is listed as in the DES Bio Condition Benchmarks for Regional Ecosystem Condition Assessment
guidelines and was generally the common riparian ecosystem present prior to clearing in the Ipswich
catchments.

FIGURE 5-2 COMMON RIPARIAN VEGETATION CHARACTERISTICS IPSWICH

Within the floodplains, Manning’s ‘n’ roughness considers a balance between ecosystem and flooding benefits.
The system most appropriate for the Ipswich catchments is Eucalyptus teretecornis which was common prior
to clearing.
The ecosystem would consist of blue gums (Eucalyptus tereticornis) and a variety of other canopy trees.
Historically, floor cover consisted of minimal shrubs and groundcover (primarily native grasses) and less woody
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debris. To achieve the multi-stage vegetation benefit, more shrubs and ground cover would be introduced,
and this would also act as a deterrent to the intrusion of weeds such as Lantana which is prone within these
ecosystems.
With regard to selection of Manning’s ‘n’ roughness values, the information above was considered and a
general guide adopted as follows:


Revegetation of the riparian zone 50m either side of the creek line. Zones of riparian areas in these
systems would include a very dense 0.12 Manning’s ‘n’ for an area approximately 50m from the bank to
the transition area.



A transition area from 50m to 200m to an ultimate riparian coverage area of 200m. This signifies the
change from riparian to artificially planted floodplain. These areas would maintain a Manning’s ‘n’ value
of 0.1 and be quite dense to still reflect riparian conditions.



Beyond the 200m riparian zone, a deliberate moderately vegetated floodplain would be included to the
very edge of the 1 in 100 AEP flood extent. These areas will reflect previous species and configuration
as listed above and a 0.08 Manning’s ‘n’ value was adopted.

The table below shows a summary of these zones that are used in the detailed modelling of each option.
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TABLE 5-3

MANNINGS ROUGHNESS PARAMETERS

Mannings Roughness
Zone

Planting Zone used in
costing

Width of Zone

Mannings Value
Adopted

Riparian Zone

Planting Zone 1

50 metres offset from
centre line of creek
(both sides)

0.15

Riparian to Floodplain
Transition Zone

Planting Zone 2

150m either side of
riparian zone

0.1

Floodplain Zone

Planting Zone 3

Remaining floodplain to
1 in 100 AEP extent

0.08

These configurations and modelling parameters are dependent on an established system and the full effect
would not be recognised for several years after intervention works commenced.
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FIGURE 5-3 COMMON FLOODPLAIN VEGETATION CHARACTERISTICS IPSWICH

5.2.5

Step 5: Cost Benefit Analysis of short list

The following information provides the methodology and process undertaken to determine the mitigation
damages and the eventual benefit cost ratio (BCR) and priority assessment of each mitigation option.
5.2.5.1

Mitigation Model Simulation and Damages
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In order to provide a comparison of the existing versus mitigated results, resultant damages and average
annual damages, the following modelling process was undertaken:


All existing models as provided by Council were utilised;



All events, durations and temporal patterns were utilised, and any post processing was undertaken in
accordance with the procedures and run files documented in the existing model run sets;



The Ipswich Rivers model was used, and the specific target areas utilised as per the process documented
by Council; and



All existing model results utilised were assumed correct and functioning.

Mitigation model results were then run through WaterRIDE to estimate flood damages for each mitigation
scenario with an annual average damage calculated for the existing case scenario using the same process.
5.2.5.2

Option Costing

Cost estimates were made in consideration of the following factors:
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Discussion with the TWG and specific construction, water, drainage, project management and natural
environment departments of Council.



Consideration of rates applied in the SFMP. It is noted that these rates appear more high level and
conceptual and do not appear to consider local and more detailed knowledge of projects;



Design estimating rates from Ipswich City Council;



Construction contract rates from completed projects including Redbank Recreation Reserve (detention
basin, planting, drainage and wetland), Thagoona Flood levee (earthworks, imported embankment and
large culverts) and Small Creek (extensive revegetation).



Multiplication factors for pre-construction works (such as design) were made depending on the scale and
complexity of the project.



Contingency allowances were adjusted depending on project complexity.



Many of the projects are likely to cause minor impact to private property because of increased flooding.
No allowances were made for potential issues of implementation however the damages assessment
included the capture of increased damages as a result of water level increase overall.



For NFM options, information has been obtained by Ipswich City Council from forestry departments (large
scale planting exercises) and other private firms specialising in large scale planting projects. Furthermore,
for NFM options, due consideration of the scale of the project (especially large-scale planting exercises):


Larger project options were costed on the assumption that a project specific nursery would be
constructed to raise seedlings and aid installation. Due to the scale of the exercise, it is anticipated
that this would be the only practical way and would result in significant cost savings and economic
growth for the area. Assumptions have been made that this would be pursued for these reasons.



Large scale projects are likely to require private land and no calculation or allowance was made for
land acquisition or compensation.



Smaller planting scale projects were costed on supply and install planting costs and not associated
with onsite nursery production.



A sliding scale of plant costs was considered, i.e., revegetation closer to the creek within 100m
assumes less planting is required as there are existing vegetation areas. For areas within floodplain
where minimal planting is present, costs will be higher but lower density will be required.



Council and other organisations have volunteer, offsets and other community programs that could
significantly aid in large scale planting endeavours. Some consideration has been incorporated into
the costings for this.



Establishment and maintenance of the NFM options is a complex matter and full consideration has
not been able to be provided within this project. Allowances for this have been made for establishment
and ongoing maintenance. Establishment rates may be optimistic in value, however long-term
maintenance rates over 100 years may be conservative (as systems will likely require reduced
maintenance in the long term).



Annual maintenance costs for structural options were adjusted to 3.0% of the capital cost to reflect
potential requirements for referable dams. Maintenance costs for NFM options were adjusted to a
sliding scale depending on the project scale (recognising cost savings at scale).



Knowledge and experience from the entire project team in design and construction.
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5.2.5.3

Cost Benefit Analysis Process

A traditional benefit cost assessment (BCA) was utilised to determine the value of works to proceed. The costs
of the works included capital and maintenance costs, design and overheads as well as a 30% contingency.
Benefits are recognised through the average annual damage reduction across the entire IICP catchments.
The BCA considers a 100-year design life of the options and utilises a 7% discount rate with sensitivity of the
4% and 10% discount rates. Specifically, a new set of BCRs has been calculated using a discount rate of 4%
and 10%, in addition to the standard value of 7%. Queensland Treasury does not provide specific
recommendations on the discount rates to be used, however, recent guidelines from Infrastructure Australia,
(March 2018) recommends the use of 4%, 7% and 10%. The sensitivity of these discount rates can be used
to make informed decisions around BCA scores that are borderline in progressing.
A BCA uses the following process to calculate the figures:


The annual yearly saving from flooding (mitigated damages minus existing damages) is used as the “year
one” net present value (NPV);



The NPV is reduced over a term of 100 years by a rate of 7% as described above (this essentially devalues
the damage reduction benefit over time);



The total yearly flood damage reduction (considering NPV) is calculated;



The life cycle maintenance costs over the asset life are considered in the final capital cost; and



This total value is compared to the initial capital cost of the asset and the NPV value is divided by the
capital cost. This provides the end value for the BCA.

When an assessment was completed for each option, any option that had a BCR of 1.0 or more was
recommended to proceed as the benefits are either equal to or greater than the costs. BCR’s that incur a
value of greater than 0.5 would require further consideration of discount rates, constraints, limitations, and the
value of integrating into other opportunities (such as future development and integration of multiple outcomes).
These options would require further investigation. Options with a BCR of less than 0.5, purely from a benefit
cost point of view are not recommended to proceed. In this case however, the MCA assessment should be
considered to assess multiple outcomes and objectives.
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5.2.5.4

Final Multi Criteria Analysis Process

The final MCA process considers more certain information that is available from the average annual damage
reduction and benefit cost assessment. The range of scoring was altered to be representative of all options
modelled and assessed (i.e., the higher score is set at the best option and the lower at the worst performing
action in each category).
The following table lists the criteria used to assess scoring for damages and likely cost benefits. These outputs
can be used to adjust scoring in the final MCA based on more information at hand from detailed modelling and
assessment.
TABLE 5-4

DETAILED MCA REFINEMENT PARAMETERS

Score

Reduction in Average Annual Damage

Cost Benefit Ratio

1

<-$500,000 (increase)

<0.05

1.5

-$500,000 to -$250,000 (increase)

0.05-0.5

2

-$250,000 to $0 (increase)

0.5-0.75

2.5

$0 to $50,000

0.75-1.0
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Score

Reduction in Average Annual Damage

Cost Benefit Ratio

3

$50,000 to $250,000

1.0-1.25

3.5

$250,000 to $500,000

1.25-1.5

4

$500,000 to $1,500,000

1.5-1.75

4.5

$1,500,000 to $5,000,000

1.75-2.0

5

>$5,000,000

>2.0

To determine the scoring of commercial versus residential damages, the following methodology was
considered:


In general, the overall difference across the IICP for residential and commercial existing damages was
considered. As residential damages make up the largest component of damages compared to commercial
damages, this was considered in scoring.



The extent of commercial and residential development was considered in each catchment. As an
example, in the Bremer catchment there are significant portions of commercial development and
substantial residential settlements. This is similar to the Bundamba Catchment with a large
commercial/industrial area near Brisbane Road. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Thagoona has
limited commercial and industrial development within the mitigation option. This was reflected in a higher
score for residential. Similar could be said for the Ipswich CBD and Goodna CBD structural options
whereby the bulk of mitigation benefit is provided to commercial businesses.

5.3

Options Assessment

The above methodology within the regionally consistent framework has been applied to shortlist floodplain
mitigation options. The results of each step including the initial modelling assessment to shortlist NFM options
are presented in this section.
Due consideration is given to the results of the community consultation survey ‘Managing Future Floods’
conducted in 2019. The survey had 190 respondents from 51 Ipswich suburbs. When asked about the most
important measures for reducing flood risk, more people said landscape restoration (51) than structures (46).
The results of the Managing Future Floods survey are presented in more detail in the Community Awareness
and Resilience chapter, however the preferences have been considered in the development of the MCA.
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5.3.1

Initial NFM Modelling Assessment

As discussed in section 5.2, to refine the list of potential NFM options to be assessed further through the MCA
and BCA, initial modelling assessment of NFM techniques across a variety of catchments and configurations.
The results of this assessment are discussed in this section.
5.3.1.1

Bundamba Creek NFM

Several scenarios on Bundamba Creek were modelled, including:


Revegetation of the entire stretch of the creek from the upper catchment to the Cunningham Highway (just
upstream of existing urban population);



Floodplain attenuation in the upper sections of Bundamba Creek. Whilst providing significant reduction
in flood levels downstream, these techniques were primarily used to reduce the afflux associated with the
revegetation scenarios;



A combination of the above scenarios including longer and shorter lengths of revegetation; and
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Testing sub tributary catchments (such as Little Bundamba Creek) to determine conflicts with coincidental
flooding and peak flow and volume delays.

Modelling primarily utilised modification of terrain (embankments and excavation), culvert outlets for floodplain
basins and generally a 0.1 Mannings ‘n’ roughness value for revegetation. The Mannings roughness value of
0.1 was considered an extension of the riparian corridor to the full 1 in 100 AEP flood extent.
The results revealed that there was a significant benefit associated with NFM scenarios. The assessments
also showed that careful consideration is required where NFM and storage is placed. By increasing storage
on smaller tributaries (like Little Bundamba Creek), the mitigation benefit dwindles due to the storing and slower
release of this volume of water (timing it with the later main flood of Bundamba Creek). In some circumstances,
flooding can also worsen for this reason.
Based on a mix of practicality and benefit, two scenarios were passed forward to the multi criteria analysis.
5.3.1.2

Bremer River and Warrill Creek Catchment NFM

Similarly, to the Bundamba catchments, the following aspects were incorporated into the Bremer and Warrill
Catchment NFM testing:


Revegetation of the entire stretch of the river/creek from RAAF Amberley Air Force Base to the top of the
Bremer and Warrill systems;



Floodplain attenuation and floodplain engagement in the mid-section of the river. These structures were
located off the main creek within the floodplain to reduce the impact to ecosystems and also to encourage
water infiltration and absorption in these catchments;



A combination of the above scenarios including longer and shorter lengths of revegetation; and



Testing of tributaries such as Franklin Vale and Purga Creek for response and coincidental flooding
issues.
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Modelling primarily utilised modification of terrain (embankments and excavation), culvert outlets for the
floodplain basins and generally a 0.1 Mannings ‘n’ roughness value for revegetation. The Mannings roughness
value of 0.1 was considered an extension of the riparian corridor to the full 1 in 100 AEP flood extent.
The results revealed that there was a significant benefit associated with NFM scenarios, as per Bundamba
Creek but at a larger scale. There are multiple challenges associated with projects of this scale, one of which
includes the fact that there is large flood afflux present on private property as a result of slowing velocities and
increasing water levels. There are also positive benefits associated with higher frequency of floodplain and
farmland inundation such as maintaining soil fertility, infiltration, deep soil moisture stores and overall
groundwater recharge.
The NFM assessment also revealed (like Bundamba) that targeting shorter tributaries (such as Purga and
Western Creek) introduces the potential for coincidental flooding. This was particularly noticeable on Purga
Creek where there was only a small reduction in flooding downstream on the Bremer system (and in some
areas a worsening). Overall, the conclusion was drawn that the safest and most effective NFM options would
be on the main system (Bremer or Warrill) and generally not on the smaller tributaries.
It is also noted that this should not discourage further investigation of possible combinations of different
locations for NFM or targeting specific waterway health outcomes such as smaller extents of revegetation
(riparian) as these objectives also may have significant benefit.

5.3.2

Refined Long List of Options

The 32 long list options identified are shown in Table 5-5. This list was shortened using the refinement process
described in section 5.2. A full extract of the MCA is available in Appendix I.
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TABLE 5-5

REFINED LONG LIST OF OPTIONS

Option

Catchment

Comment

Bundamba Creek
Minor NFM

Bundamba
Creek

Flood Risk, NFM Scenario Work, Waterway Health Strategic
Priority and Catchment Action Plan.

Bundamba Creek
Major NFM

Bundamba
Creek

Flood Risk, NFM Scenario Work, Waterway Health Strategic
Priority and Catchment Action Plan.

Lower Bundamba
Bypass

Bundamba
Creek

A bypass channel was proposed in the Bundamba Creek Study
which helped relieve floodwaters on the lower section of
Bundamba Creek and reduce flooding through this area.

Bundamba
Combined Basins

Bundamba
Creek

Multiple detention basins were assessed in the Bundamba Creek
Study to provide some relief to downstream properties.

Goodna Combined
Basins

Goodna Creek

Multiple detention basins were assessed in the Goodna Creek
Flood Study to provide some relief to downstream properties.

Railway Works
Basin and Culvert

Kendall Street

A detention basin, upgraded culverts and levee works were
proposed in the Kendall Street Flood Study to provide relief to up
and downstream properties.

Thagoona Basin

Thagoona

The Thagoona Flood Study proposed a detention basin to provide
relief to the Thagoona township.

Thagoona NFM

Thagoona

High flood risk and working group consensus.

Guilfoyles Gully
Basins

Guilfoyles Gully

Detention basins were proposed in the Guilfoyles Gully Flood
Study to provide relief to a minor number of properties in the
catchment.

Western Drain

Guilfoyles Gully

A proposed flood relief drain was proposed in the Guilfoyles Gully
Flood Study to provide relief to neighbouring properties.

Woogaroo
Combined Basins

Woogaroo
Creek

Multiple detention basins were proposed in the Woogaroo Creek
Flood Study to provide flood relief to downstream residents.

Sandy Flood
Bypass Culvert

Sandy Creek

A new culvert was proposed in the Sandy Creek Flood Study to
increase the discharge through an alternate area to provide relief to
upstream and downstream properties.

SO3 Lower Warrill
Creek Dam

Warrill Creek

The SFMP TER recommended an action titled S03 for Ipswich City
Council to investigate dams on Warrill Creek further.

SO3 Other upper
catchment dams

Multiple
catchments

The SFMP TER recommended an action titled S03 for Ipswich City
Council to investigate dams on Warrill Creek further.

Warrill Creek Minor
NFM option

Warrill Creek

Flood Risk, NFM Scenario Work, Waterway Health Strategic
Priority and Catchment Action Plan.

Warrill Creek Major
NFM Option

Warrill Creek

Flood Risk, NFM Scenario Work, Waterway Health Strategic
Priority and Catchment Action Plan.

Mi Hi Levee and
Gate

Bremer River

High and widespread hydraulic risk.

One Mile Levee

Bremer River

The Ipswich Flood Levee Assessment recommended a flood levee
in the One Mile area to alleviate flooding for residents associated
with flooding from the Bremer River.

Tiger and Challinor
Street Levee

Bremer River

The Ipswich Flood Levee Assessment recommended a flood levee
in the One Mile area to alleviate flooding for residents associated
with flooding from the Bremer River.
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Option

Catchment

Comment

Bremer/Brisbane
Confluence Weir

Bremer River

Historical proposals were included from Community/Political
consideration for inclusion in the assessment.

Ipswich CBD Weir

Bremer River

Historical proposals were included from Community/Political
consideration for inclusion in the assessment.

Backflow
Prevention Area 1

Bremer River

TWG consensus for a backflow prevention device to prevent
backup flooding from the Bremer River.

Backflow
Prevention and
Levee Area 1

Bremer River

TWG consensus for a backflow prevention device and levee to
prevent backup flooding from the Bremer River.

Backflow
Prevention Area 2

Bremer River

TWG consensus for a backflow prevention device to prevent
backup flooding from the Bremer River.

Backflow
Prevention and
Levee Area 2

Bremer River

TWG consensus for a backflow prevention device and levee to
prevent backup flooding from the Bremer River.

Ipswich CBD
Daylighting

CBD

TWG Consensus to provide daylighting of underground stormwater
infrastructure and re-naturalisation of the CBD historical creek.

Blacksnake Creek
NFM

Blacksnake
Creek

Flood Risk, NFM Scenario Work, Waterway Health Strategic
Priority and Catchment Action Plan.

Eastern and
Western Tributary
Basins

Blacksnake
Creek

Blacksnake Creek Flood Study recommended small detention
basins on the two tributaries to reduce local flooding in these
areas.

Rosewood
Detention Basin

Rosewood

A recommendation of the Rosewood Flood Study was to
investigate a second detention basin downstream of the referable
dam in Rosewood to provide further flood relief downstream.

SO7 Goodna
Motorway Levee

Brisbane River

The SFMP provided recommendations for Ipswich City Council to
consider and investigate this option further in comparison to other
local flood mitigation options.

SO5 Ipswich CBD
Floodgate

Brisbane/Breme
r River

The SFMP provided recommendations for Ipswich City Council to
consider and investigate this option further in comparison to other
local flood mitigation options.

Marburg Dam
Safety Upgrade

Blacksnake
Creek

TWG Consensus to include an upgrade of the Marburg Dam to
meet dam safety and operational considerations to pass the
Probable Maximum Flood.

For the developed long list of options, initial MCA screening was undertaken by the project team. Table 5-6
shows the final scoring and ranking. Refer to Appendix I for complete MCA assessment details.
TABLE 5-6

REFINED LONG LIST MCA SCORE AND RANK

Option

Score

Rank

Warrill Major NFM

1.215

1

Bundamba Creek Major NFM

1.155

2

SO3 Lower Warrill Creek Dam

0.905

3

Bundamba Creek Minor NFM

0.9

4

SO3 Other Upper Dams

0.815

5
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Option

Score

Rank

Warrill Minor NFM Option

0.81

6

Blacksnake Creek NFM

0.805

7

Thagoona NFM

0.38

8

Rosewood Detention Basin

0.35

9

Thagoona Detention Basin

0.14

10

Ipswich CBD Daylighting

0.125

11

Combined Basins Bundamba Creek

0.115

12

One Mile Levee

0.115

13

Backflow Prevention Area 1 and Levee

0.11

14

Mi Hi Levee and Gate

0.11

15

Combined Basins Goodna Creek

0.11

15

Tiger and Challinor Street Levee

0.095

17

Backflow Prevention Area 1

0.09

18

Blacksnake Western Tributary Basin

0.08

19

Blacksnake Eastern Tributary Basin

0.08

19

SO5 Ipswich CBD Flood Gate

0.07

21

Backflow Prevention Device Area 2 and Levee

0.07

21

Bremer/Brisbane Confluence Weir

0.06

23

SO7 Goodna Motorway Flood Gate

0.06

24

Marburg Dam Safety Upgrade

0.05

25

Kendall Street Basins, Pipes and Levee

0.015

26

Guilfoyles Gully Basins

-0.035

27

Woogaroo Creek Combined Basin Option

-0.05

28

Lower Bundamba Bypass

-0.055

29

Sandy Creek Flood Bypass Culvert

-0.055

29

Western Drain Channel

-0.095

31

Ipswich CBD Weir

-0.3

32

5.3.3

Short Listed Options

The top eight options above were shortlisted for more detailed assessments with the exclusion of the SO3
Lower Warrill Creek Dam, Upper Dams and Inland Freight Route investigation, these options along with the
other SFMP recommendations SO5 Ipswich CBD Floodgate and SO7 Goodna Motorway Floodgate are
discussed further in Section 5.4. This section describes the remaining shortlisted options in accordance with
the detailed assessment methodology, including commentary upon the modelling results, observed damages
and the benefit cost assessment (BCA). Figure 5-4 shows the location of the top eight options shortlisted for
further detailed assessment and the location of the three SFMP recommendations.
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TABLE 5-7

SUMMARY OF SHORT LISTED OPTIONS

Option

Summary

Warrill Major NFM

The components of mitigation option include:
 Extensive revegetation of riparian and floodplain corridors.
 Utilisation of 3 floodplain storage locations in the form of bunds with minor outlets.
 Major floodplain reengagement surrounding the floodplain structures.

Bundamba Creek
NFM Major
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Revegetation of riparian and floodplain corridors aimed at slowing and storing
water.
Utilising two (2) floodplain storage locations at strategic areas in the catchment.

Warrill Minor NFM

The components of mitigation option include:
 Extensive revegetation of riparian and floodplain corridors aimed at slowing and
storing water in a variety of functions.
 Utilising three (3) floodplain storage locations in the form of bunds (with only minor
outlets). These floodplain storage areas are identical to the major NFM option.
Major Floodplain reengagement surrounding the floodplain structures.

Bundamba Creek
NFM Minor

Revegetation of riparian and floodplain corridors aimed at slowing and storing water
via a variety of functions. Utilising two floodplain storage locations, similar to the
Bundamba Creek major option.

Blacksnake Creek
NFM

This option involves targeted revegetation to the 1 in 100 AEP extents of the
floodplain and is also aligned well to ecosystem recovery efforts for Blacksnake
Creek.

Thagoona NFM

This NFM option targets the upstream portions of two gullies that are severely eroded
with limited vegetation present. It is fairly large scale considering the amount of land
taken up by the floodplain upstream.

Rosewood
Detention Basin



Thagoona
Detention Basin



This option includes:
Excavation and a bunded wall to provide storage within the detention basin
 Construction of 2 x 1.05 metre diameter pipes and a spillway for emergency flows
 The option would also require the acquisition of private property, this has not been
accounted for in capital costs.
This option includes:
Excavation and a bunded wall to provide storage within a detention basin.
 Construction of a 1.05 metre diameter discharge pipe and a spillway for
emergency flows.
 The option would also require the acquisition of private property, of which this is
located in the future urban area.
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FIGURE 5-4 SHORTLISTED FLOOD MITIGATION OPTIONS FOR FURTHER DETAILED ASSESSMENT
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5.3.3.1

Warrill Creek NFM - Major Option

An overview of the Warrill Creek NFM major option is provided below.
5.3.3.1.1

DESCRIPTION

This option is a large-scale endeavour aimed at achieving the maximum available flood mitigation benefit from
NFM in the Warrill Creek System.
The components of mitigation option include:
Extensive revegetation of riparian and floodplain corridors aimed at slowing and storing water in a variety
of functions shown in Figure 5-5. The revegetation areas were determined through initial NFM modelling,
assessment of ecosystems health benefits and key corridors etc. This information is described below in
detail for each option. The extent of the revegetation was mapped up to the 1 in 100 AEP flood extent.
Utilising three (3) floodplain storage locations in the form of bunds (with minor outlets). These floodplain
storage areas are shown in Figure 5-6. The storage bunds were considered in areas that target key
ecological corridors and to encourage storage and infiltration at these areas. In addition, the bunds are
targeted in sections of flooding that are “bypass” channels and can also be successfully tied to natural
terrain and high points. The storage bunds may require further sensitivity testing in detailed modelling if
the options move forward and could also be removed as the primary flood reduction mechanism is the
revegetation.
Major Floodplain reengagement surrounding the floodplain structures. This new engagement is shown in
Figure 5-7 (was dry now wet).
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This option presents significant challenges associated with private landowners, impacts to private land and
access, ownership rights, use of the land and the sheer scale of the project. Nonetheless, a large-scale
exercise is worthy of being investigated to provide the necessary flood reductions and waterway health benefit
that is required for the local and regional areas.
Despite the significant challenges, this option aligns with several other Council plans and projects including
the Waterway Health Strategy (draft) and the Nature Conservation Strategy, making this an ideal location for
revegetation works. Floodplain management is a key priority for the Warrill Creek sub catchment in the
Waterway Health Strategy and there are strategic fauna corridors identified in this area in the Nature
Conservation Strategy which would enable revegetation to serve multiple outcomes. Any works would need
to consider the requirements for pockets of threatened Melaleuca irbyana within the floodplain area in this sub
catchment.
5.3.3.1.2

FLOOD MODELLING RESULTS

Difference mapping for the 1 in 100 AEP for this mitigation option is presented in
Figure 5-7. There are large changes to water levels and flood characteristics across the catchment for the 1 in
100 AEP and these include:


Significant positive afflux (worsening) in areas that have been revegetated, primarily within private
property on rural and farming land. Some flood levels have increased by over 1m. The areas around the
floodplain storage and the area between Kent’s Lagoon and Harrisville have flood levels lifted extensively.



Whilst there is a large increase in flood afflux, in comparison the extra flood extent is less than expected
(although there are still large portions of land that is newly inundated).



A targeted area of floodplain engagement (lifting of levels and increasing flood extents) has occurred
around the floodplain bunds on the fauna corridor and further downstream along Middle Road.
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There are several properties (i.e., houses) affected throughout the area. It is noted that this would
generally be unacceptable and if this option were to proceed further mitigation would be required to
alleviate this (either through property specific measures, compensation or reducing flood impact by locally
adjusting interventions).



There is significant reduction in water levels directly below where the proposed mitigation finishes. The
benefit extends for the entire reach of the downstream Bremer System and provides flood reduction
benefit to hundreds and potentially thousands of downstream properties.



Areas of One Mile and Leichhardt would have flooding benefits of up to and beyond 1m on houses. This
benefit also extends into Churchill and even propagates up Deebing Creek, with flood reductions of over
1m on an area of residential houses and a large industrial area (Turley Street).



Benefit extents into the West Ipswich Commercial area and residential houses with benefit of around 1m.
Large sections of Brassall are afforded 1m flood reductions, with two schools provided 0.85m flood level
reduction.



The Ipswich CBD has flood level reductions of 0.75m and large areas of residential housing in North
Ipswich are afforded 0.7m flood reductions.
From East Ipswich onwards, there are expansive areas of widespread benefit of 0.3-0.5m,
extending the majority of the way to the Brisbane River Confluence.



There are significant flood reductions to the RAAF Amberley Airbase (0.6m reduction on the
runway and some buildings including aircraft hangers). This would provide immense benefit from
an operational, national security and disaster response point of view. Flood level reductions also
occur at the Cunningham Highway.
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FIGURE 5-5 WARRILL CREEK NFM MAJOR REVEGETATION EXTENT
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FIGURE 5-6 WARRILL CREEK NFM MAJOR AND MINOR FLOODPLAIN BUNDS
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In other storm events, the following is noted:


In the 1 in 20 AEP, afflux upstream is less pronounced (up to around 0.6m generally). There are still
significant flood level reductions downstream (up to 0.6m on some houses and 0.4m in the Ipswich CBD),
although the amount of property benefit is substantially less due to the decreased flood extent (flows
generally remain in channel).



During the 1 in 500 AEP event, there is still significant benefit over a much larger floodplain area.
Properties are still provided up to 0.6m level reduction, the RAAF base has substantial flood reductions
over a bigger area (up to 0.5m) and the Ipswich CBD is still provided up to 0.4m flood level reductions.



During the 1 in 2000 AEP event, benefit is largely a 0.2m reduction in flood level across the downstream
extent, although the RAAF Base and some properties are provided 0.4m reductions.



It should be noted that during the PMF event, there is a worsening in general across the entire floodplain
to the Brisbane River. The maximum increase is 0.15m over large areas and typically 0.05-0.1m over
most of the catchment. The PMF event has been assessed for information purposes only, in general no
decision making should be based on the outcomes of the impact of the PMF as it is generally not
considered in flood mitigation due to its extremely low likelihood.

Afflux maps for flood events considered in this analysis are presented in Appendix J.
5.3.3.1.3

WIDER BENEFITS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Warrill Creek is a deeply incised waterway with a channel that has been significantly widened since European
colonisation and subsequent clearing and grazing. Consequently, significant flood events are contained wholly
within the channel, disconnecting it from the adjacent floodplain. Council’s Waterway Health Strategy 2020
(draft) recognises that re-engagement of the floodplain should be a focus for the catchment, in order to improve
waterway health, demonstrating the direct strategic alignment of this option. Revegetation will assist improving
stability of the channel under the existing scenario of increased stream power, preventing erosion and
sediment export downstream, as well as contributing to an improved diversity of channel form. Increased
roughness will assist in re-engaging the floodplain, improving groundwater recharge and increasing pollutant
removal.
The locations of proposed bunds and floodplain revegetation works are aligned with Ipswich City Council’s
strategic fauna movement corridors (as shown in the Ecosystem Health Chapter). These corridors are
identified in the Nature Conservation Strategy as corridors to be preserved and enhanced and have been
reflected in ICC’s strategic framework of the Planning Scheme review as ‘Strategic Links’. Revegetation of
the floodplain presents an opportunity to achieve outcomes for both flood mitigation and fauna corridor
enhancement. The strategic links are intended to help connect vegetation patches to the east (Flinders
Goolman Conservation Estate) and west (Mt Forbes/Ebenezer and the Little Liverpool Range). This link
includes Warrill Creek as a strategic link corridor. The proposed revegetation in this project will help to bridge
this break in the corridor, however additional planting will be required to complete the corridor.
Revegetation in this area will serve to achieve outcomes set in these strategies, by enhancing the width and
viability of the corridor. Revegetation of Warrill Creek up to a corridor width of 100 metres (50 metre riparian
buffer) would provide a very effective north-south fauna movement link. An increase in the riparian extent to
a 400m corridor width (200m buffer) may be sufficient to become viable habitat in its own right, whilst full 1 in
100 AEP extent of revegetation may make the entire floodplain a regionally significant conservation feature
comparable to that of other significant conservation estates. This extent of revegetated forest would be
capable of sustaining populations of many endemic species at maturity. Under the Major NFM scenario, this
link could connect Ipswich and its core habitat patches in Ebenezer and Mt Forbes Flinders-Goolman
Conservation Estate with the Mount French and Main Range National Parks.
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FIGURE 5-7 1 IN 100 AEP AFFLUX | WARRILL CREEK NFM MAJOR OPTION
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The area proposed for revegetation is dominated by regional ecosystem of Eucalyptus teretecornis woodland
on quaternary alluvium, with pockets of Melaleuca irbyana (M. irbyana) low open forest or thicket. Stands of
melaleuca are common on the floodplain in this area, courtesy of the heavy cracking clays with poor drainage,
key requirements for this ecosystem. Re-engagement of the floodplain is likely to enhance these conservation
characteristics. Figure 5-8 shows characteristic floodplain with M. irbyana pockets, with opportunities for
extensive revegetation. In siting these bunds, consideration will need to be given to the outlet configuration to
ensure that M. irbyana patches downstream are not isolated from flows. This may require consideration to be
given to multiple smaller outlets throughout the bund (or similar alternative configuration) to replicate sheet
flow conditions downstream to water M. irbyana patches.
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Eucalyptus teretecornis woodland on quaternary alluvium, with pockets of Melaleuca irbyana is a primary
habitat for koalas and the strategic corridor links to a core area of koala habitat, Ebenezer and Mount Forbes.
There is therefore potential to co-manage this area as a carbon offset or koala offset delivery area. Figure 5-9
below shows E. teretecornis open forest typical of the locale, almost completely lacking structural complexity
of understorey and ground layer species courtesy of heavy grazing. This highlights the potential for improved
condition of the floodplain vegetation offered by revegetation through NFM.

FIGURE 5-8 FLOODPLAIN ON WARRILL CREEK IN THE GENERAL LOCATION OF THE PROPOSED BUNDS,
WITH DENSE POCKETS OF M. IRBYANA
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FIGURE 5-9 EUCALYPTUS TERETECORNIS ON ALLUVIUM, WITH DEGRADED UNDERSTOREY AND GROUND
5.3.3.1.4

COSTINGS

The costs associated with the Warrill NFM Major option are shown below in the table. The total cost for this
project is estimated at $498,558,614.
TABLE 5-8

WARRILL CREEK NFM MAJOR COST ESTIMATE

Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Amount
($)

No.

1,470,000

1.4

$2,058,000

7,350,000

2.8

$20,580,000

3,915,714

1.4

$5,481,999

27,410,000

2.8

$76,748,800

7,744,000

1.4

$10,841,600

77,440,000

2.8

$216,832,000
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Planting
Planting Zone 1 Upper Storey

2

Planting Zone 1 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 2 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 2 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 3 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 3 Lower Storey

m

Establishment

%

2

$6,650,847.98

Sub Total

$339,193,247

Floodplain Bunds
Clearing and Preparation
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Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Imported Basin Core

m3

Foundation works

M

Spillway Works and Rock protection
Vegetation and Seeding

94250

30

$2,827,500

3

121,000

50

$6,050,000

3

93,800

65

$6,097,000

2

70,350

5

m
m

Amount
($)

$351,750

Sub Total

$15,678,000

Total Construction Cost

$354,871,247

Pre-Construction Items
Mobilisation, Traffic Control, Erosion
and Sediment Control,
Environmental Plans and Setup

%

0.1

$354,871

Design, Survey and Modelling

%

0.1

$354,871

Project Management, Applications
and other costs

%

0.15

$532,306

Sub Total

$1,242,049

Total

$356,113,296

Contingency

%

40

$142,445,318
$498,558,614

Grand Total

Allowance for establishment for two years was catered for and the ongoing maintenance cost was assumed
to be 0.2% of capital cost (equating to $981,385 annually). This approach considers the scale of the project,
the initial high costs upfront and reduced maintenance costs long term.
5.3.3.1.5

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown in Table 5-9. The existing damages for the Warrill
and Bremer catchment are $33,100,867 and the damages after the proposed mitigation are $27,626,581 which
is an 18% reduction in overall damage associated with this type of flooding.
The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown below.
TABLE 5-9

OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION - WARRILL NFM MAJOR

Reduction in AAD

Annual Maintenance

Option Benefit over 100-year lifespan
(NPV)

$5,474,286

$981,385

$78,148,938

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of the Warrill Creek NFM Major option, the benefit to cost ratio
was found to be 0.15. Whilst a positive cost benefit value is generated, the costs of constructing the asset are
less than the benefits that could be achieved over a 100-year lifespan.
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TABLE 5-10 BCR CALCULATION - WARRILL CREEK NFM MAJOR

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

Capital Cost

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$78,148,938

$498,558,614

0.15

The cost benefit lifts to 0.25 when using a discount factor of 4%. Generally, options below a cost benefit of
0.5 are not recommended to proceed based on a pure cost benefit for flooding. It should also be noted that
there are substantial impacts upstream associated with this option and practicality constraints.
Considering the multiple benefits associated with this option, the MCA is used to formalise its priority.
5.3.3.2

Warrill Creek NFM - Minor Option

An overview of the Warrill Creek NFM minor option is provided below.
5.3.3.2.1

DESCRIPTION

This option is a significant mitigation option, like the major option but with lesser upstream revegetation extents.
The components of mitigation option include:
Extensive revegetation of riparian and floodplain corridors aimed at slowing and storing water in a variety
of functions. This revegetation extends from upstream of RAAF Base Amberley to the beginning of
intensive farming land (Mutdapilly Churchbank Weir Road).
Utilising three (3) floodplain storage locations in the form of bunds (with only minor outlets). These
floodplain storage areas are identical to the major NFM option.
Major Floodplain reengagement surrounding the floodplain structures. This new engagement is shown in
Figure 5-11 as green shading (was wet now dry).

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

This option still contains difficulties and constraints in being implemented, however these are at a lesser scale
than the Major option and are targeted around land not being farmed and just upstream of RAAF Base
Amberley to recognise maximum flood benefit. Extending largescale revegetation past RAAF Base Amberley
would likely have negative impact to hundreds of residential properties.
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FIGURE 5-10 WARRILL CREEK NFM MINOR REVEGETATION EXTENT
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5.3.3.2.2

MODELLING RESULTS

The Warrill NFM Minor option has similar results (Figure 5-11) as the NFM Major option, except for lesser flood
reductions downstream due to the lesser extent of upstream revegetation and thus provision of additional flood
storage. Aspects of the option include:


The upstream positive afflux issues are the same for the NFM major option with widespread significant
level differences. In addition, there is a worsening to the Cunningham Highway of up to 0.4m increase.
This appears to be a timing issue that may be able to be resolved through detailed design of the placement
and configuration of the floodplain storage bunds, floodplain engagement and the strategic location of
revegetation.



There is significant reduction of water levels directly below where the proposed mitigation finishes. The
benefit extends for the entire reach of the downstream Bremer System and provides flood reduction
benefit to hundreds and potentially thousands of downstream properties, albeit to a much lesser degree
than the major option.



Areas of One Mile and Leichhardt would have flooding benefits of between 0.2-0.3m on houses. This
benefit also extends into Churchill areas and propagates up Deebing Creek.



Benefit extends into the West Ipswich Commercial area and residential houses with flood level reductions
of around 0.3m. Large sections of Brassall are afforded flood reductions, with two schools provided 0.25m
of flood level reduction.



The Ipswich CBD has flood level reductions of 0.22m and large areas of residential housing in North
Ipswich are afforded 0.2m of flood level reduction.



From East Ipswich onwards, there are still expansive areas of widespread benefit of 0.1-0.15m extending
the majority of the way to the Brisbane River Confluence.



There are good flood reductions at the RAAF Amberley Airbase (0.2m level reductions on the runway and
some buildings including aircraft hangers). This would provide good benefit from an operational, national
security and disaster response point of view.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

In other storm events, the following is noted:


In the 1 in 20 AEP, afflux upstream is less pronounced (up to around 0.6m generally). There are still
significant flood level reductions downstream (up to 0.3m on some houses and 0.2m in the Ipswich CBD)
although the number of properties benefited is substantially less due to the decreased flood extent (flows
generally remain in channel).



During the 1 in 500 AEP event and as expected flood level reductions begin to dissipate although there is
still significant benefit over a much larger floodplain area. Properties are still provided up to 0.2m level
reduction, the RAAF base has flood reductions over a bigger area (up to 0.2m) and the Ipswich CBD is
still provided up to 0.1m of flood level reduction.



During the 1 in 2000 AEP event, benefit is largely between 0.05-0.1m across the downstream extent.



It should be noted that during the PMF event, there is a worsening in general across most of the area to
One Mile. This afflux is approximately 0.04m, however in the context of the likelihood of this event, it is
generally not considered a factor in assessing flood mitigation options.

Afflux maps for flood events considered in this analysis are presented in Appendix J.
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FIGURE 5-11 1 IN 100 AEP AFFLUX | WARRILL CREEK NFM MINOR OPTION
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5.3.3.2.3

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

The benefits of the Warrill Creek minor option are the same as the major, however the extent of revegetation
of Warrill Creek stops at the Ipswich City Council Local Government Area boundary. It will still serve to provide
a north-south fauna movement connection within the LGA and between the two key east-west strategic links.
At maturity, the revegetated floodplain will provide habitat for a range of locally endemic species.
Revegetation of the riparian zone will provide improved waterway stability and water quality improvement
outcomes for the portions of the waterway to which revegetation occurs, with flow on benefits downstream.
However, there is a large section of the waterway upstream which will not receive these benefits.
The bunds are retained in this option and will still complement the strategic link connecting Flinders-Goolman
Conservation Estate with the Little Liverpool Range. This opportunity may still have local environmental and
biodiversity benefits, including for improved groundwater recharge, key species habitat such as koalas and M.
irbyana. The east-west connectivity will only partially be achieved, similar to the major option.
5.3.3.2.4

COSTINGS

The costs associated with the Warrill NFM Minor option are shown in Table 5-11. The total cost for this project
is estimated at $186,978,824.
TABLE 5-11 WARRILL CREEK NFM MINOR COST ESTIMATE

Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

No.

526,000

1.45

2,630,000

2.9

$7,627,000

1,050,000

1.45

$1,522,500

7,350,000

2.9

$21,315,000

2,741,000

1.45

$3,974,450

27,410,000

2.9

$79,489,000

Amount
($)

Planting
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Planting Zone 1 Upper Storey

2

Planting Zone 1 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 2 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 2 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 3 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 3 Lower Storey

m

Establishment

%

2.2

$762,700

$2,523,194

Sub Total

$117,213,844

Floodplain Bunds
Clearing and Preparation

m2

70,350

5

Imported Basin Core

m3

94250

30

$2,827,500

Foundation works

M3

121,000

50

$6,050,000

Spillway Works and Rock protection

m3

93,800

65

$6,097,000

Vegetation and Seeding

m2

70,350

5

Sub Total
Total Construction Cost

$351,750

$351,750
$15,678,000
$132,891,844

Pre-Construction Items
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Unit
Rate ($)

Items

Unit

Quantity

Amount
($)

Mobilisation, Traffic Control, Erosion
and Sediment Control,
Environmental Plans and Setup

%

0.15

$199,337

Design, Survey and Modelling

%

0.15

$199,337

Project Management, Applications
and other costs

%

0.2

$265,783

Sub Total

$644,459

Total

$133,556,303

Contingency

%

40

$53,422,521
$186,978,824

Grand Total

Allowance for establishment for two years was catered for and the ongoing maintenance cost was assumed
to be 0.26% of capital cost (equating to $470,205 annually). This approach considers the scale of the project,
the initial high costs upfront and reduced maintenance costs long term.
5.3.3.2.5

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown in Table 5-12. The existing damages for the Warrill
and Bremer catchment are $33,100,867 and the damages after the proposed mitigation are $30,952,018 which
is a 6.7% reduction in overall damage associated with this type of flooding.
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TABLE 5-12 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION - WARRILL NFM MINOR

Reduction in AAD

Annual Maintenance

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

$2,148,849

$470,205

$30,676,196

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of the Warrill Creek NFM Minor Option, the benefit to cost ratio
was found to be 0.16. That is, the costs of constructing the asset are higher than the benefits achieved over a
100-year lifespan. It should be noted that when using an NPV of 4% as a sensitivity, the BCR climbs to 0.27
which elevates the value but not close to 0.5.
TABLE 5-13 BCR CALCULATION - WARRILL CREEK NFM MINOR

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

Capital Cost

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$30,676,196

$186,978,825

0.16

BCA’s of less than 0.5 require consideration of discount rates, constraints, limitations, and the value of
integrating with other opportunities (such as future development and waterway health outcomes). In addition,
as the option has significant flood mitigation and damage reduction benefits (regardless of BCA), the multi
criteria analysis is utilised to consider multiple objectives of this option.
5.3.3.3

Bundamba Creek NFM - Major

An overview of the Bundamba Creek NFM major option is provided below.
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5.3.3.3.1

DESCRIPTION

Similar to the Warrill Creek Major NFM option, the Bundamba Creek Major NFM option is aimed at large scale
thinking and application in the Bundamba Creek Catchment.
The components of this mitigation option include:
Revegetation of riparian and floodplain corridors aimed at slowing and storing water in a variety of
functions shown in Figure 5-12. It should be noted due to the more confined nature of flooding in
Bundamba Creek (versus Warrill Creek) that the expanse and width of the revegetation corridors is much
less.
Utilising two (2) floodplain storage locations at strategic areas in the catchment. These floodplain storage
areas are shown in Figure 5-13. Details of the storages are provided below:
Bund and Wetland (Ripley Road opposite Wards Road)
This component consists of a bund extending from Ripley Road to the high ground to the north west.
As the structure crosses a higher order stream, connectivity is an important component and pipes
have been sized to allow minor events to pass through them.
An existing deteriorated ephemeral wetland will also be rehabilitated and excavated to increase
storage within this area.
Floodplain Bunds (between Wards and Ripley Road)
This bunding system has been designed to take advantage of additional floodplain re-engagement
created through upstream revegetation. The bunding system will mitigate only the major events when
the floodplain engages, which is targeted at providing mitigation downstream for selective events when
flooding occurs (i.e., above the 1 in 10 AEP). No major pipe structures are proposed to convey flow,
only smaller “draw down” pipes that can be assessed as part of detailed design.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Another aim of this area is to integrate with future Council planning where the area is potentially viable
for major regional sporting fields. These structures have been designed with this in mind, and the
ability to readily change to a more sensitive environment approach or both.
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FIGURE 5-12 BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MAJOR REVEGETATION EXTENT
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FIGURE 5-13 BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM (MAJOR AND MINOR) FLOODPLAIN STORAGES
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5.3.3.3.2

MODELLING RESULTS

The modelling results in Figure 5-14 show that there is a large change to water levels and flood characteristics
across the catchment. These include:


Significant positive afflux (worsening) in the upstream areas that have been revegetated. These are
primarily located above the floodplain storage areas. There is some increase in flood extent (mainly
around the top floodplain bund area), and this is intentional to create engagement and further flood
storage.



Below the floodplain storage areas, overall, there is a benefit to the Centenary Highway, although there
are isolated sections of minor afflux.



Afflux increases between the Centenary to Cunningham Highway with increases mostly between 0.1m
and 0.3m. The increased area of flooding is only marginal.



There are significant reductions in water levels directly below where the proposed mitigation finishes. The
benefit extends from the Cunningham Highway all the way to the Bremer River confluence. Benefits are
usually between 0.2-0.3m, transitioning to 0.1m closer to the Bremer River.



Benefits are provided to significant numbers of residential properties and a large area of commercial and
industrial land use located around Brisbane Road.

In other storm events, the following is noted:


In the 1 in 20 AEP, afflux upstream is similar to the 1 in 100 AEP, however perhaps slightly worse because
storage basins are conveying more flow during the lower events. The main channel generally has a
reduction in levels upstream, however the tributaries have a slight worsening (up to 0.1m) as these
sections cannot drain as well to the main creek.
Downstream, there are reductions up to 0.3m to houses and commercial properties around Brisbane
Road. Downstream of this section, the creek remains in channel and generally there is minimal damage
reduction.



During the 1 in 500 AEP event, there are still significant benefits over an increased floodplain area.
Properties are provided up to 0.4m reduction and downstream of Brisbane Road there are more
recognised benefits as floodplains engage and more houses are flooded.
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Afflux upstream is more widespread in some areas as spillways begin to engage on the floodplain storage
devices. This aspect would require more consideration and detailed modelling and design should this
option proceed forward.


Afflux upstream during the 1 in 2000 AEP becomes more widespread and more severe. Some private
land up to the Centenary Highway is impacted by up to 0.2m. This becomes more prevalent in what
appears to be areas of slower velocity (floodplains and water backing up tributaries). This would require
further consideration as per the 1 in 500 AEP event.
It should be noted that considerable downstream benefit is recognised in the 1 in 2000 AEP event. This
is attributed to more afflux upstream with floodplains engaging and storing significant water offering
reduced flow and thus reduced levels downstream. In fact, flood level reductions are more than the 1 in
500 AEP event and much more widespread. In essence, this provides evidence that revegetation
encourages floodplain engagement, reduces flood levels and dispels some of the assumptions that NFM
does not work in higher events (as was stipulated in the SFMP TER that landscape management would
only be useful in more frequent storm events). This is an important component to note as part of an
integrated package of works and also more generally.
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It should be noted that during the PMF event, afflux upstream increases significantly to 0.4m, however
downstream there is widespread benefit all the way to the Brisbane River (up to 0.5m on many properties.
Afflux maps for flood events considered in this analysis are presented in Appendix J.
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FIGURE 5-14 1 IN 100 AEP AFFLUX | BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MAJOR OPTION
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5.3.3.3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

The Bundamba NFM Major option would assist with facilitating the implementation of several actions identified
in Council documents, including the Waterway Health Strategy (draft), the Bundamba Creek Corridor Plan and
the Nature Conservation Strategy. The Bundamba Creek Corridor Plan identified a 100 metre vegetated
riparian corridor width with a focus on potential re-forested floodplains in the upper reaches to improve
waterway condition and help slow and store flows (see Figure 5-15). The NFM option for Bundamba Creek
offers a mechanism by which to achieve these outcomes. It should be noted that some areas of the future
development areas of Ripley have been revegetated in these scenarios and the high level nature of the
assessment should be noted for its limitations.
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FIGURE 5-15 BUNDAMBA CREEK CORRIDOR PLAN FLOODING AND DRAINAGE PLAN SHOWING POTENTIAL
FLOODPLAIN REVEGETATION LOCATION

Planting of the channel would greatly improve stability of the waterway, which still has many areas of active
erosion, as shown in Figure 5-16. Bundamba Creek has also been significantly incised and widened through
erosion associated with land clearing and agricultural uses. As such, the channel has greater capacity to
contain flows within the bed and banks, contributing to higher stream power. Revegetation will assist to
alleviate these erosion issues, slow velocities, and encourage flood flows to re-engage with the floodplain.
This will reduce the downstream transport of sediment and associated pollutants, in addition to retaining
valuable nutrients on the Bundamba Creek floodplain. This floodplain inundation will also encourage recharge
of the groundwater.
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FIGURE 5-16 BUNDAMBA CREEK CHANNEL, SHOWING DEEPENING AND WIDENING
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The location of two major floodplain storages to be revegetated are within a key fauna movement corridor, the
Flinders Karawatha corridor (see Figure 5-17). This corridor is identified in the Nature Conservation Strategy
and the Strategic Framework for the ICC Planning Scheme Review. The floodplain planting would complement
the planting which has occurred on the eastern floodplain around Daly’s Lagoon to connect this important
corridor. The pre-clearing remnant ecosystem type is Eucalyptus teretecornis on alluvium, which would be
suitable for co-locating carbon or koala offsets. The storage, combined with revegetation would assist in
improving waterway health, for reasons discussed in 5.2.1.2.
The northern floodplain storage location is at the site of an existing ephemeral wetland (see Figure 5-18).
During field observations, a diverse range of macrophyte species was growing in and adjacent to wet
depressions. This existing seed bank suggests that if combined with an additional floodplain storage (and
management of cattle grazing), that the wetland characteristics could be cost-effectively enhanced through
natural regeneration, without a need for extensive intervention.
The southern bunds are located on a broad floodplain, with a flow path that captures locally generated runoff.
It is likely that this may have been the location of a former channel of Bundamba Creek (see Figure 5-19).
Some artificial farm dams/water holes have been constructed in this location and are fringed with native
macrophytes. Again, this indicates that the area is likely to respond well to increased wetting through floodplain
storage, and is likely to develop floodplain wetland characteristics, and could be actively encouraged to take
on these characteristics through design and construction.
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FIGURE 5-17 BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM OPTIONS INCLUDING FLOODPLAIN STORAGE AND NFM RELATIVE TO
STRATEGIC CORRIDOR LINKS AND SIGNIFICANT CONSERVATION AREAS

FIGURE 5-18 THE NORTHERN STORAGE LOCATION - AN EXISTING EPHEMERAL WETLAND
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FIGURE 5-19 LOCATION OF THE SOUTHERN STORAGE BUNDS
5.3.3.3.4

COSTINGS

The costs associated with the Bundamba Creek NFM Major option are shown in Table 5-14. The total cost for
this project is estimated at $57,313,637.
TABLE 5-14 BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MAJOR COST ESTIMATE

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Amount
($)

No.

534,600

1.6

$855,360

2,673,000

3.2

$8,553,600

935,571

1.6

$1,496,913

6,549,000

3.2

$20,956,800

77,500

1.6

$124,000

775,000

3.2

$2,480,000

Planting
Planting Zone 1 Upper Storey

2

Planting Zone 1 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 2 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 2 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 3 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 3 Lower Storey

m

Establishment

%

2.5

$870,283

Sub Total

$35,336,957

Floodplain Basins
Clearing and Preparation
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Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Imported Basin Core

m3

24,675

30

$740,250

M

3

24,675

50

$1,233,750

m

3

82,393

25

$2,059,825

m

3

82,393

8

$659,144

m

3

1,815

65

$117,975

Seeding and vegetation

m

2

150,000

3

$450,000

Basin C – 9 x 1.2m Culverts

m

15

6300

$94,500

Headwalls and Apron

item

1

60,000

$60,000

Basin A & B – 0.6m Pipe

m

30

350

$10,500

Foundation works
Excavation to Spoil
Cut to Fill on site
Spillway Rock

Amount
($)

Sub Total

$5,095,944

Total Construction Cost

$40,432,901

Pre-Construction Items
Mobilisation, Traffic Control, Erosion
and Sediment Control,
Environmental Plans and Setup

%

0.25

$101,082

Design, Survey and Modelling

%

0.5

$202,164

Project Management, Applications
and other costs

%

0.5

$202,164

Sub Total

$505,411

Total

$40,938,312

Contingency

%

40

$16,375,324
$57,313,637
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Grand Total

Allowance for establishment for two years was catered for and the ongoing maintenance cost was assumed
to be 0.64% of capital cost (equating to $681,837 annually). This approach considers the scale of the project,
the initial high costs upfront and reduced maintenance costs long term.
5.3.3.3.5

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown in Table 5-15. The existing damages for the
Bundamba catchment are $5,521,372 and the damages after the proposed mitigation are $4,839,535 which is
an 13% reduction in overall damage associated with this type of flooding.
TABLE 5-15 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION - BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MAJOR

Reduction in AAD

Annual Maintenance

Option Benefit over 100-year lifespan (NPV)

$681,837

$362,138

$9,733,660
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When assessing the financial cost and benefit of the Bundamba Creek NFM Major Option, the benefit to cost
ratio was found to be 0.16. That is the costs of constructing the asset are higher than the benefits achieved
over a 100-year lifespan. It should be noted that when using an NPV of 4% as a sensitivity, the BCR climbs
to 0.27.
TABLE 5-16 BCR CALCULATION - BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MAJOR

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

Capital Cost

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$9,733,660

$57,313,637

0.16

BCA’s that incur a value of less than 0.5 would require consideration of discount rates, constraints, limitations,
and the value of integrating into other opportunities (such as future development). In addition to this, the option
has significant ecosystem health outcomes, and this is considered more fully within the MCA.
5.3.3.4

Bundamba Creek NFM Minor

An overview of the Bundamba Creek NFM minor option is provided below.
5.3.3.4.1

DESCRIPTION

The Bundamba Creek Minor NFM option is similar to the Major option, however the revegetation ceases at the
Centenary Highway (instead of the Cunningham Highway). Its aim is to provide a lesser scale, lesser cost
option for potential implementation and still maintain many of the benefits (particularly the upstream
environmental benefits described in the major option).
The components of this mitigation option include:
Revegetation of riparian and floodplain corridors aimed at slowing and storing water via a variety of
functions. Due to the more confined nature of flooding in Bundamba Creek (versus Warrill Creek), the
expanse and width of the revegetation corridors in this case is much less.
Utilising two floodplain storage locations, similarly to the major option.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

This option still has some constraints associated with private land ownership, however there are considerable
opportunities potentially through future developed land, trunk infrastructure and master planning of the area.
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FIGURE 5-20 BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MINOR REVEGETATION EXTENT
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5.3.3.4.2

MODELLING RESULTS

This option provides similar advantages to the Bundamba NFM Major option, albeit at a lesser scale and depth
reduction shown in Figure 5-21. Commentary on these results includes:


The upstream afflux is identical to the major option as the revegetation and floodplain storage is
unchanged to the Centenary Highway.



This option concentrates any afflux within the future development in Ripley Valley and existing pockets of
rural land. Benefits begin immediately downstream of the Centenary Highway.



There is a similar pattern of flood level reduction to the major option, but with lesser magnitude: primarily
with reduction between 0.15-0.2m, with the Brisbane Road commercial/industrial area having benefits up
to 0.25m. The benefit decreases to 0.05 closer to the Bremer River.

In other storm events, the following is noted:


Similar patterns of upstream afflux as the major option are noted on this option for the 1 in 20 AEP.
Downstream there are reductions up to 0.15m on houses and commercial properties around Brisbane
Road. Downstream of this section, the creek remains in the channel and generally there is minimal
damage reduction associated with this event.



During the 1 in 500 AEP event, there are still significant benefits over the floodplain. Properties are
provided up to 0.25m reduction and downstream of Brisbane Road there is more recognised benefit as
floodplains are re-engaged.



It should be noted that during the PMF, afflux upstream increases significantly to 0.4m, however
downstream there is widespread benefit all the way to the Brisbane River (up to 0.5m on many properties).



Afflux upstream is similar to the Major option and the considerations in that option should be noted for the
minor option.
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Afflux maps for flood events considered in this analysis are presented in Appendix J.
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FIGURE 5-21 1 IN 100 AEP AFFLUX | BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MINOR OPTION
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5.3.3.4.3

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

The benefits of the Bundamba Creek minor option are the same as for the major option, however the extent
of revegetation stops at the Centenary Highway (instead of the Cunningham Highway). The floodplain works
in this area will still provide strategic corridor links as important local habitat. The revegetation of the riparian
zone in this area will also provide improved waterway stability and water quality improvement outcomes for
the portions of the waterway to which revegetation occurs, with flow on benefits downstream. However, the
overall benefits of improved stability and water quality will be slightly reduced compared to the major option.
5.3.3.4.4

COSTINGS

The costs associated with the Bundamba Creek NFM Minor option are shown in Table 5-17. The total cost for
this project is estimated at $38,513,158.
TABLE 5-17 BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MINOR COST ESTIMATE

Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Amount
($)

No.

295,000

1.7

$501,500

1,475,000

3.4

$5,015,000

539,857

1.7

$917,756

3,779,000

3.4

$12,848,600

56,900

1.7

$96,730

569,000

3.4

$1,934,600

Planting
Planting Zone 1 Upper Storey

2

Planting Zone 1 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 2 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 2 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 3 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 3 Lower Storey

m

Establishment

%

3

$639,425

Sub Total

$21,953,612
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Floodplain Basins
Clearing and Preparation

m2

150,000

0.5

$75,000

Imported Basin Core

m3

24,675

30

$$740,250

Foundation works

M3

24,675

50

$1,233,750

Excavation to Spoil

m3

82,393

25

$2,059,825

Cut to Fill on site

m3

82,393

8

$659,144

Spillway Rock

m3

1,815

65

$117,975

Seeding and vegetation

m2

150,000

3

$450,000

Basin C – 9 x 1.2m Culverts

m

15

6300

$94,500

Headwalls and Apron

item

1

60,000

$60,000

Basin A & B – 0.6m Pipe

m

30

350

$10,500

Sub Total
Total Construction Cost

$5,095,944
$27,049,556
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Items

Unit
Rate ($)

Unit

Quantity

Amount
($)

Mobilisation, Traffic Control, Erosion
and Sediment Control,
Environmental Plans and Setup

%

0.3

$81,148

Design, Survey and Modelling

%

0.7

$189,346

Project Management, Applications
and other costs

%

0.7

$189,346

Pre-Construction Items

Sub Total

$459,842

Total

$27,509,398

Contingency

%

40

$11,003,759
$38,513,158

Grand Total

Allowance for establishment for two years was catered for and the ongoing maintenance cost was assumed
to be 0.8% of capital cost (equating to $308,651 annually). This approach considers the scale of the project,
the initial high costs upfront and reduced maintenance costs long term.
5.3.3.4.5

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown in Table 5-19. The existing damages for the
Bundamba catchment are $5,521,372 and the damages after the proposed mitigation are $4,943,445 which is
an 11% reduction in overall damage associated with this type of flooding.
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TABLE 5-18 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION - BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MINOR

Reduction in AAD

Annual Maintenance

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

$577,927

$308,651

$8,250,278

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of the Bundamba Creek NFM Minor Option, the benefit to cost
ratio was found to be 0.19. That is the costs of constructing the asset are higher than the benefits achieved
over a 100-year lifespan. It should be noted that when using an NPV of 4% as a sensitivity, the BCR climbs
to 0.33.
TABLE 5-19 BCR CALCULATION - BUNDAMBA CREEK NFM MINOR

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

Capital Cost

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$8,250,278

$38,513,159

0.19

BCA’s that incur a value of less than 0.5 require consideration of discount rates, constraints, limitations, and
the value of integrating into other opportunities (such as future development). In addition to this, the option
has significant ecosystem health outcomes, and this is considered more holistically within the MCA.
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5.3.3.5

Blacksnake Creek NFM

5.3.3.5.1

DESCRIPTION

The Marburg township has historically been exposed to significant flooding over recent years. In particular, the
2008 flood event caused substantial flooding. In the early 2000’s, a very large dam was constructed upstream
of the township which provides significant flood mitigation, however major flooding still results when the
spillway overtops. In addition, the eastern tributary of Blacksnake Creek individually can cause flooding
through houses in the area and has been targeted for mitigation.
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This option involves targeted revegetation to the 1 in 100 AEP extents of the floodplain (Figure 5-22) and is
also aligned well to ecosystem recovery efforts for Blacksnake Creek, which is a major concern for Ipswich
City Council and Seqwater.
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FIGURE 5-22 BLACKSNAKE CREEK REVEGETATION EXTENT
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5.3.3.5.2

MODELLING RESULTS

The modelling results indicate the following:


In the main Blacksnake Creek, there is significant positive afflux (worsening) in the areas that have been
revegetated which is primarily within private property on rural and farming land. These levels lift by an
average of 0.2-0.3m and affect private property and isolated houses.



There are some areas that have an increase in flooded area because of floodplain engagement caused
by the revegetation.



Benefit is largely throttled by the Marburg Dam (whereby storage is taken up already at this location and
pipes continue to flow at only a marginally reduced rate). Previous works undertaken by Council
investigated the potential to alter and block off pipes to realise more benefit downstream. However,
considering the new Blacksnake Creek modelling does not show a great deal of flooding during the 1 in
100 AEP on the main flow path, there may be limited benefit in doing this.



There is some marginal benefit (up to 0.02m) to several houses on the main flow path.



The eastern tributary works recognise some improvements of up to 0.06m on houses near the Warrego
Highway. There may be some benefit in looking at this option exclusively from a flooding point of view.
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The results are shown in Figure 5-23.
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FIGURE 5-23 1 IN 100 AEP AFFLUX | BLACKSNAKE CREEK NFM OPTION
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5.3.3.5.3

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS

The Upper Blacksnake Creek Improvement Plan identified riparian revegetation in the eastern tributary and
the main channel as key priority actions (see Figure 5-24).

FIGURE 5-24 UPPER BLACKSNAKE CREEK IMPROVEMENT PLAN OF THE EASTERN CHANNEL AND MAIN
CHANNEL AS KEY ACTIONS
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The Eastern tributary was identified as an intact waterway and chain of ponds with limited riparian vegetation
(see Figure 5-26). Revegetation of this area was proposed to improve the ecological condition of floodplain
habitats as well as to potentially provide downstream flood improvements. This area is private land and is
mapped as potential rural living which could experience future development. Therefore, revegetation in this
area would need partnership with landholders as well as consideration of future development risk.
The main channel upstream of the detention basin bund is in varying condition in relation to waterway stability,
and most of the channel has limited riparian vegetation. Riparian revegetation and fencing were proposed to
be undertaken in partnership with landholders to improve waterway condition along this section of Blacksnake
Creek.
Revegetation of the eastern tributary and main channel also aligns with the outcomes of the Waterway Health
Strategy 2020 (draft) and Mid Brisbane Catchment Action Plan. These studies identified revegetation of the
main channel and eastern tributary as priorities to improve waterway health and to manage the high saline
groundwater table. It will be important that vegetation selected for planting in this catchment is deep rooted to
assist in the lowering the saline groundwater.
The slopes are sparsely vegetated in their existing condition, dominated by exotic pasture grasses.
Revegetation offers an opportunity not only to improve waterway condition, but to reinstate the endangered
and locally significant Brigalow Scrub (Acacia harpophylla) open forest on sedimentary rocks.
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FIGURE 5-25 WATER QUALITY RISKS FROM UPPER BLACKSNAKE CREEK IMPROVEMENT PLAN - SHOWING
SECTIONS OF THE EASTERN TRIBUTARY AND MAIN CHANNEL WITH LIMITED RIPARIAN
VEGETATION
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FIGURE 5-26 EASTERN TRIBUTARY UPSTREAM OF EDMOND STREET SHOWING BROAD FLOODPLAIN AREA
WITH CHAIN OF PONDS
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FIGURE 5-27 MAIN BLACKSNAKE CREEK CHANNEL UPSTREAM OF DETENTION BASIN BUND (TOP) AND AT
HAIGHSLEA - MALABAR RD (BOTTOM) SHOWING ABSENCE OF RIPARIAN VEGETATION
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5.3.3.5.4

COSTINGS

The costs associated with the Blacksnake Creek NFM option are shown in Table 5-20. The total cost for this
project is estimated at $15,022,993.
TABLE 5-20 BLACKSNAKE CREEK NFM COST ESTIMATE

Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Amount
($)

No.

115,600

2

$231,200

578,000

4

$2,312,000

254,857

2

$509,714

1,784,000

4

$7,136,000

Planting
Planting Zone 1 Upper Storey

2

Planting Zone 1 Lower Storey

m

Planting Zone 2 Upper Storey

No.
2

Planting Zone 2 Lower Storey

m

Establishment (1 year)

%

3

$305,667

Sub Total

$10,494,581

Total Construction Cost

$10,494,581

Pre-Construction Items
Mobilisation, Traffic Control, Erosion
and Sediment Control,
Environmental Plans and Setup

%

0.45

$47,225

Design, Survey and Modelling

%

0.9

$94,451

Project Management, Applications
and other costs

%

0.9

$94,451

Sub Total

$236,128

Total
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Contingency

Grand Total

$10,730,709
%

40

$4,292,283
$15,022,993

Allowance for establishment for two years was catered for and the ongoing maintenance cost was assumed
to be 1.9% of capital cost (equating to $278.998 annually). This approach considers the scale of the project,
the initial high costs upfront and reduced maintenance costs long term.
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5.3.3.5.5

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown below in Table 5-9. The existing damages for the
Blacksnake catchment are small at $193,294 and the damages after the proposed mitigation are $180,240
which is only a small reduction in damages.
TABLE 5-21 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION - BLACKSNAKE CREEK NFM

Reduction in AAD

Annual Maintenance

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

$13,054

$278,998

$186,354

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of the Blacksnake Creek NFM option, the benefit to cost ratio
was found to be 0.01. As a result, the option returns a poor benefit from a flooding point of view.
TABLE 5-22 BCR CALCULATION - BLACKSNAKE CREEK NFM

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

Capital Cost

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$186,354

$15,022,993

0.01

BCA’s that incur a low value ultimately cost considerable money and do not return a matched benefit from a
flooding point of view. This particular option, however, has immense ecosystem and waterway health value
and is a key outcome for Council and Seqwater when considering issues like salinity. It is recommended that
further investigation occurs in this catchment to pinpoint where it will be tolerable to revegetate corridors with
reduced afflux upstream to allow improved waterway health outcomes. In addition, the eastern tributary shows
some promise for individually considering for revegetation from a flooding and waterway health point of view.
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This option is considered for these merits in the MCA process.
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5.3.3.6

Thagoona NFM

5.3.3.6.1

DESCRIPTION

The Thagoona township suffers from significant flooding resulting primarily from break out flows from O’Shea
Gully. In recent years, a levee was constructed to alleviate some of the flooding, however there is still major
flooding through the township.
This NFM option targets the upstream portions of two gullies that are severely eroded with limited vegetation
present, as shown in Figure 5-28. The extent of the hydraulic model only allows the locations that are indicated
in Figure 5-28 to be assessed.
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The option is fairly large scale considering the amount of land taken up by the floodplain upstream and this
land is also zoned as future urban development and it is acknowledged that detailed assessment of these
constraints would need to be considered if this option were progressed.
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FIGURE 5-28 1 IN 100 AEP THAGOONA REVEGETATION EXTENT
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5.3.3.6.2

MODELLING RESULTS

The NFM option for Thagoona shows the following characteristics when modelled:


The area directly in and around the revegetation as expected produces local afflux to private property of
around 0.15m, with some isolated afflux to 0.25m.



As the revegetation reduces velocities and increases flood levels, there is a floodplain breakout across
Thagoona-Haigslea Road affecting some private property with increases up to 0.035m on some houses.



There is some minor afflux (0.01m) that extends through O’Shea Gully and affects private property.



The Thagoona township is provided with widespread flood reductions; however, these reductions only
amount to 0.02m approximately.

The results are shown in Figure 5-30. Afflux maps for flood events considered in this analysis are presented
in Appendix J.
5.3.3.6.3

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS
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The Thagoona region has not been a key area of focus for existing Council waterway health improvement
projects or plans. However, the location of the proposed Thagoona NFM option has the potential to extend
the key conservation area in Rosewood which has a strategic local corridor link to the Little Liverpool Range
as shown in Figure 5-29.The Nature Conservation Strategy identifies that rehabilitation of this area will
contribute to increased resilience of the landscape by providing a major stepping stone, linking important
connections to core habitats and climate change refugia. The pre-clearing remnant ecosystem type is the
endangered Eucalyptus teretecornis woodland on alluvium, however it extends into regional ecosystems with
igneous rock geology in the higher elevations. This is dominated by Eucalyptus creba (ironbark) woodland
and microphyll vine forest dominated by hoop pine (Araucaria cunninghamii), both of which have ‘of concern’
status. Revegetation of these waterways would improve waterway stability and provide water quality
improvements.
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FIGURE 5-29 THAGOONA NFM FLOODPLAIN STORAGE AND REVEGETATION RELATIVE TO STRATEGIC
CORRIDOR LINKS AND SIGNIFICANT CONSERVATION AREAS
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FIGURE 5-30 1 IN 100 AEP AFFLUX | THAGOONA NFM OPTION
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5.3.3.6.4

COSTINGS

The costs associated with the Thagoona NFM option are shown below in the table below. The total cost for
this project is estimated at $10,786,723.
TABLE 5-23 THAGOONA NFM COST ESTIMATE

Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Amount
($)

Planting Zone 1 Upper Storey

No.

96,400

2

$192,800

Planting Zone 1 Lower Storey

m2

482,000

4

$1,928,000

Planting Zone 2 Upper Storey

No.

172,571

2

$345,142

Planting Zone 2 Lower Storey

m2

1,208,000

4

$4,832,000

Establishment

%

3

Planting

$218,938

Sub Total

$7,516,880

Total Construction Cost

$7,516,880

Pre-Construction Items
Mobilisation, Traffic Control, Erosion
and Sediment Control,
Environmental Plans and Setup

%

0.5

$37,584

Design, Survey and Modelling

%

1

$75,168

Project Management, Applications
and other costs

%

1

$75,168

Sub Total

$187,922

Total

$7,704,802
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Contingency

%

40

$3,081,920
$10,786,723

Grand Total

Allowance for establishment for two years was catered for and the ongoing maintenance cost was assumed
to be 1.9% of capital cost (equating to $200,324 annually). This approach considers the scale of the project,
the initial high costs upfront and reduced maintenance costs long term.
5.3.3.6.5

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown in Table 5-24. The existing damages for the
Thagoona catchment are $1,548,337 and the damages after the proposed mitigation are $1,544,789, a
negligible reduction.
TABLE 5-24 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION - THAGOONA NFM

Reduction in AAD

Annual Maintenance

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

$3,548

$200,324

$50,650
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When assessing the financial cost and benefit of the Thagoona NFM option, the benefit to cost ratio was found
to be 0.0037. As a result, the option returns a poor BCA score.
TABLE 5-25 BCR CALCULATION - THAGOONA NFM

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

Capital Cost

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$50,650

$10,786,723

0.004
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BCA’s that incur a low value, ultimately cost considerable money, and do not return a matched benefit from a
flooding point of view. The option still has good environmental value and should be considered under other
funding streams and the MCA.
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5.3.3.7

Rosewood Detention Basin

5.3.3.7.1

DESCRIPTION

The Rosewood township has suffered historical flooding over recent years, namely in the 2008 flood event
which inundated most of the centre of town. Council has investigated this area several times for flood
mitigation, with some encouraging initial results for a second detention basin downstream of the original basin
constructed in the early 2000’s. This option leverages upon those early works and takes the original concepts
through the full detailed assessment to investigate whether the option is cost beneficial.
The components of the mitigation option include:
Excavation and a bunded wall to provide storage within the detention basin
Construction of 2 x 1.05 metre diameter pipes and a spillway for emergency flows
The option would also require the acquisition of private property, this has not been accounted for in capital
costs.
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The option may also have hidden constraints such as the likelihood of investigating cascading dam failure,
construction of a flood gauge, referable dam requirements and elevated long-term maintenance costs.
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FIGURE 5-31 ROSEWOOD DETENTION BASIN LOCATION
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5.3.3.7.2

MODELLING RESULTS

The Rosewood Detention Basin option modelling reveals the following:


There is major afflux locally around the detention basin which affects private property. This afflux however
would be manageable and removed with detailed 12D design at a later stage as required through
relocation of batters and spillway configuration.



There is some minor afflux of up to 0.01m south of Rosewood Laidley Road. This afflux appears to be
the result of timing change and coinciding peaks from two different catchments. This level of afflux is
within the tolerance of regional flood models and could be considered acceptable with further investigation.



The basin provides significant benefit all through the Rosewood rural township. The benefit extends past
Ipswich Rosewood Road with minor reductions of 0.01m.



Residential and commercial properties along John Street in the main town centre are offered flood level
reductions of between 0.05-0.1m, although some properties have reductions of up to 0.15m.
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The results are shown in Figure 5-32.
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FIGURE 5-32 1 IN 100 AEP AFFLUX | ROSEWOOD DETENTION BASIN
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5.3.3.7.3

COSTINGS

The costs associated with the Rosewood Detention Basin option are shown in the table below. The total cost
for this project is estimated at $2,795,241.
TABLE 5-26 ROSEWOOD DETENTION BASIN COST ESTIMATE

Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Clearing and Preparation

m2

Imported Basin Core
Excavation to Spoil
Spillway Rock
Spillway Concrete

Amount
($)

26,000

2

$52,000

m

3

2,565

30

$76,950

m

3

54,849

25

$1,371,225

m

3

180

100

$18,000

m

3

20

200

$4000

2

Seeding and turf

m

26,000

4

2 x 1.05m Culverts

m

20

1600

$32,000

Headwalls and Apron

item

1

30,000

$30,000

16

100

$16,000

400

80

$32,000

Channel

m

Fencing

m

2

$104,000

Sub Total

$1,736,175

Total Construction Cost

$1,736,175
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Pre-Construction Items
Mobilisation, Traffic Control, Erosion
and Sediment Control,
Environmental Plans and Setup

%

3

$52,085

Design, Survey and Modelling

%

6

$104,170

Project Management, Applications
and other costs

%

2

$104,170

Sub Total

$260,426

Total

$1,996,601

Contingency

Grand Total

%

40

$798,640
$2,795,241

The ongoing maintenance cost was assumed to be 3% of capital cost (equating to $83,857 annually). This
approach considers the scale of the project, the likely requirements with referable dams and other maintenance
requirements such as mowing etc.
5.3.3.7.4

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown in Table 5-27. The existing damages for the
Rosewood catchment are $1,548,337 and the damages after the proposed mitigation are $1,545,466.
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TABLE 5-27 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION - ROSEWOOD DETENTION BASIN

Reduction in AAD

Annual Maintenance

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

$2,871

$83,857

$40,985

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of the Rosewood Detention Basin option, the benefit to cost
ratio was found to be 0.01. As a result, the option returns a poor BCA from a flooding point of view.
TABLE 5-28 BCR CALCULATION - ROSEWOOD DETENTION BASIN

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

Capital Cost

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$40,985

$2,795,241

0.01

BCA’s that incur a low value, ultimately cost considerable money and do not return a matched benefit from a
flooding point of view. In addition to this, in general there are no environmental benefits of this project. Utilising
this sort of design outcome may be more beneficial if included with ultimate development planning and Local
Government Infrastructure Plans and other strategies to manage future risk of flooding in the area.
5.3.3.8

Thagoona Detention Basin

5.3.3.8.1

DESCRIPTION

The Thagoona Detention Basin has been strategically placed to accept break out flows from a main tributary
of O’Shea Gully, store and mitigate those flows and redirect then around the rural township of Thagoona (i.e.,
redirect the spillway flow into O’Shea Gully).
The components of this mitigation option include:
Excavation and a bunded wall to provide storage within a detention basin.
Construction of a 1.05 metre diameter discharge pipe and a spillway for emergency flows.
The option would also require the acquisition of private property, of which this is located in the future urban
area. The cost of acquisition of property has not been accounted in capital costs.
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The option may also have hidden constraints such as construction of a flood gauge, referable dam
requirements and elevated long-term maintenance costs.
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FIGURE 5-33 THAGOONA DETENTION BASIN LOCATION
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5.3.3.8.2

MODELLING RESULTS

The modelling results of this option reveal:


There is some isolated afflux around the basin that could be resolved through detail design, however there
is notable afflux on private property generally 0.03-0.05m, with isolated areas of 0.15m.



Worsening of 0.03-0.05m extends from the basin approximately 2 kilometres downstream affecting
houses and property. It is possible that through detailed design a balance of acceptable afflux could be
realised whilst trying to balance the reduction in benefit through the main township.



It should be noted that this current design slightly restricts flow along Kavanagh Road and causes some
issues on existing flood levels that are marginal. The levee partially appears to breach at one location,
but it is expected that this could be resolved through detailed design of the basin spillway and pipe
configuration.



Downstream of the railway, there are marginally benefits for one or two houses of up to 0.02m.



Throughout the rural township of Thagoona, there is widespread benefit, generally of up to 0.15m on
houses with some houses offered up to 250mm of benefit.
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The results are shown in Figure 5-34.
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FIGURE 5-34 1 IN 100 AEP AFFLUX | THAGOONA BASIN
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5.3.3.8.3

COSTINGS

The costs associated with the Thagoona Detention Basin option are shown in the table below. The total cost
for this project is estimated at $3,301,024.
TABLE 5-29 THAGOONA DETENTION BASIN COST ESTIMATE

Items

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Rate ($)

Clearing and Preparation

m2

50,400

1

$50,400

m

3

11,349

30

$340,470

m

3

56,599

25

$1,414,975

m

3

360

100

$28,800

m

3

20

200

$4000

2

Imported Basin Core
Excavation to Spoil
Spillway Rock
Spillway Concrete

Amount
($)

Seeding and turf

m

50,400

4

1 x 1.05m Culverts

m

15

1000

$15,000

Headwalls and Apron

item

1

15,000

$15,000

30

100

$3,000

400

80

$32,000

Channel

m

Fencing

m

2

$201,600

Sub Total

$2,105,245

Total Construction Cost

$2,105,245
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Pre-Construction Items
Mobilisation, Traffic Control, Erosion
and Sediment Control,
Environmental Plans and Setup

%

3

$63,157

Design, Survey and Modelling

%

6

$126,314

Project Management, Applications
and other costs

%

3

$63,157

Sub Total

$252,629

Total

$2,357,874

Contingency

Grand Total

%

40

$943,149
$3,301,024

The ongoing maintenance cost was assumed to be 3% of capital cost (equating to $99,031 annually). This
approach considers the scale of the project, the likely requirements with referable dams and other maintenance
requirements such as mowing etc.
5.3.3.8.4

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

The benefit cost analysis for this mitigation option is shown in Table 5-30. The existing damages for the
Thagoona catchment are $1,548,337 and the damages after the proposed mitigation are $1,504,701 which is
only a small reduction in damages overall (around 3%).
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TABLE 5-30 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION - THAGOONA DETENTION BASIN

Reduction in AAD

Annual Maintenance

Option Benefit over 100-year
lifespan (NPV)

$43,636

$48,321

$622,932

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of the Thagoona Detention Basin option, the benefit to cost ratio
was found to be -0.13. As a result, the option returns a low BCA from a flooding point of view.
TABLE 5-31 BCR CALCULATION - THAGOONA DETENTION BASIN

Option Benefit over 100year lifespan (NPV)

Capital Cost

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$632,932

$3,301,024

0.13

BCA’s that incur a low value, ultimately cost considerable money, and do not return a matched benefit from a
flooding point of view. In addition to this, in general there are no environmental benefits of this project. Utilising
this sort of design outcome may be more beneficial if included with ultimate development planning and Local
Government Infrastructure Plans and other strategies to manage future risk of flooding in the area.

5.3.4

Summary of results

As part of the assessment of the shortlisted options, a revised more detailed MCA has been carried out on the
eight shortlisted options. The detailed MCA was undertaken to further score and prioritise the options using
additional information obtained from detailed modelling, damages assessment and benefit cost assessment.
These outputs helped refine the scoring in these key areas with more accurate information than what the initial
MCA had available.
The detailed MCA scores with the updates are shown in
Table 5-43. The completed scoring assessment for the detailed MCA is provided in Appendix I. A summary of
the benefit cost assessment is also presented in Table 5-32.
TABLE 5-32 FINALISED MCA AND BCA SUMMARY
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Option

MCA Score

BCR

Warrill Major NFM

1.33

0.15

Bundamba Creek NFM Major

1.07

0.16

Warrill Minor NFM

0.89

0.16

Bundamba Creek NFM Minor

0.88

0.19

Blacksnake Creek NFM

0.54

0.01

Thagoona NFM

0.35

0.004

Rosewood Detention Basin

0.22

0.01

Thagoona Detention Basin

0.04

0.13

Whilst there is no clear guidance on what a high or low scoring MCA is, it is clear from the table that there is a
distinct separation of scoring between the Bundamba Creek NFM Minor and Blacksnake Creek NFM options.
Options that score above 1 should be progressed further and options scoring close to one should also be
considered for further assessment. Options scoring at 0.5 and below should generally not be considered
further (particularly if these options also have low BCR scores).
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Further investigation of the three SFMP actions SO3, SO5 and SO7 are presented in the following section and
are discussed further in comparison to the shortlisted options in Section 5.5.

5.4

Regional SFMP Recommendations

As part of the SFMP project, three regional options were shortlisted for further investigation for Ipswich City
Council. The following options were assessed against other floodplain mitigation options developed as part of
the Ipswich City Council IICP:
4. SO3 Upper catchment dry flood mitigation dams Investigate potential for other locations for regionalscale dry flood mitigation dams at new floodplain crossings of the Southern Freight Railway or other
major linear infrastructure. Any potential locations to be referred to the state for consideration in
conjunction with SO2.
5. SO5 Ipswich CBD flood gate: Undertake a feasibility study for a flood gate at Marsden Parade as part
of the Ipswich Local Floodplain Management Plan.
6. SO7 Goodna CBD levee: Undertake a local options assessment for the Goodna CBD levee as part of
the Ipswich Local Floodplain Management Plan.

5.4.1

SO3 Upper Dams and Inland Freight route Investigation

A component of the IICP is to investigate upstream dams as a result of recommendations in the SFMP TER
and further discussion with the project team about the potential to utilise the Inland Freight route alignment to
reduce costs and align infrastructure outcomes. This
section provides background, methodology and outcomes

of this investigation.
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The MCA scores applied to the SO3 options were as
follows:

5.4.1.1



Lower Warrill Creek Dam – 0.905 which
ranks 3rd in the long list of floodplain
mitigation options; and



Other Upper Dams – 0.815 which ranks 5th in
the long list.



Both options are therefore recommended to
be investigated further. This section provides
a more detailed investigation into the SO3
recommendation.
Background

The results of the SO3
investigation is to be referred to
the State Government in
conjunction with SO2 which is
an action for DNRME to
“Undertake a feasibility study for
a dry flood mitigation dam at the
Southern Freight Railway
crossing of Warrill Creek.”


During the SFMP project, significant attention was paid to
dams in the Ipswich area to provide regional flood
mitigation to Ipswich and Brisbane. The following aspects
of this investigation are noted:


The former DEWS (now Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy - DNRME) previously
carried out an investigation of the feasibility of flood storage locations throughout the Brisbane River
Catchment titled Prefeasibility Investigation into Flood Mitigation Storage Infrastructure dated December
2014, the most promising of these sites was located on Warrill Creek south of Amberley.



Seqwater undertook further detailed investigations through several phased investigations. The
investigation and memo titled FSIS Project Flood Hydrology – Technical Memorandum 003 dated 27th
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May 2014 revealed several locations that would require further investigation in the Bremer and Warrill
Creek Catchments.


As a result of Seqwater’s investigation, the proposed dam location on Purga Creek was unlikely to provide
sufficient storage to provide mitigation downstream. In addition, investigation within the IICP on mitigation
options revealed that any storage on Purga Creek would likely have negligible benefit (or even worsening)
associated with coincidental flooding triggered through lagging shorter catchments. Thus, the Warrill and
Bremer systems were the most likely to provide benefit due to the size of upstream catchments and the
fact that they avoided coincidental flooding.



The SFMP undertook further assessment of the Warrill Creek Dam utilising the initial findings from the
DNRME investigation, the investigation recommends that both Ipswich City and Lockyer Valley Regional
Councils investigate other locations for upper catchment dry dams and forms part of the assessment
below to investigate other waterway crossings on the Inland Freight alignment.



The SFMP also recommended DNRME undertake further investigation of the Warrill Creek dry flood
mitigation dam (SO2 in the SFMP). DNRME subsequently engaged AECOM to investigate this further in
the report titled Warrill Creek Flood Mitigation Storage Investigation.




The initial cost of the dam was estimated at $546 million with a BCR of 0.69.



DNRME’s more detailed assessment revealed an increased cost to approximately $692 million
with a subsequent BCR of 0.48.

DNRME’s conclusion on this option was such that the BCR was below 0.5 and not to be considered
further as a structural flood mitigation option.
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The investigation utilised similar outcomes (with regards to storage targets) and investigated the
suitability of the inland rail embankments to provide this storage. As the level of investigation prior
was high level, this investigation subsequently revealed significant limitations in the design (namely
of the spillway configuration, geotechnical and foundation considerations) which increased the cost
of the dam substantially.
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FIGURE 5-35 INLAND FREIGHT ALIGNMENT

5.4.1.2

Further assessment and investigation

As the Inland Freight route may present a significant opportunity to reduce costs and environmental impacts
(by aligning two infrastructure outcomes together at any point in the Inland Freight alignment), detailed
assessment of the upper dams is generally premature. In addition to this, flood mitigation of this magnitude
would potentially affect the operation of Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams and require coordination and
implementation at a State level.
Due to these reasons, the IICP assessment is centred on the potential to recognise opportunity from the Inland
Freight route based on SO3 and to refer these findings to the State (i.e., investigating other waterway crossings
on the Inland Freight Route as shown in Figure 5-35. No detailed modelling or cost benefit assessment has
been undertaken due to the limitations stated above.
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A high-level investigation to fulfill the action SO3 from the SFMP has been undertaken using the Inland Freight
design details in 12D GIS format to determine the current potential storage volume available behind the linear
infrastructure. As a high level assessment is being undertaken, it is assumed that the design would only allow
for minimal afflux on private property and maximum conveyance through the structure would be utilised (i.e.,
large culverts or bridge across waterways). To recognise a flood mitigation benefit, these outlets would need
to be reduced in size and the area of flood inundation increased (requiring more property impact upstream or
further resumptions of land). This scenario would set the base volume available at the Bremer River, Western
Creek and Warrill Creek crossing locations.
Adjustments have been made to increase the embankment height of the Inland Freight route by 0.5m and
2.0m to check the potential volume that could be realised, and the additional area impacted by flooding. This
was undertaken for the Bremer and Warrill crossings but not the Western Creek crossing as the freight route
ties into the existing height of the rail. Lifting the section of rail at the Western Creek crossing would require
substantial modification to the existing rail alignment. In addition, the township of Calvert would likely become
inundated by increasing floodplain storage through this area.
The volume obtained by the existing potential storage (with outlet adjustment) and the other increased height
scenarios was then compared with the volumes expected in the Seqwater investigation and the SFMP Warrill
Creek Dam option.
5.4.1.2.1

RESULTS
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The following results show the outputs from the assessment and comparisons to the SFMP and Seqwater
investigation. It should be noted that pursuing the option of using existing embankment height would likely
have significant ecosystem health issues. While not a detailed assessment of these issues, it is likely that:


The waterway opening would be through culverts and restrict terrestrial and aquatic species;



There would be a major disconnection between ecosystems overall and also likely fish passage issues
that could not be resolved on a major river system;



There would be a major change to upstream flooding from an ecosystem point of view in major flood
events. It is possible that this aspect could be turned into a positive benefit with large areas of floodplain
engagement and infiltration and creation of new ecosystems; and



These impacts would be in addition to the negative impact of the Inland Freight route asset overall.

It is likely that an adequate design could be crafted that utilises additional storage areas (i.e., by elevating the
Inland Freight route) as a balance to maintain potential storage and reduce environmental impact. This would
need a very detailed environmental impact assessment alongside sophisticated and advanced modelling to
determine the flooding and ecosystem health impacts associated with such a large endeavour.
5.4.1.2.2

STORAGE POSSIBILITIES

The assessment revealed that there is potentially a significant amount of storage possible behind the existing
vertical rail alignment. Whilst this would require complex and detailed modelling to determine outlet
arrangements, the opportunity for major storage is present.
TABLE 5-33 BREMER RIVER INLAND FREIGHT ROUTE MITIGATION OPTIONS

Bremer River Crossing
Option

Level
(AHD)

Flooded Area
(hectares)

Potential Storage
(ML)

Maintain Existing
Embankment Height

50.0

896

30,298
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Bremer River Crossing
Option

Level
(AHD)

Flooded Area
(hectares)

Potential Storage
(ML)

Increase Embankment
Height 0.5m

50.5

960

34,922

Increase Embankment
Height 2.0m

52.0

1169

50,729

TABLE 5-34 WARRILL CREEK INLAND FREIGHT ROUTE MITIGATION OPTIONS

Warrill Creek Crossing
Option

Level
(AHD)

Flooded Area
(hectares)

Potential Storage
(m3)

Maintain Existing
Embankment Height

35.750

899

21,631

Increase Embankment
Height 0.5m

36.250

1017

26,398

Increase Embankment
Height 2.0m

37.750

1376

44,570

TABLE 5-35 WESTERN CREEK INLAND FREIGHT ROUTE MIITGATION OPTIONS

Western Creek Crossing
Option

Level
(AHD)

Flooded Area
(hectares)

Potential Storage
(ML)

Maintain Existing
Embankment Height

55.9

204

4,003
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The extent of flooded land is shown in Figure 5-36. The following observations are noted:


The Bremer River option for all scenarios provides more potential for volume. The flooded area overall is
less, however there are slightly more buildings affected (rural residential dwelling and associated farming
non-habitable dwellings etc).



The Bremer River option affects some minor infrastructure (such as rural roads) whereas the Warrill Creek
option has the potential to significantly affect major infrastructure, such as the Cunningham Highway
(inundating the road in two places). It is likely that the highway is cut during major events that this asset
would be targeting, however this still represents a significant constraint and, in particular how long the
road would remain cut will be a key consideration.



Achieving the embankment height raise of 2.0m increases the flooded area by 26% for the Bremer River
Option but is a 50% increase in volume. For the Warrill Creek option, there is a 42% increase in area and
a 69% increase in volume.



The Western Creek option only provides minor storage (in comparison to what would be required to make
meaningful flood mitigation difference). The option would also flood houses and raising the levee further
would likely begin to flood the Calvert township. As mentioned previously, raising the embankment further
was not considered as the freight route ties into the existing rail alignment at this location. For this reason,
the Western Creek option will not be considered further in this assessment.
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FIGURE 5-36 POTENTIAL INLAND FREIGHT ROUTE STORAGES
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5.4.1.2.3

SFMP AND SEQWATER INVESTIGATION COMPARISON

Seqwater shortlisted two dams in the Bremer River catchment and two dams in the Warrill Creek catchment
for assessment. These dams were assessed against historical events only and three scenarios of storage
(large, intermediate, and small).
It is expected that a synthetic design event would maximise flood levels in the catchment and the intent of
dams would be to use maximum storage for cost effectiveness. Therefore, the assumption used for comparison
purposes is to take the largest flood event and the largest storage.
TABLE 5-36 SEQWATER AND SFMP STORAGES

Comparison Storage Option

Storage
(ML)

Bremer_1 Case A

40,368

Bremer_4 Case A

43,156

Warrill_1 Case A

32,652

Warrill_2 Case A

145,015

Warrill SO2 (SFMP)

130,000

As it can be seen from the comparison, the Bremer River Inland Freight route option provides storage similar
to the Seqwater options. The Warrill Creek option even at the 2.0m height embankment lift (44,570ML) would
provide less than half of the storage anticipated by the SO2 option in the SFMP. Nonetheless, this is still a
considerable volume of flood storage and would provide significant downstream mitigation benefits.
5.4.1.3

SO3 SFMP Recommendation Summary
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The assessment has shown that there is significant potential at both crossings to provide flood mitigation
storage. The following is noted with regard to this:


The combined storage of both locations is still less than the SO2 option. However, the overall storage is
still large in nature and would make a major difference in flood levels downstream providing significant
flood mitigation.



As the Inland Freight option is proposed already, these options leverage on existing infrastructure and
there would be significant cost savings in comparison to creating a dam on its own. The additional cost
would involve lifting the embankment, strengthening the embankment and spillways etc and
resumption/compensation of private property. Many of these aspects may also be required for the Inland
Freight route regardless.



The Western Creek option provides some minor flood storage and could be considered in combination
with the other two locations to increase storage. It is however hindered by the fact that it begins to flood
properties and further lifting of the rail embankment may flood the township of Calvert.

Based on the information at hand, the ability to incur a significant flood mitigation project at a significantly
reduced cost, it is recommended that both the Bremer and Warrill crossings are investigated in further detail.
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5.4.2

SO5 Ipswich CBD Floodgate

5.4.2.1

Background

The Ipswich CBD floodgate is a recommendation from the SFMP to undertake a feasibility study for a flood
gate at Marsden Parade as part of the Ipswich Local Floodplain Management Plan. The MCA score of the
Ipswich CBD floodgate is 0.07, placing it 21st in the long list. Therefore, this option was not considered for
further detailed assessment as part of the IICP.
However, in the SFMP this option has scored a benefit cost ratio of 0.92, which is considered high in
comparison with other floodplain mitigation options. Therefore, a further investigation is warranted and is
detailed in this section. This investigation takes a closer look at the assessment undertaken as part of SFMP.
The option focusses on preventing inundation during a Bremer River flood event from backwatering upstream
into the internal Marsden Parade urban catchment. Practically, this is achieved by introducing a floodgate to
operate on the Marsden Parade Railway underpass and utilising the existing railway embankment as a levee.
The top of the existing QR railway embankment at approximately 18.1 mAHD based on 2019 LiDAR was found
to be equivalent to approximately a 1 in 50 AEP Bremer River flood event. As such, the flood mitigation option
is aimed to prevent internal flooding within the urban area for up to and including the 1 in 50 AEP flood event.
No flood protection is provided for events greater in magnitude that a 1 in 50 AEP event as the railway
embankment becomes overtopped.
While there are constraints and limitations associated with this option, not least of which is the detailed
engineering assessment and associated permissions and approvals with regard to the use of the existing
railway embankment as a levee, the SFMP found that the damage reduction is considerable for this option.
This is primarily due to the considerable savings in damages given that flooding was completely negated for
all frequent events up to and including the 1 in 50 AEP event.
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5.4.2.2

Further assessment and investigation

The significant benefits in damages presented in the SFMP only holds true when inundation of floodwaters
behind the levee are avoided. Of note, there is a significant urban catchment behind the levee that drains to
Marsden Parade which has a catchment area of approximately 152ha. An urban catchment flood event that
occurs in coincident with a Bremer River flood event will give rise to elevated levels behind the levee that could
result in inundation of properties which may discount some of the damage savings. To control internal water
levees to preserve the savings in damages, a pump station would be required. The capital cost estimate for
the Ipswich CBD floodgate outlined in the SFMP made allowance for inclusion of a small pump station and
one-way valve which was costed at $300,000.
A review of the pumping system has been undertaken as part of the IICP to otherwise confirm the allowances
made and subsequently the benefit cost ratio and mitigation effectiveness. This review has focussed
specifically on the pump station and one-way value allowance made in the SFMP as well as having regard to
coincident flooding. In this regard, the Ipswich Planning Scheme Implementation Guideline 24 – Stormwater
Management provides guidance on modelling of coincident regional flooding such as a Bremer River flood
event versus flooding associated for a local tributary catchment, in this case the Marsden Parade urban
drainage catchment. The coincident flooding to be applied is based on the ratio of the respective catchment
areas which in this instance equates to a ratio of <0.001 based on a Bremer River catchment area of 1850km2
to the Ipswich CBD. The ratio suggests that a 1 in 2 AEP coincident flood event would be applicable for the
urban catchment based on a 1 in 100 AEP regional Bremer River flood event. For the sake of the analysis, a
1 in 1.58 AEP has been adopted as this event was assessed in the Ipswich CBD flood study. Note that this
represents just one scenario as larger floods in the CBD catchment could also equally occur in combination
with a Bremer River flood event.
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The existing Ipswich CBD catchment hydrologic model includes the Marsden Parade urban catchment which
has been used to analyse a coincident event flood combination. The catchment arrangement for the
hydrological model is illustrated in Figure 5-37.

Marsden Parade

.
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FIGURE 5-37 IPSWICH CBD MODEL SUBCATCHMENTS – SHOWING MARSDEN PARADE URBAN CATCHMENT

The model was adjusted to include a detention basin to represent the internal area formed behind the railway
embankment, as shown in Figure 5-38, and to match discharges to that reflected in the hydraulic model for the
1 in 1.58 AEP event. A diversion was included to the detention basin to simulate a pumped diversion and in
the absence of any other basin discharge given that the existing stormwater drainage system included a oneway valve to prevent inundation from a Bremer River flood event. The pumped discharge rate was optimised,
to maintain the same internal water surface level behind the levee and to be equivalent to the pre-mitigated 1
in 1.58 AEP 60-minute storm event. Maintaining the same pre-mitigated water surface level ensures that no
property inundation occurs behind the levee and matches the core assumptions made in the SFMP for the
Ipswich CBD floodgate option. Figure 5-39 illustrates the inflow and outflow hydrographs from the Marsden
Parade detention basin.
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1 in 1.58AEP detention basin
water level adopted for analysis

Detention basin water level based on QR
Railway embankment
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FIGURE 5-38 DETENTION BASIN BEHIND QR RAILWAY EMBANKMENT

FIGURE 5-39 INFLOW AND OUTFLOW HYDROGRAPHS FROM MARSDEN PARADE DETENTION BASIN
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Based on the basin outflow (shown as the green line in Figure 5-39) a pumped diversion rate of approximately
0.75m3/s was found to be required to maintain the same water surface level internally behind the levee for the
1 in 1.58 AEP 60-minute storm duration. That is, a pump station having a capacity of 0.75 m3/s will be required
just to maintain the internal water surface levels behind the levee in the frequent 1 in 1.58 AEP event.
Cost Estimates and Financial Analysis
With respect to capital costs for both the one-way value and pump station, advice from respective
manufacturers has been obtained to provide a check of the cost assumptions. The manufacturers have advised
the following budget cost allowances, Figure 5-40 provides an illustration of the valve and pump respectively:


Tide flex 2100mm diameter one-way valve - $70,000 Excl. GST (clamp-on); and



KSB 750l/s dry mount submersible pump - $91,730 Ex. GST.

FIGURE 5-40 DUCKBILL NON-RETURN VALVE AND PUMP ILLUSTRATIONS
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Other than the capital costs for the one-way value and pump station outlined above, additional cost allowances
need to be made for the overall installation and operation which are summarised as follows:


A dual pump station system is likely to be required which provides a duty pump as well as a
standby pump installation. The dual pump system provides redundancy in the event of
maintenance or malfunction of a pump unit during operation, both of which are critical
considerations for pump station continuity in operation to provide the mitigation benefit during a
flood event. Accordingly, a dual pump installation has been assumed for the financial analysis;



Power supply: The pump station and large electric motor sets will require a three (3) phase high
voltage electrical source. This may or may not be available at the pump station site and could
incur significant additional costs. For the financial analysis, a nominal electrical allowance of
$200,000 has been made;



The large pump sets will additionally require large pipework including intakes and discharge
manifolds, control valves and associated automated controls and telemetry, all of which will incur
significant additional costs. A nominal allowance of $100,000 has been assumed for the financial
analysis;
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Related costs associated with site civil works, pump intake pit, outlet protection, installation, etc.
It is assumed that the original civil and structural estimates exceeding $1M as outlined in the
SFMP accounts for these costs;



A pump operational cost of $10,000 per annum has been assumed which is based on electricity
costs of $0.35/kWh for a 240kW pump motor running at 80% efficiency for a total run period of
four (4) days per year;



Pump and valve operational life span of 50 years, with a replacement cost included in the
financial analysis at year 50; and



A maintenance cost allowance of:



$12,673 per annum for the pump station and non-return valve installation which represents a 5%
annual allowance on the capital cost; and



A general maintenance cost of $174,795 per annum being 2% of the total revised capital cost of
$8.74M (i.e., to include updated costs as outlined above being associated with the pump and
non-return valve equipment).

With respect to the capital costs, we also note that it is likely that other smaller stormwater networks will also
need to be modified, such as along Edward Parade. We note that the SFMP made allowances that exceeded
$1M for civil and structural estimates. No itemised details were able to be provided by ICC that would otherwise
further clarify what the SFMP allowances included and specifically with respect to stormwater drainage
modifications. No further or additional allowances have been made as part of this current assessment for such
items other than those itemised and discussed previously.
Table 5-37 summarises the revised financial analysis and benefit cost ratios given the above considerations.
By way of comparison, a benefit cost ratio of 0.71 has been calculated for the 7% discount rate option which
is found to be lower compared to the 0.92 benefit cost ratio presented in the SFMP.
TABLE 5-37 SUMMARY OF UPDATED BENEFIT COST FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT
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Discount Rate (%)

Annual reduction
in flood damages
($)

Capital Cost ($)

Discounted
Maintenance/Operation
Cost ($ million)

Benefit/Cost

4

$750,000

$8,740,000

$10,400,000

0.96

7

$750,000

$8,740,000

$6,350,000

0.71

10

$750,000

$8,740,000

$4,500,000

0.57

Pump Station Design and Cost Implications
The pump station and non-return valve costs included in the revised financial analysis are found to be nearly
twice the cost of that assumed in the SFMP. Despite the considerable increase in costs, it also likely that the
practical costs for the pump costs will be further increased having regard to the following:


The pump arrangement is based on a discharge rate of 0.75m3/s which was analysed based on
a 60-minute storm event. The discharge rate is likely to be an underestimate if longer duration
flood events are considered (i.e., such as a 120-minute event) whereby a higher capacity pump
would be required to account for the increase in volume associated with a longer duration event.
This would have the effect of increasing the pump station costs;



The pump station size is based on a frequent 1 in 1.58 AEP coincident event. Given the peak
discharge expected from the Marsden Parade urban catchment for various AEP events as
outlined in Table 5-38, a much larger capacity pump would be required to cater for a higher
coincident flood event and in the event that a higher design standard is to be achieved to provide
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greater certainty in mitigation effectiveness (i.e., given the joint probability of occurrence between
regional versus local flooding). This would have the effect of significantly increasing the pump
station costs.
TABLE 5-38 SUMMARY OF HYDRAULIC MODEL PEAK DISCHARGES AT MARSDEN PARADE FOR THE 60MINUTE STORM EVENT

Design AEP Event

Peak Discharge into Basin (m3/s)

1 in 1.58

2.8

1 in 2.54

4.5

1 in 5

7.0

1 in 100

34.0

The design capacity selected for the pump station is a particularly critical aspect in the financial analysis and
subsequent benefit cost assessment. To illustrate further, the AAD benefit of $750,00 is only valid where all
properties located behind the railway embankment are fully protected from inundation. Flooding of the
properties can readily occur from the urban catchment, with the fundamental assumption therefore being the
selection of a design pump rate given coincident flood considerations. The revised benefit cost ratio
assessment presented in Table 5-39 assumes only a frequent urban catchment flood event that results in a
benefit cost ratio of 0.71 for the 7% discount rate.
In further considering the benefit cost ratio sensitivities associated with this option, two (2) sensitivity
assessments have also been undertaken based on the following scenarios:
1. The annual benefit (reduction in flood damages) of $750,000 has been reduced to $500,000 to account
for some inundation to properties located behind the railway embankment and in the event that a higher
coincident flood occurs for the urban catchment. This scenario assumes that not all of the perceived
savings in property inundation occur given a higher coincident flood event whereby the assumed pump
station design rate of 0.75m3/s is insufficient; and
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2. A revised financial analysis and benefit cost ratio based on an increased design flowrate for the pump
station to 7m3/s to provide protection to properties based on a 1 in 5 AEP coincident urban catchment
flood event. To achieve the higher pump rate, this would necessitate a bank of nine (9) pumps with the
same number also required for standby.
Table 5-39 summarises the revised benefit cost ratios for the above stated sensitivity assessments. The
resultant benefit cost ratios were found to be highly sensitive to the sensitivity scenarios analysed, with the
common thread being in the selection of the level of risk that is attributed to the saving in property inundation
for those properties located behind the railway embankment.
TABLE 5-39 SUMMARY OF SENSITIVITY BENEFIT COST FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT AT 7% DISCOUNT RATE

Scenario

Annual reduction
in damages ($
million)

Capital Cost ($
million)

Discounted
Maintenance/Ope
ration Cost ($
million)

Benefit/Cost

Reduction flood
damages

$500,000

$8,740,000

$10,400,000

0.47

Increased pump
station design

$500,000

$8,740,000

$6,350,000

0.19
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5.4.2.3

SO5 SFMP Recommendation Summary

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Given the further assessments and investigation undertaken in respect to the SO5 Ipswich CBD floodgate
option, we conclude the following:


The Ipswich CBD floodgate mitigation option in the form presented in the SFMP will only be
effective for a Bremer River flood event and without any coincident flooding occurring in the
Marsden Parade urban catchment. That is, the savings in damages and financial assessments
outlined in the SFMP are only valid in the absence of coincident flooding in the local urban
catchment. It is considered that there is a high likelihood and subsequently risk that a coincident
flood event would occur which would negate the savings in damages and subsequent benefit
cost ratios that have been determined;



When allowance for a frequent coincident flood event is considered in combination with a Bremer
River flood event, the Ipswich CBD floodgate option will only be effective in the form presented
the SFMP where a much larger flood pump station is installed. This has the effect of increasing
the capital cost for the same perceived benefit and thereby reducing the benefit cost ratio to 0.71
based on a 7% discount rate. Note that this only provides for a coincident 1 in 1.58 AEP flood
event for the urban catchment which is a very frequent event that is likely to be exceeded once
per year and may therefore not provide an adequate design standard to protect property
inundation associated with an urban catchment flood event;



In the event that a higher capacity pump is considered to reduce property inundation risk, such
as allowing for (say) a 1 in 5 AEP coincident urban catchment flood event, the benefit cost ratio
is significantly reduced to only 0.19 based on a 7% discount rate given the much higher capital
costs associated with the larger pump station installation;



In the event that the perceived benefits in property inundation are not achieved, there will also
be a corresponding reduction in the benefit cost ratio for the option. The example provided shows
that the benefit cost ratio reduces to only 0.46 based on the 7% discount rate where only 67% of
the perceived benefit is realised; and



Overall, the resultant benefit cost ratios for the mitigation option were found to be highly sensitive
with the common thread being in the selection of the level of risk that is attributed to the saving
in property inundation for those properties located behind the railway embankment.

For the above reasons, it is considered that the Ipswich CBD floodgate at Marsden Parade is likely to result in
a lower benefit cost ratio to that reported in the SFMP and especially when due consideration is made to
flooding associated with the urban catchment and the selection of the pump station design standard to be
achieved having regard to coincident flood risk.
In a practical sense, it is likely that a higher coincident flood standard is needed and a very low BCR of 0.19
occurs where the 1 in 5 AEP is selected. A low BCR of this magnitude is considered to render this option
unviable. Additionally, associated engineering matters as well as permissions and approvals for use of the
existing railway embankment as a levee are yet to be determined and remain critical aspects for the overall
effectiveness of the option.
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5.4.3

SO7 Goodna CBD Levee

5.4.3.1

Background

The Goodna CBD Levee is a recommendation from the SFMP to undertake a feasibility study for a levee on
the Ipswich Motorway Church Street underpass as shown in Figure 5-41.

FIGURE 5-41 GOODNA CBD LEVEE LOCATION ON CHURCH ST MOTORWAY UNDERPASS (SOURCE: GOOGLE)

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The option discussed in the SFMP has been assessed based on reducing flooding up to the 1 in 50 AEP flood
event (up to the motorway level). Flood events greater than this were provided no further flood protection.
The Goodna CBD experiences fairly widespread inundation in frequent events and as flooding is completely
removed in more frequent events, the damage reduction is considerable. The cost of this option is however
far greater in comparison to the SO5 Ipswich CBD Floodgate and the investigation as part of the SFMP reveals
a low BCR of 0.087. The benefit of the Goodna CBD Levee is limited to approximately 29 commercial properties
and eight residential properties based on reductions in flood impacts up to and including the 1 in 100 AEP.
Table 5-40 and Table 5-41 provide the cost benefit assessment undertaken in the SFMP to mitigate the flood
risk. This option is also subject to constraints associated with using the motorway as a flood mitigation device.
A geotechnical engineering assessment is required with specific regard to the use of existing motorway
embankment as a levee. Consultation and support from the Department of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR)
is required and the use as a structure to hold back flood water is expected to have minor impacts on the

7

Section 8.4.5 of the Brisbane River SFMP TER
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operation of the motorway up to and including the 1 in 100 AEP event8 The SFMP found that the damage
reduction is limited to just 12 properties in the 1 in 50 AEP event and over 30 in the in 100 AEP.
TABLE 5-40 COST OF GOODNA CBD LEVEE (FROM SFMP)

Description

Cost ($)

Direct Job Cost (inc civil)

11,950,000

Other costs

8,150,000

Contingencies

8,100,000

Total Cost Estimate (exc operations)

28,200,000

Operating Expenses

560,000

TABLE 5-41 SUMMARY OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS – GOODNA CBD LEVEE

Annual reduction in
flood damages ($)

Capital Cost ($)

$230,000
5.4.3.2

Discounted
Maintenance including
Operation Cost ($
million)

28,200,000

3,140,000

Benefit/Cost

0.08

Further assessment and investigation

As part of the IICP the Goodna CBD Levee has been assessed through the multi-criteria assessment which
shows that the option is considered to improve safety of people by improving the time for evacuation. There
are considerable social benefits from the option such as targeting vulnerable community within Goodna and
improving community flood resilience.
The option scores low on feasibility due to the residual risk and ongoing asset management, there is also the
question of legal liability of ongoing maintenance and operations of the structure. These unknown constraints
may add to the ongoing costs considered in the benefit cost assessment and further reduce the economic
viability of the option. The levee option also provides no wider benefits to the environment, ecosystem or
waterway health. The results of the MCA assessment is provided in Table 5-42 and the full analysis is provided
in Appendix I.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE 5-42 IICP MCA APPLIED TO SO7 GOODNA CBD LEVEE

8

Criteria category

Overall weighting

Score

Safety of people

20.0%

5.5

Social

20.0%

18.0

Economic

20.0%

7.0

Feasibility

10.0%

5.5

Essential Infrastructure

10.0%

5.0

Environment and natural resource management

20.0%

12.5

Total

100%

0.9

Section 8.4.5.6.4 of the Brisbane River SFMP TER
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5.4.3.3

SO7 SFMP Recommendation

Given the further assessments and investigation undertaken in respect to the SO7 Goodna CBD Levee option,
the following is noted:


The overall damage reductions are limited to just over 30 properties in the and 1 in 100 AEP, the
majority of which are commercial properties. The cost of the option is significant ($28million
excluding ongoing maintenance and operations costs). Including maintenance and operation
assumptions the BCR (as investigated in the SFMP) was found to be 0.08



Feasibility and economic viability considered in the MCA are scored low. Applying the localised
MCA to the Goodna CBD Levee option reveals an MCA score of 0.06 ranking this option 24th on
the long list of floodplain mitigation options



Additional engineering matters as well as permissions and approvals for use of the motorway
embankment as a levee are yet to be determined and remain critical aspects for the overall
effectiveness of the option. These unknowns could blowout the already significant cost of this
option.

It is considered that the option of a levee at Church Street to mitigated flooding to the Goodna CBD is not
recommended for further investigation. The low benefit cost ratio reported in the SFMP and low MCA score
applied to this option as part of the IICP investigation reveal the overall cost effectiveness and wider benefits
that could be realised from this option are minimal in comparison to other floodplain mitigation options
considered in this study.

5.5

Discussion

5.5.1

Multi Criteria Analysis

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

As part of the assessment of the shortlisted options, a revised more detailed MCA has been carried out on the
eight shortlisted options plus the SO5 Ipswich CBD floodgate and SO7 Goodna CBD Levee. Additional
information such as average annual damages, investigation into wider benefits provided by floodplain
mitigation, the capital costs and cost benefit assessments has been used in the MCA. Many of the scores
were unchanged from the initial assessment, however the following changes were noted:


Changes were made within the economic section of the MCA to realise the actual average annual damage
and benefit cost assessment scores; and



The Goodna CBD Levee and Ipswich CBD floodgate options were reassessed with the new scale of AAD
and BCA scoring and included with the shortlisted options from the IICP.

The detailed MCA scores are shown in
Table 5-43, The completed scoring assessment for the detailed MCA is provided in Appendix I.
TABLE 5-43 FINALISED MCA SCORE SUMMARY

Rank

Option

MCA
Score

1

Warrill Major NFM

1.33

2

Bundamba Creek NFM Major

1.07

3

Warrill Minor NFM

0.89

4

Bundamba Creek NFM Minor

0.88

5

Blacksnake Creek NFM

0.54
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Rank

Option

MCA
Score

6

Thagoona NFM

0.35

7

Rosewood Detention Basin

0.22

8

SO5 Ipswich CBD Flood Gate

0.21

9

SO7 Goodna CBD Levee

0.06

10

Thagoona Detention Basin

0.04

The results show Warrill Creek Major NFM option scores the highest in the MCA assessment. All of the Warrill
and Bundamba Creek NFM options are the highest scoring flood mitigation options with a notably higher score
than the next option of the Blacksnake Creek NFM option.

5.5.2

Benefit cost assessment

A summary of the capital cost and the BCA score are shown in Table 5-44.
TABLE 5-44 COST AND BCA SUMMARY OF FLOOD MITIGATION OPTIONS

Option

BCA

SO5 Ipswich CBD Flood Gate

$8,740,000

0.71

Bundamba Creek NFM Minor

$38,513,159

0.19

Bundamba Creek NFM Major

$57,313,637

0.16

Warrill Minor NFM

$186,978,825

0.16

Warrill Major NFM

$498,558,614

0.15

$3,301,024

0.13

SO7 Goodna CBD Levee

$28,200,000

0.08

Blacksnake Creek NFM

$15,022,993

0.01

$2,795,241

0.01

$10,786,723

0.004

Thagoona Detention Basin

Rosewood Detention Basin
Thagoona NFM
19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Cost (NPV)

5.5.3

Comparison of options

In order to provide an overall assessment and comparison of the 8 shortlisted options plus the SO5 and SO7
SFMP actions, the BCA score, MCA and costs need to be considered together. This comparison seeks to
provide confidence to Council whether floodplain mitigation option are to be recommended for implementation,
i.e., the options align with the principles of integrated catchment planning to reduce flood risk and uphold
environment and ecosystem benefits on the floodplain.
Three approaches of comparing the options are to display Cost (NPV) versus the MCA score; BCA versus
MCA Score; and Cost versus BCA. The figures in this section provide a visual comparison.
Figure 5-42 shows the Cost vs MCA of each floodplain mitigation option. Figure 5-43 presents the BCA score
vs the MCA Score and Figure 5-44 displays the BCA vs Cost of each option.
The green dashed line illustrates an equitable split of the results both vertically and horizontally. There are five
options to the left of the vertical line and five to the right, and there are five options above the horizontal line
and five beneath. This allows a visual relative comparison of the options, i.e., whether the option is a poor,
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

moderate, or good outcome relative to each option. The dashed lines apportion a fair split of options into each
half, i.e., a 50/50 split of the options are above/below the horizontal line and a 50/50 split of the options are to
the left/right of the vertical line.
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FIGURE 5-42 COST VS MCA OPTION COMPARISON
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FIGURE 5-43 BCA VS MCA OPTION COMPARISON
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FIGURE 5-44 BCA VS COST OPTION COMPARISON
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5.5.3.1

Cost (NPV) vs MCA Score

A useful comparison of options is to display Cost versus MCA score, this is shown in Figure 5-42.
It is apparent from this graphic that the mitigation option that have high performance are presented in the ‘good
outcome’ quadrant. The only options presented here is:


Blacksnake Creek NFM which has a low net present value of cost and a relatively high MCA score
compared to other options.

In the moderate outcome quadrant with options that have a high cost and high relative MCA score are:


Warrill Creek NFM Major;



Warrill Creek NFM Minor;



Bundamba Creek NFM Major; and



Bundamba Creek NFM Minor.

5.5.3.2

MCA Score vs Benefit-Cost Assessment Score

A second useful comparison of options is to display MCA score versus BCA score, this is shown in Figure 543. Again, options which perform well are shown in the ‘good outcome’ quadrant. These options have a high
relative benefit to cost ratio and high MCA score. These options are:


Warrill Creek NFM Major;



Warrill Creek NFM Minor;



Bundamba Creek NFM Major; and



Bundamba Creek NFM Minor.

5.5.3.3

Benefit-Cost Assessment Score vs Cost

Thirdly, Cost versus BCA score shows the options which are comparatively affordable and present better
economic viability, this is shown in Figure 5-44. This options however do not consider any criteria discussed
in the MCA including wider benefits, safety, risk, or feasibility. The option presented as affordable and with a
relatively high BCA compared to the other floodplain mitigation options is:

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report



Ipswich CBD floodgate.

However, as discussed in section 5.4, the BCA score is subject to uncertainty associated with the effectiveness
and therefore benefits that can be attributed to the option.
In the moderate outcome quadrant with options that have a high cost and high relative BCA score, again are:

5.5.3.4



Warrill Creek NFM Major;



Warrill Creek NFM Minor;



Bundamba Creek NFM Major; and



Bundamba Creek NFM Minor.
Comparison of Options Summary

It is noted that in two of three comparisons, natural floodplain mitigation measures appear as ‘good outcomes’
in comparison to the other floodplain mitigation options. The following observations are made after review of
the MCA, BCA and cost analysis of the options:
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NFM options on the Warrill Creek and Bundamba Creek are considered good options with respect to their
relative MCA and BCA scores.



None of the mitigation options provide a cost benefit value above 0.5 other than the Ipswich CBD Flood
Gate. On a pure BCA and flooding point of view, only Ipswich CBD Flood Gate has a reasonable benefit
cost score. Due consideration still needs to be given to the MCA process with regards to other positives
and negatives of this option. In this regard, should an option score a low MCA (i.e., below 0.4 in
comparison to the other options) in combination with and a BCA below 1.0, there is further merit that these
options should not proceed.



The Warrill and Bundamba Creek options provide a low cost benefit but have substantial benefits outside
of flooding. In order to recognise a more positive cost benefit outcome, the following could be considered:


A refined revegetation extent around houses upstream would lessen the impact on these houses
(increased AAD) and the requirement to acquire properties as a result of implementation of a
Voluntary House Purchase scheme. This would also impact on the downstream benefit.



Assuming a lower discount rate raises the cost benefit, however this is still below the 0.5 value.



Reducing maintenance costs would slightly lift the BCA score (however not dramatically).



Halving the capital cost lifts the BCA score considerably (towards 0.25), however still not above
the 0.5 score.



A combination of these sensitivities would lift the BCA above 0.5 for some options, however this
would likely be outside of the realms of suitability.



These options should be considered for multiple benefits through the MCA analysis.



The Blacksnake Creek and Thagoona NFM options have a very low BCA value and from a pure
flooding/economics point of view do not produce the value required. They should be considered in the
MCA assessment for multiple benefits, however.



The structural options (Rosewood and Thagoona basins) provide a very low BCA and do not provide the
necessary scoring from a pure economics point of view to proceed forward. The options do provide flood
relief however and could be considered on other merits.

5.5.4

Opportunities and Constraints

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

A summary of the opportunities, constraints and considerations is discussed in Table 5-45.
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TABLE 5-45 OPTIONS SUMMARY

Option

Opportunities

Constraints

Recommend moving forward?

Warrill Creek Major NFM

Widespread and significant flood mitigation,
ecosystem and waterway health outcomes. In
addition, further benefits such as traditional owner
values and funding opportunities are a key part of this
option. Protection of the RAAF base critical
infrastructure is also a prominent benefit of this option.
A key benefit of this option is the strategic linking and
embellishment of fauna and flora corridors.

Major issues associated with private land acquisition
and compensation associated with increased flood
levels (not costed in the assessment). The practicality
of the scale is questionable and results in drastically
changed land use. Establishment, maintenance and
management of vegetation would also be
exceptionally difficult.
Flood modelling shows increases in flood levels in the
PMF.

Yes*

Provides significant flood mitigation to downstream
communities and the Brisbane Road commercial
precinct. Also provides significant benefit in protecting
a high value waterway and strategic corridors.

Major issues associated with implementing a project
of this scale and afflux on private property and costs
not considered on acquisition or compensation.
Establishment and maintenance of vegetation would
be difficult and require detailed consideration.
Afflux on private land upstream begins to increase in
events above the 1 in 100 AEP.

Yes

Bundamba Creek NFM Major

Possible value in integrating existing and future flood
risk reduction endeavours with ultimate development
planning.
Warrill Creek Minor NFM

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Bundamba Creek NFM Minor

SO5 Ipswich CBD Flood Gate
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Similar outcomes to the Warrill Creek Major NFM
option albeit with less flood reductions downstream.

Similar outcomes to the Bundamba Creek Major NFM
albeit with less flood reductions downstream.

Provides the highest cost benefit score and worthy of
further consideration as the only structural flood
mitigation option.

*The scale of the option, the impracticality of delivery and
the afflux in Ipswich and Scenic Rim properties generally
would prevent this option succeeding. There may
however be opportunity to downscale the extents
upstream to reduce property impact and to continue to
provide the ecosystem health outcomes. This should be
considered in conjunction with the Warrill Minor NFM
option. It should be noted that this option has only been
recommended to move forward after the MCA
assessment as the benefit cost score was below 0.5.

Whilst the scale of this option is significant, the benefit is
also significant and should be considered further. In
addition, consideration should also be given to integration
with reducing future flood risk in ultimate development
planning. It should be noted that this option has only
been recommended to move forward after the MCA
assessment as the benefit cost score was below 0.5.

Similar issues to the Warrill Major NFM option,
however at a smaller scale and likely more practical to
implement.
Some flood afflux within the Purga Creek catchment
and on the Cunningham Highway (this could
potentially be resolved through detailed modelling
however).

Yes

Similar issues to the Bundamba Major NFM option,
however at a smaller scale and likely more practical to
implement.

Yes

Option was not considered further with modelling in
this project. In addition, no further detailed
consideration was provided to the structural integrity
of the rail line. In addition, this option would result in
significant asset management issues with regards to
pumping or advanced flood forecasting systems
requiring to be developed and operated during flood
events. Furthermore, operation of a complex
backflow prevention device would be required adding
to asset management and maintenance issues.

No

Whilst the scale of this option is significant, the benefit is
also significant and should be considered further. It
should be noted that this option has only been
recommended to move forward after the MCA
assessment as the benefit cost score was below 0.5.

This option potentially presents one of the best
opportunities for an integrated NFM option and should be
investigated further. It should be noted that this option
has only been recommended to move forward after the
MCA assessment as the benefit cost score was below
0.5.

The MCA score for this option is very low and further
investigation has shown that it is likely that a higher
coincident flood standard is needed to ensure protection
from the local urban catchment. Increasing the flood
standards for localised flooding makes the option
unviable. Additionally, associated engineering matters as
well as permissions and approvals for use of the existing
railway embankment as a levee are yet to be determined
and remain critical aspects for the overall effectiveness of
the option
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Option

Opportunities

Constraints

Recommend moving forward?

Blacksnake Creek NFM

Provides excellent benefit to Blacksnake Creek from a
waterway health point of view and reducing salinity to
Brisbane and Ipswich’s water supply treatment plants.
Aligns strongly to previous strategies and corridor
plans.

Option would be difficult to implement with private
landowner issues like other NFM options. In addition,
this option does not provide any noticeable flood
benefit downstream with a negative cost benefit score.

No*
There is minimal associated flood benefit wit this option.
*Further consideration could be given to an NFM option
on the eastern tributary and the ecosystem health
outcomes pursued.

Rosewood Detention Basin

Provides good flood benefit to the Rosewood town
centre and beyond.

Acquisition of private property would be required,
reducing the benefit cost score of this property. In
addition, there would be asset management and
residual risk issues associated with managing a
referable dam (and the potential for cascade failure of
both dams in the area).

No
This option is not recommended to proceed forward due
to the low-cost benefit and MCA score.

SO7 Goodna Motorway Levee

A good outcome to provide flood mitigation to a
strategic area and vulnerable community of Goodna.

Option was not considered further with modelling in
this project. In addition, no further consideration was
provided to the structural integrity of the motorway
which would either negate the option or potentially
reduce the cost if the embankment were able to
withstand flood forces.
In addition, this option would result in significant asset
management issues with regards to pumping or
advanced flood forecasting systems requiring to be
developed and operated during flood events.

No

Does not provide sufficient flood reductions
downstream and would be difficult to implement due
to the revegetation required across future
development areas.

No

The option has a low cost benefit score and does not
provide any ecosystem health value. In addition,
there would be significant asset management and
residual risk associated with managing a referable
dam. Furthermore, private property downstream has
flood afflux.

No

Thagoona NFM

Thagoona Detention Basin

Provides good ecosystem heath and waterway health
outcomes.

The basin provides some flood benefit to the
Thagoona township.

The lower MCA score and the constraints listed likely
prevent the success of this option or the benefit accrued
with the cost and risk.

This option is not recommended to proceed forward due
to low BCA, overall minor flood benefit and
impact/practicality of undertaking in future development
areas.

This option is not recommended to proceed forward due
to the low-cost benefit and MCA score.
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The constraints of the options may indicate that the options should not proceed due to the limitations or implementation considerations. The overall opportunities may high enough to warrant that further assessments which should
be considered to resolve some of the limitations and constraints. A full assessment of limitations and assumptions has also been provided with this work package.
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5.6

Summary and recommendations

This chapter of the IICP is strongly linked to the concept of integrated water management and recognising the
value that this approach brings to the provision of flood mitigation and enhanced ecosystem health outcomes.
The NFM options provide an alternative to traditional engineered structural flood mitigation approaches that
leverage on the opportunity to halt the degradation of Ipswich’s catchments and significantly increase and
improve the overall ecosystem health. This approach is extremely important as it aligns with multiple strategies
and intentions and provides the opportunity to leverage larger amounts of funding through different sources.

5.6.1

Overview

The analysis of flood mitigation options provides the following key outputs:


A prioritised list of large-scale flood mitigation options that will potentially reduce flood risk and increase
the overall resilience of Ipswich residents and communities. These options have had extensive modelling,
cost benefit assessment and multi criteria analysis to ensure all corporate and strategic intentions of
Ipswich City Council are being met;



Providing further information and assessment of improving the overall waterway health of the Bremer
River and Warrill Creek systems through high level water quality modelling; and



Providing initial assessments of the potential of the Inland Freight route to double as a large regional flood
mitigation outcome. This initial assessment indicates that there is significant flood storage available and
that this should be further investigated by the Queensland Government to potentially capture cost savings
available by providing two key outcomes with one asset.

Another important concept of the IICP is the linkage between work packages and recognising, encouraging,
and documenting overlap and opportunities. Some of these overlaps include:
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The project has identified that NFM options have a positive cost benefit in reducing existing flood risk and
a range of broader environmental benefits. Integrating and incorporating future development through
ultimate development and master planning could elevate the potential of these options further (particularly
for Bundamba Creek). Careful consideration would need to be given to this.


One possible path forward could include developing a Local Government Infrastructure Plan (or other
mechanism) and undertaking more detailed modelling suited to the refinement required and in
consideration of waterway health and water quality modelling, to estimate the full range of benefits.



It should be noted that no detailed assessment was undertaken of the impact of future development
and ways of managing the impact of such. This would require a significant package of works to inform
any likelihood of success or practicality.



Other avenues of integration could also consider refining and developing more detailed corridor plans
with more sophisticated modelling, design and integration of multiple elements.



Flood mitigation options, whilst reducing overall flood risk, still have residual risk that must be captured,
mitigated, and managed further by other opportunities through emergency management, property specific
actions and community awareness and resilience. As Ipswich’s flood risk is generally very high, flood
mitigation will only partially reduce this risk - thus it is important to continue to use all tools of floodplain
management to further reduce overall risk; and



Some of the flood mitigation concepts developed are also within future growth areas of Ipswich. With
further investigation, there is potential to capitalise on master planning to reduce future flood risk in these
areas more effectively - whilst also potentially reducing existing downstream flood risk.
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Overall, the IICP approach to flood mitigation is unique in Australia. The approach considers environmental
considerations to be of equal importance to safety, social and economic factors. This balance approach to
assessing options provides the opportunity to achieve multiple strategic intentions and capitalise on the
likelihood of increased funding opportunities.

5.6.2

Recommendations

A number of recommendations are listed in Table 5-46 for consideration by Council. As the IICP has been
conducted with data at a point in time, monitoring and review of new flood information as it becomes available,
as well as a review of the relevance of each recommendation is required over time. In addition to this, some
of the recommendations may be more suited to the State Government due to existing recommendations in the
SFMP that generally affect all Councils.
TABLE 5-46 RECOMMENDATIONS

Ref

Section

Category

Description

FM1

5.3.3.1
and
5.3.3.2

Flood
Mitigation/Integrated
waterway health
further investigation

Consider undertaking detailed design and assessment be
undertaken for the Warrill Creek NFM option(s).

FM2

5.3.3.3
and
5.3.3.4

Flood
Mitigation/Integrated
waterway health
further investigation

Consider undertaking detailed design and assessment be
undertaken for the Bundamba Creek NFM option(s).

5.7

Limitations

This section highlights a number of limitations that have been identified whilst analysing the data. These are
described below for due consideration when using the information presented in this chapter for decision making
purposes.

5.7.1

Limitations of Analysis

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

It should be noted that constraints of the options discussed may indicate that the options should not proceed
due to the limitations or implementation considerations. These need to be fully understood in a detailed
assessment to consider if options should be progressed.


No detailed feasibility assessment or design has been undertaken in the assessment of the physical
mitigation options. Reconfigurations of the options presented in this chapter may better inform cost and
benefit estimation.



The Ipswich CBD floodgate is a recommendation from the SFMP to undertake a feasibility study for a
flood gate at Marsden Parade as part of the Ipswich Local Floodplain Management Plan. Limitations of
this option include:




The detailed engineering assessment and associated permissions and approvals with regard to the
use of the existing railway embankment as a levee has not been undertaken in the assessment of
this option;

The Goodna CBD Levee was found to score low on feasibility due to the residual risk and ongoing asset
management, there is also the question of legal liability of ongoing maintenance and operations of the
structure. These unknown constraints may add to the ongoing costs considered in the benefit cost
assessment and further reduce the economic viability of the option.
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6

ECOSYSTEM AND WATERWAY HEALTH MODELLING

6.1

Introduction

An objective of the Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan (IICP) is to mitigate flooding throughout Ipswich whilst
supporting healthy freshwater and estuarine9 ecosystems.
Healthy ecosystems are dynamic, and often in a state of recovery following natural stressors such as storms,
floods, droughts, fires and disease. Thus, what makes an ecosystem healthy is not a lack of stress but rather
the ability to withstand and subsequently recover from stress. Within the Bremer Catchment and adjacent
conservation areas, the ability of ecosystems to withstand and recover has been, and continues to be,
overcome by legacy and ongoing anthropogenic influences.
There are two key attributes of healthy ecosystems: interconnectedness and biodiversity. Isolated ecosystems
are unlikely to fully recover from severe stress as devasted plant and animal populations require input from
distant yet connected populations. Biodiversity is also key, as whilst many species would otherwise succumb
to a particular stress, a minority of specifically resilient species survive and provide a pathway to recovery.
Natural Floodplain Management (NFM) is a means of reducing flood risk by protecting, restoring and/or
enhancing the inherent properties of an undisturbed catchment. These properties include floodplains which fill
and slowly drain, vegetated waterways which impede flows and soils into which water permeates. An added
benefit of undertaking NFM is that the actions can also improve ecosystem health by:


Interconnecting distant ecosystems via riparian wildlife corridors; and



Improving water quality and thus biodiversity in freshwater and estuarine ecosystems by:


Reducing the downstream transport of nutrients and fine sediment; and



Recharging groundwater reserves and thus increasing environmental flows.
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This chapter follows on from the assessment of flood mitigation measures in the Physical Mitigation Chapter.
This chapter assesses the Warrill Creek NFM – Major Option. This large-scale option is aimed at achieving
the maximum available flood mitigation benefit from NFM in the Warrill Creek System. It consists of extensive
revegetation works in the riparian zone and broader floodplain. The added benefits related to the
interconnectedness of remnant terrestrial ecosystems and the restoration of riparian ecosystems is considered
in the Physical Mitigation Chapter.
This purpose of this investigation is to understand the improvements in water quality and subsequent
biodiversity and ecosystem health improvements. There is also recognition that environmental flows may be
more readily increased via actions separate to NFM, such as improved irrigation practices and
releases/bypasses from Moogerah Dam and other storages. Thus, throughout this chapter, water quality
benefits from NFM and increases in environmental flows are treated separately. The analysis in this chapter:


Identifies the link between water quality and biodiversity, and subsequently water quality and ecosystem
health;



Distinguishes flood flows and environmental flows;



Introduces the data, modelling platform and modelled scenarios used in the assessment;



Quantifies the water quality improvements within the Bremer Estuary associated with large-scale NFM
and increased environmental flows; and

9 Estuarine environments are tidal and to some extent saline. The Bremer River is an estuary throughout
most of Ipswich City.
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6.2

Provides commentary on the improvements to ecosystem health within the freshwater reaches of the
Bremer system associated with large-scale NFM and increased environmental flows.

Link between Water Quality and Ecosystem Health

As discussed in the introduction, healthy (and thus inherently resilient) ecosystems can withstand and recover
from stressors (at least natural stressors), enabled by interconnectedness and biodiversity values. Unlike
isolated pockets of land, waterways in the absence of large dams are inherently interconnected, if not during
dry periods then during wet periods. Thus, the limiting factor of waterway ecosystem health is biodiversity,
therefore understanding what conditions can support a diversity of species is important.
Water quality can be described by the conditions in which species exist within a waterway. Water quality can
be further described by the concentration of various constituents, including the concentration of nutrients and
fine sediment.
In the case of nutrients, an excess of certain nutrients will afford certain species, often invasive species, a
competitive advantage and the ecosystem will trend towards a monoculture. Even without outcompeting other
species, a species which thrives under certain conditions may impact on others by predation, grazing or
aggressive behaviour. Furthermore, when a species’ population exceeds that which the otherwise natural
ecosystem has evolved to sustain, harm is caused through subsequent population collapse. This is often
experienced following algae blooms which eventually die, decay and subsequently draw oxygen from, and
release toxins into, the waterway.
In the case of fine sediment (silts and clays), an excess in the suspended concentration can limit the extent to
which light permeates through the water column. Thus, the growth of photosynthesising organisms is limited
and organisms which rely, or partly rely, on vision are disadvantaged.
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It is important to note that nutrients and fine sediment are required to sustain biodiverse and thus healthy
freshwater and estuarine ecosystems, and that it is an excess of these constituents which is unhealthy. The
respective constituent concentrations required for healthy ecosystems are derived from scientific studies and
documented as water quality objectives by the state (DERM 2010 a&b). These values/objectives are provided
herewith to contextualise the changes in estuarine water quality in response to NFM and increased
environmental flows.
Whilst the link between water quality, biodiversity and ecosystem health, is not (and probably never will be)
understood to the level where the relationships can be reliably converted into equations and subsequently
translated into numerical code, they need not be. That is because an interconnected system, such as the fresh
and estuarine reaches of the Bremer system, would almost certainly support a diversity of species if the water
quality were equivalent to that of a healthy system. Therefore, the benefits to ecosystem health attributable to
NFM or increased environmental flows can be quantified by the changes in the concentration of water quality
constituents relative to the respective water quality objectives.

6.3

Flood flows and Environmental flows

The flows through the freshwater reaches of the Bremer River and into the Bremer Estuary can be generalised
into two categories: flood flows and environmental flows. Legacy and ongoing anthropogenic influences have
disrupted these flows by various means. The disruptions to flood flows often further endanger human lives,
property and infrastructure; while the disruptions to environmental flows can progressively degrade natural
ecosystems.
The flows associated with floods are generated by rainfall runoff. During floods, the flow exceeds the capacity
of the channel and water spills out over the floodplain. Legacy clearing of the Bremer Catchment and riparian
zone has reduced the volume of rainfall which infiltrates into the soil, with the subsequent runoff then flowing
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faster down through the cleared riparian zone. The effects combine to increase peak flows in the lower
catchment, resulting in increased depths and velocities.
Environmental flows consist of flows attributable to rainfall runoff from non-flood events, and rainfall which
infiltrates into the soil and enters the waterway as groundwater. The construction of water storages in the
Bremer Catchment has intercepted environmental flows; where this water is either lost to evaporation or used
for irrigation. Groundwater may also be extracted prior to reaching the channel.
Whilst the objective of this investigation is to primarily understand the downstream water quality benefits of the
NFM option in the Warrill Creek system, understanding the importance of environmental flows to the overall
water quality and ecosystem health can provide valuable insights to inform land use and land management
recommendations in the upper catchment.

6.4

Methodology

6.4.1

Overview

The potential reductions in nutrient and sediment concentrations in the Bremer Estuary attributable to two
general catchment management actions have been assessed using existing water quality data and an existing
modelling platform. The two generalised catchment management actions (two scenarios) assessed were NFM
and increased environmental flows. The assessment has been performed by comparing modelled scenario
results against the modelled existing case results. The NFM scenario is equivalent to the Warrill Creek NFM –
Major option assessed in the Physical Mitigation Chapter. The option to increase environmental flows was not
addressed in the previous chapter, but the actions required are applicable to integrated catchment
management and are thus considered in this chapter.

6.4.2

Receiving estuary water quality data

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The Ecosystem Health Monitoring Program (EHMP) is an extensive and ongoing field campaign established
in 2000. The Program includes approximately monthly collection of water quality data from major estuaries
within South East Queensland and Moreton Bay. EHMP data is repeatedly collected from specific locations
and provides valuable insight into how estuarine and marine water quality responds to events such as (but not
limited to) climatic variation, inflows from the catchment and discharges from wastewater treatment plants. The
six EHMP sites in the Bremer Estuary are illustrated in Figure 6-1.
In this assessment, EHMP data demonstrates the skill of the estuary model, and provides insight into how
NFM and increased environmental flows may act to improve estuarine water quality (and thus ecosystem
health).
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FIGURE 6-1 ECOSYSTEM HEALTH MONITORING PROGRAM (EHMP) SITES WITHIN THE BREMER RIVER
ESTUARY
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6.4.3

Modelling platform

6.4.3.1

Catchment model

Catchment models can provide insight into how downstream flows and associated nutrient and sediment loads
respond to changes in land use in the upstream catchment. An existing catchment model was used for this
study. This model is currently maintained by a third party as part of the Healthy Land and Water report card
initiative. Every year, in unison with the estuarine water quality model, this catchment model undergoes two
calibration exercises to progressively improve its performance with respect to freshwater flows. The main
characteristics of this catchment model are as follows:


The model runs on the eWater Source software;



Flows are routed through discrete sub-catchments;



The behaviour of the sub-catchments (with respect to freshwater flows and associated nutrient and
sediment loads) is derived by simulating the influences of land uses over the sub-catchment; and



Model outputs form key inputs for the estuary model.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The spatially varying land use and sub-catchment boundaries modelled over the Bremer Catchment are
illustrated in Figure 6-2. The sub-catchments for which the behaviour was modified for the NFM scenario are
also illustrated in the figure. These sub-catchments are consistent with those where large-scale riparian and
floodplain revegetation would occur for the Warrill Creek NFM – major option.

FIGURE 6-2 MAPPED LAND USE IN THE BREMER CATCHMENT OVERLAIN WITH MODELLED SUBCATCHMENT BOUNDARIES. THE PROPERTIES OF THE SHADED SUB-CATCHMENTS WERE
ALTERED FOR NFM SCENARIO TESTING
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Within the modelled catchment flows, the signal in constituent concentration with respect to the flow
hydrograph and the concentrations themselves form user inputs. It is expected that the signal shape and
concentrations adopted are predominantly based on large-scale research projects which span many
catchments and many events, such as those in Bartley & Speirs 2010.
Comparisons between constituent concentrations in modelled catchment flows, with measurements collected
within the Ipswich catchment, are expected to be limited. However, during the regular calibration exercises
performed by Water Technology for the receiving estuary model (Section 6.4.3.2), the specific catchment
constituent concentrations have been factored so that water quality within the receiving estuary model reflects
EHMP data. This factoring of catchment model results has been applied to both existing and developed cases
for both NFM and increased environmental flows assessments. It will become evident in Section 6.5.1 that the
concentration signal following non-flood rainfall events is possibly misrepresented. Considering this, it is
important to use the catchment model as a guidance tool and not a source of absolute truth.
6.4.3.2

Receiving estuary model

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Estuarine water quality models can provide insights into how water quality responds to management actions
in the upstream catchment. An existing estuarine water quality model was used for this study. This model is
currently maintained by Water Technology as part of the Healthy Land and Water report carding initiative.
Every year, in unison with the catchment model, the estuary model undergoes two calibration exercises to
progressively improve its performance. This estuarine model simulates hydrodynamics and water quality within
the Brisbane and Bremer Estuaries. The main characteristics of this estuarine model are as follows:


The model uses the TUFLOW-FV software;



The extents of the model incorporate the subtidal10 and intertidal11 channel from Moreton Bay up to the
tidal limits of the Brisbane and Bremer Estuaries (Figure 6-3);



The simulations are performed in 3D on a flexible mesh (Figure 6-3); and



The model incorporates a range of inputs including those from the catchment and wastewater treatment
plants.

10
11

Permanently submerged, even at low tide.
Exposed during low tide, often composing mudflats and mangroves.
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FIGURE 6-3 EXTENTS OF THE BRISBANE-BREMER ESTUARY MODEL
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The performance of the estuary model is illustrated in Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5. These figures are timeseries
plots, where model results (blue lines) are compared to measurements/data (orange circles). Figure 6-4
illustrates that the model accurately incorporates the effects of atmospheric heating and cooling to simulate
water temperature. This figure also illustrates how the model incorporates catchment inflows and represents
estuarine mixing and evaporation accurately to simulate changes in salinity following heavy rainfall.

FIGURE 6-4 COMPARISON OF MODELLED AND MEASURED WATER TEMPERATURE (UPPER) AND SALINITY
(LOWER) IN THE MID-BREMER ESTUARY, REFER FIGURE 6-1 FOR SITE LOCATIONS
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Figure 6-5 illustrates that the model incorporates nutrient loads from the catchment, wastewater treatment
plants, and the upper Brisbane Estuary to effectively simulate nutrient concentrations. The model’s
performance is reviewed annually by State Government scientists and academics and is considered of high
quality.
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FIGURE 6-5 COMPARISON OF MODELLED AND MEASURED TOTAL NITROGEN (UPPER) AND TOTAL
PHOSPHORUS (LOWER) IN THE MID-BREMER ESTUARY, REFER TO FIGURE 6-1 FOR SITE
LOCATION

6.4.4

Scenario testing

6.4.4.1

Natural floodplain management

Two scenarios were compared using the modelling platform to assess the potential benefits to ecosystem
health within the Bremer Estuary in response to large-scale NFM in the Bremer Catchment. The first scenario
represented the existing case, and the second case represented large-scale NFM implementation. The existing
case is equivalent to that used to demonstrate model performance in Section 6.4.3.2, although the modelling
was performed for a different period. The second case is equivalent to the adoption of extensive riparian and
floodplain revegetation associated with the Warrill Creek NFM – Major scenario.
Extensive riparian revegetation works would reduce sediment and nutrient transport downstream by:


Limiting stream bank erosion;



Slowing flows due to increased roughness and subsequently reengaging the floodplain with the effect of:


Promoting infiltration of floodwater into the floodplain; and



Promoting settling of sediment and nutrients into the floodplain.
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Whilst the catchment model was unable to explicitly represent the processes by which NFM works, insight into
water quality improvements within the receiving Bremer Estuary could be effectively achieved by applying subcatchment-wide reductions to exported nutrient and sediment loads. This was performed by reducing the event
mean concentrations (mg/L) of nitrogen, phosphorus and fine sediment by respectively 10, 20 and 20 percent
over selected sub-catchments. Flows were not altered. The selected sub-catchments over which the
reductions were applied are illustrated in Figure 6-2. The percentage reductions are approximations due to the
absence of appropriate large-scale and long-term scientific studies. However, the magnitude of water quality
improvements attributable to the large-scale NFM scenario provide insight into the efficacy of such large-scale
NFM works in improving estuarine water quality.
Outputs from the catchment model for the two scenarios were then used as inputs to the receiving estuary
model. Catchment inputs were consistent between scenarios, except for those entering at the tidal limit of the
Bremer Estuary. All other inputs the receiving estuary model were consistent.
The two simulations performed using the receiving estuary model spanned 3 months. The simulations were
initialised using EHMP data, following a period of extended dry weather and subsequently low catchment
inflows. This rainfall event resulted in catchment inflows which flushed the otherwise brackish Brisbane-Bremer
Estuary with freshwater, down towards Indooroopilly. Equivalent flushing of the estuary generally occurs every
1-2 years12. Catchment inflows occurred towards the beginning of the simulations, with the following months
demonstrating how the estuary recovers following such inflows, and any lasting benefits following the adoption
of NFM.
6.4.4.2

Increased environmental flows

Two scenarios were run through the modelling platform to assess the potential benefits to ecosystem health
within the Bremer Estuary in response to increasing environmental flows through the Bremer Catchment. The
first scenario represented the existing case, and the second scenario represented the case where
environmental flows were increased.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

NFM can increase dry-weather environmental flows by reengaging the floodplain and subsequently promoting
infiltration of flood waters and recharging groundwater. Flood modelling for the Warrill Creek NFM – major
option depicted that whilst upstream flood levels increased significantly, inundated areas did not. When
considering groundwater recharge, the area inundated rather than depth is important as the capacity for soil
to absorb moisture is finite. Thus, it is considered that dry weather environmental flows could be more readily
increased by limiting water extraction for irrigation, diverting dry weather flows around and/or releasing more
water from Moogerah Dam.
The existing case used in scenario assessments was a hindcast simulation during a period for which there
were no significant rainfall events. The period selected was May 2019 – January 2020. This simulation was
that used to demonstrate the model’s performance (Section 6.4.3.2). This configuration is consistent with the
baseline model used for the NFM assessment.
As with the NFM scenario testing, a generalised approach proved more effective at providing insight into
potential estuarine water quality improvements than an approach where the numerous processes within the
catchment, such as reduced irrigation demands from individual license holders, were represented explicitly.
Increased environmental flows were represented by increasing the dry weather flows into the Bremer Estuary
at the tidal limit to a minimum of 0.2 m3/s.
In justification of the adopted value, it is instructive to refer to the increase in annual water usage for medium
priority license holders (principally irrigators) in the Warrill Valley Water Supply Scheme. From 2003 to 2020,

12
The rainfall in early 2020, for which the response within the Bremer Estuary is depicted in Figure 6-4 and
Figure 6-5, was such an occurrence.
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the increase was from near 0 to 17,000 ML/yr, equivalent to 0.5 m3/s. From 2017 to 2020, the increase was
from 6,000 ML/yr to 17,000 ML/yr, over 0.3 m3/s (Seqwater 2020). A plot depicting this increase is included in
Appendix K.
To provide additional context for the adopted value, it is also instructive to note evaporative losses from
Moogerah Dam. Based on relevant literature values (Helfer, 2012), and assuming a surface area of 6 km2,
which is well below that when full, the daily winter and summer evaporative losses are over 0.1 and 0.3 m3/s
respectively.
The nutrient concentrations of such flows were set to the water quality objectives for moderately disturbed
lowland freshwaters. The nutrient concentrations were respectively 0.5 and 0.05 mg/L for nitrogen and
phosphorus. It is possible that these concentrations could be lower for flows largely derived from groundwater.
Conversely, it is likely that nutrient concentrations measured in the existing freshwater reaches would exceed
these values whilst the dry-weather flows are near-zero and livestock frequent the riparian zone.

6.5

Results

6.5.1

Natural floodplain management

6.5.1.1

Introducing the plots

Model results providing insight into the benefits of NFM within the Bremer Catchment are presented in Figure 66, Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-9 (these three figures are provided for nitrogen, phosphorus and fine sediment
respectively). The differences between the existing and NFM scenarios are indicated by the difference between
the continuous and dotted lines.
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Each figure consists of three panels. The uppermost panel depicts inflows (m3/s) from the catchment model
into the estuary model at the tidal limit of the Bremer Estuary. The uppermost panels are identical in all three
figures and are provided to contextualise the respective concentration signals in the lower panels of each
figure. The continuous and dotted lines in the uppermost panel are equal as the catchment inflows were not
changed by the generalised representation of NFM in the catchment model.
The middle panel in the three figures depicts the concentration (mg/L) of the three respective water quality
constituents within the catchment inflows of the uppermost panel. The continuous and dotted lines differ, as
the event mean concentrations for nine of the seventeen sub-catchments were reduced to represent the
adoption of NFM (Section 6.4.4.1). The percent reductions in concentration depicted in the middle panel are
not equivalent to those applied to the event mean concentrations, as another eight sub-catchments also
contributed to the catchment inflows at the tidal limit of the Bremer Estuary (Figure 6-2).
The lowermost panel in the three figures depicts the resultant predicted concentration (mg/L) of the three
respective water quality constituents within the Bremer Estuary. For clarity, the results have been averaged
over 24 hrs and hence do not depict the ebb-flood tidal signal. These concentrations reflect numerous inputs
and processes, including:


Inputs from the sub-catchments for which the large-scale NFM was applied;



Inputs from other sub-catchments;



Inputs from wastewater treatment plants;



Mixing with the Brisbane Estuary; and



Sediment transport.
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6.5.1.2

Nitrogen

Figure 6-6 illustrates how the nitrogen concentration within the catchment inflows peaks during the onset of
the catchment inflows and then decreases as flows subside. The modelled behaviour is independent of the
magnitude of the catchment inflows and represents the initial wash-off of nutrients from the catchment.
Discussion on how the concentration signals are derived is provided in Section 6.4.3.1.
The concentration within the estuary initially increases due to the catchment inflows and then decreases as
inflows reduce, and with reducing nitrogen concentrations, flush the estuary. The following relatively small
events, as modelled, reintroduce nitrogen, with the attenuating flows being insufficiently large to flush the
estuary. Following the inflows, the modelled concentration progressively increases due to discharges from
wastewater treatment plants, mixing with the Brisbane Estuary and evaporation.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The difference between the existing and NFM scenarios is generally equivalent between those in the
catchment inflows and those within the estuary. This demonstrates that whilst other processes can push the
nitrogen concentration within the Bremer Estuary above those in the catchment inflows, the reduction in
nitrogen experienced in the catchment flows attributable to NFM is translated to reductions in the estuary.
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FIGURE 6-6 MODELLED CATCHMENT INFLOWS (UPPER), NITROGEN CONCENTRATION WITHIN THE
INFLOWS (MIDDLE) AND THE RESULTING NITROGEN CONCENTRATIONS IN THE MID-BREMER
ESTUARY (LOWER) FOR THE EXISTING CASE AND FOLLOWING THE ADOPTION OF LARGESCALE NFM. MODEL RESULTS ARE 24 HR AVERAGES. WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVE INDICATED
WITH RED DASHED LINE
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6.5.1.3

Phosphorus

Figure 6-7 depicts how the phosphorus concentration within the catchment inflows generally peaks during the
onset of the catchment inflows and then decreases as flows subside. This behaviour is independent of the
magnitude of catchment inflows and represents the initial flushing of nutrients from the catchment. Discussion
on how the concentration signals are derived is provided in Section 6.4.3.1.
The concentration within the estuary initially increases due to the catchment inflows and then decreases as
the subsiding inflows, with subsiding concentrations, flush the estuary. The following relatively small events,
as modelled, reintroduce phosphorus, and as the attenuating flows are insufficient to flush the estuary, the
concentrations remain elevated. Due to the relative concentration of phosphorus in the Bremer Estuary
following these relatively small rainfall events and that within the Brisbane Estuary, the modelled concentration
within the Bremer Estuary decreases thereafter.
The difference between the existing and NFM scenarios is generally equivalent between those in the
catchment inflows and those within the estuary. This demonstrates that the reduction in phosphorus
experienced in the catchment flows is translated to reductions in the estuary.
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Unlike the model, the EHMP data indicates that smaller inflows reduce the concentration of phosphorus within
the estuary (Section 6.5.2, Figure 6-11). Whilst the catchment will respond differently to different events, the
modelled behaviour indicates that the catchment model may require refinement in consideration of the broad
spectrum of historical events. Smaller rainfall events and thus smaller inflows are considered as environmental
flows and are considered using the EHMP data in Section 6.5.2.
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FIGURE 6-7 MODELLED CATCHMENT INFLOWS (UPPER), PHOSPHORUS CONCENTRATION WITHIN THE
INFLOWS (MIDDLE) AND THE RESULTING PHOSPHORUS CONCENTRATIONS IN THE MIDBREMER ESTUARY (LOWER) FOR THE EXISTING CASE AND FOLLOWING THE ADOPTION OF
LARGE-SCALE NFM. MODEL RESULTS ARE 24 HR AVERAGES. WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVE
INDICATED WITH RED DASHED LINE
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6.5.1.4

Fine sediment

Figure 6-9 depicts how the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) within the catchment inflows peak during
the onset of the event and then decrease as inflows subside. This behaviour is independent of the magnitude
of the catchment inflows and represents the high initial rates of erosion during the onset of a rainfall event.
Discussion on how the concentration signals are derived is provided in Section 6.4.3.1.
The SSC within the estuary initially increases due to the catchment inflows and then subsides. The peak SSC
is significantly higher than that in the catchment inflows, as other sub-catchments have a significantly higher
SSC and thus make a far larger contribution. The periodic signal in the estuarine SSC following the rainfall
event is attributable to the fortnightly spring-neap tidal cycle.
The modelled estuarine SSC does not remain elevated for an extended period following the rainfall event. In
reality, the SSC would remain elevated for longer as the settling characteristics of fine sediment are dependent
on salinity. This process (salinity-driven flocculation) is not yet applied in the model. Interestingly, even if there
was no fine sediment within catchment inflows, the estuarine SSC would increase in response to the rainfall
event until the salinity recovered to the pre-rainfall levels. This behaviour has been clearly documented using
continuous salinity and turbidity data collected near the Brisbane-Bremer junction (Nielsen, 2019).
Given that salinity promotes settling through flocculation, it may be expected that the tidal reach of the Bremer
system would have a lower SSC than the adjacent upstream non-tidal reach. However, this is not the case.
The ebb and flood tidal currents in estuaries combined with other, more subtle processes, act to trap fine
sediments in the estuary. These fine sediments are then recurringly resuspended by tidal currents. The
unidirectional flow in the non-tidal reaches of the Bremer system effectively transports fine sediment
downstream (no trapping occurs). As the subsiding and dry-weather flows in the Bremer system are sourced
from groundwater, and thus contain very little sediment, SSC drops well below that within the estuary soon
after peak flows. This is also the case in the freshwater reaches of the Brisbane system downstream of
Wivenhoe Dam, except that the water with low SSC is not sourced from groundwater, but from the dam.
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It is somewhat surprising how the addition of fine sediment from the catchment does not drive a sustained
increase in estuarine SSC. The processes which drive the estuarine SSC are numerous and complex, and an
effort to describe them is not provided in this report. Instead, the reader is referred to a recent and
comprehensive study (Nielsen, 2019). This study answers questions remaining from an earlier study (Abal et
al 2005), with the benefit of 15 years of additional EHMP data and the occurrence of one of the largest floods
since European settlement. A first order explanation as to why rainfall events are not significant drivers of the
high SSC experienced throughout the year in the Brisbane-Bremer Estuary is provided below.
If the SSC in the Brisbane-Bremer Estuary was purely a function of the mass of fine sediment in the estuary,
then the SSC would continue to increase with every rainfall event. This is not the case, with the EHMP data
(2000 to the present) showing no such sustained increase, despite numerous rainfall events (Nielsen, 2019
Figure 1-7). This is largely because fine sediment settles (albeit slowly) and requires energy to maintain it in
suspension or resuspend it once settled into the bed. In narrow estuaries with minimal wave energy this energy
is supplied via tidal currents. As the energy within tides is finite, when the SSC is elevated following a rainfall
event, the mass which settles to the bed exceeds that which is eroded in the following tidal cycles.
Subsequently the mass of fine sediment within the estuary increases but the SSC does not. This process is
illustrated in Figure 6-8.
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FIGURE 6-8 THE ESTUARY BED: BEFORE RAINFALL RELATED SEDIMENT INPUTS (LEFT), WHILST THE SSC
IN THE ESTUARY IS HIGHLY ELEVATED IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING RAINFALL (MIDDLE), AND
ONCE THE SSC HAS RETURNED TO LEVELS EQUIVALENT TO THOSE PRIOR THE RAINFALL
EVENT. THE DOTTED BROWN REGION REPRESENTS SEDIMENTS WHICH ARE NOT
RESUSPENDED BY THE TIDE. THE SOLID BROWN AND GREY REGIONS AND ARROWS ARE
INDICATIVE OF THE SEDIMENT RESPECTIVELY ERODED AND DEPOSITED DURING A TIDAL
CYCLE. THE SOLID BROWN REGIONS ARE DRAWN OVER THE SOLID GREY REGIONS. SOURCED
WITH PERMISSION FROM NIELSEN (2019)

The difference in SSC between the existing and NFM scenarios is not equivalent between those in the
catchment inflows and estuary. This is largely reflective of the afore mentioned sediment transport processes,
and the relatively large contribution of sediment from other sub-catchments. It should be noted that even by
targeting sub-catchments with high SSC loads, the post rainfall SSC will remain largely unchanged, as
demonstrated in Figure 6-8.
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Whilst the reduction in estuarine SSC in response to NFM is limited, it is known that mineral and organic solids
eroded off the catchment can release nutrients into, and draw oxygen from, the estuarine water. These
processes are not included in the current modelling works. The contribution of nutrients from sediment to the
estuary is a field of ongoing research.
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FIGURE 6-9 MODELLED CATCHMENT INFLOWS (UPPER), FINE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION WITHIN THE
INFLOWS (MIDDLE) AND THE RESULTING FINE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATIONS IN THE MIDBREMER ESTUARY (LOWER) FOR THE EXISTING CASE AND FOLLOWING THE ADOPTION OF
LARGE-SCALE NFM. MODEL RESULTS ARE 24 HR AVERAGES. WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVE
INDICATED WITH RED DASHED LINE
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6.5.2

Increased environmental flows

Figure 6-10 contains timeseries of salinity and nutrient concentrations within the upper Bremer Estuary in late
2019. During August and September 2019, there was a total of 8 mm of rain recorded at the Ipswich Alert rain
gauge. In October, 43 mm was recorded, including 31 mm on the 12th October. No rain was recorded in
November. The simulations were performed during the period of low rainfall. During this period, measured
salinity increased, as did nutrient concentrations. The increase in salinity was attributable to negligible
catchment inflows, continued evaporation and mixing with the relatively saline Brisbane Estuary. The increase
in nutrient concentration was attributable to the progressive input of nutrients to the estuary by wastewater
treatment plants, evaporation, and possibly the progressive release of nutrients from sediments.
The difference between the existing and increased environmental flow scenarios is a progressive diverging of
salinity and nutrients in the upper estuary. This is reflective of fresh water entering the estuary and effectively
diluting the concentration of existing nutrients, counteracting other processes.
Whilst increased environmental flows is likely to reduce the salinity, and hence the salinity driven flocculation
processes within the Bremer Estuary, it is complicated by the fact that some salt does enter the estuary from
the upstream catchment. Furthermore, reduced nutrient concentrations would likely reduce the concentration
of suspended organic material which likely already contributes significantly to the murky appearance (turbidity)
of the Bremer Estuary.
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It is of relevance to determine what caused the low nutrient concentrations in May 2019 depicted in Figure 610. Figure 6-11 depicts the measurements collected mid-estuary over a period extending back to February
2018. The data indicates that the salinity and nutrient concentrations decreased during the September –
November 2018 period and that a similar less pronounced decrease was again realised during the October –
November 2019 period. This is indicative of elevated inflows from non-flood events (environmental flows)
entering the Bremer Estuary.
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FIGURE 6-10 MODELLED SALINITY (UPPER), NITROGEN (MIDDLE) AND PHOSPHORUS (LOWER) IN THE MIDBREMER ESTUARY FOR THE EXISTING CASE AND FOLLOWING AN INCREASE IN
ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS. MODEL RESULTS ARE 24 HOUR AVERAGES. WATER QUALITY
OBJECTIVES INDICATED WITH RED DASHED LINES
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FIGURE 6-11 MEASURED SALINITY (UPPER), TOTAL NITROGEN (MIDDLE) AND TOTAL PHOSPHORUS
(LOWER) IN THE BREMER ESTUARY. WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES ARE INDICATED WITH
DASHED RED LINES
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6.6

Summary and Recommendations

6.6.1

Diffuse and point source nutrient loads into the estuary

The total loads of nutrients and sediment delivered into the receiving waterways of South East Queensland,
such as the Brisbane-Bremer Estuary, are dominated by large floods and associated diffuse sources13. These
loads, the associated sources, and indeed the associated modelling then inherently attracts attention.
However, it is important to note that flood flows pass through estuaries; and thus, the post-flood water in the
estuary is largely equivalent whether the estuary is flushed once, twice, or in the case of 2011, twenty times
over.
The figures provided in Appendix L depict inflows into the Brisbane-Bremer Estuary for a period which spanned
both flood flows (which flushed the estuary once over) and otherwise dry periods. Despite the volume of water
attributable to the catchment being significantly greater than the volume of water discharged from wastewater
treatment plants, the load of nutrients from treatment plants (point sources) was equivalent or greater. This is
reflective of the difference in concentrations between the two sources (catchment and treatment plants).
The figures provided in Appendix L also indicate that the volume of water discharged by the treatment plants
is generally equivalent to evaporation. Thus, despite what could be considered low concentrations in the
discharges from treatment plants, as much of the discharged water is evaporated away, the effect is a continual
increase in nutrient concentrations within the estuary.
Whilst point sources drive a progressive increase in nutrient concentrations in estuaries, the estuarine
concentrations following large diffuse loads often progressively decrease. In the upper estuary this is caused
by the reduced concentrations in the attenuating catchment inflows and in the lower estuary this is caused by
the influx of bay water. The influx of bay water is driven by density differences between the flood and bay
water, and this is why the exchange of bay and flood water (estuarine circulation) is most pronounced
immediately following significant catchment inflows.

6.6.2

Natural floodplain management
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As the Bremer Estuary is in the upper reaches of the greater Brisbane-Bremer Estuary, it receives negligible
mixing with the waters of Moreton Bay. Consequently, the reductions in nutrient loads entering the Bremer
Estuary from the catchment almost directly translate to reductions in concentrations within the Estuary.
The reductions in estuarine nutrient concentrations following flood flows are reflective of the concentration
reductions in flood flows achievable over the sub-catchments for which large-scale NFM is applied. The
estuarine concentrations are also reflective of the relative magnitude of flows off these sub-catchments when
compared to those from the entire catchment.
Sediment washed off the catchment into the estuary can progressively release bound nutrients. These
processes were not included in the current modelling works and form the basis of ongoing studies. It is possible
that sustained reductions in the nutrient concentrations within the Bremer Estuary would be realised by
reducing the input of sediment. It has been demonstrated that the concentration of suspended sediment within
the estuary experienced throughout most of the year is largely independent of the sediment source.
This chapter has demonstrated that even large-scale riparian restoration works conducted as part of NFM
results in minimal improvements in estuarine water quality in the context of established water quality
objectives. It is subsequently evident that the wider benefits of adopting NFM in relation to ecosystem health
is in the creation of riparian ecosystems and interconnecting distant terrestrial ecosystems via wildlife corridors.

13

Not attributable to one identifiable location as are point sources.
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These appreciable benefits would be resultant from revegetation of the floodplain which presents an
opportunity to connect vegetation patches to the east (Flinders Goolman Conservation Estate) and west (Mt
Forbes/Ebenezer and the Little Liverpool Range) as shown in Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13. This link includes
Warrill Creek as a strategic link corridor. Revegetated forests would be capable of sustaining many endemic
species population such as eucalyptus teretecornis woodland thus enhancing key regional ecosystems. This
is also habitat for koalas and there exists an opportunity to manage this area as a carbon offset or koala offset
delivery area.
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FIGURE 6-12 WARRILL CREEK NFM (MAJOR AND MINOR) – WIDER BENEFITS
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FIGURE 6-13 WARRILL CREEK MAJOR NFM OPTION – WIDER BENEFITS

Other environmental benefits provided by implementation of NFM include soil moisture as a result of the
increase of inundation. As a result of the construction of flood bunds and revegetation in this area, higher
frequency of floodplain and farmland inundation may maintain soil fertility, infiltration, deep soil moisture stores
and overall increase groundwater recharge.
The Warrill Creek channel currently exhibits high stream power which causes erosion and channel instability.
Revegetation presents an opportunity to improve bank stability and prevent erosion and sediment export
downstream.
These environment benefits are also represented in the MCA and considered in the analysis for each floodplain
mitigation measure, this is presented in the Physical Mitigation Chapter.

6.6.3

Increased environmental flows

In the absence of environmental inflows, the concentration of nutrients within the Bremer Estuary remains high
and indeed progressively increases. This is largely because post-flood concentrations in the estuary are high
and wastewater treatment plants (and possibly sediments) provide a continuing source of nutrients. Provided
the concentration of nutrients within environmental flows is lower than those within the estuary, the inflows will
act to dilute the estuary; effectively improving water quality and subsequently, ecosystem health.
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Whilst the modelling and data analysis has demonstrated that environmental flows alone are unable to achieve
a healthy estuarine ecosystem, the required actions should certainly be considered together with other
measures distinct from catchment management.
The benefits to ecosystem health from increasing environmental flows will not only be realised in the estuary,
but also the freshwater reaches of the Bremer system. Increased flows will improve interconnectivity and, with
appropriate fencing to keep out livestock, will dilute existing nutrients towards healthy concentrations. Reduced
concentrations will improve water quality and subsequently improve biodiversity and ecosystem health.

6.6.4

Recommendations

The water quality modelling discussed in this chapter has shown there is a significant benefit with the
introduction of increased environmental flows for waterway health aspects of the Bremer River and Warrill
Creek systems. Table 6-1 summarises the overall recommendation for Councils consideration.
TABLE 6-1

RECOMMENDATIONS

Category

Description

FM3

Further investigate
Bremer and Warrill
Environmental Flows

Consider undertaking further investigation of possible intervention
methods on irrigation uptake upstream and assessing in detail
possible groundwater recharge locations.
It should be noted that this item is linked to groundwater recharge
and potential floodplain engagement but is primarily associated with
ecosystem health outcomes rather than floodplain management.
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7

LAND USE PLANNING RESPONSES

7.1

Introduction

7.1.1

Role of Land Use Planning and Development Controls

Land use planning and development control represents one of the most cost-effective options for minimising
flood risk, especially where development is restricted to occur outside the floodplain. Flood information is used
to influence land use planning to ensure new developments are designed and situated away from flood risk
areas or take appropriate mitigation measures to ensure risk is commensurate with the intended use of the
site.
State, Regional and Local planning instruments have a role to play to ensure local development outcomes
effectively manage flood risk by ensuring risk remains acceptable or tolerable, by maximising storage potential
of the floodplain and by ensuring no increase in run-off from new developments.

7.1.2

Current Policy Context

The following section describes the strategic and policy framework that has shaped best practice land use
planning measures to mitigate flood risk in the regional context.
7.1.2.1

Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry

The Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry (QFCoI) was an independent inquiry set up by the State
Government in response to the devasting 2010-2011 floods across Queensland. The final report was published
in March 2012 and contains over 300 actions and recommendations in relation to land use planning,
development regulation, building controls, emergency management, community awareness and other matters
relevant to best practice floodplain management.
The Brisbane River Catchment Flood Studies, Brisbane Strategic Floodplain Management Plan and Local
Floodplain Management Plans were prepared in response to the QFCoI recommendation that specifically
requires a flood study of the Brisbane River catchment and that councils in floodplains conduct a
comprehensive floodplain management plan that aligns with best practice principles.
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Specific land use planning recommendations for example, include:


The Queensland Government should draft model flood planning controls, using a similar format and
structure to that in the Queensland Planning Provisions, that councils can adapt for local conditions. The
Queensland Government should require these controls to be reflected in new planning schemes.



The State Planning Policy (SPP) for Natural hazards, risk and resilience is now in place to provide
guidance to be considered by all local governments;



The SFMP provides the document Land Use Planning Guidance Material to assist Councils in the
Brisbane River catchment how to align with recommendations of the SFMP in the context of the SPP.



Councils with the requisite resources should develop a flood map which shows ‘zones of risk’ (at least
three) derived from information about the likelihood and behaviour of flooding for both urban and nonurban areas; or a map showing the extent of floods of a range of likelihoods (at least three) or mapping
based on historic flood levels



Councils should consider using the limited development (constrained land) zone in their planning schemes
for areas that have a very high flood risk;



Councils should include assessment criteria in their planning schemes that require community
infrastructure to be located and designed to function effectively during and immediately after a flood;
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Ipswich City Council has in place an overlay map zoning and code provisions that align with the above
recommendations, the SFMP as discussed below provides further advice to Councils in the Brisbane River
catchment to embed risk based planning approaches into the planning scheme and strategic land use
planning decision making.

7.1.2.2

State Planning Policy and State Interests

The State Government has overall responsibility for policy on flood risk
management in Queensland. The Department of State Development,
Manufacturing and Planning (DSDMIP) issues State Planning Policies
(SPP) that define matters of State interest regarding land use planning
and which promote transparent and accountable decision-making
processes. The State has an interest in ensuring land-use planning
supports floodplain management and community resilience objectives.
The State interest policy for Natural hazards, risk and resilience (July
2017) provides guidance that must be considered by all Local
Governments when making or amending a local planning instrument.
However, it is recognised that “local governments need to balance
competing state interests and it may mean that it is not possible to
address all policies for a particular state interest.”
Figure 7-1 illustrates how the Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain
Management Plan (SFMP), Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan (IICP) and land use planning policy
recommendations may inform State, Regional and Local planning instruments. The SFMP provides land use
planning guidance material that specifically deals with integrating the SPP State interest in a regional Brisbane
River catchment context.
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In the Queensland planning framework, before the release of the SPP for natural hazards, flooding had not
been expressly considered under the superseded statutory guidelines and planning policies and in the event
of inconsistencies between local planning instruments and state planning policies, the state planning policy
prevails. The SPP recognises the interaction between land use planning approaches and flood risk
management to ensure risk-based planning decisions are made based on a complete understanding of hazard,
anticipated growth and development, suitability of existing flood information and alignment with other core flood
risk management activities such as emergency management, structural mitigation and community awareness
and engagement.
A key consideration in the SPP is the interaction with emergency management responses such as the
capability of the emergency services to respond to events. Risk assessments that inform planning schemes
must integrate with preparation of local disaster management plans and identify limitations to emergency
responses across the floodplain.
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FIGURE 7-1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SFMP, IICP AND STATUTORY PLANNING PROCESS

7.1.2.3

Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan (SFMP)

The Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan (SFMP) provides a lens by which the SPP
outcomes can be contextualised for Local Governments in the Brisbane River Catchment. The SFMP
integrates with the SPP State interest via the Land Use Planning Guidance Material which provides local
governments in the Brisbane River catchment the regional context of how to address the SPP State interest
for Natural Hazard via the SFMP and LFMP technical outputs. The LFMP process (IICP for Ipswich) addresses
the Regional consistency matters from the SFMP. Recommendations from the LFMP process will inform the
creation of new local planning instruments.
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Each SPP policy is addressed in the guidance material and recommendations provided to local governments
on how to integrate the State interest into local planning instruments.
The SFMP identifies regional flood hazard data and flood risk assessment, whereas the IICP has identified
local flood risk to assist development of an integrated response to flood risk including land use planning
responses.
The SFMP has shown14 via the testing of filling in the floodplain and modifying roughness that future
development is likely to have a very small effect on hydraulic risk at a regional scale (i.e., in the Bremer and
Brisbane River Catchments) and recommends a regional cumulative impact assessment undertake (a project
has been undertaken simultaneous to the IICP) and localised impacts investigated via the IICP and LFMPs.
Given that development is likely to have very localised impacts, land use planning plays a key role in ensuring
best practice floodplain management and that community resilience is achieved at a local scale. Council,
through preparation of the new Ipswich Planning Scheme intends to strategically manage floodplain areas for
the long-term benefit and safety of people, property, infrastructure and the environment.
The IICP provides the tools for Council to align with the recommendations of the SFMP Land Use Planning
Guidance Material. This chapter undertakes a detailed review of current planning scheme responses, including
land use zoning, suitable land uses, levels of assessment and development constraint overlay and code

14

Brisbane River SFMP TER Section 5.1.4.3
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requirements. This provides Council a summary of the existing planning responses and recommendations to
revise or refine future land use planning responses and how these can be incorporated within the current, or
future planning scheme.

7.1.3

Ipswich Planning Scheme

The 2006 consolidated Ipswich Planning Scheme was originally drafted in accordance with the Integrated
Planning Act 1997 (IPA) and Department of Local Government and Planning Guidelines. The Planning
Scheme sets out a strategy to ensure most uses are located and designed to avoid or mitigate, where relevant,
the potential impacts of flooding.
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In 2019, Council released for public consultation a Statement of Proposals, including a Strategic Framework
and draft overlay mapping. Overlay Map 10 – Flooding and Major Urban Catchment Flow Paths shows the
flooding extent based on hazard and risk. The risk and hazard-based framework delineates the following:


Indicative extent of the Brisbane River and Bremer River floodplain is based on a modelled Probable
Maximum Flood (PMF). The AEP of the PMF is related to catchment size, which in the case of the Brisbane
River catchment is approximately 13,000km2 and the AEP used in the Brisbane River approximates to a
flood event of a 1 in 100,000 AEP flood event;



The PMF extent of other creek catchments in the Ipswich LGA range from 1 in 100,000 to the 1 in
10,000,000 AEP flood events



Define Floodplain Event (DFE) which is represented by the 1 in 100 AEP plus a climate change factor
based on scenario RCP 8.5;



High Flood Risk (Major Flood Conveyance) for rivers and creeks - which is based on the SFMP HR1 for
Rivers (and Western Creek) and H5/6 from 1 in 100 AEP plus climate change for other Creeks.



Moderate Flood Risk (Major Flood Storage) – which is based in 1 in 100 AEP plus climate change



Low to Extremely Low Flood Risk (Balance Floodplain) - which is the balance of the floodplain out to the
Brisbane River SFM PMF extent;



Special Flood Resilient Precincts; and



Major Urban Catchment Flow Paths.

The IICP will not provide recommendations for specific planning scheme amendments or decision support
tools. Rather, it provides a review and commentary on the alignment of both programs. This review of both the
current and draft new Ipswich Planning Scheme is undertaken in the context of the SPP and State interest
policy, highlighting issues and presenting recommendations and insights into flood risk in a localised context
and formulate an integrated plan to addressing flooding across the floodplain. Consideration of emergency
responses, promoting resilient built form and assessment of physical mitigation options in a format that can be
used to inform Council’s decision-making process.

7.1.4

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

7.1.4.1

Managing Future Floods Survey

The IICP includes due consideration of the community survey undertaken in 2019 to shape the integrated
responses to flood risk across the Ipswich Local Government Area (LGA). When asked about whether the
respondents thought if a bigger event than 1974 and 2011 were possible, 7 in 10 answered yes. And 69% of
people thought that another major (2011-sized) flood event might occur in the next 10 years.
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The survey results also reveal that the top three most important measures for managing flood risk in Ipswich
were planning and development controls to ensure it is compatible with flood risk, early flood warnings and
restoring the natural environment.
Understanding the community’s tolerability to flooding helps Council to identify the level of mitigation required
in across the suite of floodplain management approaches assess in the IICP. The survey contained a number
of questions that help to determine a baseline level of tolerability to unmitigated flooding risks in Ipswich.
Overall, from the community survey results, it is considered that the Ipswich community find the level of flooding
risk ‘tolerable’ after action has been taken.
The Community Awareness and Resilience work package chapter reviews the findings in more detail and
takes a closer look at the flood-related submissions to the draft Ipswich Planning Scheme.
7.1.4.2

Flood Risk Factors

The SFMP introduces the consideration of the different flood risk factors and the impact these factors have on
tolerability to flood risk, for example Hydraulic Risk (HR) matrix categorises flood hazard and frequency across
the floodplain, Time to Inundation (TTI) and Duration of Flood Inundation (DFI) examine how quickly and for
how long areas are inundated with flood water. Mapping flood islands also provide planners an idea of areas
that are subject to isolation. The IICP analysis these flood risk factors for localised flooding issues associated
with creek and urban catchments for the Ipswich LGA. These are presented in the Current and Future Flood
Risk work package.
In the context of Land Use Planning, the highest HR categories for example, are considered intolerable for
people, property and most land uses. Tolerability of development and/or community tolerability to existing flood
risks also depends how quickly and how long key access roads become flooded. The Emergency Management
work package chapter explores potential limitations to how long people are able to shelter in place i.e., no
more than around 36 hours as it is assumed most people wouldn’t have provisions and supplies to last the
recommended 72 hours15. Land use planning may not be able to fix residual risk everywhere, but can put in
place measures to ensure future development minimises exposure to long durations of inundation or areas
that may have difficulty evacuating.
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Tolerability to risk begins to increase with all of these factors occurring simultaneously. Development in areas
where some or all of these flood risk factors cannot be avoided must be able to provide for safe evacuation or
safe refuge and must not burden effective emergency services operations during an event. This chapter
reviews these flood risk factors in the context of current and future planning scheme.
7.1.4.3

Other Work Packages

Land use planning responses should be considered in conjunction with other flood mitigation measures as part
of an overall floodplain management strategy. In that context, the overall IICP presents an integrated approach
to managing the floodplain to ensure intolerable risks are mitigated to existing and future development.
7.1.4.3.1

CURRENT AND FUTURE FLOOD RISK

The Current and Future Flood Risk chapter identified the multiple flood risk factors which provide a holistic
picture of flood risk across the Ipswich LGA, including


Hydraulic Risk (combination of flood frequency and hazard);



Vulnerability (special circumstances that introduce further risk through social and economic functions);

15

AIDR Disaster Handbook
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Time to Inundation (an understanding of how long it takes for an area, asset or residence to inundate);



Duration of inundation of floodwaters (an understanding of how long an area, asset or residence may be
flooded for); and



Isolation (and understanding of whether residents are isolated on low or high flood islands).

To support the investigation into large flood events, one of the key observations of flood exposure across
Ipswich is the high relative increases of buildings exposed from the 1 in 100 to 1 in 500 AEP flood event. This
finding is important to note as it provides an example of the why it is important to consider the nature and
behaviour of flooding in events larger than the in 1 in 100 AEP as in this case, exposure does not gradually
increase but is significantly different.
7.1.4.3.2

PHYSICAL MITIGATION

Floodplain mitigation options have been investigated, shortlisted and some recommended for further
assessment as part of the IICP. These measures may have the effect of lowering flood waters in the floodplain
and reducing damages to existing development. It is important that new development and planning controls
continue to have due consideration of unmitigated flood risks and do not rely on physical mitigation measures
to open up areas for development. Land use planning measures are in place to ensure new development is
not exposed to potential future flood risks.
7.1.4.3.3

PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS

Techniques discussed in the Property Specific Actions chapter particularly retrofitting building materials may
be appropriate for consideration in infill residential development areas. Whilst Council may not intensify
development, building restrictions such as wet and dry-proofing and house raising may be an appropriate
mitigation response to residual risk. Potentially eligible properties to property specific actions are exposed to
intolerable risks and generally should not be considered for additional development.
7.1.4.3.4

COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND RESILIENCE

Ipswich suburbs have been prioritised based on social vulnerability factors and their exposure to flood risk
factors that provides the tools to make strategic land use planning decisions in the long term. The priority
suburbs are those that are considered most at-risk and require appropriate planning responses discussed in
this chapter above to ensure risks remain tolerable.
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7.1.4.3.5

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

To mitigate flood risks to existing developed areas, emergency responses are implemented by Council, State
and National government organisations to ensure people are well prepared to respond and recover from
disasters. The EM chapter has investigated potential improvements to the existing arrangements including
pulling together the combination of flood risk factors to highlight areas in Ipswich that may be difficult to
evacuate. These areas may require specific land use planning responses to ensure no intensification or
appropriate mitigation is in place to ensure the use can operate before, during and after flood events.

7.2

Review of Current Local Planning Practice

7.2.1

Review Methodology

This section provides a high-level review of current and draft new planning scheme provisions in relation to
flood hazards in the context of alignment with the SPP and Brisbane River SFMP obligations, actions and
recommendations. This includes:
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High-level summary of the Planning Scheme’s alignment with the State Planning Policy – State interest
for natural hazards, risk and resilience (Floods)16;



Review of the 2006 consolidated Ipswich Planning Scheme and provision of high-level recommendations
for potential amendments to planning scheme policies, codes and overlays;



Review of the draft new Planning Scheme Flooding and Major Urban Catchment Flow Paths overlay
mapping (released for public notification in 2019) in areas where potential hydraulic risk conditions are
likely to change or worsen. It is noted that the overlay reviewed is an early draft released with State of
Proposals and draft Strategic Framework to inform the preparation of a new Ipswich Planning Scheme;
and



Recommendations as to how outputs of the IICP could be used to inform future land use planning and
development controls.

It should be noted that the IICP and new Ipswich Planning Scheme submission are separate processes. This
document presents recommendations and/or options that can be used to inform Council’s statutory decisionmaking process.

7.2.2

SFMP Recommendations

The SFMP makes recommendations for regionally consistent land use planning responses, and with reference
to the Land Use Planning Guidance Material provides assistance in identifying flood hazard and local risk
treatment measures. The following recommendations have been integrated into the IICP and are addressed
in this chapter as part of the review of the current and draft new Ipswich Planning Scheme.
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TABLE 7-1

SUMMARY OF SFMP LAND USE PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS

SFMP Land Use Planning Recommendation

Local Planning Practice

Use the agreed SFMP definition of Potential
Hydraulic Risk (HR) to inform the preparation of
land use planning responses in planning
instruments. The Potential Hydraulic Risk matrix is
fit for purpose and should be used to inform the
preparation of the LFMP (or IICP)

The IICP has developed a refined HR Matrix for a
more localised context of flood risk across river and
creek catchments.

In relation to incorporation of climate change in
flood risk and land use planning responses, local
governments may choose to adopt the more
conservative RCP 8.5 scenario or in the absence

Council proposed the use of the RCP8.5 scenario as
the DFE which is represented by the 1 in 100 AEP
plus a climate change factor within the Statement of
Proposals and Strategic Framework of the draft new

The revised HR Matrix sub-categorisation of HR
vertically split to align with the three consequence
thresholds (AIDR hazard categories). This creates
three sub-classifications within the HR1 to HR3
bands to reflect (a) low hazard (H1), (b) moderate
hazard (H2-H4) and (c) high hazard. This allows
Council to further identify across the floodplain
whether Hydraulic Risk is driven by hazard or
frequency. This revised HR Mapping has been used
in review of current and draft new planning schemes
and to refine local land use planning responses.

16
See ‘State Planning Policy – State interest guidance material Natural Hazards, risks and resilience –
Flood’ (State Government of Queensland). Available: https://dilgpprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/sppguidance-natural-hazards-risk-resilience-flood.pdf.
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SFMP Land Use Planning Recommendation
of a regional climate change adaptation response,
consideration of a no regrets response within
planning instruments that improve the resilience
such as:

Local Planning Practice
planning scheme. This seeks to ensure development
does not occur in areas that may experience an
increase in the risk profile in the future as a result of
climate change impacts.



Avoiding inappropriate uses where existing
flood risk will worsen with climate change



Use of a DFE that incorporates a climate
change factor with consideration within a risk
based approach

Future flood risk is also considered in the context of
ultimate development scenarios which have been
tested to identify areas across Ipswich that are
particularly sensitive to fill or development activity.
The Ultimate Development scenario UD1 tests filling
across the catchment up to the DFE whereas UD2
modifies the roughness across the catchment to
represent development activity.

The application of the evacuation risk classification
methodology to inform local flood risk assessments
and land use planning responses.

Whilst the SFMP recommendation for a regional
Evacuation Assessment is yet to be complete. The
IICP has developed an evacuation analysis
methodology to categorise areas of the Ipswich LGA
where need for evacuation is highest, based on
factors including hydraulic risk, time to inundation
and community vulnerability.
A high-level citywide analysis of evacuation
capability has also been undertaken which is used to
inform strategic land use planning responses in the
local context.
Furthermore, the vulnerability analysis across the
city based on vulnerability indicators combined with
flood risk provides insights to the most at-risk
suburbs to prioritise community engagement action
and investigation into the appropriateness of current
land use responses.
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Vulnerable land uses do not occur in areas of
higher hydraulic hazard and where evacuation risk
moderate, serious or intolerable

7.2.3

Current Ipswich Planning Scheme

7.2.3.1

State Planning Policy Alignment

Council strategically intends to locate these uses
outside the floodplain, beyond the extent of the PMF
and low risk areas.

The following table summarises the 2006 consolidated Ipswich Planning Scheme overall alignment with the
State Planning Policy (State interest for Natural Hazards, risk and resilience - Flood). State interest policies
relating to Erosion Prone Areas, Storm Tide Inundation and Bushfire have not been included in this review.
For the purposes of this study, Part 11 – Overlays of the Ipswich Planning Scheme has been reviewed including
Division 4 – Development Constraints Overlay: overall outcomes, relevant assessment criteria and
assessment tables. The ‘Flooding and Urban Catchment Flow Paths’ development constraint overlay applies
to land being either:


Below in the 1 in 20 AEP;



Below the flood regulation line (historic 1974 or 2011 flood levels; or 1 in 100 AEP; or



Within an urban catchment flow path.
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Overall, Development Constraints Overlays and Planning Scheme Policy 2 is considered to align with the SPP,
with the exception of a fit-for-purpose risk assessment which is currently not fully integrated into the planning
scheme.
TABLE 7-2

Ref

State Interest Policy

(1)(b)

Natural hazard areas are
identified, including flood hazard
areas.

Appropriately
integrated

The proposed draft new flood
overlay
released
with
the
statement of proposals and
strategic framework identifies
areas of flood hazard. Refer
section 7.2.4.2.

(2)

A
fit-for-purpose
risk
assessment is undertaken to
identify
and
achieve
an
acceptable or tolerable level of
risk for personal safety and
property in natural hazard areas.

Not fully
identified in
planning scheme

For the purpose of satisfying the
SPP, the preparation of SFMP is
considered one way in which
Council meets the requirements of
the SPP risk assessment process.
The IICP/LFMP GIS data outputs
may to be used inform the planning
instruments,
with
specific
reference to time to inundation,
duration of inundation and
hydraulic risk mapping.

(4)

Development in bushfire, flood,
landslide, storm tide inundation
or erosion prone natural hazard
areas: (a) avoids the natural
hazard area; or (b) where it is not
possible to avoid the natural
hazard
area,
development
mitigates the risks to people and
property to an acceptable or
tolerable level.

Appropriately
integrated

Current flood hazard overlay
avoids 1 in 20 AEP and provisions
ensure risk is somewhat mitigated.
Refer Table 7-4.

Development in natural hazard
areas:

Appropriately
integrated

(5)(a)
19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

RELEVANT STATE INTEREST POLICIES – INTEGRATED INTO PLANNING SCHEME

Compliance

Comment

The draft new flood overlay
identifies areas that are tolerable /
intolerable by linking to the HR
matrix, refer section 7.2.4.2.

Supports, and does not hinder
disaster management capacity
and capabilities.

The current planning scheme
outlines the purpose of the flood
overlay
code
to
ensure
development does not add to the
emergenecy management or
evacuation burden. Section 7.3 of
this chapter and the EM work
package
chapter
identifies
strategic land use considerations
with due consideration of problem
areas
identified
as
having
access/egress issues during flood
events.
Refer Table 7-4.

(5)(b)

Directly,
indirectly
and
cumulatively avoids an increase
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Ref

State Interest Policy

Compliance

in the exposure or severity of the
natural hazard and the potential
for damage on the site or to other
properties.

Comment
must address non-worsening of
flood hazard, depth or velocity for
other properties. Section 7.3 of this
chapter identifies strategic land
use considerations with due
consideration of problem areas
relating to flood islands, road
immunity and the EM work
package chapter identifies areas
as having access/egress issues
during flood events.

(5)(c)

Avoids risks to public safety and
the environment from the
location of the storage of
hazardous materials and the
release of these materials as a
result of a natural hazard.

Appropriately
integrated

The current planning scheme
provisions ensures the storage of
dangerous
and
hazardous
materials is addressed. Refer
Table 7-4.

(5)(d)

Maintains or enhances the
protective function of landforms
and vegetation that can mitigate
risks associated with the natural
hazard.

Appropriately
integrated

The current planning scheme
outlines provisions that avoid filling
in conveyance areas and protects
the function of the floodplain. Refer
Table 7-4.
Section 7.3 of this chapter includes
consideration of future flood risk in
the
context
of
ultimate
development scenarios which
identifies areas across Ipswich
that are particularly sensitive to fill
or development activity.
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(6)

Community infrastructure is
located
and
designed to
maintain the required level of
functionality
during
and
immediately after a natural
hazard event.

Not fully
identified in
planning scheme

The current planning scheme does
not adequately address this. For
example, the scheme currently
requires 'flood free' which is not
achievable when discussing PMF.
The SFMP Land Use planning
guidance introduces definitions
around vulnerable and sensitive
uses which are not in the current
scheme.
This
chapter
provides
recommendations for a definition
of vulnerability and vulnerable
uses and considers strategic land
use recommendations for Councils
consideration for location of
community infrastructure which
may reasonably be expected to be
occupied by vulnerable persons.
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7.2.3.2

Planning Scheme Strategic Framework

This section reviews the policy direction set out in the current Ipswich Planning Scheme Strategic Framework
with specific regard to achieving alignment with the best practice floodplain management and SPP State
interest for natural hazards.
The Strategic Framework sets the policy direction for the current planning scheme and is designed to ensure
that development occurs in the appropriate areas which particularly resonates with regards to development in
the floodplain. The SFMP Land Use Planning Guidance Material suggests that a flood risk assessment informs
a settlement strategy developed for inclusion in the Strategic Framework and a zoning pattern that addresses
at-risk locations.
The outputs of the SFMP provide a fit for purpose flood risk assessment relevant to regional flooding in the
Brisbane and Bremer Rivers only. The IICP has analysed flood risk at a local creek catchment scale with due
consideration of hydraulic risk, time to inundation, duration of inundation and flood islands of flood events up
to and including the PMF. A holistic integrated approach to floodplain management seeks to achieve an
acceptable or tolerable level of risk for people and property.
Parts 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 of the plan “Urban Areas Strategy”, “Township Areas Strategy” and “Rural Areas
Strategy” describe the growth pattern within the Ipswich LGA. These strategies outline the strategic intent for
existing and future land uses in the context of identified development constraints. Residential uses and future
investigation areas, for example, are to be located to avoid significant development constraints including flood
liable land, whereas business, industry and commercial uses avoid or appropriately mitigate the potential
impact of constraints. Existing uses identified in development constraint areas are to be designed to avoid
creating conflict with hazards and reduce the impacts.
Overall, the strategic framework provides a policy direction for design, siting and location of existing and future
land uses in the context of flooding.
This review provides suggested approaches to refine the policy wording with due consideration of the IICP
outputs to identify acceptable or tolerable risk for people and property. Table 7-3 provides an overview of the
specific outcomes and recommendations for Council’s consideration.
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TABLE 7-3

IPSWICH PLANNING SCHEME STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK REVIEW

Current Strategic
Intent

SPP State
Interest
Policy

Gaps / Considerations

Residential
uses
located
to
avoid
significant
development
constraints including
land liable to flood.

(1); (2); (6)

Note: Councils draft new planning scheme Statement of
Proposals captures the intent to establish a principle for flood
hazard appropriate development based on hazard mapping
outputs. The new planning scheme should ensure development
mitigates the risks to people and property to an acceptable or
tolerable level. The draft new planning scheme also has regard
to ensure development is designed to mitigate risk and enable
evacuation routes are maintained.

(Vulnerable
accommodation uses
such as childcare
centres and aged
care facilities are
currently
not
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to inundation is less than 6 hours.
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Current Strategic
Intent

SPP State
Interest
Policy

addressed in the
strategic framework).

Gaps / Considerations

Note: Councils draft new planning scheme Statement of
Proposals captures the intent with regard to avoiding further
residential development in the future Goodna Bypass corridor
and Area 10 Karalee, owing to flood isolation.
Consideration: Council may consider introducing general policy
that ensures development avoids the unsafe isolation of
communities; development in areas where isolation cannot be
avoided is able to provide for safe evacuation or safe refuge and
development does not hinder or burden effective emergency
services
operation
and
provides
for
safe
and
effective emergency services access and evacuation. The
Current and Future Flood Risk work package chapter identifies
areas exposed to flood islands. Section 7.3 provides
recommendations for land use responses for these areas.
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Note: Currently a gap that is addressed in Councils draft new
planning scheme Statement of Proposal which intends
vulnerable uses (please refer to section 7.2.4.5 for suggested
definition of vulnerable uses) require the highest level of
immunity and remain operable during or after a flood events.
Business,
industry
and commercial uses
avoid or appropriately
mitigate the potential
impact of constraints

(1); (2); (4);

Note: Councils draft new planning scheme Statement of
Proposals captures the intent with regard to aligning
development intent with the level of risk. For non-residential uses
development is permitted in high risk areas if designed and sited
reducing the hazard and mitigating risks to the development.
Section 7.3 provides further considerations of the flood risk
factors that further refine the understanding risk and suitable land
use responses for non-residential uses.

Existing
uses
identified
in
development
constraint areas are
to be designed to
avoid creating conflict
with hazards and
reduce the impacts

(2), (4), (5)(a),
(b), (c), (d)

Note: Councils draft new planning scheme Statement of
Proposals captures the intent with regard to ensuring residential
use development avoids flood storage areas and obstruction of
flow in a conveyance areas. Furthermore, non-residential
development on land where existing development commitments
exist must be designed and sited to ensure no adverse impacts
on hydraulic hazards and requiring the storage of hazardous
materials is avoided.
Filling within the DFE must be addressed via balanced cut and
filling and no worsening of hydraulic flows or reduction in flood
storage.
Consideration: as presented in the Current and Future Flood
Risk, localised impacts of future development on flooding
hazards have been analysed. Areas of specific interest that may
be sensitive to fill and development have been identified. This is
discussed further in section 7.3.
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7.2.3.3

Development Constraints Overlay Review

Council’s current approach to flood risk management via the local planning instrument is typical of land use
planning responses in Queensland in that these measures focus on ensuring property is built to a certain
habitable floor height. Development controls also ensure buildings avoid worsening flood impacts on
neighbouring properties and do not block or disrupt the natural conveyance function of the landscape.
The SFMP and Brisbane River Flood Study have identified areas that are particularly sensitive to fill, exhibiting
significant increases in the severity of flood behaviour by way of higher peak flood levels. The IICP analyses
future flood risk in the context of ultimate development scenarios which have been tested to identify areas
across Ipswich that are particularly sensitive to fill or development activity. The Ultimate Development scenario
UD1 tests filling across the catchment up to the DFE whereas UD2 modifies the roughness across the
catchment to represent development activity, this is discussed further in section 7.3.
As demonstrated in Table 7-2 and Table 7-3, the current planning scheme and the early draft Statement of
Proposals and Strategic Framework released to inform the preparation of a new Ipswich Planning Scheme
generally align with SPP. The following table provides a high-level review of the existing code and planning
scheme policy wording that is considered to align with the SPP for natural hazards and provides
recommendations for Council’s consideration in future policy decision-making processes.

TABLE 7-4

Section

FLOOD OVERLAY CODE COMPLIANCE TO SPP

Outcome

Comment

Considerations to align with SPP

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Development Constraints Overlay - Flooding and Urban Catchment Flow Paths
11.7.4

1 (a)

Land Situated Below the 1 in 20year
Development
Line
–
Residential Uses
No further residential use is permitted
below the 1 in 20-year flood line
except if it is an existing development
commitment. If residential use is to be
permitted in this area, floor levels are
to be 500mm above the flood
regulation line, design and siting
reduces the risk to people and
property and access and evacuation
routes are to be provided.
Note: consideration of a fit-forpurpose risk assessment to determine
an acceptable or tolerable level of risk
is likely achieved through the
introduction of risk-based mapping in
the new Ipswich Planning Scheme.
i.e., Residential Uses are not likely to
be tolerable in the 1 in 20 AEP
development line or subject to high
hazards in the 1 in 100 AEP flood
event.

Council
may
consider
avoiding
intensification of residential uses in areas
identified as exposed intolerable risks
associated with the multiple flood risk
factors analysed in the IICP. Please refer
to
section
7.3
for
specific
recommendations.

11.7.4

1 (b)

Land Situated Below the 1 in 20
Development Line – Commercial,
Industrial
and
Other
NonResidential Uses

Council
may
consider
avoiding
intensification of residential uses in areas
identified as exposed intolerable risks
associated with the multiple flood risk
factors analysed in the IICP. Or if
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Section

Outcome

Comment

Considerations to align with SPP

Design and siting ensures that flood
risk is reduced to people and property.
Carparking for commercial and
industrial uses may intensify the
volume of people in areas at risk to
flood hazards, however this is
addressed by part (iii) avoiding
increasing the concentration of people
in areas of significant flood flows.

unavoidable, Council should continue the
existing requirements in the current
planning scheme that promote built form
and resilient building materials as an
acceptable mitigation response such as
building on stilts, or with wet / dry proofing
on ground floor.

Storage of dangerous and hazardous
materials
is
addressed,
and
development is required to ensure no
worsening and maintain the function
of the floodplain.

Council may also consider:


Maintaining wording with specific
consideration for storing hazardous
materials outside the DFE based on 1
in 100 AEP plus climate change.



Ensuring no physical alteration to
floodway or have adverse impacts on
flood behaviour external to the site



Provisions that ensure balance cut
and fill and no reduction in overall
flood storage capacity.

The IICP identifies specific areas of
interest on consideration of multiple flood
risk factors analysed. Please refer to
section 7.3 for specific recommendations.
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11.7.4

1(c)

Land Situated Between the 1 in 20
Development Line and the Adopted
Flood Regulation Line (FRL) Residential Uses
No intensification of residential uses is
permitted in this area of the floodplain,
except for land in the high-density
housing,
mixed
use,
centre
development where ground level uses
are typically commercial, or centre
uses, and residences are built high
above the flood level.
Engineering
solutions
including
earthworks and filling are permitted in
this area to achieve flood immunity.
Part (ii)(C) allows for depths of up to
800mm in the adopted regulation line
(i.e., 1 in 100 AEP or historic flood
event). This depth is considered a
significant hazard that is above safe
wading height and typically unsuitable
for vehicle evacuation.
Design, siting and evacuation routes
address the flood hazard risk to
people and property.
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Council may consider removing the
provision of a flood depth of no more than
800mm as risk-based mapping is
introduced to the new Ipswich Planning
Scheme.
Council may consider extending any
development controls for residential uses
to the HR4 category to include the 1 in 500year H3 hazard category.
Council may consider balance cut and fill
in areas up to the DFE and removing the
provision that permits fill to achieve flood
immunity for development in areas up to
the DFE.
Council may consider wording for
provisions that ensure development
supports, and does not unduly burden,
disaster management response or
recovery capacity and capabilities for all
floods up to the and including the 1 in 500
AEP. The 1 in 500 AEP is referred to in the
SPP for flood planning levels for essential
community infrastructure planning levels
such as hospitals.
Section 7.3 of this chapter and the EM
work package chapter identifies strategic
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Section

11.7.4

Outcome

1 (d)

Comment

Considerations to align with SPP

Note: Council is considering a revision
of the policy of allowing fill between
the 1 in 20 AEP flood line and FRL as
part of the draft new Ipswich Planning
Scheme.

land use considerations with due
consideration of problem areas identified
as having access/egress issues during
flood events.

Land Situated Between the 1 in 20
Development Line and the Adopted
Flood
Regulation
Line
–
Commercial, Industrial and other
Non-Residential UsesB

Council may consider avoiding any
intensification of development in areas
mapped in HR1c and HR1b.

Note: Council has introduced a draft State
of Proposals and draft Strategic
Framework to inform the preparation of a
new Ipswich Planning Scheme, within
these draft documents Council introduces
the concept of flood resilient precincts that
higher
density
development
can
incorporate
flood
resilient
design,
maintaining safe vehicular evacuation. The
IICP provides time to and duration of
inundation mapping for both river and
creek catchments to assist identifying
localised planning responses to specific
flood resilient precincts. Refer section
7.2.4.5.4
and
section
7.3
for
recommendations relating to individual
flood risk factors.
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As above, design siting and
evacuation routes address the flood
hazard risk to people and property.
Also, development must address nonworsening of flood hazard, depth or
velocity for other properties.
Carparking for commercial and
industrial uses may intensify the
volume of people in areas at risk to
flood hazards and this is not
addressed as per Specific Outcome
1(b)
No filling permitted unless an
assessment is undertaken by a
suitably qualified consultant which
protects the function of the floodplain.
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Section

Outcome

Comment

Considerations to align with SPP

11.7.4

1(e)

Land Situated Within Urban
Catchment
Flow
Paths
Residential Uses
Part (ii)(C) allows for depths of up to
800mm in the adopted regulation line
(i.e., 1 in 100 AEP or historic flood
event).

Council may consider removing the
provision of a flood depth of no more than
800mm. This depth is defined as H3 (i.e.,
unsafe for vehicles, children and the
elderly). The threshold for acceptable risk
is H1 where it is generally safe for people,
vehicles and buildings.

11.7.4

1(f)

Land Situated Within Urban
Catchment
Flow
Paths
–
Commercial, Industrial and Other
Non-Residential Uses
Carparking for commercial and
industrial uses may intensify the
volume of people in areas at risk to
flood hazards and this is not
addressed as per Specific Outcome
1(b)

Council may consider avoiding any
intensification of development in areas
mapped in HR1c and HR1b.

11.7.4

1(g)

Community Infrastructure
Council may require more definition of
what is considered key elements of
community infrastructure.
The SPP requires that community
infrastructure be maintained to the
required level of functionality during
and immediately after a natural
hazard.

Council may consider avoiding location of
vulnerable
uses
and
community
infrastructure, which may reasonably be
expected to be occupied by vulnerable
persons, outside areas of intolerable risk
such as on flood islands, in areas exposed
to high HR categories, short TTI and/or
long DFI.
The IICP identifies specific areas of
interest with due consideration of these
multiple flood risk factors analysed.
Please refer to section 7.3 for specific
recommendations.

11.7.4

1 (h)

Community Safety

Council may consider providing a definition
of vulnerable uses in the new Ipswich
Planning Scheme and explicit provisions
relating to development of vulnerable uses
in flood hazard areas.

Vulnerable uses are not permitted
below the adopted flood regulation
line or within urban catchment flow
path. This is considered to meet the
requirements of the SPP; however, it
does not address the potential for
vulnerable uses in isolated areas that
are above the development line.

Council to consider wording of provisions
that ensures development avoids the
unsafe
isolation
of
communities;
development in areas where isolation
cannot be avoided is able to provide for
safe evacuation or safe refuge and
development does not hinder or burden
effective emergency services operation
and
provides
for
safe
and
effective emergency services access and
evacuation.
Note: the IICP has analysed flood islands
to identify areas that require specific
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Section

Outcome

Comment

Considerations to align with SPP
response. Refer to section 7.3 of this
chapter and the Current and Future Flood
Risk Chapter

11.7.4

1(i) and (j)

Basements, Undercrofts
Part J(i) states that development that
includes an undercroft should allow
floodwaters and flood debris to pass
predominantly unimpeded under the
structure. However, it does not specify
a clearance height above a defined
flood level.

11.7,4

2 (a) to 2
(e)

Probable Solutions
Electrical Installations, Evacuation
Routes, Earthworks, Clearing of
Vegetation,
Community
Infrastructure
Probable Solution (2)(b) specifies that
at least one evacuation route is built
no more than 300mm below the
adopted flood level. This is
considered to support and not hinder
disaster management capacity and
capabilities during a flood event and
achieves compliance with the SPP
State interest policy.

Council
may
consider
introducing
minimum clearance requirements in
relation to the construction of undercrofts.
Queensland Urban Drainage Manual
(QUDM) provides suggested minimum
clearance requirements to facilitate the
management of blockages and extreme
storm events as 300mm above the 1 in 100
AEP or 500mm above the 1 in 50 AEP.
Council may consider site specific
development conditions that enforce
appropriate upgrades to road infrastructure
where there is no alternative access and
not to rely upon air support for potential
evacuation. The EM Report discussed
road immunity with respect to evacuation
with reference to QUDM suggested road
immunity levels. When considering road
flood immunity, it is considered that the 1in
100 AEP should be the minimum
requirement for primary evacuation routes.

Planning Scheme Policy 2 - Information Local Government may request
Flooding and Catchment Flow Paths
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PSP 2-6

(8) (a) to
8(e)

Flooding
Paths

and

Catchment

Flow

Parts (b) and (d) consider the impacts
of
the
proposed development
including upstream and downstream
impacts in terms of changes to levels,
volumes and flood behaviour; and
includes activities in relation to
inundation and velocity of flows. This
is part of a flood risk assessment but
does not explicitly determine whether
the flood risk is considered tolerable
or acceptable for that specific use or
activity.
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affected by catchment flow paths with a
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7.2.4

Draft New Planning Scheme

The SFMP provides the regional context for flood risk management specific to the Brisbane Rive catchment
and recommendations for updated local planning instruments to achieve a regionally consistent approach. The
SFMP land use guidance provides strategies to address the SPP – state interest for natural hazards, risk and
resilience. The IICP provides the tools required to in a local creek catchment context.
The draft new planning scheme (Statement of Proposals and draft flood overlay) is considered to demonstrate
alignment, for example, with the SPP requirement for a fit-for-purpose risk assessment via risk-based mapping.
The risk-based mapping incorporates the SFMP recommended approach of aligning categories of hydraulic
risk into a planning scheme overlay as discussed in section 7.2.4.2, however, Council may consider land use
strategies with due consideration of the IICP outputs discussed in section 7.3. These IICP outputs have
provided further context for a complete understanding of risk.
The following review is based on the draft new Planning Scheme flood overlay.
7.2.4.1

Risk-based Planning

Council has also incorporated major changes to identifying and managing flood risk for future development,
including adopting a risk-based approach, addressing vulnerable persons by ensuring vulnerable uses are
located outside the Possible Maximum Flood (PMF), climate change, and introducing flood resilient precinct
areas. For each of these changes, a high-level review has been undertaken and commentary is provided on
the benefit of inclusion, and further recommendations provided for Council’s consideration in the drafting of
the new planning scheme to align with best practice floodplain management.
The draft new planning scheme adopts a risk-based approach, with a particular focus on hydraulic risk. The
use of the potential hydraulic risk categories from the Brisbane River SFMP, in combination with Ipswich Rivers
Flood Study Update hazard data, to determine the four categories of hazard in a new flood hazard overlay
coupled with the policy intent outlined in the Statement of Proposals show Council’s future land use planning
responses align with floodplain management best practice. Classifying hazard across the floodplain provides
baseline information for Council to undertake strategic land use planning and fulfil the risk-based approach.
Table 7-5 shows the hazard vulnerability classifications based on flood behaviour from the Australian Institute
for Disaster Resilience Handbook 7. How this applies to Council is discussed further in the review of the draft
new Ipswich Planning Scheme later in this chapter.
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TABLE 7-5

COMBINED HAZARD CURVES – VULNERABILITY THRESHOLDS (FROM AIDR HANDBOOK 7)

Hazard Vulnerability
Classification

Description

H1

Generally safe for vehicles, people and buildings.

H2

Unsafe for small vehicles

H3

Unsafe for vehicles, children and the elderly

H4

Unsafe for vehicles and people.

H5

Unsafe for vehicles and people. All building types vulnerable to structural
damage. Some less robust building types vulnerable to failure.

H6

Unsafe for vehicles and people. All building types considered vulnerable to
failure.

By ensuring certain uses as determined by Council are inappropriate or incompatible with the flood risk in
specific areas of the floodplain, Council can strategically manage current and future flood risks to eliminate
development that may potentially result in material risk of serious harm to people or property from flooding.
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Furthermore, by adopting climate change modelling results within the revised Flooding and Major Catchment
Flow Path Development Constraint Overlay, the flood risk mapping extent has been increased and ensures
that development does not occur in areas that may experience an increase in the risk profile in the future as a
result of climate change impacts.
7.2.4.2

Draft Overlay Mapping Review

The public release of overlay mapping in 2019 included Overlay Map 10 – Flooding and Major Urban
Catchment Flow Paths which shows the flooding extent based on hazard and risk. The mapping delineates
the following:


Indicative extent of the Brisbane River and Bremer River floodplain is based on a modelled Probable
Maximum Flood (PMF) the AEP of the PMF is related to catchment size, which in the case of the Brisbane
River catchment is approximately 13,000km2 the AEP used in the Brisbane approximates to a flood event
of a 1 in 100,000 AEP flood event;



The PMF extent of other creek catchments in the Ipswich LGA range from 1 in 100,000 to 1 in 10,000,000
AEP flood events;



High Flood Risk (Major Flood Conveyance) for rivers and creeks







For Brisbane River and Bremer River floodplain, this generally aligns with potential hydraulic risk
areas HR 1 and HR 2



For Local Creek catchments, this aligns with the extent of H5 and H6 hazard category

Moderate Flood Risk (Major Flood Storage)


For Brisbane River and Bremer River floodplain, this generally aligns with potential hydraulic risk
areas HR 3 and HR 4



For Local Creek catchments, this aligns with the remainder of the area within the DFE from the extent
of H2 to H4 hazard category

Low to Extremely Low Flood Risk (Balance Floodplain)




Special Flood Resilient Precincts;
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For Brisbane River and Bremer River floodplain, this generally aligns with potential hydraulic risk area
HR5

Land located within or in proximity to higher order centres and major public transport nodes where
higher density residential development would be consistent with achieving appropriate land use
outcomes, having regard to flood risk, evacuation routes and the potential to mitigate risk to a tolerable
level through flood resilient design as illustrated in Figure 7-3.

Major Urban Catchment Flow Paths.
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FIGURE 7-2 DRAFT NEW IPSWICH PLANNING SCHEME – FLOODING AND MAJOR URBAN CATCHMENT FLOW
PATHS (CITY OF IPSWICH, 2019)

FIGURE 7-3 DRAFT NEW IPSWICH PLANNING SCHEME – EXAMPLE OF SPECIAL FLOOD RESILIENT
PRECINCTS IN IPSWICH CBD (CITY OF IPSWICH, 2019)
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7.2.4.2.1

BRISBANE AND BREMER RIVERS (INCLUDING WESTERN CREEK)

The following sections outline how this applies to the Brisbane and Bremer Rivers (including Western Creek)
and local creeks. The hydraulic risk mapping used for the IICP has been compared with the new Flooding and
Major Catchment Flow Path Development Constraint Overlay and the following observations are made:


Potential hydraulic risk categories HR1 and HR2 of the potential hydraulic risk mapping generally align
with the ‘High Risk’ category of the draft new overlay in both the Bremer River and Western Creek
catchments. Note - this does not include the Warrill Creek or Purga Creek catchments (major tributaries
of the Bremer River).


Potential hydraulic risk categories HR1, HR2, and HR3 generally align with ‘Medium Risk’ category of
the draft new overlay for all of the Bremer River, Western Creek and also the majority of all the major tributaries
of Purga and Warrill Creeks.

It is noted that there are sections of the HR4 category in areas outside the DFE (1 in 100 AEP plus
climate change) that may have high hazard associated with the H3.

Potential hydraulic risk categories HR4 and HR5 generally align with the ‘Low Risk’ category of the
draft new overlay for all of the Brisbane and Bremer River catchment areas.

Council may consider extending any development controls for residential uses to the HR4 category to include
the H3 hazard category in a 1 in 500 AEP flood event.
7.2.4.3

Local Creek Catchments

The draft new Ipswich Planning Scheme Flooding and Major Urban Catchment Flow Paths overlay for the local
creek catchments is defined by a slightly different hazard and risk category in comparison to the Bremer and
Brisbane River catchments. Local creek catchments High-risk category aligns with extent of the highest hazard
categories H5 and H6.
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A desktop review and comparison of the Hydraulic Risk (HR) mapping and the draft new overlay exhibits some
minor differences, which is to be expected. An example of this for Six Mile Creek is shown in Figure 7-4.
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FIGURE 7-4 COMPARISON OF DRAFT NEW FLOOD OVERLAY HIGH RISK ZONE AND HR MAPPING – SIX MILE
CREEK
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7.2.4.3.1

OBSERVATIONS - SIX MILE, EBENEZER AND LITTLE BUNDAMBA CREEKS



In Figure 7-4, a large area of HR1 (HR1 b) is mapped outside the extent of the draft new overlay high-risk
category area of Six Mile Creek.



Similar differences in the mapping are shown in the catchments of Ebenezer Creek and Little Bundamba
Creek, as illustrated in Figure 7-6.



The risk-based approach proposed the early draft overlay released with State of Proposals and draft
Strategic Framework to inform the preparation of a new Ipswich Planning Scheme is considered to align
with SPP.
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FIGURE 7-5 COMPARISON OF DRAFT NEW OVERLAY MODERATE RISK ZONE AND HR MAPPING –
EBENEZER CREEK

FIGURE 7-6 COMPARISON OF DRAFT NEW OVERLAY MODERATE RISK ZONE AND HR MAPPING –
BUNDAMBA CREEK
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7.2.4.3.2

OBSERVATIONS IN THAGOONA

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The desktop review shows some differences in the draft new overlay and HR mapping in the suburb of
Thagoona, observations include:


The draft new overlay Moderate risk category of the flood hazard overlay, and the HR mapping exhibit
some differences in the way flood waters ‘break out’ across the floodplain as shown in Figure 7-7;



Thagoona is an area zoned for future development and much of this area is exposed to flood risks in
events below the 1 in 100 AEP plus Climate Change as shown in Figure 7-8. Much of the area is exposed
to the lower hazard categories of H1 to H3, with some marginal areas exposed to H4 and H5;



It is understood that the suburb of Thagoona has been historically known as a flooding hotspot, particularly
noting the large-scale flooding in 2008 that inundated several properties. This event in particular was
caused by high intensity rainfall upon steep slopes leading to short peak travel times, resulting in limited
warning time. It is considered that areas that exhibit this flood behaviour may be particular sensitive to
filling within the floodplain; and



Council may consider utilising outputs from the IICP such as time to inundation, hydraulic risk and flood
islands to inform future investigations in areas like Thagoona in the context of stricter land use planning
responses relating to filling in the floodplain. Council may also consider providing all GIS datasets to
developers to ensure safety to people and property and to ensure emergency services are not burdened
during flood event. The Thagoona area is a good example of the traditional approach of only using a
single DFE as a planning control measure potentially missing areas of hydraulic risk that may not have
been triggered for assessment.

FIGURE 7-7 COMPARISON OF DRAFT NEW OVERLAY MODERATE RISK ZONE AND PHR MATRIX –
THAGOONA
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FIGURE 7-8 1 IN 100AEP PLUS CLIMATE CHANGE HAZARD - THAGOONA

7.2.4.4

Major Urban Catchment Flow Paths

7.2.4.4.1

FILLING IN FLOW PATHS

The SFMP land use planning guidance material identifies that critical major urban catchment flow paths
(overland flow paths) can form flow conveyance areas that convey the majority of flood flows. These flow
conveyance areas are typically deep (>1metre) and should be maintained to ensure development does not
increase exposure of severity of flood hazard on the site or to other properties. For creek and riverine flooding,
the planning scheme contains provisions that avoid fill below the DFE unless undertaken as balanced cut and
fill and thereby bring no worsening of hydraulic flow capacity or no reduction in overall flood storage.
Council has included Major Urban Catchment Flow Paths within the current and new draft flood overlay but
may consider proposing similar provisions that avoid fill in these flow path areas, especially in the areas of the
flow path that could be defined as a critical flow path or rather as higher risk flowpath.
An example of this approach would be to incorporate into the flood overlay code provisions by way of a
including land that falls in this category i.e., “including land affected by major urban catchment flow paths
subject to depths of greater than 1m”. Defining critical flow paths could also utilise hazards or hydraulic risk
which is also discussed below.
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7.2.4.4.2

HAZARD CATEGORY

Major urban catchment flow paths that are subject to deep fast flowing water during flood events are also
considered to be high hazard areas. By using the same AIDR definitions of hazard H1 to H6, the major
catchment flow paths could be divided into two zones of hazard, high and low.
High hazard could be defined as land subject to a hazard category of H2 or above, which could be considered
intolerable risk. In this category Council could introduce provisions commensurate with the hazard similar to
the policy intents for creek and riverine flooding. High hazard flow paths should be protected as conveyance
areas. Whereas low hazard areas may require detailed assessment in support of a development application
to show no impacts from filling.
When considering flow paths from an integrated catchment planning point of view, filling within the mapped
flow path may be detrimental from an ecological point of view. Overland flow paths should be viewed from
multiple points that consider all values and all aspects of flood risk.
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Note: the IICP has not analysed or created mapping products in relation to major catchment flow paths,
however Council may consider mapping of these categories separate to the IICP project to introduce a holistic
picture of risk across multiple sources of flooding. Innovative fast and accurate modelling simulations are now
available that have the potential to provide a rapid and accurate assessment of city-wide overland flow paths.
The modelling techniques have the ability to delineate overland flow paths to high and low risk categories that
could carry specific land use responses to ensure development is designed and sited to appropriately mitigate
risk. Council currently uses a citywide overland flowpath assessment which could be modified (re-simulated)
to produce the 1 in100 AEP AIDR hazards and categorise these flow paths as described above. This current
model could be suitable for “first pass” assessment’s however is limited by the fact that:


The model is not detailed, and it is understood it was undertaken for different infrastructure planning
purposes.



The model does not include any pit and pipe networks (1D elements). This will dramatically impact on the
accuracy of urban flow



The model was simulated for only select events and durations and would not represent a maximum
surface and hazard for the entire city



The model was undertaken with a simplistic approach and does not accord to the latest Australian Rainfall
and Runoff provisions.

Regardless of the limitations above, the model does provide an excellent and informed replacement to
Council’s current overland flowpath planning scheme layers. Including this level of information can help
Council and developers make informed decisions about a particular site and with slight improvements could
also potentially be used to define high and low risk flow paths. It is still likely however that detailed individual
models would need to be built for locally specific needs (i.e., assessment of filling from a development).
7.2.4.5

Vulnerable Uses and Vulnerability

7.2.4.5.1

DEFINITIONS – VULNERABLE USE

Under the Planning Act 2016 and the Planning Regulation 2017, vulnerable uses are not specifically defined.
However, the SPP guidance material and a number of LGAs offer a definition in the context of a local planning
instrument. There are common activities across all definitions such as childcare centres, community care
centres, educational establishments, hospitals and retirement care facilities.
The SFMP land use guidelines describes vulnerable uses as those uses or activities that are unable to selfevacuate or require significant effort, resources and assistance from others to organise evacuation because
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of the presence of vulnerable people. Examples of vulnerable people include children, elderly, disabled,
inmates and hospital patients. Vulnerability also exists for people who lack local knowledge or awareness of
local conditions such as visitors to an area who are not permanent residents or areas where there is a high
turnover of renters.
TABLE 7-6

VULNERABLE USE DEFINITIONS

Document

Suggested definition

SPP – State interest for
natural hazards, risk and
resilience

Childcare centre, community care centre, community residence, community
use, detention facility, educational establishment, emergency services,
hospital, non-resident workforce accommodation, relocatable home park,
residential care facility, retirement facility, rooming accommodation, rural
workers’ accommodation and tourist park.

Brisbane City Council –
City Plan

Childcare centre, community residence, educational establishment,
hospital, residential care facility.

Moreton Bay Regional
Council Planning Scheme

Childcare centre, community care centre, educational establishment, health
care service, hospital, retirement facility.

Cairns Planning Scheme

Childcare centre, community care centre, educational establishment, health
care services, hospital, major electrical infrastructure, retirement facility,
telecommunications facility, utility installation.

7.2.4.5.2

DEFINITIONS – VULNERABILITY

The SFMP has assessed vulnerable communities across Brisbane River catchment using the following key
social vulnerability metrics: physical (age and disability), social and economic (financial and employment),
mobility (evacuation means and living situation) and awareness (barriers to language and access to
information).
These metrics provide a definition of vulnerability that can be used describe vulnerable persons.
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7.2.4.5.3

ADDRESSING VULNERABLE USES AND PERSONS

The SPP provides guidance on how local governments should address vulnerable persons within a planning
scheme. It requires community infrastructure catering for vulnerable persons to be located outside areas of
flood risk and best located outside the PMF to achieve the highest practical level of flood immunity. Vulnerable
use developments are considered to be difficult to evacuate and carry a higher level of risk than other
accommodation.
In response to the SPP, the draft new Ipswich Planning Scheme strategically intends to locate these uses
outside the floodplain, beyond the extent of the PMF and low risk areas. This is considered the optimum
solution for protecting people and property associated with vulnerable uses and appropriately integrates the
policy into the local planning instrument.
However, it is highly likely that vulnerable use developments will still be sought and applied for below the PMF
due to the land area available. For example, a childcare centre which is considered to be a vulnerable use,
could be located in the vicinity of business, commercial and educational uses where parents work or have
older children in education establishments. These areas may have an economic need for a childcare centre
but may also be located below the PMF due to the nature of the floodplain development. In this regard, Council
may consider the following suggested development control measures that may be applied to the development
assessment process for vulnerable uses below the PMF.
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Vulnerable uses in the context of different flood risk factors are discussed further in section 7.3.
TABLE 7-7

ALTERNATE PROVISIONS FOR ADDRESSING VULNERABLE USES

Suggested Provision

Rationale

Minimum flood immunity level
of 1 in 500 AEP

An extreme event above the DFE that assists to identify where rapid
changes in flood hazard increase from moderate increases in flows. The
event is less onerous than the 1 in 2000 AEP.
The 1 in 500 AEP is also a standard for essential community infrastructure
planning levels such as hospitals.
Has an estimate 20% likelihood of occurring once in a 100-year period
which is a significant probability over the expected lifespan of the land
use.

Flood Risk and Emergency
Management Plan (FEMP)

The FEMP assesses the exposure, risk and vulnerability of the use and
associated residents and specifically consider evacuation, flood immunity,
flood hazard/risk and mitigation option. The FEMP is used to mitigate the
residual risk from flooding and ensure compatibility with the hazard.
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Council may consider site specific emergency response mitigations that
may improve residual risk such as a FEMP in areas identified as difficult
to evacuate.
Vulnerable uses should not be
permitted within flood islands
(particularly low flood islands)

Difficult to evacuate uses should not be located in areas prone to isolation
from floodwaters. Vulnerable persons in particular may require urgent
medical assistance and it is therefore not appropriate to adopt a shelterin-place approach in these locations.

Vulnerable uses should not be
permitted where TTI is below a
certain threshold (less than 6
hours etc)

Difficult to evacuate uses should not be located in areas with low response
times. Flash flooding is defined by the BoM as flooding that inundates a
property, asset or area in under 6 hours. As discussed in the Current and
Future Flood Risk chapter, this has been used to delineate most at-risk
areas subject to flash flooding. Under 6 hours lead time of flood event
does not provide adequate time to provide any effective flood warning or
preparedness for which a site evacuation could readily and effectively be
implemented. As per the definition described in the SFMP land use
guidance, activities that are unable to self-evacuate or require significant
effort, resources and assistance from others to organise evacuation
because of the presence of vulnerable people. Due consideration must be
given to the difficulty evacuation may pose. High care facilities with use of
hospital beds may require significantly more resource and effort to
evacuate than say a childcare centre.

Use must operate during and
immediately after a flood event.
Consideration of flood resilient
building materials.

The SFMP land use planning material describes that when considering
uses involving vulnerable people, managing risk to life is the most
important consideration when considering tolerability or acceptability of
flood risk. Continued functionality of a use is critical for vulnerable persons
and any extended period of closure may not be acceptable.
Where avoiding the flood hazard is not possible, the use of building
materials may include both using flood-compatible materials or building
design and siting such as locating the least flood-tolerable uses at the
highest level. Flood resilient building materials may be encouraged and
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Suggested Provision

Rationale
advisable for new development of vulnerable uses within the extent of the
floodplain – i.e., above the 1 in 500 AEP but still within the PMF.

7.2.4.5.4

SUGGESTED APPROACH FOR VULNERABLE USES

Council may consider providing a definition of vulnerable uses in the new Ipswich Planning Scheme and explicit
provisions relating to development of vulnerable uses in flood hazard areas. The suggested definition is to
include the following uses:


Childcare centre, community care centre, community residence, community use, detention facility,
educational establishment, emergency services, hospital, non-resident workforce accommodation,
relocatable home park, residential care facility, retirement facility, rooming accommodation, rural workers’
accommodation and tourist park.

Further to defining vulnerable uses in the new Ipswich Planning Scheme, Council may consider implementation
of provisions that avoid locating vulnerable uses in areas of intolerable risk including where TTI is under 6
hours, on flood islands and have minimum flood immunity planning level of 1 in 500 AEP.
7.2.4.6

Flood Resilient Precincts
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The concept of Flood Resilient Precincts recognises the history of development on floodplains that have
shaped urban development in most major cities in Australia. Society generally accepts that flooding is likely to
happen and as such there is need to balance the settlement pattern along rivers and creeks for recreation,
amenity and services with more resilient built form, design and siting. In Ipswich CBD, there are major public
transport nodes and higher density development located in areas exposed to some degree of flood hazard.
There is a history of flood events in low lying areas of the city, so rather than sterilise development, flood
resilient design outcomes should be promoted to achieve appropriate land use outcomes that are
commensurate with the level of flood risk.
As part of the draft new Ipswich Planning Scheme Flooding and Major Urban Catchment Flow Path Overlay,
Council has identified high value areas such as high density residential, mixed use, CBD/commercial and
special opportunity zones located below the moderate flood risk zone (i.e., below the DFE) as shown in
Figure 7-3. Normally, outside Flood Resilient Precincts, these high value zoning categories would be
considered to be incompatible with hazards identified in the HR mapping as shown in Figure 7-9 between
Elizabeth and Darling Street. This Flood Resilient Precinct is affected by the 1 in 50 AEP flood event from the
Bremer River, it is largely inundated in the 1 in 100 AEP plus climate change extent and contains areas affected
by H6 hazard (structural failure of buildings). Furthermore, the precinct is subject to inundation from the 1 in
100 AEP Brisbane River, containing areas of H5 Hazard; and there is a mapped major urban catchment flow
path. This area of the Ipswich CBD is particularly sensitive fill as identified in the Current and Future Flood
Risk work package chapter. Section 7.3 provides further areas of interest that Council may consider
preservation of flood storage to avoid future impacts. This consideration may be included as a development
control measure for Flood resilient precincts. In the draft Statement of Proposals and Strategic Framework
released to support the development of the new Ipswich Planning Scheme, Flood resilient precincts are
intended to encourage flood resilient design and a stricter level of development controls. Requirements such
as sealable basements, mix of uses (non-residential uses at ground level), water-resistant materials and
ensuring safe vehicular evacuation routes.
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FIGURE 7-9 HYDRAULIC RISK – FLOOD PRECINCT
7.2.4.6.1

SUGGESTED APPROACH FOR FLOOD RESILIENT PRECINCTS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Section 7.3 reviews the flood risk factors including HR, TTI, DFI and flood islands in more detail including
where flood resilient design may be appropriate across the city. In this regard, Council may consider the
following development control measures that could be applied in the development assessment process for
potential works in Flood Resilient Precincts:


Overall tolerability/acceptability of the flood risk in the context of the intended use.



A flood risk and emergency management plan (FEMP) may be provided for any application within a Flood
Resilient Precinct, noting that the FEMP would be required to assess:

7.3



Exposure, risk and vulnerability of the use and associated users or residents and specifically consider
evacuation, flood immunity, flood hazard/risk and mitigation options;



Impacts on emergency services to respond during flood events;



Flood islands and isolation risks; and consideration for all events up to the PMF; and



Preserving pockets of flood storage in areas particularly sensitive to fill and development activity.

Flood risk factors

This section reviews the outputs of the studies into each flood risk factor as presented in the Current and
Future Flood Risk work package. In combination, the following factors have been identified to provide a holistic
picture of flood risk across the Ipswich LGA:


Hydraulic Risk (combination of flood frequency and hazard);
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Vulnerability (special circumstances that introduce further risk through social and economic functions);



Time to Inundation (an understanding of how long it takes for an area, asset or residence to inundate);



Duration of inundation of floodwaters (an understanding of how long an area, asset or residence may be
flooded for); and



Isolation (and understanding of whether residents are isolated on low or high flood islands).

Considering the suite of flood risk factors listed above provides a baseline picture of flood risk and exposure,
identifies areas of flood hotspots and provides greater understanding of the behaviour of flood waters to inform
strategic land use planning responses across Ipswich.
Council may consider land use planning responses in the preparation of the draft new planning scheme or
inform longer term strategic land use actions to preserve flow paths, functionality of the floodplains and limit
future development exposure to intolerable risk.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Table 7-8 provides a summary of the flood risk factors analysed in the IICP and provides recommendations
for Council’s consideration.
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TABLE 7-8

LAND USE PLANNING RESPONSES TO IICP FLOOD RISK FACTORS

Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

Hydraulic Risk (HR)

Mapping
This has been mapped as part of the Current and Future Flood
Risk chapter of the IICP and provides 10 discrete risk categories
to identify the source of particular hazard categories, i.e.,
frequency or hazard. Three broader subcategories vertically
splits a matrix of HR to align with the three consequence
thresholds of the Handbook 7 hazard categorisation classes.
The result is three sub-classifications applied in the HR1 to HR3
bands to reflect low hazard (H1), moderate hazard (H2-H4) and
High hazard (H5-H6) within each HR band.

Brassall,
Camira,
Rosewood, Goodna,
East Ipswich.

The result is 10 discrete bands of risk that can be used to further
understand flooding risk across the floodplain. Brassall, Camira,
Rosewood, Goodna and East Ipswich are the top five suburbs
with largest exposure to highest hydraulic risk categories.

Resilient
building
materials
as
an
acceptable mitigation
response to flood risk
for new development
in areas mapped in
HR2a, HR3a, HR4
and HR5.

Risk Categories
19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Hr1c is identified as the highest flood risk category that is highest
hazard and most frequent. These areas are largely in the
conveyance area, there is a risk to building structures and is
unsafe for all people.
HR 1b is again located in the conveyance area near the main
creek or river channel, is generally unsafe to people.
Both HR 1b and HR 1c are considered intolerable risk to most
land use types.
HR4 and HR 5 are associated with rare events such as the 1 in
500 AEP and beyond. Or are low hazard. These are low risk
areas and the mapping shows these are on the periphery of the
floodplain.
Responses – Infill Development Site
In existing development areas, Council may consider avoiding
any intensification of development in areas mapped in HR1c and
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

HR1b. General avoidance, no works or no filling should occur in
these areas to preserve the flow paths and conveyance
functions and to avoid intolerable risks.
Council has identified Flood Resilient Precincts in the draft new
planning scheme that recognise high value infill sites that are
subject to intolerable risks. Emergency response and flood
resilient building mitigations should be linked to development in
these areas.
Land uses commensurate with the risks associated with HR4
and HR5 should be permitted subject to no worsening and
cumulative impact conditions. Built form and resilient building
materials should be considered as an acceptable mitigation
response such as building on stilts, or with wet / dry proofing on
ground floor. Council should continue the existing requirements
in the current planning scheme to this effect, but may consider
revising trigger areas based on lower risk areas such as HR2a,
HR3a, HR4 and HR5.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Council may consider rezoning areas incompatible with the risk
to encourage more resilient land uses while avoiding loss of
development potential. For example, expanding the use of
Limited Development Zone.
Property Specific Actions
The Property Specific Actions work package identifies mitigation
responses such as voluntary house purchase and retrofitting
building materials to create flood resilient buildings. Existing
residential buildings within HR1c (the highest hazard where risk
to life and structural failure is possible) are listed as potentially
eligible for a voluntary house purchase (subject to further
conditions), and those existing residential buildings mapped
within HR1b (frequent but moderate hazard) are listed as
potentially eligible for a program of retrofitting building materials
including house raising.

Responses – Greenfield Site
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

In new development areas, avoid areas of high hydraulic risk
altogether through appropriate zoning. This can form part of a
longer term risk based strategic land use that has locates land
uses commensurate with the risk and avoids intolerable risks.
Council may consider including requirements for easements in
greenfield areas up to the DFE (1 in 100 AEP plus climate
change therefore avoiding greenfield residential development
below this extent.
Future Flooding Risk

Future Flood Risk Mapping
An analysis of the ultimate development scenarios has revealed
particular areas that are sensitive filling in the floodplain and
development activity that causes the effect of roughening the
floodplain. The ultimate development scenario (UD1) which tests
the impacts on flooding from filling the developable area
between the 1 in 20 AEP and 1 in 100 AEP. The findings show
that areas particularly sensitive to fill are South Ripley, Ipswich
CBD and Walloon.

South Ripley, Ipswich
CBD,
Walloon,
Blackstone
on
Bundamba
Creek,
Six Mile Creek;

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The ultimate development scenario (UD2) which ‘roughens’ up
the floodplain to simulate development activities such as fences
and buildings which in effect holds back floodwater on the
floodplain. Areas particular sensitive to increased development
activity are Blackstone in the Bundamba Creek catchment,
Ipswich CBD. Six Mile Creek catchment and South Ripley near
Wards Rd. Generally, the ultimate development scenarios do not
show a significant impact on flood levels, increased hydraulic
risk or damages across the Ipswich LGA.
Responses
In areas where HR categories and flood levels may increase as
a result of filling, Council may consider preserving pockets of
flood storage in the catchment to avoid future flood risk impacts.
These areas are mapped in the Current and Future Flood Risk
chapter and include:
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning


Ipswich CBD; and



Walloon.

Specific Areas of
Interest

General avoidance of filling in the conveyance areas and ensure
balance cut/fill is required up to DFE to avoid the cumulative
impacts shown in the sensitivity analysis. These areas are
mapped in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter and
include:


Blackstone on Bundamba Creek,



Ipswich CBD,



Six Mile Creek; and



South Ripley near Wards Road.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

In areas where impacts increase due to development activity
(roughening up the floodplain), Council may consider continue
provisions into the new planning scheme that the development
maintains flood storage capacity and does not create impacts
on sites upstream or downstream – as part of a development
application, there is normally a request to provide hydraulic and
hydrology report demonstrating compliance. As per the SPP,
guidance a hydraulic and hydrology report should demonstrate
a development will:
a) maintain the flood storage capacity on the subject site;
b) not increase the volume, velocity, concentration or flow path
alignment of stormwater flow across sites upstream,
downstream or in the general vicinity of the subject site;
c) avoid acceleration or retardation of flows or any reduction in
flood warning times elsewhere on the floodplain; and
d) not increase stormwater ponding on sites upstream,
downstream or in the general vicinity of the subject site.
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

Vulnerability

Consideration

Leichhardt, Gailes,
Dinmore,
Ipswich,
Goodna,
Booval,
Ebbw Vale, Riverview

As presented in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter,
vulnerable communities have been mapped based on particular
indicators known to increase risk during flood events. These
indicators relate to physical, awareness, mobility and socioeconomic factors.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Vulnerability was mapped at a suburb scale based on sociodemographic vulnerability indicators. Each suburb was given a
vulnerability score (between 0-1) depending on how many
vulnerability indicators are represented. The suburbs ranked as
highest combined vulnerability are:


Leichhardt



Gailes



Dinmore



Ipswich



Goodna



Booval

West Ipswich, One
Mile.

Response
A distinction is made between vulnerable land uses and existing
vulnerable communities. The SPP provides guidance to avoid
vulnerable uses in flood hazard areas and responses for
development of vulnerable uses are discussed within the
individual flood risk factors in this table.
In areas that are considered particularly vulnerable to flooding,
as listed above, Council may consider long term infrastructure
upgrades to ensure critical connections to emergency services
and community facilities such as hospitals, community use or
educational facilities. The EM work package chapter identifies
critical connections that may be considered for upgrade.
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

Council may consider providing all GIS datasets to developers
to ensure safety to people and property, for example vulnerable
community mapping should be considered with road immunity
data, TTI and DFI to understand any constraints around infill
development sites, mitigation response may be included as a
requirement to ensure access/egress to higher ground during
flood events.
Time to Inundation (TTI)

Mapping and Analysis
Flash flooding is defined by the BoM as flooding that inundates
a property, asset or area in under 6 hours. As discussed in the
Current and Future Flood Risk chapter, this has been used to
delineate most at-risk areas subject to flash flooding.

Camira, Brassall,
Raceview,
Rosewood,
Bundamba.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TTI is mapped across the Ipswich LGA and the most at-risk
properties in terms of buildings with TTI of less than 6 hours have
been identified:


Camira,



Brassall,



Raceview,



Rosewood,



Bundamba

Risk
In locations where TTI is less than 6 hours, flood warning time is
generally insufficient for preparation and response by agencies
such as Council and SES during flood events. Flash flooding
areas have been difficult to provide flood forecasting services in
the past.
Response
A general policy position for Council to consider as discussed
above can be simplified as:
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning


Lower risk of > 6 hours’ time to inundation



Higher risk of < 6 hours’ time to inundation

Specific Areas of
Interest

In locations where there TTI is < 6 hours to inundation, the
Council may consider avoiding vulnerable uses in the floodplain
exposed to flash flooding. As an example, vulnerable use may
be permitted within the floodplain above the 1 in 500 AEP only if
not exposed to flash flooding.
Council should consider non intensification of residential uses in
areas where TTI is < 6 hours.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

For uses such as industry, sport and recreation, community
facility and other non-residential uses, a requirement for a Flood
Risk and Emergency Management Plan (FEMP) to address all
emergency management considerations and events up to and
including the PMF. Consideration of other risk factors such as
HR, DFI and flood islands must be addressed to mitigate the risk
and ensure no burden to emergency services.
Consideration of TTI on Flood Islands
In these circumstances, TTI of under 6 hours needs to be
considered with the type of existing / future land use, flood island
submergence and road access immunity. Risk increases when
factors are combined. As discussed below Council may consider
avoiding vulnerable uses and intensifying residential
development on flood islands regardless of TTI.

Duration of Inundation

Mapping and Analysis
Duration of Inundation (DFI) has been mapped across the
Ipswich LGA as presented and discussed in the Current and
Future Flood Risk chapter. The Brisbane and Bremer River and
Warrill Creek catchments exhibit the longest flood durations, up
to 200 hours in a 1 in 2000 AEP in areas such as North Booval,
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

Bundamba, Goodna, Karalee and North Ipswich. Local
catchments such as Woogaroo, Bundamba creeks can have
durations of up to 12 hours.
Risk
As discussed in the Current and Future Flood Risk Chapter the
AIDR recommends residents should have provision to be able
to comfortably shelter in place for 72 hours, it is assumed most
people would not have provisions for recommended length of
time, so an analysis was undertaken on number of properties
identified as being have duration of inundation for more than 36
hours. This becomes further complicated by vulnerable people,
emotional stress, people with health issues, time of flood (i.e., at
night with no power) and other hazards around the home.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The suburbs identified as being the most at-risk in terms of
duration of inundation are:


Goodna,



North Booval,



Brassall,



Karalee,



East Ipswich,



Bundamba.

Response
In locations where there is a duration of more than 36 hours of
floodwater inundation, Council may consider avoiding
vulnerable uses within the floodplain exposed.
Council should consider non intensification of residential uses in
areas where DFI is greater than 36 hours up to the limit of the
DFE 1% plus climate change where residential development is
triggered for assessment.
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

For areas that are low hazard, i.e., HR 2a or HR 3a in
combination with DFI > 36 hours, built form and resilient building
materials should be considered as an acceptable mitigation
response such as building on stilts, or with wet / dry proofing on
ground floor. Council should continue the existing requirements
in the current planning scheme to this effect.
For uses such as industry, sport and recreation, community
facility and other non-residential uses, a requirement for a Flood
Risk and Emergency Management Plan (FEMP) to address all
economic impacts, emergency management considerations and
events up to and including the PMF. Consideration of other risk
factors such as HR, TTI and flood islands must be addressed to
mitigate the risk and ensure no burden to emergency services.
Consideration of DFI on Flood Islands

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

DFI is a key consideration on high flood islands where residents
can shelter in place within homes or a designated refuge. DFI
becomes a consideration as residents need to have sufficient
supply to remain in place for many hours even days.
Resupplying of these high flood island areas can be difficult and
resource intensive and also exacerbate potential medical issues
or emergencies.
Consideration should be given to where safe, appropriately
sized refuge can occur on a high flood island. This facility would
need to be capable of accommodating and servicing the area. In
addition, due consideration needs to be given to the burden this
may place on emergency services.
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

Flood Islands

Mapping
Flood islands for the entire Ipswich LGA have been identified,
mapped and details pertaining to where roads are cut-off and
which flood events cause the islands has been identified. This
background data is provided to Council as part of the IICP.

Rosewood, East
Ipswich, Brassall,
Karalee, Bundamba,
Walloon, Raceview,
Willowbank.

The mapping identifies:


Low-flood islands – areas that are isolated by
floodwaters and become completely submerged in extreme
events (up to the Probable Maximum Flood);


High-flood islands – areas that are isolated by
floodwaters and remain ‘dry’ but may be isolated for many days
or weeks at a time; and

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Note that the IICP has identified existing flood islands only.
Future development may encourage the formation of new flood
islands, increasing flood risk in events above Defined Flood
Event. Therefore, consideration of rare and extreme magnitude
events should be encouraged for new development. For
example, developers may use existing flood model results would
provide an approximate understanding of flood extents and the
possibility of islands forming as a result of earthworks.
Risk
Flood Islands trigger a level of flood risk, that when combined
with other flood risk factors may create and intolerable risk to
existing and new development.
Flood Magnitude and Hazard of each Island
The Current and Future Flood Risk Chapter identifies road
immunity levels and flood island submergence levels which
mapped across the Ipswich LGA. This factors into increasing risk
whereby if the road immunity is low (e.g., under a 1 in 10 AEP
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

as an example), resident access/egress can be cut in early parts
of a higher magnitude flood. This prevents a normal selfevacuation and emergency services access is hindered. Areas
of with low flood islands and low road immunity include:


Walloon / Rosewood – Thagoona Haigslea Rd



Booval/Bundamba – Jacaranda Drive

Due consideration is required for the flood level when an island
becomes submerged. Where islands submerge in more frequent
events, the risk of isolation is also increased.
In addition, it is important to understand the hazard associated
with higher magnitude events on low flood islands. A low flood
island may submerge in with low hazard, but as floodwaters rise
in a higher magnitude event, hazards may present risk to life
and/or structural damages.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Responses
Particular land uses that are considered vulnerable require
additional time or support to evacuate residents/users.
Therefore, should not be located in a flood island prone to
isolation as per the SPP which states development must not
hinder or burden emergency services.
The SPP suggests including specific provisions to address
isolated areas or flood islands in the floodplain, Council may
consider addressing this in the new draft planning scheme.
Council may consider no further intensification of residential use
development upon flood islands.
However, wherein infill development sites emergency response
mitigations may improve residual risk, Council may consider
responses such as FEMPs linked to new development.
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Flood Risk Factor

Application to Land Use Planning

Specific Areas of
Interest

Development in high hazard, low flood island areas also require
consideration of advanced flood forecasting accuracy and
decision-making flood intelligence as a mitigation response to
intolerable risk.
Road Flood Immunity

Mapping and Analysis
Road flood immunity for the entire Ipswich LGA have been
identified, mapped and details pertaining to where roads are cut.
The analysis identifies road low points, an assessment of critical
infrastructure and major arterial and highway flood immunity,
which may be useful for understanding future greenfield
development and critical links to communities.

Main arterial
connections

Response
The mapping provides an understanding critical transport links
across Ipswich LGA with regards to major greenfield and master
planned development.
19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

For long term infrastructure planning of routes between existing
and future communities, upgrading flood immunity to major
north/south, east/west links may be considered.
Road immunity information should be used in combination with
vulnerable communities, TTI and DFI to understand any
constraints around infill development sites, mitigation response
may be included as a requirement to ensure access/egress to
higher ground during flood events. This is considered in more
detail in the Emergency Management chapter.
For greenfield areas, Council may consider making available the
datasets to developers to be able to demonstrate safety to
people and property and emergency services are not burdened
during flood events.
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7.4

Other Land Use Planning Responses

This chapter considers other general land use planning responses to mitigate risks to flooding within the
context of the Queensland planning framework. Council may consider these options for future amendments to
the Planning Scheme. It is important to note that the information is correct at the time of writing and Council
should seek contemporary advice when amending local planning instruments under the Planning Act (2016).

7.4.1

Adverse Planning Changes

An adverse planning change is a change to reduce development potential and therefore value of a site.
Compensation arrangements existing under the Planning Act for affected owners who are adversely affected
by a planning change. A planning change that may be introduced by a local government within local planning
instruments to reduce the material risk of harm to person or property from natural processes or event such as
flooding are not eligible for potential compensation claims under the Planning Act (2016).
7.4.1.1

Flood Hazard Overlay Mapping

Introducing a flood overlay with categories of flood hazard can be an example of an adverse planning change
under the Planning Act where existing development is located upon land subject to high flood hazard.
The draft new Ipswich Planning Scheme has mapped and delineated areas of high flood risk that are
considered generally incompatible for urban intensification and as part of the Statement of Proposals, Council
strategically intends to ensure appropriate uses align with flood risk category, and to mitigate risk appropriately
via conditions attached to development approvals.
7.4.1.2

Back-zoning

The draft new overlay based on flood hazard assists Council to identify areas of residential and non-residential
zoning that would be considered incompatible across the Ipswich LGA that are located within the High-Risk
category.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Council could ‘back-zone’ flood prone land within a high-risk category to ensure a more flood resilient zoning
pattern, however, back-zoning is to be considered very carefully. Local governments do not often undertake
back-zoning as these are often viewed as a last resort. Under the Planning Act (2016), compensation may not
be applied for if a planning change is made to reduces a material risk to people or property from natural events
such as flooding.
There is currently a challenge for the State Government to address at a local government level regarding the
requirement to implement more extensive flood maps which provides the confidence to develop robust and
perhaps more ‘severe’ planning policy addressing flood prone land whilst ensuring landowners are able to
respond to any proposed ‘back-zoning’ of flood prone land.
7.4.1.3

Feasible Alternative Assessment Report (FAAR)

Under the Minister’s Guidelines and Rules17 (2017) for making and amending a planning scheme, a Local
Government undertaking a planning change that is considered to have an adverse impact (i.e., a change that
reduces the value of an interest in premises or limits the use of the premises that may have been lawful when
the change was made) must prepare a FAAR in accordance with relevant legislation.

17
See ‘Minister’s Guidelines and Rules – under the Planning Act 2016. Queensland State Government,
2017. Available: betterplanning.qld.gov.au/resources .
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The following process for making such a change has been incorporated into the Natural Hazards State Interest
check:
Prepare a hazards identification and risk assessment;
Identify a premise that requires a planning change to protect people and property;
Prepare a natural hazards, risk and resilience evaluation report as required under the MGR;
Prepare a draft feasible alternatives report assessing alternatives for reducing flood risk including imposing
development conditions;
Notify any affected property owners;
Incorporate comments received throughout public consultation into consultation report; and
Update and submit the planning scheme and feasible alternative report to the Minister.
The IICP has considered mitigation measures across a suite of floodplain management tools which may be
used as the technical evidence to inform the preparation of a FAAR, should Council require such information.
These could then be used to demonstrate how Council has made informed land use planning decisions based
on a robust risk assessment approach within a broader SFMP/LFMP process, including consideration of a
range of options to respond to flood risk.
The IICP integrates land use planning responses with other flood risk management measures to address risk
to life and property and provide the evidence or rationale to justify any future land use planning responses.

7.4.2

Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP)

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The Local Government Infrastructure Plan identifies local government plans for trunk infrastructure necessary
to service urban development at the desired standard of service in a coordinated, efficient and financially
sustainable way. The LGIP allows a Local Government to collect infrastructure charges from new
developments and can guide capital works programming and assist with future long-term financial
sustainability. The Ipswich City Council LGIP is part of the planning scheme and identifies infrastructure to
service development at the desired standard of service and covers:


Transport (e.g., roads, pathways, bus stops);



Public parks; and



Community facilities (e.g., libraries, sporting facilities).

Water supply and sewerage network planning is provided by the distributor retailer for South East Queensland
Seqwater.
7.4.2.1

Stormwater Network

Local Governments are not required to have a trunk stormwater network component of the LGIP process and
Ipswich City Council does not currently include stormwater as part of the LGIP. Council may consider
investigating stormwater network requirements across the priority infrastructure area.
LGIPs provide an effective way to cater for future flooding risk in the context of future urban growth. The
Ipswich Planning Scheme currently has provisions that cater for these issues for new development, however
this is usually investigated at a local scale rather than at a major urban catchment flow path scale.
As discussed in section 7.3, local flow paths and conveyance areas may be preserved via easements to the
PMF, and whilst these are solutions that would not normally constitute trunk infrastructure, the preservation of
conveyance areas of major urban catchment flow paths in large greenfield areas only, as an appropriate
mechanism to mitigate flooding risks.
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Council may consider investigating acquisition of land either side of the major urban flow paths as part of an
LGIP stormwater network to achieve multiple benefits such as improvements to riparian corridors, ecosystem
and water quality as well as preservation of flood conveyance areas. Figure 7-10 shows an example LGIP
from Brisbane City Council in the Rochedale Master Planned area, in this greenfield development, Council
acquired the waterway corridor land as part of the trunk network.

FIGURE 7-10 BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL – STORMWATER LGIP- WATERWAY CORRIDOR

7.4.3

Climate Change Impacts
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The draft new Ipswich Planning Scheme includes a factor for climate change within the mapping extents of the
Brisbane, Bremer and Western Creek catchments. All other local creeks have a climate change factor included,
as discussed in section 7.2.4.3. This was determined by a desktop study; therefore, would need further review
by Council. Incorporating climate change is considered a sound and conservative approach to managing
current and future flood risk. The perception of conservatism declines as timing approaches the relevant
climate change scenario (2020 or 2090).
Council may consider monitoring and review climate change projections and flood modelling recommendations
over time to inform future land use planning decision making.

7.5

Summary and Recommendations

7.5.1

Summary

Land use planning and development control represents one of the most cost-effective options for minimising
flood risk, especially where developments are designed and situated away from flood risk areas or take
appropriate mitigation measures to ensure risk is commensurate with the intended use of the site. This chapter
has undertaken a review of the current and future land use planning policy settings in Ipswich and makes
recommendations to align with the State interest policy with due consideration of the SFMP Land Use Planning
Guidance Material and flood risk factors analysed in the IICP Current and Future Flood Risk chapter.
Council is currently updating the Ipswich Planning Scheme therefore this review considers both existing and
draft new policies. It should be noted that the IICP and new Ipswich Planning Scheme submission are separate
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processes. The State interest policy for Natural hazards, risk and resilience provides guidance that must be
considered when making or amending a local planning instrument whereas the SFMP provides guidance that
specifically deals with integrating the SPP State interest in a regional Brisbane River catchment context. The
IICP analysis provides the tools to revise or refine land use planning responses using a local fit-for purpose
risk assessment with consideration of local flood risk factors:


Hydraulic Risk (combination of flood frequency and hazard);



Vulnerability (special circumstances that introduce further risk through social and economic functions);



Time to Inundation (an understanding of how long it takes for an area, asset or residence to inundate);



Duration of Inundation (an understanding of how long an area, asset or residence may be flooded for);
and



Flood Islands (and understanding of whether residents are isolated on low or high flood islands)

The consideration of the different flood risk factors provides an understanding of tolerability to flood risk. In the
context of Land Use Planning, the highest HR categories for example, are considered intolerable for people,
property and most land uses. Tolerability of development and/or community tolerability to existing flood risks
also depends on how quickly and how long key access roads become flooded. Tolerability to risk begins to
increase with all of these factors occurring simultaneously. Development in areas where some or all of these
flood risk factors cannot be avoided must be able to provide for safe evacuation or safe refuge and must not
burden effective emergency services operations during an event.
These flood risk factors have been reviewed in the context of current and future planning scheme and
recommendations presented in the next section can be used to inform Council’s statutory decision-making
process.
In this chapter, flood risk has been assessed, evaluated and recommendations made for the treatment of risk,
aligning with steps 2, 3, 4 of ISO31000 for risk assessments. The recommendations listed in section 7.5.3 are
considered adequate treatment of flood risk to achieve a tolerable level of risk for future development.

7.5.2

Findings
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Review of existing development and planning controls in Ipswich generally shows an alignment with the key
State Interest Policies that apply to the land use planning in Queensland. The following policies are integrated
or will be integrated within the Ipswich planning framework:


Natural hazard areas have been identified, including flood hazard areas;



A fit-for-purpose risk assessment is undertaken to identify and achieve an acceptable or tolerable level of
risk for personal safety and property in natural hazard areas;



Development in flood hazard areas: (a) avoids the natural hazard; or (b) where it is not possible to avoid
the natural hazard area, development mitigates the risks to people and property to an acceptable or
tolerable level;



Development in natural hazard areas: Supports, and does not hinder disaster management capacity and
capabilities;



Development directly, indirectly and cumulatively avoids an increase in the exposure or severity of the
natural hazard and the potential for damage on the site or to other properties;



Avoids risks to public safety and the environment from the location of the storage of hazardous materials
and the release of these materials as a result of a natural hazard;



Development maintains or enhances the protective function of landforms and vegetation that can mitigate
risks associated with the natural hazard; and,
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Community infrastructure is located and designed to maintain the required level of functionality during and
immediately after a natural hazard event.

This review provides considerations to refine the policy wording with due consideration of the IICP outputs to
identify acceptable or tolerable risk for people and property.
The draft new planning scheme (Statement of Proposals and draft flood overlay) is considered to demonstrate
alignment, for example, with the SPP requirement for a fit-for-purpose risk assessment via risk-based mapping.
The risk-based mapping incorporates the SFMP recommended approach of aligning categories of hydraulic
risk into a planning scheme overlay.
Council may consider land use planning responses documented in the list of recommendations during the
preparation of the draft new planning scheme or inform longer term strategic land use actions to preserve flow
paths, functionality of the floodplains and limit future development exposure to intolerable risk.

7.5.3

Recommendations
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This chapter has considered key categories of both the current and draft new Ipswich Planning Scheme in the
context of compliance with the SPP and alignment with best practice floodplain management. The Brisbane
River SFMP, IICP and LFMP processes are non-statutory resources that support and inform the application of
risk-based land use planning instruments. Based upon the IICP analysis and review of local planning practices,
Table 7-9 provides a summary of the recommendations for Councils consideration that can be used to inform
Council’s statutory decision-making process.
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TABLE 7-9

SUMMARY OF LAND USE PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS

Ref

Section

Recommendation description

Relevant State Interest Policies

LUP1
P1

7.2.4.2.
1

Consider applying a consistent methodology to the identification of hazard categories for the purposes of developing a draft new flood hazard overlay,
regardless of flood source. Specifically, introducing a low band of risk category for local creek catchments to be consistent with the riverine flooding and
show at least three bands of risk and to ensure relative bands of risk are considered together.

Natural hazard areas are identified, including flood hazard
areas.

LUP2

7.2.4.2.
1

Consider extending any development controls for residential uses to the HR4 category to include the 1 in 500-year H3 hazard category.

LUP3

7.4.3

Consider monitoring and review climate change projections and flood modelling recommendations over time to inform future land use planning decision
making.

A fit-for-purpose risk assessment is undertaken to identify
and achieve an acceptable or tolerable level of risk for
personal safety and property in natural hazard areas.

LUP4

7.2.4.4

Consider developing and including a city-wide overland flow path assessment to allowing risk-based assessment of this type of flood risk. For example,
mapping low and high-risk overland flow path to provide a risk-based approach to planning in overland flow paths.

LUP5

7.3

Consider avoiding any intensification of development in areas mapped in HR1c and HR1b.

LUP6

7.3

Council should continue the existing requirements in the current planning scheme that promote built form and resilient building materials as an acceptable
mitigation response such as building on stilts, or with wet / dry proofing on ground floor, but may consider revising trigger areas based on lower risk areas
such as HR2a, HR3a, HR4 and HR5.

LUP7

7.3

Consider including requirements for easements in greenfield areas up to the DFE (1 in 100 AEP plus climate change).

Development in bushfire, flood, landslide, storm tide
inundation or erosion prone natural hazard areas: (a) avoids
the natural hazard area; or (b) where it is not possible to
avoid the natural hazard area, development mitigates the
risks to people and property to an acceptable or tolerable
level.

LUP8

7.3

In locations where the TTI is < 6 hours to inundation, and where DFI is >36 hours, consider a requirement for a Flood Risk and Emergency Management
Plan (FEMP) for uses such as industry, sport and recreation, community facility and other non-residential uses.

Development in natural hazard areas: Supports and does
not hinder disaster management capacity and capabilities.
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To address all emergency management considerations and events up to and including the PMF. Consideration of risk factors such as HR, DFI and flood
islands must be addressed to mitigate the risk and ensure no burden to emergency services.
LUP9

7.3

In locations subject to isolation via the formation of flood islands, consider responses such as FEMPs linked to new development. Development in high
hazard, low flood island areas also require consideration of advanced flood forecasting accuracy and decision-making flood intelligence as a mitigation
response to intolerable risk.

LUP10

7.2.4.5

Consider the following suggested development control measures that may be applied to development assessment process of vulnerable uses below the
PMF:


A minimum flood immunity level such as the 1 in 500 AEP;



A flood emergency management plan (FEMP) may be provided for any application for a vulnerable use;



The FEMP will assess the exposure, risk and vulnerability of the use and associated residents and specifically consider evacuation, flood immunity, flood
hazard/risk and mitigation options;



Generally, vulnerable uses should not be permitted within flood islands (particularly low islands); and,

Generally, vulnerable uses should not be permitted where time to inundation is below a certain threshold (less than 6 hours etc).
LUP11

7.2.4.5

Consider providing a definition of vulnerable uses in the new Ipswich Planning Scheme and explicit provisions relating to development of vulnerable uses in
flood hazard areas.

LUP12

7.2.4.5

In locations where TTI is < 6 hours to inundation, or where DFI is >36 hours, or locations subject to isolation on flood islands consider avoiding vulnerable
uses and non-intensification of residential uses. In areas of low hazard built form and resilient building materials should be considered as an acceptable
mitigation response.

Community infrastructure is located and designed to
maintain the required level of functionality during and
immediately after a natural hazard event.
Development in natural hazard areas: Supports and does
not hinder disaster management capacity and capabilities.

For areas that are low hazard, i.e., HR 2a or HR 3a in combination with DFI > 36 hours, built form and resilient building materials should be considered as an
acceptable mitigation response such as building on stilts, or with wet / dry proofing on ground floor. Council should continue the existing requirements in the
current planning scheme to this effect.
LUP13

7.3

Consider requesting a Flood Risk Assessment or at the very least and evaluation of risk of a development proposal in terms of the acceptability or tolerability
of flood risk on a particular use or activity – this applies to all development applications within the floodplain.
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Ref

Section

Recommendation description

LUP14

7.3

For Commercial, Industrial and other Non-Residential Uses. Consider adding a provision to avoid increasing the concentration of people in areas in HR1c
and HR1b.

LUP15

7.2.3.3

For Residential Uses consider removing the provision of a flood depth of no more than 800mm as risk-based mapping is introduced to the new Ipswich
Planning Scheme. This depth is considered a significant hazard above safe wading height and unsuitable for vehicle evacuation

LUP16

7.2.3.3

For Basements, Undercrofts: consider introducing minimum clearance requirements in relation to the construction of undercrofts as per QUDM suggested
requirements of 300mm above the 1 in 100 AEP flood level or 500mm above the 1 in 50 AEP.

LUP17

7.3

Consider providing all GIS datasets to developers to ensure safety to people and property and to ensure emergency services are not burdened during flood
event. For example, vulnerable community mapping, road flood immunity data, TTI and DFI should be considered in a combination to understand any
constraints around both infill and greenfield development sites.

LUP18

7.3

In areas where HR categories and flood levels may increase as a result of filling or due to development activity (roughening up the floodplain), consider
preserving pockets of flood storage in the catchment to avoid future flood risk impacts.
Areas particularly sensitive are:

7.3

South Ripley;



Ipswich CBD;



Walloon;



Blackstone on Bundamba Creek; and



Six Mile Creek.

Directly, indirectly and cumulatively avoids an increase in the
exposure or severity of the natural hazard and the potential
for damage on the site or to other properties.

Consider continuing provisions into the new planning scheme that development maintains flood storage capacity and does not create impacts on sites
upstream or downstream – this is normally a request to provide hydraulic and hydrology report demonstrating compliance. Furthermore, provisions that avoid
fill in Major Urban Catchment Flow Paths unless undertaken as balance cut and fill to ensure no worsening of hydraulic flows or reduction in overall flood
storage.
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LUP19



Relevant State Interest Policies
the natural hazard area; or (b) where it is not possible to
avoid the natural hazard area, development mitigates the
risks to people and property to an acceptable or tolerable
level.
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8

PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS

8.1.1

Background

Managing flood hazards within a local government area is best achieved by utilising a variety of measures.
This report chapter summarises what property specific actions homeowners within the Ipswich Local
Government Area (LGA) can be encouraged to take for effective, localised flood mitigation.
Whilst the onus to enact these measures will predominately reside with homeowners within the region, Ipswich
City Council (Council) can facilitate this process by considering the recommendations made at the end of this
chapter. Such actions will be more effective when implementation is coordinated between the suite of flood
mitigation options presented as part of this Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan (IICP).
The QRA provides tips for homeowners to renovate using flood resilient materials, this will be encouraged
through the implementation of community awareness and resilience work actions in Ipswich. For consistent
messages
and
advice
regarding
flood
resilient
building
techniques
please
refer
to
www.getready.qld.gov.au/get-prepared.
The Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan (SFMP) and associated Technical Evidence
Report (TER) present the basis for a coordinated, regional response. There are a number of actions house
owners can take to increase flood resilience, including:


Residential property buy-back and voluntary purchase; and



Voluntary house raising and flood-proofing (including both wet and dry-proofing methods via retrofitting
with flood resilient building materials).

One of the initiatives of the Brisbane River Catchment Flood Studies is the Flood Resilient Building Guidance
for Queensland Homes document, to be used by building professionals and residential building owners within
flood impacted areas. Every house type is able to improve their ability to prepare for and recover from flood
events via flood resilient design solutions and consideration of building materials used.
The IICP has undertaken a detailed investigation, including the socio-economic benefits of such measures.
This report also provides recommendations for an example program of works that could be implemented within
Council.
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Any potential program of works implemented by Council would require prioritisation and eligibility criteria for
household participation. As a working example, Brisbane City Council’s Flood Resilient Homes Program is
eligible only to buildings that experience flooding from Overland Flow in a 1 in 2 AEP event.
Programs of property specific actions that are presented with a high Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) generally
represent options that have a more tangible economic justification for proceeding, especially so for values
greater than 0.5 (SFMP, 2019). The high-level assessment of these options justifies a more detailed feasibility
assessment.

8.1.2

Building and Development Controls

Existing building controls in Queensland include the Queensland Development Code MP3.5 which prescribes
defined flood levels if building work is carried in declared flood hazard areas. This ensures houses in Ipswich
have their habitable floor levels built above the defined flood event (DFE) and are constructed to withstand
hydrodynamic forces associated with floodwaters even if the development does not trigger assessment under
the Ipswich planning scheme. However, this code does not prescribe flood resilient materials beyond the
structural component.
The Ipswich Planning Scheme requires, as far as practicable that the design of buildings within the flood
overlay use building materials and surface treatments resistant to water damage and do not include wall
cavities that may be susceptible to the intrusion of water and sediment. There is also a statutory note that
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applies to buildings in the flood overlay that requires use of walls without cavity spaces and flood resistant
materials to minimise replacement / repair and provide for ease of cleaning in the event of a flood.
These property specific actions can be considered for tolerable uses within the floodplain. The literature in this
field will be considered further in terms of implications for building controls, although the extent to which these
can be addressed through a planning scheme is limited. Adjustments to planning controls to support these
outcomes may need to be considered, such as amendments to land use zoning after the fact to a more risk
appropriate category - such as open space or environmental management.

8.1.3

SFMP Recommendations

The desired outcome 6 of the SFMP states ‘Building design and construction improves community resilience
and reduces property damage’ and provides recommended strategies to achieve this outcome through the
development of guidance material and greater clarity in legislative arrangements.
Whilst there are planning requirements for new development to consider flood resistant building materials,
there is considerable exposure of existing residential buildings that represents an intolerable residual risk in
the Ipswich LGA.
As noted above, the SFMP identifies key strategies to encourage and support the uptake of flood resilient built
form and so, following the implementation of the SFMP and initiation of the LFMP and IICP project, a regional
workshop was held to discuss the practical implementation of flood resilient building design with the need for
regulation of building standards, limitations of flood resilient design, the evolving nature of the industry, more
education/experience required to avoid unnecessary repair of flood resilient elements after a flood, potential
to reduce insurance premiums and some practical examples as discussed in section 8.2.2.1. Further details
of the workshop are presented in later this section.
It is noted in the SFMP that property specific actions should be considered where ‘flood risks are high and
other alternative options are not feasible’ (SFMP recommendations, 2019). In that context and to further
encourage and support the uptake of flood resilient built form in Ipswich, the IICP will present a suitable method
for prioritising buildings and a methodology to mitigate the risk.

8.1.4

Flood Insurance and Resilient Building Materials – External Workshop –
November 2019
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Facilitated by Floodplain Management Australia (FMA), the workshop was attended by Brisbane City, Ipswich
City, Somerset Regional and Lockyer Valley Regional Council’s, Queensland Reconstruction Authority and
industry partners such as Suncorp, James Davidson Architects and Insurance Council of Australia. At the
workshop key discussions were held around the Brisbane River SFMP strategy to consider whether
modifications are required to provide greater clarity to practitioners, local government and industry about what
can and cannot be achieved under current building arrangements and what modifications are required.
The Insurance Council Australia (ICA) presented an overview of how insurance premiums are priced and how
flood data is taken into account. Examples from the recent Townsville floods were given. Key points raised in
discussion amongst the group:


On average, a lack of flood data costs insurers 16% extra due to companies making a conservative
estimate (that is, premiums would generally reduce if flood data were available). However, the opposite
occurred in Townsville, due to the number of properties being within the floodplain being higher than
initially estimated.



House raising reduces insurance premiums, generally accepted by insurance companies but using
retrofitting is under active consideration.



It was suggested a need to codify flood resilient building materials and once it is implemented via
regulation, the insurance industry are more likely to reduce premium. This is a necessary step in modifying
existing arrangements.



It was suggested funding of a central building database that contains details of all buildings, floor levels,
when built (to indicate the standard they are built to etc.) is required similar to the New South Wales floor
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height survey which is utilised by the insurance industry. It was agreed that such a database could be
used to also record details of flood resilient building retrofits. This could be investigated within the Brisbane
River Catchment and provided to the ICA.


The workshop also discussed the issue of flood resilient components being replaced after flood events
due to a lack of knowledge/understanding of flood resilient design. This reduces the benefits of flood
resilient building as insurance costs have no regard to the installation.

Other matters discussed at the workshop the development of practical measures for encouraging
implementation of flood resilient design in the interim (prior to the establishment of codes), was discussed
amongst the group in response to the SFMP desired outcome. The ICA suggested that this could be done via
a five-step program similar to cyclone-proofing your home.
JDA Architects provided a summary of the work undertaken as part of the SFMP, economic appraisal and links
to intangibles such as wider community awareness. There are examples of individual buildings for which
Suncorp have shown a 50% reduction to insurance premiums based on the resilient property measures (i.e.,
not raising). The presentation also discussed the option for owners to incorporate flood resilient design and
manage their building’s risk to flooding without insurance.
Brisbane City Council provided an overview of the Flood Resilient Home Program which is explored further in
section 8.2.2.1.
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The following recommendations were made following the discussion of insurance and flood resilient building
materials:


It is recommended that a region-wide building specification dataset is explored in coordination with the
ICA as to the minimum requirements and if commonwealth funding will be available to develop the central
database.



Explore the establishment of a program similar to the cyclone-proofing your home program in which a list
of flood resilient design actions/attributes is established that insurers would be prepared to agree will result
in a reduction in premiums.



Continue to lobby the Queensland State Department of Housing and Public Works (HPW) to implement
the recommendations from the SFMP for which they are the lead. In particular;


BC2: Investigate arrangements that allow resilient design to be considered as a flood risk
management measure,



BC3: Consider creation of a development guideline similar to MP3.5 to provide a standard for
construction of buildings in ‘flood resilient areas’; and



BC4: Provide feedback to the Australian Building Codes Board to include guidance on the principles
and performance requirements of flood resilient materials.

8.1.5

Comparison of Property Specific Actions

For the IICP the following property specific actions will be considered under two categories:
Residential property buy-back and voluntary purchase; and
Retrofitting building materials such as flood-proofing (including both wet and dry-proofing methods) and
voluntary house raising.
Voluntary House Purchase should be considered in areas subject to high hazards where it may be appropriate
to cease occupation of the building in order to remove residents from dangerous situations and intolerable
flood risks.
Building resilience into existing properties is suitable for lower hazard areas of the floodplain and can lower
flood damages by contributing to reductions in personal loss, danger to personal safety and stress and postflood trauma (Floodplain Development Manual, NSW).
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While house purchasing is the most expensive of the three categories, it is also the most effective in removing
residents from the risk of flood inundation. To improve resilience to homes that are exposed to flood risk,
encouraging some element of building control measure helps to reduce flood related consequences to an
individual building. Figure 8-1 shows the relationship between cost and effectiveness of building control
measures as per Flood Resilient Building Guidance for Queensland, (2019).

FIGURE 8-1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COST AND EFFECTIVENESS OF PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS
(BUILDING CONTROL MEASURES) (NOTE: INDICATIVE ONLY AND NOT TO SCALE)
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This measure applies to individual homeowners and is a form of adaptation to existing and future flood risks.
The economic case increases when considering increased rainfall intensity and frequency associated with
climate change.
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FIGURE 8-2 FLOOD RESILIENT BUILDING GUIDANCE EXAMPLES

Property specific actions that create flood resilience are considered a viable option for reducing impacts of
flood events up to a 1 in 100 AEP flood level (Flood Resilient Building Guidance for Queensland, 2019).

Property specific actions include house purchase, house raising and floodproofing via retrofitting flood resilient building materials.
There are a number of guidelines, project reports and standards that provide homeowners and the industry
the tools to implement flood resilient design. Two such resources are the Flood Resilient Building Guidance
for Queensland, 2019 and the Federal Environment Management Authority as shown in Figure 8-2. The aim
of this report is to present a method and shortlist of buildings potentially eligible for a program of property
specific actions and assess the economic viability of implementation, not to provide analysis of the
effectiveness of the specific flood resilient building activities. Therefore, this chapter heavily references the
guidelines presented in these materials.
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8.1.6

Integrated Catchment Plan – Mitigation Measures

Property specific actions should be considered in conjunction with other flood mitigation measures as part of
an overall floodplain management strategy. In that context, the overall IICP will present a suitable method for
prioritising buildings and methodology to mitigate the risks.
8.1.6.1

Physical Mitigation Measures

Physical options to mitigate flood risk such as detention basins, natural floodplain management solutions and
levees have been considered and shortlisted via a socio-economic appraisal and multi-criteria analysis. None
of the physical mitigation measures provided a BCR of greater than 0.5, however the top 4 options are listed
in Table 8-1. It should be noted that the top 4 options shown in the table do not include the Marsden Parade
structural option which achieved a BCR of greater than 0.5, as this is a separate structural measure discussed
in detail in the Mitigation Chapter of the IICP (Section 4.2). Whilst the IICP has considered physical options in
other work packages, Council are considering the economic viability of implementing mitigation measures and
other wider benefits assessed through the multi-criteria analysis.
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TABLE 8-1

PHYSICAL MITIGATION MEASURES – BENEFIT COST RATIOS

Option

BCR

Bundamba Creek Minor NFM

0.19

Bundamba Creek Major NFM

0.16

Warrill Creek Minor NFM

0.16

Warrill Creek Major NFM

0.15

Programs of property specific actions assessed at a similarly high level in this chapter can be directly compared
with the BCR scores of physical mitigation measures.
It is important to directly compare the economic benefits of a program of property specific actions against the
economic benefits of mitigation measures. Therefore, buildings identified as potentially mitigated by feasible
physical options will not be excluded from potential eligibility in a program of property specific actions.
This chapter will identify the buildings which are potentially mitigated by a physical option. Implementation of
a program property specific actions should consider these buildings in further pending implementation of any
physical option.
8.1.6.2

Community Awareness and Resilience

Vulnerability has been assessed on a suburb and local area scale. Suburbs have been prioritised based on
their vulnerability and exposure to high hydraulic risk and targeted messaging and community awareness
actions will be recommended as part of the IICP at a suburb scale. As such, property specific actions will not
affect these recommendations. If endorsed by Council, it will be important that information about participation
in either a potential Voluntary House Purchase Scheme and/or Resilient Homes Program within Council be
included in messaging campaigns.
8.1.6.3

Emergency Management Responses
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Emergency management responses such as evacuation are considered in the IICP. The methodology for
prioritising groups of buildings for evacuation uses a similar approach to the process used to identify eligible
buildings for property specific actions, i.e., buildings subject to particular factors of flood risk including hydraulic
risk.
It is considered that if buildings are unable to be mitigated via physical measures, and are not eligible for
voluntary purchase or able to be made resilient through retrofitting building materials, then educating the
community via awareness and resilience campaigns and emergency management responses may remain the
only feasible option to reduce inherent flood risks.

8.2

Voluntary House Purchase

8.2.1

Description

House purchase programs are costly to implement, and while applied to an individual LGA, rely on State and
Federal funding. These programs are used in areas that are susceptible to frequent and severe flooding to
mitigate the risk posed to life and property and are referred to as property buy-back schemes, voluntary house
purchase schemes, or compulsory resumption programs. Due to the high cost associated with this mitigation
option, they are usually only implemented when other measures are not suitable for reducing flood risk.
Experience show (anecdotal, Brisbane City Council, voluntary house purchase scheme) that landowners must
feel an immediate threat to consider allowing their property to be purchased. In addition, the market value of
their property must have decreased to an extent that they do not feel they will get a better price on the open
market. With that in mind, it is considered that House Purchase Schemes will enable a longer-term floodplain
management strategy.
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8.2.2

Cost prohibitive

Several Queensland councils have considered House Purchase Schemes, including Bundaberg, Somerset,
and Moreton Bay Regional Councils, as well as Gold Coast and Brisbane City Councils.
As reported in the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry Report, many house purchase programs have
been deemed unviable without significant external funding. For example: The Ipswich Rivers Improvement
Trust made five applications for funding for property buy-backs from 2007 to 2012 to acquire, through a
voluntary purchase scheme, houses in Goodna on the basis that they were highly susceptible to flooding from
the nearby Woogaroo Creek. Funding was provided for one of the acquisition projects in the 2008/2009
financial year. (Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry, 2012).
The Brisbane River SFMP identified over 7,000 buildings across the Brisbane River Basin within the highest
Hydraulic Risk categories (HR1). It is noted that acquisition of this many buildings would be prohibitively
expensive to pursue a program of works (SFMP, 2019). Therefore, for any house purchase program to be
economically viable for any local government to implement, an appropriate methodology to identify the most
at-risk buildings that may be eligible should be developed.
There is currently no funding available in Queensland that could be used to support a house purchase scheme
or buy-back program (Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry, 2012).
The Local Government Grants and Subsidies Program (LGGSP) provides funding assistance to support Local
Governments in Queensland to deliver priority infrastructure and essential services that meet the identified
needs of their communities. Furthermore, the Queensland Disaster Resilience Funding provides a source of
funding for local governments to deliver resilience and disaster risk reduction initiatives. Both the LGGSP and
the Resilience Funding Guidelines list land buy-back schemes as being ineligible for funding in Queensland.
House raising and costs of internal furnishings and fittings are also deemed ineligible costs for funding
applications.
8.2.2.1

Case Study – Brisbane City Council Voluntary House Purchase Scheme
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An example of a successful Voluntary House Purchase (VHP) program that has been completed is in the
Brisbane LGA. Starting in 2009, Brisbane City Council (BCC) invited home-owners with buildings within the 1
in 2 AEP creek flood extent to be part of the program. Once successfully purchased, the homes were
completely removed from the site and land turned into parkland, as shown in Figure 8-3. Homes in these areas
had experienced regular nuisance flooding, either across habitable floor or utility areas. The Brisbane VHP
program concluded in 2017.
Without appropriate planning to accompany property buy-backs, land may remain unused for any purpose for
an extended period of time. The removal of buildings from the flood affected area, coupled with a moratorium
on any new development, can amount to ‘sterilisation’ of the land. Therefore, in a similar fashion to the BCC
VHP program, once a house has been bought back, the land is re-zoned as Parks and Open Space. Sites are
typically next to creeks and present opportunities for Council to present multiple benefits to the community.
Buildings had to meet all four of the following eligibility criteria to be considered in the scheme:


The building is flooded during in a 1 in 2 AEP;



The building is within a residential zone;



Floodwaters inundate the residential dwelling on the property; and



There is no other viable infrastructure option available to mitigate the occurrence and impacts of flooding.

It has been reported that BCC identified 525 buildings within its LGA that met the legibility criteria and of these,
BCC approached 242 buildings to offer participation in the scheme. Offers were accepted from 55 buildings,
costing a total of $24.21 million over the life of the program (Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry, 2012).
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FIGURE 8-3 VOLUNTARY HOUSE PURCHASE SITE, BRISBANE LGA

8.3

Retrofitting building Materials

8.3.1

Description

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

There are a range of building techniques and materials that can be retrofitted to homes in flood risk areas
aimed at improving the resilience of buildings and their contents. Examples of this include the use of materials
that are resistant to inundation damage such as double-brick, brick veneer, tiling or water-proof flooring and
lining, water-resistant timber framing, closed-cell insulation, and eliminating cavities behind stairs and wall
spaces. Also included is the movement of internal services such as electricity power points, air conditioning
units and/or hot-water units above a certain flood level.
Retrofitting materials is a suitable method for houses that are subject to lower hazard areas such as H1 to H4
where there is no real risk of structural damage.
TABLE 8-2

EXAMPLES OF RETROFITTING FLOOD RESILIENCE ACTIONS AND MATERIALS

Applications

Purpose

Raising appliances

Maintain essential services during a flood event, improve
electrical safety, minimise risk of damage or replacement
costs.

Flood resilient floors and cabinets

Avoid damage to floors and cabinets by using water
resistant building materials. This will also improve cleaning
capacity to aid rapid recovery after a flood event.

Flood resilient walls

Prevent inundation of wall cavities to reduce wall damage
and limit mould growth, aiding rapid recovery after a flood
event.
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Applications

Purpose

Shifting house footprint within site

Shifting the house to a higher location on the site aims to
maximise conveyance capacity of the site, ensure
floodwaters can pass unimpeded and minimise disruption
to residents during flood events.

House raising by increasing the floor level by
use of stumps

Many homes across Australia were constructed prior to
contemporary planning levels. Raising older houses to
achieve a higher flood immunity is a good solution to
reducing potential flood risks.

House raising by replacing stumps to be
more flood resilient

Older constructions typically used wooden stumps as
foundation for a ‘Queenslander’ style house. Replacing
these wooden stumps with more resilient materials can
provide added benefits of protection against termites, water
and rotting.

8.3.1.1

Flood Resilient Building Guidelines for Queensland Homes

Where buildings are exposed to low or moderate flooding and may not be eligible for a future voluntary house
purchase scheme or retrofit building materials, or if a building is located in an area of high hazard but floor
levels are not inundated, homeowners may choose to undertake property specific actions to mitigate damages
to the external structure of the house. Options considered in this section are referenced in the Flood Resilient
Building Guidelines for Queensland Homes.
As part of implementation of the Brisbane SFMP, the Queensland Reconstruction Authority (QRA) released
a Flood Communication Toolkit for consideration by Queensland Councils and State Agencies to achieve
regionally consistent messaging and advice for the community. Advice and guidelines included how to find out
more about creating a flood resilient home.
Simple measures for houses exposed to flooding include wet-proofing, which is an appropriate flood design
strategy for Queensland homes. Wet-proofing design can be used to treat internal and external spaces of an
existing or new house, and include properly anchoring the structure, use of openings or breakaway walls and
the use of flood resistant materials. Other measures that can be considered by all buildings exposed to
flooding, whether eligible for property specific actions or not, are listed in Table 8-3. Further details are
available in the Flood Resilient Buildings Guidelines for Queensland Homes.
Council may consider referring to these measures during the roll out of engagement communication activities
as part of the community awareness and resilience work package implementation.
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TABLE 8-3

OTHER SIMPLE MEASURES FOR CONSIDERATION (SOURCE: FLOOD RESILIENT BUILDINGS
GUIDELINES FOR QUEENSLAND HOMES)

Measure

Description

Reduce impervious surface
areas

In the yard or driveway, homeowners may replace impervious surfaces
with pavement materials.

Permeable fencing to allow flood
waters through

Damages to fencing may be avoided by ensuring fences are
permeable.

Localised yard-based drainage
solution

Yard-based solutions include swales, surface drains, spoon drains,
channels, infiltration tank, detention basin or dry pond.

Bioswale and/or rain garden
system

Bioswales and rain gardens typically slow the flow and collect flood
waters. These features help to redirect water away from the house.

Berms/Yard levels

Construction of small berms and altering the level of the yard can
divert flood waters away from houses. These must not adversely
impact on neighbouring buildings.
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Measure

Description

Rainwater tanks

Tanks collect rainwater and store stormwater that adds to localised
floodwaters.

Provide adequate drainage and
ventilation to the subfloor area

Suitable for buildings exposed to flooding that does not affect floor
level, additional air vents or weep holes allow subfloors to quickly dry
out.

Replace water damaged or nonwater-resistant structural
bracing

For buildings exposed to higher hazard flooding that may not affect
floor level, replacing stumps or reinstalling structural bracing with
water-resistant cross-bracing is relatively simple cost-effective solution.

8.3.2

Voluntary House Raising
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A subset of buildings in this category may be eligible for house raising. House raising is an effective method
of reducing damages as a result of flood hazards. Consideration must be given to the design flood event, as
rarer, larger flood events can still inundate habitat floor levels of raised houses. House raising applies to homes
that are either low or highset timber houses as shown in Figure 8-4. It is not practical to raise homes that are
constructed as slab on ground. All house raising and restumping work requires a building approval as a
minimum requirement in Ipswich. A building permit is issued by Council once plans for the building work comply
with the Building Code of Australia and applicable Australian Standards.

FIGURE 8-4 EXAMPLE OF HOUSE RAISING, LISMORE NSW. (SOURCE: ABC NEWS, MARGARET BURIN)

8.3.3

Resilient Building Materials Case Study – Brisbane City Council Flood Resilient
Homes

On completion of the Voluntary House Purchase Scheme in 2017. BCC investigated and implemented a new
program of flood resilient homes. The objective of the program is to enhance the resilience of homes affected
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by the 1 in 2 AEP overland flow flood event. This is different to the Voluntary House Purchase Scheme that
focussed on creek flooding only. Homeowners who apply voluntarily to participate in the new flood resilient
homes program are assessed and the following options are available to retrofit their homes:


Raising the electrical meter board above the 1 in 2 AEP overland flow flood level;



Raising air conditioning condensers;



Raising hot water units;



Providing adequate drainage and ventilation to subfloor area;



Removing existing wall linings and replacing them with water resistant/proof linings - as shown in Figure 85; and



Replacing non water-resistant framing with more suitable water-resistant framing - as shown in Figure 86.
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FIGURE 8-5 AN EXAMPLE OF WATER RESISTANT PANEL LINING (SOURCE: FEMA P-259 2012)
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FIGURE 8-6 AN EXAMPLE OF REPLACING NON-WATER RESISTANT FRAMING (SOURCE: FLOOD DAMAGE
REPAIR, INSPECT-APEDIA 2017)

8.3.4

Case Study – Moree Plains Shire Council, NSW

The New South Wales State Government Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) manages funding
applications for Voluntary House Raising programs. Participating Councils such as the Moree Plains Shire
Council provided the following details:


Total number of buildings with houses to be addressed; and



Number of buildings Council desires to address in the three-year funding round in priority order.

In the case of Moree Plains Shire Council, eligible buildings were limited to residential buildings where the floor
level of the residence is below the adopted flood planning level of 500mm above the 1 in 100 AEP flood level.
Any house raising must result in the new floor level being, as a minimum, at the adopted flood planning level.
However, prioritisation of buildings within the floodplain was assessed by their individual risk profile based on
floor level survey, flood velocities (where available) and flood emergency response plan classification. This
formed the basis of the priority listing of affected buildings to be included in the funding program.
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8.4

Methodology

The aim is to provide Council with a suite of recommendations and a suggested program of property specific
flood mitigation measures that are prioritised, and which can be implemented as part of a longer-term floodplain
management strategy. The implementation of a program of property specific actions is to be considered across
the Ipswich LGA on a case by case basis. The methods and results presented in this report are for
consideration only.
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8.4.1

Evolution of Property Screening Process

Refinement of the methodology for screening buildings potentially eligible for property specific actions followed
a series of technical discussions with Council’s
Eligibility Criteria
Technical Working Group (TWG). This section
describes the evolution of the screening process
The eligibility criteria in the case studies presented in
with the TWG.
sections 8.3.3 and 8.3.4 have been largely focussed on
Existing or complete property specific actions
programs such as in Brisbane City Council and
Moree Plains Shire Council (NSW) have used an
eligibility criteria based upon exposure to a
chosen frequency flood event - such as the 1 in
2 AEP or properties that have floor levels below
a 1 in 100 AEP. These approaches do not
consider exposure to hazard; hence it was
agreed that due consideration of hazard should
be undertaken in the property specific actions
process of the IICP.

meeting a flood frequency AEP threshold instead in
most cases.
The IICP's methodology (through close collaboration
with the TWG) differs from the case studies by including
the incorporation of exposure to hydraulic risk, in this
case the interaction between hydraulic hazard across a
range of AEPs (essentially the PHR matrix). This has
the benefit of being more consistent with other
elements of the IICP such as Community Awareness
and Resilience and, Emergency Management.

The first draft of screening potentially eligible
properties for property specific actions considered the case study approach of exposure to a high frequency
flood event (1 in 10 and 1 in 20 AEPs) in combination with exposure to high hazard. Properties in a 1 in 10
and 1 in 20 AEP exposed H5 and H6 (as defined by AIDR Handbook 7 classification in 1 in 100 AEP) would
be listed for property purchase, whereas those exposed to H1 to H4 would be eligible for retrofitting building
materials.
Based on initial feedback from the TWG and technical officers’ discussions, it was subsequently agreed that
in order to be consistent and communicate with the whole IICP and specifically with work packages such as
Emergency Management, Community Awareness and Resilience and Land Use Planning, the method should
be based on the IICP Hydraulic Risk Matrix.
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Properties exposed to HR2(a) and HR3(a), despite exposure to frequent flooding, are not exposed to high
hazard which is unsafe to people and property and therefore were excluded. Specifically, the revised method
focusses on the highest categories of hydraulic risk to inform the prioritisation of properties potentially eligible
for a program of house purchase or building material retrofitting. As H5 and H6 are the highest categories of
hazard where structural damage is likely, it is proposed to use HR1(c) to identify properties eligible for purchase
and properties exposed to H2 to H4 hazard in a 1 in 10 and 1 in 20 AEP (i.e.HR1(b)) to assess eligibility for
retrofitting resilient building materials.
Incorporating only the highest hydraulic risk categories in high frequent flood events, the methodology uses
HR1(c) and HR1(b), as shown in Figure 8-7 and Figure 8-8, to provide a method for a program that is logical
in terms of cost benefit. Furthermore, as HR1(c) incorporates three frequency flood events (1 in 10, 1 in 20
and 1 in 50 AEP’s), further prioritisation of properties eligible for purchase is possible in terms of frequency
exposure. Further prioritisation of properties eligible for building materials will be ranked by damages as this
will provide the best case in terms of cost-benefit.
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FIGURE 8-7 PROCESS FOR SCREENING AND PRIORITISING PROPERTIES ELIGIBLE FOR VOLUNTARY HOUSE PURCHASE
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FIGURE 8-8 PROCESS FOR SCREENING AND PRIORITISING PROPERTIES ELIGIBLE FOR RETROFITTING
BUILDING MATERIALS

8.4.2

Exposure to Hydraulic Risk

With due consideration of the methodology presented in the SFMP, i.e., buildings mapped in highest hydraulic
risk categories in the HR Matrix HR1 that are exposed to the most frequent flood events and highest hazard
categories H2 to H6, a refined methodology is presented for the IICP for implementation of a potential Voluntary
House Purchase Scheme and Retrofitting Building Materials program within Council.
The HR Matrix has been refined for the IICP to further delineate hydraulic risk categories by exposure to
hazards i.e., HR2 (a) is exposed to the lowest hazard (H1) whereas HR 2(c) is exposed to potentially damaging
hazard that may cause structural failure (H5 and H6).
Therefore, the methodology for screening buildings potentially eligible for a Voluntary House Purchase
Scheme and Retrofitting Building Materials Program involved identifying buildings exposed to the highest
frequent hazard categories and those exposed to moderate frequent hazard.
Within both programs, a prioritisation of potentially eligible buildings was required to ensure the highest at-risk
buildings are targeted as follows:
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Residential buildings located within HR1(c) in the IICP HR Matrix are considered in the highest hydraulic
risk category i.e., most frequent flooding and exposed to highest hazard H5 and H6. These buildings will
be potentially eligible for Voluntary House Purchase. Prioritisation of potentially eligible buildings will then
be assigned based on over-floor flooding in more frequent flood events. Table 8-4 shows the hydraulic
risk exposure criteria for buildings potentially eligible for voluntary house purchase.
a.

Prioritisation has been based on over floor flooding in 1 in 10, 1 in 20 and 1 in 50 AEP respectively.
More frequent floods do not generally cause such widespread physical impacts, but the cumulative
cost of repeated local damage, disruption and social effects (such as emotional stress) can be
significant where they occur.

Residential buildings located within HR1(b) are buildings exposed to frequent and possible flooding i.e., 1
in 10 and 1 in 20 AEP flood events, but are not subject to hazards that may cause potential structural
failure and have been shortlisted for potential retrofitting building materials.
a.

Prioritisation of these buildings has been based on annual average damage. Table 8-5 shows the
hydraulic risk exposure of buildings potentially eligible for retrofitting building materials.

Note - buildings exposed to lower relative weightings of risk in the HR2(a) and HR3(a) categories have not
been considered for property specific actions due to their exposure to nonlife-threatening flood hazard.
TABLE 8-4

AEP

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

PMF

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

1 in 2000

HR5

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR4

HR4

1 in 500

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR3 (c)

HR3 (c)

1 in 100

HR4

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (c)

HR2 (c)

1 in 50

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

1 in 20

HR3 (a)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

1 in 10

HR2 (a)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

TABLE 8-5
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HR MATRIX – CRITERIA FOR BUILDINGS POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE FOR VOLUNTARY HOUSE
PURCHASE

HR MATRIX – CRITERIA FOR BUILDINGS POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE FOR RETROFITTING BUILDING
MATERIALS

AEP

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

PMF

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

1 in 2000

HR5

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR4

HR4

1 in 500

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR3 (c)

HR3 (c)

1 in 100

HR4

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (c)

HR2 (c)

1 in 50

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

1 in 20

HR3 (a)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

1 in 10

HR2 (a)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

8.4.3

Voluntary House Purchase

8.4.3.1

Eligibility and Prioritisation

Table 8-6 summarises filters applied to buildings exposed to flood hazards to determine a prioritised list of
buildings potentially eligible for Voluntary House Purchase.
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TABLE 8-6

VOLUNTARY HOUSE PURCHASE – ELIGIBILITY AND PRIORITISATION

Filter

Description

Residential
Detached
Buildings Only.

A voluntary house purchase program will only be open to property owners of detached
residential dwellings as defined in the Queensland Geovision database and does not
include multi-unit dwellings.

HR1(c)

Residential buildings exposed to the HR1(c) category in the Ipswich IICP HR matrix.

Priority Grouping of Buildings
1 in 10 AEP

For the first group of eligible buildings, floodwaters of the 1 in 10 AEP
must inundate the floor level. This is based on whether the building
experiences flood damages in the 1 in 10 AEP and is therefore
considered to be affected by over the floor flooding in this event18.

VHP 1

1 in 20 AEP

The second group of eligible buildings, floodwaters of the 1 in 20 AEP
must inundate the floor level. This is based on whether the building
experiences flood damages in the 1 in 20 AEP and is therefore
considered to be affected by over the floor flooding in this event.

VHP2

1 in 50 AEP

The third group of eligible buildings, floodwaters of the 1 in 50 AEP must
inundate the floor level. This is based on whether the building
experiences flood damages in the 1 in 50 AEP and is therefore
considered to be affected by over the floor flooding in this event.

VHP3

8.4.4

Retrofitting Building Materials

8.4.4.1

Eligibility and Prioritisation

The following table summarises the filters applied to buildings exposed to flood hazards to determine a list of
buildings eligible for potential retrofitting of building materials.
Note - House raising is a specific retrofitting activity that only applies to separate subset of buildings, i.e., Fully
Detached High Set and Fully Detached Single Storey on stumps.
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TABLE 8-7

RETROFITTING BUILDING MATERIALS – ELIGIBILITY AND PRIORITISATION

Filter

Description

Residential
Detached
Buildings Only.

A retrofitting building materials program will only be open to property owners of
detached residential dwellings as defined in the Queensland Geovision database and
does not include multi-unit dwellings.

HR1(b)

Residential buildings exposed to the HR1(b) category in the Ipswich IICP HR matrix.
Buildings are NOT exposed to potential structural failure associated with H5 and H6.

1 in 20 AEP

At a minimum, floodwaters of the 1 in 20 AEP must be inundate the floor level. Those
that do not meet this criterion will not be eligible for retrofitting building materials or
house raising.
This is based on whether the building has been assigned a damage value for the 1 in
20 AEP and is therefore considered to be affected by over the floor flooding in this
event.

Priority Grouping of Buildings

18
Over the floor flooding is based on the Existing Damages calculations based on floor levels from the
Geovision building and property database and local creek catchment model, Bremer River and Brisbane
River model outputs provided by Council.
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Filter

Description

Annual Average
Damages (AAD)19

The first priority group of eligible buildings was assigned to those
buildings experiencing the highest AAD across all flood events.

RBM1

(AAD) $5,000 to
$10,000

The second priority group of eligible buildings was assigned to
those buildings experiencing AAD within this range across all
flood events.

RBM2

(AAD) $1,000 to
$5,000

The third priority group of eligible buildings was assigned to
those buildings experiencing AAD within this range across all
flood events.

RBM3

(AAD) Less than
$1,000

The fourth priority group of eligible buildings was assigned to
those buildings experiencing AAD within this range across all
flood events.

RBM4

Above $10,000

House Raising Building Types
Building Type:
FDHS
FDSS – Stumps

8.4.5

Only buildings that are Fully Detached Single Storey raised on
stumps and Fully Detached High Set will be eligible for house
raising.
Building type as defined in the Queensland Geovision database.

Subset of
Groups RBM1 to
RBM4 as above.

Economic Appraisal

Flood damages have been based on the calculations presented in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter.
Whilst total damages per magnitude of flood event is an important aspect to consider and understand, Annual
Average Damages (AAD) is the defining factor of how much flood damages are expected to cost the Ipswich
community and wider sections of society each year on average. Reducing the AAD is an important aspect of
floodplain management to reduce the overall impact of flooding.
The cost-benefit analysis has used a flood damage assessment to determine the economic viability of an
option. Reducing the AAD is known as the ‘benefit’ for this economic appraisal.
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Buildings listed as suitable for either potential voluntary house purchase or retrofitting building materials have
undergone a socio-economic assessment in accordance with the cost-benefit analysis method of the IICP.
The purpose of this analysis was to compare expected reductions in damages resulting from flooding after
both property specific actions and physical mitigation measures have been implemented.
There are a number of limitations associated with estimating damages at a property scale such as floor levels
and building typology data, therefore the damages results should be used as an indicator of the overall
reduction in damages by undertaking a program of property specific actions rather than for estimates at an
individual property scale.

8.4.6

Benefit Cost Ratio

The Benefit Cost Ratio is a product of the Benefit Cost Assessment (BCA) that is carried out. It is applied to
the properties and is calculated using the following method:


BCR = Reduction in damages (Benefit) / Cost (median house value or cost of retrofitting resilient building
materials)

The following sub-sections describe the cost and benefit assumptions applied to the calculations.

19

The calculation of Annual Average Damages (AAD) used in the prioritisation process are presented in the
Current and Future Flood Risk chapter.
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8.4.6.1

Cost Assumption – Voluntary House Purchase

The cost assumption for each building was based on current market value within each suburb. Median house
prices were sourced from realestate.com.au calculated using the total number of houses sold over the last 12
months (June 2019 to June 2020). Median house prices for each suburb in the Ipswich LGA are presented in
Appendix M.
The suburb of Brookwater has the highest median house price in Ipswich LGA at $777,500, whereas Dinmore
has the lowest median house price of $217,500. There was no data available for some suburbs such as
Moore’s Pocket, where a cost is required for a building in these suburbs the median house price of an
appropriate neighbouring suburb should be used as an assumption. For the Moore’s Pocket for example, the
median house price of Tivoli is used in the BCR calculation. i.e., $300,000.
8.4.6.2

Benefits – Voluntary House Purchase

The benefits calculated for the voluntary house purchase program were based upon the reduction in Average
Annual Damages (AAD) across the entire Ipswich LGA over the life of the building (assumed to be 50 years20).
It should be noted that the BCA for Physical Mitigation option is factored over a 100-year design life. A building
was assumed to be removed entirely and therefore all damages for that individual building will be removed
from the citywide calculation of Residential AAD. The difference in AAD values before and after removal was
recorded as the reduction in AAD. This value is the benefit which was calculated for each building.
8.4.6.3

Cost Assumption – Retrofitting Building Materials

The expected cost of retrofitting materials to create resilient buildings is noted in the Flood Resilient Buildings
Guidelines for Queensland Homes as part of the Brisbane River SFMP program. The following table shows
the average cost per m2 to establish a flood resilient building. The cost of ‘like for like’ rebuilding and the
incremental cost of resilient build from the Flood Resilient Buildings Guidelines for Queensland Homes has
been established based on three quotes received from building companies for undertaking a full resilient build.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE 8-8

THE COST OF LIKE FOR LIKE REBUILDING AND THE INCREMENTAL COST OF RESILIENT BUILD

Building Type

Average Cost21
per m2

Fully detached single story on stumps (FDSS – stumps)

$239

FDSS – stumps (raise)

$401

Fully detached single story – slab on ground (FDSS – SOG),

$171

Fully detached double story – slab on ground for the bottom floor only (FDDS – SOG)

$171

These costs were used to assess whether retrofitting building materials is an economically viable option for
Council.
8.4.6.4

Benefits – Retrofitting Building Materials

An estimate of the reduction in Residential AAD has been calculated for the Ipswich LGA over the lifetime of
a building (assumed to be 50 years). It should be noted that the BCA for Physical Mitigation option is factored
over a 100-year design life. The assumptions for Residential AAD reduction are based upon the NCEconomics
study as part of the Brisbane River SFMP program. 70% reduction of internal damages was applied to each
residential building and aggregated across the study area. Table 8-9 shows the reduction in damages
associated with retrofitting building materials and house raising. Note that indirect and intangible damages are
partially mitigated by property specific actions. As per the methodology cost benefit analysis used in the SFMP,

20
Australian Building Codes Board – Housing Provisions. (BCA2010) if a building serves as a Class 1
residential building, has a design life of 50 years.
21
Cost per m2 assumption from NCEconomics study for the Brisbane River SFMP (2016)
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these damages have not been included in the analysis and reductions in residential AAD should be considered
underestimates.
TABLE 8-9

CLASSIFICATIONS OF FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCED BY RETROFITTING BUILDING MATERIALS

Building Type

Internal22

External

Structural

Indirect

Intangible

Fully Detached Single
Storey (FDSS) on Stumps

70%

No

No

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

Fully Detached Single
(FDSS) on Stumps (when
raised)

70%

No

No

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

FDSS – Slab on Ground
(SOG)

70%

No

No

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

Fully Detached Double
Storey (FDDS)

70%

No

No

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

Fully Detached High Set
(FDHS)

70%

No

No

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

Partial (not
included in
BCA)

8.4.7

Multi-Criteria Analysis

To enable a direct comparison with physical mitigation options assessed in the Physical Mitigation Chapter,
an MCA process has been applied to the shortlisted property specific actions analysed in this chapter. The
IICP includes due consideration to the findings from the community survey, Council strategies and policies and
to match the integrated catchment approach by placing emphasis on a holistic approach through assessment
of categories of the safety of people, environment, economic benefits, feasibility, essential infrastructure and
social benefits. The following table summarises the criteria used within the MCA process:
TABLE 8-10 MCA CRITERIA APPLIED TO PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS

Criteria Category

Criteria Detail

Safety of People

Reduce hydraulic risk rating (now and future)
Improve time for evacuation (now and future)

Social

Targets vulnerable community members or areas

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Social health benefits
Improves community flood resilience (now and future)
Recreation and amenity
Connection and collaboration
Community attitude
Economic

Reduce damages and costs to residential property (now and future)
Reduce damages and costs to business and industry (now and future)
Option likely to be cost beneficial (now and future)

Feasibility

Physical / technical (now and future)
Legal / approval risk

22

Reduction to AAD assumption from NCEconomics study for the Brisbane River SFMP (2016)
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Residual risk/asset management
Essential
Infrastructure

Improve availability and function (now and future)

Environment and
Natural Resource
Management

Improved water quality

Protection of regional water supply quality and security - catchment protection
(quality and yield)

Species, vegetation, and habitat impacts
Connectivity (fish passage/fauna movement)
Reduction in landscape salinity / improved moisture retention and groundwater
recharge
Reduction in erosive capacity / soil movement - channel stability / geomorphology

8.5

Results

A cost benefit analysis of each property specific action type is presented in this section. Each program is
summarised to give an overview of building numbers, exposure to flooding, cost and further analysis of
suitability of the options available to Council. For example, priority groups are analysed separately plus the full
list of suitable buildings are placed through the cost benefit analysis to provide an overall picture of program
viability.
Buildings potentially eligible for property specific actions (VHP and retrofitting building materials) are shown
spatially in Figure 8-9 and Figure 8-10. More detailed mapping of buildings potentially eligible is available in
Appendix N.
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Buildings suitable for VHP are exposed to HR1(c) and buildings suitable for retrofitting building materials are
exposed to HR1(b). Therefore, no buildings are identified in this method as being suitable for both programs.
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FIGURE 8-9 DISTRIBUTION OF BUILDINGS POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE FOR VOLUNTARY HOUSE PURCHASE
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FIGURE 8-10 DISTRIBUTION OF BUILDINGS POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE FOR RETROFITTING BUILDING MATERIALS
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8.5.1

Voluntary House Purchase (VHP)

The implementation of a VHP program is to be considered across the Ipswich LGA on a case by case basis.
The methods and results presented in this report are for consideration only. Across the Ipswich LGA, there are
367 residential dwellings that are exposed to the HR1(c) category and which have over the floor flooding in
either a 1 in 10, 1 in 20 or 1 in 50 AEP event. Buildings that may be eligible for a VHP program are mapped in
Appendix N. A summary of the buildings by type and location is provided in Table 8-11 and Table 8-12.
Note – ALL buildings potentially eligible for voluntary house purchase are included in the investigation of
physical flood mitigation options in the Physical Mitigation Chapter. The majority of buildings are within the
reach the Bremer/Warrill Natural Floodplain Mitigation (NFM) Major mitigation measure which has a benefit
cost ratio of 0.15. Whilst Council may explore the feasibility of these physical options further as per the
recommendations from the IICP, inclusion of the buildings within a program of property specific actions will be
dependent on whether these physical options are implemented.
Property specific actions, particularly VHP, immediately removes the risk to people and property, whereas
NFM options may take a long to time to be implemented and benefits to be realised.
TABLE 8-11 SUMMARY OF BUILDINGS ELIGIBLE FOR VHP BY BUILDING TYPE

Building Type

Count

FDDS

14

FDHS

111

FDSS-Stumps

244

FDSS-SOG

79

Total

448

TABLE 8-12 SUMMARY OF BUILDINGS ELIGIBLE FOR VHP BY SUBURB

Suburb

Count Based on Building Type

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FDDS

FDSS-SOG

Total

FDHS

FDSS-Stumps

Barellan
Point

1

0

5

5

11

Basin
Pocket

1

2

4

8

15

Brassall

1

7

6

12

26

Bundamba

1

17

19

34

71

Churchill

2

5

4

37

48

Coalfalls

0

0

1

1

2

East
Ipswich

2

1

10

20

33

Goodna

1

19

16

37

73

Karalee

1

5

3

9

18

Leichhardt

1

2

2

8

13
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Suburb

Count Based on Building Type
FDDS

FDSS-SOG

Total

FDHS

FDSS-Stumps

Moores
Pocket

0

0

4

2

6

North
Booval

2

4

11

17

34

North
Ipswich

0

3

11

11

25

One Mile

0

4

11

22

37

Rosewood

0

1

0

0

1

Sadliers
Crossing

0

0

1

3

4

Tivoli

0

3

2

9

14

Woodend

0

0

1

4

5

Wulkuraka

1

6

0

5

12

Total

14

79

111

244

448

VHP could be an effective measure of removing people and building from the risks of flooding and of reducing
both tangible and intangible damages. The lots have the potential to be turned into open space and an
enjoyable recreational area for residents. The social impact of removing homes from the community are not
insignificant on an individual scale and these impacts are to be considered by Council on a case by case basis.
A Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) is applied to the following options and is summarised in the subsequent sections:
Option 1 All 367 Buildings Suitable for VHP
Option 2 Priority Group VHP1 Only
Option 3 Priority Group VHP2 Only
Option 4 Priority Group VHP3 Only
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8.5.1.1

Benefit Cost Ratio - VHP

This section presents the overall results of the cost benefit analysis undertaken for the VHP program. A BCR
is presented comparably with the other groups of buildings and against all buildings eligible for VHP.
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TABLE 8-13 OVERALL BENEFIT COST RATIO SUMMARY OF VHP GROUPS

VHP

Existing
Residential
AAD

Option 1
(All Buildings)

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

$42,988,028
Number of Buildings

448

14

67

367

$2,705,997

$645,166

$696,701

$1,630,439

$37,630,563

$5,268,530

$9,688,571

$22,673,462

$137,176,616

$4,031,250

$20,410,000

$112,735,366

0.27

1.31

0.47

0.20

$40,282,031

$42,342,862.18

$42,291,327

$41,357,589

Annual Saving
NPV 7%
Capital Cost
Benefit-Cost Ratio
Total Residential AAD
with VHP in place
8.5.1.2

Option 1 – BCR for VHP all Buildings

In summary, this option:


Removes 448 suitable buildings from the risks associated with exposure to the highest hydraulic risk
category HR1(c) with over the floor flooding in a 1 in 10, 1 in 20 or 1 in 50 AEP event.



Reduces Residential AAD by $2.7 million across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of 0.27.

TABLE 8-14 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – ALL BUILDINGS

Property
Specific
Action
VHP all
Buildings

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place

Total Residential
AAD With Option in
Place

$42,988,028

Reduction in
Residential AAD

$40,282,031

$2,705,997

Option Benefit Over
50-year Lifespan
(NPV)
$37,630,563
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When assessing the financial cost and benefit of buying back all eligible buildings across the Ipswich LGA, the
BCR was found to be 0.27. That is, the cost of buying the buildings is approximately a quarter of the benefits
that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan.
TABLE 8-15 OPTION 1 - BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Median
House Price)

$37,630,563
8.5.1.3

$137,176,616

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)
0.27

Option 2 – BCR for Priority Group VHP1

In summary, this option:


Removes 14 buildings from the risks associated
with exposure to the highest hydraulic risk category
HR 1(c) with over the floor flooding in a 1 in 10 AEP
event.
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Reduces Residential AAD by $645,166, across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of 1.31.

TABLE 8-16 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – GROUP VHP1

Property
Specific Action

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place

VHP Group 1

Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place

$42,988,028

Reduction in
Residential
AAD

$42,342,862

$645,166

Option Benefit over
50-year Lifespan
(NPV)
$5,268,530

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of buying back buildings in this group, the BCR was found to be
1.31. That is, the benefits of buying the buildings over a 50 year lifespan is approximately 30% more than the
costs of buying the buildings.
TABLE 8-17 OPTION 2 - BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Median
House Price)

$5,268,530
8.5.1.4

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$4,031,250

1.31

Option 3 – BCR for Priority Group VHP2

In summary, this option:


Removes 67 buildings from the risks associated with exposure to the highest hydraulic risk category HR
1(c) with over the floor flooding in a 1 in 20 AEP.



Reduces Residential AAD by $696,701 across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of 0.47

TABLE 8-18 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – GROUP VHP2

Property
Specific Action

Total Residential AAD
Without Option in
Place

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

VHP Group 2

Total Residential
AAD with Option
in Place

$42,988,028

Reduction
in
Residential
AAD

Option Benefit Over
50-year Lifespan
(NPV)

$696,701

$9,688,571

$42,291,327

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of buying back buildings in priority group VHP2, the BCR was
found to be 0.47. That is, the costs of buying the buildings is approximately double the benefits that could be
achieved over a 50-year lifespan.
TABLE 8-19 OPTION 3 - BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Median
House Price)

$9,688,571
8.5.1.5

$20,410,000

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)
0.47

Option 4 – BCR for Priority Group VHP3

In summary this option:


Removes 367 buildings from the risks associated with exposure to the highest hydraulic risk category
HR 1(c) with over the floor flooding in a 1 in 50 AEP.
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Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $1.6 million across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of 0.20.

TABLE 8-20 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – GROUP VHP3

Property
Specific Action

Total Residential AAD
Without Option in
Place

VHP Group 3

$42,988,028

Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place
$41,357,589

Reduction
in
Residential
AAD

Option Benefit Over
50-year Lifespan
(NPV)

$1,630,439

$22,673,462

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of buying back buildings in priority group VHP3, the BCR was
found to be 0.20. That is, the costs of buying the buildings is about five times (5x) the benefits that could be
achieved over a 50-year lifespan.
TABLE 8-21 OPTION 4 - BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit over 50year Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Median House
Price)

$22,673,462
8.5.1.6

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$112,735,366

0.20

Findings

The most favourable options presented in the economic appraisal was Option 2, namely a program of
Voluntary House Purchase (VHP) for Priority Group VHP1 for 14 buildings.


Option 2 has a benefit cost ratio of 1.31, the cost of this option is approximately $4.0 million, and the
estimated benefits accumulated over a 50-year lifespan are approximately $5.2 million.
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8.5.2

Retrofitting Building Materials (RBM)

The implementation of a program of creating flood resilient buildings via retrofitting building materials must be
considered across the Ipswich LGA on a case by case basis. The methods and results presented in this report
are for consideration only. Across the Ipswich LGA there are 148 residential dwellings that are exposed to the
HR1(b) category and which have over the floor flooding in the 1 in 20 AEP. Buildings that may be eligible for
a voluntary retrofitting building materials program are mapped in Appendix N. A summary of the buildings by
type and location is provided in Table 8-11 and Table 8-12. A subset of buildings eligible for a program of flood
resilient materials may also be suitable for house raising. These buildings are specifically Fully Detached
High Set (FDHS) and Fully Detached Single Storey on Stumps (FDSS-Stumps) and are analysed separately
in this section.
Note – there are 103 buildings potentially eligible for retrofitting building materials that are included in the
investigation of physical flood mitigation options in the Physical Mitigation Chapter. Whilst Council may explore
the feasibility of these physical options further as per the recommendations from the IICP, inclusion of the
buildings within a program of property specific actions will be dependent on whether these physical options
are implemented.
TABLE 8-22 SUMMARY OF BUILDINGS ELIGIBLE FOR RBM AND HOUSE RAISING BY BUILDING TYPE

Building Type

Count

FDDS

4

FDSS-SOG

62
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Building Type

Count

FDHS (suitable to raise)

12

FDSS-Stumps (suitable to raise)

70

Total

148

TABLE 8-23 DISTRIBUTION OF BUILDINGS ELIGIBLE FOR RBM BY SUBURB

Suburb

Count Based on Building Type

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FDDS

FDSS-SOG

Total

FDHS

FDSSStumps

Augustine Heights

0

0

0

2

2

Bellbird Park

0

1

0

1

2

Booval

0

6

7

10

23

Brassall

0

4

0

7

11

Bundamba

0

1

1

3

5

Camira

1

5

0

4

10

Churchill

0

1

0

0

1

East Ipswich

0

1

1

8

10

Eastern Heights

0

5

0

0

5

Grandchester

0

3

0

0

3

Ipswich

0

0

0

2

2

Marburg

0

2

0

2

4

Newtown

1

3

1

12

17

North Booval

0

1

0

1

2

Raceview

0

10

2

11

23

Redbank

0

0

0

1

1

Redbank Plains

2

12

0

1

15

Rosewood

0

3

0

0

3

Silkstone

0

1

0

0

1

Tallegalla

0

1

0

0

1

Thagoona

0

1

0

0

1

Walloon

0

1

0

3

4

Woodend

0

0

0

2

2

Total

4

62

12

70

148

8.5.2.1

Benefit Cost Ratio – Retrofitting Building Materials

This section presents the overall results of the cost benefit analysis undertaken for a program of retrofitting
building materials. A BCR is presented comparably across the groups of buildings and against all buildings
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eligible for this program. Table 8-24 presents a summary of BCRs for retrofitting building materials within each
of the priority building groups. Table 8-25 presents a summary of BCRs for buildings eligible for house raising
only.
TABLE 8-24 OVERALL BENEFIT COST RATIO SUMMARY OF RETROFITTING BUILDING MATERIALS

RBM

Existing
Residential
AAD

AAD

$42,851,980

Option 5
(RBM for all
properties)

Number of Buildings

Option 6

Option 7

Option 8

Option 9

148

93

19

29

7

$1,402,192

$1,339,196

$38,373

$22,958

$1,665

NPV 4%

$30,501,681

$29,131,329

$834,733

$499,399

$36,220

NPV 7%

$19,499,382

$18,623,332

$533,635

$319,260

$23,155

NPV 10%

$13,949,655

$13,322,938

$381,757

$228,395

$16,565

$6,109,644

$3,839,738

$635,827

$1,397,086

$236,994

3.19

4.85

0.84

0.23

0.10

$41,585,836

$41,648,832

$42,949,655

$42,965,070

$42,986,363

Annual Saving

Capital Cost
Benefit-Cost Ratio
Total Residential AAD with
option in place

TABLE 8-25 OVERALL BENEFIT COST RATIO SUMMARY OF HOUSE RAISING (FDSS STUMPS AND FDHS
ONLY)

Raising

Existing
Residential
AAD

AAD

$42,988,028

Option 5a
(Raising all
suitable
buildings)

Number of Buildings

Option 7a

Option 8a

Option 9a

82

47

9

22

4

$796,939

$761,043

$19,610

$15,452

$834

NPV 4%

$17,335,704

$16,554,851

$426,572

$336,135

$18,146

NPV 7%

$11,082,521

$10,583,330

$272,703

$214,887

$11,601

NPV 10%

$7,928,320

$7,571,204

$195,089

$153,728

$8,299

Capital Cost

$6,932,540

$4,207,773

$619,705

$1,857,913

$247,148

1.60

2.52

0.44

0.12

0.05

$42,191,089

$42,226,985

$42,968,418

$42,972,576

$42,987,194

Annual Saving
19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Option 6a

Benefit-Cost Ratio
Total Residential AAD
with option in place
8.5.2.2

Option 5 – BCR for RBM all Buildings

In summary, this option:


Provides flood resilient building materials to 148 suitable buildings.
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Reduce damages from the risks associated with exposure to the hydraulic risk category HR1(b) and
flooding in 1 in 10 AEP magnitude events and greater.



Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $1.4 million across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of approximately 3.19.

TABLE 8-26 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – ALL BUILDINGS

Property Specific
Action
RBM – All
Buildings

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place
$42,988,028

Total Residential
AAD with Option
in Place

Reduction in
Residential AAD

$41,585,836

$1,402,192

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)
$19,499,382

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of retrofitting building materials across the Ipswich LGA, the
BCR was found to be 3.19. That is, the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are
approximately three times (3x) the costs of retrofitting buildings.
TABLE 8-27 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$19,499,382
8.5.2.2.1

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$6,109,644

3.19

OPTION 5A - HOUSE RAISING ALL SUITABLE BUILDINGS

In summary, this option:

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

House Raising is only
suitable for Fully Detached
High Set (FDHS) and Fully
Detached Single Storey
dwellings on stumps
(FDSS-Stumps)

 Provides House Raising as an alternative property measure

for 82 suitable buildings across the LGA that are exposed to
HR1(b).
 Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $796,000

across the Ipswich LGA.
 Presents a BCR of approximately 1.60.

TABLE 8-28
CONDITION – RAISING ALL BUILDINGS

Property Specific
Action
Raising all suitable
Buildings

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place
$42,988,028

Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place
$42,191,089

OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT

Reduction in
Residential AAD
$796,939

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)
$11,082,521

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of raising all suitable buildings, the BCR was found to be 1.60.
That is the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are approximately 60% more than the costs
of raising the buildings.
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TABLE 8-29 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$11,082,521
8.5.2.3

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$6,932,540

1.6

Option 6 – BCR for RBM Group 1

In summary, this option:


Provides flood resilient building materials to 93 suitable
buildings.



Reduces damages from the risks associated with exposure to
the hydraulic risk category HR1(b) and flooding in 1 in 20 AEP
magnitude events and greater.



Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $1.3 million
across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of approximately 4.85.

Option 6 is for RBM, a
group of properties
exposed to HR1(b) with
Annual Average Damages
(AAD) of greater than
$10,000

TABLE 8-30 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT
CONDITION – GROUP RBM1 BUILDINGS

Property Specific
Action

Total
Residential
AAD Without
Option in
Place

RBM – Group 1

Total Residential
AAD With Option in
Place

$42,988,028

Reduction in
Residential
AAD

$41,648,832

$1,339,196

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

$18,623,332

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of retrofitting building materials for RBM Group 1 buildings, the
BCR was found to be 4.85. That is the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are almost five
times the costs of retrofitting buildings.
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TABLE 8-31 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$18,623,332
8.5.2.3.1

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$3,839,738

4.85

OPTION 6A - BCR FOR HOUSE RAISING RBM GROUP 1

In summary, this option:


Provides House Raising as an alternative property measure for 47 suitable buildings from RBM Group
1.



Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $761,000 across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of approximately 2.52.
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TABLE 8-32 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – RAISING RBM1 BUILDINGS

Property Specific
Action

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place

Raising Buildings
in RBM1

Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place

$42,988,028

Reduction in
Residential AAD

$42,226,985

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

$761,043

$10,583,330

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of raising suitable buildings in group RBM 1, the BCR was found
to be 2.52. That is, the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are approximately two and a
half times the costs of raising the buildings.
TABLE 8-33 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$10,583,330

8.5.2.4

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$4,207,773

2.52

Option 7 – BCR for RBM Group 2
In summary, this option:

Option 7 is for RBM2, a group
of properties exposed to
HR1(b) with Annual Average
Damages (AAD) between
$5,000 and $10,000.


Provides flood resilient building materials to 19
suitable buildings.


Reduces damages from the risks associated with
exposure to the hydraulic risk category HR1(b) and flooding
in 1 in 10 AEP magnitude events and greater.



Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $38,000
across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of approximately 0.84.

TABLE 8-34 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – GROUP RBM2 BUILDINGS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Property
Specific Action

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place

RBM – Group 2

$42,988,028

Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place

Reduction in
Residential AAD

$42,949,655

$38,373

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)
$533,635

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of retrofitting building materials for RBM Group 2 buildings, the
BCR was found to be 1.4. That is, the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are approximately
40% more than the costs of retrofitting building.
TABLE 8-35 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$533,635
8.5.2.4.1

$635,827

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)
0.84

OPTION 7A BCR FOR HOUSE RAISING RBM GROUP 2

In summary, this option:
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Provides House Raising as an alternative property measure for 9 suitable buildings from RBM Group 2.



Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $19,000 across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of approximately 0.44.

TABLE 8-36 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – RAISING RBM2 BUILDINGS

Property Specific
Action

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place

Raising Buildings
in RBM2

Total Residential
AAD with Option
in Place

$42,988,028

Reduction in
Residential AAD

$42,968,418

$19,610

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)
$272,703

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of raising suitable buildings in group RBM 2, the BCR was found
to be 0.44. That is the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are approximately 44% of the
costs of raising the buildings.
TABLE 8-37 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$272,703
8.5.2.5

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$619,705

0.44

Option 8 – BCR for RBM Group 3

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

In summary, this option:


Provides flood resilient building materials to 29 suitable
buildings.



Reduce damages from the risks associated with exposure
to the hydraulic risk category HR1(b) and flooding in 1 in 10
AEP magnitude events and greater.



Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $23,000
across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of approximately 0.23.

Option 8 is for RBM3, a
group of properties exposed
to HR1(b) with Annual
Average Damages (AAD)
between $1,000 and
$5,000.

TABLE 8-38 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT
CONDITION – GROUP RBM3 BUILDINGS

Property Specific
Action

RBM – Group 3

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place
$42,988,028

Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place
$42,965,070

Reduction in
Residential AAD

$22,958

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)
$319,260

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of retrofitting building materials for RBM Group 3 buildings the
BCR was found to be 0.23. That is, the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are
approximately 23% the costs of retrofitting building.
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TABLE 8-39 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$319,260
8.5.2.5.1

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$1,397,086

0.23

OPTION 8A - BCR FOR HOUSE RAISING RBM GROUP 3

In summary, this option:


Provide House Raising as an alternative property measure for 22 suitable buildings from RBM Group 3.



Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $15,000 across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of approximately 0.12.

TABLE 8-40 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – RAISING RBM3 BUILDINGS

Property Specific
Action
Raising Buildings
in RBM3

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place

Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place

$42,988,028

Reduction in
Residential AAD

$42,972,576

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

$15,452

$214,887

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of raising the suitable buildings in group RBM 3, the BCR was
found to be 0.12. That is, the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are approximately 12%
of the costs of raising the buildings.
TABLE 8-41 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$214,887
8.5.2.6

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$1,857,913

0.12

Option 9 – BCR for RBM Group 4

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

In summary, this option:

Option 9 is for RBM4, a
group of properties exposed
to HR1b with Annual
Average Damages (AAD)
less than $1,000.



Provides flood resilient building materials to 7 suitable
buildings.

 Reduce damages from the risks associated from exposure to
the hydraulic risk category HR1(b) and flooding in 1 in 10 AEP
magnitude events and greater.
 Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $1,600 across
the Ipswich LGA.


Presents a BCR of approximately 0.10

TABLE 8-42 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – GROUP RBM4 BUILDINGS

Property
Specific Action

RBM – Group 4

Total Residential AAD
Without Option in
Place
$42,988,028
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Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place
$42,986,363

Reduction
in
Residential
AAD

Option Benefit Over
50-year Lifespan
(NPV)

$1,665

$23,155
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When assessing the financial cost and benefit of retrofitting building materials for RBM Group 4 buildings, the
BCR was found to be 0.10. That is, the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are
approximately 10% of the costs of retrofitting building.
TABLE 8-43 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

$23,155

8.5.2.6.1

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

$236,994

0.10

OPTION 9A - BCR FOR HOUSE RAISING RBM GROUP 4

In summary, this option:


Provide House Raising as an alternative property measure for 4 suitable buildings from RBM Group 4.



Reduces Residential AAD by approximately $800 across the Ipswich LGA.



Presents a BCR of approximately 0.05.

TABLE 8-44 OPTION BENEFIT RELATIVE TO CURRENT CONDITION – RAISING RBM4 BUILDINGS

Property Specific
Action
Raising Buildings
in RBM4

Total Residential
AAD Without
Option in Place
$42,988,028

Total Residential
AAD With Option
in Place

Reduction in
Residential AAD

$42,987,194

$834

Option Benefit
Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)
$11,601

When assessing the financial cost and benefit of raising suitable buildings in group RBM 4, the BCR was found
to be 0.05. That is, the benefits that could be achieved over a 50-year lifespan are approximately 5% of the
costs of raising the buildings.
TABLE 8-45 BCR CALCULATION

Option Benefit Over 50-year
Lifespan (NPV)

Total Cost (Based on Building Type)

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

$11,601
8.5.2.7

$247,148

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)
0.05

Findings

The most favourable options presented in the economic appraisal were Option 5, Option 5a, Option 6 and
Option 6a, namely retrofitting building materials for ALL 148 buildings potentially eligible, or retrofitting building
materials to 93 buildings Priority Group RBM 1; and house raising for 47 buildings within the same group.


Option 5 has a benefit cost ratio of 3.19, the cost of this option is approximately $6.1 million, and the
estimated benefits accumulated over a 50-year lifespan are approximately $19.5 million.



Option 5a, i.e., house raising ALL suitable buildings has a benefit cost ratio of 1.60, the cost of this option
is approximately $6.9 million with benefits of approximately $11.0 million.



Option 6 has a benefit cost ratio of 4.85, the cost of this option is approximately $3.8 million and the
estimated benefits over a 50-year lifespan are approximately $18.6 million; and



Option 6a, i.e., house raising suitable buildings in group RBM 1, has a benefit cost ratio of 2.52, costing
$4.2million to implement with estimated benefits over a 50-year lifespan of approximately $10.5 million.
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8.5.3

BCA Results

Table 8-46 summarises the benefit cost ratio of each of the Property Specific Actions options analysed in the
economic appraisal. The most favourable options are Options, 5, 5a, 6, 6a and 2 which each have a positive
benefit cost ratio of over 1. Option 6, i.e., retrofitting building materials to each building in the Priority Group
RBM has the highest benefit cost ratio of 4.85.
TABLE 8-46 BCA SUMMARY TABLE

Option

Cost

1 VHP All Buildings

BCR
$137,176,616

0.27

2 VHP1

$4,031,250

1.31

3 VHP2

$20,410,000

0.47

4 VHP3

$112,735,366

0.20

5 RBM All Buildings

$6,109,644

3.19

5a House Raising ALL Suitable
Buildings

$6,932,540

1.60

6 RBM1

$3,839,738

4.85

6a House Raising RBM1

$4,207,773

2.52

7 RBM2

$635,827

0.84

7a House Raising RBM2

$619,705

0.44

8 RBM3

$1,397,086

0.23

8a House Raising RBM3

$1,857,913

0.12

9 RBM4

$236,994

0.10

9a House Raising RBM4

$247,148

0.05

Following the economic appraisal, a high level MCA has been applied to the 9 Property Specific Action options
to inform the recommendations made in this work package.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

8.5.4

MCA Results

As part of the assessment of the property specific actions, an in alignment with the Physical Mitigation Chapter,
an MCA has been carried out on the options analysed in this chapter, listed in Table 8-46. This analysis will
be used to inform the recommendations to Council for implementation of potential property specific actions.
8.5.4.1

Option Assessment

Information such as reduction in average annual damages, cost assumptions and cost benefit assessments
has been used in the MCA as well as wider benefits that could be realised by vacating lots. A summary of the
MCA scores are shown in Table 8-47. The completed scoring assessment for the detailed MCA is provided in
Appendix O.
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TABLE 8-47 MCA RESULTS SUMMARY FOR VHP AND RBM ONLY (NOT HOUSE RAISING)

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Criteria
Category

Option 1 VHP All
Buildings

Option 2 VHP1

Option 3 VHP2

Option 4VHP3

Option 5 RBM ALL

Option 6 RBM1

Option 7 RBM2

Option 8 RBM3

Option 9 RBM4

Safety of
People

0.60

0.60

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

Social

0.63

0.54

0.54

0.54

0.63

0.61

0.54

0.54

0.54

Economic

0.55

0.73

0.58

0.58

0.79

0.73

0.58

0.50

0.50

Feasibility

0.36

0.32

0.29

0.25

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.32

0.30

Essential
Infrastructure

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

Environment
and Natural
Resource
Management

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

TOTAL

2.89

2.93

2.66

2.62

3.00

2.92

2.70

2.61

2.59

Result

0.39

0.43

0.16

0.12

0.50

0.42

0.20

0.11

0.09

4

2

6

7

1

3

5

8

9

Rank

The results show Option 5 – i.e., Retrofitting Building Material for ALL suitable and eligible buildings scores the highest in the MCA assessment. Option 2, i.e., VHP to
buildings with the Priority Group VHP1 scores the second highest MCA score.
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8.5.4.2

Comparison of Options

Table 8-48 shows the results of the benefit cost assessment, multi-criteria analysis and cost of each option for
RBM, VHP and house raising. The order of ranking therefore is different from those results shown in Table 847, as this table accounts for a ranking based on the combined results from the MCA and BCR. From the
analysis the results tend to show that the favourable options are implementing a program of VHP to the priority
group VHP1 and a program of Retrofitting Building Materials to all buildings.
The MCA is heavily influenced by the benefit cost assessment results that drive the Economic criteria and the
mitigation and/or removal of flooding risks to people and property associated with the Safety category. There
are some wider benefits that may be achieved by removing properties in a VHP program such as providing
open space and re-engaging the floodplain, Council may consider purchasing properties adjacent to one
another to maximise open space opportunities and minimise ongoing maintenance burden associated with
rezoning the lots to public open space. This is one of the considerations that require further investigation within
Council. Recommendations for further investigation and refinement of the options considered in this chapter
are provided in the next section.
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TABLE 8-48 COMPARISON OF PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS OPTIONS APPRAISAL - MCA AND BCR
RESULTS ARE COMBINED, FOR VHP, RBM, AND HOUSE RAISING

Rank

Option

1

5 RBM All Buildings

Cost

MCA

BCR

$6,109,644

0.5

3.19

5a House Raising ALL
Suitable Buildings

$6,932,540

0.5

1.6

2

2 VHP1

$4,031,250

0.43

1.31

3

6 RBM1

$3,839,738

0.42

4.85

6a House Raising RBM1

$4,207,773

0.42

2.52

$137,176,616

0.39

0.27

4

1 VHP All Buildings

5

7 RBM2

$635,827

0.2

0.84

7a House Raising RBM2

$619,705

0.2

0.44

6

3 VHP2

$20,410,000

0.16

0.47

7

4 VHP3

$112,735,366

0.12

0.2

8

8 RBM3

$1,397,086

0.11

0.23

8a House Raising RBM3

$1,857,913

0.11

0.12

9 RBM4

$236,994

0.09

0.1

9a House Raising RBM4

$247,148

0.09

0.05

9

8.5.5

Further considerations

Implementation of two possible programs based on the hazard and a damages-based prioritisation highlighted
in this chapter is likely to be economically viable, however there are a number of further considerations in
advance of implementing one of the possible programs in the future. These being:


Buildings that could be mitigated by a physical flood mitigation option investigated in the IICP, may be
excluded from a program of property specific actions if subject to reduced damages via implementation of
any physical option.
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Each building within a future program of property specific actions requires investigation to understand the
true flood risk to the building, i.e., is there a laundry or storage area that is flooded and not habitable floor,
however consideration of the cost of flood damage to laundry and storage areas should still be considered,
but should be assessed separately to habitable floor.



In addition to understanding the true extent of flood risk to buildings, Council should undertake a floor level
survey, in addition to a check of the long list of properties mapped within HR1c and HR1b. These checks
include the following:


Building types, as desktop study or visual survey – i.e., buildings on stumps for further voluntary
house raising



Building category, i.e., residential dwelling or multiple dwelling building – the suggested programs are
for residential dwelling houses only that are standalone, i.e., not for apartment complexes.



The order of priority should be regularly reassessed, based on updated information, to ensure that it is as
accurate as possible.



Each financial year, for as long as the program(s) may continue, funding may be allocated to offers to the
highest priority eligible buildings. These are buildings that meet all eligibility criteria.



It should be communicated that there is no forced resumption of buildings under the Voluntary House
Purchase Scheme. It should be the choice of the building owner whether to sell to Council if an offer is
made.


.



It should be noted that properties eligible for Voluntary House purchase are potentially exposed to
high hazard associated with HR1(c). If an owner decides not to sell that may not automatically qualify
them for financial assistance under a Retrofitting Building Material program.



Due consideration of the liability of providing assistance to a house in these at-risk areas.



Each financial year, for as long as the program(s) may continue, all buildings that meet the criteria for
purchase, whether identified by Council or offered by the owner, should be prioritised for purchase based
on the seriousness of anticipated flooding. This priority may change through the financial year depending
on the number of offers accepted or declined.



Advice on the potential property specific action programs must be linked to an existing flood awareness,
education, and communications program as part of Get Ready Queensland or getting ready for summer
campaigns.



Due consideration will need to be applied to the timing of possible property purchase and the implications
on both streetscape and ongoing asset maintenance burden. As far as practicable, Council should
purchase properties adjacent, within the same street to create open space and find efficiencies in the
ongoing use of the sites.

8.6

Summary

8.6.1

Overview

Property specific actions have been investigated further in response to the SFMP desired outcome to
encourage and support the uptake of flood resilient built form. This chapter has undertaken a detailed
economic assessment of property specific actions and has considered the reduction of residential annual
average damages (AAD) across the groups of potentially eligible buildings.
The analysis of the property specific actions provides the following key outputs:
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Option 2 has an MCA score of 0.43 and benefit cost ratio of 1.31, the cost of this option is approximately
$4.0 million, and the estimated benefits accumulated over a 50-year lifespan are approximately $5.2
million.



Option 5 has an MCA score of 0.5 and benefit cost ratio of 3.19, the cost of this option is approximately
$6.1 million, and the estimated benefits accumulated over a 50-year lifespan are approximately $19.5
million.



Option 5a, i.e., house raising ALL suitable buildings has an MCA score of 0.5 and benefit cost ratio of
1.60, the cost of this option is approximately $6.9 million with benefits of approximately $11.0 million.



Option 6 has an MCA score of 0.42 and benefit cost ratio of 4.85, the cost of this option is approximately
$3.8 million and the estimated benefits over a 50-year lifespan are approximately $18.6 million; and



Option 6a, i.e., house raising suitable buildings in group RBM 1, has an MCA score of 0.42 benefit cost
ratio of 2.52, costing $4.2million to implement with estimated benefits over a 50-year lifespan of
approximately $10.5 million.

Overall, the highest ranked options are Option 5, Option 5a and Option 2, these are listed with further detail in
the recommendations table in Section 8.6.2 for Council’s further consideration.
The findings align with commentary in this field suggesting that implementing property specific actions is
generally a viable option for reducing the impacts of flood events up to 1 in 100 AEP.
Voluntary House Purchase (VHP) presents a challenge as it is reasonable to assume that property owners
may expect a pre-hazard market value for a building. Pre-hazard values have been used in this economic
appraisal, however over time and continued exposure to flood impacts, this market value may be adversely
impacted as a result of identified flood hazards. Based on pre-hazard market values, the cost benefit analysis
justifies that a program of VHP is worth further investigation by Council.
The benefits of Retrofitting Building Materials considers reduction of internal flood damages only, therefore the
benefits of retrofitting building materials and house raising may have been underestimated. The SFMP and
Flood Resilient Building Guidelines for Queensland Homes both recognise that further research on this subject
is required. The high-level analysis undertaken in this chapter justifies that programs of VHP and retrofitting
building materials (including house raising) are worth further investigation by Council.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Given the potential intolerable risks associated with flood hazards, there is a clear priority to plan for a range
of options focusing on VHP and retrofitting building materials. The way in which these options are implemented,
either individually or as a combined package of solutions, requires further investigation during the planning
stage with input from the local community.
The property specific actions chapter considers options to reduce intolerable risks to existing residential
properties across Ipswich. For new development, the Ipswich Planning Scheme requires, as far as practicable
that the design of buildings within the flood overlay use building materials resistant to flood damage and to
minimise replacement / repair and provide for ease of cleaning in the event of a flood. These property specific
actions can also be considered for tolerable non-residential uses within the floodplain.

8.6.2

Recommendations

The following table summarises the recommendations of from the Property Specific Actions work package.
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE 8-49 RECOMMENDATIONS

Ref

Section

Description

PS1

8.1.4

Continue to lobby the Queensland State Department of
Housing and Public Works (HPW) to implement the
recommendations from the SFMP for which they are the lead.
In implementing the SFMP actions, HPW should consider the
outcomes of the workshop through:


A region-wide building specification dataset is explored in
coordination with the ICA as to the minimum requirements
and if commonwealth funding will be available to develop the
central database.



Establishment of a program similar to the cyclone-proofing
your home program in which a list of flood resilient design
actions/attributes is established that insurers would be
prepared to agree will result in a reduction in premiums.

Cost (if
known)
N/A

PS2

8.4.5 and 8.7.1

Consider undertaking detailed floor level survey of all
residential buildings in the highest risk areas

PS3

8.5.2.2

Consider implementation of Option 5, i.e., retrofitting building
materials for all suitable and eligible buildings across the
Ipswich LGA. As an alternative Council may consider
implementation of Option 5a, i.e., house raising all suitable and
eligible buildings across the Ipswich LGA.

$6.1million

PS4

8.5.1.2

Consider implementation of Option 2, i.e., a Voluntary House
Purchase Program to buildings identified in Priority Group
VHP1. In doing so, Council should consider following additional
factors when considering the cost of implementing a Voluntary
House Purchase Program:

$4.0million



Purchase costs including legal, valuation, conveyancing,
and stamp duty;



Demolition costs to remove development and remediate
site;



Maintenance costs of the land once owned by Council; and



Loss of incoming rates.
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8.7

Limitations

This section highlights a number of limitations that have been identified whilst analysing the data. These are
described below for due consideration when using the information presented in this chapter for decision making
purposes.

8.7.1




Limitations of Analysis

On review by Council, significant differences between the ‘building type’ in the existing SFMP building
database, the Geovision database and a high level check of the building type using Google Streetview
has been noted.


Building type will likely affect the floor level calculation and the outputs of the project such as
damages, over floor flooding and the analysis that uses these outputs.



It should be noted that there is approximately a 60% accuracy tolerance with specific regard to the
floor levels, this in turn, will impact on the accuracy of the damage’s information.

Buildings screened as residential dwellings uses the categorisations in the building database. The
‘residential-multi dwelling’ category has been noted to be assigned to both buildings that are traditional
‘multi-unit dwellings’ with multiple leaseholds and buildings with secondary dwellings where it is unknown
if both buildings are owned by the same family group.


The list provided in the appendices includes both categories ‘residential’ and ‘residential-multi’ for
Council to undertake further detailed assessment as per the recommendations.



Flood modelling outputs adopted for the IICP, as noted in the Current and Future Flood Risk Chapter may
contain flood surfaces that may over-estimate flood exposure in catchments.



The accuracy of estimating floor levels needs to be considered when going forward with PSA
recommendations.


Floor level data is required to estimate economic damages caused by flooding when flood waters
inundate property. Floor levels for properties outside the 1 in 2000 AEP extent have been estimated
using a GIS-based algorithm based on a dataset provided for the extent of the Brisbane River and
Bremer River Catchments. There is an accuracy tolerance of +/- 0.3m of this data.



Estimating floor levels for properties in the Ipswich LGA affected by local creek catchments not in the
SFMP dataset followed the methodology set out in the Building Floor Level Heights – Brisbane
Strategic Floodplain Management Plan – Brisbane LGA, Ipswich LGA, Somerset LGA and Lockyer
Valley LGA dated 16/06/2017.



Based on a quality assurance desktop study of this data conducted by Water Technology, which
checked building types and thus potential accuracy of floor levels in the database, there is an
expected accuracy rating of 66% for floor level for the IICP. The accuracy of this data aligns with the
SFMP methodology.



The accuracy of the information pertaining to building types within the building database as discussed
above is approximately 66%. Council has commenced a desktop analysis of building types for
buildings listed as potentially eligible for voluntary house purchase and retrofitting building materials;
this analysis has not been included in the economic analysis in this chapter. Thus, it is recommended
that this desktop analysis is continued so that the potential program of retrofitting building materials
are applied to the appropriate building type.
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9

COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND RESILIENCE

9.1

Introduction

9.1.1

Overview of Community Awareness and Resilience Work Package

Community Awareness and Resilience (CAR) is a component of the Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan (IICP).
This work package seeks to increase the level of community awareness and resilience of flood risk within
Ipswich. In conjunction with, or for areas where physical mitigation, land use planning and other response
measures are not well suited, CAR can be a useful method of increasing community capacity to effectively
prepare for and respond to flood events.

FIGURE 9-1 COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND RESILIENCE WORK PACKAGE

Figure 9-1 provides a breakdown of the work undertaken in the CAR work package. The analysis of flood risk
and vulnerability across the Ipswich LGA undertaken within the Current and Future Flood Risk work chapter
has been used to prioritise suburbs for Council to consider for the application of communication and
engagement activities identified in the Implementation Strategy. The analysis ranks the suburbs citywide and
provides a driver for a particular communication and engagement approach based on vulnerability and flooding
risks.
This work package is comprised of four reports:


Community Awareness and Resilience Chapter Report;



Community Awareness and Resilience Implementation Strategy;



Community Awareness and Resilience Implementation Plan for Priority Suburbs; and
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The Goodna Case Study.

While each document is stand-alone, the report chapter supports the suburb-scale application documents with
the relevant background information and data that underpin how the CAR approach has been developed.
9.1.1.1

CAR Report Chapter

This chapter report includes two sections:


PART A: Background information, which includes a summary of research (relevant industry best practice
guidelines, frameworks and other references) and a catalogue of existing CAR activities and resources.



PART B: Understanding local communities through data, being all relevant methodologies and results
associated with the CAR work package. This includes:


Flood risk exposure methodology and results;



Vulnerability and vulnerability driver calculation methodologies and results;



Suburb prioritisation methodology and results;



Community profiles methodology and results; and



Market research methodology and results.

This CAR report chapter collates the background research, methodologies and results that underpinned the
development of the CAR Implementation Strategy and associated works.
9.1.1.2

CAR Implementation Strategy and Plan

The CAR implementation approach is presented in the following titled report which are part of this work
package:


1: Implementation Strategy; which provides a step-by-step guide to the CAR approach developed. There
are 6 steps included and this section outlines the information needed to apply this strategy; and



2: Implementation Plan; which demonstrates how the CAR approach can be applied at a suburb-scale,
using 10 priority suburbs within the Ipswich LGA. This includes suburb-scale flood exposure, vulnerability,
community data and CAR activities.

This CAR Chapter Report seeks to provide Council practitioners with an understanding of the CAR process
developed and provides an illustrated example of application for CAR activities which can be similarly rolledout across the Ipswich LGA by Council based staff.
9.1.1.3

Goodna Case Study

The Goodna Case Study provides an example of how the CAR approach can be applied to one priority suburb.
This study follows the CAR “6 steps” approach that are outlined in the Implementation Strategy, and provides
greater detail into flood risk, vulnerability, survey results and CAR activities to be implemented, including the
development of draft resources to be used in Goodna to strengthen community awareness and resilience.
These include:


Flood Awareness Factsheet draft;



Flood FAQ’s Factsheet draft;



Flood Awareness Survey Questions draft; and



Flood Awareness Workshop Outline.

This case study also provides a list of high flood risk properties to focus CAR activities. These residential
addresses can be prioritised when advertising CAR activities within Goodna and provide an example approach
that can be replicated for other suburbs.
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9.1.2

Integrated Catchment Plan Work Package Alignment

The CAR approach and recommendations should be considered in conjunction with other flood mitigation
responses as part of the overall floodplain management strategy. In the context of the IICP, CAR work aligns
primarily with the Emergency Management and Property Specific Actions chapters. This section provides
commentary on how this work package integrates within the IICP as a whole.
9.1.2.1

Current and Future Flood Risk

The Current and Future Flood Risk explored and assessed flood risk factors such hydraulic risk, time and
duration of inundation, flood islands and the vulnerability of the community to flooding. These factors have all
been considered in the methodology of prioritising flood risk across the Ipswich LGA for the development on
community awareness and resilience recommendations.
9.1.2.2

Mitigation Measures

Physical options to mitigate flood risk have been considered by the IICP and the results will be communicated
to the public via engagement on completion of the project. The mitigation measures are aligned with this CAR
chapter, as a result of them changing the flood impacts on suburbs. Areas with high residual risk in particular,
need to have a continued focus on CAR because of the ongoing changes from any mitigation option that is
implemented. Secondly, community reliance on mitigation for flood protection reduces awareness and
resilience. Council needs to prioritise both built and social measures for action and investment.
9.1.2.3

Emergency Management Responses

Emergency management responses such as communicating effective messaging about flood warnings and
evacuation arrangements form an important component of any communication and engagement approach. An
informed community has the ability to build resilience and capacity in times of flood. The emergency
management work package will review flood classifications informed by key flood warning infrastructure in the
Ipswich LGA. Any recommendations to update classifications of minor, moderate or major flooding will need
to be considered by Council and agreed with the Bureau of Meteorology.
The CAR work package uses QRA Communication Toolkit Messaging about how to obtain flood information
and flood warning but does not provide the flood levels associated with the flood classifications. The Toolkit
also provides information about flood warning infrastructure, gauges, and flooding types e.g., flash flooding
and riverine flooding, however, messaging with specific regard to evacuation arrangements to the community
will need to align with existing Council and emergency services approaches. Whilst the IICP will undertake a
high-level review of the evacuation capability of priority areas and provide recommendations for consideration
of upgrades to key evacuation routes, the CAR work package does not make specific recommendations with
regard to evacuation timing, routes and centres. CAR addresses impacts of flood risk to existing populations
and is therefore interrelated with the Emergency Management Work Package.
9.1.2.4

Property Specific Actions

Property specific actions to mitigate flooding risk are being investigated in areas of Ipswich that have been
prioritised by exposure to frequent and high hazard flooding. Mitigation measures in this work package include
a potential voluntary house purchase scheme designed to remove properties from areas exposed to hazards
that might cause structural failure, and a program of retrofitting building materials to properties exposed to
frequent but moderate flood hazards. Again, with reference to the QRA Communication Toolkit Messaging
aimed at promoting flood resilient homes, in localities where a program of retrofitting building materials is
recommended by the IICP the CAR work package will provide templates for Council to provide regionally
consistent messages and advice regarding flood resilient building techniques.
9.1.2.5

Land Use Planning

Strategic land use planning responses to address flooding must have due consideration of all flood risk factors
explored and assessed in the IICP such as hydraulic risk, time and duration of inundation, flood islands and
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the vulnerability of particular land uses to these factors. The Land Use Planning chapter explores the
implications on future land uses and should draw upon the analysis in the CAR work package particularly in
relation to existing demographics and interconnectedness with the different flood risk factors. For example, the
assumptions on large community infrastructure projects such as hospitals need to have due consideration of
potential impacts on connection routes through the floodplain and areas with difficult to evacuate routes. Tools
in the CAR implementation strategy and plan may also include updates to the community about current and
future access routes to major community facilities that help to build community resilience across multiple
suburbs.

9.1.3

SFMP Regional Aspirations

The Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan (SFMP) undertook market research to quantify the
community’s current level of flood awareness and resilience. The regional SFMP market research and local
community survey also helped to provide a baseline understanding of community tolerability to unmitigated
flood risk. The community engagement approaches discussed in section 9.12 helped to mitigate intolerable
risks to flooding and build a resilient community aligning with the regional aspirations listed below.
Over 800 respondents from four local government areas contributed to this market research, which provided
insight and sentiment that helped shape the following regional community awareness, resilience, and
emergency management recommendations:


Develop regional reference material including a compendium of current activities;



Develop a toolkit of guidance material and guidelines for communication and engagement;



Establish regionally consistent language and messaging;



Evaluate resilience activities and establish a cycle of continuous improvement; and



Support, identify and upskill community leaders as part of a community led program to assist with
disseminating information, resilience planning and activities and communication of local conditions.

The SFMP provides community flood resilience aspirations that are divided into three categories; risk informed,
prepared, and adaptable community. The guidelines offer a checklist for the IICP within each category of flood
awareness, preparedness, response and recovery. This informs the content and audience considerations for
flood communication and engagement activities for Ipswich23, and has been tabulated in Appendix S.

9.1.4

Background Research

A review of relevant best practice industry frameworks, documents and resources is summarised in this section
to provide context to the CAR approach taken as a part of the IICP. Many facets of awareness and resiliencebuilding in the community can be subjective, and typically it is difficult to measure the impact of community
engagement.
It is important to have a shared understanding of what community awareness and resilience means by
definition and for site-specific purposes to enable a focused approach.

23

BMT 2018, Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan Technical Evidence Report (Chapter
11, table 11-4, page 692 - 694).
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FIGURE 9-2 OBJECTIVES OF BACKGROUND RESEARCH IN RELATION TO IICP CAR

Each of these aspects are equally important as background research to support the CAR approach that has
been followed for the IICP. References related to each of these objectives are summarised in Sections 2 to
5. Information in these sections has been sourced from relevant footnoted references.

9.2

Objective One: To Define Resilience

The following references support an understanding of what resilience is and how this can be defined for the
purposes of CAR in Ipswich. References are organised from an international to a local scale.

9.2.1

The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
2015-203024

The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction defines Resilience as:
“The ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards to resist,
absorb, accommodate to and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely
and efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration of its
essential basic structures and functions25”.
Adopting this definition, the Sendai Framework is a 15-year, voluntary and
non-binding agreement to which Australia is a party. The framework
recognises that at a Federal level the Commonwealth has the primary role to
reduce disaster risk, but that responsibility should be shared with other

24

United Nations 2015, Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030. Available: (online)
https://www.undrr.org/publication/sendai-framework-disaster-risk-reduction-2015-2030.
25
United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction 2009, UNISDR Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction.
Available: (online) http://www.unisdr.org/we/inform/terminology.
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stakeholders including Local Government, the private sector, and other stakeholders.
The Framework includes seven global targets which are underpinned by four priorities for action, including:


Priority 1 – Understanding disaster risk;



Priority 2 – Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk;



Priority 3 – Investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience; and



Priority 4 – Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response and to “Build Back Better” in recovery,
rehabilitation, and reconstruction.
Through the IICP and the update of the
Ipswich Planning Scheme, Council aligns with
the Sendai Framework by addressing the
disaster risk reduction goals. The IICP is
actively investigating options to reduce
existing flood risks and minimise future risks
through risk-based land use planning
responses. The comprehensive investigation
into flood risk exposure and vulnerability
provides decision making tools and
recommendations to reduce flooding risk.

FIGURE 9-3 SENDAI FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

9.2.2

Torrens Resilience Institute (TRI)26

The TRI provides a robust definition of community resilience that is
recommended for adoption by the IICP:
“Community resilience is a process of continuous engagement that builds
preparedness prior to a disaster and allows for a healthy recovery afterwards”
The focus of resilience is on the capacity of collective individuals and
organisations being able to continue functioning under stress and to be selfreliant, even when external resources are cut-off. The inset image below shows
how the TRI uses four (4) pillars of resilience that, when considered together,
provide a picture of resilience for a community. The Toolkit defines a resilient
community as:
“Members are connected and able to work together in the event of an emergency
in order to function and sustain critical systems (even under stress), adapt to
changes in the physical, social or economic environments, be self-reliant if external resources are limited or
cut off, and learn from experience to improve over time.”
The TRI undertook a 5-stage process to develop the scorecard, which included:

26
Torrens Resilience Institute 2012, Developing a Model and the Tools to Measure Community Resilience.
Available: (online) https://www.flinders.edu.au/content/dam/documents/research/torrens-resilienceinstitute/community-resilience-report-toolkit.pdf.
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Literature review;
Defining community disaster resilience;
Developing a model and tool to measure community
disaster resilience;
Testing the model and tool; and
Evaluation.
This was trialled by four Australian communities and it
was found that the Scorecard ‘helped communities to
better foresee threats and risks, engage with emergency
management agencies, acquire a sense of community
and social capital, and take collective responsibility to
reduce the socioeconomic impact of disruptive
challenges and disasters.

The IICP aligns with the TRI scorecard approach by:


Setting out a comprehensive investigation of flood risk and vulnerability across Ipswich;



Promoting existing communication and engagement activity - ensuring available resources are
maximised;



Identifying plans, strategies, and procedures to mitigate flood risk; and



Targeting at-risk and vulnerable communities via the CAR work package promoting community
connectedness.

9.2.3

Queensland State Planning Policy 201727

The State Planning Policy - State Interest Guidance Material for Natural
Hazards, Risks and Resilience - Flood (SPP) offers a definition of resilience
relevant to this work package. The SPP defines resilience as:
“The ability to adapt to changing conditions and prepare for, withstand, and
rapidly recover from disruption.”
The SPP also states that flooding is Queensland’s most damaging natural
hazard and outlines objectives for supporting flood risk management and
community resilience as:


Improving community awareness of flood risk to individuals, their
property and their communities;



Minimising damage to property, infrastructure and the carrying capacity
of the environment;



Supporting disaster management response or recovery capacity and capabilities;



Maintaining operation of critical infrastructure during and following events, and minimising exposure of
vulnerable uses to direct damage or isolation from flood events;

27
State of Queensland (DILGP) 2017, State Planning Policy – state interest guidance material Natural
hazards, risk and resilience – Flood. Available: (online) https://dilgpprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/sppguidance-natural-hazards-risk-resilience-flood.pdf .
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Minimising recovery costs by helping to increase social, economic and environmental resilience; and



Encouraging and supporting continuous improvement in flood risk management capacity and capability.

With consideration of the wider definition of flood risk and evaluation, the SPP also provides risk tolerability
factors as follows:


Community awareness and experience of flood;



Knowledge of previous flood history;



Extent of social and community cohesiveness; and



Demographic and social characteristics that affect views on flood risk.

These risk tolerability factors help to build an overall picture of what defines a resilient community. The CAR
work package seeks to build a framework around achieving resilience through communication and
engagement activities that give due consideration to these risk tolerability factors.
The State interest of ‘Safety and resilience to hazards’ included 9 State interest policies, and this makes up
one component of five State interest areas. These State interests are intended to be implemented in
Queensland Local Government areas “…in response to regional and local circumstances…in the context of
the guiding principles in the SPP, which promote an outcome focused, integrated, efficient, positive and
accountable planning system” (SPP, p. i).
These principles can be applied when considering a fit-for-purpose, localised response for greater community
awareness and resilience in Ipswich.

9.2.4

Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management
Plan Technical Evidence Report (2018)28

Chapter 11 of the Technical Evidence Report addresses CAR, stating:
“Community awareness and resilience is one of the most crucial
considerations for floodplain management, as well as one of the most
challenging.”
Key aspirations from the SFMP for what defines community flood resilience
are detailed in this section. Overall, the SFMP focus and recommendation is
for a localised approach that provides a risk informed, appropriately
prepared, and adaptable community.
The SFMP outlines the following key aspirations, for provision of a risk
informed, appropriately prepared, and adaptable community:


Assesses flood risk by seeking comprehensive and local information
from trusted sources, and personal or shared lived experience.



Acknowledges that they live in a floodplain, and that not all risk can be eliminated.



Assesses the strengths, capabilities, vulnerabilities and capacity to respond to flood risk.



Understands that everyone is responsible for working together to reduce flood risk.



Has the capacity, skills and knowledge to prepare, safely respond to and recover from a flood.

28
BMT 2018, Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan Technical Evidence Report (Chapter
11) Available: (Online) https://cloudstor.aarnet.edu.au/plus/s/o7L0vJD0Uo5UO4B.
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Has strong social alliances and networks, including with local leaders and partnerships with emergency
services, local authorities and other relevant organisations and existing connections. Knows who they can
help, and how they can help them.



Makes informed decisions and takes appropriate measures to reduce exposure to floods including
potential loss of life, assets, and livelihoods.



Appropriately modifies these measures as risks evolve.



Plans for continuity, including investing in measures to lessen impacts, being appropriately insured, and
developing plans in advance.



Prepares psychologically for potential traumatic events.



Adjusts responses in rapidly changing circumstances including changing flood conditions, infrastructure
conditions and the availability of support.



Draws on community alliances and networks for rapid and effective disaster response.



Reassesses and reorganises approaches based on evaluation and learnings.



Identifies and introduces new resources, tools, technology, and courses of action to improve resilience
over time.

After establishing regional aspirations, current community resilience snapshot and market research, the report
summarises further literature review and case studies. These aspirations provide the direction for Local
Floodplain Management Plans (LFMPs) in the Brisbane River Catchment. The IICP will draw on these
aspirations.

9.3

Objective Two: To Demonstrate what Resilience looks Like in a Community
Awareness and Resilience context

These references enable an understanding of resilience in the context of local government, catchment-based
and community resilience. References are organised from an international to a local scale.

9.3.1

National Disaster Risk Reduction Framework (2018)29

This National Framework is based on the first three Sendai Framework
properties, translated into actions suitable to the Australian context. This
framework facilitates a national, whole of society approach to community
resilience. It was developed collaboratively by all States, Territories, Local
Government and key private sector representatives invited by the Australian
Government in 2018. The Framework identifies the following drivers for
action:


Natural hazards are more frequent and intense;



Essential services are interconnected and interdependent;



People and assets are more exposed and vulnerable;



Disaster impacts are long term and complex;



The costs of disasters are growing; and



Momentum to address the financial impacts of a changing climate is
building.

29

Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience 2018, National Disaster Risk Reduction Framework. Available:
(online) https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/resources/national-disaster-risk-reduction-framework/
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This framework is structured around four key environments: built, social, natural and economic. This is a clear
progression from the Sendai Framework to the Australian 2030 Disaster Risk reduction vision and goals. There
are four framework priorities to achieve these goals and practical change guidance at all levels of government,
including these priority areas:


Priority 1: Understand Disaster Risk;



Priority 2: Accountable Decisions;



Priority 3: Governance, Ownership and Responsibility; and



Priority 4: Enhanced Investment.

Some priority actions are intended to be completed at the same time and in a continuous cycle, with the focus
towards reducing disaster risk. Numerous strategies are outlined under each priority area, and 5-year
outcomes are provided to make the strategy intent more tangible and timebound.
The Priority 1 strategy states: Improve public awareness of, and engagement on, disaster risk and impacts.
This is one example of how the objectives of the CAR work package aligns with national frameworks for
enhancing community resilience.
The framework is supported by implementation of National Priorities and AIDR handbook collection.

9.3.2

Torrens Resilience Institute Scorecard: Evaluation Case Study30

In the publication ‘Assessing community disaster resilience using a balanced
scorecard: Lessons learnt from three Australian communities (2016)’, case
studies are presented that evaluate the TRI scorecard in three Australian
communities. Community working groups were formed to complete the
scorecard process.
Findings from using community working groups were as follows:


Community working groups are an effective and powerful conduit for
community engagement and communication and promote community
buy-in.



Using working groups enable the scorecard to be applied in localised
areas (e.g., suburb scale).



Formation of working groups can be difficult, but once formed members
are willing participants. The group chair has a critical role to play in
maintaining the success of the group through effective facilitation.



Working groups allow Councils to seek advice from the community about how to make information and
resources more accessible to the community. Case study solutions included sharing information in a
welcome pack to new residents.



Working groups fortify connections between Council, community leaders and other authorities, which can
assist in role identification for emergency planning purposes.



Expanding on the working group, a resilience leadership program (over 6 months) with community
representatives can increase community understanding of disaster impacts, network creation, and local
emergency response capacities. This can facilitate community leader ownership of resilience building.

30

Ramsey, I., Steenkamp M., Thompson, A. et. al. 2016. Assessing community disaster resilience using a
balanced scorecard: Lessons learnt from three Australian communities. Australian Journal of Emergency
Management AIDR, Vol. 31, No. 2, p. 44-49, Available: (online)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/305005727_Assessing_community_disaster_resilience_using_a_b
alanced_scorecard_Lessons_learnt_from_three_Australian_communities
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Findings in using the TRI scorecard:


Applying the scorecard to local councils is reported as resoundingly positive across councils.



Feedback included: terminology being too industry-centric (hard to understand or not relatable), the
scorecard being too ‘high level’, and difficulty in accessing relevant social data.



Using the scorecard enables better understanding between council, community, and agencies, and the
roles each play in disaster management. There are also many secondary benefits from implementation.



Through using the scorecard, councils were prompted to focus on increasing community awareness of
emergency management topics.

This case study highlights the community development potential of the Scorecard process, which provides a
useful framework for community cohesion.
This process can be applied as a key action for CAR recommendations associated with the IICP.
9.3.3

Queensland Strategy for Disaster Resilience 201731

The Queensland Strategy for Disaster Resilience (QSDR)
focuses on driving the identification of opportunities and disaster
risk management policy across the State.
The QSDR provides an overarching framework to anticipate,
respond to and adapt resilience-based processes and
complements existing disaster management arrangements in
Queensland, as specified in the Disaster Management Act
2003.
The QSDR operates primarily in the prevention and
preparedness part of the Prevention, Preparedness, Response
and Recovery (PPRR) concept and accordingly its key objectives are based upon the Sendai Framework
principles, summarised in Table 9-1.
TABLE 9-1

QSDR OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Sendai Framework

QSDR Key Objectives

QSDR Identified Outcome

Understanding
disaster risk

Queenslanders understand
their disaster risk

Queenslanders have access to up-to-date risk
information, are better informed and better
prepared for disasters.

Strengthening
disaster risk
management

Strengthened disaster risk
management

The understanding and practice of disaster risk
reduction is integrated within and across all
sectors.

Investment in disaster
risk reduction

Queenslanders are invested in
disaster risk reduction

Queenslanders are engaged and invested in
efforts to reduce exposure to disaster risk and
build resilience.

Continuous
improvement in
disaster preparedness

There is continuous
improvement in disaster
preparedness, response and
recovery

Enhanced disaster preparedness for effective
response, recovery and adaptation to changed
environments.

31

State of Queensland (QRA) 2017, Queensland Strategy for Disaster Resilience 2017. Available: (online)
https://www.qra.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/201810/queensland_strategy_for_disaster_resilience_2017_0.pdf
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Sendai Framework

QSDR Key Objectives

QSDR Identified Outcome

The strategy identifies resilience for the context of disaster management as:
A system or community’s ability to rapidly accommodate and recover from the impacts of hazards, restore
essential structures and desired functionality, and adapt to new circumstances.
Three key elements of resilience are identified as:


Risk-informed and appropriately prepared individuals;



The capacity to adapt; and



Healthy levels of community connectedness, trust and cooperation.

This strategy also identifies that a ‘one size fits all’ approach to disaster management is not effective for
disaster management across Queensland, but localised context, impacts and communities should be
considered. This is a key component in developing the CAR approach for IICP, to be fit-for-purpose, consider
suburb-scale impacts and social vulnerabilities, and translate flood risk for individual localities.

9.3.4

Queensland State Disaster Management Plan32

The aim of the Queensland State Disaster Management Plan is defined as “to enable Queensland to mitigate
the effects of, prepare for, respond to, recover from and build resilience to disaster events”. Within mitigation
strategies, this plan highlights the important role education and information plays in building community
resilience.
A fundamental approach to disaster management is that communities which have identified, considered, and
planned for a potential event cope better than those who have not. Community awareness and education
programs remind people that the threat is real and to identify what they can do to limit the impact of disaster
events.
This plan is structured around the categories of Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery. This
model is used commonly in disaster management, and references the Queensland Prevention, Preparedness,
Response and Recovery Disaster Management Guideline.

32
State of Queensland (QDMC) 2018, Queensland State Disaster Management Plan. Available: (online)
https://www.disaster.qld.gov.au/cdmp/Documents/Queensland-State-Disaster-Management-Plan.pdf
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9.3.5

Queensland Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery Disaster
Management Guideline33

The audience intended for this guideline are people who are implementing disaster management practices,
providing detail into each aspect of the cyclic process of Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery
(PPRR). The layout of this figure represents the overlapping nature of each PPRR phase, indicating that this
process is not linear or separate.

FIGURE 9-4 THE ‘COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH’ TO DISASTER MANAGEMENT

When applying these principles to the IICP, other work packages address the prevention and mitigation phases
(such as land use planning, structural mitigation options etc.). Emergency Management also addresses the
response phase. Within this guideline, community awareness, education and engagement activities come
under ‘preparedness’. To adapt this framework to CAR, the ‘prevention’ phase has been modified to
‘awareness’, to better represent the CAR competent for the specific purpose of the IICP.

9.4

Objective Three: To Define Community Engagement in the Disaster
Management Context

The section highlights references relating to community engagement for the purpose of increasing awareness
and resilience that can be applied to the disaster management context of flood risk. Whilst the International
Association of Public Participation (IAP2) is included and important to consider, it should be noted this relates
to the spectrum of public participation for decision making processes, and therefore is not applicable as a
disaster management framework. References are organised from an international to a local scale.

9.4.1

International Association for Public Participation Guidance34

Guidance is provided by the IAP2 on fundamental considerations for involving the community.

33

State of Queensland (QFES) 2018, Queensland Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery
Disaster Management Guideline. Available: (online) https://www.disaster.qld.gov.au/dmg/Documents/QLDDisaster-Management-Guideline.pdf.
34
International Association for Public Participation 2020, Welcome to IAP2 Australasia. Available: (online)
https://www.iap2.org.au/
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The IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum defines the public’s role in the decision-making process. The Spectrum
shows differing levels of public participation depending on the goals, time frames, resources, and levels of
impact of the decision to be made. The five levels of public participation are: Inform, Consult, Involve,
Collaborate and Empower.

FIGURE 9-5 IAP2 SPECTRUM OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Whilst this relates to decision-making, this has also been used by AIDR in the Community Engagement
Framework model developed for community engagement within the disaster management context (refer to
Section 0).
Of more direct relevance to CAR in Ipswich, IAP2 defined ‘community resilience success criteria’ are:


Relationships are maintained through tough times;



Key stakeholders and communities speak or act in support of colleagues and other stakeholders;



Participation levels are maintained and sustained;



Stakeholders act collectively; and



Evidence of contribution and action are aligned, and people work together for collective impact.

Whilst measuring community awareness and resilience can be challenging, given the subjective nature of
these concepts, using the IAP2 resilience success criteria provides guidance. These points can be considered
when designing CAR activities, and when determining how to enable measurability of CAR work.
Being measurable enables successes and learnings to be communicated across internal Council working
groups, as well as sharing achievements with the community. While relationship maintenance may be difficult
to quantify, participation levels provide an opportunity for tracking successes and community engagement over
time.
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9.4.1.1

A Guide to Engaging in Disaster Recovery35

This document provides a number of principles to use for disaster
management, focused on recovery. These include:


Principle 1 – Any emergency management process should begin with a
thorough understanding of the drivers and values of a community.



Principle 2 – Emergency management plans should include an
‘engagement plan’ that reinforces the importance of effective community
engagement before, during and after emergencies.



Principle 3 – Strive for continuous improvement for the sake of affected
communities.



Principle 4 – Identify, recognise and support vulnerable members of the
community.



Principle 5 – Consult broadly to identify legitimate local leaders and
influencers.



Principle 6 – Adopt a ‘community responsive’ approach.



Principle 7 – Be mindful of the political implications.



Principle 8 – Adopt an ‘assets based’ approach.



Principle 9 – Identify and utilise the most effective ways to communicate.



Principle 10 – Manage expectations.



Principle 11 – Have a holistic view of progress.

While this is focused on recovery (rather than awareness, preparedness etc.), these principles are relevant to
many aspects of CAR implementation planning. For example, information presented under Principle 5 of this
guide demonstrates how community leaders can be identified, which is relevant when considering how to
address CAR 3 action from the SFMP (refer to Section 9.5.3) within Ipswich.

35
Leadbeater, A., International Association for Public Participation 2015, A Guide to Engaging in Disaster
Recovery. Available: (online) https://www.iap2.org.au/news/a-guide-to-engaging-in-disaster-recovery/.
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9.4.2

National Strategy for Disaster Resilience Community Engagement Framework

This Framework36 was established to address the increasing frequency and
severity of disasters and to promote the need for a ‘coordinated, cooperative
national effort to enhance Australia's capacity to withstand and recover from
emergencies and disasters.’ The strategy recognises that across Australia,
managing emergencies is largely the responsibility of State and Territory
Governments, and that Local Governments also play a significant role.
The Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience (AIDR) Handbook Collection
includes 12 publications relating to all aspects of disaster resilience to aid
stakeholders working together to build resilience through collaborative
action, shared capacity building and the development of strong relationships
built on mutual trust and respect. AIDR Handbook 6 (National Strategy for
Disaster Resilience: Community Engagement Framework) is of most
relevance to the CAR work package.
Defining Community Engagement (in the emergency management
context)
For the purpose of AIDR’s Community Engagement Framework, the following definitions are provided:
There are many different kinds of communities, including communities of place, interest, belief, and
circumstance. Communities are dynamic—they change over time and interact in different ways. Community
engagement…is the process of stakeholders working together to build resilience through collaborative action,
shared capacity building and the development of strong relationships built on mutual trust and respect.
These definitions are recommended for use in the Ipswich CAR work package. This supports what is implied
when discussing community engagement activities, particularly in the Implementation Strategy and associated
Implementation Plan (for priority suburbs).
Community Safety Approach
This approach describes the importance of community empowerment to effectively build long-term resilience.
Key aspects include:


Active engagement/empowerment with the community as crucial to achieving long term resilience.


Recognising resilience is enhanced when communities play a key role in their own safety.



Strengthened community participation and influence in emergency management.



Connecting with social science and community development knowledge will build capacity for community
resilience.



Disaster resilience is based on existing strengths and relationships, so it is important to connect with
existing social structures. This includes:


Working in partnership with the community;



Building on existing networks, resources, and strengths;



Identifying and supporting community leaders; and



Empowering the community for greater responsibility.

36

Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience 2013. National Strategy for Disaster Resilience: Community
Engagement Framework – handbook 6. (Online) Available:
https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/media/1761/handbook-6-national-strategy-for-disaster-resilience-kh-final.pdf
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Enabling flexible communication approaches with (and between) communities.



Considering social capital and social resources which play a key role in building resilience.



Shifting engagement from a peripheral aspect of emergency management to core business.



Embedding cultural engagement within emergency management organisations. This requires:


Continued resourcing, commitment, and cross-sector partnerships; and



New measurements and evaluation methods to capture success.

It is suggested that organisations need to increase their capacity and capability for community engagement,
including:


Investment in resourcing to support community engagement:


Additional time spent to identify and develop skills;



Capitalise on existing knowledge; and



Build partnerships and networks.



Identifying ways, the community can contribute.



Partnering with the community for disaster management solutions enables better outcomes.



Agree on expectations and intended outcomes early on, including establishing measures to assess
engagement success.

Recommended Model
This strategy defines resilience as “The capacity to withstand and recover from disasters” and suggests a
community engagement approach for emergency management based on the IAP2 principles of inform, involve,
consult, collaborate, and empower. For use in a disaster management context, AIDR has modified this into
the principles of:


Information;



Participation;



Consultation;



Collaboration; and



Empowerment

This forms a model for awareness, education and engagement to enhance community resilience, and draws
from the related guideline (Section 9.5.1). These principles also represent engagement categories used in the
“AIDR Framework Application in Defining Community Engagement in a Disaster Management Context”. These
have been used in the Implementation Strategy and associated suburb-scale Implementation Plan. They
provide a collective definition for engagement, and ensure processes established in the Implementation
Strategy are in line with best practice guidance material. Likewise, the importance of context and purpose can
be adopted as a part of the CAR approach, as detailed in the Implementation Strategy.
This model emphasises the circular nature of this approach, and highlights that context and purpose is key to
inform which principle/s is best suited for effective community engagement. For all types of engagement, the
model stresses that it is essential to:


Be guided by community engagement principles;



Understand the broader context of the engagement; and



Have a clear purpose for engaging the community.
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Under each engagement element within this model, goals are listed which work towards defining the purpose
of engagement. These goals are listed within the model diagram, in each category.

FIGURE 9-6 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MODEL FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

This model is based on three ‘fundamental principles for effective community engagement in the emergency
management context’, presented in Table 9-2.
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TABLE 9-2

PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Principle

Details

Understand the
community, its
capacity,
strengths, and
priorities








Recognise
complexity





Partner with the
community to
support existing
networks and
resources







Respecting and using local knowledge and experience.
Tapping into existing networks.
Identifying and acknowledging community capability and sharing resources.
Appreciating the risks faced by communities.
Assessing the risks and levels of community awareness and preparedness.
Embracing and respecting difference and diversity, including perceptions of risk.
Using genuinely respectful and flexible approaches.
Identifying and addressing barriers to engagement and making participation
accessible to all.
Recognising that communities evolve and change over time.
Building and maintaining partnerships.
Fostering relationships with community leaders.
Respecting community choices.
Aligning emergency management activities to build on existing social capital.
Identifying and employing strategies that empower local action.

9.5

Objective Four: To Provide A Model for Building Community Resilience

9.5.1

Guidelines for the Development of Communication Education Awareness and
Engagement (Community EAE) Programs37

This Guideline emphasises the importance of localised programs and
activities, establishing an evidence base to inform future activity, and striking
an appropriate balance between agency operational requirements and
specialist expertise on the one hand; and community expertise and
participation in planning, decision-making, preparation, response and
recovery activities on the other.
The Guideline provides worked examples and case studies of community
engagement, education activities and consultation methods with commentary
about what works. Overall, there are six principles of effective practice
provided in the Community Education Awareness and Engagement Programs
(Community EAE).


Localise programs where possible.



Develop a program theory for present and new programs, a roadmap for
evaluation and a record of thinking occurred during development.



Develop a small suite of programs/activities that focus on achieving stepped out progress from awareness
to preparedness.



Where appropriate, consider an integrated approach to planning and program development.

37

Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience 2010, Guidelines for the Development of Communication
Education, Awareness and Engagement Programs - Handbook Collection, Manual 45. Available: (online)
https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/media/1970/manual-45-guidelines-for-the-development-of-communicationeducation-awareness-and-engagement-programs.pdf
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Conduct and report frequent evaluations of programs and activities to enhance the evidence base for what
works.



Optimise balance between central policy, specialist expertise on one hand and community participation in
planning and preparation on the other.

This Guideline is focus on the community safety approach. In emergency management, this approach
suggests the importance of transitioning from reliance of professional capacities to manage risk, to the
empowerment and self-responsibility of communities to manage their own risk. The model presents a method
to enhance community empowerment through engagement and partnership activities.
9.5.1.1

Community EAE Application in Providing a Model for Building Community Resilience

These Guidelines provide a directly applicable set of principles for developing a model for building community
resilience in Ipswich. The set of six guiding principles will be duly considered and applied to the methodology.
The IICP CAR work package takes a suburb scale approach to understanding flood risk and vulnerability
priorities to help shape communication programs for implementation, both now and into the future. The
development of this program of implementation is documented in this chapter and the CAR Implementation
Strategy which is a separate document that accompanies the IICP technical evidence report. The suite of
programs/activities in the Implementation Strategy recognise the four focus areas (or phases) of awareness,
preparedness, response and recovery and achieving stepped progress. The Implementation Strategy will seek
to integrate recommendations of activities with existing resources and programs wherever possible achieving
regional consistency in messaging and striking a balance between centralised policy and community
participation by conducting surveys and information gathering to enhance the baseline understanding of
community flood resilience.

9.5.2

Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management
Plan Technical Evidence Report (TER) (2018)38

While the full suite of recommendations in the TER have been considered,
many are regional actions for State agencies. Of key relevance to the IICP
CAR work package and developing a model for community resilience are the
recommendations made for the aspects of Local Floodplain Management
Plans, listed below.
Key findings from the SFMP TER literature and case study review included:


Local context is important to the effectiveness of resilience activities.



Suites of activities should be implemented which target different steps
on the pathway from hazard awareness to preparedness.



Social networks are important to resilience outcomes.



Deeper engagement approaches are required, including emotional and
social involvement.



Evaluations of implemented resilience building activities are an important part of building community
resilience to improve effectiveness.



Communication materials should adopt clear language, regionally consistent terminology, visually
attractive design, and diagrammatic and simple presentation.



Communication, awareness, and resilience actions to be implemented across a range of time scales
(short- and medium- term).

38
BMT 2018, Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan Technical Evidence Report (Chapter
11) Available: (Online) https://cloudstor.aarnet.edu.au/plus/s/o7L0vJD0Uo5UO4B.
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The TER provides the following considerations for implementation within the LFMP CAR section, which are
included in this analysis:


Be informed by more detailed vulnerability assessments for local communities.



Consider gaps in community resilience based on the aspirations set at the regional scale and assessments
of local community resilience.



Develop strategies and actions to implement community resilience activities that are locally relevant,
including tailoring recommendations to the nature of local communities, particularly vulnerable
communities.



Include stakeholders and the community in the development of local risk management strategies and
evaluation of options including capacity building and upskilling, and engagement with vulnerable groups
to ensure that stakeholders and the community have the opportunity to participate in the planning and
decision-making process.



Use regional coordination frameworks to share learnings from evaluation of activities with other
stakeholders in the region.

9.5.2.1

SFMP TER Application in Providing a Model for Building Community Resilience

The SFMP TER Chapter 11 informs the CAR approach developed as a part of the Ipswich IICP. The regional
aspirations shape the vision for localised community awareness and resilience and are useful in identifying
objectives and monitoring for CAR in Ipswich. Literature and case study findings are used as a checklist for
CAR implementation, particularly during the ‘regional consistency’ (considerations) step of the CAR approach.

9.5.3

Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management
Plan39

This strategy (SFMP) is an example of true collaboration, from Federal, State
to Local governments working towards a common outcome: flood resilience
for the Brisbane River Catchment.
The shared vision is presented, being:
Residents, businesses, community groups and governments working
together to better manage flood risk and strengthen the resilience of our
communities, our economy, our infrastructure and our environment.
As LFMPs are a direct action from this SFMP, it underpins all aspects of the
IICP. Desired Outcome 4 describes those related to CAR, including:
Community awareness, understanding and response is the foundation for
community resilience.
Associated strategies include:


Strategy 4.1 – Regionally consistent flood terminology and approaches to resilience building activities are
supported through the development of a Communication and Engagement Framework Compendium.



Strategy 4.2 – Regionally consistent flood risk data is made available throughout the catchment to inform
risk assessments and preparedness actions.

39
The State of Queensland (QRA) 2019, Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan, Available:
(online) https://www.qra.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-04/plan__brisbane_river_strategic_floodplain_management_plan_april_2019.pdf
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Strategy 4.3 – A range of engagement approaches are used to increase community involvement and
strengthen social networks.

Additionally, CAR actions are presented, detailing relevant strategies, TER page references, and
implementation details. From the five actions listed, CAR 3 is an action for local governments to implement.
This is described as: Support, identify and upskill community leaders as part of a community led program to
assist with disseminating information, resilience planning and activities, and communication of local conditions.
This action aligns with Strategies 4.1 and 4.3 of the SFMP.
9.5.3.1

SFMP Application in Providing a Model for Building Community Resilience

The SFMP document and actions, with support from the TER Chapter 11, shapes the application of the
program and recommended activities. Activities suggested within the AIDR Community Engagement
Framework for the CAR approach, specifically within the collaboration and empowerment elements, enable
partnership working with communities to help to identify preferred solutions to flooding risks and developing
individual and community capacity to both understand and accept ownership of those risks.

9.6

IICP CAR Application

From the background research summarised in Sections 2 to 9.5, the best practice frameworks, strategies,
plans, research, and other references enable each objective to be met. Under key references in Sections 2 to
9.5, a summary of how the information relates to the CAR approach developed as a part of the IICP is
presented. An overall application of background research under each objective is listed in this section.

9.6.1

Objective One Summary

While each reference presented a definition of resilience, the Torrens Research Institute and SFMP vision is
most appropriate to draw from, Council may consider adopting these definitions for implementation of
community awareness and resilience activities in Ipswich
Torrens Research Institute Defines Resilience as:
Community resilience is a process of continuous engagement that builds preparedness prior to a disaster and
allows for a healthy recovery afterwards.
A resilient community is one where:
Members are connected and able to work together in the event of an emergency in order to function and
sustain critical systems (even under stress), adapt to changes in the physical, social or economic
environments, be self-reliant if external resources are limited or cut off, and learn from experience to improve
over time.
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SFMP Vision:
Residents, businesses, community groups and governments working together to better manage flood risk and
strengthen the resilience of our communities, our economy, our infrastructure and our environment.
Having a regionally consistent vision supports a coordinated, methodical approach to community awareness
and resilience. From these definitions, it is important to consider this in the context of disaster management
and floodplain management, as addressed in Objective Two.

9.6.2

Objective Two Summary

SFMP and PPRR disaster management terminology can be slightly adapted to suit the purposes of CAR for
Ipswich.
While prevention, preparedness, response and recovery are well documented as a best practice model,
prevention measures are better addressed in other aspects of the IICP (including structural mitigation, land
use planning and other applications). As awareness is a key aspect of this work package, the PPRR cycle
presented in the Queensland Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery Disaster Management
Guideline40 has been modified for this purpose, as shown in Figure 9-7.

FIGURE 9-7 MODIFICATION OF THE PPRR MODEL FOR THE PURPOSES OF IICP CAR

Flood awareness, preparedness, response, and recovery are suggested as key CAR principles. These
principles can be aligned with a vulnerability type and used to help structure CAR engagement activities.

40

State of Queensland (QFES) 2018, Queensland Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery
Disaster Management Guideline. Available: (online) https://www.disaster.qld.gov.au/dmg/Documents/QLDDisaster-Management-Guideline.pdf.
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The SFMP defines a flood resilient community as ‘risk informed, appropriately prepared; and adaptable’. For
application to IICP CAR, this vision can be used as the overarching objective for community awareness and
resilience, as shown in Table 9-3.
TABLE 9-3

COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND RESILIENCE GOALS FOR MANAGING FLOOD RISK

IICP CAR
Principles

SFMP Terminology

IICP CAR Vison
Ipswich residents and businesses are:

Flood Awareness

Risk informed

Aware of flood risk, past flood events, and have a high level
of water literacy. The community has access to all the
information required to be able to prepare and respond to a
flood event.

Flood
Preparedness

Appropriately
prepared

Prepared for a flood event, with appropriate steps taken to
be ready to respond to a flood hazard at any time. Plans
allow for adaptability and resilience to the unknown risk of
flood hazards.

Flood Response
Adaptable
Flood Recovery

Empowered to respond to the occurrence of a flood event
efficiently and effectively; building on flood awareness and
previously prepared response plans.
Have high levels of tolerability and resilience, enabling rapid
recovery from a flood event; as well as the ability to adapt
to future flood events as a recovery measure.

Suburb-specific communication and engagement activities can be structured around fostering flood
awareness, preparedness, response and recovery, as represented in the Implementation Strategy and
associated Plan.

9.6.3

Objective Three Summary

AIDR’s National Strategy for Disaster Resilience: Community Engagement Framework’s definition of
community engagement is most relevant for use in the CAR work package:
Community engagement is the process of stakeholders working together to build resilience through
collaborative action, shared capacity building and the development of strong relationships built on mutual trust
and respect.
This Framework has been recommended as a central reference for this work package by Council. Therefore,
the five elements represented in this model have been adopted. These include:


Information;



Participation;



Consultation;



Collaboration; and



Empowerment.
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Within this model (AIDR’s Community Engagement Framework), each element has an associated goal. In the
Implementation Strategy, this has been used to structure monitoring and evaluation components.

9.6.4

Objective Four Summary

To adopt a model for building community awareness and resilience in Ipswich, the AIDR Community
Engagement Framework has been selected as a best practice approach.
TABLE 9-4

AIDR MODEL KEY ELEMENTS AND ASSOCIATED GOALS

AIDR Model Element

Purpose (Goal)

Information

Sharing information with and between communities
and agencies to come to a mutual understanding.
Everyone is informed and able to take responsibility
for decisions and actions.

Participation

Building connected networks and relationships,
ownership and trust through active involvement

Consultation

Sharing information, questions or positions to obtain
ideas, feedback, knowledge or an understanding of
objectives and expectations

Collaboration

Partnering with communities to support action,
including developing alternatives and identifying a
preferred solution.

Empowerment

Individuals and communities have capacity to
understand risk and accept responsibility and
implement initiatives.

Using references summarised for Objectives One to Three, community resilience building can be worked
towards by following these steps. This is a high-level overview of the approach developed for CAR
implementation, applying relevant aspects of the best practice references (summarised in background
research Sections 2-5).
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FIGURE 9-8 CAR APPROACH DEVELOPED FOR THE IICP

9.7

Community Data

To inform outcomes and planning within the overall Integrated Catchment Plan and to provide a baseline
understanding of awareness within the Ipswich Local Government Area, Council undertook the Managing
Future Floods community survey. The results and a gap analysis of these activities are discussed in this
section.
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Assessing the community’s responses to survey questions across the four principles of flood awareness,
preparedness, response and recovery, market research undertaken as part of the SFMP and development of
the IICP, indicates a baseline of community awareness and resilience.
Council has also sought community feedback on proposed changes to the Ipswich planning scheme, including
the draft revised flood overlay. A number of submitters responded specifically about flooding and stormwater
issues in the context of planning and development.
The regional SFMP market research, local community survey and review of the flood-related submissions on
the Ipswich planning scheme help to provide a baseline understanding of community tolerability to unmitigated
flood risk.

9.7.1

Overview

The Queensland Government undertook market research as part of the SFMP to further develop their
understanding of community flood awareness and resilience within the Brisbane River Catchment. Key findings
presented in the Technical Evidence Report (2019)41 are available, organised by locality, enabling Ipswichspecific data to be used. Furthermore, market research conducted as part of the IICP has been tailored from
the survey design of SFMP survey questions to enable direct comparison.
From the comprehensive SFMP survey, 12% of respondents were Ipswich residents and the IICP survey
received over 190 responses. Analysis of market research has been undertaken for both SFMP and IICP
survey results by means of a gap analysis.
The responses were categorised into four groups that align with the four principles of CAR and were ranked
by their ability to draw indicative awareness and resilience assumptions.

9.7.2

Managing Future Floods – Ipswich Community Survey

The Managing Future Floods survey comprised questions relating to flood awareness, preparedness, and
response. Approximately 190 Ipswich residents participated in the survey, which was conducted both online
and in person. Demographic data was collected to gauge if the survey population was an adequate
representation of the Ipswich community. Survey participants were from a suitable cross-section of suburbs,
however age groups over 50 years and long-term residents of Ipswich were over-represented.
Overall, the responses showed a generally good awareness of flooding risks, likelihood and terminology.
Table 9-5 shows the highlights of the data acquired from the survey.

41

Technical Evidence Report https://cloudstor.aarnet.edu.au/plus/s/o7L0vJD0Uo5UO4B
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TABLE 9-5

CATEGORISATION OF COUNCIL SURVEY QUESTIONS

CAR Focus
Flood Awareness

Questions
2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14.

Data Highlights
Generally good awareness of flood
risk, likelihood, BoM terms
Transport routes highlighted as a
vulnerability in a flood event
Most trusted sources: SES, BoM,
COUNCIL

Flood Preparedness

4, 5, 8, 11, 15, 18, 22, 24, 25,
26.

More than half respondents feel
concerned or scared about future
flooding
45% of respondents have insurance
that specifically covers flood risk
56% of respondents do not have a
household emergency plan

Flood Response

7, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23.

The majority of respondents would
‘wait and follow advice from
authorities’ in a flood
The information reported as most
needed in a flood is ‘road closures’

Flood Recovery

No questions.

Refer to BRSFMP market research.

The following sections present the results of survey questions that relate to flood awareness, preparedness
and response.
9.7.2.1

Flood Awareness

The results have been presented in this section to highlight baseline community awareness and resilience.
The following survey results relate to flood awareness. The results from Questions 2 and 3 as shown in
Figure 9-9 demonstrate that the majority of respondents have lived in the region and in the same property for
a long time. This may explain why these residents are somewhat familiar with previous flood events. However,
residents that are new to Ipswich are not well represented in this survey.

Q2 Length of residency in
Ipswich
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

50%

Q310+
How long have you lived at
years,
your current address?
45%

40%
30%

5-10
years,
16%

20%

1-5 years,
29%
Less than
1 year,
10%

10%
0%
10+ years 5-10 years 1-5 years Less than 1
year

10+ years

5-10 years

1-5 years

Less than 1
year

FIGURE 9-9 QUESTIONS 2 & 3 – LENGTH OF RESIDENCY IN IPSWICH

As shown in Figure 9-10, the vast majority of respondents have experienced a flood before and think worse
flooding than previously experienced is possible. This demonstrates a good baseline of flood awareness in the
survey population.
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Q6 Have you experienced a
flood event before?

Q9 Is a flood bigger than 1974
and 2011 possible?
No
9%

No
18%

Uncertain
21%

Yes
70%

Yes
82%

FIGURE 9-10 QUESTION 6 & 9 – FLOODING AWARENESS

As shown in Figure 9-11, when asked where flood information is found, there were a lot of different responses.
The three most common responses include Council reports (34%), flood height levels (16%), and Insurance
companies (13%). This shows that the community relies on Council to provide information about flooding,
meaning the community may expect Council to provide flood communication and engagement, meaning CAR
works may be well received. It may be effective to collaborate with insurance companies to provide information
to residents during workshops.

FIGURE 9-11 QUESTION 12 – FLOOD INFORMATION AWARENESS

While self-reported, responses in Figure 9-12 show that most respondents understand flood classifications
and are aware of how flood events would affect themselves or their property. This demonstrates good flood
awareness in the survey population.
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Q14 Do you know how these flood
classifications would affect you?

Q13 Do you know what minor,
moderate & major flood classifications
mean?

No
44%

No
39%
Yes
56%

Yes
61%

FIGURE 9-12 QUESTIONS 13 & 14 – FLOOD CLASSIFICATION AWARENESS

9.7.2.2

Flood Preparedness

This section summarises Managing Future Floods results relating to flood preparedness. This provides an
indicative baseline of how prepared the survey population is for flooding. This can be extrapolated as a
representative sample of the Ipswich community. However, young people and new residents were not well
represented which should be considered when designing CAR communication and engagement activities.

Q8 What insurance cover do you have?
Other
9%

I don't have any
insurance
11%

Not
applicable
10%

I have insurance but
unsure if covered for
flooding
25%

I have insurance which
specifically covers
flood
45%

FIGURE 9-13 QUESTION 8 - FLOOD INSURANCE
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The majority of respondents have insurance, while only a portion of those are certain their insurance covers
flooding. From Question 12, insurance companies are used to source flood risk information, therefore there
may be opportunities to include information about the benefits of having insurance during community events.

Q15 How would you feel before a flood
event?
Scared
8%

Q16 Who is responsible for your saftey
during a flood?
1%

Confident
15%

5% 1%

Council
3%
Emergency
Services

Calm
28%

Other
State Government

Concerned
49%

90%
Yourself

FIGURE 9-14 QUESTIONS 15 & 16 – FLOOD EVENTS PERSONAL FEELING AND SAFETY

Understandably, the majority of respondents would be concerned or scared in a flood event, while a quarter
reported they would be calm before a flood event occurs. While feelings are mixed, the overwhelming majority
reported they are responsible for their personal safety. This demonstrates baseline of self-responsibility
amongst the survey population. Equipping residents with information and resources to be prepared for flooding
is aided by the community being aware it is their responsibility to be safe during flood events.
9.7.2.3

Flood Response

Q5 Trusted sources of flood information
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

FIGURE 9-15 QUESTION 5 – TRUSTED SOURCES OF INFORM

The top three trusted sources of information are the State Emergency Service (SES), Bureau of Meteorology,
and the Police. This demonstrates a great awareness baseline, as these sources are credible and likely to
deliver evacuation and flood warning communications. Community trust of these organisations assists in the
distribution of information and for residents to follow instructions during a flood event.
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Q7 Action taken after flood event
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Found out
where I need to
go in a flood

Sought
information
about flood
maps

Took out
Prepared a
Spoke to my
insurance with
household
neighbours
specific flood emergency plan about what to
cover
do in a flood

Prepared a
Modified my
household
house to adapt
emergency kit
to flood

FIGURE 9-16 QUESTION 7 – HOW RESPONDENTS RESPONDED TO FLOOD EVENTS

9.7.2.4

Discussion on Tolerability

The Current and Future Flood Risk chapter introduces the categories of risk evaluation; intolerable, tolerable
or acceptable risks. Understanding the community’s tolerability to flooding helps Council to identify the level of
mitigation required in across the suite of floodplain management approaches assess in the IICP, including
community awareness and resilience measures.
The survey contained a number of questions that help to determine a baseline level of tolerability to unmitigated
flooding risks in Ipswich. The actions proposed to mitigate flood risk are considered to align with the
community’s identified tolerability of risk. The following key observations support this suggestion:
Question 15 suggest the majority of respondents would be concerned or scared in a flood event, while a quarter
reported they would be calm before a flood event occurs. The response to this question and the follow up
about who is primarily responsible for safety (question 16 – majority responded saying ‘Yourself’) suggests
that the respondents do not feel flooding risk is acceptable but will take action themselves to mitigate intolerable
risk.
Question 7 shows that action has been taken by individuals after flood event to further understand flood risk,
put an emergency plan or kit in place and/or took out specific flood-related insurance. The level of risk before
a flood event, experienced by the respondents can therefore be considered intolerable and the action taken is
mitigate this risk from future flooding events.
Question 8 shows that majority of respondents have insurance, while only a portion of those are certain their
insurance covers flooding which suggests there is a reasonable understanding of the impacts flooding may
have on property and possessions. Taking out flood insurance represents homeowners undertaking action to
reduce risk to their own home. This suggests there is still a level of intolerable risk across Ipswich that may be
mitigated by individual community members and property-owners taking action.
9.7.2.5

Validating Survey Responses

Using modelled data, answers from residents of Goodna to the survey question ‘How would you be affected
by a major flood’ were overlayed with hydraulic risk mapping to validate survey responses. Responses
correspond with flood mapping information, demonstrating residents have a good awareness of how they
would be impacted in a flood event. Impact categories and results included:


Regular travel routes affected (50% of respondents);
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Water into your yard (36% of respondents);



Water over floor of your home (7% of respondents); and



Power/utilities disconnected (7% of respondents).

Once this method was tested with Goodna data, survey results across the Ipswich LGA were compiled visually
in a map, with flood risk indicators (HR) being overlaid. The self-reported impacts of flooding have been
validated by this process, showing alignment between HR categories and survey responses. The GIS layers
have been supplied to Council for reference.

FIGURE 9-17 GOODNA FLOOD RISK WITH SURVEY RESPONSES MAP
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9.7.3

Gap Analysis of IICP Survey

9.7.3.1

Gaps Identified

A gap analysis of the Managing Future Floods market research survey identified the following:


Under-representation of survey respondents under the age of 50 years (35%);



Priority suburbs not well represented in survey;



Under-representation of survey respondents who have lived in Ipswich for less than 10 years (30%);



Under-representation of residents that have never experienced a flood before (18%); and



The following information gaps about flood recovery:


Economic, physical and mental health; and



Use of recovery services.

As a result of the small proportion of survey results that represented the entire list of priority suburbs, no further
market research was carried out in this IICP, in addition to the results being used to represent the whole LGA,
rather than being suburb specific. This decision was coupled with COVID-19 impacts and restrictions which
made this type of data collection unattainable. The results from the survey were combined with community
profile data, flood assessment, and vulnerability analysis.
9.7.3.2

Comparison to SFMP Results

As the market research conducted as part of the Brisbane River Catchment Attributes Survey (SFMP survey)
recorded which LGA respondents were from, and the IICP Managing Future Floods market research
deliberately used the same /similar questions, the work the QRA completed in presenting SFMP survey results
from Ipswich effectively expands the survey population. Across several questions, result patterns between the
SFMP and IICP surveys correlate, expanding the total survey population for Ipswich.
9.7.3.2.1

REPRESENTATION FROM UNDER 50’S

Age categories were more equally represented in the SFMP survey; therefore, these results were considered
for IICP purposes. Due to survey gaps, the use of survey results was modified to provide a general
understanding of the community, rather than specific demographic or suburb-based information.
9.7.3.2.2

SUBURB REPRESENTATION

The SFMP group’s results by LGA rather than suburbs. The IICP had a sizeable survey population across the
LGA, however suburb representation is a gap. For this reason, whole of LGA results were used to understand
general community sentiment, and therefore may not be applicable to use in priority suburb areas to represent
the views of those communities (due to small survey population size).
9.7.3.2.3

NEW TO THE AREA

Similarly, to the IICP results, there was a slight under-representation of new residents. The most common
length of residence in SFMP respondents was more than 10 years, indicating new residents may be difficult
to engage in surveys. This gap is considered when using survey results.
9.7.3.2.4

RESIDENTS THAT HAVE NEVER EXPERIENCED A FLOOD BEFORE

The majority of respondents from the IICP survey have experienced a flood before (82%), meaning that 18%
have not. This is noted as a gap in the survey results, which is more equally represented in the SFMP survey.
From SFMP results, more than half of the respondents (57%) have been impacted, with the majority citing the
2011 floods. For those who had been impacted, 29% felt nervous when flooding is expected in their area, this
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figure increases to 44% for those not fluent in the English language. This shows correlation between the two
surveys’ results.
This ties in with the awareness vulnerability category that has due consideration of the non-English speaking
population as a potential driver for communication and engagement, following the approach detailed in the
implementation strategy.
9.7.3.2.5

INFORMATION ABOUT FLOOD RECOVERY

While 82% of Managing Future Flood Risk survey respondents reported they have experienced a flood before,
there is a gap in understanding how flood events have affected respondents, and about their flood recovery
experience.
For the respondents who reported to have experienced a flood previously, it would be beneficial to the CAR
work package to understand the impact of flooding on their household. This may be something Council
chooses to enquire about in future surveys, as suggested in the implementation strategy. For the purposes of
the CAR work package, results from the SFMP were used to understand flood impacts and recovery services
used (27% of respondents had engaged with a recovery service).
SFMP key findings about flood response and recovery were as follows:
Direct and indirect impacts to businesses have been substantial, with 32% of respondents expecting flooding
to their workplace during a major flood;
Around 68% of respondents noted that they needed to take time off work during flood recovery periods; and
Evacuation was identified as a major issue, with most respondents indicating that they do not have a planned
evacuation route if a flood event occurred today.
A list of additional market research options presented to Council can be found in Appendix R.
9.7.3.3

Using Survey Results

SFMP survey results, particularly about flood recovery, have been considered in the design of the CAR
approach presented in separate implementation strategy document as part of this work package. IICP survey
results provided an understanding of the Ipswich community, and where possible, suburb-specific insights
(e.g., that Goodna had much lower trust in Police as a source of information than the average for Ipswich, or
respondents from Karalee).
Understanding community sentiment informs what communication and engagement options can be included
in the CAR work package. For example, understanding what the trusted sources of information are and where
flood risk information is sought helps inform who messaging should come from to be effective.
Furthermore, understanding what proportion of respondents have employed a household emergency plan or
have taken out flood insurance indicates what practical preparedness actions can be suggested to the
community.
In the Goodna case study, survey results are presented for the Ipswich LGA, Goodna and Karalee for
comparison of perspectives.
9.7.3.4

Ipswich City Council Planning Scheme Community Consultation

Simultaneously to the IICP body of works, Council was undertaking a planning scheme amendment and sought
community feedback on proposed changes and received 510 responses.
From all issues raised during the planning scheme amendment process, there were 29 issue categories
relating to ‘Flooding and major urban stormwater flow paths’. For IICP analysis, two metrics were collected,
being:


the number of respondents that identified these are issues they were concerned about (117); and
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the frequency that each of the 29 issues were mentioned.

As 117 out of 510 respondents mentioned flooding issues were of concern (23%), this demonstrates flooding
is an issue the community cares about.In general, the majority of comments relating to flooding and stormwater
expressed concerns about:


Impacts on house prices,



Impacts on insurance premiums; and



Whether the accuracy of the mapping is representative of historic or possible events.

The number of comments received similar to accuracy of mapping infers that the community has some level
of tolerance towards development occurring lower risk flood events which supports the analysis in section
9.7.2.
Some of the concerns raised during the planning scheme consultation provide an opportunity to include
specific content within the communication and engagement activities to increase awareness and education
about technical flood response and planning. Council responses to submissions are tabulated in Appendix Q
and draw a link to the IICP and CAR work package in particular.
Key points are summarised below:






Over 60 submitters expressed the view that the overlay mapping should be based on historic levels from
known events and to represent “possible” floods.


Infers Council’s mapping is conservative with respect to perceived future development ‘restrictions’
which suggests a level of acceptance and tolerance to flooding with respect to future development in
the floodplain – it is noted that these perceptions may not reflect the community perspective on
tolerability.



This provides an opportunity to better communicate an understanding of how flood hazard mapping
is created, and modelling is calibrated to historic flood information.

Over 40 submitters stated that the specific land has never flooded and is now shown at risk in the draft
overlay mapping.


As above, this infers Council’s overlay mapping may be conservative with respect to planning and
development suggesting a level of tolerance to flooding risks.



This provides an opportunity to better communicate an understanding of the likelihood and frequency
of flood events that the mapping is based upon.

A few submitters expressed the view that existing infrastructure is inadequate or not correctly maintained
and should be better managed to avoid localised flooding.


Contrary to the above key points, these submissions infer that more can be done to reduce the level
of risk in Ipswich, suggesting a level of intolerable risk remains that should be mitigated by
infrastructure;



This provides an opportunity to promote the findings of the IICP with particular attention to new or
improved infrastructure and communicate that larger and more rare flood events can happen that
overwhelm existing infrastructure.

Further detail is presented in Appendix Q.
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Part B

Methodologies & results
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9.8

Methodology, Results and Analysis

Resilient communities in the event of a severe emergency or disaster are those that work together to function
and sustain critical systems under stress, adapt to changes and be self-reliant. The methodology outlined in
this section focuses on identifying exposure and vulnerability across the Ipswich LGA and how the data is used
to determine a suite of communication and engagement activities aimed at increasing preparedness,
awareness, response and recovery to identified vulnerable suburbs. Figure 9-18 illustrates where the methods,
results and data analysis in this chapter report fits into the broader IICP and other reports in the CAR work
package.

FIGURE 9-18 OVERVIEW INPUTS & COMPONENTS OF THE CAR WORK PACKAGE
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9.9

Flood Risk Exposure Data and Analysis

Exposure to flood hazards is presented in the Current and Future Flood Risk Chapter. The following flood risk
factors are considered in the CAR work:


Hydraulic Risk;



Time to Inundation;



Duration of Inundation; and



Flood Islands.

These flood risk factors have been mapped across the Ipswich LGA to illustrate the full spectrum of flooding
risks to communities of interest.
9.9.1.1

Understanding Flood Risk

Hydraulic Risk (HR) Categories
The hydraulic risk matrix correlates the depth of flood waters with how fast flood waters move – or flood
velocity. Depth and velocity are important to identify as they are key components that make flooding dangerous
for people and properties.
The combined risk of depth and velocity is ranked to enable flood risk to be mapped over geographic areas.
This enables the severity of flood risk to be differentiated and to focus on the suburbs, properties, or
infrastructure most at risk. The HR matrix in Table 9-6 ranks flood risk from HR1 (c) which is the worst risk to
HR5 which poses the least risk. This includes flood likelihood (AEP). Generally, the risk evaluation moves
‘diagonally from the bottom right to top left of the matrix, as indicated in Table 9-6. Higher frequency flood
events associated with the 1 in 10 and 1 in 20 which carry lower hazard associated with the H1 hazard category
are more ‘tolerable’ than events with higher hazards, these categories are ranked in section 9.11 as part of the
prioritisation of suburbs.
TABLE 9-6

HYDRAULIC RISK MATRIX

AEP

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

PMF

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

HR5

1 in 2000

HR5

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR4

HR4

1 in 500

HR5

HR4

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR3 (c)

HR3 (c)

1 in 100

HR4

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (c)

HR2 (c)

1 in 50

HR4

HR3 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

1 in 20

HR3 (a)

HR2 (b)

HR2 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

1 in 10

HR2 (a)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (b)

HR1 (c)

HR1 (c)

Property Inundation (TTI and Duration)
Time to inundation (TTI) is how many hours it takes for floodwaters to reach a property from the source/s of
the flood. Where TTI is less than 6 hours, residents and businesses have a short time to react to flood warnings
and will need to be aware of their flood risk and potentially self-evacuate. It is important that people in these
areas are well prepared.
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Duration of inundation refers to how many hours properties will have floodwaters present on them. This is
important to consider as residents who may shelter in place on the upper levels of buildings will need to be
self-sufficient for this period. Structural damage to buildings can also increase with longer inundation times,
which may decrease the safety of choosing not to evacuate.
Further information is provided about inundation times, duration of inundation and what this means for the
Ipswich community in the Current and Future Flood Risk and Emergency Management work packages of the
IICP.
Flood Islands
Flood islands relate to areas that can become surrounded by water in a flood event. These can be either high
or low flood islands. Low flood islands become completely inundated during a flood event, whereas high flood
islands become isolated from surrounded areas by floodwaters but remain dry.
High flood islands help to identify properties that are at risk of isolation. During a flood event, if residents within
a high flood island do not evacuate, they would need to be self-sufficient for the duration of the flood – meaning
access roads would become inundated.
Road Immunity
Road immunity identifies roads that are immune to certain flood levels, meaning these roads would not be cut
off up to and including a flood event of that magnitude. This is important to aid evacuation planning. Further
information on this can be found in the Emergency Management work package of the IICP.
9.9.1.2

Communities of Interest

Communities of interest are geographic boundaries that contain two or more suburbs and which share similar
demographic and geographic traits. The boundaries provided by Council provide the tools to ensure focussed
messaging in these communities has due consideration of flood risk factors. The mapping is contained in
Appendix F. This section discusses the flood risk factors and provides mapping for communities of interest
with the highest exposure.
9.9.1.2.1

HYDRAULIC RISK BY COMMUNITY OF INTEREST

Figure 9-19 shows the number of residential properties exposed to the highest hydraulic risk categories, HR1
(c) to HR3(c) by community of interest. As shown in the graph, Booval, East Ipswich and North Booval have
the highest exposure, followed by Goodna, Gailes and Camira. These communities are shown in Figure 9-21
and Figure 9-22 respectively.
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FIGURE 9-19 HYDRAULIC RISK EXPOSURE (NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES WITHIN HR CATEGORY
HR1(C) TO HR3(C)) BY COMMUNITY OF INTEREST
9.9.1.2.2

PROPERTY INUNDATION

Figure 9-20 shows the number of residential properties with a time to inundation of under 6 hours. As shown
in the graph, Booval, East Ipswich and North Booval are the communities with the largest number of properties
with short lead-times, followed by Goodna, Gailes and Camira. These communities are shown in Figure 9-21
and Figure 9-22 respectively.
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FIGURE 9-20 NUMBER OF PROPERTIES BY COMMUNITY OF INTEREST WITH A TIME TO INUNDATION OF LESS
THAN 6 HOURS
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FIGURE 9-21 FLOOD RISK EXPOSURE BY COMMUNITY OF INTEREST – BOOVAL, EAST IPSWICH AND NORTH
BOOVAL

FIGURE 9-22 FLOOD RISK EXPOSURE BY COMMUNITY OF INTEREST – GOODNA, GAILES AND CAMIRA
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9.9.1.2.3

FLOOD ISLANDS

Figure 9-23 shows the number of high and low flood islands by community of interest. As shown in the graph,
Rosewood and Ripley Valley have the highest number of high flood islands, and Ashfield, Lanefield,
Grandchester and Calvert have the largest number of low flood islands, although these are largely in rural
areas. Rosewood and Ripley Valley communities are shown in Figure 9-24 and Figure 9-25 respectively.
Higher resolution mapping for each community of interest is provided in Appendix F.

FIGURE 9-23 NUMBER OF LOW AND HIGH FLOOD ISLANDS BY COMMUNITY OF INTEREST
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FIGURE 9-24 FLOOD RISK EXPOSURE BY COMMUNITY OF INTEREST – ROSEWOOD

FIGURE 9-25 FLOOD RISK EXPOSURE BY COMMUNITY OF INTEREST – RIPLEY VALLEY
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9.10

Community Vulnerability Data and Analysis

In the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter, vulnerability factors awareness, physical vulnerability, socioeconomic vulnerability and mobility were considered in detail across the Ipswich LGA. Please refer to the
Current and Future Flood Risk chapter for a detailed methodology.
This section describes how the vulnerability analysis is used to inform communication and engagement
activities and to determine priority suburbs.
9.10.1.1

Indicators

The suite of vulnerability indicators strongly relates to community vulnerability during flood events and are
summarised in Table 9-7.
TABLE 9-7

SUMMARY OF VULNERABILITY INDICATORS

Factor

Vulnerability Indicators

Awareness Vulnerability

Speaks Language Other Than English (LOTE) at home
Without internet access
New to the area

Physical Vulnerability

Age: Under 5 years, or over 65 years
Lone person household and over 65 years
Require assistance (age/disability)

Mobility Vulnerability

Without vehicle access
One parent family
Family grouped households of 5 or more (proxy for families with
‘3 or more children’ used in SFMP method)

Social & Economic Vulnerability

Renting (house tenure)
Household income (<$650)
Unemployed (seeking work)

The percentage of persons by each vulnerability indicator within the ABS statistical area 1 (SA1) location was
used to determine an overall vulnerability index for each of the four factors. Each vulnerability factor has been
mapped across the Ipswich LGA by SA1 area, as shown in Figure 9-26 to Figure 9-29. The distribution shows
the highest vulnerability in the darker shades of red are mainly located around the inner-city suburbs and
towards the east of the LGA.
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FIGURE 9-26 PHYSICAL VULNERABILITY

FIGURE 9-27 SOCIO-ECONOMIC VULNERABILITY
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FIGURE 9-28 MOBILITY VULNERABILITY

FIGURE 9-29 AWARENESS VULNERABILITY
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9.10.1.2

Suburb-scale Vulnerability Drivers

A suburb may contain multiple SA1’s and hence an average vulnerability index has been calculated and
assigned to each suburb. The vulnerability factor with the highest index is known as the vulnerability driver for
that particular suburb. Figure 9-30 shows the vulnerability driver by suburb. Vulnerability drivers determine the
communication and engagement approach for a suburb aligning with the four principles (or focus areas) of
Awareness, Preparedness, Response and Recovery. Vulnerability drivers for each suburb are listed in
Appendix T within the exposure and vulnerability summary. Table 9-8 shows the vulnerability drivers and
corresponding suburbs.

FIGURE 9-30 VULNERABILITY DRIVER BY SUBURB
9.10.1.2.1

METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING VULNERABILITY DRIVERS

From the above methodology, each SA1 area will have a normalised value for each of the vulnerability indices.
Each suburb is made up of multiple SA1 areas, and the vulnerability scores of these SA1 areas within each
suburb are summed and averaged by the number of SA1 areas. This was repeated for each vulnerability type,
for each suburb. From these results, the average score that is the highest within each suburb is identified as
the driver of vulnerability.
For clarity, ‘Vulnerability Driver’ is used to name the priority type of vulnerability for each suburb. This provides
a focus for suburb-scale communication and engagement within the four categories of flood awareness,
preparedness, response, and recovery, as an entry point to the continual cycle (shown in Figure 9-31).
Communication and engagement will still need to be applied to the other principles.
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FIGURE 9-31 ALIGNING VULNERABILITY DRIVERS AND CAR FOCUS AREAS

9.10.1.3

Results of Suburb-scale Vulnerability Driver Analysis

The driver of vulnerability has been calculated for each suburb within the Ipswich LGA (based on statistical
analysis). These results are shown in Table 9-8. While the Implementation Plan lists this information for priority
suburbs, this data for all suburbs enables the CAR approach in the Implementation Strategy to be applied to
other suburbs by Council staff over time.
The majority of suburbs have been identified as having physical vulnerability, which includes the indicators of
age, isolation and requiring assistance. This has been found to be the most prominent cause of vulnerability
in Ipswich. CAR activities can be focused towards increasing flood preparedness, to mitigate vulnerabilities
caused by age, isolation and those needing assistance.
TABLE 9-8

VULNERABILITY DRIVERS ACROSS IPSWICH SUBURBS

Vulnerability Driver

Suburb

Awareness

Gailes, Goodna, West Ipswich, Redbank Plains, Redbank, Springfield Central,
Swanbank, South Ripley, Collingwood Park, Springfield Lakes, Spring Mountain,
Amberley, Purga, Chuwar, Brookwater.

Physical

Leichhardt, Dinmore, Booval, Ebbw Vale, Riverview, One Mile, Churchill, North
Ipswich, Eastern Heights, Rosewood, Bundamba, Coalfalls, East Ipswich, Moores
Pocket, Raceview, Brassall, Silkstone, Woodend, Tivoli, Basin Pocket, Newtown,
Bellbird Park, Calvert, Blackstone, Springfield, Augustine Heights, Marburg, Peak
Crossing, Yamanto, North Tivoli, Grandchester, Camira, Walloon, Muirlea,
Thagoona, Pine Mountain, Mutdapilly, Mount Forbes, Flinders View, Ripley,
Karalee, Karrabin, Deebing Heights, Barellan Point, Tallegalla, Mount Marrow,
Ironbark.

Mobility

Leichhardt, Sadliers Crossing, Willowbank, Jeebropilly, Lower Mount Walker,
Mount Mort.

Socio-Economic

Ipswich, North Booval, Lanefield, Ashwell.
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9.11

Suburb Prioritisation Methodology

Community awareness and resilience focuses on increasing the capacity and capability for flood awareness,
preparedness, response, and recovery in Ipswich. To be responsive to different needs of the Ipswich
community, the analysis and identification of the most at-risk and vulnerable communities has been developed
at a suburb scale.
This prioritisation was achieved through combining each suburb’s vulnerability and level of flood risk to enable
suburbs to be ranked. This process is illustrated in Figure 9-32. In addition, Goodna and Karalee are included
as priority suburbs, having been identified for this assessment by Council.

Exposure
ranking

Vulnerability
ranking

Most at-risk
communities
“Priority
suburbs”

FIGURE 9-32 PRIORITISATION METHODOLOGY

9.11.1.1

Hydraulic Risk Exposure Ranking

Hydraulic risk can be categorised into 1-10 scores, with 1 given to the highest hazard and most frequent
flooding category (HR1(c)). Hydraulic risk matrix was converted to scores, reflecting tolerability to risk as
follows:


HR5 – 10



HR4 – 9



HR2(a) – 8



HR3(a) – 7



HR3(b) – 6



HR3(c) – 5



HR2(b) – 4



HR2(c) – 3



HR1(b) – 2



HR1(c) – 1

Scores between 1 to 6 were regarded as high hydraulic risk, and the number of buildings in these areas was
included in the exposure and vulnerability ranking process. Table 9-9 shows the top 20 suburbs ranked by
combined vulnerability index across the Ipswich LGA.
The hydraulic risk ranking is used in combination with vulnerability data to determine the priority suburbs, which
are focused on and further analysed. A CAR plan for each priority suburb has been developed and can be
found in the Implementation Strategy (Part B).
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TABLE 9-9

SUBURBS RANKED BY HYDRAULIC RISK EXPOSURE

Suburb

Hydraulic Risk Exposure
(Number of Residential
Properties within HR Category
HR1(c) to HR3(c)) 42

Hydraulic Risk Exposure
Ranking

Goodna

596

1

Brassall

547

2

North Booval

515

3

Bundamba

493

4

Karalee

394

5

East Ipswich

313

6

One Mile

312

7

Ipswich

244

8

Moores Pocket

229

9

North Ipswich

212

10

Churchill

203

11

Raceview

193

12

Basin Pocket

192

13

Barellan Point

178

14

Amberley

171

15

West Ipswich

121

16

Leichhardt

117

17

Redbank Plains

112

18

Woodend

111

19

Yamanto

111

20

9.11.1.2

Combined Vulnerability Ranking

The four vulnerability factors were combined within each SA1 locality and mapped across the Ipswich LGA in
the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter.
Vulnerability was mapped at a suburb scale based on socio-demographic vulnerability indicators. Each suburb
was given a vulnerability score (between 0-1) depending on how many vulnerability indicators are represented
and the proportion of the suburb displaying that vulnerability (based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data).

42
Limitations with the building dataset are discussed in the Current and Future Flood Risk Chapter.
Categories of building considered in the analysis only includes those listed as Residential. Some
accommodation may not be included in the exposure analysis if it has been categorised as community and
public facility.
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A mean average combined vulnerability index was calculated for each suburb and used to rank suburbs and
identify the most vulnerable communities. Table 9-10 shows the top 20 suburbs ranked by combined
vulnerability index across the Ipswich LGA.
Priority suburbs were determined by using both vulnerability ranking and hydraulic risk exposure data. Once
identified, the top ten priority suburbs were focused on in the CAR Implementation Strategy (Part B, priority
suburb plans).
TABLE 9-10 SUBURBS RANKED BY COMBINED VULNERABILITY

Suburb

Average Combined
Vulnerability Score (SA1)

Vulnerability Ranking

Leichhardt

0.651

1

Gailes

0.639

2

Dinmore

0.608

3

Ipswich

0.602

4

Goodna

0.595

5

Booval

0.588

6

Ebbw Vale

0.585

7

Riverview

0.574

8

West Ipswich

0.569

9

One Mile

0.522

10

Redbank Plains

0.518

11

North Booval

0.508

12

Churchill

0.503

13

North Ipswich

0.500

14

Eastern Heights

0.499

15

Rosewood

0.497

16

Bundamba

0.491

17

Coalfalls

0.485

18

East Ipswich

0.483

19

Moores Pocket43

0.477

20

43

In the Emergency Management chapter, Moores Pocket has been identified as having a large number of potentially vulnerability residents (over 55’s
retirement village) however the CAR suburb prioritisation analysis is not based on the prevalence of particular land uses. While priority suburbs can be
focused on in the short-term, expanding activities to additional suburbs including Moores Pocket over the long-term (in order of ranked prioritisation) may also
be considered (as per recommendation CR7).
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9.11.1.3

Priority Suburbs

Table 9-11 provides a list of the priority suburbs that reveal the most at-risk and vulnerable communities in
Ipswich on which to focus communication and engagement activities. It should be noted that Karalee has been
requested by Council to be included as a priority suburb, despite it being ranked 34th, due to issues with high
flood island isolation and long periods of inundation duration; leading to resupply issues (discussed further in
the Emergency Management Report Chapter). Mapping of top ten suburbs can be found in Appendix U.
TABLE 9-11 PRIORITY SUBURBS BASED ON VULNERABILITY AND HR EXPOSURE RANKING

Overall
Ranking

Suburb

Vulnerability
Driver

Vulnerability
Ranking

Hydraulic
Risk
Exposure

HR
Exposure
Ranking

Combined
Score

1

Goodna

Awareness

5

596

1

6

2

Ipswich

SocioEconomic

4

244

8

12

3

North
Booval

SocioEconomic

12

515

3

15

4

One Mile

Physical

10

312

7

17

5

Leichhardt

Mobility

1

117

17

18

6

Bundamba

Physical

17

493

4

21

7

North
Ipswich

Physical

14

212

10

24

8

Churchill

Physical

13

203

11

24

9

Brassall

Physical

23

547

2

25

10

East Ipswich

Physical

19

313

6

25

34

Karalee

Physical

67

394

5

72
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9.11.1.3.2

VULNERABILITY OF PRIORITY SUBURBS

Table 9-12 provides an overview of the vulnerability indicators that comprise vulnerability categories
(awareness, socio-economic, physical and mobility). These demographics (sourced from the census data via
www.abs.gov.au) represent the most at-risk and vulnerable communities (to flood risk) in the Ipswich LGA.
Data is sourced from ABS 2016 Census, and some statistics differ from Profile ID data, however for
consistency and statistical accuracy across work packages, it is important that ABS data is used.

Ipswich LGA

One Mile

North Ipswich

North Booval

Leichhardt

Karalee

Ipswich (CBD)

Goodna

East Ipswich

Churchill

Brassall

Vulnerability
Indices

Bundamba

TABLE 9-12 VULNERABILITY BREAKDOWN OF PRIORITY SUBURBS

Physical Vulnerability (%)
Under 5 years

5.6

7.1

7.5

6.6

9.2

4.3

6.5

9.6

9.5

7.7

7.7

8.4

Over 65 years

14.2

13.0

12.1

13.2

9.9

17.9

9.4

10.8

8.5

15.0

14.2

10.7

Lone-person
household

9.0

10.0

9.4

12.8

6.5

18.6

3.2

9.4

7.9

11.7

11.8

2.7

Require
assistance

7.7

6.3

7.5

6.1

5.5

12.3

3.5

9.0

7.7

8.9

8.5

5.7

Social and Economic Vulnerability (%)
Renting
(house tenure)

46.5

43.8

41.0

40.9

51.9

56.1

11.2

60.0

53.0

35.2

43.9

39.7

Household
income

18.1

18.1

16.4

23.1

20.0

27.8

5.6

26.3

18.3

20.4

26.0

22.8

Unemployed
(seeking work)

9.2

10.5

13.0

10.1

14.3

13.4

4.7

17.1

12.7

9.3

12.2

9.0

Mobility Vulnerability (%)
Without
vehicle access

7.1

6.6

6.0

8.5

7.8

20.3

0.4

10.4

7.3

8.5

9.1

5.4

One parent
families

22.1

21.8

27.8

26.6

25.5

27.5

8.3

37.3

28.9

21.1

28.1

19.0

Group
households

2.8

4.3

3.4

4.4

4.2

5.6

0.8

3.6

4.2

2.8

4.0

7.2

Awareness Vulnerability (%)
Residents new
to area

16.8

14.7

15.6

14.0

14.1

12.3

12.2

18.9

16.5

14.1

12.9

14.8

Speaks LOTE
at home

4.5

8.4

7.6

6.3

30.4

8.0

3.2

7.0

7.9

3.8

3.8

11.8
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17.1

19.9

Ipswich LGA

Ipswich (CBD)

18.0

One Mile

Goodna

15.5

North Ipswich

East Ipswich

15.4

North Booval

Churchill

17.9

20.7

16.4

19.6

20.6

13.8

Karalee

Bundamba

Without
internet
access

Brassall

Vulnerability
Indices

Leichhardt

Item 4 / Attachment 2.

6.1

EXPOSURE OF PRIORITY SUBURBS

Table 9-13 shows the hydraulic risk exposure of the priority suburbs. As shown, Brassall has the highest
number of properties in the top 6 HR categories.
TABLE 9-13 HYDRAULIC RISK – NUMBER OF BUILDINGS WITHIN HYDRAULIC RISK RATING CATEGORIES

Suburb

HR1 (c)

HR1 (b)

HR2 (c)

HR2 (b)

HR3 (b)

HR3 (c)

Total

Brassall

79

112

110

101

88

171

661

Bundamba

139

32

134

84

30

120

539

Churchill

87

2

50

26

-

31

196

East Ipswich

53

63

65

67

-

203

451

Goodna

151

10

185

147

45

328

866

Ipswich

89

93

22

23

-

31

258

Karalee

68

-

168

19

90

213

558

Leichhardt

16

-

43

16

-

66

141

North Booval

67

21

192

117

28

456

881

North Ipswich

48

8

44

35

52

175

362

One Mile

62

-

67

85

-

199

413

Table 9-14 shows the number of flood islands and buildings within low and high flood islands by priority suburb.
TABLE 9-14 FLOOD ISLANDS – NUMBER OF LOW AND HIGH FLOOD ISLANDS AND ASSOCIATED BUILDINGS

Suburb

Low Island

High Island

Total

Low Island No of
Buildings

High Island No of
Buildings

Total

Brassall

5

4

9

98

194

292

Bundamba

11

1

12

154

83

237

Churchill

2

0

2

11

0

11

East Ipswich

6

0

6

0

347

347

Goodna

5

1

6

16

28

44
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Suburb

Low Island

High Island

Total

Low Island No of
Buildings

High Island No of
Buildings

Total

Ipswich

5

2

7

47

34

81

Karalee

5

5

10

208

34

242

Leichhardt

0

1

1

85

0

85

North Booval

1

0

1

0

85

85

North Ipswich

1

1

2

11

9

20

One Mile

1

1

2

10

20

30

Table 9-15 shows the number of residential properties within priority suburbs with a time to inundation issue.
TABLE 9-15 PROPERTIES WITH A TIME TO INUNDATION OF UNDER 6 HOURS

Priority Suburb

Properties with a TTI <6 hours

Brassall

60

Bundamba

42

Churchill

1

East Ipswich

72

Goodna

89

Ipswich

7

Karalee

0

Leichhardt

0

North Booval

35

North Ipswich

0

One Mile

0

The following maps show flood risk for the priority suburbs. The mapping displays all HR categories in a similar
way to the SFMP with exception to HR1(c) and HR1(b) which are considered the highest hydraulic risk with
generally intolerable levels of risk to the community. High resolution mapping for every suburb and at the
community of interest scale across the Ipswich LGA is presented in Appendix F.
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FIGURE 9-33 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – BRASSALL

FIGURE 9-34 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – BUNDAMBA
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FIGURE 9-35 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – CHURCHILL

FIGURE 9-36 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – EAST IPSWICH
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FIGURE 9-37 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – GOODNA

FIGURE 9-38 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – IPSWICH CENTRAL
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FIGURE 9-39 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – KARALEE

FIGURE 9-40 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – LEICHHARDT
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FIGURE 9-41 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – NORTH BOOVAL
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FIGURE 9-42 FLOOD RISK SUMMARY – ONE MILE

9.11.2

Community Profiles Methodology & Data

The Queensland Reconstruction Authority (QRA), working with Local Governments, has developed a template
for community profiles to assist with implementation of both the Queensland Emergency Risk Management
Framework and the QRA Recovery Information and Reporting Cycle.
Community profiles provide an understanding of the community prior to disasters and capture a range of
information including key characteristics about the natural environment, socio-demographics, political and
social structures, economic activities, community facilities, and local institutions. As part of the IICP, community
profiles provide information in one document for Council or key emergency managers to use during flood
events.
For the purposes of the CAR and for Council to use in disaster preparedness, a suburb-scale profile has been
developed. Each profile is a dynamic report, which is designed to be further updated and maintained over time
by Council, providing an understanding of the community prior to a disaster.
Community profiles are listed as an appendix to the CAR Implementation Plan document.
Using the list of most at-risk suburbs and vulnerable communities, a community profile template has been
developed and used for each priority suburb. The profile provides insights across the five key themes of
resilience:


Human and social;



Economy;



Built;



Roads and transport; and



Environment.
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9.11.2.1

Human and Social

Social vulnerability indicators for the Ipswich LGA are presented in Table 9-16. Key headlines from the
community profiles of the priority suburbs are as follows:


North Booval contains 28% one parent families – 9% higher than the LGA average



Goodna contains 30% of population that speak a language other than English at home – 19% above the
LGA average



Ipswich CBD contains 17.9% people over 65 years of age – 7% above the LGA average.

TABLE 9-16 KEY HUMAN AND SOCIAL INDICATORS COMMUNITY PROFILE SUMMARY – IPSWICH LGA

Category

Indicator

Ipswich LGA (%)

Population overview

Number of students (Primary - Tertiary)

32.2

Number under 5 years

8.4

Number over 65 years

10.7

Require assistance (age/disability)

5.7

Renting (house tenure)

39.7

Household with <$650 gross weekly household
income

22.8

Labour Force Unemployed (seeking work)

9.0

One parent families

19.0

Language other than English at home

11.8

Not proficient in English

1.7

New to area (internal / overseas arrivals)

14.8

Without internet access

13.8
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9.11.2.3

Building Profile Summary

Key buildings and emergency service buildings for the Ipswich LGA are presented in Table 9-17. The key
headlines from community profiles are as follows:


Goodna contains 14 childcare centres, 4 supermarkets and 4 petrol stations. Approximately 10% of the
LGA total for each building type.



22 of total 61 Primary and High Schools in Ipswich are located in the top ten priority suburbs

TABLE 9-17 KEY BUILDINGS COMMUNITY PROFILE SUMMARY – IPSWICH LGA

Category

Indicator

LGA

Key buildings & amenity

Childcare facilities

157

Primary schools

48

High schools

13

Other types of Schools (e.g., combined, special education)

15

Hospitals

6

Medical centres

3

Nursing Home / Age care facilities

5

Centrelink or Medicare offices

2

Places of worship

45

Hotels/motels

5

Community hall / community centre

6

Financial Services (Westpac, Commonwealth, ANZ, other)

14

Bank Facilities (ATMs)

11

Supermarkets

39

Petrol Stations

40

Police stations

9

Ambulance stations

4

Fire stations

8

Emergency Services
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9.11.2.4

Economic Profile Summary

A high-level indicator used to show the economic profile for each of the priority suburbs is the top 3 industry
types as a percentage of total employment. The key headlines from the community profiles are as follows:


Healthcare/social assistance industry is the lead employment industry in the Ipswich LGA; and



Over 14% of population in each of the suburbs of Brassall, East Ipswich, North Ipswich, Leichhardt and
One Mile are employed in the Healthcare/social assistance industry.

9.11.2.5

Transport Profile Summary

Key indicators for the transport profile of the Ipswich LGA are presented in Table 9-18. The key headlines are
as follows:


Karalee contains 78km of local owned roads



Brassall contains over 10km of state-owned roads



The only helicopter landing zone is located in the Ipswich CBD.

TABLE 9-18 KEY TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS COMMUNITY PROFILE SUMMARY – IPSWICH
LGA

Category

Indicator

LGA

Infrastructure

Airport (Minor and Major)

1

Helicopter Landing Zones

1

Roads (State Owned - KMs)

333.3

Roads (Locally Owned - KMs)

2931.9

Railway – Station

27

Railway – (Freight / Passenger – KMs)

3918.6

9.11.2.6

Environmental Profile Summary

Through the land use zoning analysis, environmental areas are included in the assessment of exposure. The
Parks and Recreation Areas (km2) and number of Identified Flora and Fauna (protected species etc) categories
are used as a proxy for environmental areas. Key headlines from the community profiles are as follows:


2,405 flora and fauna species have been identified in Goodna, the highest of the priority suburbs; and



There is 0.9km2 of parks and recreation area in Leichhardt, the highest of the priority suburbs.
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9.12

Practical Application

The CAR work package comprises four documents:
Report Chapter (Technical Evidence Report) for CAR background information (Part A) and methods, data
and results (Part B);
Implementation Strategy detailing the approach developed for CAR in Ipswich;
Implementation Plan providing an overview of how the CAR strategy can be applied in priority suburbs;
and
The Goodna Case Study providing greater detail about one priority suburb; using the CAR implementation
strategy to develop a plan and draft resources for the Goodna community.

9.12.1

Community Awareness and Resilience Implementation Strategy

The purpose of the CAR Implementation Strategy (and associated Plan) is to provide detail regarding how
community awareness and resilience can be enhanced through the Ipswich LGA. CAR focuses on building
community awareness and preparedness and capacity to respond and recover from floods. Without being
prescriptive, this report provides a strategy for Council to apply to their existing governance structures,
communications and engagement plans, and LGA specific expertise.
The Implementation Strategy and Plan are closely linked. The Strategy outlines the approach to facilitate
greater flood awareness and community resilience in the Ipswich LGA as a part of the IICP. The Plan then
uses this Strategy to outline a CAR approach for the priority suburbs identified (suburbs having a combination
of high flood risk and demographic vulnerability). The Plan demonstrates what flood risk information should be
translated to suburb-scale communities and provides a structure for implementation. This work package has
been developed to be fit-for-purpose to the needs of Council in implementing learnings from the IICP for the
community.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The Strategy has been designed for Council staff that are likely to implement CAR activities in the community
over a number of years. It is anticipated that this will include Council staff from the following parts of Council:


Emergency Management Unit;



Environmental Education and Partnerships;



Corporate Communications and Community Engagement; and



Community Development.

The Strategy has been written with this audience in mind. Part A focuses on what the objectives of CAR are,
what should be considered when designing communication and engagement activities and provides a
‘template’ approach that Council staff can use to implement CAR.
The Plan provides information for priority suburbs, including a demographic and vulnerability summary, suburbscale flood risk (informed by other work packages) and overview maps to represent key aspects of flood risk,
and an outline of what communication and engagement activities could be implemented in each suburb.

9.12.2

Community Awareness and Resilience Case Study – Goodna

Goodna has been severely impacted by flood events in the past. Considering how the community can become
more aware and resilient to floods is important due to the suburb’s exposure to flood risk, combined with
demographic vulnerability. This case study examines past flooding, steps through applying the implementation
strategy for use, and outlines communication and engagement activities, including draft development of
communication collateral and how to engage the community.
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The intended audience for this case study is Council staff who work with the community of Goodna. The case
study has been prepared to effectively communicate to staff that may not have technical knowledge about
flood risk and exposure.
Collateral drafts are text only to allow Council corporate communications branding and style guides to be
applied. It is suggested that QRA’s Get Ready Queensland branding be used to strengthen regional
consistency and messaging and build association in the community with this branding. Logos can be
downloaded through the QRA’s Council hub.

FIGURE 9-43 QRA BRANDING FILES ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE

Based on the case study, Council staff can further develop collateral based on internal requirements. CAR
building activities can be considered by staff for inclusion in existing and future communication and
engagement plans that Council may be implementing in Goodna.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The CAR Implementation Strategy and Plan follow this six-step approach developed for enhancing community
resilience. The Strategy is structured to follow each step. This process is intended to be ongoing.

FIGURE 9-44 THE SIX STEP CAR APPROACH
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9.12.3

IICP CAR Approach

Under each step, additional information on what data, principles or considerations are needed is shown in
Figure 9-45. This includes correlation of ‘who, what, where, when, why and how’ detail to aid implementation
planning.

FIGURE 9-45 CAR APPROACH DEVELOPED FOR THE IPSWICH IICP

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

9.12.3.1

IICP CAR Implementation

Community awareness and resilience is primarily delivered through successful communication, education, and
engagement activities that build capacity within the community. This includes communities remaining
functional through times of stress, being adaptable to changes in the environment, being self-reliant if
resources are cut-off; and learning from experience over time.
The CAR work package recommends a structured approach to enable the Ipswich community to be flood
aware and prepared and to respond to and recover from flood events through four key principles of flood
awareness, flood preparedness, flood response, and flood recovery.
These principles can also be considered ‘phases’ where awareness and preparedness is built before a flood
event, response occurs during a flood event (emergency management chapter), and recovery is the focus after
a flood event. This is intended as a continuous process, where all aspects are equally important for enhancing
community resilience. However, correlation can be drawn between each principle and the four types of
vulnerability. Using each principle as a ‘focus area’ for CAR activities based on a suburb’s vulnerability driver
is part of the approach developed (reiterating that it is important to foster each principle in all priority suburbs,
not just the focus principle).
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FIGURE 9-46 FOUR CAR PRINCIPLES THAT CAN BE USED AS FOCUS AREAS FOR CAR IMPLEMENTATION

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Priority suburbs based on the most at-risk and vulnerable communities provide the focus for targeted
communication and engagement strategies based on the approach developed. Prioritisation of suburbs is
based on available data developed in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter pertaining to flood risk
exposure and vulnerability. From the analysis, Goodna, Ipswich Central, North Ipswich, Churchill, Karalee,
Leichhardt, North Booval, East Ipswich, One Mile, Bundamba and Brassall were chosen for further analysis
and the development of targeted messaging and engagement.
This fit-for-purpose approach for each suburb consists of a suite of communication and engagement tools
aimed at location specific vulnerability driver and flood risk characteristics. For example, a suburb for which
the vulnerability driver is awareness, such as new residents to the area, households that speak a language
other than English and those without private internet access, the communication approach is to ensure
awareness is raised through the spectrum of public participation. The approach to address physical
vulnerability, such as those vulnerable due to age, requiring assistance or people living on their own is to
ensure preparedness. To address mobility vulnerability, such as people living in group households, singleparent households or households without a private vehicle, the approach is to ensure communities can
respond well. To address socio-economic vulnerability, such as low-income households, unemployed or
residents living in rental accommodation, the focus of communication is to ensure the community can best
recover.
Further details of each communication approach and recommendations for Council consideration can be found
in the CAR Implementation Strategy, together with suggested collateral material and engagement activities.
Example collateral is provided in the Goodna case study in the shape of a factsheet, media posts, event and
workshop outlines based on the QRA Flood Communication Toolkit developed as part the SFMP
implementation.
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9.12.3.2

Ongoing Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring and evaluation is the last step of the CAR approach and is intended to provide ongoing checkpoints
in CAR implementation for continual improvement. This also assists in keeping activities focused on the
purpose of CAR.
Awareness and resilience are somewhat qualitative, so incorporating measurability can be challenging.
However, it is important to monitor and review activities to identify what works and what can be learnt from.
Monitoring and reviewing community awareness and resilience progress can be approached through a
combination of:


Having clearly defined objectives for flood awareness and resilience building activities (see objectives
outlined in the implementation strategy);



Designing surveys related to flood awareness and resilience, conducted over a period of time to measure
change;



Tracking attendance at workshops, community events and specific engagement activities to quantify the
audience reached; and



Providing transparency and approachability between the community and Council, through:


Continued Emergency Management Unit engagement;



Continued services offered through the website (e.g., business continuity planning); and,



Consider adding a ‘contact us’ window on the Council Emergency Management webpage where the
community can ask questions or raise a concern about disaster awareness or preparedness.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

An annual CAR summary report could be prepared (as an internal document) to track what communication
and engagement activities are undertaken, survey results, attendance at workshops and community events
and audiences reached through media campaigns. This report can provide ongoing monitoring and tell a story
of how community awareness and resilience is being fostered across the Ipswich LGA.
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Snapshots from this report can be shared through the Council website and social media channels. Branding
recognition can be built through using the QRA logo, toolkit messaging and ‘flood preparedness’ icons
(Figure 9-47). Sharing this information with the public demonstrates how Council is partnering with the
community to reduce the impact of flooding through enhancing awareness, preparedness, response and
recovery capabilities.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FIGURE 9-47 QRA PREPAREDNESS ICONS THAT CAN BE USED BY COUNCIL FOR ONGOING
COMMUNICATION WITH THE PUBLIC ABOUT CAR ACTIVITIES IN IPSWICH
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9.13

Conclusion & recommendations

This report chapter is divided into two parts: Part A contains the background information gathered to inform
the CAR work package. This is structured under four objectives, as shown in Figure 9-48.

FIGURE 9-48 FOUR OBJECTIVES OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION (PART A)

For the purposes of the CAR work package, a resilient community, is defined by the Torrens Resilience Institute
as (Objective One):
Members are connected and able to work together in the event of an emergency in order to function and
sustain critical systems (even under stress), adapt to changes in physical, social or economic environments,
be self-reliant if external resources are limited or cut off, and learn from experience to improve over time.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The AIDR Community Engagement Model for Emergency Management has been adopted as a foundation for
the IICP CAR approach (Objective Four), with the communication, education and engagement activities
focused on the elements presented in Table 9-19.
TABLE 9-19 AIDR MODEL KEY ELEMENTS AND ASSOCIATED GOALS

AIDR Model

Purpose (Goal)

Information

Sharing information with and between communities and agencies to come to a mutual
understanding. Everyone is informed and able to take responsibility for decisions and
actions

Participation

Building connected networks and relationships, ownership and trust through active
involvement

Consultation

Sharing information, questions or positions to obtain ideas, feedback, knowledge or an
understanding of objectives and expectations
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AIDR Model

Purpose (Goal)

Collaboration

Partnering with communities to support action, including developing alternatives and
identifying a preferred solution

Empowerment

Individuals and communities have capacity to understand risk and accept responsibility
and implement initiatives

The methodologies, data and analysis underpinning the CAR work package can be found in Part B. This
includes information on flood risk exposure from the perspective of what the community needs to know, as
well as what practitioners will need to consider in implementing CAR activities.
Community vulnerability data as well as the methodology for calculating suburb-scale vulnerability drivers is
detailed. The method and results of the suburb prioritisation process (based on flood risk exposure and
vulnerability) is also presented.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The report chapter is intended to be a reference to support further understanding of how the CAR approach
has been developed. For more detailed information on the CAR approach, please refer to the Implementation
Strategy.
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FIGURE 9-49 OVERVIEW OF COMPONENTS OF THE CAR WORK PACKAGE
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Recommendations for implementing the CAR work package in Ipswich are listed in Table 9-20.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE 9-20 CAR RECOMMENDATIONS

Reference

Section

Description

CR1

9.6.1

Consider adopting the IICP CAR definitions, vision and objectives.
Implement activities detailed in the Implementation Plan. Consider
implementing Ipswich-wide general CAR activities as soon as possible

CR2

9.6.4.

Council may consider adopting the AIDR Community Engagement Model
for Emergency Management to guide CAR implementation activities.

CR3

9.6.2.

Implement use of QRA Flood Communication Toolkit (and QRA Council
Hub resources) to form social media posts, and adopt similar language in
other communication, education, and engagement activities.

CR4

9.12.3.1

It is recommended CAR activities are implemented in Goodna. As the
highest-ranking priority suburb, Council may consider focusing on
Goodna for immediate implementation. Furthermore, Council may
consider finalising the drafted resources in the case study appendix
according to Council branding, style guide and language use.

CR5

9.12.2. and
Goodna Case
Study

It is recommended that Council targets high-flood risk properties and
areas within priority suburbs. Council may consider further focusing
targeted communication, education and engagement activities on highrisk streets within each priority suburb. Streets with high flood risk (HR,
time to inundation, duration of inundation, flood islands etc.) are identified
through the CAR summary maps and suburb-specific CAR
implementation tables in the Implementation Plan. Additionally, a property
list is presented for Goodna. Council may consider adopting CAR tools
proposed for use. High flood risk street/properties could be doorknocked,
receive mail-outs, or engaged in phone surveys (as example activities to
be considered by Council).

CR6

TER Appendix
T

For long-term CAR implementation, it is recommended that Council uses
suburb prioritisation results to inform target suburbs. Suburb prioritisation
results can inform which suburbs to focus on over time. Council may
consider continuing to implement CAR activities over a number of years.
While priority suburbs can be focused on in the short-term, expanding
activities to additional suburbs over the long-term (in order of ranked
prioritisation) may also be considered.

CR7

9.12.3

Council may consider utilising the 6-step approach for additional suburbs
over time. The suburb plans in the Implementation Plan provide a
template for Council to follow. The 6-step process is outlined in the
Implementation Strategy to enable implementation and expansion to
additional suburbs over time.

9.14

Limitations

9.14.1

Purpose

This section highlights a number of limitations that have been identified whilst analysing the data. These are
described below for due consideration when using the information presented in this chapter for decision making
purposes.
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9.14.2


Limitations of Analysis

The CAR suburb prioritisation analysis is not based on the prevalence of particular land uses. While priority
suburbs can be focused on in the short-term, expanding activities to additional suburbs over the long-term
(in order of ranked prioritisation) may also be considered (as per recommendation CR7).
For example, Moores Pocket has been identified as having a large number of potentially vulnerability
residents (over 55’s retirement village) however this has not been ranked in the top ten at-risk
suburbs.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report
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10

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

10.1

Introduction

10.1.1

Context

Emergency Management or Disaster Management is often described through the cycle of Prevention
Preparedness, Response and Recovery (PPRR). The application of the PPPR framework to the IICP is
explained further in the Community Awareness and Resilience (CAR) Chapter, but generally Prevention is
covered by the investigations into physical flood mitigation options in the Physical Mitigation and Property
Specific Action chapters and Preparedness is achieved through the CAR work package. This Emergency
Management chapter provides recommendations that come under the Response and Recovery phases.
The Response category provides approaches to improve how Ipswich residents and the community respond
better to flood events, these approaches minimise the impacts of a given flood hazard and help to build a flood
resilient community. In the context of improving response, evacuation, flood forecasting, and a flood
classifications and warning are explored further in this chapter. The Recovery deals with elements that assist
with community recovery to or are required to operate during and immediately after a disaster event. An
analysis of key critical infrastructure has been undertaken as part of this chapter and considerations to
minimise disruption and recovery from flood events.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The PPRR Disaster Management Guideline (QFES, 2018) provides the Queensland Emergency Risk
Management Framework (QERMF) as shown in Figure 10-1. The overarching approach is very similar in the
context the IICP has developed multiple layers to understand holistic flood risk and provide analysis of the
steps to mitigate this risk. The IICP has been developed separately to the Ipswich QERMF project being
conducted by consultants GHD. This project involves a multi-hazard assessment carried out at a broad level
to identify Ipswich’s key emergency management risks and exposures. Specific parts of the IICP have been
developed with Council’s corporate risk and the QERMF in mind. An example of this is the basis for using the
1 in 2000 AEP flood event, which has been selected in parallel with the QERMF Severe Tropical Cyclone
(STC) Scenario Dinah 1967 (500mm rain in 24 hours).
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FIGURE 10-1 QUEENSLAND EMERGENCY RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The responsibility for emergency management actions is a complex arrangement that is often discussed. In
Queensland the tiered arrangements are established to promote cooperation between community, nongovernment organisations, local government and the State. Each local government, including Ipswich has
established a Local Disaster Management Group (LDMG) who are primarily responsible for managing
disasters in their area. As a disaster event grows, e.g., from localised creek flooding to a regional scale flooding
so does the complexities and the level of support required. It is at this point the tiered arrangements through
the district, State and some cases National mobilise to support local operations. Figure 10-2 shows the
structure of National and Queensland Disaster Management Arrangements.
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FIGURE 10-2 QUEENSLAND DISASTER MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE44
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10.1.2

Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan (SFMP)

The SFMP provides regional scale recommendations across the suite of disaster management actions
including guidance for flood classifications, evacuation capability and a review of available flood intelligence
systems. A high-level assessment of road inundation has been undertaken providing box and whisker plots
for State controlled roads for inundation timing to assist evacuation planning. This has been explored in a local
context in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter of the IICP, however this chapter provides an analysis of
locations that may be critical for evacuation providing recommendations for improvements where possible.
A further recommendation from the SFMP to be led by the Queensland State Government is the regional
evacuation capability assessment to support safe evacuation and support logistics across local government
boundaries. At the time of writing, this assessment is still in progress and results are unavailable for inclusion
in the IICP.
The SFMP also recommends review of the Queensland Reconstruction Authority (QRA) review of the flood
warning gauge as per actions DM3.1 and DM3.2. This chapter includes analysis of the findings and undertakes
a review of gauge classifications to inform possible updates to the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) service level
specification and gauge network.

44

Queensland Government: Queensland Disaster Management Arrangements Participant Guide Version 6.2
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10.1.3

Overview

The IICP has been developed with guiding concepts which are interrelated to how flood risk is understood and
analysed. Technical analysis in this chapter considers the multiple layers of Hydraulic Risk (HR), Time to
Inundation (TTI) and Duration of Inundation (DFI) as presented in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter.
Further intelligence and recommendations for emergency management are provided rather than governance
and implementation of emergency management actions with the objective to enhance existing emergency
management practices. It does not consider the roles and responsibilities of these practices.
The Emergency Management chapter investigates the following specific areas in more detail:






Evacuation Analysis:


A suburb scale assessment to gain understanding of any potential problem areas that may be
considered for road immunity upgrades or land use planning responses;



A high-level assessment of the possible evacuation capability to higher ground of the priority property
‘clusters’.

Flood Forecasting:


A literature review of available technologies in the flood forecasting industry;



A review of Council’s existing flood forecasting systems and recommendations for improvements to
both the flash flooding and riverine systems.

Flood Gauges and Classifications:




DM3.1 - Identify (rainfall and stream) gauges to be included in the Bureau’s forecast network
based on the Queensland Flood Gauge Network Review;



DM3.2 - Review stream gauge classifications and amend where necessary.

Identifying areas of similar risk and creating GIS polygons as per the QFES Emergency Alert Manual.

Critical Infrastructure


19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report



Emergency Alert Polygons




Fulfilling Council’s disaster management actions from the Brisbane River SFMP namely:

Highlight critical evacuation routes and vulnerable assets that may not be able to function during or
immediately after a flood event and providing recommendations for possible improvements to flood
immunity.
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10.2

Evacuation Overview and Analysis

10.2.1

Overview of Evacuation

The objective of the evacuation analysis is to provide Council an understanding of highest at-risk areas that
may require early evacuation and understand where there are risks for evacuation that need to be managed
through either land use planning, development controls or community awareness and resilience. A citywide
analysis is included in this section that undertakes a high-level assessment of the most at-risk suburbs to
areas that may experience limitations to the evacuation process and identify the severity of these problems.
The evacuation capability analysis includes development of a methodology to prioritise high risk areas based
on exposure to the multiple layers of flood risk data. Using a GIS approach to map across the Ipswich LGA,
critical infrastructure, evacuation route, flood warning and isolation risk data were included in the
methodology. The methodology focuses on prioritising the most at-risk properties and communities. An
evacuation capability assessment looks the priority ‘clusters’ of the most at-risk properties based on similar
geographic characteristics that may share evacuation routes to higher ground.
This section introduces evacuation considerations and concepts that set the context before the analysis is
presented.
10.2.1.1

Considerations

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The following considerations, limitations and risks must be discussed prior to implementation of any
evacuation policy, strategy, or arrangement:


Flood events are response-based due to the complexities of flood behaviour and how different
each event can be from the last;



Evacuation is often more dangerous than sheltering in place due to the risk of being swept away
in floodwaters and further risks associated with human behaviour during disaster events; and,



Evacuation must consider the 5 stages of evacuation as shown in Figure 10-3 below. These
factors must be duly considered into evacuation timing.

FIGURE 10-3 THE FIVE STAGES OF EVACUATION

10.2.1.2

Self-Evacuation

In the first instance, effective flood warning and intelligence should be provided to the community to enable
members to self-evacuate. It is always preferable that residents evacuate to family and friends outside of
flood areas well before flood events happen. This requires effective warning, forecasting and flood
intelligence measures as well as community awareness and education programs considered in the CAR
chapter.
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If residents do not evacuate voluntarily, an evacuation exercise becomes very complex due to the sheer
numbers and resources required. Whilst this is the overall preference where significant risk is involved, this
project has developed a prioritisation method to locate properties at greater flood risk due to a number of
factors (flood hazard, vulnerability, and warning time).
10.2.1.3

Shelter in Place

Sheltering in place (where acceptable to do so) is often the recommended primary strategy to be employed
during flood events because of the risks associated with evacuation with regards to potentially traversing
dangerous floodwaters. It is also preferable for many reasons that people stay at home, with friends or family
and not in formal evacuation centres as these situations are a destination of last resort based on basic living
conditions and comfort factors during stays. Shelter-in-place can be employed during flood events by
residents and occupants who must be responsible for ensuring they have household emergency plans and
emergency kits including basic necessities, and are prepared to shelter-in-place for at least 72 hours (AIDR,
2019). Studies show (Hayes et al, 2009) that the majority of flash flood fatalities (over 75%) have occurred
outside when people have entered flood waters in a vehicle or on foot for a range of reasons, including to
continue their intended travel, engage in recreational pursuits, continue their work, and evacuate or carry out
a rescue. Particularly for flash flood situations, shelter-in-place may be the preferred option due to limited
warning time.
10.2.1.4

Road Immunity Discussion

10.2.1.4.1

SFMP RECOMMENDATION FM12.3

In general, there is no firm guidance provided in literature with regards to the flood immunity required for
evacuation routes. As such, the SFMP identified the need for additional flood immunity requirements which
may exceed standard requirements to be applied designated evacuation routes.
Recommendation FM12.3 from the SFMP requires:
‘The development of state guidelines to support the identification of ‘fair and reasonable’ immunity
for evacuation routes’.
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The Department of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR) is leading the development of this guideline and at
the time of writing had produced a Draft State guideline: Flood evacuation route improvements, which has
not yet been published.
The draft guideline was developed in consultation with representatives from State agencies and local
governments in the Brisbane River floodplain. It takes a broader approach than described in action FM12.3.
This includes a consideration of a range of options beyond improvements to the immunity of evacuation
routes such as flood warning systems, evacuation centres, road upgrades to improve capacity or resilience,
floodplain management improvement options such as levees to reduce the flood risk to the area and new
roads.
It is expected that the guideline will be used:


As part of business as usual flood risk management and emergency planning, particularly identifying
and assessing flood evacuation route improvements



To support post-event recovery, particularly where existing infrastructure has been damaged and there
is opportunity to ‘build back better’



When road upgrades are being considered for other reasons and there is an opportunity to improve
evacuation immunity. This may also extend to informing infrastructure programming, capital expenditure
and budget planning processes.
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There are many considerations in determining an appropriate option and the guideline will provide support
to organisations with roles in disaster management, evacuation planning and infrastructure planning and
delivery.
It is expected that the guideline will be used in the following situations:


As part of business as usual flood risk management and emergency planning, particularly identifying
and assessing flood evacuation route improvements



Support post-event recovery, particularly where existing infrastructure has been damaged and there is
opportunity to ‘build back better’



When road upgrades are being considered for other reasons and there is an opportunity to improve
evacuation immunity. This may also extend to informing infrastructure programming, capital expenditure
and budget planning processes.

10.2.1.4.2

QUEENSLAND URBAN DRAINAGE MANUAL (QUDM)

Information in the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual 2016 which is routinely used by local government to
specify drainage standards for retrofitting and new roads as part of development provides recommended
cross drainage requirements for minor and major roads45:


1 in 10 AEP for minor roads.



1 in 50 AEP for major roads.

It should be noted however, whilst QUDM provides no requirements for road immunity of evacuation. The
background information of QUDM46 provides suggestions as shown in Table 10-1.
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TABLE 10-1 EVACUATION FLOOD IMMUNITY GUIDANCE (QUDM EXTRACT – EXAMPLE ONLY)

Site Access
Conditions

Estimate
Population at Risk

Expected Isolation Period During 1 in 100AEP
< 1 day

1 to 3 days

>3 days

No alternative
access to higher
ground (air
evacuation not
possible)

1 to 10

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

11 to 100

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

1 in 500 AEP

>100

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 500 AEP

1 in 500 AEP

Helicopter access
only

1 to 10

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 100 AEP

11 to 100

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

>100

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 500 AEP

1 in 500 AEP

1 to 10

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 100 AEP

11 to 100

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

>100

1 in 100 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

1 in 200 AEP

Rail, sea or fixed
wing aircraft
access possible

With due consideration of the most at-risk suburbs across the Ipswich LGA in the citywide evacuation
analysis, the top three rows of Table 10-1 provides a basis for nominating evacuation route flood immunity.
This is particularly the case if there is only one key evacuation route available. It is unlikely that rail, sea or
fixed wing aircraft access would be available in the majority of situations in the Ipswich LGA and helicopter
use may be considered for critical infrastructure land uses.
Development should not burden emergency services and resources where possible as per the SPP
Guidelines, so Council may consider site specific development conditions that enforce appropriate upgrades

45

Table 7.3.1 in QUDM 2016
Table BN 7.3.8.1 in QUDM 2016

46
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to road infrastructure where there is no alternative access and not to rely upon air support. When considering
road flood immunity, it is considered that the 1 in 100 AEP should be the minimum requirement for primary
evacuation routes. As an alternative to achieving higher levels of flood immunity shown in Table 10-1, a
suggestion is to provide trafficable access in the 1 in 500 AEP flood event. The determining factor for
trafficable would be emergency services must be able to traverse this section of road which is exposed to a
maximum depth velocity of 0.6m2/s or H3 AIDR hazard rating.

10.2.2

Citywide Evacuation Analysis

There are a number of studies in the US that investigate mass evacuation including lessons learned from
historic natural hazard events such as Hurricane Katrina or Hurricane Sandy. Jannace (2019) concludes with
a recommendation to petition for better infrastructure. This section of the IICP looks at key evacuation routes
in priority suburbs in Ipswich that improved flood immunity may improve evacuation during times of flood.
The Department of Transportation and Department of Homeland Security provided a joint evaluation of
hurricane evacuation planning in 2006 and amongst many recommendations to local and state governments,
recognise the need to understand vulnerable uses and communities who require specialised transportation
or sheltering services. This section of the IICP includes vulnerability of the community in the prioritisation
process, however vulnerable and sensitive uses are identified in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter
and those in the most at-risk suburbs are identified for consideration in the Community Awareness and
Resilience Implementation Plan.
In addition to learnings from the US, the recent Bushfires in Australia recorded in the Final Report of the
NSW Bushfire Inquiry 31 July 2020 required one of the largest forced evacuations ever recorded in NSW
and Australia. The inquiry noted: The Inquiry notes that the decision to evacuate is complex and requires
careful consideration to ensure residents are not placed at greater risk. The safest option during a bush fire
is leaving early (as discussed previously in this Chapter). However, it is noted that residents may choose to
shelter (or stay and defend) in a well-prepared property. The NSW RFS advised that late evacuation can be
dangerous, exposing people to dangers such as fire, smoke, heat and congested roads. As such, though it
may be desirable to evacuate people from areas affected by bush fire, it could be potentially safer to leave
them in place.
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The inquiry findings mimic the complexity in flooding and the difficulty in any type of evacuation (particularly
mass evacuation). Several other issues were raised from the inquiry including:


Evacuation Centres are not arranged to keep people comfortable but merely safe with the basics of life.
Thus, evacuation as described above is often encouraged only as a last resort



Evacuation Centres were quickly overwhelmed with originally capacity for 8,000 people with a need to
accommodate 30,000 evacuees.



Vulnerable people were generally not well supported during evacuation and required additional focus
and resources

These issues are particularly relevant to the IICP with regards to the impracticality of mass evacuation and
the importance of prioritising those most at risk.
The citywide evacuation analysis provides an understanding of any potential problem areas that may be
considered for road immunity upgrades, land use planning responses or targeted engagement activities to
mitigate identified potential intolerable risks. Due consideration of the State Planning Policy (SPP) guidance
is required to ensure the IICP risk assessment integrates investigations on the evacuation capability of
specific areas and capability of the emergency services to respond. Problem areas that limit the response of
emergency services and severity of these limitations are noted in the suburb scale analysis.
Recommendations are also drawn from the assessment that Council may consider in strategic land use
planning and decision making.
It should be noted that there is no clear guidance on evacuation analysis, and this is an outstanding action
of the SFMP currently being considered to provide a regional capability assessment and guidance.
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Regardless, Council require an investigation ahead of these works as part of the IICP. The methodology
was collaboratively developed between with the Technical Working Group (TWG).
10.2.2.1

Methodology

Using the analysis from the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter relating to hydraulic risk, TTI and DFI a
ranking of suburbs was produced to narrow the focus to most at-risk areas. The most at-risk suburbs are
based on combination of flood risk factors:


Number of buildings with a TTI of under 6 hours;



Number of buildings in low flood islands;



Number of buildings duration of inundation greater than 36 hours;



Number of buildings in highest HR categories.

Table 10-2 shows the top 20 most at-risk suburbs. Suburbs with a combination ‘score’ of greater than 500
were included in the high-level evacuation capability analysis.
For the most at-risk suburbs shown in bold in Table 10-2, potential problems with self-evacuation along key
evacuation routes are identified and discussed. Strategic planning responses are put forward for Councils
consideration in the preparation of the draft new planning scheme or inform longer term strategic land use
actions to mitigate potential intolerable risks with regards to evacuation capability.
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TABLE 10-2 SUBURB RANKING BASED ON BUILDING EXPOSURE TO FLOOD RISK FACTORS

Suburb

Rank

Low
Flood
Island

TTI
<6hrs

DFI
>36hrs

HR1c

HR1b

HR2c

HR2b

Score

Brassall

1

194

281

854

79

112

110

101

1731

Goodna

2

28

156

927

151

10

185

147

1604

North
Booval

3

85

44

922

67

21

192

117

1448

East
Ipswich

4

347

121

645

53

63

65

67

1361

Bundamba

5

83

182

596

139

32

134

84

1250

Karalee

6

34

0

733

68

0

168

19

1022

Rosewood

7

449

185

8

1

20

0

27

690

Moores
Pocket

8

14

4

388

23

0

113

69

611

Raceview

9

146

205

99

8

80

3

45

586

Camira

10

44

459

34

0

31

1

9

578

North
Ipswich

11

9

11

410

48

8

44

35

565

One Mile

12

20

0

317

62

0

67

85

551

Ipswich

13

34

66

206

89

93

22

23

533

Basin
Pocket

14

7

424

26

0

39

24

520
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Suburb

Rank

Low
Flood
Island

TTI
<6hrs

DFI
>36hrs

HR1c

HR1b

HR2c

HR2b

Score

Barellan
Point

15

30

0

328

33

0

71

17

479

Churchill

16

11

1

186

87

2

50

26

363

Riverview

17

14

1

292

1

3

23

19

353

Redbank

18

40

21

214

0

13

12

10

310

Walloon

19

172

42

30

5

21

3

19

292

Woodend

20

5

10

171

18

13

36

15

268

10.2.2.2

Goodna

The suburb of Goodna has a mixture of high and low flood islands, areas of high hydraulic risk, properties
with TTI less than 6 hours located along Woogaroo Creek and other local gullies as well as a large numbers
of properties inundated for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the Brisbane River.
Overall, there a significant potential limitation for evacuation capability, particularly for properties north and
south of the Woogaroo Creek Bridge on the Ipswich Motorway exposed to HR1c hydraulic risk. Goodna
overall has very high flood risk, complex flooding combinations, constrained evacuation routes and primary
evacuation to the north the only practical option.
10.2.2.2.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

The Goodna area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Ipswich Motorway and Queen Street.



Sub Arterial Roads | Smiths Road, Alice Street, Bertha Street and Brisbane Terrace.

The high ground for the Goodna suburb is located along Queen Street south towards Goodna State Special
School. Alternatively, Smiths Road to the west also has high ground above the PMF around Westside
Christian College.
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Figure 10-4 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands, TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-5 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
Figure 10-6 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-4 HIGH LEVEL EVACUATION ASSESSMENT – GOODNA
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FIGURE 10-5 ROAD IMMUNITY – GOODNA
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FIGURE 10-6 DETAILED ROAD IMMUNITY AND TTI – GOODNA
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Further commentary of the road immunity and evacuation routes is discussed as follows:


Properties immediately north of the Ipswich Motorway are significantly constrained with regards to
evacuation as Brisbane Terrace has sections of road that only have less than 1 in 1 AEP immunity and
the section of road linking Brisbane Terrace to Smith Street (Bertha Street) has a 1 in 10 AEP immunity.



Parts of Brisbane Terrace, shown in Figure 10-7, rapidly inundates from local flooding (less than 1-hour
TTI).
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FIGURE 10-7 BRISBANE TERRACE FLOOD IMMUNITY EXAMPLE


The Ipswich Motorway in Goodna is difficult to access via on-ramps due to low flood immunity and the
motorway itself has only 1 in 20 AEP immunity.



Sections of Smiths Road as shown in Figure 10-8 has less than 1 in 1 AEP immunity as it is cut by the
local overland flowpath in this area. In addition, this road is rapidly inundated with TTI less than 1 hour.

FIGURE 10-8 SMITHS ROAD FLOOD IMMUNITY EXAMPLE
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Queen Street has approximately 1 in 50 AEP immunity and slower times of inundation allowing evacuation
up to this event.

With consideration of the road immunity shown in Figure 10-6, Council may consider further investigation of
Brisbane Terrace, Smiths Road and Queen Street, Goodna for road immunity upgrades including culvert
upgrades or road raising.
10.2.2.2.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Table 10-7 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Goodna. Recommendations in Table 10-3 are
based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.

Large Lot
Residential zone
Limited Development
(Constrained) zone

Residential Medium
Density zone
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Major Centre zone

FIGURE 10-9 PLANNING ZONES – GOODNA
TABLE 10-3 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION - GOODNA

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

High hydraulic risk, low road
immunity along Brisbane Terrace
compromises access to Ipswich
Motorway, Smiths Road or Queen
Street
compromised.
Area.

Council may consider avoiding
intensification of the existing
Large Lot Residential and Low
Density Residential Zones as
shown by the two shades of pink
in Figure 10-9.

North of Ipswich Motorway
Brisbane Terrace.
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Evacuation Consideration
experiences long durations of
flooding.

Land Use Planning Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Council may consider rezoning
areas to encourage more resilient
land uses, for example expanding
the existing Limited Development
(constrained zone) as shown by
the brown zone category in
Figure 10-9.

North of Ipswich Motorway
Brisbane Terrace.

Properties in the Bertha / Alice
Streets precinct have TTI under 6
hours and long duration of
inundation. Access to Queen
Street has less than 1 in 100 AEP.

Council may consider site specific
emergency response mitigations
that may improve residual risk
such as a FEMP for development
applications in the existing
Medium Density Residential Zone
as shown by the dark red zone in
Figure 10-9 such as access to
Alice Queen Streets.

Bertha Street / Alice Street
precinct of Medium Density
Residential.

Goodna CBD is subject to high
hydraulic risk and properties have
TTI of under 6 hours. Sections of
Smiths Road have less than 1 in 1
AEP immunity and Queen Street
has approximately 1 in 50 AEP
immunity.

Council may consider site specific
emergency response mitigations
that may improve residual risk
such as a FEMP for development
applications in the Major Centre
as shown in Figure 10-9.

Goodna CBD around
Road and Queen Street.
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Smiths
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10.2.2.3

Brassall

The suburb of Brassall has a mixture of high and low flood islands, areas of high hydraulic risk, properties with
TTI less than 6 hours impacted from urban flooding and Mi Hi Creek as well as large numbers of properties
inundated for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the Bremer River. Overall, there is significant potential
limitation for evacuation capability, as many roads have low flood immunities affected by both local and
regional flooding.
10.2.2.3.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

The Brassall area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Warrego Highway, Fernvale Road, Hunter Street and Pine Mountain Road.



Sub Arterial Roads | Hunter Street, Albion Street, Kingsmill Road and Diamantina Boulevard.

The high ground outside of PMF for the Brassall suburb depends on location of residents affected. Residents
can travel east to the Pine Mountain Road and Waterworks Road intersection, south to the suburb of Coalfalls
and west to Haig Street Quarry Bush Reserve. All of these routes are heavily constrained by flooding and are
described below. Generally, access to the north to Warrego Highway is not achievable due to no on-ramps in
the region.
Figure 10-10 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-11 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
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Figure 10-12 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-10
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FIGURE 10-11
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FIGURE 10-12
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Evacuation to the higher ground is limited by the following road immunity issues to key access roads:


Properties east of Hunter Street would self-evacuate through Fernvale Road/Pine Mountain Road to
Waterworks Road. However, there is a section of road on Hunter Street (adjacent to Brassall State
School) that only has 1 in 2 AEP immunity which inundates rapidly from local flooding (less than 1-hour
TTI).



Vehicles travelling south to Coalfalls are heavily constrained along Hunter Street with immunities around
1 in 2 AEP in some sections which inundate rapidly from Mi Hi Creek and other urban drainage paths.
Figure 10-13 shows a drainage issue at the Hunter Street intersection with Rowan Drive that has
previously been identified in Council’s Mi Hi Creek flood study.

FIGURE 10-13

Figure 10-14 shows Hancock Bridge which connects Brassall to Coalfalls and is a key transport link. There
are sections along this stretch of Albion Street with only 1 in 10 AEP immunity from the Bremer River.
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EXAMPLE CROSS DRAINAGE ISSUE HUNTER STREET
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FIGURE 10-14

HANCOCK BRIDGE



Fernvale Road heading west from Hunter Street has better flood immunity of 1 in 50 AEP. This road is
impacted by Mi Hi Creek at these locations with short sharp inundation times (less than 1 hour).



The Warrego Highway in Brassall has low flood immunity of 1 in 50 AEP.

With consideration of the road immunity shown in Figure 10-12, Council may consider further investigation of
Fernvale Road and Hunter Street, Brassall for road immunity upgrades including culvert and pipe upgrades or
road raising. This would facilitate self-evacuation for the majority of properties along key routes. As there are
multiple sections of road affected and multiple types of flooding, detailed assessment utilising existing flood
models would be required.
10.2.2.3.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Figure 10-15 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Brassall. The analysis of key evacuation
problem areas reveals a number of key areas that are zoned for intensification. Table 10-4 provides strategic
land use considerations to mitigate the identified evacuation issues.

Brassall State School

Medium Density
Residential Zone

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Low Density
Residential
Zone

Medium Density
Residential Zone –
Workshops Street

FIGURE 10-15
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TABLE 10-4 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION - BRASSALL

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Properties generally east and
west of Hunter Street exposed to
HR1c, HR2c and HR 2b and
larger area of HR3c. This pocket
would evacuate through Fernvale
Road/Pine Mountain Road to
Waterworks Road.
However,
there is a section of road on
Hunter Street (adjacent to
Brassall State School) that only
has a 1 in 2 AEP immunity which
inundates rapidly from local
flooding (less than 1-hour TTI).

Council may consider avoiding
intensification of the existing Low
Density Residential zone east and
west of Hunter Street as shown in
Figure 10-15.

Medium Density and Low-Density
Residential zones east and west
of Hunter Street north of Haig
Street.

Properties to the west of Hunter
Street along Haig Street have
exposure to a low flood island and
long duration of inundation of
greater than 36 hours.
Vehicles travelling south to
Coalfalls are heavily constrained
along
Hunter
Street
with
immunities around 1 in 2 AEP.
Furthermore, Workshops Street
and Wellington Street have low
flood immunity which hinders
access to Albion Street and
Hancock Bridge.
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10.2.2.4

Council may consider avoiding
intensification of the Medium
Density
Residential
zones,
alternatively implementing Flood
Resilient Precinct emergency
response mitigation responses in
the existing Medium Density
Residential zone as shown in
Figure 10-15.

Council may consider site specific
emergency response mitigations
that may improve residual risk
such as a FEMP and encouraging
the use of flood resilient building
materials
for
development
applications in the Medium
Density
Residential
Zone
Workshops Street.

Medium
Density
Residential
Zones around Workshops Street.

North Booval

The suburb of North Booval has one low flood island, areas of high hydraulic risk, some properties with TTI
less than 6 hours associated with urban overland flow paths as well as very large numbers of properties
inundated for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the Bremer/Brisbane Rivers. There is very high flood
risk at this location, and the primary road corridors have low flood immunity.
10.2.2.4.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

The North Booval area is serviced by the following main roads:


No Arterial Roads.



Sub Arterial Roads | Jacaranda Street.



North Station Road has also been included in the assessment as it is a major north/south link (major
collector).

The high ground outside PMF for the North Booval suburb is generally best achieved heading south towards
Cameron Park. Alternatively, heading east along Creek Street for some properties would also be a shorter
route.
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Figure 10-16 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-17 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
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Figure 10-18 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-16
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FIGURE 10-17
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FIGURE 10-18
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Evacuation to higher ground is limited by the following road immunity issues to key access roads:


North Station Road is a major road linking properties near the Bremer River to Jacaranda Street and high
ground. The norther section of this road has better flood immunity (1 in 20 AEP) with longer TTI (12 hours
etc), however sections of this road near Jacaranda Street only has 1 in 2 AEP immunity and very short
TTI (1 hour).



Creek Street has sections of less than 1 in 1 AEP. This issue extends to Gledson Street. Figure 10-19
shows a location of low flood immunity as a result of no cross drainage and limited road drainage.
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FIGURE 10-19

EXAMPLE LOW ROAD IMMUNITY GLEDSON STREET



The main bridge crossing Bundamba Creek has a 1 in 20 AEP immunity. These sections all inundate
rapidly.



Sections of Jacaranda Street have very low immunity (less than 1 in 1 AEP) due to impact from local
overland flow paths.

With consideration of the road immunity shown in Figure 10-18, Council may consider further investigation of
the key link of North Station Road, Creek Street and Jacaranda Street, North Booval. Many of these issues
appear local drainage related (pit and pipe networks), and higher levels of immunity could be achieved
resolving local flooding.
10.2.2.4.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Figure 10-20 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of North Booval. Recommendations in
Table 10-5 are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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Low Density
Residential Zone –
north east of North
Station Road

Large Lot
Residential Zone

Low Density
Residential Zone –
north of Creek Street
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Medium Density Residential
Zone – Nimmo Street,
Dudleigh Street
FIGURE 10-20

PLANNING ZONES – NORTH BOOVAL

TABLE 10-5 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION - NORTH BOOVAL

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

North Station Road is a major
road linking properties near the
Bremer River to Jacaranda
Street and higher ground beyond
the PMF. The norther section of
this road has better flood
immunity (1 in 20 AEP) with
longer TTI (12 hours etc).

Council may consider avoiding
intensification of the existing the
residential and large lot residential
zones in this area unless the road
is upgraded to 1 in 50 AEP (QUDM
recommended level for major
roads).

Low density residential zone north
east of North Station Road as
shown in Figure 10-20.
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Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Creek Street has sections of less
than 1 in 1 AEP which extends to
Gledson Street. Many buildings
are exposed to duration of
inundation of greater than 36
hours.

Council may consider avoiding
intensification of the existing the
residential zone north of Creek
Street. Council may consider site
specific
emergency
response
mitigations that may improve
residual risk such as use of resilient
building materials and floor levels
that offer an area of refuge.

Low Density Residential Zone
north of Creek Street as shown in
Figure 10-20.

Sections of Jacaranda Street in
North Booval have a 1 in 1 AEP
which hinders self-evacuation to
the Nimmo Street, Dudleigh
Street residential area.

Council may consider site specific
emergency response mitigations
that may improve residual risk such
as a FEMP akin to the Flood
Resilient
Precincts
and
encouraging the use of flood
resilient building materials for new
development in the Medium
Density Residential Zone that offer
an area of refuge to enable shelter
in place strategies.

Medium Density Residential Zone
– Nimmo Street, Dudleigh Street.

10.2.2.5

East Ipswich

The suburb of East Ipswich has several low flood islands, areas of high hydraulic risk, properties with TTI less
than 6 hours located along urban flow paths as well as many properties inundated for longer than 36 hours
from flooding from the Bremer/Brisbane Rivers. Overall, there a significant potential limitation for evacuation
capability, particularly for properties towards the Bremer River that are also exposed to high hydraulic risks.
Evacuation distances along key routes are quite long and impacted by flooding.
10.2.2.5.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The East Ipswich area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Brisbane Road.



Sub Arterial Roads | Jacaranda Street and Chermside Road.

The high ground outside of the PMF for the East Ipswich suburb is generally located south alongside
Chermside Road towards the intersection of Brisbane Road. Residents in the eastern section of East Ipswich
may be better using the Cook Street bridge south towards Fox Street to gain high ground.
Figure 10-21 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-22 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
Figure 10-23 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-21
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FIGURE 10-23
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Evacuation to higher ground is limited by the following road immunity issues to key access roads:


Chermside Road is the main evacuation route servicing many properties in East Ipswich to higher ground.
There are some sections of this road that appear to be affected by local drainage issues impacting on
road immunity (less than 1 in 10 AEP and one section less than 1 in 1 AEP). To the south connecting to
Brisbane Road, Chermside Road has higher levels of road immunity of greater than 1 in 100 AEP.



Jacaranda Street which can be used as an evacuation route to the Cook Street overpass also suffers from
low flood immunity (less than 1 in 1 AEP). This is likely a combination of local drainage issues and
potentially cross drainage issues as shown in the figure below.
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FIGURE 10-24

EXAMPLE LOW ROAD IMMUNITY JACARANDA STREET

With consideration of the road immunity shown in Figure 10-23, Council may consider further investigation of
Chermside Road and Jacaranda Street, East Ipswich for road immunity upgrades including culvert upgrades,
road raising. As there are multiple sections of road affected and multiple types of flooding, detailed assessment
utilising existing flood models would be required.
Figure 10-25 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of East Ipswich. Recommendations in Table 106 are based on the analysis of key problem areas that may experience issues with self-evacuation.
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Medium Density Residential
Zone – Grafton Street,
Countess Street
Residential Low
Density Zone Merrell
Street

Residential Low
Density Zone
Callaghan Street,
Spengler Street and
Marcel Street

FIGURE 10-25

PLANNING ZONES – EAST IPSWICH
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TABLE 10-6 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – EAST IPSWICH

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Chermside Road is the main
evacuation route servicing many
properties in East Ipswich to
higher ground. There are some
sections with less than 1 in 10
AEP immunity and one section
less than 1 in 1 AEP.

Council may consider site specific
emergency response mitigations
that may improve residual risk
such as a FEMP akin to the Flood
Resilient
Precincts
and
encouraging the use of flood
resilient building materials for new
development in the Medium
Density Residential Zone that
offer an area of refuge to enable
shelter in place strategies.

Medium Density Residential Zone
– Grafton Street, Countess Street.
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Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Jacaranda Street which can be
used as a route to the Cook Street
overpass also suffers from low
flood immunity (less than 1 in 1
AEP).

Council may consider non
intensification of the Low-Density
Residential Zone

Low Density Residential use in
Callaghan Street, Spengler Street
and Marcel Street as shown in
Figure 10-25

Merrell Street has 1 in 10 AEP
flood immunity and buildings
exposed to long duration of
inundation

Council may consider changing
zoning to a more flood resilient
land use for example expanding
the Recreation use zone to the
north
or
consider
Limited
development zone to some
properties towards the Bremer
River.

Low Density Residential use in
Merrell Street shown in Figure 1025

10.2.2.6

Bundamba

The suburb of Bundamba is a complex area affected by multiple types of flooding from Bremer/Brisbane
Rivers, Bundamba Creek and urban overland flow paths. The suburb has a mixture of high and low flood
islands (although with limited population on islands), areas of high hydraulic risk, properties with TTI less than
6 hours located along Bundamba Creek and other local gullies as well as large numbers of properties
inundated for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the Brisbane/Bremer Rivers.
Self-evacuation in Bundamba suburb is heavily constrained with due to the large flood extents (to high ground
outside the PMF) and roads inundated by multiple types of flooding.
10.2.2.6.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS
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The Bundamba area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Brisbane Road.



Sub Arterial Roads | None identified in Councils database.



Other key roads: River Road and Braeside Road.

The closest high ground outside the PMF for properties south of Brisbane Road is generally located east along
Creek/Mary Streets to the Bremer TAFE property. South of Brisbane Road, properties would head east along
Braeside Road to high ground. Some exceptions to this include properties along Videroni Street (as one
example) that are impacted heavily by flooding and would need to evacuate west along this street to seek high
ground.
Figure 10-26 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-27 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
Figure 10-28 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-26
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FIGURE 10-28
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Properties towards the Bremer River that are heavily affected by flooding use local roads to access River
Road which provides access high ground. River Road itself has high levels of flood immunity (1 in 500
AEP) as it is a rising road, however local roads connecting to this do not (with some sections with only 1
in 5 AEP immunity).



Brisbane Road itself is heavily impacted by flooding from multiple sources. The main Bundamba Creek
bridge only has 1 in 10 AEP immunity) and can inundate within 2 hours from Bundamba Creek flooding.
Other sections of this road also appear to be impacted by localised drainage issues with less than 1 in 2
AEP immunity. It is possible however that the Brisbane Road corridor is not a key consideration for the
suburb itself as the suburb is split north and south for achieving high ground. As described in the critical
infrastructure assessment however, Brisbane Road is a key transportation route linking fractions of
Ipswich City together.



Properties on the southern side of Brisbane Road, generally would evacuate east on rising roads (Lindsay
Street, Tibbits Street etc) to higher ground as these sections of road have higher flood immunity.



Bergins Hill Road which is a main collector road has very low flood immunity with rapid inundation and
would face significant restrictions to any evacuation movement.



Queen Street has approximately 1 in 50 AEP immunity and slower times of inundation allowing evacuation
up to this event.

With consideration of the road immunity shown in Figure 10-28, Council may consider further investigation of
Bergins Hill Road, Cornish Street and Hanlon Street, Bundamba for road immunity upgrades including culvert
upgrades and road raising. Increasing the flood immunity of Brisbane Street would require a higher and wider
bridge and remediating local road drainage issues. Council may consider lobbying the Department of Transport
and Main Roads to upgrade Brisbane Road.
High ground could be adequately achieved as described above on alternative major roads. However, this could
still be restricted by local roads towards the Bremer River (Cornish Street, Hanlon Street etc).
10.2.2.6.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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Figure 10-29 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Bundamba. Recommendations in Table 107 are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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Special Opportunity
Zone – north
Bundamba

Character Housing
and Residential LowDensity Zones
Lindsay Street and
Tibbits Street
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Special Opportunity
Zone – Emma Street

FIGURE 10-29
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TABLE 10-7 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – BUNDAMBA

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Many properties in the north of
Bundamba seek higher ground via
through River Road which has
high flood immunity (1 in 500
AEP). Local roads connecting to
this do not (with some sections
only having a 1 in 5 AEP
immunity).

Council
may
consider
transitioning the current zoning to
a more flood resilient land use for
example non-residential and noncommercial
uses
such
as
industrial units and warehousing
that promote the use of flood
resilient building materials and
built form.

Special Opportunity Zone north
Bundamba as shown in Figure 1029.

Properties on the southern side of
Brisbane Road are exposed to
time to inundation of under 6
hours and long duration of
inundation. If self-evacuation is
possible, occupants would use
Lindsay Street, Tibbits Street to
access higher ground as these
sections of road have higher flood
immunity.

Council
may
consider
intensification of the Low Density
Residential
and
Character
Housing Zones subject to join the
Medium Density Zone to the east.
Within this area Council may
consider site specific emergency
response mitigations that may
improve residual risk such as a
FEMP akin to the Flood Resilient
Precincts and encouraging the
use of flood resilient building
materials for new development.

Low Density Residential and
Character Housing Zones on
Lindsay Street and Tibbits Street
as shown in Figure 10-29.

Bergins Hill Road which is a main
collector road has very low flood
immunity with rapid inundation
and would face significant
restrictions to any evacuation
movement.

Council
may
consider
transitioning the current zoning to
a more flood resilient land use for
example non-residential and noncommercial uses as access /
egress is limited along Bergins Hill
Road.

Special Opportunity Zone along
Emma Street as shown in
Figure 10-29
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10.2.2.7

Karalee

The suburb of Karalee primarily contains many high islands, areas of high hydraulic risk and significant
durations of flooding from Brisbane and Bremer Rivers. This combination would create some issues associated
with resupply on these high islands etc as one example. Fortunately, there are only very few properties
impacted from fast TTI. In that regard, the Karalee area is highly dependent on flood duration and hazard to
determine evacuation potential best facilitated through advanced flood forecasting mechanisms.
10.2.2.7.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

The Karalee area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Warrego Highway and Mount Crosby Road.



Sub Arterial Roads | Junction Road.

Junction Road forms the key road which a large population only has one-way access as the suburb is
surrounding by the Brisbane and Bremer Rivers. These complications are described below in further detail.
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Figure 10-30 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-31 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
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Figure 10-32 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-30
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FIGURE 10-31
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FIGURE 10-32
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The following observations are noted for any consideration of Karalee evacuation capability:


Junction Road, shown in Figure 10-33 in general provides a good major thoroughfare as the road runs
along a ridge line. There are however some sections impacted by either local or backwater that have 1
in 20 AEP to 1 in 50 AEP immunity.

FIGURE 10-33

JUNCTION ROAD LOW FLOOD IMMUNITY EXAMPLE



Access towards the Ipswich CBD is difficult as this area is heavily impacted by flooding on the Bremer
River. Sections of the Warrego Highway have low flood immunity impacted by multiple types of flooding.
High ground is best achieved to the west towards Brassall; however, one section of the highway only has
in 1 in 20 AEP immunity.



Evacuating North is impractical as the Colleges Crossing Bridge is very low immunity and has historically
been an issue during flood events. In the past, residents have been directed across the Mount Crosby
Weir Road however there are complexities associated again with road immunity and also travelling long
distances.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Council may consider formalising “resupply and refuge station” on one of the high flood islands in Karalee and
couple this with a community awareness and education campaign. Council may consider lobbying the
Department of Transport and Main Roads to upgrade sections of the Warrego Highway.
10.2.2.7.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Figure 10-34 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Karalee. Recommendations in Table 10-8
are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis and consideration of the high flood
islands.
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Colleges Crossing

Low Density
Residential Zones
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Local Business and
Industry

FIGURE 10-34

PLANNING ZONES - KARALEE

TABLE 10-8 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – KARALEE

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Large portion of Karalee is
situated on a high flood island in
large flood events, but many
routes are immune beyond the 1
in 100 AEP.

Council may consider non
intensification of the Low Density
Residentials Zone in Karalee.

Low Density Residential Zone
throughout the suburb as shown
in Figure 10-34.

Colleges Crossing Bridge has
very low immunity which hinders
self-evacuation to the north.
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Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Council may consider intensifying
the Local Business and Industry
Zone to more commercial uses as
their access / egress to Junction
Road is generally ok and large
portions of precinct is only
affected by PMF.

Local Business and Industry Zone
along Junction Road as shown in
Figure 10-34.

Sections of the Warrego Highway
have low flood immunity impacted
by multiple types of flooding.
High ground is best accessed to
the west towards Brassall;
however, one section of the
highway only has 1 in 20 AEP
immunity.
Junction Road in general provides
a major thoroughfare as the road
runs along a ridge line. There are
however some sections impacted
by either local or backwater that
have 1 in 20 AEP to 1 in 50 AEP
immunity.
10.2.2.8

Rosewood

The suburb of Rosewood has a mixture of high and low flood islands, areas of high hydraulic risk, properties
with TTI less than 6 hours associated with some Bremer and Western Creek flooding as well as urban overland
flowpath inundation. Properties exposed to flood durations greater than 36 hours is isolated.
10.2.2.8.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The Rosewood area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Rosewood Marburg Road, John Street, Rosewood Laidley Road, Karrabin Rosewood
Road, Rosewood Warrill View Road and Ipswich Rosewood Road.



Sub Arterial Roads | No nominated sub arterial roads.



Other Major Roads | Rosewood Thagoona Road.

Due to having the Bremer River and Western Creek to the south, evacuation south is restricted in general as
floodplains are large. Similarly, evacuation to the west also has similar circumstances. The most accessible
high ground outside of the PMF is likely to the North or North East
Figure 10-35 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-36 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
Figure 10-37 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-35
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The following observations of the potential self-evacuation routes are noted:


Rosewood Laidley Road is impacted heavily across a large floodplain. Flood immunity on this road is
estimated at less than a 1 in 1 AEP event.



Potential evacuation to the south is hindered by the very large, combined Bremer River and Western
Creek floodplain. The bridge crossing western creek on Rosewood Warrill View Road is only immune to
a 1 in 1 AEP event with rapid inundation from western creek (less than 1 hour).



Potential evacuation to the east along Ipswich Rosewood Road is constrained at the Bremer River bridge
with less than 1 in 1 AEP immunity at this location.



Evacuation to the north towards upper John Street is somewhat unhindered although there are complex
urban flows through this area that may elevate evacuation risks.

Throughout the Rosewood area, limited road networks are in Council’s current road database layer. Further
consideration may be required to assess road immunity issues in the Rosewood town centre and surrounds.
Council may consider, in the next revision of the IICP, the citywide road database network is up to date to
inform road low points, road immunity and evacuation assessment.
10.2.2.8.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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Figure 10-38 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Rosewood. Recommendations in Table 109 are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis and consideration of sites zoned
for intensification.
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Low Density
Residential Zone –
Upper John
Urban Investigation
Area and Special
Uses Zone – School
Street

Low Density
Residential and
Special Uses Zone –
School Street
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FIGURE 10-38

PLANNING ZONE - ROSEWOOD

TABLE 10-9 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – ROSEWOOD

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Evacuation to the north towards
upper John Street is somewhat
unhindered.

Council may consider intensifying
residential uses in this area out of
the floodplain.

Low Density Residential Zone
Upper John Street as shown in
Figure 10-38.

Potential evacuation to the east
along Ipswich Rosewood Road is
constrained at the Bremer River
bridge with less than 1 in 1 AEP
immunity at this location. And to
the south, the bridge crossing
western creek on Rosewood

Council may consider non
intensification of residential uses
and critical infrastructure uses

Low Density Residential Zone and
Special Uses zone at School
Street as shown in Figure 10-38.
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Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

To facilitate intensification of
residential uses, there may be a
requirement to improve existing
transport
infrastructure
and
necessary emergency services in
Rosewood.
The
Urban
Investigation Area may provide
opportunity to include these
facilities.
Council may consider as part of
development within the Urban
Investigation Area in Rosewood
the provision or contribution of
transport
infrastructure
and
necessary emergency services to
facilitate
intensification
of
residential uses.

Urban Investigation Area
shown in Figure 10-38.

Warrill View Road has low flood
immunity and TTI of under 1 hour.
Rosewood Laidley Road has very
low flood immunity on this road is
estimated at less than a 1 in 1
AEP event. Self-evacuation from
the west part of Rosewood may
be affected.

10.2.2.9

as

Moores Pocket

Moores Pocket is considered in detail within the detailed evacuation capability assessment. Please refer to
section 10.2.4.5.3.
10.2.2.9.1

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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Figure 10-39 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Moores Pocket. Recommendations in
Table 10-10 are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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Low Density
Residential zone

FIGURE 10-39

PLANNING ZONE – MOORES POCKET
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TABLE 10-10 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – MOORES POCKET

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

There are a number of properties
exposed to high HR and TTI of
under 6 hours. Self-evacuation
can only be achieved by Moores
Pocket Road which is a rising road
toward the north west.

Council
may
consider
not
intensifying
residential
or
vulnerable
uses
such
as
retirement facilities in this suburb.

Low Density Residential zone as
shown in Figure 10-39.

10.2.2.10

Raceview

The suburb of Raceview has some isolated local low flood islands, isolated areas of highest hydraulic risk,
properties with TTI less than 6 hours located along Bundamba Creek and other local gullies as well as some
properties inundated for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the Bremer River (back up through Deebing
Creek). Overall, this area has potentially less evacuation areas in comparison to others as the availability of
high ground outside PMF, the type of flooding and more flood immunity on sub arterial roads.
10.2.2.10.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

The Raceview area is serviced by the following main roads:
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Arterial Roads | Cunningham Highway.



Sub Arterial Roads | Raceview Street, Cascade Street, South Station Road and Briggs Road.

High ground outside the PMF is located close and centrally within the Raceview suburb. In general, sub arterial
roads rise to higher ground, although there are always considerations and constraints associated with this
which are documented below.
Figure 10-40 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-41 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
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Figure 10-42 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-40
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FIGURE 10-42
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Evacuation and road flood immunity observations are noted:


Access to the Cunningham Highway is readily available for residents in the South Western section of
Raceview. However, the highway has indications of flood immunity issues along its length. However,
determination of this would need detailed assessment of flood models and exact levels.



Alternatively, these properties can utilise the Edwards Street sub arterial road to readily available high
ground outside of the PMF. Whilst Edwards Street has no immunity issues, a section along South Station
Road indicates an immunity of 1 in 2 AEP.

FIGURE 10-43
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SOUTH STATION ROAD CROSS DRAINAGE LOCATION

The majority of the sub arterial roads as mentioned previously rise to higher ground and generally there
are no evacuation issues associated with these main sections. Whilst there are sections that have low
flood immunity (less than 1 in 1 AEP) on Briggs Road and Raceview Street, it is likely that alternative
routes can be taken by residents to avoid these areas.

FIGURE 10-44

BRIGGS ROAD CROSS DRAINAGE LOCATION

With consideration of the road immunity and evacuation routes, it is likely that Raceview has adequate and
less hindered provision to high ground in comparison to other suburbs.
10.2.2.10.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Figure 10-45 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Raceview. Recommendations in Table 1011 are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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Business Industry
Zone

Low Density
Residential Zone –
east of South Station
Road
FIGURE 10-45

PLANNING ZONES - RACEVIEW
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TABLE 10-11 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – RACEVIEW

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

A section along South Station
Road has low flood immunity of 1
in 2 AEP. A small number of
properties impacted by HR4 and
on a low flood island to the east of
South Station Road may have
issues self-evacuating to higher
ground.

Council
may
consider
not
intensifying
Low
Density
Residential Zone.

Low Density Residential Zone –
east of South Station Road as
shown in Figure 10-45.

Sections of Briggs Road have low
flood immunity of 1 in 1 AEP.

Council may consider continuing
the Business and Industry Zone
and as part of development
assessment upgrades to road
immunity ensure the operation of
key transport links such as Briggs
Road.

Business and Industry Zone as
shown in Figure 10-45.

10.2.2.11

Camira

The suburb of Camira has a mixture of high and low flood islands, areas of high hydraulic risk, many properties
with TTI less than 6 hours associated with urban overland flowpath flooding and no flood duration issues.
In general, evacuation is less constrained compared to other suburbs as there is no riverine flooding and Old
Logan Road is well located to service the population with regards to flood immunity.
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10.2.2.11.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

The Camira area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Centenary Highway.



Sub Arterial Roads | Old Logan Road, Formation Street.

The high ground outside of the PMF can be readily obtained along Old Logan Road or the large high flood
islands within Camira. These high flood islands surroundings are not inundated for vast lengths of time as the
flooding is localised and of shorter duration.
Figure 10-46 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-47 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
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Figure 10-48 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-46
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FIGURE 10-47
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With regards to evacuation and details of specific major roads in Camira the following is noted:


Old Logan Road generally has high levels of flood immunities as it runs along the ridge of Camira. This
becomes somewhat restricted at Formation Street (immunity of 1 in 10 AEP), however high ground can
be readily obtained in other areas.



Access to the Centenary Highway along Old Logan Road is basically unhindered with the highway having
nominated PMF flood immunity. One section of Old Logan Road which has not registered a flood immunity
trigger is shown below. There is potential this area may be subjected to localised drainage flooding
however is unlikely to prevent any evacuation. In addition, high ground is situated in many areas of Camira
without the need to traverse this section of road.

FIGURE 10-49

INTERSECTION OLD LOGAN ROAD AND STEVEN STREET

With consideration of the road immunity and evacuation routes, it is likely that Camira has adequate and less
hindered provision to high ground in comparison to other suburbs.
10.2.2.11.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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Figure 10-50 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Camira. Recommendations in Table 10-12
are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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Large Lot
Residential Zone
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Low Density
Residential Zone

FIGURE 10-50

PLANNING ZONE - CAMIRA

TABLE 10-12 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – CAMIRA

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Access to the Centenary Highway
along Old Logan Road is basically
unhindered with the highway
having PMF flood immunity.

Council may consider intensifying
the Large Lot Residential Zone as
largely flood free and access to
critical connections.

Large Lot Residential Zone to the
west of Old Logan Road as shown
in Figure 10-50.

Higher ground can be readily
obtained along Old Logan Road or
to the high flood island to the east
of Old Logan Road.

Council may consider non
intensification of Low Density
Residential Zone

Low Density Residential Zone to
the east of Old Logan Road as
shown in Figure 10-50.
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10.2.2.12

North Ipswich

The suburb of North Ipswich has one small high flood island, some areas of high hydraulic risk, very few
properties with TTI <6 hours and many properties inundated for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the
Brisbane/Bremer Rivers.
10.2.2.12.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

The North Ipswich area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Pine Street, Downs Street, Pine Mountain Road and Warrego Highway.



Sub Arterial Roads | Pine Street and Waterworks Road.

Whilst North Ipswich is largely surrounded and in close proximity to the Bremer River, fortunately, major roads
are located along ridges within the suburb. There are constraints associated with evacuation capability,
however which are described below.
Figure 10-51 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-52 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
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Figure 10-53 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-51
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FIGURE 10-52
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FIGURE 10-53
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The following commentary provides an overview of the major evacuation routes and flood immunities:


Evacuation south from North Ipswich crossing the David Trumpy Bridge to Ipswich is impacted by low
flood immunities within the Ipswich CBD (East Street has a 1 in 20 AEP).



Evacuation to higher ground to the North along Pine and/or Downs Street has higher flood immunities.
One section of Pine Street has a 1 in 100 AEP immunity. Downs Street has excellent levels of flood
immunity to the 1 in 2000 AEP. Most of these sections of road have longer than 24 hours TTI.



Local Roads connecting to these trunk roads rise from the Bremer River areas, however the lower sections
of some of these roads have much lower flood immunities.

Accessing higher ground within North Ipswich along trunk roads is achievable. No upgrades are required for
trunk roads as Downs Street maintains high immunity.
10.2.2.12.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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Figure 10-54 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of North Ipswich. Recommendations in
Table 10-13 are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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Character Housing
Low Density
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Medium Density
Residential Zone

FIGURE 10-54
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TABLE 10-13 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – NORTH IPSWICH

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Evacuation to higher ground to the
north along Pine and/or Downs
Street, most of these sections of
road have longer than 24 hours
TTI and immune up to 1 in 100
AEP.

Council may consider intensifying
the existing Medium Density
Residential to a CBD use such as
High
Density,
Primary
Commercial for example.
Council may also consider
specific emergency response
mitigations that may improve
residual risk such as a FEMP akin
to the Flood Resilient Precincts
concept in the new draft planning
scheme.

Medium Density Residential zone
as shown in Figure 10-54.

Many local roads connecting to
trunk roads rise have much lower
flood immunities.

Council may consider non
intensification of residential uses
with access road that exhibit low
flood immunity.

Character Housing Low Density
as shown in Figure 10-54.

10.2.2.13

One Mile

The suburb of One Mile has one low flood island, areas of very high hydraulic risk and many properties
inundated for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the Bremer/Brisbane Rivers. Evacuation from One Mile
is very restricted and requires special consideration of several issues with flood duration, high island refuge
and road immunity.
10.2.2.13.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The One Mile area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | Old Toowoomba Road.



Sub Arterial Roads | None.



Other Major Roads | Chubb Street and Siemons Street.

High ground outside of the PMF is limited in One Mile within a short distance. The only readily achievable high
ground is located on a large high flood island in the neighbouring suburb of Leichhardt.
Figure 10-55 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-56 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
Figure 10-57 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-55
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FIGURE 10-56
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FIGURE 10-57
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The following key observations of evacuation capability in One Mile are noted:


Evacuation to the west along Old Toowoomba Road is constrained at the Bremer River crossing (Three
Mile Bridge). In addition, there is no flood free land to the west.

FIGURE 10-58

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report



Evacuation to the east along Old Toowoomba Road is also constrained by the Bremer River crossing
(One Mile Bridge) which as a flood immunity of 1 in 10 AEP. This bridge can inundate at its fastest within
15 hours.

FIGURE 10-59


THREE MILE BRIDGE FLOOD IMMUNITY EXAMPLE

ONE MILE BRIDGE FLOOD IMMUNITY EXAMPLE

Access is therefore limited to the north to a large flood island in the suburb of Leichhardt. Chubb and
Siemons Street generally rise to this island and therefore have high flood immunities (1 in 500 AEP and
above). Lower sections to the south (closer to the Bremer River) have low flood immunity of approximately
1 in 10 AEP.
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This complex situation essentially limits evacuation capability during a flooding event. Residents selfevacuating to the nominated high flood island are subjected to very long flood duration of inundation (5 days
are possible). Previous flood events in 2011 and particularly 1974 have realised many of these issues and
complexities listed above.
Council may consider formalising a “resupply and refuge station” on the nominated high flood island in
Leichhardt and couple this with a community awareness and education campaign in One Mile. Evacuation of
many of these residents in high magnitude flood events may necessitate early evacuation as another
alternative. Council may consider further investigation of Chubb Street for road immunity upgrades including
road raising or culvert upgrades.
10.2.2.13.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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Figure 10-60 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of One Mile. Recommendations in Table 10-14
are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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Low Density
Residential Zone –
east and west of
Chubb Street

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Large Lot
Residential

FIGURE 10-60

PLANNING ZONE – ONE MILE

TABLE 10-14 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – ONE MILE

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Old
Toowoomba
Road
is
constrained at the Bremer River
crossings of Three Mile Bridge)
and One Mile Bridge, the latter
has a flood immunity of 1 in 10
AEP.

Council may consider non
intensification of residential uses
in this suburb.

Low Density Residential Zone –
east and west of Chubb Street as
shown in Figure 10-60.

Properties in lower sections of
Chubb Street exposed to very

Council may consider rezoning
areas to encourage more resilient

Large Lot Residential zone as
shown in Figure 10-60.
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Evacuation Consideration
high HR and duration of
inundation. Chubb Street here has
low
flood
immunity
of
approximately 1 in 10 AEP.
10.2.2.14

Land Use Planning
Consideration
land uses, for example expanding
the existing Limited Development
(constrained zone) as shown by
the brown zone category.

Specific Areas of Interest

Ipswich

The Ipswich CBD has some limited low and high flood islands, areas of high hydraulic risk, properties with TTI
less than 6 hours along the Ipswich CBD drainage catchment as well as large numbers of properties inundated
for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the Bremer/Brisbane Rivers. The Ipswich area is made up of large
numbers of commercial properties. The Ipswich area is heavily flood affected although there is suitable high
ground above the PMF.
10.2.2.14.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

The Ipswich area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | East Street, Limestone Street, Brisbane Street and Warwick Road.



Sub Arterial Roads | Roderick Street, Ellenborough Street, Moffatt Street and Salisbury Road.

The high ground outside of PMF for the Ipswich suburb is generally located south (towards Ipswich Hospital),
east towards Queens Park and west towards Denmark Hill. Further commentary on these routes and others
is documented below.
Figure 10-61 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-62 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
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Figure 10-63 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-63
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On analysis of the evacuation capability within the Ipswich CBD, the following observations are noted:


For a similar reason as North Ipswich, evacuation to the north across David Trumpy Bridge is hindered
due to areas of low flood immunity on East Street and the approaches to the Bridge. Any evacuation north
is not recommended due to this and the distance to high ground.



Major roads that head west/south west such as Brisbane Street, Limestone Street and Roderick Street
are rising roads towards Denmark Hill. Generally, these roads have high levels of flood immunity (1 in
2000 AEP).



Any evacuation east may be restricted due to combinations of local and riverine flooding. As an example,
Brisbane Street has areas impacted by the large overland flowpath through the CBD with immunities as
low as 1 in 2 AEP.



Evacuation to the south is more effective along Warwick Road as this road rises to higher ground. There
are some isolated local drainage issues however and East Street suffers low flood immunities connecting
Warwick Road.



Queen Street has approximately 1 in 50 AEP immunity and slower times of inundation allowing evacuation
up to this event.

It is likely that there are sufficient evacuation routes to the west and south of Ipswich that have higher levels
of flood immunities that may service the Ipswich CBD. Caution should be applied in these assumptions
however as local connecting roads have much lower flood immunities.
Council may consider further investigation of Brisbane Street for road immunity upgrades including road raising
or culvert upgrades. In addition, any improvements to road immunity would be limited as the riverine flooding
would being to dominate in higher magnitude events.
Detailed assessment of this area has been undertaken previously by Council in the Ipswich CBD Flood Study
where recommendations have been implemented to reduce localised flooding (Limestone Park detention
basin). The existing stormwater infrastructure in Ipswich CBD that provides relief from overland flooding
requires further detailed assessment for any improvements to flooding in the area and road immunity.
10.2.2.14.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Figure 10-64 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Ipswich. Recommendations in Table 10-15
are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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CBD – CBD Medical
Services

CBD – Primary
Commercial and
Primary Retail
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Character Housing
Mixed Density and
Character Mixed Use
Zone

FIGURE 10-64
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TABLE 10-15 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – IPSWICH

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Low flood immunity on East Street
hinders approaches to the Trumpy
Bridge. Major roads that head
west/south west such as Brisbane
Street, Limestone Street and
Roderick Street are rising roads
towards Denmark Hill. Generally,
these roads have high levels of
flood immunity (1 in 2000 AEP).

Council may consider site specific
emergency response mitigations
that may improve residual risk
such as a FEMP akin to the Flood
Resilient Precincts concept in the
new draft planning scheme.

CBD and CBD Medical Services
zone as shown by the two blue
zones in Figure 10-64.

Access and egress to city to and
from the east may be restricted
due to combinations. E.g.,
Brisbane Street has areas
impacted by the large overland
flowpath through the CBD with
immunities as low as 1 in 2 AEP.

Council may consider non
intensification of the Residential
Medium Density zone.

Residential Medium Density zone
at Thorn Street and Milford Street
as shown in Figure 10-64.

Evacuation to the south is more
effective along Warwick Road as
this road rises to higher ground.

Council may consider intensifying
the Character Housing Mixed
Density and Character Mixed use
zones along the Warwick Road
corridor.

Character Housing Mixed Density
and Character Mixed use zones
along the Warwick Road corridor
as shown in in Figure 10-64.

10.2.2.15

Basin Pocket

The suburb of Basin Pocket has areas with high hydraulic risk, properties with short TTI as well as the many
properties inundated for longer than 36 hours from flooding from the Bremer/Brisbane River. There are some
constraints associated with this high level of risk, singular path of evacuation and some road immunity issues.
10.2.2.15.1

ROAD IMMUNITY CONSIDERATIONS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The Basin Pocket area is serviced by the following main roads:


Arterial Roads | None



Sub Arterial Roads | Jacaranda Street and Chermside Road

The high ground outside of the PMF for Basin Pocket suburb is similar to East Ipswich and generally located
south alongside Chermside Road towards the intersection of Brisbane Road. This path would service the entire
Basin Pocket community if evacuation were required.
Figure 10-65 shows the key Arterial and Sub-arterial roads in the context of the flood risk factors such as
hydraulic risk, flood islands TTI and DFI.
Figure 10-66 shows the road immunity (above and below the 1 in 100 AEP) for Arterial and Sub-arterial roads.
Figure 10-67 shows the detailed road immunity map, identifying specific problem areas as well as time to
inundation of road low points.
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FIGURE 10-65
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FIGURE 10-66
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FIGURE 10-67
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Evacuation constraints are largely identical to East Ipswich (but potentially slightly less constrained from
localised flooding):


Chermside Road is the main evacuation route servicing many properties in Basin Pocket to higher ground.
There are some sections of this road that appear to be affected by local drainage issues impacting on
road immunity (less than 1 in 10 AEP and one section less than 1 in 1 AEP). To the south connecting to
Brisbane Road, Chermside Road has higher levels of road immunity of greater than 1 in 100 AEP.



Alternative evacuation paths can be taken along local roads to avoid area impacted by localised flooding
along Chermside Road (bypassing into Blackhall and Norman Street as an example).



Jacaranda Street is generally more constrained than Chermside Road and should not be used as a
primary route for Basin Pocket to higher ground.

With consideration of the assessment above, it is likely that Basin Pocket should have sufficient evacuation
paths to higher ground, although this is still limited to the 1 in 100 AEP. Road upgrades could be considered
above this however they would likely require road raising which would be difficult and potentially impractical.
10.2.2.15.2

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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Figure 10-68 shows the existing planning zones for the suburb of Basin Pocket. Recommendations in
Table 10-16 are based on the key problem areas identified in the evacuation analysis.
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Low Density
Residential Zone –
Deacon St and
Goodwin Street
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FIGURE 10-68

PLANNING ZONE – BASIN POCKET

TABLE 10-16 STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS TO EVACUATION – BASIN POCKET

Evacuation Consideration

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Chermside Road is the main route
servicing
many
residential
properties in Basin Pocket to
higher ground. There are some
sections of this road have less
than 1 in 10 AEP immunity but
egress to higher ground can be
achieved vias Blackall Street and
Deacon Street. Chermside Road
provides a 1 in 100 AEP immunity
in general however.

Council may consider site specific
emergency response mitigations
that may improve residual risk
such as a FEMP akin to the Flood
Resilient
Precincts
and
encouraging the use of flood
resilient building materials for new
development in the Medium
Density Residential zone that offer
an area of refuge to enable shelter
in place strategies.

Medium Density Residential Zone
– Blackall Street.
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Evacuation Consideration

10.2.2.16

Land Use Planning
Consideration

Specific Areas of Interest

Council may consider
intensification of the Low-Density
Residential Zone.

Low Density Residential use in
Deacon Street, Goodwin Street
as shown in Figure 10-68.

Summary of Citywide Evacuation Analysis

The citywide evacuation analysis has identified evacuation problem areas in the most at-risk suburbs across
the Ipswich LGA. Egress from flooded suburbs and access by emergency services may be hindered by key
routes that exhibit low flood immunity. These routes have been identified and suggestions put forward for
Councils consideration. Key routes identified in the suburb scale analysis as requiring upgrade include the
Warrego Highway which has sections with low flood immunity, the Ipswich Motorway on-ramps in Goodna,
East Street in Ipswich CBD, Old Toowoomba Road in One Mile, Jacaranda Street and Chermside Street in
North Booval and East Ipswich, Brisbane Road in Bundamba; and in Rosewood key connections such as
Rosewood-Laidley, Rosewood-Warrill View and Ipswich-Rosewood Roads all have road low points that may
hinder access and egress during flood events.
One Mile and Karalee may require resupply and refuge areas during major flood events as evacuation to higher
ground has been identified as difficult, with the latter experiencing evacuation issues during 1974 and 2011.
Recommendations for strategic land use planning and decision making include avoiding intensification of
residential areas in areas with access and egress issues during flooding events. In areas not identified for
growth or intensification, rezoning to encourage more resilient land uses may be considered.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

In infill areas identified to develop, site specific emergency response mitigations that may improve residual risk
such as a FEMP and promoting flood resilient built form may be considered. Furthermore, greenfield
development conditions could provide necessary upgrades to transport infrastructure and necessary
emergency services.

10.2.3

Detailed Evacuation Analysis

10.2.3.1

Evacuation Prioritisation

Large scale mandatory evacuations are complex and relatively difficult undertakings during flood events.
Numerous aspects of evacuation add to this complexity, including human behaviour under duress/stress,
added hazards of evacuating during flood events (road accidents and risks associated with flooded roads) as
well as the sheer number of people, resources, numerous organisations and multiple levels of government that
are required to undertake mass evacuation.
Considering other responses appropriate to managing flood risk (such as voluntary evacuation and sheltering
with friends and family, sheltering in place and the complications with forced evacuation), a prioritised “triage”
approach to evacuation has been developed for the IICP with the TWG. This process is described in this
section. The evolution of the evacuation prioritisation as discussed with the TWG is explored in the call out
box in this section.
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Evolution of the Evacuation Prioritisation Method
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A technical workshop was held with Council officer in December 2019 and further TWG discussions have
been a key component of developing the evacuation methodology and process. External LFMP working
groups have also aided in tailoring, customising and simplifying the method, while ensuring regional
consistency where possible across LGA areas. Some of the elements discussed throughout this process
include the following:


General agreement that Time to Inundation (TTI) mapping should be reflective of rain fallen and response
times, rather than being related to flood gauge levels as recommended in the SFMP. This was seen as
a more relevant response to how flood forecasting is undertaken and a simplified method that could be
better communicated to Council staff and the community. Further detail on the TTI method is provided
in the Current and Future Flood Risk Chapter.



Due consideration of the Australian Institute Disaster Resilience (AIDR) method for evacuating capability
assessments was given by the TWG and considered unsuitable for the IICP, for the following reasons:





The AIDR method recommends use of the PMF event. As described previously in the Current and
Future Flood Risk chapter, it is not feasible to undertake detailed planning for the PMF Council’s
corporate risk statement precludes planning for such rare events as it is not feasible, i.e. the large
scale and degree of flooding as mapped in a PMF, the response required, and the extremely rare
likelihood of this event do not require detailed planning under Council’s risk matrix;



The AIDR method is based on likelihood of flood extent only and does not provide a risk-based
approach. Multiple elements are required to consider flood risk such as hazard, TTI and vulnerability.
A likelihood event-based approach utilising an extent for mandatory evacuation would likely include
very large numbers of residents that would generally not be manageable in flood events;



The AIDR method does not consider Council’s disaster management policies which encourage
residents to seek shelter with friends and family first and foremost - where it is safe to do so;



The AIDR method does not consider actual hazards present and the likelihood that many residents
can safely shelter in place; and



The AIDR method does not consider the impracticality of very large portions of the community
evacuating and utilising road networks nor the inherent risk caused by unknowns such as localised
flooding. Often, evacuation and human behaviour risks far outweigh the risks associated with
sheltering in place.

Considering all of the above elements, a decision was made by the TWG to develop a customised riskbased approach to prioritising evacuation using the 1 in 2000 AEP event in place of the PMF event.


The design event of a 1 in 2000 AEP aligns with the definition of a very rare event in AR&R 2019
guidelines. The greatest uncertainties in terms of both flood magnitude and exceedance probabilities
are associated with the estimation of floods beyond 1 in 2000 AEP.



The existing flood studies in the Ipswich LGA have modelled a 1 in 2000 AEP and therefore
represents a consistent event that is mapped citywide



PMF is not a practical design event to undertake strategic planning for emergency management
purposes due to the extremely rare nature of this event.



This was also to consider practical components surrounding resourcing and constraints associated
with evacuations during flood events.
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10.2.4

Screening Methodology

The following information provides an overview of the considerations in the screening method and the tools
used to inform the screening, such as exposure to hazard, Time to Inundation (TTI), duration of inundation and
vulnerability of the community. Flood hazard has been used in place of hydraulic risk as specific combinations
of frequency and hazard are required. The hydraulic risk method combines multiple frequency flood events
categories together and is therefore not suitable for the evacuation prioritisation screening process.
10.2.4.1.1

EXPOSURE AND HAZARD CATEGORIES

Firstly, all residential buildings mapped within the 1 in 2000 AEP have been filtered. This design event defines
a very rare event (AR&R, 2019) and is the last design event before the PMF for modelled catchments across
the Ipswich LGA. The 1 in 2000 AEP also aligns with the very rare event to be used in the time to inundation
and duration of inundation analysis.
Properties within the 1 in 2000 AEP have then been identified for exposure to hazard as per Table 10-17.
Hazard is used in place of hydraulic risk as a specific design event, the 1 in 2000 AEP is used to filter properties.
Use of hydraulic risk categories overlaps into other frequency flood events not related to the assessment.
TABLE 10-17 HAZARD CATEGORIES AND IMPACTS ON PEOPLE, VEHICLES AND BUILDINGS (AIDR, 2017)

Flood Hazard
Category

Description

H1

Generally safe for vehicles, people, and buildings

H2

Unsafe for small vehicles

H3

Unsafe for vehicles, children, and the elderly

H4

Unsafe for vehicles and people.

H5

Unsafe for vehicles and people. All building types vulnerable to structural damage

H6

Unsafe for vehicles and people. All building types consider vulnerable to failure

10.2.4.1.2

TIME TO INUNDATION (TTI)

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TTI information is particularly useful in providing another flood risk factor in areas such as evacuation, isolation,
and community awareness. TTI information can also help understand exposure to properties and roads and
the need for earlier action on road closures and evacuation.
Various published literature is available for considering what is an appropriate timeframe for flood warning and
evacuation. Key considerations include:


Flood warning and prediction that is available at the site and in the lead-up to instigating site evacuation
procedures. The longer the advance warning, the greater the time for evacuation preparedness; and



The evacuation trigger point, this being the point at which a decision is made to evacuate a site; and the
actual time for evacuation of the site which is associated with mobilisation of site personnel.

A schematic timeline for evacuation is shown in Figure 10-69 from Opper, 2004.
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FIGURE 10-69

SCHEMATIC TIMELINE OF EMERGENCY RESPONSE FOR FLOOD EVACUATION

To define an appropriate time to inundation for the evacuation screening methodology, consideration was
given to flash flooding - which is defined as flooding which peaks within 6 hours of the rain which causes it
(AIDR, Manual 20, Flood Preparedness). The BoM47 also defines flash flooding within their general glossary
as anything less than 6 hours response time.
Therefore, a property with a TTI of less than 6 hours is used as a filter in the screening of priority properties.
10.2.4.1.3

DURATION OF INUNDATION

Duration of flood inundation (DFI) by floodwaters is the length of time flood levels exceeds the floor level of a
dwelling. This helps determine properties that are exposed to a significant duration of flooding which may lead
to highly stressful or life-critical situations. The property type is also a factor in determining the potential for
these situations to arise.
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Highset Residential Buildings
a. Flooding of non-habitable floor levels associated with a highset residential dwelling may lead to a
‘shelter-in-place’ strategy by the occupant. The occupant of the inundated property may shelter on a
higher flood-free floor level, presumably with food, water, and basic necessities. It is recommended in
the Australian Emergency Management Arrangements Handbook (AIDR 2019) that household
emergency plans and emergency kits including basic necessities and that they are prepared to last at
least 72 hours.
b. A reasonable benchmark for a duration of a shelter-in-place strategy in a highset residential building
could therefore be half of this time i.e., a DFI of greater than 36 hours, which assumes most people
would not have an emergency kit with basic necessities to last 72 hours. It should be noted that this
approach is limited by the guidance and literature available on the topic of sheltering in place and
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psychology aspects associated with this. The AIDR statement coupled with a conservative approach to
the timeframe is considered a reasonable approach to prioritising residential buildings in the absence of
available research.
Lowset Residential Buildings
a. Flooding of habitable floor levels (with low hazard, shallow floodwaters) will lead to a highly stressful
situation if occupants remain in-place during a flood event. Studies show that sleep deprivation of greater
than 24 hours leads to reduced hand-to-eye coordination similar to having a blood alcohol content of
0.1%. Sleep deprivation can also lead to poor concentration and mood changes (Better Health, Vic State
Government, 2020).
b. A reasonable benchmark for a duration of a shelter-in-place strategy in a lowset residential building
which has become inundated with low hazard floodwater could therefore be half of this time i.e., i.e., a
DFI of greater than 12 hours, which assumes most people exposed to this situation would feel
overwhelmed, affecting their quality of life and cause problems with physical and mental health.
Where properties are exposed to low hazards, an understanding of when situations become highly stressful
or life-critical is therefore assumed to be a duration of inundation greater than 36 hours for highset housing
and greater than 12 hours for lowset housing. These filters have been applied to the property database for the
evacuation screening methodology.
Vulnerability
The vulnerability analysis undertaken for the IICP highlights statistical areas (SA1’s) of the Ipswich LGA that
are highly vulnerable to flood events. This is an important concept to understand in a spatial context as it
affects the community’s capacity to respond to flooding and reduces overall resilience. The analysis
undertaken in the Current and Future Flood Risk chapter identifies vulnerable persons based on the
percentage of the population that satisfies certain attributes within the following factors:


Physical Vulnerability;



Social and Economic Vulnerability;



Mobility Vulnerability; and,



Awareness Vulnerability.
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Combined vulnerability categorises SA1s using a combination of the 4 vulnerability factors and is used in the
evacuation screening methodology. It is assumed that all properties in the corresponding SA1 have the same
vulnerability score.
Highly vulnerable persons are considered to be within the upper 20% of relative vulnerability; the SA1s within
the upper 20% of relative combined vulnerability are then used as a filter in the screening of priority properties.
Vulnerability is also used to prioritise suburbs in the Community Awareness and Resilience chapter.
10.2.4.2

Screening Process

The following priority groups were screened using the analysis undertaken for the Current Flood Risk Chapter
to determine hydraulic risk, time to inundation and duration of inundation and vulnerability. These properties
were then grouped based on which properties are most critical.
There are 5 priority groups.


Groups 1 and 2 of properties are considered to be exposed to a ‘risk to life’ scenario because of structural
building failure risks;



Groups 3 and 4 could be subject to unsafe conditions outside the property (i.e., risk to life outside of the
building); and
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Group 5 is subject to discomfort and potentially highly stressful situations.

The following table shows the filters applied to properties exposed to flood hazards to determine a prioritised
list of properties for further evacuation analysis.
TABLE 10-18 FILTER AND PRIORITISATION PROCESS

Filter

Description

Residential detached buildings
only

Evacuation screening is of residential dwellings only
Residential buildings are defined in the Queensland Geovision database
and do not include multi-unit dwellings

1 in 2000 AEP

All residential detached buildings properties exposed to the 1 in 2000
AEP

First Priority Group
ZAEM H5 and H6

Properties mapped with a hazard category of H5 and H6

Time to inundation less than 6
hours

Properties mapped with a TTI less than 6 hours

Low flood island

Properties mapped within a low flood island

Highly vulnerable by combined
vulnerability (0.8 to 1.0)

Properties within an SA1 within the top 20% of combined vulnerability
(i.e., 0.8 and above)

First Priority Group –Subcategory
Low to medium vulnerability

As above, but remaining 80% of vulnerability categories (0.0 to 0.8)

Second Priority Group
ZAEM H5 and H6

Properties mapped with a hazard category of H5 and H6

Time to inundation less than 6
hours

Properties mapped with a TTI less than 6 hours

Flood island

Not mapped within a flood island

Highly vulnerable by combined
vulnerability (0.8 to 1.0)

Properties within an SA1 within the top 20% of combined vulnerability
(i.e., 0.8 and above)
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Second Priority Group – Subcategory
Low to medium vulnerability

As above but remaining 80% of vulnerability categories (0.0 to 0.8)

Third Priority Group
ZAEM H3 and H4

Properties mapped with a hazard category of H3 and H4

Time to inundation less than 6
hours

Properties mapped within a TTI less than 6 hours

Low flood island

Properties mapped within a low flood island.

Highly vulnerable by combined
vulnerability (0.8 to 1.0)

Properties within an SA1 within the top 20% of combined vulnerability
(i.e., 0.8 and above)

Third Priority Group – Subcategory
Low to medium vulnerability

As above but remaining 80% of vulnerability categories (0.0 to 0.8)

Fourth Priority Group
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Filter

Description

ZAEM H3 and H4

Properties mapped with a hazard category of H3 and H4

Time to inundation less than 6
hours

Properties mapped within a TTI less than 6 hours

Flood Island

Not mapped within a flood island

Highly vulnerable by combined
vulnerability (0.8 to 1.0)

Properties within an SA1 within the top 20% of combined vulnerability
(i.e., 0.8 and above)

Fourth Priority Group – Subcategory
Low to medium vulnerability

As above but remaining 80% of vulnerability categories (0.0 to 0.8)

Fifth Priority Group
ZAEM H1 and H2

Properties mapped with a hazard category of H1 and H2

If Building Type Highset

Properties mapped within a DFI greater than 36 hours

Duration of inundation greater
than 36 Hours
If Building Type Lowset

Properties mapped within a DFI greater than 12 hours

Duration of inundation greater
than 12 Hours
Highly vulnerable by combined
vulnerability (0.8 to 1.0)

Properties within an SA1 within the top 20% of combined vulnerability
(i.e., 0.8 and above)

Fifth Priority Group – Subcategory
Low to medium vulnerability
10.2.4.3

As above but remaining 80% of vulnerability categories (0.0 to 0.8)

Prioritisation Results
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The screening process described previously was undertaken through GIS queries and processed to provide
higher priority locations for evacuation based on identified thresholds and parameters. With the datasets
provided, the results show there are no residential buildings in the Group 1 highest risk category and 16
within the Group 1 sub-category. The results are shown in
Table 10-19. It should be noted that during a 1 in 2000 AEP flood event, there are over 8,000 houses
exposed to high hazard flooding. Generally, all of these properties will be exposed to unacceptable levels of
risk and will require evacuation. The objective of this prioritisation is to attempt to identify properties that
require early evacuation because of elevated risk due to other considerations such as fast TTI and greater
vulnerability.
Table 10-19 shows that there are approximately 700 houses in these top 5 priority groups.
TABLE 10-19 PRIORITISATION RESULTS

Screen

Detail

Number of
Properties

Priority

G1

1 in 2000 AEP H5|H6 | TTI<6 hours | Vulnerable |
On a Flood Island

0

Highest

G1 Subcategory

1 in 2000 AEP H5|H6 | TTI<6 hours | On a Flood
Island

16

Higher
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Screen

Detail

Number of
Properties

Priority

G2

1 in 2000 AEP H5|H6 | TTI<6 hours and
Vulnerable

7

Higher

G2 Subcategory

1 in 2000 AEP H5|H6 | TTI<6 hours

315

High

G3

1 in 2000 AEP H3|H4 | TTI<6 hours | Vulnerable |
On a Flood Island

0

High

G3 Subcategory

1 in 2000 AEP H3|H4 | TTI<6 hours | On a Flood
Island

11

Medium

G4

1 in 2000 AEP H3|H4 | TTI<6 hours and
Vulnerable

18

Medium

G4 Subcategory

1 in 2000 AEP H3|H4 | TTI<6 hours

300

Medium

G5

1 in 2000 AEP H1|H2 | DFI> 36hours (highset)
DFI> 12 hours (lowest) and Vulnerable

0

Medium

G5 Subcategory

1 in 2000 AEP H1|H2 | DFI> 36 hours (highset)
DFI> 12 hours (lowest)

3

Lower
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The results of this assessment are also shown in Figure 10-70 and Figure 10-71 which provide a spatial
understanding of evacuation prioritisation results.
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FIGURE 10-70
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FIGURE 10-71
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10.2.4.4

Evacuation Capability

To understand where risks for evacuation that may be mitigated via strategic planning, the citywide analysis
in Section 10.2.2 identifies potential problems to evacuation at a coarser suburb level. This section provides a
more detailed neighbourhood scale assessment.
10.2.4.4.1

METHODOLOGY

The methodology to undertake evacuation route planning was taken directly from Ipswich City Council’s
Evacuation Arrangements Manual. The route planning was developed using methods from the Department of
Public Works: Mitigating the Adverse Impacts of Cyclones – Evacuation and Shelter Guidance (2008). The
steps to the methodology include:
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Utilising the evacuation priority to individually investigate each
‘cluster’ of properties for route planning and assessment;





Calculating the number of dwellings within each cluster, the
population and number of vehicles (from the ABS Census data);



Determining the evacuation route length for the furthest priority
household;



Calculating the best case (normal) and worst case (semi blocked)
using capacity figures from below. The formula used is from Council’s
evacuation examples and is # vehicles ÷ vehicles per hour ÷ travel
speed × # km to travel = total travel time in hours;



Investigating road immunity on the evacuation route and nominating if the route is restricted (below 1 in
100 AEP immunity) ensuring restricted routes are distinguished from the other routes in the mapping;



Utilising the calculated travel time and comparing this to the time to inundation of nearby roads,
commentary is provided on the comparison of road time to inundation versus evacuation route timing;



If the time to inundation of roads is less than evacuation timing, evacuation will be difficult;



Providing other analysis such as hydraulic risk/hazard as well as any suggested remedies to improve
evacuation effectiveness such as increased road immunity or increased vigilance and forecasting efforts
in this region to provide longer lead times; and,



Table 2-7 below has been extracted from Ipswich City Council’s Evacuation Arrangements Manual.

A ‘cluster’ is a group of at-risk
properties that share similar
geographic characteristics such
as sharing an a critical evacuation
route to higher ground.


TABLE 10-20 TRAFFIC FLOW RATES

Route
Condition

Description

Capacity
(vehicles per hour per lane)

Enhanced

Emergency response agencies intervene to increase
route capacity. Traffic management strategies may
include traffic-controlled intersections, contra-flow, and
banning vehicles towing caravans and trailers

800

Normal

Fine weather with normal traffic control

600

Disrupted

Heavy rain with possible vehicle breakdowns, traffic
collisions, landslips, minor flooding across road etc

300

Semi blocked

Route is closed by flood waters or large-scale landslip.
An alternate route or transport method may be required

100
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It is noted that there is a modification to this method by Ipswich City Council whereby the semi blocked
condition (used for the worst case) was given a speed of 40km/hour rather than 50km/hour. This was
maintained for consistency and will significantly reduce the worst-case timing
10.2.4.5

Detailed Evacuation Capability Assessment Results

The highest priority clusters of at-risk properties were analysed to provide localised information and
considerations on the complexities of early evacuation. Property clusters within the Group 1 (G1) sub-category,
Group 2 (G2) and one cluster in the G2 sub-category are included in the assessment. Mapping for each
capability assessment is included in the following results section.


The G1 Subcategory (1 in 2000 AEP H5/H6, TTI <6 hours, on a flood island, not highly vulnerable)
contains 16 properties that meet the criteria. These are located in in East Ipswich.



The G2 group (1 in 2000 AEP H5/H6, TTI <6 hours, highly vulnerable) contains 7 properties that meet the
criteria. These are located in Booval.



The G2 Subcategory (1 in 2000 AEP H5/H6, TTI <6 hours, not highly vulnerable) contains 315 properties
located all over the LGA. Two clusters within this priority group are considered a priority to investigate
further due to:





Presence of larger number of retirement properties (i.e., Moore Park Road);



Number of potential routes in and out of area (i.e., one way in and one way out);



Increased population assumptions due to presence of a number of multi-unit dwellings (Bundamba)



Bound by similar geographic characteristics that provide obvious potential evacuation routes.

The following two clusters were then considered priority to be put forward for an evac capability
assessment within the G2 subcategory:


Moores Pocket containing 4 properties that meet the criteria;



Bundamba containing 18 properties that meet the criteria.
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There are approximately 293 buildings in the G2 subcategory across the Ipswich LGA. These are mapped
within 16 remaining clusters as shown in Figure 10-72.
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FIGURE 10-72
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10.2.4.5.1

CLUSTER ONE - EAST IPSWICH

The first cluster has properties within the G1 subcategory (H5/6, vulnerable, TTI< 6hours and on a flood island).
The average number of people per household in East Ipswich is 2.4 and the average number of motor vehicles
per dwelling is 1.5. The following information is derived from the calculations:


317 Households



761 People



476 Vehicles



1.6-kilometre evacuation route (to high ground outside the PMF)



Best case travel time | 1.9 minutes



Worst case travel time | 11.5 minutes.

In assessing the suitability of the evacuation route and the timing required to evacuate residents, the road
immunity dataset (and road low point data) as well as road and property time to inundation data was utilised.
The analysis of this evacuation cluster revealed the following:


The route is restricted by roads that have an immunity below the 1 in 100 AEP. Jacaranda Street has an
immunity of 1 in 50 AEP and Leslie Street has a 1 in 20 AEP immunity;



Some roads (Leslie and Cotton Street evacuation route) are affected by local overland flow flooding and
inundate rapidly (less than 1 hour); and



Other roads are affected by regional flooding (Blackwood and parts of Jacaranda Street) and have longer
TTI of above 24 hours.

In general, simultaneous local overland flooding and riverine flooding up to the magnitude of a 1 in 20 AEP
immunity is unlikely. However, there are limitations associated with evacuating residents in this area due to
road immunity and time to inundation during local flooding.
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As both Jacaranda Street and Leslie Street are affected by local flooding that originates from the urban
catchment to the south and potentially also regionally flooding, there are limitations to the potential for these
routes to be effective evacuation routes. Therefore, Council may consider improving the immunity to these key
evacuation routes (particularly Leslie Street).
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FIGURE 10-73
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10.2.4.5.2

CLUSTER TWO - CLIFTON STREET AREA BOOVAL

The second cluster has properties within the G2 (H5/6, vulnerable, TTI< 6hours). The average number of
people per household in Booval is 2.0 and the average number of motor vehicles per dwelling is 1.2. It is noted
that some of these buildings are multi residential, so additional population and vehicle numbers have been
added for conservatism. The following information is derived from the calculations:


14 Households



67 People*



28 Vehicles*



643 metres evacuation route (to high ground outside the PMF)



Best case travel time | <1minutes



Worst case travel time | 2.2 minutes

*Additional numbers added for number of vehicles and population. Assumptions were made for 15 people per building and 5 vehicles per
building (estimated 3 multi residential buildings).

In assessing the suitability of the evacuation route and timing required to evacuate the residents, the road
immunity dataset (and road low point data) as well as road and property time to inundation data was utilised.
The area is exposed to fast TTI associated with local flooding and also high depth flooding (above 3 metres)
from riverine flooding. In both circumstances these properties are exposed to elevated flood risk.
The analysis of this evacuation cluster revealed the following:


The route is restricted by roads with an immunity well below the 1 in 100 AEP for 3 buildings. Clifton Street
has a very low flood immunity (1 in 1 AEP). Other houses along Bergin Street can evacuate safely; and



Clifton Street is impacted by overland flooding from the south and is inundated within 2 hours making
evacuation difficult during these circumstances. However, considering the limited time to evacuate, this
could be successfully achieved but would require a detailed understanding and very fast response to local
overland flow flooding. In addition, there is complexity associated with responding to two different types
of flooding (riverine and local) and the risks/response this requires.
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As properties are inundated rapidly (below 6 hours), impacted by multiple types of flooding and high hazard
as well as some restricted access to evacuate, there is an elevated level of risk.
Clifton Street could be investigated to provide better road immunity for these sections of evacuation paths.
Figure 10-75 shows where Clifton Street is cut in the sag point of the road. It is likely that there is limited
opportunity to provide increased trunk drainage in the area due to the highly constrained built up areas.
Council may consider site specific emergency response mitigations that may improve residual risk such as a
FEMP or built responses that enable shelter in place and refuge during flood events akin to the Flood Resilient
Precincts concept in the new draft planning scheme for development applications in the areas zone for higher
density development.
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STREET VIEW OF THE CLIFTON STREET OVERLAND FLOW PATH
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FIGURE 10-75
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10.2.4.5.3

CLUSTER THREE - MOORES POCKET ROAD MOORES POCKET

The third cluster has properties within the G2 subcategory (H5/6 and TTI< 6hours). The average number of
people per household at Moores Pocket is 1.9 and the average number of motor vehicles per dwelling is 1.3.
It should be noted that some of the buildings may not be captured in Council’s database.
The following information is derived from the calculations:


190 Households



361 People



247 Vehicles*



1.5 kilometres evacuation route (to high ground outside the PMF)



Best case travel time | 1minute



Worst case travel time | 5.6 minutes

In assessing suitability of the evacuation route and timing required to evacuate residents, the road immunity
dataset (and road low point data) as well as road and property time to inundation data was utilised. The area
is exposed to fast TTI associated with Bremer River flooding and also high hydraulic risk (HR2c) on some
properties.
The analysis of this evacuation cluster revealed the following:


The area is affected by generally very high hazards with high hydraulic risk. Flood depths are beyond 7
metres in a 1 in 2000 AEP event;



The road low point assessment generally indicates that there is immunity up to the 1 in 50 AEP event as
these roads are generally rising roads from the impacted area. The road line immunity does not reflect
this, however further inspection of the results confirms that some areas begin to inundate during the 1 in
50 AEP event and the entire area begins submerging in the 1 in 100 AEP event; and



In general, no creek flooding impacts this region, however local overland flow paths may also further
restrict evacuation routes.
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As properties are inundated rapidly (below 6 hours), impacted by multiple types of flooding and have high
hazard as well as some restricted access to evacuate, there is an elevated level of risk.
Moores Pocket Road is a rising road (Figure 10-78) with no major areas affected by low point flooding (to
provide any viable solutions). In this regard, the only solution for increasing evacuation capability would be
lifting the level of Moores Pocket Road. The practicality, cost, and likely impact to surrounding properties likely
remove the ability to do this, thus additional emphasis should be placed on monitoring these properties during
flooding.
Considering roads take a up to 12 hours to inundate, properties whilst inundated quickly still have hours to
respond and the travel times are short to the nearest high ground, there is sufficient time to evacuate the
properties as required. Further lead times supplied with flood forecasting also increase the ability to undertake
this evacuation.
From a land use planning perspective, Council may consider not intensifying residential or vulnerable uses in
this area. As part of a citywide implementation of Community Awareness and Resilience activities, Council
may consider rolling a targeted awareness campaign to Moores Pocket Road to ensure residents are aware
of the short time to inundation and potential problems with self-evacuation.
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RISING ROAD FROM MOORES POCKET ROAD
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10.2.4.5.4

CLUSTER FOUR | LINDSAY STREET BUNDAMBA

The fourth cluster has properties within the G2 subcategory (H5/6 and TTI< 6hours). The average number of
people per household in Bundamba is 2.5 and the number of average motor vehicles per dwelling is 1.8.
The following information is derived from the calculations:


82 Households



348 People*



184 Vehicles*



0.82 kilometres evacuation route (to high ground outside the PMF)



Best case travel time | <1minute



Worst case travel time | 2.3 minutes

*Additional numbers added for number of vehicles and population. Assumptions were made for 15 people and 5 vehicles per building
(estimated 3 multi-residential buildings).

In assessing suitability of the evacuation route and timing required to evacuate residents, road immunity
dataset (and road low point data) as well as the road and property time to inundation data was utilised. The
area is exposed to fast TTI associated with Bundamba Creek flooding (and associated tributaries) as well as
Bremer River flooding. Thus, a complex flood regime is present with three separate sources of flooding (urban,
creek and riverine).
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The analysis of this evacuation cluster revealed the following:


The area is affected by generally very high hazards (H5/6) with high hydraulic risk (HR2b). The
combination of multiple types of flooding requires knowledge adapted from a flood forecasting system
(rather than predetermined elements). Council is fortunate to have both the Bremer and Bundamba
Forecasting systems to consider for this cluster;



The road low point assessment generally indicates that for the majority of this area there is unhindered
rising road access to the north east. There are, however, houses that require evacuation along Bergins
Hill Road several locations on this road suffer very poor immunity (1 in 2 AEP and below); and,



Bergins Hill Road is impacted by several local drainage paths (Figure 10-81) and flooding from Bundamba
Creek that reduces overall road immunity to undesirable levels (below 1 in 100 AEP).

As properties are inundated rapidly (below 6 hours), impacted by multiple types of flooding and have high
hazard as well as some restricted access to evacuate, there is an elevated level of risk.
Providing culvert upgrades to sections of Bergins Hill Road would alleviate localised urban drainage flooding
and this would be a relatively uncomplicated exercise (increasing culverts at select locations). This however
would not achieve sufficient immunity from Bundamba Creek flooding and local overland flooding would only
be inundated for short terms. In this regard, road upgrades would be difficult to provide any level of suitable
flood immunity due to Bundamba Creek flooding.
Flooding from Bundamba Creek can take up to 4 hours to inundate sections of Bergins Hill Road and make it
impassable. With the short travel times required, evacuation in these areas is possible considering all of these
elements. Further lead times supplied with flood forecasting would increase the ability to undertake this
evacuation.
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EXAMPLE CROSS DRAINAGE LOCATION BERGINS HILL ROAD
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FIGURE 10-81
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FIGURE 10-82
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FIGURE 10-83
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10.2.4.6

Summary of Detailed Evacuation Analysis

The evacuation analysis provides Council the highest at-risk residential properties that may require early
evacuation. The analysis shows:


The highest at-risk first cluster of 317 residential properties within East Ipswich has a best-case evacuation
timing of under 2 minutes but may take up to 12 minutes (without consideration of preparation time). There
are identified limitations associated with evacuating residents in East Ipswich due to road immunity and
time to inundation during local flooding.



The second at-risk cluster of 14 residential properties within Booval has a best-case evacuation timing of
under 1 minute, and worst-case timing of just over 2 minutes (without consideration of preparation time).
The key evacuation route of Clifton Street could be investigated to provide better immunity for these
sections of evacuation.



The third cluster of 190 residential properties within Moores Pocket has a best-case evacuation timing of
under 1 minute and worst case of just less than 6 minutes (without consideration of preparation time).
Moores Pocket Road is the one evacuation which may be impractical to upgrade, therefore additional
emphasis should be placed on monitoring these properties during flooding.



The fourth cluster of 82 residential properties within Bundamba has a best-case evacuation timing of under
1 minute and worst-case evacuation timing of over 2 minutes (without consideration of preparation time).
There are localised urban drainage flooding and Bundamba Creek flooding affect the evacuation routes,
flooding from Bundamba Creek can take up to 4 hours to inundate sections of Bergins Hill Road.



It should be noted that these assessments consider travel time exclusively. Additional preparation time
would be required by residents to respond.

Increased lead times and preparation that could be supplied with flood forecasting would increase the ability
to undertake evacuation to these areas. The next section of this chapter explores potential enhancements to
the flood forecasting system that Council may consider.

10.3

Flood Forecasting and Flood Intelligence

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

This section provides a high-level assessment and understanding of how to select an appropriate flood
forecasting system dependent on risk, system availability, flood intelligence produced and the types of
available meteorological products to supplement the system.
Flood forecasting systems are an extremely important component of a total flood warning system and have
been attributed to reducing the costs of flood damages significantly by providing the necessary warning time
to plan and adequately react to flood events. In addition, with the advantage of further planning time, high risk
residents can be provided further warning and if necessary, evacuated from dangerous situations.
It is considered that Ipswich City Council is well advanced in flood forecasting, this is in part due to historic
flooding that has affected the LGA and the existing knowledge of flood risk that has prompted investment in
forecasting system. Upgrades and improvements may be considered, and this section provides high level
forecasting and flood intelligence advice and recommendations.
Existing flood forecasting gauges and the classifications that form part of the BoM flood gauge network are
reviewed in Section 10.4.

10.3.1

Catchment Risk and System Prioritisation

The SFMP makes the following recommendation with regards to flash flooding:
Consider flash flood warning systems in locations with the potential for fast-onset flooding.
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The SFMP also makes recommendations to assess and utilise probabilistic forecasting data, adopt new BoM
forecasting products and make further use of flood intelligence in flood forecasting systems. In order to analyse
and recommend suitable flood forecasting systems for each of the IICP areas, BoM provides guidance on the
steps and systems suitable based on risks in the catchment.
An extract from the FLARE project from BoM documents the steps required to inform the need for a flood
forecasting system this is shown in Figure 10-84. The first two steps determine level of risk and what type of
system and are assessed across different flash flooding catchment types.

FIGURE 10-84

BOM FLASH FLOOD SYSTEM GUIDANCE

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The BoM provides guidance around how risk should be determined which generally aligns with a generic risk
assessment in accordance with ISO 31000, similar to the SFMP. Risk is determined by likelihood and
consequence and BoM provides guidance around impacts to the social environment and economic areas
covering aspects such as injuries/fatalities, displacement, intangible psychological effects, ecosystem loss,
community disruption and destruction and damage of property.
Each relevant catchment within the IICP will utilise the BoM generic assessment and also draw upon outputs
of the IICP’s to determine overall risk and the response required to mitigate this risk (from a flood forecasting
point of view).
Outputs from the IICP’s such as hydraulic risk, hazard, time to inundation, duration of inundation, evacuation
priority and damages are utilised to determine the scale of the risk from very low to high risk. This has been
undertaken as a high-level manual determination rather than a quantitative one as more detail is generally not
required to align with the BoM process.
An extract of the FLARE guidance (BoM Flash Flood Advisory Resource Step by Step Guide to Flash Flood
Warning Systems) in determining other responses to different types of risk is provided in Figure 10-85. Each
of the risk categories recommends different implementation techniques for prediction, interpretation, response
and review.
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FIGURE 10-85

BOM FLASH FLOOD SYSTEM SELECTION

From the high-level risk assessment, recommendations are made on the appropriate type of system to be
considered by Council. As a minimum, it is recommended that Council develop low/medium risk simplified
systems for each of catchment and works towards more advanced systems if desired. It should be noted
however that the uptake of advanced systems requires adequate technical resourcing and duty officers to
operate during flood events.
Guidance on high risk systems and potential capabilities is also provided below, should these systems be
considered for the future.

10.3.2

Forecast System Options

Forecasting systems can be built by many different providers and informed by multiple third-party products.
Software names and third-party products are removed from any discussion however outputs and examples
are provided from these software providers.
There are a multitude of forecasting systems that range from expensive to implement and complex to simple
and inexpensive as shown in Figure 10-86. A short description of the different systems is provided below. It
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should be noted that Council currently operates a combination of hydraulic extent “benders” (described below)
and live hydrologic systems.

FIGURE 10-86

TYPES OF FLOOD FORECASTING SYSTEMS1

Sourced from: Buchanan S, Berry A, 2018, ‘Is Real Time Giving Us More Time’, Floodplain Management
Conference, Canberra May 2018, https://www.floods.org.au/client_images/2128576.pdf
10.3.2.1

Static Maps

Understanding flood extents is the basic form of flood forecasting and this can automatically increase
knowledge after flood studies are undertaken. Understanding relationships between rainfall amounts and
durations (rainfall intensity) can be linked to very rough flood extent surfaces. This is considered limited in
application and lacks accuracy from a flood forecasting sense.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

10.3.2.2

Gauges and Trigger Based Systems

A popular and basic form of forecasting is utilising rain and/or river gauges with predetermined mapping to
align with readings on gauges. Rainfall prediction maps can be developed through flood models by setting
specific rainfall intensities and their resultant flood extents and surface. This creates a library of surfaces that
can be used to give a very approximate understanding of flooding in the region. This type of approach suffers
with low accuracy and is often very conservative as there is no spatial variation across the catchment and
durations and rainfall amounts can often not be replicated exactly (without many thousands of maps).
Water level gauges can be used with predetermined flood maps at increments up the flood gauges (i.e., at
0.25m level increases). Whilst this does not provide a predictive capacity, it is a very useful tool to provide
understanding of the impact of flooding at various levels. In addition, rate of rise graphs can be developed to
predict what level the gauge will reach and enable the selection of an appropriate gauge level map.
These types of approaches are often sufficient for low and medium risk areas. Where complex catchments
and/or high-risk areas are encountered, other systems should be considered. In the context of areas identified
as low or medium risk, these types of systems can be implemented by:
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Utilising existing flood model surfaces or rerunning models to accord to suitable gauge heights.
Incrementing the model at gauge locations can be undertaken to provide sensible gauge increments.
Basic forecasting platforms can also be used with existing flood surfaces and gauge locations for this;



Rainfall triggers can also be remodelled within hydraulic software (i.e., 100mm/hour, 200mm/ 3 hours etc)
to provide basic forecasting methods. This can also be incorporated into simplified flood forecasting
systems; and,



Hydraulic models can be re-simulated to produce intelligence of houses flooded and roads affected with
the gauge reference area. This can also be undertaken in a flood forecasting system.

Adopting this relatively simplified process can produce basic flood forecasting systems and trigger-based
intelligence for low and medium risk catchments. Generally, it is not recommended to rely fully on the forecast
outputs produced by this type of method (i.e., rainfall triggers) as there are many issues and errors associated
with this. Water level trigger maps, as shown in Figure 10-87,and forecast systems can however provide the
necessary intelligence and also predetermined understandings of impact.
10.3.2.3

Hydraulic Extent Models (Benders)

Hydraulic “bending” systems are in use within the Brisbane, Somerset, Lockyer, and Ipswich areas as a tool
to work with the BoM on the Brisbane River. A hydraulic bender was developed as a deliverable during the
SFMP (managed by the QRA) for these areas and works in collaboration between SEQ Water, BoM, and the
local Councils. The system is operated in accordance with the following procedures:


SEQ Water estimate (based on BoM rainfall forecasts and other mechanisms) the predicted Wivenhoe
Dam gate releases. These estimates are transferred to BoM’s HYFS system.



The BoM through their HYFS system use URBS and gauge rating curves to convert predicted and fallen
rainfall into predicted water levels at nominated flood forecasting locations.



The local Councils receive these predicted forecast levels at each of the nominated forecast locations. In
addition to this, the BoM often assist Councils further by informally providing forecast predictions at other
nominated locations through the Council area.



Council’s then operate a WaterRIDE system (commonly called a bender) that uses the predicted level
extents and converts these to a flood surface. WaterRIDE also processes this flood surface further
providing flood intelligence including lists of properties flooded and road inundation predictions.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

This type of system is crucial where the BoM is responsible for flood forecasting on larger rivers. It should be
also noted that Ipswich’s Bremer system is also a type of hydraulic bending system.
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FIGURE 10-87

10.3.2.4

EXAMPLE FLOOD TRIGGER MAPPING FOR LOW/MEDIUM RISK SYSTEM

Live Hydrologic/Live Hydraulic Models

This type of system requires a high level of development, understanding and resourcing. It is well suited to
organisations that have specialist flood engineers in larger teams. These types of systems can leverage on
sophisticated flood models that have been developed and extend their use much further.
These systems can run live hydrologic models utilising a variety of forecasting and real time rainfall products
listed above or information from rain gauges (or a combination of all of these). Hydraulic ‘bending’ systems
can then be used to develop the forecast extents. Systems such as this are perfectly suited to high risk or
complex catchments, although do require much higher levels of resourcing.
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These systems also provide powerful flood intelligence to varying levels of accuracy (depending on desired
lead times). Ipswich City Council currently operates the Bundamba and Woogaroo flood forecasting systems
which are well known examples in Australia and were used as case studies for the BoM FLARE project. These
systems have previously been tested to within 170mm accuracy with 12 hours warning time48 in the 2017 flood
event (ex-tropical cyclone Debbie).
10.3.2.5

Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems is a growing field within the flood forecasting industry. Systems can use
flood models to fine tune forecasts (for example adjusting rainfall losses) and also be used without flood models
altogether. For example, Google is using AI and significant processing power to create better forecasting
models to predict when and where floods will occur. In September 2018, Google sent out the first alert using
the new methodology for a flood alert in India. The system uses historical events, river level readings and
terrain data to feed the models and predict floods49.

10.3.3

BoM Meteorological Products

Flood forecasting systems as described above range from basic to advanced in their build, application and
use. Advanced systems which are generally required for high risk catchments need longer lead times because
of this risk. Moving from utilising gauge triggers, other real time information and more accurate forecast results
requires advanced forcasting products to be utilised.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

For the sake of consistency and to reduce risk, products from the BoM are only considered in this assessment.
Figure 10-88 shows product distribution availability. More advanced products are congregated around capital
cities in general and coverage extends into regional areas for some products.

48

Sourced from: Berry A, 2017, ‘ Ex TC Debbie – Rainfields and Steps Product Testing 2017

49

Matias Y, 2018. ‘Keeping People Safe with AI-enabled Flood Forecasting’, Google Blog Accessed August 2020 from
https://www.blog.google/products/search/helping-keep-people-safe-ai-enabled-flood-forecasting/
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FIGURE 10-88

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

10.3.3.1

DISTRIBUTION OF BOM PRODUCTS

Long Lead Forecast Products

Long lead forecast products provide the necessary planning times for emergency management areas of
Council to prepare for large scale flood events many days in advance. Whilst the level of accuracy may be
low, and no general action should be taken this far in advance, it does provide high level estimates, scale of
event which can be used to inform the scale of response potentially required considering worst case scenarios.
This can initiate early works on resourcing and ensuring processes are in place (i.e., preparing evacuation
centres).
10.3.3.2

Australian Digital Forecast Database (ADFD)

The Australian Digital Forecast Database (ADFD) provides a wide variety of forecasting products (wind, rain,
temperature etc) and rain forecast data is available in a 1.5-kilometre gridded net CDF output through FTP. In
addition to this, a variety of rain products are available including 75%, 50%, 25% and 10% chance of rainfall
ensembles. These are updated 1 or 3 hourly and 7-day forecast lead.
The ADFD product is a useful long lead forecast tool that can be used to provide a broad understanding of ex
tropical cyclone impacts in advance (as one example). Whilst accuracy with these types of events and longer
lead times is obviously questionable, the product does provide the ability to provide advance warning to
emergency services, the community and enable preparation for potential best- and worst-case scenarios.
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10.3.3.3

Short Term Ensemble Precipitation System (STEPS) Forecasts

Short Term Ensemble Precipitation System (STEPS) provides shorter lead time, but more accurate forecasts
to inform flood forecasting systems. The STEPS products include:


‘Nowcasting’ to provide a 2-hour forecast, updated every 5 minutes at a 500m spatial resolution (grid
size). The product is an effective flash flooding tool, critical for more accurate shorter forecasts in flash
flooding scenarios;



‘Quantitative Precipitation Forecast’ (QPF) which forecasts out to 12 hours, updated every 10 minutes
and at a 1km grid spatial resolution. The product is available as a mix of combinations but generally would
be best packaged with the Access C Models and nowcasting (i.e., the Nowcast model would utilise the
first 2 hours of the forecast with Access – C providing the next 10 hours as a packaged forecast); and,



Longer-term forecasts which use automated radar nowcasting blended with high-resolution rainfall
forecasts from the Bureau's Numerical Weather Prediction Model (ACCESS-C) are powerful products on
a fine spatial resolution and are updated frequently.

This combination, alongside the ability to merge products, presents a potentially valuable solution to
forecasting in riverine and flash flooding scenarios. This merged forecast product could be considered the
most useful, powerful, and effective product for a wide range of forecasting needs.
10.3.3.4

Real Time Products

Whilst predictive forecast products provide the necessary lead times to better react to flooding, they are based
on methods and algorithms that can produce low levels of accuracy and scenario based probabilistic forecasts.
Real time products remove some of these issues of accuracy as they are based on actual rainfall intensities
but do have the disadvantage of much less warning time available for flood peaks.
The following information provides an overview of the real time radar rainfall products available from BoM.
10.3.3.5

Radar Rainfall

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Rainfields rainfall data is essentially electronically populated data sourced from a radar. Some quality control
is undertaken by BoM such as reflectivity and rainfall conversion checks and is based on a 1km grid resolution.
This does not include any calibration to rainfall gauges to our knowledge. This data could be considered highly
desirable for forecasting and improves rainfall distribution spatially across flood models. There are some
concerns with accuracy of raw radar data with this product however the pros outweigh the cons due to the
spatial distribution.
10.3.3.6

Calibrated and Merged Radar Rainfall

This essentially extends the QA/QC process of the raw radar data and calibrates it to automated rainfall
stations. The process uses bias correcting from real time rain gauge observations. With merged radar rainfall,
this process utilises gauge data more so by blending both the gauge observations and calibrated radar rainfall
further. The full process of correction and adjustment is available from the BoM website50.
10.3.3.7

Australian Water Resources Assessment Landscape Model (AWRA-L)

AWRA-L provides necessary data to predict soil moisture and thus rainfall losses which is an important
consideration in live hydrologic/hydraulic models. A combination of the BoM Australian Water Resources
Assessment Landscape Model (AWRA-L) soil moisture loss model, previous calibration data and a range of

50

Refer to: http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/radar/about/calculating_rainfall_accumulations.shtml
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applicable criteria can be utilised to automate loss selection. Further details on AWRA-L are provided in
Figure 10-89 and Figure 10-90.
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FIGURE 10-89

RADAR RAINFALL ADJUSTMENTS

FIGURE 10-90
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AWRA-L models hydrological processes for:


Partitioning of rainfall between interception losses and net rainfall;



Saturation excess overland flow (depending on groundwater store saturation level);



Infiltration and Hortonian (infiltration excess) overland flow;



Saturation, interflow, drainage, and evaporation from soil layers;



Baseflow,
evaporation
and transpiration from the
groundwater store with
the soil layers modelled
separately for 2 (shallow
and
deep
rooted)
hydrological
response
units. In addition, the
following
vegetation
processes are described;



Transpiration,
as
a
function of maximum root
water
uptake
and
optimum
transpiration
rate;
The
Bureau’s
Operational
AWRA-L
Model 5; and,



Vegetation
cover
adjustment, as a function
of the balance between
the theoretical optimum
and
the
actual
transpiration, and at a rate
corresponding
to
vegetation cover type51.
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FIGURE 10-91

AWRA-L SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

In summary, AWRA-L as shown in Figure 10-91 provides automated estimates of rainfall losses that can be
utilised in flood forecasting systems. Calibration of these values is also possible but would require installation
of soil moisture probes.

10.3.4

Flood Intelligence

Flood intelligence is a product of flood forecasting systems. Once forecasts are completed, predicted flood
levels are then utilised with other GIS data sets (road low points, floor levels etc) and a multitude of spatial
intelligence can be developed and published for use by Emergency Managers. With predictive forecasting,
this information can be provided in a timely manner, well before peak levels are reached and even before rain

51

Source: The Bureau’s Operational AWRA Landscape (AWRA-L) Model Technical Description of AWRA-L Version 5.
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begins falling if desired. GIS information developed in the IICP can be used and adapted within flood
forecasting systems.
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This is not an exhaustive list, but flood forecasting and flood intelligence systems can provide the following
benefit and outputs:


Systems can be set to alert critical locations (house inundation, bridges etc) ahead of time;



Systems can automatically produce lists of properties impacted ahead of time;



Triggers can be set on structures (such as bridges) ahead of time, e.g., just below the deck height or over
road height. With detailed development, indications and forecasts can be provided on when to re-open
roads;



Systems can forecast floods to varying lead times and resultant accuracies. Products can forecast 7 days
in advance or down to 5-minute updates with products such as radar rainfall;



Methods and processes can be put in place to utilise a variety of datasets to activate certain emergency
management procedures (preparing evacuation centres, closing roads ahead of time, warning, and
evacuating residents). This process and capability need detail investigation and should become part of a
flood operating manual or standard operating procedures coupled with a total flood warning system
approach;



Infiltration probes can be connected to rain gauges to provide an understanding of catchment rainfall
losses. This is extremely important in flash flood scenarios where there is no available time to “calibrate”
forecast hydrographs against flood gauges. Infiltration/moisture probes can also be used to validate
spatially varied data available from the BOM (Australian Landscape Water Balance data);



A variety of sensitivity forecasts can be undertaken to highlight worst case and likely scenarios. As an
example, simple ADFD forecasts can utilise 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% rainfall predictions and simulate
what this could look like in terms of flood extent. Packaged surface profiles can be developed ahead of
time to gauge impact and possible resourcing required; and



Future benefit and application of forecasting is advancing quickly and allowing more effective emergency
management procedures to be put in place.



To complement forecast systems advanced monitoring systems can be installed to replace or complement
flood gauges at bridges. Advanced and automated road closure signs are one example that are useful in
areas not readily accessed by Emergency Services during flood events (i.e., remote or rural areas)

It is important to take a total flood warning systems approach to flood forecasting and other techniques. As
one example flood gauges should no longer be used as primary forecast mechanisms where possible. Whilst
flood gauges are not obsolete, the need and focus for gauges should and needs to change from that of a
forecast to a real time understanding.
Some examples of flood intelligence developed from existing flood forecasting systems in use throughout
Queensland are shown below in Figure 10-92, Figure 10-93 and Figure 10-94.
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FIGURE 10-92

FIGURE 10-93

FLOOD INTELLIGENCE DEPTH ABOVE FLOOR

FLOOD INTELLIGENCE DURATION OF ROAD INUNDATION
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FIGURE 10-94

10.3.5

FLOOD INTELLIGENCE SCENARIO BASED OUTPUTS

Forecast System Assessment

This section provides a high-level assessment of Ipswich City Council’s Bremer River system and flash flooding
catchments together with relevant recommendations for improvement.
10.3.5.1

Riverine Assessment

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The existing Bremer River Forecast system was jointly conceived by Council and BoM is well-developed. The
system is a “hydraulic bender” that operates in the following way:


BoM utilises an URBS model and rating curves to supply nominated forecasts at each of the locations in
Council’s WaterRIDE system;



Council uses forecast levels at each gauge locations to provide a hydraulic surface across the catchment;
and



The system produces various forms of flood intelligence with formal published results and informal manual
inspection (properties and roads flooded).

An extract of the system is provided in Figure 10-95.
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FIGURE 10-95

10.3.5.2

BREMER RIVER FORECAST SYSTEM EXAMPLE AND LOCATIONS

Current Bremer System Gauge Locations

The table below provides information about each of the forecast system locations, how these gauges are
used/treated by BoM and relayed to Council and any recommendations to improve these links.
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TABLE 10-21 BREMER FORECAST SYSTEM LOCATIONS

Gauge

BoM Type

BoM Priority

Moggill

Quantitative Formal Forecast
Location

High

Ipswich

Quantitative Formal Forecast
Location

High

Hancock Bridge

Informal Forecast Location

Medium

Recommend formalising as BoM
output for Council’s forecast system

One Mile
Bridge

Informal Forecast Location

Medium

Recommend formalising as BoM
output for Council’s forecast system

Three Mile
Bridge

Informal Forecast Location

Medium

Recommend formalising as BoM
output for Council’s forecast system

Walloon

Quantitative Formal Forecast
Location

High

Rosewood AL

Quantitative Formal Forecast
Location

High

Kuss Road

Informal Forecast Location

Medium
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Gauge

BoM Type

BoM Priority

Comment

Lower Mount
Walker

Informal Forecast Location

N/A

Not listed in BoM forecast or flood
class definitions.
Recommend
formalising as BoM output for
Council’s forecast system

Amberley ALP

Quantitative Formal Forecast
Location

High

10.3.5.3

Potential Future Flood Forecast Locations

The area surrounding the RAAF Base Amberley has an extremely complex arrangement of flooding. This area
is the confluence of the Bremer River, Warrill Creek and Purga Creek and multiple types of flood magnitude
and timing can occur from these systems, both individually and combined. In addition, the Warrill and Purga
Creek floodplains connect during major flooding resulting in even more complex flooding. Whilst, in general,
residential flooding is minimised through these areas, there are still several properties impacted from flooding
and the RAAF Base Amberley is also heavily exposed.
At present, the flood forecasting system uses the Amberley and One Mile forecast gauges to reflect flooding
in the area applying consistent AEP’s across this area reflective of the zones of influence. This potentially
needs revision to reflect the complexity of flooding in the area and to ensure more accurate forecasts are
provided. The following recommendations are provided for Council to consider:
10.3.5.3.1

LOAMSIDE FORECAST GAUGE

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Purga Creek is the most significant tributary of Warrill Creek within the Ipswich region (with a catchment area
of 209 km2) and may have the potential to impact on flood heights and thus forecast accuracy in the region
described above. An extract from the Brisbane River Catchment Flood Study – Comprehensive Hydrologic
Assessment 15 May 2015 is provided in Figure 10-96 and discussed below, which indicate that reliable rating
curve data is available at this location:


The DNRM gauge at Loamside at the downstream end of the catchment has a reasonable historical record
and some flow gauging; and,



The Loamside hydraulic model calibration and derived rating are therefore considered reasonable and
were adopted as a review of the URBS model achieved good match and demonstrated no need for further
modification.

An extract from Ipswich Rivers Flood Study Update Design Flood Modelling and Mapping Final Report May
2019 suggests that the Flood Frequency Analysis (FFA) for Loamside is also relatively reliable due to the long
record length and satisfactory rating curve. Results from the FFA are very similar to those from the BRCFS
which is expected given the similarity of the assessment, the main difference being the five additional years of
data included in the current assessment.
It is therefore recommended that Council considers further investigation, jointly with the BoM, to include
Loamside as an informal forecast location to compliment Council’s flood forecasting system and separate the
Warrill and Purga Creek systems in the forecasts. This would require consideration of quality of data and
available rating curves by BoM.
Council would also require modification to the WaterRIDE system to include an additional forecast location
and new zones of influence to reflect this change.
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FIGURE 10-96

10.3.5.3.2

PURGA CREEK EXTRACT FROM THE BRCFS – COMPREHENSIVE HYDROLOGIC
ASSESSMENT

ADDITIONAL GAUGE IN THE RAAF BASE AMBERLEY
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As noted above, there is significant complexity on the surrounds of RAAF Base Amberley and a possible need
to distinguish multiple sources of flooding (Bremer River and Warrill and Purga Creeks). An indicative gauge
location could be considered on an informal road from the RAAF Base Amberley to Warrill Creek. Figure 1097 shows the possible location for a new gauge in the RAAF Base Amberley site. Providing a new informal
forecast gauge at this location would require significant work from BoM and Council including:


Council would require a new forecast location within its current WaterRIDE system and new zones of
influence;



A new flood gauge would need to be designed and constructed at a suitable location considering a
multitude of parameters; and,



BoM would be required to undertake extensive works which may not also be suitable/practical. This would
include development of a new location with no available rating curves or significant history through the
region.

The new forecast gauge in the RAAF Base Amberley as shown in Figure 10-97 would provide additional benefit
in better defining flooding through the region, however, may not be possible/suitable due to the lack of data at
this location.
Other possibilities could include development of a rating curve using Council’s Ipswich Rivers TUFLOW model
and providing this information to BoM.
Considering these complications, it is recommended that initial discussions occur with BoM before proceeding
further.
10.3.5.3.3

AUTOMATE FORECAST INPUTS

At present, Council applied the Bremer River forecast system using manual methods and inputs. This is
undertaken during flood events in consultation via phone with BoM. BoM relays predicted forecast heights at
each of Ipswich City Council’s required forecast locations.
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This method is prone to error and does not adequately formalise the needs of Ipswich City Council from BoM
and could vary from officer to officer during flood events. Thus, the following is recommended:


Formalise Council’s flood forecasting requirements with BoM through an official memorandum of
understanding or other suitable agreement. This is to ensure requirements are firm and clear between
different duty officers during floods from both organisations; and



Investigate the potential to largely automate the transfer of required forecast data from the BoM HY-FS
system to Council’s WaterRIDE system. This will also aid in automating and simplifying Council’s system
and reduce the possibility of errors during translation verbally over the phone.
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It is recommended that Council and BoM jointly discuss the possibilities in detail.
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FIGURE 10-97
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10.3.5.4

Flash Flooding Assessment

The following section provides a high-level assessment using the theory from BoM’s risk assessment and any
knowledge obtained through the IIICP outputs. Ultimately, providing forecasting systems for each of the flash
flooding catchments would be ideal (particularly if automation and rationalising all the systems together can
occur). However, alternatives have been proposed for lower risk catchments as below in Table 10-22.
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TABLE 10-22 IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL FLASH FLOODING ASSESSMENT

Catchment

Flood
Risk

Current
Arrangement

Discussion

Recommendations

Bundamba
Creek

High

Live Hydrologic
Flood Forecasting
System

Flash flood forecasting
system is sufficient.

Increase flood intelligence,
automation and ensuring all
meteorological products are
used.

Woogaroo
Creek

Medium

Live Hydrologic
Flood Forecasting
System

Flash flood forecasting
system is sufficient.

Increase flood intelligence,
automation and ensuring all
meteorological products are
used.

Six Mile
Creek

Low

Minimal

This
catchment
generally has a lower
level of flood risk due to
the lower exposure of
properties.

Recommend the development
of a gauged based trigger
mapping system (low risk
system).
Where resources
permit, consider upgrades to
more advanced systems.

Deebing
Creek

Medium

Minimal

The Deebing Creek area
has a medium level of
flood risk associated with
properties impacted and
major roads inundated.

Recommend the development
of a basic flood forecasting
system that is more advanced
than the pre-cooked gauge
trigger approach.

Goodna
Creek

Low

Minimal

This
catchment
generally has a lower
level of flood risk due to
the lower exposure of
properties.

Recommend the development
of a gauged based trigger
mapping system (low risk
system).
Where resources
permit, consider upgrades to
more advanced systems.

As it can be seen from Table 10-22, it is considered that Goodna and Six Mile Creek are of a lower risk and
either a basic manual forecasting system could be developed, or a gauge level database be used in its place.
It is recommended that Deebing Creek is formalised with a flash flood forecasting system or at minimum an
understanding of gauge level trigger heights. However, it should be noted that gauge level trigger heights
provide no real forecast capability.

10.3.6

Overall Forecast and Intelligence Recommendations

This section provides general recommendations for improvements in flood forecasting and flood intelligence
for the Council systems.
10.3.6.1

Forecast System Recommendations

The following is a summary of the recommendations for flood forecasting systems (both riverine and flash
flooding):
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Council should subscribe to the ADFD, QPF, Merged Radar Rainfall and AWRA-L Bom products. These
products will provide the necessary spatial and temporal variation as well as the ability to have long range
forecasts and shorter range more accurate forecasts. The AWRA-L product will also help automate the
selection of rainfall losses for the flash flood forecast systems;



Amendments and formalising of the Bremer River forecast system with the BoM should occur. At a basic
level this includes formalising the required forecast locations and investigating a method to automate the
forecast information from BoM systems to Councils. Furthermore, the investigations around Loamside
and Amberley should be noted for further discussion and consideration jointly with BoM which includes
formalising the forecasts at Loamside as well as the possible introduction of another water level gauge
and forecast location at RAAF Base Amberley; and,



Consideration should be given to developing basic forecasting systems or precooked gauge level trigger
information at Six Mile, Deebing and Goodna Creeks.

10.3.6.2

Flood Intelligence Recommendations
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Considering the information above and alignment with the outputs of the IICP, the following flood intelligence
recommendations could be considered by Council to improve the overall flood forecasting systems in
operation:


Data from the IICP such as property levels and road low points could be incorporated into all flood
forecasting systems to provide intelligence on the number and degree of properties impacted as well as
the number and degree of roads flooded. More advanced functions could also be considered included
such as the time to inundation of road networks as well as the duration (similar to the IIICP but with real
data unlike synthetic events);



Use of AIDR hazard outputs could be considered (similar to the IIICP) to understand risks faced by
residents;



Scenario based inputs and outputs should be considered for all forecasting systems. This can include
ensemble-based forecasts (10th, 25th, 50th percentile forecasts) that can produce likely, possible, and
unlikely forecasting scenarios to aid in understanding of potential differences and impacts; and,



Investigate a “central” forecast database to simultaneously initiate multiple forecasts and intelligence
outputs. Councils flash flood forecasting systems can be linked to require only one initiation run and
produce a “master database” of intelligence for specific areas. In addition, further automation can be
investigated with the BoM forecast levels directly from the HY-FS outputs. In theory, all of Council’s
forecasting system could be triggered by a single push button operation or even automated altogether If
desired.

10.4

Flood Gauges and Classifications

This section provides an assessment of the existing flood gauges in the Brisbane/Bremer catchment within the
Ipswich LGA and provides a response to Council’s obligations in the SFMP. The SFMP identifies two actions
for local governments to lead in the area of disaster management:


DM3.1 Identify (rainfall and stream) gauges to be included in the Bureau’s forecast network based on the
Queensland Flood Gauge Network Review; and



DM3.2 Review stream gauge classifications and amend where necessary.

As discussed in Section 10.2.4.6, Council may consider upgrades and improvements to the existing in-house
flood forecasting system which, in combination with the review of flood classification, will require ongoing
discussion with the BoM.
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10.4.1

SFMP Actions

10.4.1.1

DM3.1 Identify (Rainfall and Stream) Gauges to be included in the Bureau’s Forecast

As per the SFMP action item DM3.1, potential new gauge locations have been identified in Section 10.2.4.6
of this Chapter. A systematic review was undertaken of the flood forecasting locations within the Ipswich
network to inform future discussion with agencies like BoM. Section 3.5.3 contains the detailed assessment
of these forecast locations. In summary, Council may consider:


Loamside as an informal forecast location to better compliment Council’s flood forecasting system and to
separate the Warrill and Purga Creek systems in the forecasts;



RAAF Base Amberley would provide additional benefit in better defining flooding through the region,
however, may not be possible/suitable due to the lack of data at this location; and,



Automation of the forecast level information between the BoM HY-FS system to Council’s WaterRIDE
system.

Further to the recommendations in Section 10.2.4.6, the Queensland Flood Gauge Network Review includes
a systematic scoring process for all water level gauges in Queensland based on factors such as coverage,
number of ungauged areas, gauge diversity and communications. In combination with an analysis of flood
hazard within the settlements the Queensland Flood Gauge Network Review provides a prioritised approach
for improvements to the flood warning gauge network. Within the Brisbane/Bremer River catchment, there are
11 settlements deemed low priority and 9 a very low priority for gauge network improvements.
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No settlements were recommended as a moderate, high or very high priority within the Brisbane/Bremer River
catchment. Ipswich LGA is therefore considered a low priority, within Queensland, for gauge network
improvements. With regard to rainfall gauges, a spatial analysis undertaken as part of the review reveals that
the existing gauge density criteria within the entire Brisbane/Bremer catchment meets the minimum density
criteria of urban areas (i.e., 20 per km2) as shown in Figure 10-98.

FIGURE 10-98

MINIMUM DENSITIES OF RAIN GAUGES (ADAPTED FROM WMO, 1974) SOURCE:
QUEENSLAND FLOOD GAUGE NETWORK REVIEW

Ipswich LGA is listed as one of thirteen settlements that do meet the density criteria and is estimated to have
18 rain gauges per km2. Based on the outcome of the Queensland Flood Gauge Network Review, the IICP
has not investigated the need for further rainfall gauges in the Ipswich LGA.
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10.4.1.2

DM3.2 Review Stream Gauge Classifications and Amend Where Necessary

As per the SFMP action item 3.2, a methodology to review the gauge classification was developed based on
a guidance document outlined by the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) titled Flood Classifications in Queensland
– A best practice guide for local governments, released in June 2020.
Water level gauge locations are defined by BoM as either Data, Information or Forecast locations. The gauge
types are defined in BoM document Service Level Specification for Flood Forecasting and Warning Services
for Queensland - Version 3., released in 2018.
The guidelines include consideration of:


Community assets/documented flood impacts;



Relate impacts to the nearest gauge or forecast location in the vicinity;



Link flood impacts to the gauge height; and



Community education and awareness of flood level and mapping.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Importantly, and where possible, as many of these information sources should be considered in defining a
flood classification level. The BoM Guidance note provides a recommended 4 step process to follow, the initial
phase of which involves a comprehensive data review. The BoM flow diagram is provided in Figure 10-99.

FIGURE 10-99

QRA BEST PRACTICE GUIDE FLOW DIAGRAM FOR FLOOD CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
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10.4.2

Flood Classification Review

Flood classifications for stream gauges are a critical element of planning and flood response for multiple
agencies, not just Council. Flood classifications can and are used for the following purposes:


The community may use flood classifications as a method to gauge the severity of a flood and also relate
previous historical floods to this reference;



Council may use flood classifications in a similar process to understand magnitudes and consequences
of flooding by applying and utilising the classification impact stated below;



The BoM is generally the primary user of flood classifications. Flood classifications are utilised by the
BoM to communicate flood impacts through the classifications to the community via the BoM website; and,



Classifications are measured to determine the necessary emergency management resources required for
their flood operations centre.

Council is responsible for setting these classifications which are then used by the BoM for this purpose. The
methodology developed for the IICP included the following tasks:


Review and access the best available hydraulic flood modelling results for the areas of interest;



Estimate the areas of influence for each gauge location;



Within each area of influence:


Map community assets, such as structures, roads and utility services.



Review flood impacts for a range of flood magnitudes.



Link the impacts to a local gauge height.



Determine minor, moderate, and major flood levels for each information and forecast gauge location; and



Compare previous and updated gauge classifications at each location.

Depending on the difference between the previous and updated gauge classifications as well as the perceived
level of conservatism of previous classifications, recommendations have been provided on whether gauge
classifications should be updated.
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Limited information has been provided regarding how and when previous gauge classifications were
undertaken. A review of available information indicates classifications have not changed since January 2013.
10.4.2.1

Classification Definitions

The guidance document “Step by Step Guide to Setting Flood Classifications – Practical Guidance for
Queensland Local Governments” provides definitions for flood classification triggers as follows:
MINOR - Causes inconvenience. Low-lying areas next to watercourses are inundated. Minor roads may be
closed, and low-level bridges submerged. In urban areas, inundation may affect some backyards and buildings
below the floor level as well as bicycle and pedestrian paths. In rural areas, removal of stock and equipment
may be required.
MODERATE - In addition to the above, the area of inundation is more substantial. Main traffic routes may be
affected. Some buildings may be affected above the floor level. Evacuation of flood affected areas may be
required. In rural areas, removal of stock is required.
MAJOR - In addition to the above, extensive rural areas and/or urban areas are inundated. Many buildings
may be affected above the floor level. Properties and towns are likely to be isolated and major rail and traffic
routes closed. Evacuation of flood affected areas may be required. Utility services may be impacted.
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10.4.2.2

Gauges Assessed and Related

Water level gauges within the Ipswich LGA which have been analysed as part of this study are presented in
Table 10-23. Also shown in the table are the gauge names and numbers at each location and the hydraulic
model results used to estimate the flood classification levels. As shown in the table, all water level gauge
locations except Churchill Alert and South Ripley gauge sites adopted hydraulic results from the Bremer River
Flood Study. Churchill Alert adopted the Deebing Creek hydraulic results, which provided more representative
flood levels for the gauge impact region. The following gauges have been reviewed as agreed by the TWG.
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TABLE 10-23 ICC ANALYSED WATER LEVEL GAUGES

Gauge Location

Gauge Name(s)

Gauge Number (s)

Gauge Type

Flood Data
Source

Amberley

Amberley Alert-P

540180

Forecast

Bremer River
Flood Study (2019)

Churchill

Churchill Alert

540248

Information

Deebing Creek
Flood Study (2015)

Five Mile Bridge

Five Mile Br Alert

540147

Forecast

Ipswich

Ipswich Alert
Ipswich

040831
040101

Forecast

Kuss Road

Kuss Road TM
Kuss Road Alert
Kuss Road

540583
540194
040701

Information

Loamside

Loamside Alert
Loamside TM

540062
540210

Information

One Mile Bridge

One Mile Bridge
Alert

040836

Information

Rosewood

Rosewood Alert
Rosewood Al-B
Rosewood

540193
540388
040549

Forecast

Rosewood WWTP

Rosewood WWTP
Alert

540313

Information

South Ripley
(James Ivory
Bridge)

South Ripley
(James Ivory
Bridge)

540727

Data

South Ripley
(Wards Road)

South Ripley
(Wards Road) Al

540666

Data

Spressers Bridge

Spressers Bridge
Alert

540314

Information

Three Mile Bridge

Three Mile Bridge
Alert

040838

Information

Walloon

Walloon (DNRM)
Al
Walloon TM

540504
540081

Forecast
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10.4.2.3

Impact Regions

The impact regions for each gauge are the areas where impacts were reviewed to determine the flood
classification levels and are presented in Figure 10-101. Impact regions were estimated based on the adopted
gauge being able to provide accurate and timely flood inundation information for the immediate area, an
example is shown in Figure 10-100, which shows where an impact region may be placed. In summary the
impact regions are:


Limited to upstream and downstream confluences, as the gauge cannot accurately estimate flooding
which is occurring within these waterways without additional information; and



Have due consideration of distances to the next upstream or downstream gauge.

Gauge Location

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Impact Region

FIGURE 10-100 EXAMPLE OF AN IMPACT REGION (SHOWN WITH A GREEN POLYGON)
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FIGURE 10-101 GAUGE CLASSIFICATION - IMPACT REGIONS AND GAUGE LOCATIONS
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10.4.2.4

Previous and Updated Flood Classification Levels

Existing and updated gauge classifications are listed in Table 10-24. For the full flood impact analysis of each
gauge location, noting trigger levels, expected height at the location of impact and at the site of the gauge,
refer to Appendix W.
TABLE 10-24 PROPOSED FLOOD CLASSIFICATION LEVELS

Gauge Location

Proposed
Classifications (mAHD)
(commonly rounded to
nearest .5m)

Difference (m) +/-

Minor

Moderate

Major

Minor

Moderate

Major

Minor

Moderate

Major

Amberley

4.0

5.5

6.5

6.5

7

7.5

2.5

1.5

1

Churchill

10.0

13.0

15.5

14.5

17

19.5

4.5

4

4

Five Mile Bridge

3.5

5.5

7.0

4

6.5

8

0.5

1

1

Ipswich

7

9

11.7

7.5

9

13

0.5

0

1.3

Kuss Road

6

7

8

6.5

7.5

8

0.5

0.5

0

Loamside

5

6.5

8

6

7

8.5

1

0.5

0.5

One Mile Bridge

10

12

14

13

14

17

3

2

3

Rosewood

4

5

6

5

5.5

6

1

0.5

0

7.3

8.3

9.3

6.5

7

7.2

-0.8

-1.3

-2.1

Rosewood WWTP
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Current Classification
(mAHD)

South Ripley (James
Ivory Bridge)

N/A (data location)

3..5

4

5.5

N/A (data location)

South Ripley (Wards
Road)

N/A (data location)

67.2

67.8

68.2

N/A (data location)

Spressers Bridge

4

4.4

4.8

4

4.5

5.0

0

0.1

0.2

Three Mile Bridge

14

16

18

16.5

19

23.5

2.5

3

5.5

Walloon

5

6.5

8.5

4

7.5

10

-1

1

1.5

10.4.3

Further Considerations

It is recommended that Council consider the impact analysis of each gauge location as listed in Table 10-24
and propose amendment to the minor, moderate and major flood classifications to the BoM as per
recommendation DM3.2 of the SFMP. As per step 4 of the BoM guidance note, developing community
education and awareness tools should be considered when updated flood classification levels. The
Communication Toolkit and messaging emerging from the QRA with regards to flooding, flood warnings, flood
classification, a suite of communications and awareness tools may be available to Council to accompany the
proposed amendments.

10.5

Emergency Alert Polygons

This section draws linkages to the flood classification review detailed in section 10.4. The analysis of the flood
impacts for each of the flood forecasted locations have been considered to provide the necessary spatial
information for Council to update their emergency alert protocols and areas.
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10.5.1

Emergency Alert Overview

A short overview is extracted from Ipswich City Council, Emergency Management Manual, Evacuation
Arrangements 2017:
Emergency Alert is Australia’s first national telephone emergency alert system. It is a web-based
product that is managed by Australian Emergency Management. It is accessed in Queensland by
authorised persons from QFES. These authorised people are able to log onto the Emergency Alert
website, where they outline the intended recipients’ locations on an electronic map by drawing a shape
around the affected area, and then entering a message to be sent to phones within that area. The
Alert system then targets telephone numbers that are registered to addresses found within the defined
area. This is achieved by the Emergency Alert system accessing the Telstra database of landline and
mobile phone numbers registered within that area. The sending of each Emergency Alert to recipients
within a defined area is called a campaign.
The decision to use the Emergency Alert is based on a number of factors – the certainty, severity,
timeframe, frequency, and actions required. Messages need to be to the point. Mobile phone text
messages are limited to a maximum of 160 characters including spaces; therefore, only crucial
information should be included.
Further information regarding the Emergency Alert background, protocol and process can be found here:
https://www.disaster.qld.gov.au/dmg/st/Documents/M1174-Queensland-Emergency-Alert-Manual.pdf

10.5.2

Emergency Alert Polygon Methodology
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The flood classifications review presents an adequate way of referencing gauge level heights for areas located
around gauges based upon common flood characteristics. This is determined using the hydraulic water surface
level to understand impacts within the vicinity of the gauge. The flood classifications impact regions as
discussed in section 10.4.2.3, were utilised to inform suggested Emergency Alert polygons using the following
principles:


As the flood classification impact areas only extend to major flooding, the same spatial polygons were
extended using the gauge reference area to the PMF extent,



The polygons were simplified where possible acknowledging the requirement to minimise vertices in the
spatial databases;



As the Queensland Emergency Alert Manual explains, the polygon shapes are as simple as possible; and,



However, there may be cases such as when modelling a flooded river, more complex shapes are required.
Generally, these polygons are usually acceptable unless it covers a substantial quantity of high-density
dwellings such as high-rise apartments.



The alert polygons for each gauge location were reviewed to determine the impacts in the immediate area.



The alert polygons are limited to upstream and downstream confluences, as the known flood extent
occurring within these waterways relates to the surface level at the nearby gauge.



Minor, moderate and major floods were considered when determining the extent of the polygon shapefile,
for example due consideration is given to whether:


Minor roads or footpaths closed, inundation over rural areas, utility services are impacted



Some buildings are impacted by over floor flooding, major rail and traffic routes affected; or



Main roads and major traffic routes closed, and many buildings affected by over the floor flooding.
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10.5.3

Emergency Alert Areas and Polygons

10.5.3.1

Alert Polygon Findings

Table 10-25 provides a summary of the results of the Alert Polygon exercise with due consideration of known
flood impacts within the area of the nearby gauge.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE 10-25 SUMMARY OF ALERT POLYGON FINDINGS

Alert Polygon Area

Description of Impacts

Amberley

Cunningham Highway traffic route closed; RAAF Base Amberley affected in a
major flood event. Inundation of rural areas causing some flood islands (no
buildings) in a moderate flood event. Southern Amberly Road inundated in a
minor flood event.

Churchill

Multiple residential buildings inundate above floor level in a major flood event,
Warwick Road and Lobb Street cut and some buildings impacted in a moderate
flood event, some backyards and footpaths affected along Hervey Street, Emu
Street and Warwick Road in a minor event.

Five Mile Bridge

RAAF Base Amberley affected in a major flood event, Downstream of Ipswich
Rosewood Road, Eastern Walloon, the Commonwealth building and residential
buildings in Kingsley Street flooded above floor level in a major flood event.
Ipswich - Rosewood Road, Haigslea - Amberley Road and Karrabin - Rosewood
Road in Walloon affected in both a minor and moderate flood event.

Ipswich CBD

Properties on Lobb Street isolated. Area inundated in larger events, Brisbane
Street (Ipswich CBD) cut in a major flood event; Car park downstream shopping
centre, Tantivy Street, Albion Street Bridge and Mount Crosby Road affected in
a moderate flood event; and Fitzgibbon Street, Gregory Street, Hunter Street
and Hart Street affected in a minor flood event.

Kuss Road

Railway cut, some flood islands created in a major flood event; extensive rural
areas flooded, and some buildings affected in a moderate flood event; low level
bridges along Kuss Road, Strong Road Rosewood Warrill View Road (State
Road) affected in a minor flood event.

Loamside

Multiple buildings on Middle Road isolated, Purga School Road and Ipswich
Boonah Rad cut in a major flood event; substantial flooding of rural areas, Middle
Road – evacuation route affected for several properties in a moderate flood
event, Purga School Road Bridge cut in a minor flood event.

One Mile Bridge

Properties on Lobb Street isolated. Area inundated in larger events; Brisbane
Street in Ipswich affected in major flood event; pedestrian access in front of
shopping centre and path at Fitzgibbon street; pedestrian access in Moores
Pocket, Gregory Street, Hunter Street cut, and Jim Finmore Sportsground
inundated in a minor flood event.

Rosewood

Some properties are isolated and Ipswich - Rosewood Road at Seven Mile
Bridge inundated in a major flood event; pumps and equipment along the Bremer
River may be impacted, isolation of some rural properties, flood islands present
in a moderate flood event; Keanes Road, Bremer Road, Ipswich - Rosewood
Road at Seven Mile Bridge Inundated in a minor flood event.

Rosewood WWTP

Railway cut and some buildings are likely to be affected above floor level in a
major flood event; backyard inundated in Rosewood, low level bridges cut
along Strong Road, Rosewood Warrill View Road in a minor flood event.
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Alert Polygon Area

Description of Impacts

South Ripley (James
Ivory Bridge)

Above floor flooding in Ripley Road in a major flood event; Ripley Road/
Watsons Road intersection cut in a moderate flood event; low level bridges cut
along Ripley Road in a minor flood event.

South Ripley (Wards
Road)

Some buildings affected with over floor flooding in a major flood event, Ripley
road cut in a moderate flood event, backyards inundated, Watsons Road, Ward
Road cut in a minor flood event.

Spressers Bridge

Some buildings in rural areas impacted in a major flood event, Rosewood
Warrill View Road Bridge cut in a moderate flood event,

Three Mile Bridge

RAAF Base Amberley affected in a major flood event, Old Toowoomba Road
cut in a moderate flood event, Behms Road cut, rural areas downstream of Old
Toowoomba Road impacted in a minor flood event.

Walloon

Some buildings with above floor flooding at several properties in Kingsley
Street in a major flood event, the Commonwealth building, Karrabin Rosewood Road in Walloon cut in a moderate flood event, Haigslea Amberley Road at Five Mile cut in a minor flood event.

10.5.3.2

Alert Polygon Shape Files

The following mapping shows the QFES emergency alert polygons for Council’s consideration. Figure 10-102
to Figure 10-115 show the alert polygon shapefiles for the above listed areas. These are linked to the impact
analysis of the existing forecast and information gauge locations on the Bremer River and in Ripley Valley.
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Detailed mapping for all localities is available in Appendix X and KML file compliant with QFES guidelines
provided to Council.

FIGURE 10-102 AMBERLEY ALERT-P – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON
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FIGURE 10-103 CHURCHILL ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON

FIGURE 10-104 FIVE MILE BRIDGE ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON
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FIGURE 10-105 IPSWICH ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON

FIGURE 10-106 KUSS ROAD TM, ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON
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FIGURE 10-107 LOAMSIDE TM, ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON

FIGURE 10-108 ONE MILE BRIDGE ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON
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FIGURE 10-109 ROSEWOOD ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON

FIGURE 10-110 ROSEWOOD WWTP – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON
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FIGURE 10-111 SOUTH RIPLEY (JAMES IVORY BRIDGE) – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON

FIGURE 10-112 SOUTH RIPLEY – WARDS ROAD – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON
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FIGURE 10-113 SPRESSERS BRIDGE ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON

FIGURE 10-114 THREE MILE BRIDGE ALERT – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON
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FIGURE 10-115 WALLOON – EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGON

10.6

Critical Infrastructure

10.6.1

Overview

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Critical Infrastructure is often required to operate during and after a flood event for the purposes of recovery.
Infrastructure plays a key role in providing facilities for evacuation/treatment, power and water supply and to
effectively keep services and facilities running during flood events and to aid in faster recovery or put simply
Critical infrastructure is infrastructure that is required in order to respond to and recover from an event.
The Current and Future Flood Risk chapter has undertaken an exposure analysis of the critical infrastructure
and sensitive institutions. This chapter expands on some of the critical buildings to provide an understanding
of whether a building is exposed to over the floor flooding, location building relative to HR and critical
evacuation routes are affected. This high-level assessment provides Council understanding of the where
buildings and infrastructure are in the flood plain and recommendations for potential improvements to enhance
the community’s recovery from flood events.
10.6.1.1

Dataset

Table 10-26 is an extract from the Council’s Local Disaster Management Plan (LDMP) and provides an
overview of critical infrastructure that is utilised during all disasters. The supplied database contains some of
these locations and each have been assessed in detail where possible and in particular if these infrastructure
items have low flood immunity. In addition, the RAAF Base Amberley is also included as one of the key national
critical infrastructure items as it is located within Ipswich.
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TABLE 10-26 CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Category

Locality

Health Facilities

Ipswich General Hospital, St Andrews Private Hospital, Mater Private
Hospital Springfield

Police Establishments

Ipswich, Yamanto, Karana Downs, Rosewood, Marburg, Booval, Goodna,
Springfield

Ambulance Establishments

Ipswich, Rosewood, Redbank, Springfield

Fire & Rescue Stations

Ripley, Brassall, Rosewood, Marburg, Booval, Camira, Karana Downs

SES Headquarters

Ipswich, Goodna, Marburg, Rosewood

Major Roads

Brisbane Valley Highway
Centenary Highway
Cunningham Highway
Ipswich Motorway
Logan Motorway
Warrego Highway

Rail

Main Western Rail Line (Gailes to Grandchester)
Springfield Rail Line (Springfield to Darra)

Rural Fire Brigades

Ripley, Pine Mountain, Mount Forbes, Lower Mount Walker, Mount Mort,
Grandchester, Marburg

Power Supply

Swanbank Power Station
Sub Stations and transformers

Gas Supply

Roma to Brisbane Pipeline
Ipswich Reticulated Natural Gas Network

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

10.6.2

Critical Infrastructure Review Methodology

This assessment provides an overview of the immunity level of each piece of infrastructure and the worst-case
hydraulic risk on the site. Critical infrastructure assets were mapped across the area and are shown in
Figure 10-116. The infrastructure items shown are those that are exposed to creek or regional flooding
sources within the Ipswich LGA. An assessment of all the critical infrastructure data provided for the IICP are
also presented in Appendix Y.
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FIGURE 10-116 INFRASTRUCTURE ITEMS EXPOSED TO FLOODING
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The following section provides a summary of some of the critical infrastructure items exposed to flooding.

10.6.3

Critical Infrastructure Review Results

10.6.3.1

Flood immunity and Exposure Analysis

Table 10-27 shows the flood immunity level and worst-case exposure to HR for select critical infrastructure
sites across the Ipswich LGA. Where there are multiple buildings on a site, i.e., Goodna Wastewater Centre
or RAAF Base Amberley the worst case is shown in the table. Sites which are shown in bold are analysed
further in this section as they were considered to be the most at-risk sites, i.e., exposed to HR1c HR1b or
HR2c, with the exception of St Andrews Hospital which was analysed as an alternative emergency health
facility to the Ipswich Hospital.
TABLE 10-27 EXPOSURE OF CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE – WORST CASE IF MULTIPLE BUILDINGS

Site Name

Suburb

Immunity Level

Worst Case HR

RAAF Base Amberley

AMBERLEY

1 in 2 AEP

HR1(c)

Bundamba Sewage Treatment
Plant

BUNDAMBA

1 in 20 AEP

HR1(c)

Ipswich Hospital

IPSWICH

1 in 2000 AEP

HR1 (b)

Goodna Wastewater Centre

GOODNA

1 in 50 AEP

HR2(c)
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Site Name

Suburb

Immunity Level

Worst Case HR

Roderick Street Day Surgery

IPSWICH

1 in 100 AEP

HR2(a)

Goodna Police Station

GOODNA

1 in 500 AEP

HR3(c)

Unnamed Emergency Management
Facilities

GOODNA

1 in 100 AEP

HR3(c)

Marburg Police Station

MARBURG

1 in 100 AEP

HR3(b)

Ipswich Police Station

IPSWICH

1 in 10 AEP

HR3(a)

Goodna Police Station

GOODNA

1 in 500 AEP

HR4

Rosewood Wastewater Centre

ROSEWOOD

1 in 100 AEP

HR4

St Andrews Private Hospital

IPSWICH

1 in 500 AEP

HR4

Queensland Fire and Rescue

MARBURG

1 in 2000 AEP

HR4

Fire Station, Ipswich CBD

IPSWICH

1 in 2000 AEP

HR5

Redbank Ambulance Station

REDBANK

1 in 2000 AEP

HR5

Ipswich Hospital

IPSWICH

1 in 2000 AEP

HR5

10.6.3.2

RAAF Base Amberley

The RAAF Base Amberley is significantly impacted by flooding from multiple sources (Warrill, Bremer and
Brisbane River flooding). Considering the paramount importance of the Base to Ipswich and the nation, the
base is exposed to frequent flood events. Nearly all the buildings at the precinct are impacted by flooding with
many below a 1 in 100 AEP flood immunity as summarised in Figure 10-117.

Number of buildings
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In addition, the RAAF Base Amberley is located on a low flood island and primary access to the Base from the
Cunningham Highway only has 1 in 20 AEP immunity. Relief emergency access through Old Toowoomba
Road also has low immunity. Considering the flood risk and the criticality of RAAF Base Amberley to
emergency management function and defence operations, it is recommended that the flood risk is assessed
and addressed in detail. The Physical Mitigation Chapter provides solutions to reduce flood risk and increase
road immunity, however it is recommended that an overarching detailed assessment and management plan
be provided for this particular asset. Any management plan should incorporate increased understanding and
education for occupants and responsible authorities and investment in flood forecasting and intelligence (or
closer links to Council’s established systems).
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Flood Magnitude
FIGURE 10-117 RAAF BASE AMBERLEY BUILDING EXPOSURE
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FIGURE 10-118 RAAF AMBERLEY BASE HYDRAULIC RISK

10.6.3.3

Hospitals

The two major hospitals within the study area, the Ipswich Hospital and St Andrews are assessed below in this
section.
10.6.3.3.1

IPSWICH HOSPITAL

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Ipswich Hospital in general is provided a high level of immunity. The hospital is affected by backwater from
Bremer/Brisbane River flooding and has a minor drainage path that impacts the site. Buildings have immunity
to the 1 in 2000 AEP level and are generally only impacted by HR5 hydraulic risk.
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FIGURE 10-119 IPSWICH HOSPITAL FLOOD EXPOSURE
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10.6.3.3.2

ST ANDREWS HOSPITAL

The St Andrews hospital site is impacted by riverine flooding and in the HR4 category. Hospital buildings have
immunity to the 1 in 500 AEP flood event generally. There is a major local flow path that does impact the site
with very high (HR1c) hydraulic risk, but in general this only affects the carparking area (although the lower
HR4 hazard does extend from this). It should be noted there are other private medical practices surrounding
the area that are heavily impacted by this major overland flow path.
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FIGURE 10-120 ST ANDREWS HOSPITAL FLOOD EXPOSURE

10.6.3.4

Other Critical Infrastructure

25

Number of buildings
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Other critical infrastructure assessed has been reviewed and the graph below shows the number of buildings
exposed to flooding. In general, most of Ipswich’s critical infrastructure has relatively high levels of immunity.
There are however some items exposed to frequent levels of flooding including the Goodna and Bundamba
Wastewater Treatment Plants.
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FIGURE 10-121 OTHER CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE EXPOSURE
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10.6.3.4.1

GOODNA WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT

The Goodna Wastewater Treatment Plant is impacted by flooding. Some of the treatment ponds are exposed
to HR2c hydraulic risk. Buildings at the site are exposed to lower levels of hydraulic risk to HR3b and the
lowest immunity level for buildings is the 1 in 50 AEP flood event.

FIGURE 10-122 GOODNA WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT EXPOSURE
10.6.3.4.2

BUNDAMBA SEWERAGE TREATMENT PLANT
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The Bundamba Sewerage Treatment Plant is also heavily impacted by flooding. The treatment ponds are
exposed to high frequency and high hazard flooding with large portions of HR1c and HR2c. Buildings to the
south have lower levels of hydraulic risk and the lowest immunity level for buildings is the 1 in 20 AEP flood
event.
Considering the importance this facility has for region (recycled water supplementing water delivery), it is likely
that this facility would consistently be impacted and shut down during major events.
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FIGURE 10-123 BUNDAMBA SEWERAGE TREATMENT PLANT EXPOSURE

10.6.3.5

Transport Infrastructure Assessment
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The following is noted about sections of critical transport links that connect the Ipswich LGA to other Council
areas. These transport networks link north-south and east-west corridors across the jurisdiction and suburbs
through arterial networks and Ipswich to neighbouring Council areas in Scenic Rim, Lockyer and Brisbane
areas.
Many of these road assets also link critical infrastructure such as the Ipswich Hospital and RAAF Base
Amberley. Due to the importance this category of road can play during flood events for supply, evacuation
etc, road immunity on these stretches of roads generally requires higher consideration and thus identifying any
weak points at a high level is important. Figure 10-124 and Table 10-28 present a high level assessment of
key highway, motorway and arterial road networks, their function, existing road immunity estimated along the
corridors and issues that could be addressed to improve critical infrastructure links. Key roads listed in
Council’s Local Disaster Management Plan and critical transport routes have been assessed to provide a
complete picture of critical transport routes across the Ipswich LGA.
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FIGURE 10-124 HIGHWAY AND ARTERIAL ROAD FLOOD IMMUNITY
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TABLE 10-28 CRITICAL TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Road

Description

Road Immunity Issues

Solutions

Rosewood Laidley Road and Ipswich
Rosewood Road

This arterial road connects the far western side of Ipswich
from Grandchester connecting to Rosewood.

There are several sections along this network that
only have below 1 in 10 AEP immunity. One section
only provides 1 in 2 AEP immunity.

Both of the major sections of this road are affected by local
overland flooding through gullies and cross drainage
upgrades/road lifting may alleviate and provide increased flood
immunity.

Karrabin Rosewood Road

This section of Road connects the towns of Rosewood and
Walloon towards the centre of Ipswich.

Of the areas identified along this road as arterial there
are several sections affected by low immunity (1 in 5
AEP). Particularly poor sections of road are present
near Thagoona (Bayula Road Reserve gully) and near
the intersection of Clarkes Road and Karrabin
Rosewood Road.

Both of these areas along Karrabin Rosewood Road are affected
by local drainage flooding (gully and overland flow) and the crossdrainage structures could be upgraded to alleviate this.

Old Toowoomba Road

This is one of Council’s most trafficked roads and links the
entire western portion of Ipswich to the CBD. It is a key arterial
route.

The major flood immunity issue along this road is the
One Mile Bridge which is impacted heavily by flooding
from the Bremer River. The bridge only provides at
best 1 in 10 AEP flood immunity.

In general, infrastructure upgrades of this bridge would be very
difficult due to the severity of flooding through the area and the
expense of the bridge works. It should also be noted that the
bridge is also only relatively new. This road could be considered
one of the key issues and weak points in the entire Ipswich road
network, isolating major suburbs during flood events above the
1in 10 AEP.

Warwick Road

This DTMR controlled road is a major road linking the south
and north of the city. The road links the Cunningham Highway
to the centre of Ipswich along Brisbane road. It is a key arterial
route.

The road is affected by localised flooding around the
Warwick Road/Salisbury Road roundabout with the
road inundating in the 1 in 5 AEP event. The other
major road immunity issue is on the bridge crossing
Deebing Creek. This bridge severs the south and north
areas of the city during a 1 in 10 AEP flood event.

Drainage works would be required at the roundabout; however,
these may be difficult due to the constrained downstream
discharge area that is fully built out with houses. Improving
immunity on the Warwick Road/Deebing Creek bridge would also
be critical for this road and traffic flow during floods, however,
works would be very expensive and require a long spanning
elevated bridge to achieve this.

Ipswich CBD Roads

The road within the Ipswich CBD include Brisbane, Limestone
and East Street. These roads also provide connection
through and out of the City from all directions.

The roads are affected by regional and local flooding
with some roads only with 1 IN 2 AEP immunity.

Local drainage solutions are very difficult through the main CBD
as the primary drainage line is under capacity and built over.
Where Council considered refurbishment of this major drainage
line, upgrades should be considered. Regardless, with local
upgrades, the regional flooding issues could not be resolved.

Brisbane Road

Brisbane Road links the centre of Ipswich to the East and
connection to the Cunningham Highway and Ipswich
Motorway. It is a key arterial route.

The road appears to suffer some isolated south lane
flooding around the Ipswich Turf Club and in the
industrial area (1 IN 2 AEP and 1 in 5 AEP immunity).
The main issue however is the flooding of the Brisbane
Road bridge across Bundamba Creek (both local and
regional flooding). The bridge only has 1 in 10 AEP
immunity.

Further investigation would be required on the detailed aspects
of the flooding on either side of the Brisbane Road bridge. These
may be modelling or terrain issues providing incorrect results.
However, the main issue of the Brisbane Road bridge is the lowlying nature of this structure. This would be difficult, expensive,
and perhaps largely impractical to implement as the approaches
of the bridge may also still flood regardless of upgrades.

Warrego Highway

This highway links into the Ipswich Motorway and is a key
distributor of traffic across the city and to the outer extents into
Marburg.

The highway is affected by flooding from Sandy Creek
which reduces the immunity to 1 in 20. In addition, the
road immunity assessment shows a low immunity of 1
in 2 AEP, however this is likely due to the bridge deck
height errors. In section of results shows the bridge
should have 1 in 100 immunity (or beyond).

Further detailed investigation could be undertaken of the
Warrego Highway Bridge over Sandy Creek as to understand the
exact issues at this location. If issues are present, the information
should be relayed to DTMR for consideration.

Cunningham Highway

This Highway links the Ipswich Motorway through the
southern suburbs and past Willowbank. It also provides the
major connection to the RAAF Base Amberley.

In general, this highway has high flood immunity.
However, some sections near Purga have 1 in 20 and
1 in 50 AEP immunity (with one short section of road
showing 1 In 2 AEP immunity which is incorrect due to
Bridge levels).
Around the Swanbank Road
intersection, there are also some areas showing a low
1 in 2 AEP immunity. This appears to be a modelling
issue with Council’s Bundamba Creek model where
small portions of water are shown on the highway.

In general, the highway has suitable immunity across most of its
length however there are some areas that may require
clarification and further consideration to investigate any terrain or
modelling issues. In addition, to rectify areas with low immunity
(1 IN 20 AEP) at the Warrill Creek crossing, significant bridge
works would be required.
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Description

Road Immunity Issues

Solutions

Centenary Highway

This Highway links suburbs such as Yamanto and high growth
areas such as Ripley and Springfield to the Logan Motorway.

The assessment reveals a high level of flood immunity
across the entire network. This is expected as the
highway is only relatively new.

None proposed.

Ipswich Motorway

The Motorway links Ipswich to Brisbane and a is key
infrastructure item for Ipswich.

The motorway in general has good immunity levels
however there are sections of road that have 1 IN5immunity at Six Mile Creek, Goodna Creek and
Woogaroo Creek. The motorway is also heavily
affected by Brisbane River flooding near Goodna.

Solutions to improve immunity would be extremely expensive and
likely impractical and the motorway has only been recently
upgraded to provide further flood immunity.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report
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10.7

Summary and Recommendations

Recommendations are listed below for consideration by Council. As the IICP has been conducted at a point in
time, both updates and refinement to the data are recommended periodically. In addition to this, some of the
recommendations may be more suited to the State Government due to existing recommendations in the SFMP
that generally affect all Councils.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE 10-29 EMERGECY MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Ref

Section

Category

Description

EM1

10.3.6.1 and
10.3.3.3

Meteorological
Products

Consider subscriptions to best available BoM rainfall
prediction and radar rainfall products and data to provide the
necessary combinations of accuracy and lead time for
potential flash flood forecasting systems and Councils
existing forecasting systems.

EM2

10.3.6.1

Riverine Flood
Forecasting

Consider introduction of a new forecast location near RAAF
Base Amberley and formalising Loamside as a forecast
location to improve the accuracy and definition of flooding of
Bremer, Warrill and Purga Creeks. This should be jointly
investigated by BoM and Council for any opportunities,
constraints, and cost effectiveness.

EM3

10.3.5.3.3

Riverine Flood
Forecasting

It is recommended that Council formalise the arrangement
with BoM with regard to delivery of forecast levels for the
Bremer River Forecasting system. Currently this is verbally
provided from BoM to Council during flood events. Potential
automation and formal provision of this data should be
investigated through avenues such as system data transfers

EM4

10.3.6.2

Flash Flood
Forecasting

Consider implementing simplified systems for low and
medium risk flash flooding catchments such as automated
flash flooding systems or the development of a gauged based
trigger mapping system. (Six Mile, Deebing and Goodna
Creeks)

EM5

10.3.6.2

Flood
Intelligence

Council to consider incorporating all data from the IICP
project including road low points, buildings (with floor levels)
into Councils flood forecasting systems to provide further
intelligence on road closures and flooded properties.

EM6

10.3.6.2

Flood
Intelligence

Council to consider investigating a ‘central' forecast database
to simultaneously initiate multiple forecasts and intelligence
outputs. Council’s flash flood forecasting systems can be
linked to require only one initiation run and produce a ‘master
database' of intelligence for specific areas. In addition,
further automation can be investigated with the BoM forecast
levels.

EM7

10.3.5.2

Flood Gauge
Classifications

Consider the suggested changes to the Flood Classifications
for the following gauge locations; Amberley, Churchill Five
Mile Bridge, Ipswich, Kuss Road, Loamside, One Mile
Bridge, Rosewood, Rosewood WWTP, South Ripley (James
Ivory Bridge), South Ripley (Wards Road), Spressers Bridge,
Three Mile Bridge and Walloon
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Ref

Section

Category

Description

EM8

10.6.3.2 and
10.5.3.210.3.5.3.2

Sharing
findings of
IICP

Consider sharing findings of the IICP to relevant
stakeholders; e.g., Federal Government and Department of
Defence (through the LDMG) to further investigate the flood
risk at the RAAF Base Amberley; and QFES to implement
Emergency Alert Polygons.

EM9

10.2.2.8

Road
Immunity

Consider, in the next revision of the IICP, the citywide road
database network is up to date to inform road low points, road
immunity and evacuation assessment.

EM10

10.2.2.7.1,
10.6.3.5 and 7.3

Road
Immunity

Consider lobbying Department Transport and Main Roads
(DTMR) to consider upgraded primary evacuation routes
identified in the most at-risk suburbs to 1 in 100 AEP and
trafficable in a 1 in 500 AEP. This will involve lobbying DTMR
for bridge and road upgrades for Arterial and Motorway
routes

EM11

10.2.2.2.1

Road
Immunity

Consider further investigation of Brisbane Terrace, Smiths
Road and Queen Street in Goodna for road immunity
upgrades including culvert upgrades or road raising.

EM12

10.2.2.3.1

Road
Immunity

Consider further investigation of Fernvale Road and Hunter
Street in Brassall for road immunity upgrades including
culvert and pipe upgrades or road raising.

EM13

10.2.2.4.1

Road
Immunity

Consider further investigation of North Station Road, Creek
Street and Jacaranda Drive, North Booval for road immunity
upgrades including culvert and pipe upgrades or road raising.

EM14

10.2.3.7

Road
Immunity

Consider further investigation of Clifton Street, Booval for
road immunity upgrades including culvert and pipe upgrades
or road raising.

EM15

10.2.3.6.1

Road
Immunity

Consider further investigation of Leslie Street, Chermside
Road and Jacaranda Street, East Ipswich for road immunity
upgrades including culvert upgrades or road raising.

EM16

10.2.2.6.1

Road
Immunity

Consider further investigation of Bergins Hill Road, Cornish
Street and Hanlon Street, Bundamba for road immunity
upgrades including culvert upgrades, road raising

EM17

10.2.2.13.1

Road
Immunity

Consider further investigation of Chubb Street, One Mile for
road immunity upgrades including road raising or culvert
upgrades.

EM18

10.2.2.5.1

Road
Immunity

Consider further investigation of Chermside Road,
Jacaranda Street, Basin Pocket for road immunity upgrades
including road raising or culvert upgrades.

EM19

10.2.2.2; 10.2.2.3;
10.2.2.4; 10.2.2.5;
10.2.2.7; 10.2.2.8;
10.2.2.9;
10.2.2.10;
10.2.2.11;
10.2.2.12;
10.2.2.13; and
10.2.2.15.

Strategic
Planning

Consider avoiding intensification of the existing residential
zoning in areas identified as difficult to evacuate in the
suburbs of Goodna, Brassall, North Booval, East Ipswich
Karalee, Rosewood, Moores Pocket, Raceview Camira,
North Ipswich, One Mile, and Basin Pocket.
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Ref

Section

Category

Description

EM20

10.2.2.16

Strategic
Planning

Consider rezoning areas to encourage more resilient land
uses such as expanding the Limited Development zone in
areas identified as difficult to evacuate (Goodna, East
Ipswich and One Mile).

EM21

10.2.2.7

Strategic
Planning

Consider intensifying the Local Business and Industry Zone
in Karalee to more commercial uses as the access / egress
to Junction Road is generally flood free to higher ground.

EM22

10.2.2.8

Strategic
Planning

Consider intensifying Residential Uses in Rosewood which
has unhindered evacuation towards upper John Street.

EM23

10.2.2.8

Strategic
Planning

Consider as part of development within the Urban
Investigation Area in Rosewood the provision or contribution
of transport infrastructure and necessary emergency
services to facilitate intensification of residential uses.

EM24

10.2.2.10

Strategic
Planning

Consider continuing the Business and Industry Zone in
Raceview and negotiate upgrades to road immunity of key
transport links such as Briggs Road during the development
assessment process.

EM25

10.2.2.11

Strategic
Planning

Consider intensifying the Large Lot Residential Zone in
Camira that has largely flood free access to higher ground

EM26

10.2.2.12

Strategic
Planning

Consider intensifying the existing Medium Density
Residential Zone to a ‘CBD’ use such as High Density or
Primary Commercial as these areas generally have flood free
access to higher ground.

EM27

10.2.2.14

Strategic
Planning

Consider intensifying the Character Housing Mixed Density
and Character Mixed use zones along Warwick Road
corridor in Ipswich as these areas generally have flood free
access to higher ground.

EM28

10.2.2.7

Emergency
Response

Consider formalising resupply arrangements on the high
flood islands in conjunction with a community awareness and
education campaign.

EM29

10.2.2.14.1

Infrastructure
Planning

Consider further investigation of stormwater infrastructure
upgrades in the Ipswich CBD to provide relief from overland
flow flooding and road immunity upgrades

EM36

10.2.4.5.3

Community
Awareness

As part of a citywide implementation of Community
Awareness and Resilience activities. Consider rolling out a
targeted awareness campaign to Moores Pocket Road to
ensure residents are aware of the short time to inundation
and potential problems with self-evacuation.
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11

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

11.1

Summary

The IICP sets out an integrated approach for managing current and future flood risks in across the Ipswich
LGA. This Technical Evidence Report builds on the outputs and recommendations from the previously
developed Brisbane River Catchment Flood Studies, SFMP and associated documents as well as existing
local plans, strategies, and flood studies to build an understanding of creek and major urban catchment flood
behaviour and assess flood risk across the floodplain.
The IICP is a holistic non-statutory integrated floodplain management document that provides a range of
recommendations and actions for Council to consider that aim to achieve effective mitigation of current and
future flood risk, build community flood resilience and drive reduction of flood risk to people and property whilst
ensuring the natural functions of the floodplain are preserved, water quality improved and ecological diversity
increased within the catchment. The recommendations form the action plan which have been developed from
a flood risk management perspective and are subject to Council prioritisation and funding processes prior to
commitment for implementation.
The action plan takes into account the constraints and opportunities relevant to the Brisbane River and Bremer
River and the local creek and major urban flow paths in the Ipswich LGA based on understanding of the current
and future flood risks at the time of writing, given the knowledge, resources and capabilities that have been
provided as part of the Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan. The action plan table includes a chapter reference
and description of the action, along with what aspect of flood risk the action addresses, a cost where known,
approximate timeframe, an order of priority (high medium or low), and a list of the key stakeholders that should
address each action.

11.2

Recommendations

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

To identify and drive down flood risk across the city the following recommendations have been identified for
Councils consideration:


Updates to be made to the Sandy Creek, Western Creek and Mihi Creek models to resolve issues that
were associated with misrepresentation of flow across the catchment;



Undertake a desktop or site-specific survey of buildings to update the accuracy of property information;
and



Floor level survey for the most at-risk areas that are exposed to the highest hydraulic risk categories.

To achieve sustainable flood mitigation that re-engages the floodplain the following recommendation have
been identified for Councils consideration:


The findings of the high-level investigation into the SFMP recommendation SO3 Upper catchment dams
behind the proposed Inland Freight Route are to be referred the State for consideration in conjunction with
SO2 – Warrill Creek dry flood mitigation;



Undertake a feasibility study into the favourable natural floodplain management option on Warrill Creek
and Bundamba Creek;




The scale of the major versions of these measures considered in the IICP may be impractical to
deliver as a sole project but may be considered as part of a multiple delivery mechanism including
strategic planning of the floodplain, community conservation groups and capital works; and

Undertake a further investigation to increase environmental flows on the Bremer and Warrill Creeks such
as more detailed methods on irrigation uptake upstream and identifying possible groundwater recharge
locations.
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To ensure that planning and development outcomes are risk-informed the following recommendations have
been identified for Councils consideration:


Avoid locating vulnerable uses and intensification of residential uses in areas with high hydraulic risk,
short TTI of under 6 hours, long duration of inundation of greater than 36 hours or upon flood islands;



Promoting the use of resilient built form and resilient building materials such as building on stilts, wet / dry
proofing on ground floor in areas of low flood hazard, or conditioning Flood Emergency Management
Plans (FEMP) for certain uses may be an acceptable response for certain uses that mitigate the risk to a
tolerable level; and



In areas that have been identified as particularly sensitive to fill or development activity, preservation of
pockets of flood storage in the catchment can help to avoid future flood risk impacts.

To promote flood-resilient built form across the Ipswich LGA, the following recommendations have been
identified for Councils consideration:


Continue to lobby the Queensland State Department of Housing and Public Works (HPW) to implement
the recommendations from the SFMP;



Investigate implementation of a program of retrofitting building materials for all suitable and eligible
buildings across the Ipswich LGA including or as an alternative house raising; and



Investigate implementation of a program of voluntary house purchase for all suitable and eligible buildings
with in the highest at-risk category.

To ensure that Ipswich residents and businesses are aware of and prepared for flood risk impacts, responding
and recovering to flood events with resilience, the following recommendations have been identified for Councils
consideration:


Use of QRA flood communication toolkit resources for regionally consistent messaging, particularly for
social media use; and



Targeting high-flood risk areas within priority suburbs, implement communication and engagement
activities listed in the Implementation Plan and Goodna Case Study, including the establishment of a Flood
Resilient Community Champions Program.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

To improve flood intelligence and the community’s ability to respond and recover well from flood events, the
following recommendations have been identified for Councils consideration:


Subscribing to products such as ADFD, QPF and Merged/Blended Radar Rainfall from BoM may provide
combinations of improved accuracy and lead time for flash flood forecasting systems;



Consider formalising Loamside as a forecast gauge location and the introduction of a new forecast location
near RAAF Base Amberley to improve the accuracy and definition of flooding of Bremer, Warrill and Purga
Creeks;



Implement simplified Flash Flood Forecasting systems for low and medium risk flash flooding catchments,
i.e., automated flash flooding systems (such as live hydrological/hydraulic systems);



Consider incorporating the flood risk factors GIS data from the IICP project including road low points,
buildings (with floor levels) into Councils flood forecasting systems to provide further intelligence on road
closures and flooded properties;



Submit to BoM the suggested Flood Gauge Classifications changes that align with the methodology set
out by the BoM to update flood classifications in the area; and
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Throughout the IICP, the RAAF Base Amberley has been continuously identified as a critical asset, as it
is exposed to very high flood risk. It is recommended that findings of the IICP are delivered to the Federal
Government and Department of Defence (perhaps via the LDMG) to further investigate this flood risk and
ongoing management of flooding.
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Implementation
Pathway

Cost

Benefits
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Implementation
Pathway
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Benefits
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Implementation
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A-1

Media-led engagement summary
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TABLE A-1

MEDIA LED ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES – SOCIAL MEDIA AND IPSWICH FIRST ARTICLES

Platform

Date

Title

Content

Interactions

Link

Facebook

Jan 15
2020

Survey reveals
level of flood
concern in
Ipswich –
Ipswich First

Even with the current
impacts of drought and
fires, flooding is not far
from our minds. Read
the results of a recent
council survey here.

13 reactions,
6 comments,
11 shares

https://www.fac
ebook.com/Ips
wichCityCounci
l/posts/378122
9585220576

Facebook

Aug 30
2020

Ipswich residents
asked for their
views on flood
preparation –
Ipswich First

The largest flood project
in the city's history is
under way, and now
residents are being
urged to have their say
to help Ipswich be better
prepared for future
floods. Here is how you
can take part.

53 reactions,
30 comments,
15 shares

https://www.fac
ebook.com/Ips
wichCityCounci
l/posts/471089
6658920526

Facebook

Nov 20
2019

Flood
Management
Plan wins
national
recognition –
Ipswich First

It's hot and dry now but
it's a matter of when, not
if, flooding will impact
Ipswich in the future. We
take a look at what's
being done to limit the
risk of future floods.

35 reactions,
31 comments,
17 shares

https://www.fac
ebook.com/Ips
wichCityCounci
l/posts/358384
3624959174

Facebook

Oct 7
2020

Event page –
Managing Future
Floods –
discussion panel
COVID-safe
event

https://www.fac
ebook.com/eve
nts/348033871
2026948/?activ
e_tab=about

Facebook

Oct 7
2020

Event page –
Managing Future
Floods – panel
discussion
webinar (online)

Living with flooding is part of life in Ipswich.
We need to be ready and resilient. Join an
expert panel who are part of the
development of the Ipswich Integrated
Catchment Plan. This plan is the largest
project ever undertaken in Ipswich to help
the city prepare, respond and recover from
floods.
This panel discussion event will include
important topics and early findings that
Ipswich residents can provide feedback on
as part of the Managing Future Floods
community engagement. See Shape Your
Ipswich for more details on how you can
have your say on how the City manages
future floods.
Please note, this is a COVID-safe event
with limited capacity. Pre-registration is
required.

Ipswich
First

Aug 28
2020

Ipswich
Residents asked
for their views on
flood preparation

See article

https://www.ips
wichfirst.com.a
u/ipswichresidentsasked-for-theirviews-on-floodpreparation/

822

https://www.fac
ebook.com/eve
nts/409597249
7096309/?activ
e_tab=about
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Date

Title

Content

Interactions

Link

Ipswich
First

Jan 13
2020

Survey reveals
level of flood
concern in
Ipswich

See article

1,232

https://www.ips
wichfirst.com.a
u/surveyreveals-levelof-floodconcern-inipswich/

Ipswich
First

Nov 8
2019

Residents
needed to share
Ipswich’s plan for
the next big flood

See article

2,456

https://www.ips
wichfirst.com.a
u/residentsneeded-toshapeipswichs-planfor-next-bigflood/

Ipswich
First

Nov 19
2019

Flood
management
plan wins
national
recognition

See article

1,110

https://www.ips
wichfirst.com.a
u/floodmanagementplan-winsnationalrecognition/

Ipswich
First

Sept 9
2020

Explore Ipswich’s
changing
landscapes with
expert speakers

Enviro Forum online
series – what’s coming
up: How is Ipswich
adapting to future
floods?
Experts who are part of
developing the Ipswich
Integrated Catchment
Plan will take part in a
panel discussion on how
the city can manage
future floods.

134

https://www.ips
wichfirst.com.a
u/exploreipswichschanginglandscapeswith-expertspeakers/
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A-2

Managing Future Floods survey results

The Managing Future Floods survey results have been tabulated based on all 190 responses. Not all
respondents answered all questions. The ‘total’ within each question result demonstrates the number of
respondents that filled out that question (disregard this number for questions were multiple options could be
selected within the question as it double-counts responses and does not indicate the survey population).

QUESTION INDICATING:

1

How old are you
18‐30

10

7%

31‐40

20

14%

41‐50

20

14%

51‐65

42

30%

65+

50

35%

Total

2

%

Responses

How long have you lived in the
Ipswich council area?

Respondent info ‐
mobility

142
%

Responses

10+ years

129

70%

5‐10 years

25

14%

1‐5 years

26

14%

4

2%

Less than 1 year

Respondent info ‐
awareness

184

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

3

How long have you lived at your
current address?

%

Response

10+ years

83

45%

5‐10 years

30

16%

1‐5 years

53

29%

Less than 1 year

18

10%

Respondent info ‐
awareness

184

4

Have you established relationships
with your neighbours or other
residents?
Responses

%

No

18

10%

Yes

165

90%

Respondent info ‐
preparedness

183
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5

6

Who do you trust to provide the
most accurate and timely
information during a flood?

%
Responses

Flood response

SES

102

19%

BoM

98

18%

Police

76

14%

Traditional Media

73

14%

Early Warning Alert

60

11%

Social Media

47

9%

Council

36

7%

Friends and family

24

4%

Neighbours

11

2%

Community group

7

1%

Other

6

1%
%

Have you experienced a flood event
before (Ipswich or elsewhere)?
Responses

Flood awareness

No

33

18%

Yes

149

82%

182
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7

Acti on a fter fl ood
Found out where I need to go i n a
fl ood
Sought i nforma ti on a bout fl ood
ma ps
Took out i ns ura nce wi th s peci fi c
fl ood cover
Prepa red a hous ehol d emergency
pl a n
Spoke to my nei ghbours a bout wha t
to do i n a fl ood
Prepa red a hous ehol d emergency
ki t
Modi fi ed my hous e to a da pt to
fl ood

%

Yes ' res pons es
89

22%

77

19%

55

14%

54

14%

51

13%

46

12%

28

7%

Flood preparedness

400
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8

Wha t i ns ura nce cover do you ha ve
for fl oodi ng?

%

Res pons es

I don't ha ve a ny i ns ura nce

19

11%

I ha ve i ns ura nce but uns ure i f
covered for floodi ng

44

25%

I ha ve i ns ura nce whi ch s peci fi ca l l y
covers fl ood

80

45%

Not a ppl i ca bl e

18

10%

Other

16

9%

Flood preparedness

177

9

Possible for floods bigger than
1974 and 2011?

Responses

No

17

9%

Uncertain

37

20%

127

70%

Yes

Flood awareness

181

10

Count of How soon do you
How soon do you think Ipswich will think Ipswich will have
have another major (2011‐sized)
another major (2011‐
flood?
sized) flood?

Flood awareness

Next 10 years

63

36%

Next 100 years

8

5%

Next 40 years

43

25%

Next 5 years

59

34%

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

173

11

how would you be affected by a
major flood?
Regular travel routes affected

%

Responses
151

45%

Water into your yard

66

20%

Workplace flooded

48

14%

Water over floor of home

23

7%

No impact

18

5%

Uncertain

18

5%

Other

12

4%

Flood awareness

336
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12

where would you expect to get info
about the level of flood risk to your
home?
Responses

Council reports

%
Flood awareness

157

34%

Flood height levels

74

16%

Insurance company

61

13%

Real estate, lawyer, bank

39

8%

Friends/family

38

8%

Neighbours

33

7%

Non‐council maps

30

7%

Don't know

14

3%

Valuation notice

9

2%

Rates notice

6

1%

461

13

Do you know what minor, moderate
and major flood classifications
mean?
Responses

%
Flood awareness

No

72

39%

Yes

111

61%

183

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

14

Do you know how a minor,
moderate and major flood will
affect you?
Responses

%
Flood awareness

No

77

44%

Yes

99

56%

176

15

How would you feel if another
major flood was about to
happen?
Responses

%
Flood preparedness

Calm

50

28%

Concerned

89

49%

Confident

27

15%

Scared

15

8%

181
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16

Who do you think is primarily
responsible for your safety during a
flood?
Responses

%
Flood response

Council

1

1%

Emergency Services

9

5%

Other

2

1%

State Government

5

3%

162

91%

Yourself

179

17

In a flood event would you be in a
position to help others or would
you require help?

%

Responses

I would help others
I would require help ‐ please
explain why?

142

80%

35

20%

Flood response

177

18

Do you have a household
emergency plan?

%

Responses

No

102

56%

Yes

81

44%

Flood preparedness

183

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

19

At what point would you take
preventative action if you knew a
flood was coming? (This could
include preparing your home,
making arrangements for
pets/family, etc)
I wouldn’t take preventative action

%
Flood response

Responses
19

11%

6

3%

When my street is flooding

20

11%

When my suburb is flooding

36

20%

When the river/creek starts
flooding

98

55%

When my property is flooding

179
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20

If you knew a flood was coming to
your local area what would you do? Responses

%
Flood response

Wait and follow advice from
authorities

102

59%

Stay put

32

18%

Self evacuate

29

17%

Wait until last possible moment to
leave

8

5%

Other (please explain)

3

2%

174

21

If you chose not to evacuate, what
would be your reasons?

%

Responses

To protect my house

31

11%

I believe it is safe to shelter at
home

56

21%

I know where I can go at the last
minute

31

11%

I have pets I need to look after

47

17%

I want to try and help others

25

9%

I know my risk and how to manage
it

66

24%

Other (please explain)

17

6%

Flood response

273

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

22

If you were isolated without access
to shops or services, how long
could you remain at home until
roads reopened?
Responses

%
Flood preparedness

3‐7 days

65

37%

More than 7 days

36

20%

Not at all

4

2%

Up to 12 hours

4

2%

Up to 24 hours

12

7%

Up to 3 days

56

32%

177
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23

During a flood, what info do you
need?

%

Responses

Road closures

163

15%

Safe travel routes

146

14%

Expected timing of water rise and
fall

115

11%

Property isolation

104

10%

Flood impact to property

104

10%

Evacuation centre location

99

9%

Comparison to past floods

85

8%

Sandbag collection points

68

6%

Safe pet refuges

63

6%

Flood impact to workplace

51

5%

Childcare/school closure

40

4%

Public transport impacts

35

3%

Flood response

1073

24

What are the most important
measures for managing flood risk
for Ipswich?

108

23%

Early warnings and better
information

87

19%

Landscape restoration

51

11%

Structures such as levees and dams

46

10%

Evacuation plans and centres

44

10%

42

9%

34

7%

33

7%

16

3%

Development controls

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

%

Responses

Integrated measures with multiple
outcomes
Flood resilient design and
materials
Community awareness and
education
Raising floor levels

Flood preparedness

461
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25

What outcomes matter most to your
when Council considers how floods
could be better managed?
Responses

%
Flood preparedness

Lowest cost to build

17

4%

Lowest ongoing maintenance costs

28

6%

Increase community safety during
floods

108

24%

Reduce cost of flood damages

73

17%

Does not disadvantage other parts
of the community

53

12%

Does not threaten local plants,
animals and their habitat

43

10%

Does not affect waterway health

43

10%

Does not cause negative impacts
upstream or downstream

77

17%

442

26

Which of the following flood
mitigation options would you
support?

%

Responses

Flood preparedness

Permanent levees

46

11%

Temporary levees

38

9%

Landscape restoration

93

23%

Dams

97

23%

Detention basins

86

21%

Flood gates

53

13%

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report
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TABLE B-1

FLOOD RISK FACTORS – SUBURB SCALE ANALYSIS

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Suburb

Buildings on flood islands

Time to
inundation

Duration of
inundation

Buildings within each HR category

Average portion of population with each vulnerability indicator

High Flood
Islands

Low Flood
Islands

Total

TTI of
under
6hrs

DFI greater
than 36hrs

HR1c

HR1b

HR2c

HR2b

HR3c

HR3b

HR2a

HR3a

HR4

HR5

Physical

SocioEconomic

Mobility

Awareness

Combined

Amberley

0

67

67

0

77

12

1

14

36

36

70

1

1

107

101

0.1

0.0

0.5

0.7

0.4

Ashwell

0

2

2

4

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

0

3

3

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.3

Augustine
Heights

0

23

23

17

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

3

0

7

231

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4

Barellan Point

7

30

37

0

328

35

0

72

16

106

36

0

0

137

214

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.2

Basin Pocket

0

0

0

7

424

27

0

39

25

126

76

7

0

182

0

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

Bellbird Park

55

0

55

27

23

1

10

1

8

10

3

15

4

35

255

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

Blacksoil

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Blackstone

0

12

12

32

24

3

3

0

5

0

3

52

15

31

171

0.5

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

Booval

0

7

7

78

97

1

86

4

12

24

5

55

8

72

644

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

Brassall

98

194

292

281

854

102

144

116

107

175

100

1401

48

249

685

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

Brookwater

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

57

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.3

Bundamba

154

83

237

182

596

143

35

150

99

120

30

98

7

136

1041

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

Calvert

0

19

19

54

1

2

8

0

5

1

12

26

13

19

23

0.6

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.4

Camira

78

44

122

459

34

0

32

1

9

10

6

1182

27

88

344

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.3

Carole Park

34

21

55

42

0

0

19

0

9

0

0

91

2

9

36

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Churchill

0

11

11

1

186

100

2

49

29

62

31

0

0

90

238

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

Chuwar

0

0

0

0

15

5

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

15

212

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

Coalfalls

31

0

31

0

104

7

0

22

24

64

10

0

0

38

162

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.5

Collingwood Park

25

0

25

10

194

1

0

8

4

92

26

0

1

220

927

0.4

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.4

Deebing Heights

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

25

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.3

Dinmore

0

0

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

2

5

0

0

20

220

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.6

East Ipswich

0

347

347

121

645

53

71

66

71

214

36

269

10

141

171

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.5

Eastern Heights

0

0

0

65

0

0

29

0

11

0

5

55

8

14

110

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.5

Ebbw Vale

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

29

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.6

Ebenezer

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

4

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

Flinders View

25

0

25

6

4

1

0

0

2

3

2

1

8

30

112

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

Gailes

0

2

2

34

131

3

9

33

21

45

16

139

11

72

228

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.8

0.6

Goodna

16

28

44

156

927

166

12

216

193

383

52

25

3

203

943

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.7

0.6

Goolman

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Grandchester

0

21

21

51

0

1

12

0

6

1

4

23

4

11

35

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.3
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Suburb

Buildings on flood islands

Time to
inundation

Duration of
inundation

Buildings within each HR category

Average portion of population with each vulnerability indicator

High Flood
Islands

Low Flood
Islands

Total

TTI of
under
6hrs

DFI greater
than 36hrs

HR1c

HR1b

HR2c

HR2b

HR3c

HR3b

HR2a

HR3a

HR4

HR5

Physical

SocioEconomic

Mobility

Awareness

Combined

Haigslea

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Ipswich

47

34

81

66

206

111

130

37

32

63

45

116

7

94

456

0.4

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.6

Ironbark

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

30

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Jeebropilly

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

Karalee

208

34

242

0

733

72

0

172

18

234

88

0

0

395

1052

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.3

Karrabin

0

0

0

0

21

3

0

0

10

8

4

0

0

17

64

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

Lanefield

1

9

10

26

3

0

6

0

4

0

0

18

0

6

29

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.3

Leichhardt

85

0

85

0

106

16

0

43

17

66

26

0

0

87

462

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.7

Lower Mount
Walker

0

4

4

0

2

0

0

0

1

0

3

0

0

6

20

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.3

Marburg

0

0

0

57

0

0

8

1

7

1

8

31

5

53

94

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.4

Moores Pocket

0

14

14

4

388

25

0

115

68

198

1

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.5

Mount Forbes

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

Mount Marrow

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

1

3

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

Mount Mort

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.3

Mount Walker
West

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Muirlea

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

1

0

13

0

2

7

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

Mutdapilly

0

3

3

1

3

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

15

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

New Chum

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Newtown

30

0

30

104

0

1

62

0

4

0

0

178

10

9

40

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

North Booval

0

85

85

44

922

69

21

194

118

533

35

9

1

120

203

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.5

North Ipswich

11

9

20

11

410

48

10

51

36

189

63

59

1

184

577

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

North Tivoli

10

1

11

0

18

2

0

5

0

1

2

0

0

25

59

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.3

One Mile

10

20

30

0

317

62

0

70

86

212

79

0

0

226

264

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.5

Peak Crossing

10

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

8

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.4

Pine Mountain

3

2

5

0

39

0

0

2

1

24

6

0

0

26

129

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

Purga

0

61

61

1

22

3

0

9

3

12

12

3

1

50

92

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

Raceview

9

146

155

205

99

12

85

5

51

58

41

248

50

252

1331

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

Redbank

6

40

46

21

214

0

13

34

11

86

31

19

2

158

302

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

Redbank Plains

0

9

9

156

0

7

69

0

29

0

5

123

26

72

692

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.6

0.5

Ripley

0

0

0

9

0

1

2

0

2

0

1

6

0

1

27

0.4

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.3

Riverview

0

14

14

1

292

1

3

25

28

150

47

0

0

207

477

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.6
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Suburb

Buildings on flood islands

Time to
inundation

Duration of
inundation

Buildings within each HR category

Average portion of population with each vulnerability indicator

High Flood
Islands

Low Flood
Islands

Total

TTI of
under
6hrs

DFI greater
than 36hrs

HR1c

HR1b

HR2c

HR2b

HR3c

HR3b

HR2a

HR3a

HR4

HR5

Physical

SocioEconomic

Mobility

Awareness

Combined

Rosewood

37

449

486

185

8

1

23

0

32

1

7

708

67

147

260

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

Sadliers Crossing

35

0

35

0

68

7

0

23

17

46

8

0

0

40

173

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.4

Silkstone

0

0

0

26

44

0

4

0

3

3

5

23

1

85

507

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.5

South Ripley

0

17

17

21

0

0

0

0

2

1

4

5

1

9

22

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.7

0.4

Spring Mountain

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.4

Springfield

9

3

12

62

0

0

4

0

1

0

0

223

4

11

46

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.4

Springfield
Central

0

8

8

11

0

1

6

0

5

0

5

1

3

9

11

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.6

0.4

Springfield Lakes

0

0

0

34

0

1

0

0

2

0

1

166

4

6

69

0.5

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

Swanbank

0

1

1

6

0

2

0

0

1

0

1

0

2

3

9

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.7

0.4

Tallegalla

0

0

0

18

0

0

1

0

3

0

0

1

1

15

20

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

Thagoona

0

22

22

68

4

1

15

1

11

0

4

211

12

64

65

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

The Bluff

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Tivoli

0

0

0

0

166

22

0

20

10

74

23

0

0

68

253

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.4

Walloon

19

172

191

42

30

5

22

3

19

0

11

19

9

105

171

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

West Ipswich

0

0

0

0

136

59

0

44

21

43

8

0

0

24

59

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.6

White Rock

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Willowbank

34

121

155

0

5

0

0

0

2

2

2

0

0

6

89

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.2

0.3

Woodend

0

5

5

10

171

21

13

37

14

65

32

52

2

62

222

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.5

Woolshed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Wulkuraka

51

0

51

0

89

15

0

21

10

30

19

0

0

41

232

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.4

Yamanto

40

0

40

9

84

3

0

27

37

54

14

2

1

118

516

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3
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TABLE C-1

SENSITIVE USES EXPOSED TO FLOOD BY HR CATEGORY

HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR1(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR1(c)

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR1(c)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR1(c)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR1(c)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR1(c)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR1(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR1(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR1(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR1(c)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR1(b)

Hospital

Ipswich Hospital

81 East Street

Ipswich

HR1(b)

Education

Ipswich Flexible
Learning Centre

1 Queen Victoria Parade

Ipswich

HR1(b)

Education

Ipswich East State
School

18 Jacaranda Street

East Ipswich

HR1(b)

Education

Kruger State School

170 Kruger Parade

Bellbird Park

HR1(b)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR1(b)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR1(b)

Education

Ipswich Central State
School

2a Griffith Road

Ipswich

HR1(b)

Education

Ipswich Girls Grammar
School

82 Chermside Road

Ipswich

HR1(b)

Education

Ipswich Flexible
Learning Centre

1 Queen Victoria Parade

Ipswich
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR1(b)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR1(b)

Education

Kruger State School

170 Kruger Parade

Bellbird Park

HR1(b)

Education

Ipswich East State
School

18 Jacaranda Street

East Ipswich

HR1(b)

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR2(c)

Child Care

Goodna Station
Playhouse

18 Woogaroo Street

Goodna

HR2(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Bundamba State School

221 Brisbane Road

Bundamba

HR2(c)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR2(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Bundamba State School

221 Brisbane Road

Bundamba

HR2(c)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR2(c)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall

HR2(b)

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR2(b)

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR2(b)

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

505 Sinnathamby
Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR2(b)

Education

Brassall State Preschool
Ctr

130 Pine Mountain Road

Brassall
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR2(b)

Education

Bundamba State School

221 Brisbane Road

Bundamba

HR3(c)

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR3(c)

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna

HR3(c)

Education

Bundamba State School

221 Brisbane Road

Bundamba

HR3(c)

Education

St Francis Xaviers
School

6 Church Street

Goodna

HR3(c)

Education

Ipswich East State
School

18 Jacaranda Street

East Ipswich

HR3(c)

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR3(c)

Education

St Francis Xaviers
School

6 Church Street

Goodna

HR3(c)

Education

Ipswich East State
School

18 Jacaranda Street

East Ipswich

HR3(c)

Education

Bundamba State School

221 Brisbane Road

Bundamba

HR3(c)

Education

Ipswich East State
School

18 Jacaranda Street

East Ipswich

HR3(c)

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR3(c)

Education

Ipswich East State
School

18 Jacaranda Street

East Ipswich

HR3(c)

Education

St Francis Xaviers
School

6 Church Street

Goodna

HR3(c)

Education

Ipswich East State
School

24 Jacaranda Street

East Ipswich

HR3(c)

Education

Ipswich East State
School

18 Jacaranda Street

East Ipswich

HR3(c)

Education

St Francis Xaviers
School

6 Church Street

Goodna

HR3(c)

Education

St Francis Xaviers
School

6 Church Street

Goodna

HR3(b)

Education

St Marys College

11 Mary Street

Woodend

HR3(b)

Education

Bremer State High
School

153 Warwick Road

Ipswich

HR3(b)

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR3(b)

Education

St Marys College

11 Mary Street

Woodend

HR2(a)

Aged Care

Kallara Court

9 Charles Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Hospital

Roderick Street Day
Surgery

23 Roderick Street

Ipswich
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich Central State
School

2a Griffith Road

Ipswich

HR2(a)

Education

Woodcrest Early
Education

28 Woodcrest Way

Springfield

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich Central State
School

2a Griffith Road

Ipswich

HR2(a)

Education

Walloon State School

528 Karrabin Rosewood
Road

Walloon

HR2(a)

Education

Rosewood State High
School

46 Lanefield Road

Rosewood

HR2(a)

Education

St Brigid's Primary
School

11 Railway Street

Rosewood

HR2(a)

Education

St Brigid's Primary
School

11 Railway Street

Rosewood

HR2(a)

Education

Rosewood State High
School

15 Makepeace Street

Rosewood

HR2(a)

Education

Rosewood State School

20 School Street

Rosewood

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

Walloon State School

528 Karrabin Rosewood
Road

Walloon

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich Adventist
School

52 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich Adventist
School

52 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

St Josephs Primary
School

42 Pine Mountain Road

North Ipswich

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich Adventist
School

52 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

Kruger State School

170 Kruger Parade

Bellbird Park

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich Adventist
School

52 Hunter Street

Brassall
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR2(a)

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR2(a)

Education

Walloon State School

528 Karrabin Rosewood
Road

Walloon

HR2(a)

Education

Walloon State School

528 Karrabin Rosewood
Road

Walloon

HR2(a)

Education

Walloon State School

528 Karrabin Rosewood
Road

Walloon

HR2(a)

Education

Ipswich State High
School

1 Hunter Street

Brassall

HR2(a)

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR3(a)

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR3(a)

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR3(a)

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR4

Child Care

Raceview Pre School

5 Banksia Drive

Raceview

HR4

Hospital

St Andrews Private
Hospital

12 Roderick Street

Ipswich

HR4

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR4

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR4

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR4

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR4

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR4

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR4

Education

St Francis Xaviers
School

6 Church Street

Goodna

HR4

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna

HR4

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna

HR4

Education

St Josephs Primary
School

42 Pine Mountain Road

North Ipswich
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR4

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR4

Education

Hymba Yumba
Independent School

4-6 Springfield Parkway

Springfield

HR4

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna

HR4

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna

HR4

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna

HR4

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR4

Education

Bremer State High
School

153 Warwick Road

Ipswich

HR4

Education

Goodna State Primary
School

1 Albert Street

Goodna

HR5

Child Care

Jacaranda St Pre
School

114 Jacaranda Street

North Booval

HR5

Child Care

Jacaranda St Pre
School

114 Jacaranda Street

North Booval

HR5

Child Care

Jacaranda St Pre
School

114 Jacaranda Street

North Booval

HR5

Child Care

Jacaranda St Pre
School

114 Jacaranda Street

North Booval

HR5

Child Care

Cambridge St Child
Care

17 Cambridge Street

Silkstone

HR5

Child Care

Raceview Pre School

5 Banksia Drive

Raceview

HR5

Hospital

Ipswich Hospital

81 East Street

Ipswich

HR5

Education

Leichhardt State School

72 Samford Road

Leichhardt

HR5

Education

St Marys College

11 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

Leichhardt State School

72 Samford Road

Leichhardt

HR5

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR5

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR5

Education

USQ Ipswich Campus

11 Salisbury Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

Karalee State School

77 Arthur Summervilles
Road

Karalee

HR5

Education

Immaculate Heart
Primary Sch

22 Old Toowoomba Road

One Mile
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR5

Education

USQ Ipswich Campus

11 Salisbury Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

Ipswich Girls Grammar
School

82a Chermside Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR5

Education

St Marys College

11 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

Immaculate Heart
Primary Sch

22 Old Toowoomba Road

One Mile

HR5

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna

HR5

Education

Leichhardt State School

72 Samford Road

Leichhardt

HR5

Education

Woodcrest College

38 Nev Smith Drive

Springfield

HR5

Education

Riverview Primary
School

131 Old Ipswich Road

Riverview

HR5

Education

Immaculate Heart
Primary Sch

22 Old Toowoomba Road

One Mile

HR5

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR5

Education

Walloon State School

528 Karrabin Rosewood
Road

Walloon

HR5

Education

Leichhardt State School

72 Samford Road

Leichhardt

HR5

Education

Walloon State School

528 Karrabin Rosewood
Road

Walloon

HR5

Education

USQ Ipswich Campus

11 Salisbury Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

Leichhardt State School

72 Samford Road

Leichhardt

HR5

Education

Ipswich North State
School

9 Fitzgibbon Street

North Ipswich

HR5

Education

Claremont Special
School

136a Robertson Road

Silkstone

HR5

Education

Goodna Pre School

20 Stuart Street

Goodna

HR5

Education

Hymba Yumba
Independent School

4-6 Springfield Parkway

Springfield

HR5

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR5

Education

Ipswich North State
School

9 Fitzgibbon Street

North Ipswich

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR5

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR5

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR5

Education

Bremer State High
School

153 Warwick Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR5

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR5

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR5

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR5

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR5

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR5

Education

Goodna Pre School

20 Stuart Street

Goodna

HR5

Education

Rosewood State School

20 School Street

Rosewood

HR5

Education

Rosewood State School

20 School Street

Rosewood

HR5

Education

Rosewood State High
School

46 Lanefield Road

Rosewood

HR5

Education

Karalee State School

77 Arthur Summervilles
Road

Karalee

HR5

Education

Goodna Pre School

20 Stuart Street

Goodna

HR5

Education

Claremont State Special
School

20 Rodney Street

Silkstone

HR5

Education

Leichhardt State School

72 Samford Road

Leichhardt

HR5

Education

Claremont Special
School

136a Robertson Road

Silkstone

HR5

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR5

Education

Ipswich Girls Grammar
School

82 Chermside Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

Woodcrest College

38 Nev Smith Drive

Springfield
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR5

Education

Staines Memorial
College

227-243 School Road

Redbank Plains

HR5

Education

Ipswich North State
School

16 Lawrence Street

North Ipswich

HR5

Education

Bundamba State
Secondary College

15a Naomai Street

Bundamba

HR5

Education

Immaculate Heart
Primary Sch

22 Old Toowoomba Road

One Mile

HR5

Education

Ipswich North State
School

10 Lawrence Street

North Ipswich

HR5

Education

Immaculate Heart
Primary Sch

22 Old Toowoomba Road

One Mile

HR5

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR5

Education

Leichhardt State School

72 Samford Road

Leichhardt

HR5

Education

USQ Springfield
Campus

Sinnathamby Boulevard

Springfield Central

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

USQ Ipswich Campus

11 Salisbury Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

Ipswich North State
School

9 Fitzgibbon Street

North Ipswich

HR5

Education

Churchill State School

264a Warwick Road

Churchill

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

Riverview Primary
School

131 Old Ipswich Road

Riverview

HR5

Education

Bremer State High
School

153 Warwick Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

Immaculate Heart
Primary Sch

22 Old Toowoomba Road

One Mile

HR5

Education

Hymba Yumba
Independent School

4-6 Springfield Parkway

Springfield

HR5

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR5

Education

Leichhardt State School

72 Samford Road

Leichhardt

HR5

Education

Bremer State High
School

153 Warwick Road

Ipswich

HR5

Education

Goodna State School

1a Albert Street

Goodna
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HR

Sensitive Use
- Subcategory

Establishment

Address

Suburb

HR5

Education

Immaculate Heart
Primary Sch

22 Old Toowoomba Road

One Mile

HR5

Education

Woodcrest College

38 Nev Smith Drive

Springfield

HR5

Education

Karalee State School

77 Arthur Summervilles
Road

Karalee

HR5

Education

Churchill State School

264a Warwick Road

Churchill

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

St Edmund's College

16 Mary Street

Woodend

HR5

Education

Collingwood Pk Ste
Presch Ctr

18 Burrel Street

Collingwood Park

HR5

Education

Claremont Special
School

136a Robertson Road

Silkstone

HR5

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR5

Education

C&K Bethany
Community
Kindergarten

86 Raceview Street

Raceview

HR5

Education

St Marys College

11 Mary Street

Woodend

C-2

Worked Examples

C-2-1 Bundamba State School

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

An example educational establishment is shown below in Figure 12-1. This shows the flood exposure of the
Bundamba State School. The school is exposed to HR2(b) medium hazard category and high likelihood and
HR3(c) a high hazard and low likelihood event.
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FIGURE 12-1 EXAMPLE SENSITIVE USE - BUNDAMBA STATE SCHOOL FLOOD EXPOSURE

C-2-2 Brassall State School and North Ipswich High School

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

A further example of an educational establishment exposed to hydraulic hazard is the Brassall State School
as shown in Figure 12-2. The highest hydraulic hazard category of HR1(c) has been mapped at the Brassall
State School. The school is also exposed to multiple sources of flooding including Bremer River, Brisbane
River, Mihi Creek and local urban flooding. This example is discussed further in subsequent sections of the
report as other flood risks are also present at this location.
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FIGURE 12-2 EXAMPLE SENSITIVE USE – BRASSALL STATE SCHOOL FLOOD EXPOSURE
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APPENDIX D
TIME TO INUNDATION AND DURATION OF
INUNDATION MAPPING
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APPENDIX E
SUMMARY OF FLOOD ISLANDS BY SUBURB
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TABLE E-1

SUMMARY OF FLOOD ISLANDS BY SUBURB

Suburb

Buildings in High Flood
Islands

Buildings in Low Flood
Islands

Total

Amberley

0

67

67

Ashwell

0

2

2

Augustine Heights

0

23

23

Barellan Point

7

30

37

Bellbird Park

55

0

55

Blackstone

0

12

12

Booval

0

7

7

Brassall

98

194

292

Bundamba

154

83

237

Calvert

0

19

19

Camira

78

44

122

Carole Park

34

21

55

Churchill

0

11

11

Coalfalls

31

0

31

Collingwood Park

25

0

25

East Ipswich

0

347

347

Flinders View

25

0

25

Gailes

0

2

2

Goodna

16

28

44

Grandchester

0

21

21

Ipswich

47

34

81

Karalee

208

34

242

Lanefield

1

9

10

Leichhardt

85

0

85

Lower Mount Walker

0

4

4

Moores Pocket

0

14

14

Mount Mort

0

1

1

Mutdapilly

0

3

3

Newtown

30

0

30

North Booval

0

85

85

North Ipswich

11

9

20

North Tivoli

10

1

11

One Mile

10

20

30
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Buildings in High Flood
Islands

Buildings in Low Flood
Islands

Total

Peak Crossing

10

0

10

Pine Mountain

3

2

5

Purga

0

61

61

Raceview

9

146

155

Redbank

6

40

46

Redbank Plains

0

9

9

Riverview

0

14

14

Rosewood

37

449

486

Sadliers Crossing

35

0

35

South Ripley

0

17

17

Springfield

9

3

12

Springfield Central

0

8

8

Swanbank

0

1

1

Thagoona

0

22

22

Walloon

19

172

191

Willowbank

34

121

155

Woodend

0

5

5

Wulkuraka

51

0

51

Yamanto

40

0

40
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Suburb
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APPENDIX F
CURRENT FLOOD RISK HOTSPOT MAPPING
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AND DAMAGES
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TABLE G-1

DETAILED BREAKDOWN OF PREDICTED DAMAGES TO PROPERTY – CURRENT SCENARIO

Category

Damages Per 1 in X AEP
2

Residential

5

10

50

100

500

2000

PMF

$39,905,717

$49,471,413

$55,747,054

$64,452,198

$78,565,250

$106,697,452

$141,330,797

$183,017,456

$527,506,037

Rural/primary production

$170,870

$502,048

$1,036,873

$2,117,731

$8,129,003

$10,259,031

$16,293,916

$20,633,401

$48,937,398

Community and public facilities

$893,507

$1,412,470

$1,851,061

$2,422,171

$4,539,503

$7,194,700

$12,904,991

$19,580,878

$84,316,559

$15,869,312

$18,134,730

$20,401,291

$24,203,093

$28,435,253

$33,471,813

$43,964,205

$53,975,656

$108,119,268

$79,524

$118,756

$145,620

$185,449

$213,952

$232,554

$1,080,082

$2,844,099

$17,305,207

$1,868,290

$2,595,692

$3,087,134

$6,273,578

$14,884,363

$25,155,927

$39,810,870

$53,463,088

$117,850,892

$590,968

$696,461

$851,213

$969,964

$1,105,541

$1,210,680

$2,350,369

$3,362,987

$12,569,724

$0

$0

$0

$0

$213,236

$217,751

$386,386

$470,062

$1,006,840

$114,205

$161,969

$189,347

$999,861

$1,292,973

$5,082,880

$26,465,530

$34,765,964

$131,504,186

$2,134,969

$2,457,048

$2,655,937

$4,227,119

$8,957,770

$16,225,078

$30,071,726

$52,757,602

$170,016,140

Sensitive institution - aged care

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Critical infrastructure - transport

$117,566

$118,376

$118,395

$118,984

$119,205

$119,795

$121,084

$119,187

$197,227

Critical infrastructure - air force

$0

$0

$0

$110,193

$195,289

$246,008

$246,631

$247,303

$253,649

Sensitive institution - hospital

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Critical infrastructure - sewerage

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$52,077

Sensitive institution - child care

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$402,091

Critical infrastructure - power

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$61,744,928

$75,668,963

$86,083,925

$106,080,341

$146,651,338

$206,113,669

$315,026,587

$425,237,683

$1,220,037,295

Residential- multi dwelling
Special use
Commercial/business
Mixed use
Critical infrastructure - emergency
Sensitive institution - education
Industrial

Total

TABLE G-2

DETAILED BREAKDOWN OF PREDICTED DAMAGES TO PROPERTY – ULTIMATE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 1 (UD1)

Category

Damages Per 1 in X AEP
2

Residential
19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

20

5

10

20

50

100

500

2000

PMF

$40,447,925

$49,988,240

$56,768,117

$66,013,389

$76,585,955

$91,449,049

$169,038,838

$217,647,325

$591,949,758

Rural/primary production

$170,870

$502,048

$1,036,873

$2,117,731

$8,819,295

$11,065,293

$17,388,296

$21,747,275

$51,804,462

Community and public facilities

$893,507

$1,412,470

$1,851,061

$2,422,347

$3,927,843

$5,721,543

$15,488,330

$22,805,363

$89,414,351

$16,016,393

$18,347,575

$20,645,420

$24,533,527

$27,730,578

$31,081,641

$50,775,377

$62,886,665

$117,988,957

$79,524

$118,756

$145,620

$185,449

$214,086

$332,817

$2,869,076

$4,467,754

$25,778,690

$1,868,290

$2,595,692

$3,087,134

$6,273,578

$17,104,139

$27,535,498

$48,464,507

$63,375,969

$132,007,305

$590,968

$696,949

$851,350

$970,062

$1,109,025

$1,236,033

$2,805,564

$3,976,118

$13,602,847

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$205,391

$486,135

$1,005,456

$114,205

$161,969

$189,347

$1,000,979

$1,298,084

$1,495,562

$25,542,007

$34,262,521

$131,618,007

$2,134,969

$2,457,048

$2,655,937

$4,230,465

$8,917,660

$15,070,455

$31,749,587

$43,400,850

$137,890,523

Sensitive institution - aged care

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Critical infrastructure - transport

$117,566

$118,376

$118,395

$118,984

$119,205

$119,795

$121,084

$119,187

$197,227

Residential- multi dwelling
Special use
Commercial/business
Mixed use
Critical infrastructure - emergency
Sensitive institution - education
Industrial
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Category

Damages Per 1 in X AEP
2

5

20

50

100

500

2000

PMF

Critical infrastructure - air force

$0

$0

$0

$110,210

$225,145

$286,319

$286,088

$287,335

$294,355

Sensitive institution - hospital

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Critical infrastructure - sewerage

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$51,772

Sensitive institution - child care

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$615,413

Critical infrastructure - power

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$62,434,217

$76,399,123

$87,349,254

$107,976,721

$146,051,015

$185,394,005

$364,734,145

$475,462,497

$1,294,219,123

Total
TABLE G-3

DETAILED BREAKDOWN OF PREDICTED DAMAGES TO PROPERTY – ULTIMATE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 2 (UD2)

Category

Damages Per 1 in X AEP
2

Residential

5

10

20

50

100

500

2000

PMF

$39,886,334

$49,590,692

$55,499,022

$64,901,674

$79,440,899

$106,839,654

$144,759,791

$186,749,241

$564,299,831

Rural/primary production

$178,129

$818,628

$1,210,069

$2,501,772

$8,679,615

$11,009,684

$17,183,030

$21,625,184

$50,231,880

Community and public facilities

$971,248

$1,347,229

$1,830,672

$2,547,537

$5,032,058

$8,652,429

$14,961,782

$22,863,999

$88,040,762

$15,586,719

$18,048,631

$19,759,356

$23,226,419

$27,688,280

$34,816,177

$45,247,582

$56,366,617

$112,695,478

$81,732

$100,686

$121,057

$144,218

$186,186

$252,800

$2,423,310

$4,428,760

$20,678,572

$1,919,102

$2,769,668

$3,267,525

$7,655,172

$13,712,515

$30,732,506

$47,937,046

$60,373,202

$132,940,204

$622,132

$722,482

$864,673

$994,572

$1,127,252

$1,269,945

$3,516,238

$4,579,476

$12,692,069

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$215,946

$476,116

$557,880

$1,008,493

$147,206

$176,328

$201,497

$6,449,576

$6,717,100

$10,588,035

$28,553,453

$39,523,875

$133,248,616

$1,974,427

$2,322,103

$2,599,793

$5,312,910

$10,384,795

$30,619,509

$43,460,025

$55,130,976

$182,935,236

Sensitive institution - aged care

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Critical infrastructure - transport

$117,566

$118,376

$118,395

$118,984

$119,205

$119,795

$121,084

$119,187

$197,227

Critical infrastructure - air force

$0

$0

$0

$123,456

$212,819

$252,786

$253,508

$254,365

$262,287

Sensitive institution - hospital

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Critical infrastructure - sewerage

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$4,703

$55,995

Sensitive institution - child care

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$17,672

$269,560

Critical infrastructure - power

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$61,484,595

$76,014,823

$85,472,059

$113,976,290

$153,300,724

$235,369,266

$348,892,965

$452,595,137

$1,299,556,210

Residential- multi dwelling
Special use
Commercial/business
Mixed use
Critical infrastructure - emergency
Sensitive institution - education
Industrial
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MCA Values

2.5

3

3.5

4

3.5

3

2.5

3

3

Improve time for evacuation (now and future)

5.0%

2.5

3

3

3.5

4

3.5

3

3

3

3

3

Targets vulnerable community members or areas

5.0%

2.5

3

4

3

3

3.5

3.5

3.5

2.5

3

3

Social health benefits

3.0%

2.5

3

3

3.5

4

4

3

3

3

3

3.5

Improves community flood resilience (now and future)

6.0%

2.5

3

3

3.5

4

4

3.5

3

2.5

3

3.5

Recreation and amenity

2.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

4

5

5

4

2.5

4

2.5

3.5

Connection and collaboration

2.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

4

4

4

4

2.5

4

2.5

3.5

Community Attitude

2.0%

2.5

3

3

4

4

4

4

4.5

4

4.5

4

Reduce damages and costs to residential property (now and future)

9.0%

2.5

3.5

2.5

4

4

5

4.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Reduce damages and costs to business and industry (now and future)

5.0%

2.5

4

3

4

4

5

4.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Option likely to be cost beneficial (now and future)

6.0%

2.5

2.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1

1

1.5

1

Physical / technical (now and future)

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

3

3

1.5

2

4

3

2.5

2

Legal / approval risk

3.0%

2.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

2

1

1.5

4

1.5

2

1.5

Residual Risk/Asset Management

3.0%

2.5

1.5

1.5

4

3.5

3

4

1.5

4

1.5

4

Improve availability and function (now and future)

5.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

3

3

4

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Protection of regional water supply quality and security - catchment
protection (quality and yield)

5.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

5

2.5

2.5

Improved Water Quality

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

4.5

5

5

4

2.5

4

2.5

3.5

Species, Vegetation and habitat impacts

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

4

4

5

4

2.5

4

2.5

3.5

Connectivity (fish passage/fauna movement)

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

3.5

3.5

5

4

2.5

4

2

3.5

Reduction in landscape salinity / improved moisture retention and
groundwater recharge

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

4

4

4

3

2.5

5

2.5

3

Reduction in erosive capacity / soil movement - channel stability /
geomorphology

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

5

5

5

4

2.5

4

2

3

Economic

Feasibility

Essential Infrastructure

Environment and natural resource
management

Thagoona NFM

2.5

Blacksnake Creek NFM

2.5

Warrill Creek NFM Minor

15.0%

Warrill Creek NFM Major

Goodna Motorway Levee

Reduce hydraulic risk rating (now and future)

Bundamba Creek NFM
Major

Ipswich CBD Floodgate

Safety of people

Bundamba Creek NFM
Minor

Criteria detail

Overall weighting

Criteria category

Social
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Thagoona Detention Basin

MCA CRITERIA VALUES APPLIED TO EACH FLOODPLAIN MITIGATION OPTION

NO CHANGE

TABLE I-1

Rosewood Detention Basin

I-1
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MCA Scoring Summary

Thagoona NFM

Thagoona Detention
Basin

Blacksnake Creek NFM

Rosewood Detention
Basin

Warrill Creek NFM
Minor

Goodna Motorway
Levee

Ipswich CBD
Floodgate

NO CHANGE

Category of criteria

Warrill Creek NFM
Major

MCA SUMMARY BY CATEGORY

Bundamba Creek NFM
Major

TABLE I-2

Bundamba Creek NFM
Minor

I-2

0.50

0.53

0.53

0.63

0.73

0.78

0.68

0.60

0.53

0.60

0.60

Social

0.50

0.58

0.63

0.71

0.77

0.80

0.72

0.64

0.61

0.61

0.69

Economic

0.50

0.67

0.47

0.65

0.65

0.79

0.72

0.41

0.41

0.44

0.41

Feasibility

0.25

0.19

0.19

0.29

0.29

0.18

0.25

0.33

0.29

0.21

0.25

Essential Infrastructure

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.28

0.28

0.33

0.28

0.25

0.38

0.25

0.25

Environment & NRM

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.84

0.86

0.96

0.76

0.50

0.84

0.46

0.66

TOTAL

2.50

2.71

2.56

3.38

3.57

3.83

3.39

2.72

3.04

2.57

2.85

Result

0.00

0.21

0.06

0.88

1.07

1.33

0.89

0.22

0.54

0.06

0.35
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Warrill Creek NFM Minor

0.375

0.45

0.525

0.6

0.525

0.45

0.375

0.45

0.45

Improve time for evacuation (now and future)

0.05

0.125

0.15

0.15

0.175

0.2

0.175

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

Targets vulnerable community members or areas

0.05

0.125

0.15

0.2

0.15

0.15

0.175

0.175

0.175

0.125

0.15

0.15

Social health benefits

0.03

0.075

0.09

0.09

0.105

0.12

0.12

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.105

Improves community flood resilience (now and future)

0.06

0.15

0.18

0.18

0.21

0.24

0.24

0.21

0.18

0.15

0.18

0.21

Recreation and amenity

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.08

0.1

0.1

0.08

0.05

0.08

0.05

0.07

Connection and collaboration

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.05

0.08

0.05

0.07

Community Attitude

0.02

0.05

0.06

0.06

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

Reduce damages and costs to residential property (now and future)

0.09

0.225

0.315

0.225

0.36

0.36

0.45

0.405

0.225

0.225

0.225

0.225

Reduce damages and costs to business and industry (now and future)

0.05

0.125

0.2

0.15

0.2

0.2

0.25

0.225

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

Option likely to be cost beneficial (now and future)

0.06

0.15

0.15

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.06

0.06

0.09

0.06

Physical / technical (now and future)

0.04

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.12

0.12

0.06

0.08

0.16

0.12

0.1

0.08

Legal / approval risk

0.03

0.075

0.045

0.045

0.045

0.06

0.03

0.045

0.12

0.045

0.06

0.045

Residual Risk/Asset Management

0.03

0.075

0.045

0.045

0.12

0.105

0.09

0.12

0.045

0.12

0.045

0.12

Improve availability and function (now and future)

0.05

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.15

0.15

0.2

0.15

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

Protection of regional water supply quality and security - catchment protection
(quality and yield)

0.05

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.25

0.125

0.125

Improved Water Quality

0.04

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.18

0.2

0.2

0.16

0.1

0.16

0.1

0.14

Species, Vegetation and habitat impacts

0.04

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.16

0.16

0.2

0.16

0.1

0.16

0.1

0.14

Connectivity (fish passage/fauna movement)

0.04

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.14

0.14

0.2

0.16

0.1

0.16

0.08

0.14

Reduction in landscape salinity / improved moisture retention and
groundwater recharge

0.04

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.12

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.12

Reduction in erosive capacity / soil movement - channel stability /
geomorphology

0.04

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.16

0.1

0.16

0.08

0.12

Economic

Feasibility

Essential Infrastructure

Environment and Natural
Resource Management

Thagoona NFM

0.375

Thagoona Detention
Basin

0.375

Blacksnake Creek NFM

0.15

Rosewood Detention
Basin

Goodna Motorway
Levee

Reduce hydraulic risk rating (now and future)

Bundamba Creek NFM
Major

Ipswich CBD Floodgate

Safety of people

Bundamba Creek NFM
Minor

Criteria
Overall weighting

Category

Social
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Warrill Creek NFM Major

MCA WEIGHTED SCORES APPLIED TO EACH FLOODPLAIN MITIGATION OPTION

NO CHANGE

TABLE I-3
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Black Snake Creek Model
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(NFM Mitigated Scenario)
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Black Snake Creek Model
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(NFM Mitigated Scenario)
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Black Snake Creek Model
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(NFM Mitigated Scenario)
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Bundamba Creek Model

Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
Produced By: Synergy Solutions
and Water Technology

1 in 20 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Major Mitigated Scenario)
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Bundamba Creek Model
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Produced By: Synergy Solutions
and Water Technology

1 in 100 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Major Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T12:17:00.255
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Bundamba Creek Model
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 20 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Rosewood Detention Basin)
2020-11-10T13:34:50.925
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 100 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Rosewood Detention Basin)
2020-11-10T14:05:37.588
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 500 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Rosewood Detention Basin)
2020-11-10T13:35:17.869
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 2000 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Rosewood Detention Basin)
2020-11-10T13:34:56.379
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 20 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona NFM)
2020-11-12T13:22:24.273
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 50 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona NFM)
2020-11-12T13:22:52.183
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 100 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona NFM)
2020-11-12T13:22:14.750
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 500 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona NFM)
2020-11-12T13:23:03.276
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 2000 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona NFM)
2020-11-12T13:22:33.275
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 20 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona Detention Basin)
2020-11-10T15:14:05.896
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 100 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona Detention Basin)
2020-11-10T15:14:00.277
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 500 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona Detention Basin)
2020-11-10T15:14:31.884
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Roseood and Thagoona Creek Model

1 in 2000 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux (Mitigated Scenario - Thagoona Detention Basin)
2020-11-10T15:14:11.491
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Bremer Creek Model

1 in 20 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Major Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T10:21:26.024
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Bremer Creek Model

Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
Produced By: Synergy Solutions and
Water Technology

1 in 100 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Major Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T10:21:20.961
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Bremer Creek Model

1 in 500 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Major Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T10:24:09.851
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Bremer Creek Model

1 in 2000 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Major Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T10:21:30.961
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan - Bremer Creek Model

Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
Produced By: Synergy Solutions
and Water Technology

1 in 20 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Minor Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T11:01:25.316
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1 in 100 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Minor Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T11:01:14.659
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1 in 500 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Minor Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T11:02:38.655
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1 in 2000 AEP Maximum WSL Afflux
(NFM Minor Mitigated Scenario)
2020-11-12T11:01:57.593
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APPENDIX K
WATER USAGE IN THE WARRILL VALLEY WATER
SUPPLY SCHEME

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
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K-1

Warrill Creek Valley water usage

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FIGURE K-1 ANNUAL SCHEME MEDIUM PRIORITY (PRINCIPALLY IRRIGATORS) WATER USAGE FOR YEARS
ENDING 30 JUNE 2003 TO 30 JUNE 2020. SOURCE SEQWATER 2020

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
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APPENDIX L
INFLOWS AND LOADS INTO THE BRISBANEBREMER ESTUARY

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan
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L-1

Inflows and loads in Bremer Estuary

The following figures depict the inflows and associated nutrient loads from the catchment and wastewater
treatment plants over a period of extended dry weather and a period of wet weather. The rainfall in February
2020 generated catchment inflows sufficient to flush the estuary fresh down to Indooroopilly. This generally
occurs every 1-2 years. The volume of the estuary and volume lost to evaporation have been included to
provide context.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

The flows and nutrient loads attributable to the wastewater treatment plants are measured values provided by
WaTERS. The flows and nutrient loads attributable to the catchment were derived from the modelling platform
discussed in Section 6.4.3. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the modelling platform is
representative of reality, the catchment inflows and loads are estimates and not measurements. Furthermore,
the processes of nutrients binding to, and being released from, sediments is not explicitly simulated in the
receiving waterway model. Subsequently, the contribution of nutrients bound to sediments in the catchment
inflows are not included in the following plots.

FIGURE L-1 CUMULATIVE INFLOWS INTO THE BRISBANE-BREMER ESTUARY. INFLOWS FROM THE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS NEAR MORETON BAY HAVE BEEN HALVED

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

FIGURE L-2 CUMMULATIVE MASS INFLOWS OF NITROGEN INTO THE BRISBANE-BREMER ESTUARY.
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS NEAR MORETON BAY HAVE
BEEN HALVED. NUTRIENTS BOUND TO SEDIMENTS IN CATCHMENT INFLOWS ARE NOT
EXPLICITY INCLUDED

FIGURE L-3 CUMMULATIVE MASS INFLOWS OF PHOSPHORUS INTO THE BRISBANE-BREMER ESTUARY.
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS NEAR MORETON BAY HAVE

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
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BEEN HALVED. NUTRIENTS BOUND TO SEDIMENTS IN CATCHMENT INFLOWS ARE NOT
EXPLICITY INCLUDED

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
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19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

APPENDIX M
MEDIAN HOUSE PRICE – BY SUBURB (SOURCE:
REALESTATE.COM.AU)

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
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TABLE M-1 MEDIAN HOUSE PRICE LIST

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

SUBURB

MEDIAN HOUSE
PRICE

SUBURB

MEDIAN HOUSE
PRICE

AMBERLEY

no data

MOORES POCKET

$300,000.00

ASHWELL

no data

MOUNT FORBES

no data

AUGUSTINE HEIGHTS

$480,000.00

MOUNT MARROW

no data

BARELLAN POINT

$502,556.00

MOUNT MORT

no data

BASIN POCKET

$265,000.00

MUIRLEA

no data

BELLBIRD PARK

$303,500.00

MUTDAPILLY

no data

BLACKSTONE

$330,000.00

NEWTOWN

$397,500.00

BOOVAL

$315,000.00

NORTH BOOVAL

$273,000.00

BRASSALL

$330,000.00

NORTH IPSWICH

$285,000.00

BROOKWATER

$777,500.00

NORTH TIVOLI

no data

BUNDAMBA

$304,000.00

ONE MILE

$250,000.00

CALVERT

no data

PEAK CROSSING

$535,000.00

CAMIRA

$397,000.00

PINE MOUNTAIN

$567,500.00

CAROLE PARK

no data

PURGA

no data

CHURCHILL

$275,000.00

RACEVIEW

$315,000.00

CHUWAR

$551,500.00

REDBANK

$320,000.00

COALFALLS

$340,000.00

REDBANK PLAINS

$320,000.00

COLLINGWOOD PARK

$340,000.00

RIPLEY

$392,400.00

DEEBING HEIGHTS

$427,500.00

RIVERVIEW

$243,000.00

DINMORE

$217,500.00

ROSEWOOD

$290,000.00

EAST IPSWICH

$281,750.00

SADLIERS CROSSING

$381,750.00

EASTERN HEIGHTS

$315,000.00

SILKSTONE

$293,500.00

EBB VALE

no data

SOUTH RIPLEY

$451,500.00

EBENEZER

no data

SPRING MOUNTAIN

no data

FLINDERS VIEW

$380,000.00

SPRINGFIELD

$434,000.00

GAILES

$247,500.00

SPRINGFIELD CENTRAL no data

GOODNA

$291,750.00

SPRINGFIELD LAKES

$420,000.00

GRANDCHESTER

no data

SWANBANK

no data

IPSWICH

$361,250.00

TALLEGALLA

no data

IRONBANK

no data

THAGOONA

$515,000.00

JEEBROPILLY

no data

TIVOLI

$300,000.00

KARALEE

$575,000.00

WALLOON

$375,000.00

KARRABIN

no data

WEST IPSWICH

no data

LANEFIELD

no data

WILLOWBANK

$325,000.00

LEICHHARDT

$245,000.00

WOODEND

$365,000.00

LOWER MOUNT WALKER

no data

WULKURAKA

$350,000.00

MARBURG

no data

YAMANTO

$369,500.00

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
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APPENDIX N
PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTION MAPPING
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APPENDIX O- MULTI-CRITERIA ANALYSIS (MCA)
OF PROPERTY SPECIFIC ACTIONS
MULTI-CRITERIA ANALYSIS (MCA) OF PROPERTY
SPECIFIC ACTIONS
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TABLE O-1

MCA OF PROPERTY SPECIFC ACTIONS

Category

Criteria

Overall
Weighting

Baseline
(No Change)

Option 1 ‐
VHP All
Buildings

Option 2 ‐
VHP1

Option 3 ‐
VHP2

Option 4‐
VHP3

Option 5 ‐
RBM ALL

Option 6 ‐
RBM1

Option 7 ‐
RBM2

Option 8 ‐
RBM3

Option 9 ‐
RBM4

Safety of People

Reduce hydraulic risk rating (now and
future)

15.0%

2.5

3

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Improve time for evacuation (now and
future)

5.0%

2.5

3

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Targets vulnerable community
members or areas

5.0%

2.5

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

3

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

Social health benefits

3.0%

2.5

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

3

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

Improves community flood resilience
(now and future)

6.0%

2.5

3.5

3

3

3

3.5

3.5

3

3

3

Recreation and amenity

2.0%

2.5

3.5

3

3

3

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Connection and collaboration

2.0%

2.5

3.5

3

3

3

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Community attitude

2.0%

2.5

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

Reduce damages and costs to
residential property (now and future)

9.0%

2.5

3

4

3

3

4

4

3

2.5

2.5

Reduce damages and costs to
business and industry (now and
future)

5.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Option likely to be cost beneficial
(now and future)

6.0%

2.5

2.5

4

3

3

5

4

3

2.5

2.5

Physical / technical (now and future)

4.0%

2.5

4.5

4.5

3.5

2.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

Legal / approval risk

3.0%

2.5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Residual risk/asset management

3.0%

2.5

5

3.5

4

4

4

4

4

3.5

3

Improve availability and function (now
and future)

5.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Protection of regional water supply
quality and security - catchment
protection (quality and yield)

5.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Improved water quality

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Species, vegetation and habitat
impacts

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Connectivity (fish passage/fauna
movement)

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Reduction in landscape salinity /
improved moisture retention and
groundwater recharge

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Social

Economic

Feasibility
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Essential
Infrastructure

Environment and
Natural Resource
Management
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Category

TABLE O-2

Overall
Weighting

Baseline
(No Change)

Option 1 ‐
VHP All
Buildings

Option 2 ‐
VHP1

Option 3 ‐
VHP2

Option 4‐
VHP3

Option 5 ‐
RBM ALL

Option 6 ‐
RBM1

Option 7 ‐
RBM2

Option 8 ‐
RBM3

Option 9 ‐
RBM4

Reduction in erosive capacity / soil
movement - channel stability /
geomorphology

4.0%

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

MCA SCORING SUMMARY

Category

Criteria

Option 1 –
VHP All Buildings

Option 2 VHP1

Option 3 VHP2

Option 4VHP3

Option 5 –
RBM ALL

Option 6 RBM1

Option 7 RBM2

Option 8 RBM3

Option 9 RBM4

Safety of People

Reduce hydraulic risk rating (now and
future)

0.45

0.45

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.375

Improve time for evacuation (now and
future)

0.15

0.15

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

Targets vulnerable community members or
areas

0.15

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.15

0.15

0.125

0.125

0.125

Social health benefits

0.09

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.09

0.09

0.075

0.075

0.075

Improves community flood resilience (now
and future)

0.21

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.21

0.21

0.18

0.18

0.18

Recreation and amenity

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

Connection and collaboration

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

Community attitude

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

Reduce damages and costs to residential
property (now and future)

0.27

0.36

0.27

0.27

0.36

0.36

0.27

0.225

0.225

Reduce damages and costs to business
and industry (now and future)

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

Option likely to be cost beneficial (now and
future)

0.15

0.24

0.18

0.18

0.3

0.24

0.18

0.15

0.15

Physical / technical (now and future)

0.18

0.18

0.14

0.1

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

Legal / approval risk

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

Residual risk/asset management

0.15

0.105

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.105

0.09

Improve availability and function (now and
future)

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

Protection of regional water supply quality
and security - catchment protection (quality
and yield)

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

Improved water quality

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Species, vegetation and habitat impacts

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Connectivity (fish passage/fauna
movement)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Social

Economic

Feasibility
19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Criteria

Essential
Infrastructure

Environment and
Natural Resource
Management
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0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Reduction in erosive capacity / soil
movement - channel stability /
geomorphology

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1
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Reduction in landscape salinity / improved
moisture retention and groundwater
recharge
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APPENDIX P
CATALOGUE OF EXISTING AWARENESS &
RESLIENCE ACTIVITES IN THE REGION
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P-1

Catalogue of existing resources and activities

P-1-1 Desktop Review
The CAR work package seeks to build upon the existing catalogue of activities to help Council share the
responsibility of disaster resilience with the most at-risk and vulnerable communities in Ipswich.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

A desktop analysis was undertaken to gain an understanding of what existing community awareness,
resources and active community engagement is currently taking place in the Ipswich LGA. Figure P-1
illustrates a range of example communication and messaging tools and relevant resources for the CAR work
package. The catalogue has been organised into broad categories, including:


City of Ipswich online resources (information and materials listed on the council website)



City of Ipswich community engagement (programs and activities available to the community)



External resources (State, Federal and industry online resources)



SEQ water utilities and councils (online information & example engagement)



Frameworks and references (State, Federal and industry reports)

FIGURE P-1 EXAMPLES FROM CATALOGUE OF RELEVANT CAR RESOURCES

It is important to consider what existing engagement activities and resources are available to Ipswich
communities, so that wherever possible communication and engagement recommendations:


Promote use of existing materials, programs and information resources relating to increased community
awareness and resilience;



Identify potential for collaboration with local stakeholders that develop, distribute and deliver community
awareness and resilience enhancing resources or activities; and
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Align with best-practice methods for effective community engagement; as well as up to date disaster
resilience information for flood risk awareness, preparedness and response

P-1-2 City of Ipswich Online Resources
The Ipswich City Council website has a wealth of information and resource links structured around two (2)
homepages: Emergency Management and the Emergency Management Dashboard.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

This homepage provides comprehensive community awareness and resilience resources; including
educational information, links to external websites, information about engagement programs, emergency
preparedness services offered, templates for evacuation procedures, emergency checklists and related
information, among others. This homepage is user-friendly, presenting a collection for resources for residents
to access information and resources for flood awareness, preparedness and response. The Emergency
Management homepage provides links to the following pages:


The Emergency Management Dashboard;



My Ipswich Alerts;



Check your Property;



‘Be Storm Ready’, ‘Be Bushfire Ready’, ‘Be Stormwater Ready’ and the ‘Be Flood Ready’ campaigns;



Emergency and Evacuation Procedures;



Simplified English and Other Languages;



Caring for Animals;



Business Continuity Planning;



Educational Resources;



Dam Safety;



Disaster Management Plans;



Disaster Volunteering and Donating; and



Other Emergency Resources.

The Emergency Management Dashboard collates emergency warnings, road conditions, weather warnings
and power outage information with interactive mapping, social media feed (with tabs for Council, Police, QFES,
Health, and Water and Sewerage), and external links to Get Ready Queensland and the Queensland State
Government’s Disaster Management homepage. This dashboard provides residents with a comprehensive
and effective way to be informed during an emergency.
While both pages hold a wealth of information and links that appear to be up to date, it is noted some links to
external webpages were not operational and may require checking or updating by Council.

P-1-3 City of Ipswich Community Engagement
Within Ipswich City Council, the Emergency Management Unit (EMU) provides targeted engagement with the
community to increase public awareness and preparedness for disasters. The public can contact staff (through
phone or email) to discuss how to increase resilience to emergencies. EMU offers a number of programs and
events, including:


The Disaster Resilience Schools Program (Council/SES program for primary school students);



Disaster Resilience School Children Poster Competition (annual event for primary school students);
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Emergency management information sessions (tailored workshop/presentation sessions);



Emergency management showcase (information stand for events);



Availability of EMU for delivering keynote presentations; and



Business continuity planning (assistance for local businesses to increase preparedness for, and operation
during and after disaster events).

The existence and availability of EMU provides a great platform for community engagement to increase
awareness and resilience to the risk of flood hazards. When developing CAR plans, the extensive work Ipswich
City Council, particularly the Emergency Management Unit’s work in this space is carefully considered, to add
value to existing engagement activities and make full use of existing resources.

P-1-4 Community Awareness and Resilience Catalogue Overview
Table A-1 provide an overview of the key categories, sources and the information relevant to community
awareness and resilience. Within existing frameworks and programs, there is opportunity via the IICP to ensure
messaging regarding flood awareness and resilience is targeted to the right people in the right way. The
resource catalogue is a tool for Council to ensure opportunities for collaboration with organisations are
promoted and existing materials and information used within at-risk and vulnerable communities.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

TABLE P-1

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL CAR RESOURCES

Source

Details of Community Awareness and Resilience

Emergency Management
Dashboard

Council online dashboard co-branded with Get Ready Queensland,
providing the community with a central dashboard that collate key
information for use during an emergency.

Emergency Management
Webpage

Council website central homepage collating a comprehensive list of links
and resources for emergency awareness, preparation and response.

Council Community Reference
Groups

Resilient Communities group: Group of 20 members to discuss issues of
community interest, draw on local knowledge / enhance community voice
in Council decision-making, and building community understanding of
council’s function, project and activities.

‘My Police’ (Ipswich) – Council
Event

‘Get Ready’ Disaster Expo event: Previous community event (2016) in
Ipswich to showcase emergency and disaster services. The day aimed to
provide practical preparedness tips, resources advice and information for
the community.

TABLE P-2

QUEENSLAND STATE GOVERNMENT RESOURCES

Source

Details of Community Awareness and Resilience

Queensland Reconstruction
Authority

Get Ready Queensland Campaign Website: This website links to
Council EM Dashboard. A lot of resources and information, with links to
alerts / warnings, understand your risk, get prepared, during a disaster,
after a disaster, news, campaigns. Also: website available in other
languages.

Disaster Management
Queensland

State Government Online Dashboard: Provides information and
resources under warnings, risk (QERMF), Get Ready, Guideline, Plans,
Publications. Also: links to noticeboard, emergency alerts, events
calendar, partners and social media feeds.
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Source

Details of Community Awareness and Resilience

If it’s Flooded, Forget It

Campaign Website: Provides information and resources for awareness,
preparation and campaign material specifically for avoiding entering
flood waters. Interactive and informative, including checklists, videos and
historic flooded road map – data for Ipswich available (user uploaded).

State Emergency Service
(SES)

SES Website: High-level information only about the SES, not a great
deal of resources or information available. Links to other Qld
Government sites.

Children’s Health Queensland

Children's Health - Natural Disaster Education Resource: Information
and resources for post-disaster recovery (e.g., flood), including games,
stories and information for parents of babies and young children.

TABLE P-3

SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND WATER SUPPORT AND OTHER COUNCIL RESOURCES

Source

Details of community Awareness and Resilience

Seqwater

‘The Reality of Flood’ Campaign: Webpage with factsheet and video
centred around dam management rather than actions for residents.

Urban Utilities

Preparing for Severe Weather (Flooding): Information and resources
for residents, including checklists.

Brisbane City Council

Flood Awareness Map: Interactive mapping for flood hazard in the
BCC area.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Flooding in Brisbane: Council webpage linking to Council’s Flood
Strategy, protecting your home/business, types of flooding, early
warning alerts, FloodWise property report, factsheets and specific flood
studies.
City of Gold Coast

Managing Flood on the Gold Coast: Council webpage linking to
emergency planning, flood level search, flood planning maps, flood
resources, flood history, and stormwater info.

Moreton Bay Regional Council

Storms and Floods: Council webpage linking to information and
resources on how to prepare yourself and your property, flood check
property reports, flood viewer (images from previous flood events) and a
‘disaster portal’ collating alerts, mapping and news.

TABLE P-4

INTERSTATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RESOURCES

Source

Details of Community Awareness and Resilience

NSW State
Emergency Services

Flood Preparedness, Response and Education: SES website offering
comprehensive information and resources for community use before, during and
after a flood. Resources cover awareness, preparation, response and recovery.
Informative and transferable case studies.

Bureau of Meteorology

Flood Warning Services: Webpage with information and links about flood
occurrences, how to respond, links to State-specific information, how to
understand flood warnings, terminology and other information.

Geoscience Australia

Flood: Webpage providing basic information about what flooding is, what
Geoscience’s role is, data and tools, and publications.
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Source

Details of Community Awareness and Resilience

Australian Institute for
Disaster Resilience

Disaster Resilience Education: Webpage collating links to education for young
people, frameworks, teaching resources, case studies, collaboration portals, and
Resilient Australia National School Award information.
Disaster Resilient Aust. NZ School Education Network: Webpage with
information on how to join the network, its purpose, function, use of frameworks
and annual reports.

TABLE P-5

FRAMEWORKS AND REFERENCES

Source

Details of community awareness and resilience

Federal Department
of Home Affairs

National Disaster Risk Reduction Framework (2018): "The framework guides
national, whole-of-society efforts to proactively reduce disaster risk in order to
minimise the loss and suffering caused by disasters."

Asia & the Pacific
Policy Society

Planning for the Worst (webpage): Collates links and resources in a ‘policy
forum’ relevant to disaster risk reduction from various sources.

United Nations Office
for Disaster Risk
Reduction

What is Disaster Risk Reduction? (webpage): Provides definitions and
references to publications in this area; including the Sendai Framework for
Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030.

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Comprehensive School Safety (Report, 2017): Framework for working towards
safe learning facilities, school disaster management, and risk reduction and
resilience education.
Global Alliance for
Disaster Risk
Reduction &
Resilience in the
Education Sector

Research into Action - Briefs (webpage): Provides links to briefs “To support
practitioners and policy makers understand the latest evidence from research…
providing concise literature reviews of research findings and best practices for
practitioners and technical advisers.”

Australian Institute
for Disaster
Resilience (AIDR)

National Strategy for Disaster Resilience (2011): To address increasing
frequency and severity of disasters, and the need for a ‘coordinated, cooperative
national effort to enhance Australia's capacity to withstand and recover from
emergencies and disasters.’
Community Engagement (Handbook 6) - National Strategy for Disaster
Resilience (2013): To aid ‘stakeholders working together to build resilience
through collaborative action, shared capacity building and the development of
strong relationships built on mutual trust and respect.’
Flood Preparedness Handbook (Manual 20, 2009): A comprehensive resource
detailing ‘The need for flood emergency planning, understanding the risk,
developing the plan, planning for specific functions, planning for special
environments, and using education to increase community resilience to flooding.

Bushfires & Natural
Hazards CRC

Australian Natural Disaster Resilience Index: “Provides a system for assessing
the resilience of Australian communities to natural hazards.”

NSW Office of
Emergency
Management

Resilient Australia Awards (Annual): Webpage details projects that can provide
case studies of resilience strategies and best practice community engagement,
with transferrable lessons applicable to Ipswich, Queensland.

Government of
Western Australia

Flood Smart Report (Version 2, 2019): Informative and engaging short report
summarising / providing checklists for key actions to ‘know your risk, get prepared,
and stay informed’.
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Source

Details of community awareness and resilience

Geoscience Australia

Scalable Flood Vulnerability and Flood Mitigation Models for use by
Floodplain Managers: "Categorisation of community development types and
corresponding flood damage functions that will support the development of
improved and nationally consistent flood risk information."

Emergency
Management
Australia

What to do before, during and after a flood (2005): Report providing key,
detailed information in easy to understand language about how residents can
manage flood hazards at each stage of a flood event.

P-1-5 Gaps and Opportunities Identified in SFMP TER
The Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan TER52 lists gaps and opportunities from current
resilience activities occurring the region. This includes:
Risk Informed Community:


New flood risk information



Property-scale flood risk information



Consistent communication



Communication responsibilities and protocols



Social media strategy



Communication materials for vulnerable / hard to reach groups



Innovative communication formats and channels



Increased community involvement



Acknowledging that some flooding is desirable



Sharing flood memories

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

Appropriately Prepared Community:


Move beyond awareness campaigns to deeper engagement to trigger preparedness actions



Investigate network of community leaders / champions



Coordinate effective community response



Continue to improve warnings and alert messages



Business and community organisation continuity planning



Engagement with business, community, real estate and insurance bodies



Further research on psychological preparedness

Adaptable community:


Undertake evaluations of effectiveness

52
BMT 2018, Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan Technical Evidence Report (Chapter
11) Available: (Online) https://cloudstor.aarnet.edu.au/plus/s/o7L0vJD0Uo5UO4B.
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APPENDIX Q
FLOOD-RELATED RESPONSES TO THE
PLANNING SCHEME COMMUNITY
CONSULTATION
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This section summarises the submissions relating to flooding in the planning scheme consultation period with
relevance to IICP drawn for consideration.
The ‘frequency’ column represents the number of respondents that reported they were concerned about each
issue category. Each respondent were able to select multiple issues of concern. In total 117 respondents
reported they were concerned about flood-related issues.
TABLE Q-1

Issue
#
1

DRAFT PLANNING SCHEME SUBMISSIONS RELATING TO FLOODING AND DRAINAGE

Issue category

Concern that the new overlay will deter buyers,
impact on property values, or will devalue
property values by, on average, 25% equating
to $274 million in property loss.

Frequency
(out of
117)
62

Details / Relevance to IICP

Opportunity to demonstrate the
cost of not preparing for flood
hazards compared to the
theoretical costs in property
devaluation.
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Information could be provided in
factsheets and infographics to
be added to website resources.
2

Concern that insurances will be increased due
to the new flood mapping or insurers will not
insure houses.

61

Understanding of likelihood and
frequency of flood events that
the mapping is based upon.

3

Expresses the view that the proposed levels
are not "accurate" to a historic level.

60

Raise understanding of flood
hazard mapping and modelling
accuracies calibrated to historic
flood information

4

Expresses the view that the specific land is
identified as a low risk but has never flooded,
or that in order for flood waters to reach the
levels mapped, flooding would be catastrophic
and inundate most of Brisbane and Ipswich.

44

Understanding of likelihood and
frequency of flood events that
the mapping is based upon.

5

Express the view that the overlay mapping
should be based on historic levels from known
events and to represent "possible" floods, or
the historic levels are enough and a 500mm
freeboard as currently required is enough to
allow for the possibility of higher floods in the
future.

31

Raise understanding of flood
hazard mapping and modelling
accuracies calibrated to historic
flood information

6

Express the view that the existence of
Wivenhoe Dam has reduced the risk of
flooding and improved dam management
would reduce the impact of future events or
Wivenhoe Dam was mismanaged and this has
overstated the flood impact, being part of the
class action currently before the courts.

30

N/A
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Issue
#

Issue category

Frequency
(out of
117)

Details / Relevance to IICP

7

Stated that the specific land has never flooded
to the level indicated in the overlay map.

25

Raise understanding of flood
hazard mapping and modelling
accuracies calibrated to historic
flood information

8

Expresses concern with the use of terminology
including 'probable' and Probable Maximum
Flood (PMF).

22

Raise understanding of flood
hazard mapping and modelling
accuracies calibrated to historic
flood information

9

Expresses the view that there will be potential
adverse impacts on how building work is done
and will affect development of the area, or that
significant land is available in flood affected
areas which is suitable for subdivision as
suggested is done in other jurisdictions.

20

Risk based planning – Land Use
Planning chapter.

10

Concern that the proposed flood level is
different to the level shown in the property
searches at the time that the specific land was
purchased or built.

18

Messaging about updated flood
information.

11

Stated that the specific land has never flooded
and is now shown to be at "risk".

15

Understanding of likelihood and
frequency of flood events that
the mapping is based upon.

12

Expresses concern that the levels adopted
should be consistent downstream and
reflected in other strategic planning maps.

11

N/A

13

Expresses the view that Council should be
investing more strategically in mitigating flood
waters rather than just re-zoning or re-mapping
the constraint, or that there should be a plan to
provide more flood structures such as through
the use of Flood Gates to 'flood proof the
CBD'.

9

Council response mentions
Brisbane River Catchment Flood
Study, SFMP, and the
Integrated Catchment Plan.

Concern that continuing to permit bulk
earthworks under the Defined Flood Event
(DFE) will create far reaching impacts on
properties along the river and downstream, or
within the Moderate Risk Area balance cut and
fill should be recognised as an exception to the
general principle of avoidance for residential
uses or for the provision of infrastructure.

8

14

Several opportunities have been
identified (including structural
mitigation) in the SFMP as
opportunities for Council to
further explore that are
consistent with the principals of
catchment wide management of
the SFMP. These will form part
of local assessments in the
Ipswich Integrated Catchment
Plan.
Current and Future Flood Risk
analysis of fill in the floodplain.
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Issue
#

Issue category

Frequency
(out of
117)

Details / Relevance to IICP

15

Concern that the proposed levels will affect the
style of house that can be built.

8

Risk based planning – Land Use
Planning chapter.

16

Expresses the view that Council will lose a
massive income from rate repayments due to
reduction in property values, or that rates
should be reduced as a result of the proposed
overlay.

8

N/A

17

Concern with the lack of compensation.

7

Land Use Planning chapter.

18

Expresses the view that the use of subjective
variables such as climate change and urban
development should not be used to justify the
large increase in the proposed new defined
flood level.

5

N/A

19

Concern that the new flood line is different to
the Adopted Flood Regulation Line in the
current planning scheme.

4

N/A

20

Concern that the proposed overlay mapping
does not reflect the existing development
approval.

4

N/A

21

Expresses the view that flood heights are
trending lower and have been since the
construction of Wivenhoe Dam in 1984.

4

N/A

22

Expresses the view that future development in
flood prone regions (Major and Defined Flood
Event area) should not be permitted, especially
for medium and high density residential, or that
additional residential development be
prevented in Moderate Risk Areas.

4

Land use planning chapter.

23

Expresses the view that if the use of Probable
Maximum Flood (low to very low risk) is
intended to manage only new critical
infrastructure, why is it mapped over
residential areas and not available separately
for the assessment of these uses.

4

N/A

24

Expresses concern that the increase in flood
levels above known historic events is arbitrary
and there has been no appropriate scientific
evidence to support the new delineated
strategies.

3

Raise understanding of flood
hazard mapping and modelling
accuracies calibrated to historic
flood information

25

Suggests the overlay should use a likelihood
or a frequency so that residents can
understand how often or likely a flood will be or
questions how residents are supposed to gain
certainty from mapping that is designed by
chance and probability.

3

Understanding of likelihood and
frequency of flood events that
the mapping is based upon.
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Issue
#

Issue category

Frequency
(out of
117)

Details / Relevance to IICP

Concern that the flood map should not have
been made public until it is finalised, rather
than release a "draft" map.

2

N/A

27

Expresses the view that existing infrastructure
is inadequate or not correctly maintained and
should be better managed to avoid localised
flooding.

2

Physical Mitigation options
chapter.

28

Expresses the view that the proposed mapping
will result in limitations to building works
associated with existing residences.

2

Risk based planning – Land Use
planning chapter.

29

Express the view that the concept of 'flood
resilient precincts' for permitting residential
development e.g., in North Ipswich is
'foolhardy' and should not be allowed.

1

Risk based planning – Land Use
Planning chapter.

Total number of respondents:

510

Total number of respondents mentioning flooding:

117

Overall, the submissions relate to a
variety of topics that are addressed
through the associated works under
the IICP.
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ADDITIONAL MARKET RESEARCH OPTIONS
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R-1

List of Market Research Options Presented to Council

Gap Analysis Options
During development of the CAR work package, to address the gaps identified in the market research, the
following options were considered to address the gaps identified in the Managing Future Floods survey.

Option A – Concise, Engaging and Visual Survey
One option to complete further market research is to compile a concise choice of survey questions from the list
for completion by visual and/or interactive modes rather than the traditional online or paper survey format. This
could be particularly useful to engage age demographics that may have limited time.
TABLE R-1

OPTION A SUMMARY

What

When

Where

Why

How

‘Visual
survey’
including 5
questions
consistent
with survey 2.

A selection of 4 days
end of February /
start of March. During
the day; potentially
Saturdays / Tuesdays
for example.

In shopping
centres within
identified gap
suburbs

To remove
barriers to survey
completion
including length of
competition time;
providing a more
engaging method.

5x survey question ‘posters’
– survey respondents
answer with placement of
coloured dots.
Demographic data collected
with separate sheets.

Using 5 to 6 survey questions as a visual exercise could be conducted for example in a shopping centre or at a
community event. Questions could be targeted a specific gap that will directly inform CAR outcomes. Large,
colourful laminated posters could be produced for each question, and participants can be given sticky coloured
dots to place on the posters to represent which option they value / agree with most.

Option B – Condensed ‘Interview’ Survey List
Project staff can approach community members to fill out a survey, with project staff asking and filling out the
survey form for respondents, making the process more conversational and engaging. Due to the reduced number
of questions asked, survey ‘interviews’ should only take 5 minutes, encouraging greater participation.
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TABLE R-2

OPTION B SUMMARY

What

When

Where

Why

How

‘Interview
survey’
including 10
questions
consistent
with survey 2.

A selection of 4
days midFebruary / early
March.
Approaching
parents during

At local sporting
facilities where
kids’ games are
scheduled,
particularly in
gap suburbs

To remove barriers to
survey completion including
length of competition time;
providing a more engaging
method and receive a
different age demographic

10 questions (digital
and/or hardcopies)
with staff walking
around to approach
spectators and
conduct friendly,
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Option C – Reopen Online Link to Managing Survey
While targeted additional market research occurs, if it is a possibility to possible to ‘reopen’ the online survey link
to the original self-service online survey to gain additional responses, that may be an option to consider. Total
number of survey responses collected was not an identified gap, but any additional survey responses are beneficial;
however potential risks or interruptions to other Council project open surveys should be considered.
TABLE R-3

ADDITIONAL OPTION SUMMARY

What

When

Where

Why

How

Reopen
survey 1
online.

For duration of
further market
research period.

Online as a part of the
IIICP Managing
Future Floods survey
/ project page.

To enable additional
survey responses to be
collected, with minimal
effort or cost.

Discussion with
Shape your Ipswich
for feasibility.

COVID-19
During the IICP, COVID-19 pandemic lockdown restrictions led to restrictions on what engagement options are
appropriate. Doorknocking, shopping centres and sporting events were no longer an available option given social
distancing requirements, therefore if further market research is to be collected it would have to be online.
Decision
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These matters were discussed at length with Council officers and the decision was taken to use the existing SFMP
market research results to inform a baseline of community awareness and resilience in Ipswich.
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APPENDIX S
IICP APPLICATION OF SFMP REGIONAL
ASPIRATIONS
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Brisbane River Strategic Floodplain Management Plan Technical Evidence Report (SFMP)
The tables below list the terms drawn from the SFMP resilience aspirations and how each objective is applied
within the IICP and CAR work package.
TABLE S-1

A

SFMP TER FLOOD AWARENESS CHECKLIST

Flood Awareness

Application

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report

A risk informed community:
1

Undertakes comprehensive flood risk assessments

Broader IICP report/s

2

Translates flood risk to a community, neighbourhood, or household
scale.

CAR work package

3

Easy to understand language. Consistency in language, terminology,
and approach with other organisations providing information to the
same community.

Informs CAR content

4

Formats and media channels which are readily accessible to the entire
community (including vulnerable and hard to reach communities).

Informs distribution of CAR
work

5

Communicates risk and uncertainty.

Informs CAR content

6

Captures and promotes the sharing of past flood experiences.

Informs CAR content

7

Accesses the full range of flood risk, up to and including extremely rare
events.

Broader IICP report results

8

Provides information on the full range of flood risk, emphasising that
the future will be different from the past.

Informs CAR content

9

Promotes some flooding as desirable.

Informs CAR content

10

Involves the community in planning for flood resilience to build
capabilities and capacity to respond.

Informs CAR approach

11

Identifies strengths, capabilities, vulnerabilities and capacity of
community to respond to flood risk.

Broader IICP report results

12

Provides tailored support, information and capacity building to
communities vulnerable to flooding or those who do not have sufficient
capacity to respond appropriately.

CAR work package

13

Is clear on responsibilities for governance and action.

Broader IICP report results.

14

Empower the community to manage their own risk.

Informs CAR approach.

15

Promotes stakeholder, community participation in the decision-making
process.

Community submissions for
IICP report.
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TABLE S-2

B

SFMP TER FLOOD PREPARDNESS CHECKLIST

Flood Preparedness

Application
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An appropriately prepared community:
1

Contributes to a risk informed community.

CAR work package.

2

Provides ongoing and effective flood awareness and education
programs and activities.

Council implementation of
CAR work package.

3

Builds networks of community leaders/champions with in-depth
capacity, skills and knowledge.

Council implementation of
CAR work package.

4

Develops systems for appropriate community response (e.g.,
volunteer coordination).

Council implementation of
CAR work package.

5

Incorporates community development approaches in resilience
building activities wherever possible.

Council implementation of
CAR work package.

6

Provides timely and relevant information about changing
circumstances (e.g., hazard, exposure, vulnerability).

Council implementation of
IICP.

7

Invests in communication systems to provide information to the
community, and for the community to communicate with each other
and authorities as risks evolve.

Council implementation of
IICP.

8

Facilitates flood resilient urban and rural planning.

Broader IICP report/s.

9

Facilitates flood resilient built form outcomes.

Broader IICP report/s.

10

Supports the community in preparation and response measures,
including provision of aids (such as sandbags).

Council implementation of
Broader IICP report/s
(emergency management).

11

Provides templates and guidance materials to assist with planning for
continuity, based on research of effective strategies and tailored for
specific users such as households, businesses, community groups
and other institutions.

BRSFMP works and QRA.

12

Engages with representatives and peak bodies for businesses and
insurance to facilitate provision of relevant information and support.

State Government and local
Councils.

13

Supports the community to prepare psychologically for potentially
traumatic events, informed by research and tailored to suit local
community characteristics and past flood experience.

Council implementation of
IICP.
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TABLE S-3

C

SFMP TER FLOOD RESPONSE CHECKLIST

Flood Response and Recovery

Application

An adaptable community:
Provides timely and relevant information during floods, including flood
warning, identification of potential impacts and recommended
response measures.

Council implementation of
Broader IICP report/s
(emergency management).

2

Provides information across a range of media to ensure system
redundancy in changing circumstances.

Council implementation of
Broader IICP report/s.

3

Establishes communication protocols and clarifies responsibilities for
engaging community alliances and networks during flood events.

BRSFMP works and QRA.

4

Includes community leaders/champions in formal disaster
management response training.

Council implementation of
Broader IICP report/s.

5

Undertakes evaluations of resilience-building activities and
evaluations of flood event response, shares the outcomes of these
evaluations, and modifies future activities based on learnings.

Council implementation of
CAR work package.

6

Identifies gaps in current activities and develops resources, tools,
technologies, and courses of action based on best-practice and
current research.

Council implementation of
CAR work package.
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APPENDIX T
EXPOSURE AND VULNERABILITY SUMMARY BY
SUBURB
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Ranking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Suburb

Goodna
Ipswich
North Booval
One Mile
Leichhardt
Bundamba
North Ipswich
Churchill
Brassall
East Ipswich
West Ipswich
Gailes
Booval
Moores Pocket
Redbank Plains
Riverview
Raceview
Basin Pocket
Woodend
Coalfalls
Rosewood
Redbank
Eastern Heights
Tivoli
Amberley
Wulkuraka
Dinmore
Newtown
Sadliers Crossing
Yamanto
Collingwood Park
Springfield Central
Silkstone
Karalee
Bellbird Park
Calvert
Ebbw Vale
Walloon
South Ripley

Vulnerability driver

Awareness
Socio‐economic
Socio‐economic
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Awareness
Awareness
Physical
Physical
Awareness
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Awareness
Physical
Physical
Awareness
Mobility
Physical
Physical
Mobility
Physical
Awareness
Awareness
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Awareness

Vulnerability
driver score

Average combined
vulnerability score (SA1)

Vulnerability ranking

0.716
0.443
0.474
0.443
0.269
0.431
0.399
0.525
0.445
0.470
0.675
0.758
0.570
0.414
0.396
0.466
0.400
0.411
0.263
0.629
0.399
0.492
0.513
0.400
0.481
0.417
0.625
0.471
0.506
0.429
0.395
0.447
0.720
0.343
0.439
0.579
0.738
0.528
0.404

0.595
0.602
0.508
0.522
0.651
0.491
0.500
0.503
0.460
0.483
0.569
0.639
0.588
0.477
0.518
0.574
0.468
0.434
0.456
0.485
0.497
0.471
0.499
0.439
0.371
0.427
0.608
0.397
0.407
0.345
0.423
0.448
0.459
0.262
0.386
0.384
0.585
0.304
0.437

5
4
12
10
1
17
14
13
23
19
9
2
6
20
11
8
22
30
25
18
16
21
15
27
41
31
3
34
33
45
32
26
24
67
36
37
7
52
29

Hydraulic Risk exposure
(number of residential
properties within HR
category HR1(c) to HR3(c)

596
244
515
312
117
493
212
203
547
313
121
88
100
229
112
99
193
192
111
66
56
72
45
93
171
75
4
65
52
111
48
15
14
394
24
24
69
8

Hydraulic Risk
exposure ranking

Combined
vulnerability and
hydraulic risk
exposure score

1
8
3
7
17
4
10
11
2
6
16
24
21
9
18
22
12
13
19
28
30
26
34
23
15
25
55
29
31
20
33
44
46
5
38
39
69
27
51

6
12
15
17
18
21
24
24
25
25
25
26
27
29
29
30
34
43
44
46
46
47
49
50
56
56
58
63
64
65
65
70
70
72
74
76
76
79
80
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Ranking

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Suburb

Purga
Blackstone
Camira
Swanbank
Barellan Point
Marburg
Grandchester
Willowbank
North Tivoli
Springfield
Thagoona
Augustine Heights
Chuwar
Springfield Lakes
Lanefield
Spring Mountain
Pine Mountain
Karrabin
Ebenezer
Carole Park
Jeebropilly
Peak Crossing
Ripley
Flinders View
Ashwell
Mutdapilly
Muirlea
Lower Mount Walker
Mount Mort
Brookwater
Mount Forbes
Deebing Heights
Tallegalla
Mount Marrow
Ironbark

Vulnerability driver

Awareness
Physical
Physical
Awareness
Physical
Physical
Physical
Mobility
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Awareness
Awareness
Socio‐economic
Awareness
Physical
Physical
Mobility
NIL
Mobility
Physical
Physical
Physical
Socio‐economic
Physical
Physical
Mobility
Mobility
Awareness
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Vulnerability
driver score

Average combined
vulnerability score (SA1)

Vulnerability ranking

0.483
0.473
0.319
0.263
0.349
0.518
0.356
0.518
0.557
0.457
0.263
0.391
0.282
0.430
0.577
0.360
0.402
0.270
0.311

0.344
0.381
0.326
0.437
0.235
0.362
0.342
0.343
0.343
0.372
0.275
0.362
0.335
0.386
0.298
0.383
0.272
0.259
0.304
0.000
0.304
0.357
0.264
0.264
0.298
0.268
0.283
0.263
0.263
0.261
0.268
0.259
0.233
0.152
0.131

46
39
51
28
71
43
49
48
47
40
59
42
50
35
56
38
60
69
53
75
54
44
64
63
55
61
58
66
65
68
62
70
72
73
74

0.311
0.323
0.561
0.384
0.301
0.414
0.353
0.269
0.334
0.472
0.266
0.354
0.269
0.154

Hydraulic Risk exposure
(number of residential
properties within HR
category HR1(c) to HR3(c)

37
20
51
3
178
20
22
15
13
6
33
2
7
1
9
10
22
2
26
2
8
7
1
2
1
2
1
1

1

Hydraulic Risk
exposure ranking

Combined
vulnerability and
hydraulic risk
exposure score

35
42
32
56
14
43
40
45
47
54
36
57
52
67
49
69
48
41
58
37
59
69
50
53
62
61
66
60
65
63
69
69
68
69
69

81
81
83
84
85
86
89
93
94
94
95
99
102
102
105
107
108
110
111
112
113
113
114
116
117
122
124
126
130
131
131
139
140
142
143
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Flood risk mapping for priority suburbs
includes:

Flood risk mapping for communities of interest
includes:

Brassall



Amberley



Bundamba



Ashfield, Lanefield, Calvert, Grandchester



Churchill





East Ipswich

Bellbird Park, Redbank Plains, Augustine
Heights



Goodna



Booval, East Ipswich, North Booval



Ipswich (CBD)



Bundamba, Blackstone, Ebb Vale, Dinmore



Karalee



Camira



Leichhardt



Carole Park



North Booval





North Ipswich

Ebenezer, Willowbank, Jeebropilly, Mount
Forbes



One Mile



Goodna, Gailes, Camira (part)



Ipswich Central



Karalee, Barellan Point, Chuwar



Karrabin, Blacksoil (part)



Purga (part) Goolman, Peak Crossing



Raceview, Flinders View



Redbank, Collingwood Park



Ripley Valley



Riverview



Rosewood



Springfield Estate



Swanbank, New Chum



Tallegalla, Woolshed, The Bluff



Walloon, Thagoona, Haigslea (part)



Yamanto

19020142_R10_V03_ICP_Technical_Evidence_Report
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Legend
Priority Areas
G1 Subcategory
Other H5/6 Buildings
PMF Extent
Evacuation Route

Area Statistics:
Houses | 317
Population | 761
Vehicles | 476
Route Length | 1.6 km
Best Case Timing | 1.9 minutes
Worst Case Timing | 11.4 minutes

Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Assessment | Cluster 1 East Ipswich
2020-08-27T12:36:10.671
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Legend
G1 Sub Category
Evacuation Route
Evacuation Route Restricted
Priority Areas

Hydraulic Risk
HR1 (c)
HR1 (b)
HR2 (c)
HR2 (b)
HR2 (a)
HR3 (c)
HR3 (b)
HR3 (a)
HR4
HR5

Area Statistics:
Houses | 317
Population | 761
Vehicles | 476
Route Length | 1.6 km
Best Case Timing | 1.9 minutes
Worst Case Timing | 11.4 minutes
Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Hydraulic Risk | Cluster 1 East Ipswich
2020-08-27T12:33:01.739
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Legend
G1 Subcategory
Priority Areas
Other H5/6 Buildings
Evacuation Route
Evacuation Route Restricted
PMF Extent

Road Immunity
<Q1
Q2
Q5
Q10
Q20
Q50
Q100
Q500
Q2000
PMF

Area Statistics:
Houses | 317
Population | 761
Vehicles | 476
Route Length | 1.6 km
Best Case Timing | 1.9 minutes
Worst Case Timing | 11.4 minutes

Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Immunity Assessment | Cluster 1 East Ipswich
2020-08-27T12:30:44.190
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Legend
G2 Subcategory
Priority Areas
Other H5/6 Buildings
Evacuation Route
Evacuation Route Restricted
PMF Extent

Road Immunity
<Q1
Q2
Q5
Q10
Q20
Q50
Q100
Q500
Q2000
PMF

Area Statistics:
Houses | 14
Population | 67*
Vehicles | 28*
Route Length | 0.643 km
Best Case Timing | <1 minute
Worst Case Timing | 2.2 minutes
*Adjustments made refer report
Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Immunity Assessment | Cluster 2 Booval
2020-08-26T16:09:50.634
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Legend
G2 Category
Evacuation Route
Evacuation Route Restricted
Priority Areas

Hydraulic Risk
HR1 (c)
HR1 (b)
HR2 (c)
HR2 (b)
HR2 (a)
HR3 (c)
HR3 (b)
HR3 (a)
HR4
HR5

Area Statistics:
Houses | 14
Population | 67*
Vehicles | 28*
Route Length | 0.643 km
Best Case Timing | <1 minute
Worst Case Timing | 2.2 minutes
*Adjustments made refer report
Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Hydraulic Risk | Cluster 2 Booval
2020-08-26T16:12:49.088
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Legend
Priority Areas
G2 Category
Other H5/6 Buildings
PMF Extent
Evacuation Route

Area Statistics:
Houses | 14
Population | 67*
Vehicles | 28*
Route Length | 0.643 km
Best Case Timing | <1 minute
Worst Case Timing | 2.2 minutes

Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Assessment | Cluster 2 Booval
2020-08-26T16:20:00.827
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Legend
G2 Subcategory
Priority Areas
Other H5/6 Buildings
Evacuation Route
Evacuation Route Restricted
PMF Extent

Road Immunity
<Q1
Q2
Q5
Q10
Q20
Q50
Q100
Q500
Q2000
PMF

Area Statistics:
Houses | 190
Population | 361
Vehicles | 247
Route Length | 1.5 km
Best Case Timing | 1.0 minutes
Worst Case Timing | 5.6 minutes
Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Immunity Assessment | Cluster 3 Moores Pocket Road
2020-08-27T13:40:29.330
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Legend
G2 Category
Evacuation Route
Evacuation Route Restricted
Priority Areas

Hydraulic Risk
HR1 (c)
HR1 (b)
HR2 (c)
HR2 (b)
HR2 (a)
HR3 (c)
HR3 (b)
HR3 (a)
HR4
HR5

Area Statistics:
Houses | 190
Population | 361
Vehicles | 247
Route Length | 1.5 km
Best Case Timing | 1.0 minutes
Worst Case Timing | 5.6 minutes
Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Hydraulic Risk | Cluster 3 Moores Pocket Road
2020-08-27T13:39:48.008
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Legend
Priority Areas
G2 Sub Category
Other H5/6 Buildings
PMF Extent
Evacuation Route

Area Statistics:
Houses | 190
Population | 361
Vehicles | 247
Route Length | 1.5 km
Best Case Timing | 1.0 minutes
Worst Case Timing | 5.6 minutes

Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Assessment | Cluster 3 Moores Pocket Road
2020-08-27T13:40:56.443
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Legend
G2 Subcategory
Priority Areas
Other H5/6 Buildings
Evacuation Route
Evacuation Route Restricted
PMF Extent

Road Immunity
<Q1
Q2
Q5
Q10
Q20
Q50
Q100
Q500
Q2000
PMF

Area Statistics:
Houses | 82
Population | 348*
Vehicles | 184*
Route Length | 0.82 km
Best Case Timing | <1 minute
Worst Case Timing | 2.3 minutes
*Adjustments made refer report
Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Immunity Assessment | Cluster 4 Lindsey Street Bundamba
2020-08-27T13:08:29.721
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Legend
G2 Category
Evacuation Route
Evacuation Route Restricted
Priority Areas

Hydraulic Risk
HR1 (c)
HR1 (b)
HR2 (c)
HR2 (b)
HR2 (a)
HR3 (c)
HR3 (b)
HR3 (a)
HR4
HR5

Area Statistics:
Houses | 82
Population | 348*
Vehicles | 184*
Route Length | 0.82 km
Best Case Timing | <1 minute
Worst Case Timing | 2.3 minutes
*Adjustments made refer report
Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Hydraulic Risk | Cluster 4 Lindsey Street Bundamba
2020-08-27T13:10:25.404
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Legend
Priority Areas
G2 Subcategory
Other H5/6 Buildings
PMF Extent
Evacuation Route

Area Statistics:
Houses | 82
Population | 348*
Vehicles | 184*
Route Length | 0.82 km
Best Case Timing | <1 minute
Worst Case Timing | 2.3 minutes
*Adjustments made refer report
Data sources: Imagery 2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies 2019

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Projection: GDA/MGA94 Zone 56

Evacuation Assessment | Cluster 4 Lindsey Street Bundamba
2020-08-27T13:09:09.257
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Location

Amberley

Gauge
Name(s)

Amberley Alert–P

Gauge
Number

540180

Gauge Zero

19.87m AHD
Category

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Estimated
AEP (gauge
level of AEP)

Impacts

Gauge Level

Minor

1 in 2 AEP
(6.2)

Out of bank flooding, farm
equipment likely needs to be
moved.

Moderate

1 in 2 (6.2)
to 1 in 5
(7.2)

Rural flood islands. Stock and
farm equipment need to be
moved

7.0

Major

1 in 5 (7.2)

Amberley Air Base inundation

7.2

Impact

YES/NO (Where)

Inconvenience

No

Low lying areas

6.5

Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

25.12
23.64

25.80
26.50

No
Yes

Minor roads closed

Low level bridges

MINOR

Internal private road.
Southern Amberley Road
No

Inundation in urban
areas

No

Backyards inundated

No

Buildings below floor
level

No

Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

No

Stock are being moved
to higher ground

Yes
Rural flood islands.

26.6

27.1

Yes

27.25

26.5
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Farm equipment being
moved

Out of bank flooding affecting
agricultural land.
Yes

MODERATE

Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Breakouts, causing widespread
flooding downstream of Cunningham
Highway

Main traffic routes may
be affected
Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

No

25.65

27

26.6

27.1

26.6

27.1

26.8

28.5

24

27.14

No

No

Yes
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved
Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated

MAJOR

Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated
Major rail and traffic
routes are closed
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan

Some rural flood islands
Yes
Some rural flood islands
No

No

No

No

Yes
Cunningham Highway
No

Yes
WWTP Amberley Air Base
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Location

Churchill

Gauge
Name(s)

Churchill Alert

Gauge
Number

540248

Gauge Zero

0.00m AHD
Category

Classification
Triggers

Minor

Estimated
AEP (gauge
level of AEP)

Impacts

Gauge Level

< 1EY (15.4)

Footpaths inundated, Golf
Course inundation. Main roads
about to be cut

14.4

Main roads cut

17.0

Multiple houses inundated
above floor level

19.2

Moderate
Major
Flood
Classification

1 in 20
(17.2)
1 in 50
(18.8)

Impact

Inconvenience
Low lying areas
Minor roads closed
Low level bridges
Inundation in urban
areas

YES/NO (Where)
Yes
Golf Course Inundation

16.5

19.73
19.12

18.79
18.79

14.4

14.4

No
No

Hervey Street
Emu Street

Buildings below floor
level

No

Stock are being moved
to higher ground

13.4

No

Backyards inundated

Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

WSL at
Gauge

No

Yes

MINOR

Expected
height of
impact

Yes
Footpath at Warwick Road
No

No
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Farm equipment being
moved
Yes
Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Main traffic routes may
be affected

MODERATE

Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level

Yes
Warwick Road cut
Lobb Street Cut

No

Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground

No

Farm equipment need to
be moved

No

Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level

18.62

18.79

17.13
17.20

17.10
17.00

Varies

18.79 (1)
19.23 (2)
19.87 (3)

Varies

18.79 (1)
19.23 (2)
19.87 (3)

Yes
Multiple Buildings inundated above
floor level

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated

MAJOR

Substantial breakout of waterway
affecting buildings

No

No

Yes
Multiple Buildings inundated above
floor level

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated

No

Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

No

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted
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Location

Five Mile

Gauge
Name(s)

Five Mile Bridge Alert

Gauge
Number

540147

Gauge Zero

22.97mAHD
Category

Estimated
AEP (gauge
level of AEP)

Minor

< 1EY (6.2)

Moderate

1 in 2 (6.6)

Major

1 in 5

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Impact
Inconvenience

MINOR

Impacts
Closing a state‐controlled
roads, with out of bank
flooding
Second major evacuation route
from Walloon cut. Evac still
possible north. Rural flood
islands. Some below floor
flooding
Houses are flooded, evac
routes cut (except north),
Airforce base flooding
YES/NO (Where)

No

Minor roads closed

Yes
Ipswich ‐ Rosewood Road at Seven
Mile Bridge (Note, State controlled
road)
Haigslea ‐ Amberley Road at Five
Mile (Note, State controlled road)
Yes
Five Mile Bridge

Inundation in urban
areas

No

Backyards inundated
Buildings below floor
level

No

Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

No

Stock are being moved
to higher ground

No
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4.2

6.5

8
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

No

Low lying areas

Low level bridges

Gauge Level

Seven Mile:
34.1

Seven Mile:
28.1

Five Mile: 27.2

Five Mile:
27.2

27.2

27.2
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No
Farm equipment being
moved

Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Yes
Rural flooding extending some
distance from the watercourse.

27

29.6

Seven Mile:
34.1
Five Mile: 27.2
Karrabin
Rosewood:
26.4

Seven Mile:
28.1
Five Mile:
27.2
Karrabin
Rosewood:
29.5

Floor Level:
29.65

29.9

Yes

Main traffic routes may
be affected

MODERATE
Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground

Ipswich ‐ Rosewood Road at Seven
Mile Bridge (Note, State controlled
road)
Haigslea ‐ Amberley Road at Five
Mile (Note, State controlled road)
Karrabin ‐ Rosewood Road in
Walloon (Note, State controlled
road)
Yes
Commonwealth Gov Building,
adjacent to gauge
No

No

Yes
Farm equipment need to
be moved

29.6

Some rural flood islands present.
Yes

Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated

Extensive rural flooding, with flood
corridor up to 2.5km wide

Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified

Yes
Above floor flooding at several
properties in Kingsley Street,
Walloon
Yes
Downstream of Ipswich Rosewood
Road
Eastern Walloon
Commonwealth building
No

MAJOR
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated

Varies

30.9

29.4

31.1

DS Ipswich,
Rosewood
Road 34.46
East Walloon:
varies

30.1

Yes
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Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

Ipswich ‐ Rosewood Road at Seven
Mile Bridge (Note, State controlled
road)
Haigslea ‐ Amberley Road at Five
Mile (Note, State controlled road)
Karrabin ‐ Rosewood Road in
Walloon (Note, State controlled
road)

Seven Mile:
34.1
Five Mile: 27.2
Karrabin
Rosewood:
26.4

Seven Mile:
28.1
Five Mile:
27.2
Karrabin
Rosewood:
29.5

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted
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Location

Ipswich

Gauge
Name(s)

Ipswich Alert
Ipswich

Gauge
Number

040831
040101
Category

Minor
Classification
Triggers

Moderate

Major
Flood
Classification

Estimated
AEP (gauge
level of AEP)
1 in 2 (7.5)
1 in 2 (7.5)
to 1 in 5
(11.8)
1 in 5 (11.8)
to 1 in 10
AEP (14.8)

Impact
Inconvenience
Low lying areas

MINOR

Impacts
Paths and parks inundated
long the river
Carparks inundated and will
require evacuation.
Sportsgrounds inundated

YES/NO (Where)

Yes
Park upstream of shopping centre

Low level bridges

No

Inundation in urban
areas

Yes
Car park downstream shopping
centre

Backyards inundated

Yes
Lyndon Way ‐ semi rural
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9.1

13
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

7.6

7.5

11.3
11.2
14.3
6.4

11.8
11.7
13.5
10.0

8.5

8.6

5.8

6.4

No

Minor roads closed

Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

7.5

State roads cut, properties
soon to be isolated

No
Fitzgibbon Street
Gregory Street
Hunter Street
Hart Street

Buildings below floor
level

Gauge Level

No
Yes
Path in front of shopping centre
Flooding at parking and path at
Fitzgibbon Street
Path near retirement centre, Moores
Pocket
No
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Stock are being moved
to higher ground
Farm equipment being
moved

MODERATE

Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Yes
Jim Finmore Sportsground
Park inundated

12.4
14.0

7.8
14.2

Main traffic routes may
be affected

Yes
Tantivy Street cut (State Rt 37)
Albion Street Bridge
Mount Crosby Road

10.1
13.8
10.7

11.7
12.2
12.00

9

9.1

14.4

14.5

17

13

14.4

14.5

Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level

No

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

Yes
Car park downstream shopping
centre ‐ more inundation

Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground

No

Farm equipment need to
be moved

No

Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
MAJOR

No

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated
Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

No

No

Yes
Brisbane Street (Ipswich CBD)
Yes
Properties on Lobb Street isolated.
Area inundated in larger events.
No
Brisbane Street (Ipswich CBD)

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted
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Location

Kuss Road
Kuss Road TM
Kuss Road Alert
Kuss Road
540583
540194
040701

Gauge
Name(s)
Gauge
Number

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Category

Estimated
AEP

Impacts

Gauge Level

Minor

< 1EY (7.4)

State controlled road

6.5

Moderate

1 in 2 (7.7)

Major

1 in 5 (8.0)

Impact

Widespread flooding.
properties on flood islands
Above flood flooding. Areas
may need to evac.

7.6
8.2
Expected height
of impact

WSL at
Gauge

45.2

51.6

44.3

52.47

53
44.3
41.3

53.52
50.18
51.6

Breakout to south of waterway
affects properties below floor level
Yes

45.2

51.9

Breakout to south of waterway
affects properties below floor level
No

45.2

51.9

YES/NO (Where)
No

Inconvenience
Yes
Low lying areas

Minor roads closed

Breakout, affecting low lying rural
areas adjacent to rail
No
Reillys Road
Yes

Low level bridges

MINOR

Inundation in urban
areas

Kuss Road
Strong Road
Rosewood Warrill View Road (State
Road)
No
Yes

Backyards inundated

Buildings below floor
level
Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted
Stock are being moved
to higher ground

No

Farm equipment being
moved

Yes
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Inundation in some
areas is more substantial
Main traffic routes may
be affected
Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
MODERATE

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved
Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level

MAJOR

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated
Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

Yes
Flooding more extensive, waterway
flood width hundreds of metres wide
No

52.78

44.7

53.05

44.7

53.05

varies

52.78

55.65

53.05

44.7

53.05

55.86

53.52

44.7

53.05

43.3

53.3

Yes
Above floor flooding
Yes
Flood islands, with properties
Yes

Yes
Breakout from waterway affecting
sheds and rural property
Yes
Flood islands, with properties
No

Yes
Additional buildings above flood
level
No
Some properties isolated
Yes
Rail Cut

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

No

Utility services may be
impacted

No
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Location

Loamside

Gauge
Name(s)

Loamside Alert
Loamside TM

Gauge
Number

540062
540210

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Category

Estimated
AEP

Minor

1EY (5.9)

Moderate

1 in 5 (7.4)

Major

1 in 20 (8.3)

Impact

Impacts

Gauge Level

Purga Road cut, flooding of
farmland requiring equipment
to be moved
Substantial flooding, farm and
stock areas, major traffic route
(Middle Road) about to be cut
Multiple properties isolated
and likely to require evac.
YES/NO (Where)

5.9

7.3
8.5
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

25.95

24.89

29.45

24.4

29.45

24.4

Varies

24.89

24.92

24.42

No
Inconvenience
Yes
Low lying areas

Minor roads closed
Low level bridges
Inundation in urban
areas
MINOR
Backyards inundated
Buildings below floor
level
Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted
Stock are being moved
to higher ground
Farm equipment being
moved
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Flooding low lying areas adjacent to
waterway
Yes
Purga School Road cut
Yes
Purga School Road Bridge
No
No
No
No

Yes
Flooding low lying areas adjacent to
waterway
Yes
Farm areas inundated
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Inundation in some
areas is more substantial
Main traffic routes may
be affected

MODERATE

Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved

Yes
Substantial flooding, rural flood
islands
Yes

26.85

25.86

Middle Road ‐ evac route for several
properties
No

23

26.19

23

26.19

26.85

25.86

24.1

26.95

31.9

27.11

24.1

26.95

27.55

27

24.1

26.95

No

Yes
Evacuate Stock required
Yes
Substantial flooding of farm areas.
Yes

Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
MAJOR

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated
Major rail and traffic
routes are closed
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted
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Multiple properties on Middle Road
isolated and may require evac
No

Yes
Some properties above floor
flooding, Purga School Road
Yes
Multiple properties on Middle Road
isolated and may require evac
Yes
Ipswich Boonah Road Cut
Yes
Multiple properties on Middle Road
isolated and may require evac
No
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Location

One Mile Bridge

Gauge
Name(s)

One Mile Bridge Alert

Gauge
Number

40836
Category

Minor
Classification
Triggers
Moderate

Major
Flood
Classification

Estimated
AEP

Impacts

Gauge Level

1 in 2 AEP
(13.1)

Minor Roads cut, sports fields
inundated, pedestrian paths
inundated

13.1

Car park inundated

14

Properties on Lobb Street
isolated

17

1 in 2 (13.1)
to 1 in 5 AEP
(16.1)
1 in 5 (16.1)
to 1 in 10
(18.7)

Impact

YES/NO (Where)

Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

12.6

13.2

7.6

13.13

11.3
14.1

14.5
17

12.7

13.2

8.5

13.5

5.8

12

Yes
Inconvenience

Low lying areas

Jim Finmore Sportsground
Park inundated
Yes
Park upstream of shopping centre
Yes

Minor roads closed

Low level bridges

MINOR

Inundation in urban
areas
Backyards inundated
Buildings below floor
level

Gregory Street
Hunter Street
Yes
One Mile Bridge
Yes
Car park downstream shopping
centre
No
No
Yes

Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted
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Path in front of shopping centre
Flooding at parking and path at
Fitzgibbon street
Path near retirement centre, Moores
Pocket
No
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Stock are being moved
to higher ground
Farm equipment being
moved
Inundation in some
areas is more substantial
Main traffic routes may
be affected
Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
MODERATE

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved
Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level

MAJOR

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated
Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

No
No

Yes
Albion Street Bridge

13.8

16.2

No

Yes
Car park downstream shopping
centre ‐ more inundation

9

14

14.4

18.75

17

17

14.4

18.7

15.22

13.13

No

No
No

No

Yes
Brisbane Street (Ipswich CBD)
Yes
Properties on Lobb Street isolated.
Area inundated in larger events.
Yes
Brisbane Street (Ipswich CBD)

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted
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Location

Rosewood
Rosewood Alert
Rosewood Al‐B
Rosewood
540193
540388
040549

Gauge
Name(s)
Gauge
Number

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Category

Estimated
AEP

Impacts

Gauge Level

Minor

1 EY (5.3)

State controlled road.

4.8

Moderate

1 in 2 (5.7)

Major

1 in 5 (6.2)

Impact
Inconvenience
Low lying areas

Widespread flooding.
properties on flood islands.
Above flood flooding. Areas
may need to evac.
YES/NO (Where)

MINOR

Inundation in urban
areas
Backyards inundated

Keanes Road
Bremer Road
Ipswich ‐ Rosewood Road at Seven
Mile Bridge Inundated (State
controlled road)

WSL at
Gauge

37 (Keanes)
34.2 (Bremer
Road)
34.1 (Ipswich
Rosewood)

35

37 (Keanes)
37.8
(Bremer
Road)
37.75
(Ipswich
Rosewood)
37.7

Varies

37

Rail Bridge to Quarry
Seven Mile Bridge
No
No

Buildings below floor
level

No

Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

No

Stock are being moved
to higher ground

No

Farm equipment being
moved

Yes
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Expected
height of
impact

No

Yes
Low level bridges

6.2

No

Yes

Minor roads closed

5.7

Pumps and equipment along the
Bremer River
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Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Main traffic routes may
be affected
Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
MODERATE

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground

Farm equipment need to
be moved

Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
MAJOR

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated
Major rail and traffic
routes are closed
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

Yes

Varies.

38.4

Low level areas of rural properties
inundated. Flood islands present
Yes

34.1

37.75

Ipswich ‐ Rosewood Road at Seven
Mile Bridge Inundated
No

No

Yes

38.2

Flood islands within rural properties.
Yes

37

Pumps and equipment along the
Bremer River. Flood islands on rural
properties, cannot access some
areas
Yes

39.22

Rural houses on flood islands
No

Yes

35.46

39

36.7

38.4

Yes

34.1

37.75

Ipswich ‐ Rosewood Road at Seven
Mile Bridge Inundated
Yes

36.7

38.4

Some, downstream of Ipswich
Rosewood Road
Yes
Rural houses on flood islands

Some properties are isolated and
may require evac if flood levels
continue to rise.

Utility services may be
impacted
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Location

Rosewood WWTP

Gauge
Name(s)

Rosewood WWTP Alert

Gauge
Number

540313

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Category

Estimated
AEP

Minor

1 EY (6.5)

Moderate

1 in 10 (7.0)

Major

1 in 20 (7.2)

Impact

Impacts

Gauge Level

State road cut, flooding
affecting low lying areas
Above floor flooding,
residential flood islands
Additional above flood
flooding, rail line cut
YES/NO (Where)

6.5
7
7.2
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

45.2

41.71

44.3

42

44.3
41.3

41.75

Varies

41.87

No
Inconvenience
Yes
Low lying areas

Minor roads closed

Breakout, affecting low lying rural
areas adjacent to rail
No
Reillys Road
Yes

Low level bridges

MINOR

Inundation in urban
areas
Backyards inundated
Buildings below floor
level
Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted
Stock are being moved
to higher ground

Strong Road
Rosewood Warrill View Road (State
Road)
No
Yes
in Rosewood, below floor flooding
Yes
in Rosewood, below floor flooding
No

No
Yes

Farm equipment being
moved
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Breakouts on either side of
waterway
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Inundation in some
areas is more substantial
Main traffic routes may
be affected

MODERATE

Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved
Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level

MAJOR

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated
Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

Yes
Flooding more extensive, waterway
flood width hundreds of metres wide
No

42.1

43.2

42.24

43.2

42.24

varies

42.1

Yes
Above floor flooding
Yes
Flood islands, with properties
Yes

Yes

42.1

Yes
Flood islands, with properties

44.7

42.24

43.65

42.63

43.3

42.45

No

Yes
Additional above flood flooding
No
Some properties isolated
Yes
Rail Cut

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

No

Utility services may be
impacted

No
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Location

South Ripley (James Ivory Bridge)

Gauge
Name(s)

South Ripley (James Ivory Bridge)

Gauge
Number

540727

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Category

Estimated
AEP

Minor

1 in 5 (3.7)

Moderate

1 in 10 (4.1)

Major

1 in 50 (5.5)

Impact

Impacts

Gauge Level

Ripley Road cut, out of bank
flooding. Farmers should
consider moving equipment.
Rural flood islands. Stock may
be trapped. Houses not yet
inundated at adopted level.
Two properties with above
floor flooding. Extensive rural
inundation.
YES/NO (Where)

3.5

4

5.5
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

43.5

42.67

49.95

43.35

49.95

43.35

43.5

42.67

No
Inconvenience
Yes
Low lying areas

Some out of bank flooding
No

Minor roads closed
Low level bridges
Inundation in urban
areas
MINOR

Backyards inundated
Buildings below floor
level
Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted
Stock are being moved
to higher ground

Ripley Road
Yes
Ripley Road
No
No
No
No

No
Yes

Farm equipment being
moved
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Out of bank flooding
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Yes
Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Main traffic routes may
be affected

MODERATE

Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved

Ripley Road/ Watsons Road
intersection
Yes
Development access road ‐ Barrams
Road

48.1

45.25

46.1

46.1

50.8

44.9

41.9

43.6

41.9

43.6

45.5

45.5

45.2

45.2

Yes
Lot 7 Watsons Road
No

Yes
Flood islands within rural areas
Yes
Flood islands within rural areas
Yes

Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
MAJOR

Extensive rural inundation, waterway
several hundred metres wide
No

Yes
Additional above floor flooding‐ Lot
95 Ripley Road

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated

No

Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

No

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted
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Location

South Ripley (Wards Road)

Gauge
Name(s)

South Ripley (Wards Road)

Gauge
Number

540666
Category

Estimated
AEP

Minor

1 in 20 AEP
(67.2)

Moderate

1 in 50
(67.8)

Major

1 in 100
(68.2)

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Impact

Inconvenience

Gauge Level

Breakout from waterway,
affecting back yards and
properties to the north of
waterway
Main evac routes (Ripley Road)
cut. More inundation along
waterway with additional
breakouts
Additional properties being
inundated, some above floor
level
YES/NO (Where)

67.2

67.8

68.2
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

No

Low lying areas

Yes
Breakout from waterway to south,
affecting backyards of properties.

60.6

67.2

Minor roads closed

Yes
Watsons Road
Ward Road (low causeway, no
immunity)

58.85
63.9

67.20
63.9

59.9
62.8

67.2
67.8

65.4

67.8

Low level bridges
MINOR

Impacts

Inundation in urban
areas
Backyards inundated
Buildings below floor
level

No
No
Yes
Lot 21 Watsons Road
Lot 2 Watsons Road
Yes
Breakout to north of waterway

Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

No

Stock are being moved
to higher ground

No
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Farm equipment being
moved

Yes
65.4

67.8

Lot 21 Watsons Road
Breakout to north
Yes

59.54

67.22

Flooding Ripley Road

63

67.8

60.8

68.6

63.2

67.75

62.93

68.2

63

67.8

Breakouts occur around a 1 in 20
AEP event
Yes
Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Main traffic routes may
be affected

MODERATE

Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved

Yes
Lot 5 Watsons Road
No

No

No
Yes

Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
MAJOR

Breakout to north, possibly effecting
properties. 250m north of gauge
No

Yes
Properties to north of waterway
affected by above floor flooding

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated

No

Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

No
Yes

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

Ripley Road Cut, some rural
properties on flood islands. Other
waterways likely to be elevated.

Utility services may be
impacted
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Location

Spressers Bridge

Gauge
Name(s)

Spressers Bridge Alert

Gauge
Number

540314

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Category

Estimated
AEP

Minor

< 1EY (4.7)

Moderate

1 EY (4.7)

Major

1 in 2 (5.0)

Impact

Impacts

Gauge Level

Waterway breaking banks,
farmers moving equipment
State road cut, wide floodplain
inundated, breakouts causing
flood islands
Majority of area of interest
inundated
YES/NO (Where)

4
4.5
5
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

Varies

38.6

Varies

39.91

No
Inconvenience
No
Low lying areas
No
Minor roads closed
Low level bridges
Inundation in urban
areas
MINOR
Backyards inundated
Buildings below floor
level
Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

MODERATE

No
No
No
No
No

Stock are being moved
to higher ground

No

Farm equipment being
moved

Yes

Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Ipswich City Council | 24 December 2020
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Yes
Main traffic routes may
be affected
Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

39.77

39.77

Major breakout of river, causing
flood islands
Yes

39.5

39.5

Major breakout of river, causing
flood islands
Yes

39.5

39.5

Majority of focus area inundated.
Some properties isolated
No

Varies

40.28

Rosewood Warrill View Road Bridge
(STATE ROAD)
No

No

Yes
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved
Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
MAJOR

No

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated

No

Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

No

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required

No

Utility services may be
impacted

No
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Location

Three Mile Bridge

Gauge
Name(s)

Three Mile Bridge Alert

Gauge
Number

040838

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Category

Estimated
AEP

Impacts

Gauge Level

Minor

1EY (16.5)

Golf Course inundation

16.5

Moderate

1 in 5 (19.4)

Major

1 in 20
(23.5)

Impact

Main road cut, farm equipment
needs moving
Widespread flooding, flood
islands (no residential)

19.2
23.5
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

17.6

16.48

20.1

20

Downstream of Old Toowoomba
Road
No

19

19.4

Yes

20

19.4

YES/NO (Where)
No

Inconvenience
Yes
Low lying areas

Golf Course, some areas isolated
No

Minor roads closed

Behms Road Cut
No

Low level bridges

MINOR

Inundation in urban
areas
Backyards inundated

No

No

Buildings below floor
level

No

Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

No

Stock are being moved
to higher ground
Farm equipment being
moved
MODERATE
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Inundation in some
areas is more substantial
Main traffic routes may
be affected
Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved

Large flood extent, inundating rural
areas adjacent to river
No
Old Toowoomba Road Cut

19.2

19.2

20

19.4

Varies

23.5

25.1

24

No

No

No

Yes
Out of bank flooding, Bremer River
Yes

Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
MAJOR

Widespread flooding, some flood
islands
No

No

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated

No

Major rail and traffic
routes are closed

No

Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted
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Location

Walloon

Gauge
Name(s)

Walloon (DNRM) Alert
Walloon TM

Gauge
Number

540504
540081

Classification
Triggers

Flood
Classification

Category

Estimated
AEP

Minor

< 1EY (6.7)

Moderate

1 in 2 (7.2)

Major

1 in 20
(10.3)

Impact

Impacts

Gauge Level

Closing a State controlled road,
with out of bank flooding
Second major evac route from
Walloon cut. Evac still possible
north. Rural flood islands.
Some below floor flooding
Houses are flooded, evac
routes cut (except north),
Airforce base flooding
YES/NO (Where)

4.2

7.5

10
Expected
height of
impact

WSL at
Gauge

Five Mile: 27.2

Five Mile:
20.7

27.2

20.7

27

23.7

No
Inconvenience
No
Low lying areas
Yes
Minor roads closed

Low level bridges

MINOR

Inundation in urban
areas
Backyards inundated
Buildings below floor
level
Bicycle and pedestrian
paths impacted

Haigslea ‐ Amberley Road at Five
Mile (Note, State controlled road)
Yes
Five Mile Bridge
No
No
No
No

Stock are being moved
to higher ground

No

Farm equipment being
moved

No

MODERATE
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Inundation in some
areas is more substantial

Rural flooding extending some
distance from the watercourse.
Yes

Main traffic routes may
be affected

Some buildings are likely
to be affected above
floor level
Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Stock needs to be
moved to higher ground
Farm equipment need to
be moved
Extensive rural areas are
inundated and isolated
Urban Areas are
inundated in and in
some areas islands with
isolation are identified
Many buildings are
impacted and affected
above floor level
MAJOR

Properties and
townships are likely to
be isolated

Haigslea ‐ Amberley Road at Five
Mile (Note, State controlled road)
Karrabin ‐ Rosewood Road in
Walloon (Note, State controlled
road)
Yes
Commonwealth Gov Building,
adjacent to gauge
No

Five Mile: 27.2
Karrabin
Rosewood:
26.4

Five Mile:
20.7
Karrabin
Rosewood:
23.5

Floor Level:
29.65

24.2

No

Yes
23.6

Some rural flood islands present.
Flooding along Bremer River
Yes
Extensive rural flooding, with flood
corridor up to 2.5km wide
Yes

Varies

25.8

Above floor flooding at several
properties in Kingsley Street,
Walloon
Yes

29.4

26

East Walloon:
28.0

East
Walloon:
25.2

Seven Mile:
34.1
Five Mile: 27.2
Karrabin
Rosewood:
26.4

Seven Mile:
28.1
Five Mile:
27.2
Karrabin
Rosewood:
29.5

Eastern Walloon
Commonwealth building
No

Yes

Major rail and traffic
routes are closed
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Ipswich ‐ Rosewood Road at Seven
Mile Bridge (Note, State controlled
road)
Haigslea ‐ Amberley Road at Five
Mile (Note, State controlled road)
Karrabin ‐ Rosewood Road in
Walloon (Note, State controlled
road)
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Evacuation of flood
affected areas may be
required
Utility services may be
impacted
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APPENDIX X
QFES EMERGENCY ALERT POLYGONS
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Amberley

Ipswich Classed Gauges
Data
Information
Forecast

Maximum Flood Depth (m)
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0.1 - 0.2
0.2 - 0.3
0.3 - 0.4
0.4 - 0.5
0.5 - 0.75
0.75 - 1
1 - 1.5
1.5 - 2
>2
WSL Contour (mAHD)

Imagery Sources: Google
Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
Produced By: Water Technology

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan: Alert Polygons

Alert Polygon: Amberley Forecast Location (540180)
2020-09-17T15:12:35.120
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Churchill

Ipswich Classed Gauges
Data
Information
Forecast

Maximum Flood Depth (m)
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0.3 - 0.4
0.4 - 0.5
0.5 - 0.75
0.75 - 1
1 - 1.5
1.5 - 2
>2
WSL Contour (mAHD)

Imagery Sources: Google
Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
Produced By: Water Technology
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Alert Polygon: Churchill Forecast Location (540248)
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Five Mile Bridge

Ipswich Classed Gauges
Data
Information
Forecast
WSL Contour (mAHD)

Maximum Flood Depth (m)
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0.3 - 0.4
0.4 - 0.5
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0.75 - 1
1 - 1.5
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>2

Imagery Sources: Google
Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
Produced By: Water Technology

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan: Alert Polygons

Alert Polygon: Five Mile Bridge Forecast Location (540147)
2020-09-17T15:13:12.936
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Ipswich

Ipswich Classed Gauges
Data
Information
Forecast

Maximum Flood Depth (m)
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>2
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Imagery Sources: Google
Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
Produced By: Water Technology

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan: Alert Polygons

Alert Polygon: Ipswich Forecast Location (040831, 040101)
2020-09-17T15:13:30.499
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Kuss Road

Ipswich Classed Gauges
Data
Information
Forecast
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Imagery Sources: Google
Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
Produced By: Water Technology

Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan: Alert Polygons

Alert Polygon: Kuss Road Forecast Location (540583,540194,040701)
2020-09-17T15:13:46.239
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Loamside
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan: Alert Polygons

Alert Polygon: Loamside Forecast Location (540062, 540210)
2020-09-17T15:14:05.188
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Legend
Alert Polygon
One Mile Bridge
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Data
Information
Forecast
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Imagery Sources: Google
Projection: GDA / MGA 94 Zone 56
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan: Alert Polygons

Alert Polygon: One Mile Bridge Forecast Location (040836)
2020-09-17T15:14:21.522
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Rosewood WWTP
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Ipswich Integrated Catchment Plan: Alert Polygons

Alert Polygon: Rosewood WWTP Alert (540313)
2020-09-17T15:14:56.784
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Rosewood Alert

Gauges
Ipswich Classed Gauges
Data
Information
Forecast
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2020-09-17T15:14:39.872
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Legend
Alert Polygon
South Ripley (Wards Road)
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Alert Polygon: South Ripley (Wards Rd) Forecast Location (540666)
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Spressers Bridge
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Produced By: Water Technology
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Alert Polygon: Spressers Bridge Alert (540314)
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Three Mile Bridge
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Legend
Alert Polygon
Walloon
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APPENDIX Y
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE MAPPING
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Melbourne

Brisbane

15 Business Park Drive
Notting Hill VIC 3168
Telephone (03) 8526 0800
Fax
(03) 9558 9365

Level 5, 43 Peel Street
South Brisbane QLD 4101
Telephone (07) 3105 1460
Fax
(07) 3846 5144

Adelaide

Perth

1/198 Greenhill Road
Eastwood SA 5063
Telephone (08) 8378 8000
Fax
(08) 8357 8988

Ground Floor
430 Roberts Road
Subiaco WA 6008
Telephone 08 6555 0105

Geelong

Gippsland

PO Box 436
Geelong VIC 3220
Telephone 0458 015 664

154 Macleod Street
Bairnsdale VIC 3875
Telephone (03) 5152 5833

Wangaratta

Wimmera

First Floor, 40 Rowan Street
Wangaratta VIC 3677
Telephone (03) 5721 2650

PO Box 584
Stawell VIC 3380
Telephone 0438 510 240

www.watertech.com.au
info@watertech.com.au
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